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The families of Santa Barbara County thank you for your generous
support!


Allstate Foundation for being generous supporters of our efforts. 
Bel Lavoro Olive Orchards for donating $20,000.
Brooks Burgers for hosting a fundraiser. 
Carp Growers x Staple Clothing for making a significant contribution
through the proceeds from a unique clothing collection.
Central Coast Agriculture for being such a great champion of our work.
Cold Spring School for hosting a bake sale to benefit the Foodbank.
Cut1886 Extra Virgin Olive Oil for donating National Olive Day proceeds. 
Donahue Truck Center for helping us get a replacement truck. 
Dreamcôte Wine Co. for supporting our efforts. 
Guaranteed Rate for $2,300 contribution.
John Sperling Foundation for a generous $50,000 grant to support
our disaster response.
Just for Fun Party Rentals for helping transport food. 
Kait Cortenbach, State Farm Insurance Agent, and State Farm for
their support and matching gift.
Living Peace Foundation for $10,000 grant to support COVID relief.
Painter Lety Garcia (@LetyPainter) for donating 30% of painting
proceeds. 
The Mill and Catherine Gee Designs for donating 10% of the proceeds







from their reusable mask sales.
Rotary Club of Santa Barbara for a generous $4,000 donation.
Ravi Chahal and family, owners of 7-11 stores in Orcutt, Santa Barbara
and Arroyo Grande for providing a home-cooked meal for staff and
National Guards working at our Santa Maria warehouse in honor of front-
line work throughout the Covid-19 crisis. 
Samantha Bearman and Bear Cave Comedy for hosting a benefit show
for us.
Santa Maria Noontimers Lions Club for $1,000 donation.
Santa Barbara Trivia Team for ongoing support and contributions. 
Steep Echo Tea for donating National Olive Day proceeds. 


You can help, too! Provide healthy food for those struggling during Covid-19.


Local updates and recommendations regarding COVID-19 are available from
the Santa Barbara County Public Health Department.


Best regards,


Erik Talkin, CEO Foodbank
Blog: www.hungerintohealth.com
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Have you remembered the Foodbank in your
will? https://foodbanksbc.org/planned-giving/
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Channel Counties Members:
 
The Legislature and the Governor have come to an agreement on the budget which
must be signed by the Governor by the June 30th constitutional deadline.  That
budget agreement includes trailer bill language in AB 89 (page 201) and SB 121,
which the Legislature will act on this week, to allocate $500 million to cities from the
state’s share of CARES Act funds as follows:
 


$275 million to cities with a population less than 300,000 on per capita basis
relative to the population of the cities in this group.
$225 million to cities with a population greater 300,000 that did not receive a
direct allocation from the CARES Act. The funds will be allocated on a per
capita basis relative to the population of the cities in this group.
No city will receive less than $50,000.
COVID related expenses incurred starting March 1
Excludes cities that received funds directly from the CARES Act.


*individual city allocations are in the attached PDF file
 
The funds are to be used towards public health, public safety, homelessness, and
other services to combat COVID-19. Further details on eligible uses are forthcoming;
it is important to note that to-date the budget measures do not restrict use of these
funds further than the CARES Act guidance issued by the Treasury Department.  
 
Funding is contingent upon certification by the Department of Finance that a
city adheres to state and federal public health guidance issued in response to
COVID-19, including executive orders issued by the Governor.  Following
certification, the State Controller will remit funds to the city. If funds are not
spent by September 1, 2020, the Director of Finance may reallocate the
funds, ahead of the federal December 30, 2020 expenditure deadline
 
The League will provide information from the Department of Finance on the terms and
conditions for receipt of the funds, including application documents and any
information or action that will be required to demonstrate a city’s compliance with
health orders.
 
As noted above, for your reference, I have included the League’s initial estimates on
our request for the $500 million CARES Act allocation.  We will provide updated
numbers along with a budget summary once the budget signed. 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or feedback.
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Total fund $500,000,000
5/22/2020 Total Group A Group B 45.0% Group C 55.0%



$1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $275,000,000
minimum $50,000



Population 4/20 R Allocation A Per Allocation Per Capita Allocation Per Capita
LOS ANGELES 4,040,079 $706,500,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN DIEGO 1,420,572 $248,400,000 $174.86 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN JOSE 1,043,058 $182,400,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN FRANCISCO 883,869 $154,200,000 $174.46 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
FRESNO 536,683 $93,900,000 $174.96 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SACRAMENTO 508,172 $88,900,000 $174.94 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
LONG BEACH 475,013 $40,504,207 $85.27 $0 $0.00
OAKLAND 432,897 $36,912,989 $85.27 $0 $0.00
BAKERSFIELD 389,211 $33,187,898 $85.27 $0 $0.00
ANAHEIM 359,339 $30,640,722 $85.27 $0 $0.00
SANTA ANA 337,716 $28,796,936 $85.27 $0 $0.00
RIVERSIDE 328,101 $27,977,068 $85.27 $0 $0.00
STOCKTON 316,410 $26,980,180 $85.27 $0 $0.00
IRVINE 280,202 $0 $0.00 $3,442,206 $12.28
CHULA VISTA 271,411 $0 $0.00 $3,334,211 $12.28
FREMONT 232,532 $0 $0.00 $2,856,593 $12.28
SAN BERNARDINO 219,233 $0 $0.00 $2,693,218 $12.28
SANTA CLARITA 218,103 $0 $0.00 $2,679,336 $12.28
MODESTO 215,201 $0 $0.00 $2,643,686 $12.28
FONTANA 212,078 $0 $0.00 $2,605,321 $12.28
OXNARD 209,879 $0 $0.00 $2,578,307 $12.28
MORENO VALLEY 208,297 $0 $0.00 $2,558,872 $12.28
GLENDALE 206,283 $0 $0.00 $2,534,131 $12.28
HUNTINGTON BEACH 203,761 $0 $0.00 $2,503,149 $12.28
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 179,412 $0 $0.00 $2,204,028 $12.28
ONTARIO 178,268 $0 $0.00 $2,189,974 $12.28
OCEANSIDE 178,021 $0 $0.00 $2,186,940 $12.28
SANTA ROSA 175,625 $0 $0.00 $2,157,506 $12.28
GARDEN GROVE 175,155 $0 $0.00 $2,151,732 $12.28
ELK GROVE 174,025 $0 $0.00 $2,137,850 $12.28
CORONA 168,101 $0 $0.00 $2,065,075 $12.28
SALINAS 162,797 $0 $0.00 $1,999,917 $12.28
LANCASTER 161,604 $0 $0.00 $1,985,261 $12.28
HAYWARD 159,433 $0 $0.00 $1,958,591 $12.28
PALMDALE 157,854 $0 $0.00 $1,939,194 $12.28
SUNNYVALE 155,567 $0 $0.00 $1,911,098 $12.28
POMONA 154,310 $0 $0.00 $1,895,657 $12.28
ESCONDIDO 152,739 $0 $0.00 $1,876,357 $12.28
TORRANCE 148,054 $0 $0.00 $1,818,803 $12.28
PASADENA 146,312 $0 $0.00 $1,797,403 $12.28
FULLERTON 142,824 $0 $0.00 $1,754,554 $12.28
ORANGE 141,691 $0 $0.00 $1,740,636 $12.28
ROSEVILLE 139,643 $0 $0.00 $1,715,476 $12.28
VISALIA 138,207 $0 $0.00 $1,697,836 $12.28
CONCORD 129,889 $0 $0.00 $1,595,651 $12.28
THOUSAND OAKS 129,557 $0 $0.00 $1,591,573 $12.28
SANTA CLARA 128,717 $0 $0.00 $1,581,253 $12.28
SIMI VALLEY 127,716 $0 $0.00 $1,568,956 $12.28
VICTORVILLE 126,543 $0 $0.00 $1,554,546 $12.28
BERKELEY 123,328 $0 $0.00 $1,515,051 $12.28
VALLEJO 119,544 $0 $0.00 $1,468,566 $12.28



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]
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Total fund $500,000,000
5/22/2020 Total Group A Group B 45.0% Group C 55.0%



$1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $275,000,000
minimum $50,000



Population 4/20 R Allocation A Per Allocation Per Capita Allocation Per Capita



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]



MURRIETA 118,125 $0 $0.00 $1,451,134 $12.28
EL MONTE 117,204 $0 $0.00 $1,439,819 $12.28
FAIRFIELD 117,149 $0 $0.00 $1,439,144 $12.28
CLOVIS 117,003 $0 $0.00 $1,437,350 $12.28
COSTA MESA 115,830 $0 $0.00 $1,422,940 $12.28
CARLSBAD 115,241 $0 $0.00 $1,415,704 $12.28
DOWNEY 114,212 $0 $0.00 $1,403,063 $12.28
ANTIOCH 113,901 $0 $0.00 $1,399,243 $12.28
TEMECULA 113,826 $0 $0.00 $1,398,322 $12.28
INGLEWOOD 112,549 $0 $0.00 $1,382,634 $12.28
CHICO 112,111 $0 $0.00 $1,377,253 $12.28
RICHMOND 110,436 $0 $0.00 $1,356,676 $12.28
DALY CITY 109,122 $0 $0.00 $1,340,534 $12.28
SAN BUENAVENTURA 108,170 $0 $0.00 $1,328,839 $12.28
WEST COVINA 108,116 $0 $0.00 $1,328,176 $12.28
SANTA MARIA 107,356 $0 $0.00 $1,318,839 $12.28
RIALTO 107,271 $0 $0.00 $1,317,795 $12.28
NORWALK 106,744 $0 $0.00 $1,311,321 $12.28
JURUPA VALLEY 106,318 $0 $0.00 $1,306,088 $12.28
BURBANK 105,952 $0 $0.00 $1,301,592 $12.28
EL CAJON 105,559 $0 $0.00 $1,296,764 $12.28
SAN MATEO 104,570 $0 $0.00 $1,284,614 $12.28
VISTA 101,987 $0 $0.00 $1,252,883 $12.28
VACAVILLE 98,807 $0 $0.00 $1,213,817 $12.28
COMPTON 98,711 $0 $0.00 $1,212,638 $12.28
SAN MARCOS 98,369 $0 $0.00 $1,208,437 $12.28
SOUTH GATE 96,777 $0 $0.00 $1,188,879 $12.28
MISSION VIEJO 96,434 $0 $0.00 $1,184,666 $12.28
HESPERIA 96,362 $0 $0.00 $1,183,781 $12.28
CARSON 93,604 $0 $0.00 $1,149,900 $12.28
SANTA MONICA 93,593 $0 $0.00 $1,149,765 $12.28
SANTA BARBARA 93,532 $0 $0.00 $1,149,015 $12.28
MENIFEE 93,452 $0 $0.00 $1,148,032 $12.28
REDDING 92,839 $0 $0.00 $1,140,502 $12.28
TRACY 92,800 $0 $0.00 $1,140,023 $12.28
WESTMINSTER 92,610 $0 $0.00 $1,137,689 $12.28
LIVERMORE 91,039 $0 $0.00 $1,118,389 $12.28
CHINO 89,829 $0 $0.00 $1,103,525 $12.28
SAN LEANDRO 89,825 $0 $0.00 $1,103,476 $12.28
INDIO 89,406 $0 $0.00 $1,098,328 $12.28
CITRUS HEIGHTS 88,095 $0 $0.00 $1,082,223 $12.28
HAWTHORNE 87,854 $0 $0.00 $1,079,263 $12.28
WHITTIER 87,526 $0 $0.00 $1,075,233 $12.28
NEWPORT BEACH 87,180 $0 $0.00 $1,070,983 $12.28
MERCED 87,110 $0 $0.00 $1,070,123 $12.28
ALHAMBRA 86,931 $0 $0.00 $1,067,924 $12.28
LAKE FOREST 86,346 $0 $0.00 $1,060,737 $12.28
REDWOOD CITY 85,319 $0 $0.00 $1,048,121 $12.28
HEMET 84,754 $0 $0.00 $1,041,180 $12.28
CHINO HILLS 84,364 $0 $0.00 $1,036,389 $12.28
SAN RAMON 83,957 $0 $0.00 $1,031,389 $12.28
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5/22/2020 Total Group A Group B 45.0% Group C 55.0%



$1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $275,000,000
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Population 4/20 R Allocation A Per Allocation Per Capita Allocation Per Capita



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]



MANTECA 83,781 $0 $0.00 $1,029,227 $12.28
BUENA PARK 83,384 $0 $0.00 $1,024,350 $12.28
MOUNTAIN VIEW 81,992 $0 $0.00 $1,007,249 $12.28
TUSTIN 81,369 $0 $0.00 $999,596 $12.28
LAKEWOOD 81,352 $0 $0.00 $999,387 $12.28
PLEASANTON 80,492 $0 $0.00 $988,822 $12.28
FOLSOM 79,835 $0 $0.00 $980,751 $12.28
NAPA 79,490 $0 $0.00 $976,513 $12.28
ALAMEDA 79,316 $0 $0.00 $974,376 $12.28
UPLAND 78,481 $0 $0.00 $964,118 $12.28
BELLFLOWER 78,308 $0 $0.00 $961,993 $12.28
BALDWIN PARK 77,286 $0 $0.00 $949,438 $12.28
PERRIS 76,971 $0 $0.00 $945,568 $12.28
MILPITAS 76,231 $0 $0.00 $936,477 $12.28
UNION CITY 74,916 $0 $0.00 $920,323 $12.28
RANCHO CORDOVA 74,471 $0 $0.00 $914,856 $12.28
TURLOCK 74,471 $0 $0.00 $914,856 $12.28
APPLE VALLEY 73,464 $0 $0.00 $902,485 $12.28
PITTSBURG 72,541 $0 $0.00 $891,147 $12.28
REDLANDS 71,839 $0 $0.00 $882,523 $12.28
LYNWOOD 71,343 $0 $0.00 $876,429 $12.28
WALNUT CREEK 70,121 $0 $0.00 $861,417 $12.28
CAMARILLO 69,880 $0 $0.00 $858,457 $12.28
DAVIS 69,761 $0 $0.00 $856,995 $12.28
PALO ALTO 69,397 $0 $0.00 $852,523 $12.28
ROCKLIN 69,249 $0 $0.00 $850,705 $12.28
YORBA LINDA 68,706 $0 $0.00 $844,035 $12.28
REDONDO BEACH 68,473 $0 $0.00 $841,172 $12.28
LODI 68,272 $0 $0.00 $838,703 $12.28
YUBA CITY 67,536 $0 $0.00 $829,661 $12.28
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO 67,078 $0 $0.00 $824,035 $12.28
TULARE 66,967 $0 $0.00 $822,671 $12.28
LAGUNA NIGUEL 66,748 $0 $0.00 $819,981 $12.28
MADERA 66,419 $0 $0.00 $815,939 $12.28
EASTVALE 66,078 $0 $0.00 $811,750 $12.28
SANTA CRUZ 65,807 $0 $0.00 $808,421 $12.28
SAN CLEMENTE 65,405 $0 $0.00 $803,483 $12.28
DUBLIN 64,577 $0 $0.00 $793,311 $12.28
MONTEBELLO 64,247 $0 $0.00 $789,257 $12.28
PICO RIVERA 64,033 $0 $0.00 $786,628 $12.28
BRENTWOOD 63,662 $0 $0.00 $782,070 $12.28
LA HABRA 63,542 $0 $0.00 $780,596 $12.28
ENCINITAS 63,390 $0 $0.00 $778,729 $12.28
LAKE ELSINORE 62,949 $0 $0.00 $773,311 $12.28
NATIONAL CITY 62,307 $0 $0.00 $765,425 $12.28
PETALUMA 62,247 $0 $0.00 $764,688 $12.28
MONTEREY PARK 61,828 $0 $0.00 $759,540 $12.28
GARDENA 61,042 $0 $0.00 $749,884 $12.28
LA MESA 60,820 $0 $0.00 $747,157 $12.28
WOODLAND 60,292 $0 $0.00 $740,671 $12.28
PORTERVILLE 60,260 $0 $0.00 $740,278 $12.28
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SAN RAFAEL 60,046 $0 $0.00 $737,649 $12.28
CUPERTINO 59,879 $0 $0.00 $735,597 $12.28
HUNTINGTON PARK 59,350 $0 $0.00 $729,099 $12.28
ARCADIA 58,891 $0 $0.00 $723,460 $12.28
SANTEE 58,408 $0 $0.00 $717,526 $12.28
HANFORD 58,105 $0 $0.00 $713,804 $12.28
DIAMOND BAR 57,495 $0 $0.00 $706,310 $12.28
FOUNTAIN VALLEY 56,652 $0 $0.00 $695,954 $12.28
GILROY 55,928 $0 $0.00 $687,060 $12.28
HIGHLAND 55,778 $0 $0.00 $685,218 $12.28
PARAMOUNT 55,497 $0 $0.00 $681,766 $12.28
ROSEMEAD 55,097 $0 $0.00 $676,852 $12.28
CATHEDRAL CITY 54,907 $0 $0.00 $674,518 $12.28
YUCAIPA 54,844 $0 $0.00 $673,744 $12.28
COLTON 54,391 $0 $0.00 $668,179 $12.28
NOVATO 54,115 $0 $0.00 $664,788 $12.28
DELANO 53,936 $0 $0.00 $662,589 $12.28
WEST SACRAMENTO 53,911 $0 $0.00 $662,282 $12.28
PALM DESERT 53,625 $0 $0.00 $658,769 $12.28
WATSONVILLE 53,021 $0 $0.00 $651,349 $12.28
PLACENTIA 52,333 $0 $0.00 $642,897 $12.28
GLENDORA 52,122 $0 $0.00 $640,305 $12.28
ALISO VIEJO 51,372 $0 $0.00 $631,091 $12.28
AZUSA 51,313 $0 $0.00 $630,366 $12.28
CERRITOS 50,711 $0 $0.00 $622,971 $12.28
POWAY 50,320 $0 $0.00 $618,168 $12.28
CYPRESS 49,833 $0 $0.00 $612,185 $12.28
LA MIRADA 49,558 $0 $0.00 $608,807 $12.28
CERES 49,510 $0 $0.00 $608,217 $12.28
RANCHO SANTA MARGARIT 48,960 $0 $0.00 $601,460 $12.28
SAN JACINTO 48,878 $0 $0.00 $600,453 $12.28
COVINA 48,876 $0 $0.00 $600,428 $12.28
PALM SPRINGS 48,733 $0 $0.00 $598,672 $12.28
NEWARK 48,712 $0 $0.00 $598,414 $12.28
BEAUMONT 48,401 $0 $0.00 $594,593 $12.28
LINCOLN 48,277 $0 $0.00 $593,070 $12.28
SAN LUIS OBISPO 46,802 $0 $0.00 $574,950 $12.28
COACHELLA 46,351 $0 $0.00 $569,409 $12.28
EL CENTRO 46,248 $0 $0.00 $568,144 $12.28
MORGAN HILL 45,742 $0 $0.00 $561,928 $12.28
BREA 45,606 $0 $0.00 $560,257 $12.28
DANVILLE 45,270 $0 $0.00 $556,130 $12.28
SAN BRUNO 45,257 $0 $0.00 $555,970 $12.28
LOMPOC 43,649 $0 $0.00 $536,216 $12.28
ROHNERT PARK 43,339 $0 $0.00 $532,408 $12.28
CAMPBELL 43,250 $0 $0.00 $531,315 $12.28
BELL GARDENS 42,972 $0 $0.00 $527,899 $12.28
RANCHO PALOS VERDES 42,560 $0 $0.00 $522,838 $12.28
CALEXICO 42,198 $0 $0.00 $518,391 $12.28
LA QUINTA 42,098 $0 $0.00 $517,163 $12.28
LOS BANOS 41,898 $0 $0.00 $514,706 $12.28
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OAKLEY 41,759 $0 $0.00 $512,998 $12.28
SAN GABRIEL 41,178 $0 $0.00 $505,861 $12.28
LA PUENTE 40,795 $0 $0.00 $501,156 $12.28
CULVER CITY 40,173 $0 $0.00 $493,514 $12.28
HOLLISTER 40,149 $0 $0.00 $493,220 $12.28
MONTCLAIR 39,563 $0 $0.00 $486,021 $12.28
STANTON 39,307 $0 $0.00 $482,876 $12.28
PACIFICA 38,674 $0 $0.00 $475,100 $12.28
MONROVIA 38,529 $0 $0.00 $473,318 $12.28
MARTINEZ 38,490 $0 $0.00 $472,839 $12.28
MOORPARK 37,020 $0 $0.00 $454,781 $12.28
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO 36,821 $0 $0.00 $452,336 $12.28
WEST HOLLYWOOD 36,660 $0 $0.00 $450,358 $12.28
TEMPLE CITY 36,583 $0 $0.00 $449,412 $12.28
BELL 36,556 $0 $0.00 $449,081 $12.28
CLAREMONT 36,511 $0 $0.00 $448,528 $12.28
WILDOMAR 36,066 $0 $0.00 $443,061 $12.28
MANHATTAN BEACH 35,922 $0 $0.00 $441,292 $12.28
MENLO PARK 35,790 $0 $0.00 $439,670 $12.28
ADELANTO 35,136 $0 $0.00 $431,636 $12.28
PLEASANT HILL 35,055 $0 $0.00 $430,641 $12.28
BEVERLY HILLS 34,627 $0 $0.00 $425,383 $12.28
SAN DIMAS 34,584 $0 $0.00 $424,855 $12.28
DANA POINT 34,249 $0 $0.00 $420,740 $12.28
SEASIDE 33,776 $0 $0.00 $414,929 $12.28
FOSTER CITY 33,693 $0 $0.00 $413,909 $12.28
LAWNDALE 33,436 $0 $0.00 $410,752 $12.28
LA VERNE 33,201 $0 $0.00 $407,865 $12.28
GOLETA 32,759 $0 $0.00 $402,435 $12.28
SAN PABLO 31,817 $0 $0.00 $390,863 $12.28
LAGUNA HILLS 31,572 $0 $0.00 $387,853 $12.28
ATWATER 31,470 $0 $0.00 $386,600 $12.28
SARATOGA 31,407 $0 $0.00 $385,826 $12.28
EL PASO DE ROBLES 31,244 $0 $0.00 $383,824 $12.28
LOS ALTOS 31,190 $0 $0.00 $383,161 $12.28
BANNING 31,044 $0 $0.00 $381,367 $12.28
LOS GATOS 30,988 $0 $0.00 $380,679 $12.28
SANTA PAULA 30,779 $0 $0.00 $378,112 $12.28
WALNUT 30,551 $0 $0.00 $375,311 $12.28
EAST PALO ALTO 30,499 $0 $0.00 $374,672 $12.28
ATASCADERO 30,405 $0 $0.00 $373,517 $12.28
BURLINGAME 30,317 $0 $0.00 $372,436 $12.28
SAN CARLOS 29,864 $0 $0.00 $366,871 $12.28
RIDGECREST 29,712 $0 $0.00 $365,004 $12.28
SUISUN CITY 29,447 $0 $0.00 $361,748 $12.28
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 29,251 $0 $0.00 $359,341 $12.28
TWENTYNINE PALMS 28,958 $0 $0.00 $355,741 $12.28
WINDSOR 28,565 $0 $0.00 $350,913 $12.28
MONTEREY 28,448 $0 $0.00 $349,476 $12.28
MAYWOOD 27,971 $0 $0.00 $343,616 $12.28
WASCO 27,955 $0 $0.00 $343,420 $12.28
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CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]



BENICIA 27,570 $0 $0.00 $338,690 $12.28
IMPERIAL BEACH 27,448 $0 $0.00 $337,191 $12.28
BRAWLEY 27,337 $0 $0.00 $335,828 $12.28
LEMON GROVE 27,208 $0 $0.00 $334,243 $12.28
EUREKA 27,191 $0 $0.00 $334,034 $12.28
BELMONT 27,174 $0 $0.00 $333,825 $12.28
SANGER 27,094 $0 $0.00 $332,842 $12.28
NORCO 27,063 $0 $0.00 $332,462 $12.28
REEDLEY 26,666 $0 $0.00 $327,585 $12.28
GALT 26,489 $0 $0.00 $325,410 $12.28
LAFAYETTE 26,327 $0 $0.00 $323,420 $12.28
LEMOORE 26,257 $0 $0.00 $322,560 $12.28
SOUTH PASADENA 26,245 $0 $0.00 $322,413 $12.28
HERCULES 26,224 $0 $0.00 $322,155 $12.28
PARADISE 26,218 $0 $0.00 $322,081 $12.28
SOLEDAD 26,079 $0 $0.00 $320,373 $12.28
EL CERRITO 25,459 $0 $0.00 $312,757 $12.28
DINUBA 25,328 $0 $0.00 $311,148 $12.28
RIVERBANK 25,318 $0 $0.00 $311,025 $12.28
SEAL BEACH 25,073 $0 $0.00 $308,015 $12.28
SELMA 25,045 $0 $0.00 $307,671 $12.28
LATHROP 24,936 $0 $0.00 $306,332 $12.28
SAN FERNANDO 24,918 $0 $0.00 $306,111 $12.28
CORCORAN 24,813 $0 $0.00 $304,821 $12.28
CORONADO 24,697 $0 $0.00 $303,396 $12.28
LOMA LINDA 24,335 $0 $0.00 $298,949 $12.28
CUDAHY 24,264 $0 $0.00 $298,077 $12.28
CALABASAS 24,239 $0 $0.00 $297,770 $12.28
BARSTOW 24,150 $0 $0.00 $296,676 $12.28
OAKDALE 23,807 $0 $0.00 $292,463 $12.28
PATTERSON 23,764 $0 $0.00 $291,934 $12.28
PORT HUENEME 23,526 $0 $0.00 $289,011 $12.28
LAGUNA BEACH 23,358 $0 $0.00 $286,947 $12.28
MILLBRAE 23,154 $0 $0.00 $284,441 $12.28
MARINA 22,957 $0 $0.00 $282,021 $12.28
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 22,800 $0 $0.00 $280,092 $12.28
ARVIN 22,178 $0 $0.00 $272,451 $12.28
YUCCA VALLEY 22,050 $0 $0.00 $270,878 $12.28
DUARTE 21,952 $0 $0.00 $269,674 $12.28
OROVILLE 21,773 $0 $0.00 $267,475 $12.28
SOUTH EL MONTE 21,293 $0 $0.00 $261,579 $12.28
SHAFTER 20,886 $0 $0.00 $256,579 $12.28
AGOURA HILLS 20,842 $0 $0.00 $256,038 $12.28
BLYTHE 20,817 $0 $0.00 $255,731 $12.28
LOMITA 20,763 $0 $0.00 $255,068 $12.28
AMERICAN CANYON 20,629 $0 $0.00 $253,422 $12.28
LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE 20,602 $0 $0.00 $253,090 $12.28
IMPERIAL 19,929 $0 $0.00 $244,822 $12.28
HERMOSA BEACH 19,847 $0 $0.00 $243,815 $12.28
DIXON 19,794 $0 $0.00 $243,164 $12.28
PINOLE 19,498 $0 $0.00 $239,528 $12.28
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ORINDA 19,475 $0 $0.00 $239,245 $12.28
ALBANY 19,393 $0 $0.00 $238,238 $12.28
CHOWCHILLA 18,742 $0 $0.00 $230,240 $12.28
RANCHO MIRAGE 18,489 $0 $0.00 $227,132 $12.28
SANTA FE SPRINGS 18,261 $0 $0.00 $224,331 $12.28
COALINGA 18,087 $0 $0.00 $222,194 $12.28
ARCATA 18,078 $0 $0.00 $222,083 $12.28
GREENFIELD 18,009 $0 $0.00 $221,236 $12.28
SUSANVILLE 17,947 $0 $0.00 $220,474 $12.28
ARROYO GRANDE 17,876 $0 $0.00 $219,602 $12.28
EL SEGUNDO 17,066 $0 $0.00 $209,651 $12.28
MORAGA 16,939 $0 $0.00 $208,091 $12.28
ARTESIA 16,919 $0 $0.00 $207,845 $12.28
RIPON 16,613 $0 $0.00 $204,086 $12.28
LAGUNA WOODS 16,518 $0 $0.00 $202,919 $12.28
TRUCKEE 16,434 $0 $0.00 $201,887 $12.28
UKIAH 16,296 $0 $0.00 $200,192 $12.28
PARLIER 16,151 $0 $0.00 $198,411 $12.28
FILLMORE 15,925 $0 $0.00 $195,634 $12.28
PACIFIC GROVE 15,883 $0 $0.00 $195,118 $12.28
LA PALMA 15,820 $0 $0.00 $194,344 $12.28
AVENAL 15,505 $0 $0.00 $190,475 $12.28
KERMAN 15,495 $0 $0.00 $190,352 $12.28
CLEARLAKE 15,250 $0 $0.00 $187,342 $12.28
MCFARLAND 15,242 $0 $0.00 $187,244 $12.28
CALIFORNIA CITY 15,000 $0 $0.00 $184,271 $12.28
LIVINGSTON 14,811 $0 $0.00 $181,949 $12.28
KING CITY 14,724 $0 $0.00 $180,880 $12.28
HAWAIIAN GARDENS 14,690 $0 $0.00 $180,463 $12.28
MILL VALLEY 14,675 $0 $0.00 $180,278 $12.28
TEHACHAPI 14,414 $0 $0.00 $177,072 $12.28
AUBURN 14,392 $0 $0.00 $176,802 $12.28
RED BLUFF 14,250 $0 $0.00 $175,057 $12.28
SOLANA BEACH 13,933 $0 $0.00 $171,163 $12.28
CARPINTERIA 13,680 $0 $0.00 $168,055 $12.28
PALOS VERDES ESTATES 13,544 $0 $0.00 $166,384 $12.28
GROVER BEACH 13,533 $0 $0.00 $166,249 $12.28
LINDSAY 13,358 $0 $0.00 $164,099 $12.28
SAN MARINO 13,352 $0 $0.00 $164,026 $12.28
COMMERCE 13,021 $0 $0.00 $159,959 $12.28
SAN ANSELMO 12,902 $0 $0.00 $158,498 $12.28
GRASS VALLEY 12,860 $0 $0.00 $157,982 $12.28
GRAND TERRACE 12,654 $0 $0.00 $155,451 $12.28
MALIBU 12,645 $0 $0.00 $155,340 $12.28
HALF MOON BAY 12,631 $0 $0.00 $155,168 $12.28
MARYSVILLE 12,627 $0 $0.00 $155,119 $12.28
LARKSPUR 12,578 $0 $0.00 $154,517 $12.28
HEALDSBURG 12,501 $0 $0.00 $153,571 $12.28
KINGSBURG 12,392 $0 $0.00 $152,232 $12.28
MENDOTA 12,315 $0 $0.00 $151,286 $12.28
FORTUNA 12,084 $0 $0.00 $148,449 $12.28
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SCOTTS VALLEY 12,082 $0 $0.00 $148,424 $12.28
EMERYVILLE 11,885 $0 $0.00 $146,004 $12.28
SIGNAL HILL 11,795 $0 $0.00 $144,898 $12.28
HILLSBOROUGH 11,769 $0 $0.00 $144,579 $12.28
NEWMAN 11,738 $0 $0.00 $144,198 $12.28
LOS ALAMITOS 11,721 $0 $0.00 $143,989 $12.28
CLAYTON 11,653 $0 $0.00 $143,154 $12.28
SONOMA 11,556 $0 $0.00 $141,962 $12.28
PIEDMONT 11,420 $0 $0.00 $140,292 $12.28
FARMERSVILLE 11,358 $0 $0.00 $139,530 $12.28
CANYON LAKE 11,285 $0 $0.00 $138,633 $12.28
SIERRA MADRE 11,135 $0 $0.00 $136,790 $12.28
EXETER 11,002 $0 $0.00 $135,157 $12.28
PLACERVILLE 10,917 $0 $0.00 $134,112 $12.28
MORRO BAY 10,439 $0 $0.00 $128,240 $12.28
ANDERSON 10,431 $0 $0.00 $128,142 $12.28
SHASTA LAKE 10,275 $0 $0.00 $126,226 $12.28
CAPITOLA 10,240 $0 $0.00 $125,796 $12.28
CORTE MADERA 10,047 $0 $0.00 $123,425 $12.28
ORANGE COVE 9,975 $0 $0.00 $122,540 $12.28
TAFT 9,430 $0 $0.00 $115,845 $12.28
RIO VISTA 9,416 $0 $0.00 $115,673 $12.28
TIBURON 9,362 $0 $0.00 $115,010 $12.28
CLOVERDALE 9,257 $0 $0.00 $113,720 $12.28
CALIMESA 9,159 $0 $0.00 $112,516 $12.28
WATERFORD 9,100 $0 $0.00 $111,791 $12.28
LIVE OAK 8,840 $0 $0.00 $108,597 $12.28
LOS ALTOS HILLS 8,785 $0 $0.00 $107,921 $12.28
GONZALES 8,677 $0 $0.00 $106,595 $12.28
WESTLAKE VILLAGE 8,378 $0 $0.00 $102,921 $12.28
ORLAND 8,337 $0 $0.00 $102,418 $12.28
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES 8,247 $0 $0.00 $101,312 $12.28
PISMO BEACH 8,239 $0 $0.00 $101,214 $12.28
MAMMOTH LAKES 8,234 $0 $0.00 $101,152 $12.28
FIREBAUGH 8,132 $0 $0.00 $99,899 $12.28
HUGHSON 8,017 $0 $0.00 $98,487 $12.28
IONE 7,991 $0 $0.00 $98,167 $12.28
COTATI 7,919 $0 $0.00 $97,283 $12.28
WOODLAKE 7,891 $0 $0.00 $96,939 $12.28
SEBASTOPOL 7,885 $0 $0.00 $96,865 $12.28
GUADALUPE 7,839 $0 $0.00 $96,300 $12.28
OJAI 7,769 $0 $0.00 $95,440 $12.28
ESCALON 7,765 $0 $0.00 $95,391 $12.28
YREKA 7,765 $0 $0.00 $95,391 $12.28
FAIRFAX 7,721 $0 $0.00 $94,850 $12.28
CALIPATRIA 7,705 $0 $0.00 $94,654 $12.28
CORNING 7,663 $0 $0.00 $94,138 $12.28
CRESCENT CITY 7,643 $0 $0.00 $93,892 $12.28
FORT BRAGG 7,478 $0 $0.00 $91,865 $12.28
WINTERS 7,417 $0 $0.00 $91,116 $12.28
SAUSALITO 7,416 $0 $0.00 $91,104 $12.28
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HURON 7,308 $0 $0.00 $89,777 $12.28
GRIDLEY 7,224 $0 $0.00 $88,745 $12.28
ATHERTON 7,070 $0 $0.00 $86,853 $12.28
LOOMIS 6,887 $0 $0.00 $84,605 $12.28
HOLTVILLE 6,779 $0 $0.00 $83,278 $12.28
FOWLER 6,605 $0 $0.00 $81,141 $12.28
WILLOWS 6,282 $0 $0.00 $77,173 $12.28
COLUSA 6,255 $0 $0.00 $76,841 $12.28
SainT HELENA 6,133 $0 $0.00 $75,342 $12.28
VILLA PARK 5,933 $0 $0.00 $72,885 $12.28
GUSTINE 5,884 $0 $0.00 $72,283 $12.28
SOLVANG 5,822 $0 $0.00 $71,522 $12.28
WOODSIDE 5,615 $0 $0.00 $68,979 $12.28
DOS PALOS 5,541 $0 $0.00 $68,070 $12.28
WILLIAMS 5,527 $0 $0.00 $67,898 $12.28
LA HABRA HEIGHTS 5,485 $0 $0.00 $67,382 $12.28
BIG BEAR LAKE 5,461 $0 $0.00 $67,087 $12.28
CALISTOGA 5,453 $0 $0.00 $66,989 $12.28
BUELLTON 5,453 $0 $0.00 $66,989 $12.28
INDIAN WELLS 5,445 $0 $0.00 $66,890 $12.28
NEEDLES 5,085 $0 $0.00 $62,468 $12.28
WILLITS 4,996 $0 $0.00 $61,375 $12.28
SONORA 4,903 $0 $0.00 $60,232 $12.28
LAKEPORT 4,806 $0 $0.00 $59,040 $12.28
JACKSON 4,770 $0 $0.00 $58,598 $12.28
BRISBANE 4,691 $0 $0.00 $57,628 $12.28
PORTOLA VALLEY 4,659 $0 $0.00 $57,235 $12.28
DEL MAR 4,451 $0 $0.00 $54,679 $12.28
SAN JOAQUIN 4,216 $0 $0.00 $51,792 $12.28
CARMEL 3,987 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $12.54
BISHOP 3,899 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $12.82
AVALON 3,845 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.00
ANGELS CAMP 3,840 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.02
MONTE SERENO 3,787 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.20
WHEATLAND 3,703 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.50
MOUNT SHASTA 3,394 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $14.73
RIO DELL 3,368 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $14.85
NEVADA CITY 3,122 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $16.02
WEED 2,967 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $16.85
YOUNTVILLE 2,933 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $17.05
ALTURAS 2,827 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $17.69
SUTTER CREEK 2,559 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $19.54
ROSS 2,526 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $19.79
WESTMORLAND 2,461 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $20.32
BELVEDERE 2,148 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $23.28
PORTOLA 2,104 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $23.76
SAN JUAN BAUTISTA 2,081 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.03
COLFAX 2,073 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.12
BIGGS 2,066 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.20
ROLLING HILLS 1,939 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $25.79
HIDDEN HILLS 1,885 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $26.53
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DEL REY OAKS 1,734 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $28.84
DUNSMUIR 1,650 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $30.30
COLMA 1,512 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $33.07
IRWINDALE 1,506 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $33.20
MONTAGUE 1,443 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $34.65
FERNDALE 1,371 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $36.47
BLUE LAKE 1,253 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $39.90
MARICOPA 1,240 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $40.32
BRADBURY 1,077 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $46.43
PLYMOUTH 1,012 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $49.41
TULELAKE 1,010 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $49.50
DORRIS 939 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $53.25
ISLETON 871 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $57.41
LOYALTON 769 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $65.02
ETNA 737 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $67.84
FORT JONES 710 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $70.42
POINT ARENA 463 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $107.99
INDUSTRY 451 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $110.86
TEHAMA 418 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $119.62
SAND CITY 397 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $125.94
TRINIDAD 367 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $136.24
VERNON 301 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $166.11
AMADOR 188 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $265.96



California Total 33,358,415      $225,000,000 $275,000,000
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From: honor his incredible legacy (via BOLD Democrats)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: [SIGNATURES NEEDED] Establish Jimmy Carter National Park →
Date: Sunday, July 12, 2020 4:57:40 AM


BOLD Democrats is dedicated to ending Donald Trump’s presidency, taking back the Senate, and electing a wave of
diverse Democrats. We’re the largest organization working to engage Latino voters -- that’s how we’ll take down Trump. If


you really want to receive only our most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.


AMAZING NEWS FROM ABC: 
Congress introduces bill to establish a Jimmy Carter National Park


We LOVE Jimmy Carter -- but this bill is STALLING. So we need 10,000
signatures to make Jimmy Carter National Park a reality >>


Here’s why we LOVE Jimmy Carter:


--He started as a humble peanut farmer to become an incredible President.
--He fought relentlessly against the corrupting influence of money in politics.
--He is not afraid to call out Trump for what he is: a liar and a cheat.


So won’t you sign to establish a National Park in his honor? It’s a
bipartisan bill, so we know it can pass if we get 10,000 signatures.


Yes! I want to establish a Jimmy
Carter National Park! I’ll sign my


name >>


This is going out at MIDNIGHT! So don’t delay.


--BOLD Democrats


This message was sent to: apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
Click here to receive fewer emails. | Click here to unsubscribe.


Thank you for supporting BOLD Democrats: we’re the grassroots arm of the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus. We elect diverse Democrats -- and we’re good at it.
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ONE: We’ve created a grassroots army -- we’re over one million strong.


TWO: We’ve raised over $14,000,000 to elect diverse progressives -- all from grassroots
donors like you giving an average of just $12.84.


THREE: We’ve flipped 29 Republican seats and we helped build the largest Democratic
wave in decades to win back the House!


DONATE TO BOLD DEMOCRATS →


But we’re just getting started → Our Latest Mission?


 DEFEND and EXPAND our House Majority 
 TAKEOVER the Senate from Mitch McConnell’s clutches 


 Hand Donald Trump a CRUSHING defeat and RECLAIM the White House


HOW? We target vulnerable Republican-held districts. We identify and recruit diverse
Democrats. And then we spend every penny we’ve got in order to spark victory. There are


27.3 million eligible Latino voters today. 42% of voters by 2025 will be people of color.
Our work will change the political landscape for years to come.


And that’s why we email you so often -- we rely on our Good Grassroot Democrats to fuel
our entire operation. Without you, we are nothing.


DONATE TO BOLD DEMOCRATS →
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Emails like this one power us to victory! But if you’d like to receive fewer emails from us, click
here. If you’d like to unsubscribe from our emails, please click here. If you'd like to change or
update your email address, click here. If you can afford to donate to BOLD Democrats, please


click here. to make a contribution today.


From everyone here at BOLD Democrats, thank you for everything you do.


PO Box 75357 
Washington, DC 20013


PAID FOR BY CHC BOLD PAC AND NOT AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR
CANDIDATE’S COMMITTEE.


DONATE TO BOLD DEMOCRATS →
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From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - May 28
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 10:17:44 AM
Attachments: ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200528_FINAL.pdf


COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_5.28.20.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 28, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task Force; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.


Topline messaging includes:


As of May 27, FEMA has made 1,575 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing
homes to all 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a
14-day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and
Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing
efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 28, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 92 million N95 respirators, 144.3 million
surgical masks, 12.5 million face shields, 31.2 million surgical gowns, and over 1
billion gloves.


To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and
procure testing material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.


FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 5.5 million units of
media so far in the month of May.  
The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for
a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their
individualized plans.



mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
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Coronavirus Pandemic Whole-of-



America Response 



Thursday, May 28, 2020 



“IF WE DO THE KINDS OF THINGS THAT WE’RE PUTTING IN PLACE NOW – TO HAVE THE WORKFORCE, THE SYSTEM 



AND THE WILL TO DO THE KINDS OF THINGS THAT ARE THE CLEAR AND EFFECTIVE IDENTIFICATION, ISOLATION AND 



CONTACT TRACING – WE CAN PREVENT THIS “SECOND WAVE’ THAT WE’RE TALKING ABOUT.” 



             – DR. ANTHONY FAUCI 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ As of May 27, FEMA has made 1,575 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to all 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ As of May 28, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 92 million N95 respirators, 144.3 million surgical masks, 12.5 million 



face shields, 31.2 million surgical gowns, and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.  



 FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 5.5 million units of media so far 



in the month of May.    



 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited 



duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



▪ As of May 27, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 15.1 million samples. 



 As of May 22, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and 1 antigen test.  



By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 75 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that are direct 



recipients with emergency declarations and 33 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 27, 214,300 samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 



and 404,408 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and seven have closed in 



consultation with the states. One additional federally run site is operational. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 415 live sites in 47 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $99.7 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 16,401 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 27, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.4 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,961 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 27, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $620 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $15 million 



▪ As of May 28, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 277 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 



▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through June 24. 



 As of May 27, 40,217 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 942 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 25, the CDC has 5,073 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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▪ As of May 27, 580 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 500 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 159.1 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 28, Project Air Bridge has completed 176 flights with an additional 50 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 226 flights.   



 Three flights landed yesterday, May 27: two in Chicago and one in Pittsburgh. 



 Four flights are scheduled to land today, May 28: two in Chicago, one in Pittsburgh and 



one in New York City (JFK). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 27:  



 Nearly 1.4 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 107.8 million surgical masks 



 25.9 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2 million face shields 



 771,200 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ Two non-Airbridge flights carrying FEMA-procured 3M masks landed in Columbus, OH yesterday, 



May 27. Since April 12, 47 non-airbridge flights carrying over 52 million FEMA-procured masks 



and respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ One non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed yesterday, May 27, in 



Newark. Three flights are scheduled to land today, May 28: two in New York City (JFK) and one in 



Los Angeles. Since May 20, 11 non-airbridge flights carrying more than 500,000 gowns have 



landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, the National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell
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COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



FEMA 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Local governments can make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA 



Regions through the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states 



and the District of Columbia to support programs providing free, confidential counseling through 



community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  



 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/26/distribution-infrared-thermometers


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-alternate-care-site-acs-warm-sites


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/04/fema-announces-supplemental-funding-through-cares-act
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used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-500-million-distribution-to-tribal-hospitals-clinics-and-urban-health-centers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/21/trump-administration-accelerates-astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-to-be-available-beginning-in-october.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/20/hhs-provides-225-million-for-covid19-testing-in-rural-communities.html


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/19/hhs-industry-partners-expand-us-based-pharmaceutical-manufacturing-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/18/hhs-delivers-funding-to-expand-testing-capacity-for-states-territories-tribes.html


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/


https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/13/hhs-awards-15-million-to-support-telehealth-providers-during-covid19-pandemic.html
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▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 



▪ On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 



million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 



and respond to COVID-19. 



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 



remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 



recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 



Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID-19 



testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-19.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-deploys-new-portable-dialysis-machines-to-new-york-for-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/covid-19-funding-available-to-minority-rural-and-socially-vulnerable-communities-for-linkages-to-services-information-and-education.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/hhs-begins-distribution-of-payments-to-hospitals-with-high-covid-19-admissions-rural-providers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-mobilizes-national-innovation-initiative-covid-19-diagnostics


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/22/community-mitigation-decision-support-tool
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▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-



19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 



approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ CDC continues to recommend that everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where 



other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain. 



▪ On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 



guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 



step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 and stay 



safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 





https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0522-cdc-releases-recommendations-faith.html


https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0520-cdc-resources-open.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/caring-for-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/learning.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/protect-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-administrators-college-higher-education.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/food-and-agriculture-considerations-prioritization-ppe-cloth-face-coverings-disinfectants-and


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/path-forward-coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program


https://www.fda.gov/drugs/coronavirus-covid-19-drugs/coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program-ctap


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-new-actions-accelerate-development-novel-prevention-treatment
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▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



▪ On April 28, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining Emergency Use Authorizations 



(EUAs), one of several tools FDA uses to help make important medical products available quickly 



during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 EUAs provide more timely access to drugs, diagnostic tests and/or other critical medical 



products that can help diagnose, treat and/or prevent COVID-19.  



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ As of May 25, U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has approved 430,906 Economic Injury 



Disaster Loan applications resulting in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist 



businesses and their employees. The SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck 



Protection Program applications resulting in $511.2 billion available to assist businesses and 



their employees. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-antigen-test-help-rapid-detection-virus-causes


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-diagnostic-test-using-home-collection-saliva


https://www.fda.gov/media/137564/download


https://youtu.be/iGkwaESsGBQ


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/21/usda-provide-1-billion-loan-guarantees-rural-businesses-and-ag


https://home.treasury.gov/news/secretary-statements-remarks/joint-statement-by-treasury-secretary-steven-t-mnuchin-and-sba-administrator-jovita-carranza-on-the-success-of-the-paycheck-protection-program


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1018


https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sbas-paycheck-protection-program-small-businesses-affected-coronavirus-pandemic-launches


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-supporting-nations-farmers-ranchers-food-supply-chain/


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/19/usda-announces-details-direct-assistance-farmers-through


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-ensuring-strong-national-stockpile-industrial-base-needed-meet-challenge/


https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2020/05/13/news-release-st-launches-indoor-predictive-modeling-tool-coronavirus-stability
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▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  





https://www.cisa.gov/news/2020/05/13/fbi-and-cisa-warn-against-chinese-targeting-covid-19-research-organizations


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/united-states-built-worlds-leading-coronavirus-testing-system/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-approves-12-billion-contracts-farmers-families-food-box-program?fbclid=IwAR21FQ6_maDGtF1Uu_u9EQtrtSaldTAw1N8JkWckZz0MwTLvOHIZYwkWcSA


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm998


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A
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As of May 27, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 15.1 million samples.


As of May 22, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and 1 antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.
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Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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Channel Counties Cities:
 
Last Friday the US House of Representatives passed the HEROES Act which would provide
direct and flexible federal assistance for all California cities to protect local jobs and core
services. League Executive Director Carolyn Coleman sent a letter to House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi and House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy in support of the $1 trillion in dedicated and
flexible funding for states and local governments, and specifically supporting the $375 billion
included in the bill for local governments.  Other California organizations, businesses, and
workers have joined with the Governor and state legislative leaders in seeking federal relief. 


While the HEROES Act is a starting point in the negotiations for a 4th stimulus bill the attached
estimates represent what your city would receive under the current proposal.   As the
legislation now shifts to the Senate, we will continue to make a strong case for the funding
cities will need to maintain critical services and rebound from the recession. 
 
On the Senate side, U.S. Senators Bob Menendez (D-NJ) and Bill Cassidy, M.D. (R-LA) formally
introduced the bipartisan State and Municipal Assistance for Recovery and Transition (SMART)
Act. This legislation aims to deliver critical, federal relief and funding to cities, towns,
villages on the frontlines of America's response to and recovery from COVID-19 by
establishing a $500 billion fund to help local governments address the impact of COVID-19. 
NLC issued this statement on the legislation.  This bill is the first, bipartisan effort recently in
the Senate, with three Republican and three Democrats on the bill for the introduction, with
the possibility of adding more cosponsors soon.
 
This legislation is one of many being proposed to assist with the COVID-19 crisis and will help
continue to help push the conversation at the federal level about the need for local
government funding.  The League continues to engage both at the federal and state level
about the critical needs for cities. 
 
Among the attached files you will documents that outline the funding for each city for the
remainder of this fiscal year and FY 2020-2021
 


·       Estimates what each city in California would receive under this funding proposal. 
·       Estimates for each city in the Channel Counties region.
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California


			*All data reflects estimated awards, actual award may vary. Estimates are based on data from CRS, Census Bureau, and HUD


			*2021 state allocation assumes equal unemployment distribution and that labor force shares remain constant


			*Entitlement community and county data is based on the 2019 Census


			*Nonentitlement communities allocation data is based on the 2018 Census, estimates reflect the total nonentitlement that underlying population generates - overlapping jurisdictions may reduce amounts provided to governments, and town totals will not sum to total allocation


			State Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			State of California			21,490,000,000			25,929,000,000


			Local Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			Local total estimates			30,513,000,000			15,257,000,000


			Adelanto city			11,243,183			5,621,591


			Agoura Hills city			6,738,010			3,369,005


			Alameda			55,536,937			27,768,469


			Alameda County			637,359,158			318,679,579


			Albany city			6,552,379			3,276,190


			Alhambra			48,498,450			24,249,225


			Aliso Viejo			10,515,455			5,257,728


			Alpine County			423,281			211,641


			Alturas city			825,795			412,897


			Amador City city			62,535			31,268


			Amador County			14,903,707			7,451,853


			American Canyon city			6,700,818			3,350,409


			Anaheim			206,258,689			103,129,345


			Anderson city			3,447,997			1,723,999


			Angels city			1,282,631			641,316


			Antioch			41,400,374			20,700,187


			Apple Valley			28,538,070			14,269,035


			Arcadia city			19,290,484			9,645,242


			Arcata city			6,008,981			3,004,490


			Arroyo Grande city			5,953,028			2,976,514


			Artesia city			5,512,977			2,756,489


			Arvin city			7,083,600			3,541,800


			Atascadero city			9,982,603			4,991,302


			Atherton town			2,365,479			1,182,739


			Atwater city			9,702,511			4,851,256


			Auburn city			4,641,762			2,320,881


			Avalon city			1,225,362			612,681


			Avenal city			4,350,480			2,175,240


			Azusa city			16,442,825			8,221,413


			Bakersfield			184,732,134			92,366,067


			Baldwin Park			45,915,688			22,957,844


			Banning city			10,286,393			5,143,196


			Barstow city			7,889,976			3,944,988


			Beaumont city			16,206,837			8,103,419


			Bell city			11,759,263			5,879,632


			Bell Gardens city			13,932,528			6,966,264


			Bellflower			43,751,717			21,875,859


			Belmont city			8,923,782			4,461,891


			Belvedere city			694,141			347,071


			Benicia city			9,316,438			4,658,219


			Berkeley			130,953,384			65,476,692


			Beverly Hills city			11,250,753			5,625,376


			Big Bear Lake city			1,738,151			869,076


			Biggs city			567,425			283,713


			Bishop city			1,232,932			616,466


			Blue Lake city			415,366			207,683


			Blythe city			6,569,165			3,284,583


			Bradbury city			356,780			178,390


			Brawley city			8,631,842			4,315,921


			Brea city			14,350,527			7,175,264


			Brentwood city			20,998,684			10,499,342


			Brisbane city			1,544,621			772,311


			Buellton city			1,681,540			840,770


			Buena Park			41,859,385			20,929,692


			Burbank			49,979,834			24,989,917


			Burlingame city			10,027,694			5,013,847


			Butte County			82,176,591			41,088,295


			Calabasas city			7,884,051			3,942,026


			Calaveras County			17,210,572			8,605,286


			Calexico city			13,211,069			6,605,534


			California City city			4,679,284			2,339,642


			Calimesa city			2,941,461			1,470,731


			Calipatria city			2,439,534			1,219,767


			Calistoga city			1,751,646			875,823


			Camarillo			15,636,982			7,818,491


			Campbell city			13,976,961			6,988,481


			Canyon Lake city			3,708,341			1,854,171


			Capitola city			3,317,660			1,658,830


			Carlsbad			25,662,341			12,831,170


			Carmel-by-the-Sea city			1,270,124			635,062


			Carpinteria city			4,429,143			2,214,571


			Carson			38,444,014			19,222,007


			Cathedral City			29,329,646			14,664,823


			Ceres city			16,051,486			8,025,743


			Cerritos city			16,608,708			8,304,354


			Chico			41,657,186			20,828,593


			Chino			26,865,870			13,432,935


			Chino Hills			19,938,668			9,969,334


			Chowchilla city			6,178,155			3,089,078


			Chula Vista			116,714,239			58,357,119


			Citrus Heights			30,569,474			15,284,737


			Claremont city			12,006,113			6,003,056


			Clayton city			4,012,789			2,006,395


			Clearlake city			5,063,382			2,531,691


			Cloverdale city			2,922,043			1,461,021


			Clovis City			35,868,856			17,934,428


			Clovis city			36,870,135			18,435,067


			Coachella city			15,087,127			7,543,563


			Coalinga city			5,441,885			2,720,942


			Colfax city			658,266			329,133


			Colma town			495,016			247,508


			Colton city			18,017,068			9,008,534


			Colusa city			1,945,505			972,753


			Colusa County			8,078,340			4,039,170


			Commerce city			4,215,535			2,107,768


			Compton			72,293,948			36,146,974


			Concord			50,685,806			25,342,903


			Contra Costa County			449,900,582			224,950,291


			Corcoran city			7,134,286			3,567,143


			Corning city			2,485,941			1,242,971


			Corona			59,743,024			29,871,512


			Coronado city			7,040,154			3,520,077


			Corte Madera town			3,226,161			1,613,081


			Costa Mesa			54,359,042			27,179,521


			Cotati city			2,501,082			1,250,541


			Covina city			15,786,205			7,893,103


			Crescent City city			2,239,750			1,119,875


			Cudahy city			7,841,922			3,920,961


			Culver City city			12,906,621			6,453,310


			Cupertino City			18,618,114			9,309,057


			Cypress city			16,113,692			8,056,846


			Daly City			51,402,012			25,701,006


			Dana Point city			11,101,655			5,550,828


			Danville town			14,695,788			7,347,894


			Davis			35,580,097			17,790,048


			Del Mar city			1,430,741			715,371


			Del Norte County			10,427,196			5,213,598


			Del Rey Oaks city			549,323			274,661


			Delano City			27,240,424			13,620,212


			Desert Hot Springs city			9,507,006			4,753,503


			Diamond Bar city			18,521,958			9,260,979


			Dinuba city			8,003,198			4,001,599


			Dixon city			6,746,239			3,373,119


			Dorris city			296,878			148,439


			Dos Palos city			1,816,814			908,407


			Downey			52,347,724			26,173,862


			Duarte city			7,085,246			3,542,623


			Dublin city			20,881,842			10,440,921


			Dunsmuir city			517,397			258,699


			East Palo Alto city			9,715,676			4,857,838


			Eastvale city			21,335,058			10,667,529


			El Cajon			65,252,447			32,626,224


			El Centro			27,101,975			13,550,987


			El Cerrito city			8,426,133			4,213,067


			El Dorado County			72,300,148			36,150,074


			El Monte			83,686,536			41,843,268


			El Paso de Robles (Paso Robles) city			10,602,032			5,301,016


			El Segundo city			5,502,774			2,751,387


			Elk Grove			44,178,973			22,089,487


			Emeryville city			3,983,826			1,991,913


			Encinitas			17,033,096			8,516,548


			Escalon city			2,497,132			1,248,566


			Escondido			86,988,374			43,494,187


			Etna city			236,317			118,159


			Eureka city			8,885,932			4,442,966


			Exeter city			3,466,758			1,733,379


			Fairfax town			2,486,600			1,243,300


			Fairfield			41,223,761			20,611,881


			Farmersville city			3,541,142			1,770,571


			Ferndale city			448,937			224,469


			Fillmore city			5,203,263			2,601,632


			Firebaugh city			2,743,653			1,371,826


			Folsom city			26,008,746			13,004,373


			Fontana			100,408,635			50,204,318


			Fort Bragg city			2,422,090			1,211,045


			Fort Jones city			227,760			113,880


			Fortuna city			4,041,753			2,020,876


			Foster City city			11,240,220			5,620,110


			Fountain Valley			17,217,504			8,608,752


			Fowler city			2,221,977			1,110,988


			Fremont			80,895,933			40,447,966


			Fresno			340,152,078			170,076,039


			Fresno County			374,580,101			187,290,051


			Fullerton			66,620,776			33,310,388


			Galt city			8,702,276			4,351,138


			Garden Grove			97,092,403			48,546,201


			Gardena			30,117,206			15,058,603


			Gilroy City			22,395,797			11,197,898


			Glendale			95,526,514			47,763,257


			Glendora City			14,568,506			7,284,253


			Glenn County			10,645,023			5,322,511


			Goleta			10,785,994			5,392,997


			Gonzales city			2,758,793			1,379,396


			Grand Terrace city			4,141,809			2,070,905


			Grass Valley city			4,250,423			2,125,212


			Greenfield city			5,808,539			2,904,269


			Gridley city			2,176,556			1,088,278


			Grover Beach city			4,452,511			2,226,255


			Guadalupe city			2,509,639			1,254,819


			Gustine city			1,927,074			963,537


			Half Moon Bay city			4,269,842			2,134,921


			Hanford			26,446,122			13,223,061


			Hawaiian Gardens city			4,711,539			2,355,769


			Hawthorne			62,719,231			31,359,615


			Hayward			73,348,076			36,674,038


			Healdsburg city			3,983,826			1,991,913


			Hemet			44,105,277			22,052,639


			Hercules city			8,426,133			4,213,067


			Hermosa Beach city			6,406,573			3,203,287


			Hesperia			48,874,247			24,437,124


			Hidden Hills city			624,694			312,347


			Highland city			18,235,942			9,117,971


			Hillsborough town			3,766,598			1,883,299


			Hollister city			13,082,707			6,541,353


			Holtville city			2,197,950			1,098,975


			Hughson city			2,485,283			1,242,642


			Humboldt County			50,823,019			25,411,510


			Huntington Beach			59,168,519			29,584,259


			Huntington Park			61,028,857			30,514,429


			Huron city			2,398,721			1,199,361


			Imperial Beach city			9,033,713			4,516,856


			Imperial city			5,824,008			2,912,004


			Imperial County			67,940,612			33,970,306


			Indian Wells city			1,790,483			895,242


			Indio City			41,653,265			20,826,632


			Industry city			66,485			33,242


			Inglewood			67,272,708			33,636,354


			Inyo County			6,763,131			3,381,565


			Ione city			2,752,539			1,376,270


			Irvine			102,032,630			51,016,315


			Irwindale city			481,522			240,761


			Isleton city			277,788			138,894


			Jackson city			1,573,585			786,792


			Jurupa Valley			57,145,102			28,572,551


			Kerman city			4,949,173			2,474,586


			Kern County			337,501,170			168,750,585


			King City city			4,615,432			2,307,716


			Kings County			57,339,829			28,669,915


			Kingsburg city			3,963,090			1,981,545


			La Cañada Flintridge city			6,657,373			3,328,686


			La Habra			32,533,541			16,266,771


			La Habra Heights city			1,761,849			880,924


			La Mesa			21,333,347			10,666,674


			La Mirada city			16,023,181			8,011,590


			La Palma city			5,123,942			2,561,971


			La Puente city			13,135,039			6,567,519


			La Quinta city			13,670,538			6,835,269


			La Verne city			10,600,057			5,300,028


			Lafayette city			8,728,936			4,364,468


			Laguna Beach city			7,567,096			3,783,548


			Laguna Hills city			10,211,022			5,105,511


			Laguna Niguel			15,810,055			7,905,028


			Laguna Woods city			5,281,268			2,640,634


			Lake County			24,139,416			12,069,708


			Lake Elsinore city			22,441,274			11,220,637


			Lake Forest			24,574,114			12,287,057


			Lakeport city			1,624,600			812,300


			Lakewood			23,570,632			11,785,316


			Lancaster			71,077,076			35,538,538


			Larkspur city			4,057,551			2,028,776


			Lassen County			11,462,342			5,731,171


			Lathrop city			7,663,532			3,831,766


			Lawndale city			10,780,422			5,390,211


			Lemon Grove city			8,876,387			4,438,194


			Lemoore city			8,713,466			4,356,733


			Lincoln city			15,791,142			7,895,571


			Lindsay city			4,434,738			2,217,369


			Live Oak city			2,886,825			1,443,413


			Livermore			20,882,323			10,441,162


			Livingston city			4,748,401			2,374,201


			Lodi			30,955,123			15,477,562


			Loma Linda city			8,024,920			4,012,460


			Lomita city			6,754,138			3,377,069


			Lompoc			25,306,581			12,653,290


			Long Beach			294,195,405			147,097,703


			Loomis town			2,245,674			1,122,837


			Los Alamitos city			3,794,574			1,897,287


			Los Altos city			10,048,759			5,024,379


			Los Altos Hills town			2,817,049			1,408,525


			Los Angeles			2,598,485,741			1,299,242,870


			Los Angeles County			3,749,171,518			1,874,585,759


			Los Banos city			13,189,675			6,594,838


			Los Gatos town			10,097,800			5,048,900


			Loyalton city			230,064			115,032


			Lynwood			54,222,553			27,111,277


			Madera			43,601,981			21,800,991


			Madera County			58,984,591			29,492,295


			Malibu city			4,205,332			2,102,666


			Mammoth Lakes town			2,674,864			1,337,432


			Manhattan Beach city			11,694,753			5,847,377


			Manteca city			26,854,618			13,427,309


			Maricopa city			392,656			196,328


			Marin County			97,038,307			48,519,153


			Marina city			7,417,012			3,708,506


			Mariposa County			6,449,700			3,224,850


			Martinez city			12,639,365			6,319,682


			Marysville city			4,120,087			2,060,043


			Maywood city			8,984,672			4,492,336


			McFarland city			4,996,897			2,498,448


			Mendocino County			32,523,688			16,261,844


			Mendota city			3,753,432			1,876,716


			Menifee			24,976,694			12,488,347


			Menlo Park city			11,371,215			5,685,608


			Merced			53,756,416			26,878,208


			Merced County			104,106,995			52,053,497


			Mill Valley city			4,704,956			2,352,478


			Millbrae city			7,424,253			3,712,126


			Milpitas City			32,348,512			16,174,256


			Mission Viejo			18,269,624			9,134,812


			Modesto			90,910,484			45,455,242


			Modoc County			3,314,643			1,657,321


			Mono County			5,415,303			2,707,652


			Monrovia city			12,084,117			6,042,059


			Montague city			462,103			231,051


			Montclair city			12,980,017			6,490,009


			Monte Sereno city			1,147,687			573,843


			Montebello			31,819,248			15,909,624


			Monterey			12,426,248			6,213,124


			Monterey County			162,736,914			81,368,457


			Monterey Park			31,766,929			15,883,464


			Moorpark city			12,038,368			6,019,184


			Moraga town			5,823,021			2,911,510


			Moreno Valley			97,350,937			48,675,469


			Morgan Hill city			14,855,417			7,427,709


			Morro Bay city			3,482,556			1,741,278


			Mount Shasta city			1,081,860			540,930


			Mountain View			28,347,971			14,173,986


			Murrieta city			37,845,356			18,922,678


			Napa City			28,237,260			14,118,630


			Napa County			51,642,588			25,821,294


			National City			37,722,642			18,861,321


			National City city			20,218,968			10,109,484


			Needles city			1,639,741			819,870


			Nevada City city			1,034,136			517,068


			Nevada County			37,399,860			18,699,930


			Newark city			15,863,551			7,931,776


			Newman city			3,837,032			1,918,516


			Newport Beach			17,830,125			8,915,062


			Norco city			8,758,229			4,379,114


			Norwalk			60,774,388			30,387,194


			Novato city			18,317,896			9,158,948


			Oakdale city			7,719,814			3,859,907


			Oakland			368,510,044			184,255,022


			Oakley city			13,866,043			6,933,022


			Oceanside			64,100,424			32,050,212


			Ojai city			2,467,181			1,233,590


			Ontario			89,171,522			44,585,761


			Orange			57,391,154			28,695,577


			Orange County			1,199,734,886			599,867,443


			Orinda city			6,518,808			3,259,404


			Orland city			2,515,892			1,257,946


			Oroville city			6,320,670			3,160,335


			Oxnard			123,116,529			61,558,265


			Pacific Grove city			5,116,701			2,558,351


			Pacifica city			12,756,865			6,378,433


			Palm Desert			19,603,998			9,801,999


			Palm Springs			21,475,192			10,737,596


			Palmdale			76,033,945			38,016,973


			Palo Alto			23,976,606			11,988,303


			Palos Verdes Estates city			4,411,698			2,205,849


			Paradise			8,117,580			4,058,790


			Paramount City			37,959,274			18,979,637


			Parlier city			5,031,127			2,515,563


			Pasadena			100,205,720			50,102,860


			Patterson city			7,356,780			3,678,390


			Perris City			43,654,731			21,827,365


			Petaluma			16,791,204			8,395,602


			Pico Rivera			29,801,809			14,900,904


			Piedmont city			3,698,796			1,849,398


			Pinole city			6,358,191			3,179,095


			Pismo Beach city			2,703,169			1,351,585


			Pittsburg			29,129,935			14,564,968


			Placentia city			17,006,630			8,503,315


			Placer County			149,340,374			74,670,187


			Placerville city			3,636,261			1,818,131


			Pleasant Hill city			11,487,728			5,743,864


			Pleasanton City			16,365,909			8,182,955


			Plumas County			7,051,067			3,525,533


			Plymouth city			340,324			170,162


			Point Arena city			149,097			74,549


			Pomona			99,334,565			49,667,282


			Port Hueneme city			7,297,866			3,648,933


			Porterville			39,761,506			19,880,753


			Portola city			635,885			317,942


			Portola Valley town			1,513,353			756,677


			Poway city			16,359,226			8,179,613


			Rancho Cordova City			30,354,124			15,177,062


			Rancho Cucamonga			49,168,937			24,584,468


			Rancho Mirage city			6,034,982			3,017,491


			Rancho Palos Verdes city			13,799,888			6,899,944


			Rancho Santa Margarita			9,926,938			4,963,469


			Red Bluff city			4,701,006			2,350,503


			Redding			36,375,786			18,187,893


			Redlands city			23,561,313			11,780,657


			Redondo Beach			13,689,604			6,844,802


			Redwood City			36,423,705			18,211,853


			Reedley city			8,418,892			4,209,446


			Rialto			58,071,493			29,035,746


			Richmond city			36,252,681			18,126,341


			Ridgecrest city			9,525,108			4,762,554


			Rio Dell city			1,115,761			557,880


			Rio Vista city			3,040,860			1,520,430


			Ripon city			5,231,898			2,615,949


			Riverbank city			8,155,915			4,077,958


			Riverside			152,095,868			76,047,934


			Riverside County			937,292,880			468,646,440


			Rocklin City			13,347,857			6,673,928


			Rohnert Park city			14,400,555			7,200,278


			Rolling Hills city			614,491			307,246


			Rolling Hills Estates city			2,679,472			1,339,736


			Rosemead			36,069,476			18,034,738


			Roseville			33,933,817			16,966,908


			Ross town			811,313			405,656


			Sacramento			233,313,271			116,656,635


			Sacramento County			599,867,443			299,933,721


			Salinas			96,805,461			48,402,731


			San Anselmo town			4,120,416			2,060,208


			San Benito County			23,547,796			11,773,898


			San Bernardino			162,878,418			81,439,209


			San Bernardino County			824,817,734			412,408,867


			San Bruno city			14,168,187			7,084,094


			San Buenaventura			36,882,477			18,441,239


			San Carlos city			9,993,794			4,996,897


			San Clemente			17,030,370			8,515,185


			San Diego			587,275,420			293,637,710


			San Diego County			1,237,226,601			618,613,301


			San Dimas city			11,184,597			5,592,298


			San Fernando city			8,067,049			4,033,525


			San Francisco			892,057,873			446,028,936


			San Francisco County			330,507,840			165,253,920


			San Gabriel city			13,275,579			6,637,789


			San Jacinto city			16,083,741			8,041,871


			San Joaquin city			1,327,064			663,532


			San Joaquin County			285,742,357			142,871,179


			San Jose			427,893,099			213,946,550


			San Juan Bautista city			646,746			323,373


			San Juan Capistrano city			11,853,066			5,926,533


			San Leandro			36,743,358			18,371,679


			San Luis Obispo city			15,616,043			7,808,022


			San Luis Obispo County			106,143,170			53,071,585


			San Marcos City			34,671,496			17,335,748


			San Marino city			4,339,947			2,169,974


			San Mateo			35,765,031			17,882,515


			San Mateo County			287,401,366			143,700,683


			San Pablo city			10,243,935			5,121,967


			San Rafael city			19,321,422			9,660,711


			San Ramon city			24,961,116			12,480,558


			Sand City city			130,995			65,497


			Sanger city			8,331,343			4,165,672


			Santa Ana			274,293,179			137,146,590


			Santa Barbara			43,149,713			21,574,857


			Santa Barbara County			167,400,133			83,700,067


			Santa Clara			49,730,529			24,865,265


			Santa Clara County			712,342,589			356,171,294


			Santa Clarita			69,569,580			34,784,790


			Santa Cruz			28,735,103			14,367,552


			Santa Cruz County			102,432,240			51,216,120


			Santa Fe Springs city			5,869,099			2,934,550


			Santa Maria			77,903,418			38,951,709


			Santa Monica			56,214,406			28,107,203


			Santa Paula city			9,877,610			4,938,805


			Santa Rosa			69,882,490			34,941,245


			Santee			13,178,322			6,589,161


			Saratoga city			10,071,140			5,035,570


			Sausalito city			2,336,844			1,168,422


			Scotts Valley city			3,897,593			1,948,796


			Seal Beach city			7,938,358			3,969,179


			Seaside			16,248,885			8,124,442


			Sebastopol city			2,556,705			1,278,352


			Selma city			8,164,802			4,082,401


			Shafter city			6,601,749			3,300,875


			Shasta County			67,515,081			33,757,540


			Shasta Lake city			3,372,955			1,686,477


			Sierra County			1,126,626			563,313


			Sierra Madre city			3,593,145			1,796,572


			Signal Hill city			3,803,132			1,901,566


			Simi Valley			29,723,522			14,861,761


			Siskiyou County			16,323,518			8,161,759


			Solana Beach city			4,403,470			2,201,735


			Solano County			167,829,039			83,914,519


			Soledad city			8,561,736			4,280,868


			Solvang city			1,933,985			966,993


			Sonoma city			3,702,088			1,851,044


			Sonoma County			185,335,045			92,667,523


			Sonora city			1,602,878			801,439


			South El Monte city			6,835,105			3,417,552


			South Gate			71,120,882			35,560,441


			South Lake Tahoe city			7,252,774			3,626,387


			South Pasadena city			8,429,425			4,214,712


			South San Francisco			23,604,443			11,802,221


			St. Helena city			2,024,826			1,012,413


			Stanislaus County			206,451,879			103,225,939


			Stanton city			12,584,070			6,292,035


			Stockton			163,956,075			81,978,038


			Suisun City city			9,779,528			4,889,764


			Sunnyvale			56,661,079			28,330,540


			Susanville city			4,991,302			2,495,651


			Sutter County			36,356,091			18,178,046


			Sutter Creek city			859,695			429,848


			Taft city			3,092,533			1,546,267


			Tehachapi city			4,091,781			2,045,891


			Tehama city			138,565			69,282


			Tehama County			24,401,108			12,200,554


			Temecula			26,758,697			13,379,348


			Temple City city			11,888,283			5,944,142


			Thousand Oaks			27,641,808			13,820,904


			Tiburon town			3,000,047			1,500,024


			Tracy city			30,218,357			15,109,179


			Trinidad city			117,500			58,750


			Trinity County			4,605,857			2,302,929


			Truckee town			5,450,771			2,725,386


			Tulare			34,112,581			17,056,291


			Tulare County			174,784,502			87,392,251


			Tulelake city			325,183			162,592


			Tuolumne County			20,424,737			10,212,368


			Turlock			31,447,563			15,723,781


			Tustin			40,555,330			20,277,665


			Twentynine Palms city			8,695,035			4,347,518


			Ukiah city			5,324,384			2,662,192


			Union City			26,224,125			13,112,062


			Upland			30,545,657			15,272,829


			Vacaville			24,147,241			12,073,620


			Vallejo			50,260,606			25,130,303


			Ventura County			317,182,160			158,591,080


			Vernon city			36,863			18,431


			Victorville			65,892,471			32,946,235


			Villa Park city			1,921,807			960,904


			Visalia			62,433,963			31,216,981


			Vista			51,176,715			25,588,358


			Walnut city			9,875,964			4,937,982


			Walnut Creek			16,370,835			8,185,417


			Wasco city			9,207,824			4,603,912


			Waterford city			2,948,044			1,474,022


			Watsonville			36,094,009			18,047,005


			Weed city			889,976			444,988


			West Covina			38,518,236			19,259,118


			West Hollywood city			12,129,867			6,064,933


			West Sacramento			22,348,643			11,174,321


			Westlake Village city			2,748,919			1,374,459


			Westminster			47,784,634			23,892,317


			Westmorland city			747,132			373,566


			Wheatland city			1,279,998			639,999


			Whittier			36,007,640			18,003,820


			Wildomar city			12,270,077			6,135,039


			Williams city			1,752,304			876,152


			Willits city			1,624,271			812,136


			Willows city			1,981,381			990,690


			Windsor town			9,166,024			4,583,012


			Winters city			2,398,063			1,199,031


			Woodlake city			2,514,576			1,257,288


			Woodland			24,554,650			12,277,325


			Woodside town			1,813,523			906,761


			Yolo County			82,669,232			41,334,616


			Yorba Linda city			22,310,937			11,155,469


			Yountville city			981,475			490,737


			Yreka city			2,486,929			1,243,464


			Yuba City			31,891,701			15,945,850


			Yuba County			29,493,983			14,746,991


			Yucaipa city			17,668,517			8,834,258


			Yucca Valley town			7,150,743			3,575,372













CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES ARE ESSENTIAL 
TO AMERICA’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY.  
WITHOUT SUPPORT FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, MUNICIPALITIES MAY MOVE FROM BEING 
PART OF THE ECONOMIC SOLUTION, TO BECOMING A MAJOR OBSTACLE TO LONG-TERM 
STABILIZATION AND RECOVERY.



The negative effects of the coronavirus pandemic on local communities are severe and will 
continue long after this year.  



Every city, town and village in every state across America will feel the 
dire economic consequences of this pandemic. 



SOME WILL REACH UP TO 40% 
IN TOTAL REVENUE LOSS. 



2020



-$134 B



2021 2022



-$117 B -$110 B



Cities alone will experience a total



revenue loss of up to 



$134 billion
this year - equaling a 
21.6% loss of revenue. 



And they will experience a 



total loss of over 



$360 billion 
over the next 3 years 



Total Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages ($ billion)











Learn more  https://covid19.nlc.org/cities-are-essential/  



WE NEED YOUR VOICE



Top 10 states with the most impacted municipalities: 



PENNSYLVANIA  40.2% revenue loss 



KENTUCKY  39.1% revenue loss 



HAWAII   38.2% revenue loss 



MICHIGAN  37.3% revenue loss 



NEVADA  36.8% revenue loss 



WASHINGTON  32.7% revenue loss 



LOUISIANA  32.2% revenue loss 



GEORGIA  31.0% revenue loss 



OHIO   30.4% revenue loss 



RHODE ISLAND 29.3% revenue loss 



In 2020, 
the unemployment rate will be



7.2 percent greater than expected  
as a direct cause of the coronavirus pandemic.



For every 1% increase in unemployment, 
municipalities will experience an additional 3% loss of revenue.  



 



We need to ensure the American way of life continues. 
Funding will help us support the hospitals, roads and crucial repairs to our nation’s 



infrastructure that could face closure and abandonment without funding.



WE NEED A UNITED NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP TO GET 
BACK TO A SAFE, HEALTHY, PROSPEROUS LIFE. 
WE RISE TOGETHER, WE REBUILD TOGETHER. 



JOIN US FIGHTING AT THE FRONT LINE.



Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages as a Share 
of Total Own-Source Revenue by State, 2020



9%-14%



15%-20%



20%-30%



30%-40%



Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages as a Share 
of Total Own-Source Revenue by State, 2020



Source: National League of Cities analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data (2017 total own-source revenues for municipal and township governments), adjusted for inflation, with unemployment projections provided by the 
Congressional Budget O�ce and unemployment claims by the Department of Labor. 










California


			*All data reflects estimated awards, actual award may vary. Estimates are based on data from CRS, Census Bureau, and HUD


			*2021 state allocation assumes equal unemployment distribution and that labor force shares remain constant


			*Entitlement community and county data is based on the 2019 Census


			*Nonentitlement communities allocation data is based on the 2018 Census, estimates reflect the total nonentitlement that underlying population generates - overlapping jurisdictions may reduce amounts provided to governments, and town totals will not sum to total allocation


			State Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			State of California			21,490,000,000			25,929,000,000


			Local Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			Local total estimates			30,513,000,000			15,257,000,000





			Arroyo Grande 			5,953,028			2,976,514


			Atascadero 			9,982,603			4,991,302


			Buellton 			1,681,540			840,770


			Camarillo			15,636,982			7,818,491


			El Paso de Robles (Paso Robles) 			10,602,032			5,301,016


			Fillmore 			5,203,263			2,601,632


			Goleta			10,785,994			5,392,997


			Grover Beach 			4,452,511			2,226,255


			Guadalupe 			2,509,639			1,254,819


			Lompoc			25,306,581			12,653,290


			Moorpark 			12,038,368			6,019,184


			Morro Bay 			3,482,556			1,741,278


			Ojai 			2,467,181			1,233,590


			Oxnard			123,116,529			61,558,265


			Pismo Beach 			2,703,169			1,351,585


			Port Hueneme 			7,297,866			3,648,933


			San Buenaventura			36,882,477			18,441,239


			San Luis Obispo 			15,616,043			7,808,022


			San Luis Obispo County			106,143,170			53,071,585


			Santa Barbara			43,149,713			21,574,857


			Santa Barbara County			167,400,133			83,700,067


			Santa Paula 			9,877,610			4,938,805


			Simi Valley			29,723,522			14,861,761


			Solvang city			1,933,985			966,993


			Thousand Oaks			27,641,808			13,820,904


			Ventura County			317,182,160			158,591,080
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SUPPORT LOCAL RECOVERY COALITION
As reflected by your city estimates there is a significant amount of money is at stake for our
cities.  There are different versions in the House and Senate.  Once a package gets through
Congress it appears the  Governor will allocate the funds.
 
So we need to be able to effectively lobby officials at the federal and state level over the next
couple of months.  In order to do so we need to build a broad-based and active coalition that
will stay educated and engaged with lobbying our elected officials to ensure local
governments receive much-needed recovery funds.
 
As some of you know we launched a statewide coalition effort named SUPPORT LOCAL
RECOVERY as a vehicle to carry our message to our legislators at the state and federal level.
 


ACTION REQUEST
·       Join the Support Local Recovery Coalition by going to https://www.cacities.org/Policy-


Advocacy/Hot-Issues/Support-Local-Recovery
·       Have your city join the coalition
·       We’re requesting every Channel Counties official reach out to 1 or 2 organizations in


your community to join the coalition (Targets include business groups like local
chambers, labor groups like SEIU and other bargaining units).  You will see a growing
list of organizations joining the coalition on the website.


 
Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
 
 
David Mullinax
Regional Public Affairs Manager
League of California Cities / Channel Counties Division
c. 805.797.3530
dmullinax@cacities.org | www.cacities.org


  


Strengthening California Cities
Through Education & Advocacy
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From: C PS
To: Gloria Soto; Alice Patino; Michael Moats; Mike Cordero
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:13:35 PM


I’m concerned that not only FARMWORKERS are living in cramped living conditions but
thousand of Santa Maria CITIZENS are as well. The city council has allowed multi family
overcrowding in housing designed for single families for over a decade. In my eyes that makes
you directly responsible. 


https://www.ksby.com/news/coronavirus/santa-maria-farmworker-dies-after-contracting-
covid-19


~Carmen



mailto:carmenspoerer@msn.com
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Sign Petition Here


Sign Petition to Protect Farmworkers from the COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Urging our County Governments to take immideate action to these known concerns! 
 


From: Maricela Morales
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:55:57 PM


Unsubscribe View in your browser


The coronavirus is infecting farmworkers at a higher rate than the rest
of the community. The recent outbreak in Oxnard where over 80% of
farmworkers who live and work together tested positive is a wake up


call. We need real health and safety standards for farms and more
accountability for labor contractors. Sign our petition to tell Ventura



https://causenow.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1542&qid=1112609

mailto:maricela@causenow.org
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and Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors to take action to
protect the health and safety of farmworkers!


Read our full Joint Statement on the Response to the COVID-19
outbreak among farmworker below


In solidarity, 


Maricela Morales 


Executive Director


Joint Statement on the response to the COVID-19 outbreak among
farmworkers


CAUSE and MICOP organize and advocate to improve working and living conditions
for farmworkers. Together, we try to uplift the critical value that farmworkers provide to
our community and economy in Ventura County. Still for many people, farmworkers
remain the disposable essential worker. Since the beginning of the coronavirus
outbreak farmworkers have been excluded from all stay at home orders. Yet few, if
any, additional workplace safety precautions have been reliably implemented for
farmworkers. The pandemic has only served to exacerbate the pernicious health and
safety problems farmworkers face at home and at the workplace, everyday, even in
the best of times. 


Recognizing the vulnerability of farmworking people, in March at the start of the
pandemic, MICOP called for public officials across California to protect the health and
safety of farmworkers. This call included increasing health care access, improving
language access by ensuring COVID-19 services and materials are available in
Spanish and Indigenous languages, and ensuring that farmworkers qualify for critical
safety net programs including sick leave and unemployment.


Fearing an inevitable outbreak among farmworkers, CAUSE and MICOP consistently
named these issues in meetings with agricultural industry representatives, growers
and County Public Health representatives. We also advocated for true safety net
programs for our farmworker community, and even fundraised for them ourselves via
the 805 UndocuFund. We asked for adapted guidelines for people who cannot
maintain social distancing at home. We asked for health and safety standards for
farms to protect workers from the virus. We have asked for more accountability for
Farm Labor Contractors. We asked for a shift in messaging around the seriousness of
the virus. Amid these asks, the farmworker community was hit with the first outbreak
of COVID-19 at the Calavo Packinghouse.







Despite our repeated asks, we saw no movement and months later, the second
outbreak of COVID-19 among agricultural workers hit Ventura County hard.  MICOP
and CAUSE are now making the following call to action in the public arena, in hopes
that the power of public accountability will be brought to bear for the sake of protecting
the health and saving the lives of farmworkers.


For the workers that were or are housed at Villa Las Brisas during
the outbreak, we call on their employers and labor contractors to:


• Ensure workers are healthy and negative for COVID-free before
returning them back to their country of origin.


• Those workers who do not test positive be quarantined for 14 days,
tested after the 14 days, and only returned to their home county if
negative for COVID-19.


• Provide adequate space for workers who are quarantining at Las Brisas
that goes beyond the 50 square-feet required by federal regulations.


• Pay all workers for a minimum of 10 days. If workers are forced to be
quarantined longer than two weeks, they should be compensated for
additional sick days.


• Continue to pay for all housing and meals until workers can return
safely to their country or origin.


• Pay for all medical costs necessary to treat the workers with COVID-
19. 


• Make mental health support available to workers.


We ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to protect the
health and safety of farmworkers by directing Public Health and the
Agricultural Commissioner to:


• Educate farmworkers on the additional sick leave they can receive if
they contract the coronavirus and how they can access health care by
sending a letter to all farmworkers and by doing direct outreach to
farms.  


• Develop an inspection program for farms to ensure that there are clean
bathrooms and farmworkers have access to water, soap and hand
sanitizer.


• Direct the Ventura County Farmworker Resource Program to actively
inform farmworkers of their health, labor and safety rights including on
COVID-19 and to address complaints on health and safety.


• Develop a plan for emergencies such as wildfires to ensure that
employers are providing their outdoor workers with N95 masks to protect
them from smoke as required by state law.


•  Ensure all written and verbal outreach is conducted to Indigenous and
Spanish Speaking farmworker families in a way that is linguistically and
culturally appropriate.







•  Provide mobile COVID-19 testing sites at agriculture work sites.


•Create materials for outreach that de-stigmatize what a positive
diagnosis means for farmworkers, including information on paid sick
leave available to them.


• Ensure that workers who test positive for the coronavirus have access
to social programs for food, peer support, and mental health services. 


•Passing a policy to increase the amount of shade so that workers can
socially distance during breaks.


Additionally we ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to
address H2A housing problems exposed by the outbreak including:


• Encouraging H2A housing near services in cities not in county
unincorporated, rural, and isolated areas.


• Discouraging H2A housing that does not allow workers to socially
distance.


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Discouraging H2A housing that has more than 20 workers concentrated
at one site.


• Committing to allowing local agencies/organizations to access and
present to H2A workers. 


• Directing Public Health to investigate all H2A worker housing to assess
if the proper health and safety precautions are being implemented
including the proximity in which workers are being housed, how workers
are transported together, and if workers have regular access to soap,
disinfectant, and masks at their housing.


• Passing a policy that requires agricultural employers to  increase the
amount of shade provided to workers so that workers can socially
distance during breaks.


Reiter Affiliated Companies owns and manages Villa Las Brisas
where over 80% of the farmworkers tested positive for the virus.
This outbreak shows that they are not able to provide a healthy and
safe place for workers to live. We put our trust into companies like
Reiter Brothers to treat their workers right.


We call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the agriculture industry at
providing a safe place for workers to live by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for maintaining clean
and safe housing for farmworkers including policies on daily cleaning and
access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.







• Ensuring workers can properly socially distance at the housing they
provide including adapting current housing and in any housing they build
or renovate in the future. 


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Giving 10 million dollars to build permanent farmworker housing in
Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. Five million dollars will be
available for non-profit affordable housing providers in Santa Maria and
five million dollars will be available for non-profit affordable housing
providers in Oxnard.


We also call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the Ag industry for providing a
safe workplace. We ask Reiter Affiliated Companies to hold their
farms to the highest industry health and safety standards by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for farms to maintain a
clean and safe workplace for farmworkers including policies on the daily
cleaning of bathrooms, and access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Adopting a standard to increase the amount of shade provided to
workers so that workers can socially distance during breaks.


• Having a plan for their farms to provide their outdoor workers with N95
masks to protect them from smoke as required by state law.


• Providing standards to provide screening for COVID-19 at the level of
that other essential industries are currently providing for workers.


• Reducing the fear and stigma around COVID-19 among workers by
informing workers of the 10 days of sick leave they will receive if they
contract COVID-19 and paying workers for 10 days of sick leave if they
are asked to quarantine for two weeks due to exposure to the
coronavirus or if they are laid off due to coronavirus exposure.








From: web@santamariasun.com
To: Alice Patino
Subject: SantaMariaSun - Weekly Newsletter
Date: Thursday, June 25, 2020 5:47:21 AM


COVER STORY
Emmy Award-winning composer and Santa Ynez
local Carl Johnson reflects on a rewarding career
in film and television
CALEB WISEBLOOD


TOP 5 ARTICLES
News: Guadalupe City Council votes on unprecedented tobacco ordinance
Cover Story: Emmy Award-winning composer and Santa Ynez local Carl
Johnson reflects on a rewarding career in film and television
News: Between the COVID-19 economic crisis and calls to reallocate funds
away from the police, city budgets are capturing public attention
News: Lompoc, Vandenberg Air Force Base enter into grant partnership
News: Political Watch: June 25, 2020


NEWS
Citizens begin effort to recall
Solvang council member
Zac Ezzone


Less than two years after being
elected, Solvang Councilmember
Chris Djernaes is facing a citizen-led
recall attempt. Lammy Johnstone,
who is leading the effort, recently f...


Guadalupe City Council votes on


CANARY
CANARY: How rude!
THE CANARY


Oh Solvang, you continue to delight this little twittering
titterer with your antics. And I love you for it! Who knew
the little city full of tourist delights could have such ...


ARTS
HOPE takes Poetry Night and other
Santa Maria Pride events online this
year
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unprecedented tobacco ordinance
Malea Martin


Guadalupe wants an A rating from the American Lung
Association, and voted on a comprehensive tobacco
ordinance June 23 that would be the most stringent in
the county. “...


Solvang passes budget amid COVID
uncertainty
Zac Ezzone


As a city that relies heavily on people visiting its
businesses for tax revenue, the city of Solvang has
been rocked by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
While businesses that w...


Rancho Laguna farmworkers get
raise after multi-week organizing
effort
Malea Martin


After more than a month of
organizing efforts, including worker
walkouts and attempts to submit a
petition to Driscoll’s, farmworkers at
Rancho Laguna Farms
successfully...


Lompoc, Vandenberg Air Force
Base enter into grant partnership
Zac Ezzone


With Vandenberg Air Force Base likely to experience
an increase in staff and resources as the federal
government establishes a U.S. Space Force, the city of
Lompoc is looking ...


Between the COVID-19 economic
crisis and calls to reallocate funds
away from the police, city budgets
are capturing public attention
MALEA MARTIN


The protests that erupted in early
and mid June across the country in
response to systemic racism and
police brutality came at a pivotal
moment for local governments, as
many ...


Lompoc opts out of county-led


The House of Pride and Equality
(HOPE) kicked off its virtual series of
Santa Maria Pride events with a live
music stream on June 22, which
continued with an LGBTQ-plus
panel ...


Allan Hancock College Library
initiates COVID-19 archive project


The staff of the Allan Hancock
College (AHC) Library is currently
collecting materials related to the
COVID-19 outbreak for a historic
archiving project. Area residents are
we...


PCPA alumna Sarah Raines enters
new role as program coordinator for
Youth ARTS Alive
CALEB WISEBLOOD


Contrary to the timeless Alice
Cooper adage, school’s in for
summer—at least for Youth ARTS
Alive, a nonprofit dedicated to
providing free courses in arts
educatio...


FILM
Ramy is an insightful exploration of
what it means to be Muslim-
American


FLAVOR
Here's how local food
and drink businesses
are reaching out for


help as the economy starts to open
back up
BETH GIUFFRE


If you haven’t been out to eat yet,
and you can, I suggest you do so
right now. Because the only variable
that experts can’t predict is when
customers will be patr...


HOT DATES
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consortium aimed at addressing
housing issues
ZAC EZZONE


He may have said it four years ago,
but Santa Barbara-based U.S. Rep.
Salud Carbajal’s reference to
Lompoc as the armpit of the county
still reverberates in the minds of...


The political beliefs of local
business owners are becoming
harder to ignore, and it can make or
break relationships with customers
KASEY BUBNASH


As a few hundred Central Coast residents prepared to
march through Grover Beach and Arroyo Grande in
support of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement in
early June, a few busi...


Political Watch: June 25, 2020
• U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara) issued a
statement June 18 after the Supreme Court ruled
against President Donald Trump’s attempt to end the
Deferred A...


COMMENTARY
Ethnic studies increase
understanding, perspective on race
in our country
MARC GARCÃ A-MARTÃ NEZ


There is obviously a stubborn, if not malignant,
perspective about race and ethnicity in our nation
today. This perspective is intensified by the perverse
arithmetic of the Tr...


LETTERS
It's time for bold action in the face of
dysfunctional leadership
Guy McCullough, Lompoc


Sheriff Brown’s commentary (“When the badge gets
tarnished,” June 11) is right to point out the fallacy of
generalizing one’s personal experience. It i...


Victims or heroes?
Jan Lipski, Vandenberg Village


I was tuned into a weekly technology podcast where


TO THE STARS
Starry Nights: Visions of the Night
Sky, a multimedia exhibition at the
Wildling Museum of Art and Nature
in Solvang, was originally set to run
through June 15 but has been ex...


CIRCLE OF TRUST
Glasshead Studio in Atascadero
hosts its two-day mosaic mirror
workshop on Saturday, June 27,
from 10 a.m. to noon, and Sunday,
June 28, from noon to 1 p.m. The
class will be ...


BARREL ROOM BASH
Cass Winery hosts its inaugural
Fourth of July Party in its Barrel
Room Event Center on Saturday,
July 4. To encourage social
distancing, the event will be broken
up into thre...


DREAM WEAVERS
Reweaving Our Social Fabric, a new
group show at Studios on the Park
in Paso Robles, opened on June 15
and will remain on display through
July. This collaborative exhibition s...
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everything new from Zoom-bombing to what technology
Walmart was buying, and the conversation turned to
face masks and how we...


Loss of local oil projects has a far-
reaching impact
Michael G. Lopez, Buellton


Well, it appears that Aera Energy has thrown in the
towel. The reasons given were the global drop in the
price of oil coupled with the ever-increasing regulatory
demands from ...


Housing density isn't the problem
Jerry Rioux, Santa Maria


I’m amazed, and sometimes amused, at the many
creative reasons people give for wanting to stop
housing development. Now they’ve latched onto
COVID-19. Because New...
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From: Diana Reed
To: Alice Patino
Cc: Shannon Mendez
Subject: California Community Prosperity Summit Invite
Attachments: California Community Prosperity Summit invite.msg


Community Prosperity Summit May 28-29.pdf


Community Prosperity Summit Introductory Presentations and Keynote (8:30 - 10:45 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138 
Community Prosperity Summit Welcome 
The Honorable Alice Patino, Mayor, City of Santa Maria 
Kevin Walthers, PhD, President/Superintendent, Allan Hancock College


  
From: Glenn Morris <glenn@santamaria.com <mailto:glenn@santamaria.com> > 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:11 AM
To: Jason Stilwell <jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org <mailto:jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org> >
Subject: RE: California Community Prosperity Summit invite


Turns out this is the same program that Vicki/EconAlliance has been involved with.   The invite for the Mayor came because they want her to do a 5-minute
“welcome.”    Sounds like they are still putting the agenda and invite list together, but Vicki indicated that she would be in touch with you/Alice in the next couple of
weeks with more details.


Glenn Morris, ACE
President & CEO
phone: 805.925.2403 x825 | cell: 559.909.1012 | glenn@santamaria.com <mailto:glenn@santamaria.com> 
Visit us online at SantaMaria.com <https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?
a=http%3a%2f%2fwww.santamaria.com%2f&c=E,1,DGvHnDHvbWgBCU8_Lj_mOwFoSA4lzqfum6Uanrr029WcMC5D0OTZ4RKdd0bR_HF5qNt6A7iIkft7tJf7mssr7R-
5VZllt7Tj5B6vF0HIfeOOdBT7&typo=1> . 


R/S from 4/24/20 Due to COVID-19 (4/6/20 dr)



mailto:/O=CITY OF SANTA MARIA/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DIANA REEDF2A

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:smendez@cityofsantamaria.org



California Community Prosperity Summit invite


			From


			Alvarez, Juan - OPPE, Washington, DC


			To


			Alice Patino


			Recipients


			apatino@cityofsantamaria.org





Dear Mayor Patino, 







 







My name is Juan M. Alvarez.  I am the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Liaison for the Office of Partnerships & Public Engagement (OPPE).  My office is hosted at CSU, Fresno.







 







Please accept this email as an invitation  to join us at our 2020 California Community Prosperity Summit scheduled for Friday, April 24 at the Radisson Hotel located on 3455 Skyway Dr. in Santa Maria, CA.  The summit commences at 9 a.m. and concludes at 3 p.m.  The California Community Prosperity Summit  is an event designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and wealth creation in communities throughout the state.  The summit will convene state, federal, Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, national development organizations, non-profit organizations, faith leaders, veterans, and other strategic partners to:







*	Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils to create wealth and build assets;



*	Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships; 



*	Connect attendees to USDA, state, and other relevant federal programs; and



*	Model success for communities and future generations of communities.    







 







We hope you are available to join us at this collaborative event.







 







Please do not hesitate to contact me directly should any questions come up.







 







Kind regards,







 







Juan







 















Juan M. Alvarez







USDA Liaison 







Office of Partnerships & Public Engagement







United States Department of Agriculture







Office: (559) 278-8311







 







 







 







 







 







 







 







 







 























This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email immediately. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF PARTNERSHIPS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 



Community Prosperity Virtual Summit 
Allan Hancock College 



AGENDA THURSDAY/FRIDAY 
May 28-29, 2020 



EconAlliance 



United States Department 



of Agriculture (USDA) 



 
 



 



Purpose: The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Community Prosperity Summit is an  event 
designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and wealth creation in communities across the 
country. The Summit will convene state, federal, Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, faith 
leaders, veterans, and other strategic partners to: 



 
• Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils, create wealth and 
build assets 



• Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships 
• Connect attendees to USDA and other relevant federal programs, and 
• Model success for communities and future generations of communities 



 
 



AGENDA: 



The following agenda and individual webinars planned are part of the two-day online Summit on 



May 28 and 29. 



DAY ONE: 



THURSDAY 



May 28, 2020 



 



Day One 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 2 



 



     
 
 
 



DAY TWO: 



FRIDAY 



May 29, 2020 



 



Day Two 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 4 



 



 



 



 



8:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138 



Summit Opening Presentations and Keynote 



 
11:00a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 
 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Panel and Roundtable: Housing 



 
 



 



 



9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Wellness and Quality of Life 



 
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 



 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 





http://www.usda.gov/
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8:30 AM 



 
 
 
 
9:00 AM 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
9:15 AM 



 
 
 
 



 
10:00 AM 



 



 
 
10:40 AM 



Community Prosperity Summit Introductory Presentations and Keynote 
(8:30 - 10:45 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138  



Community Prosperity Summit Welcome 



The Honorable Alice Patino, Mayor, City of Santa Maria 



Kevin Walthers, PhD, President/Superintendent, Allan Hancock College 
 



Introduction of Mike Beatty, Director 



USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 



Joe Halsell, President, EconAlliance Board of Directors 



 



Introduction of USDA State Food and Agriculture Council 



Mike Beatty, Director, USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 
 



 



Opening Remarks (Speakers introduced by USDA/OPPE Director Mike Beatty) 
Connie Conway, Farm Service Agency (FSA), State Executive Director 
Carlos Suarez, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), State Conservationist 
Kim Vann, Rural Development (RD), State Director 



 
 
Keynote Presentation: 



Glenda Humiston, Vice President, UC Agriculture & Natural Resources  



Preview of Virtual “Break-Outs” 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



11:00 AM 



Business & Community Opportunities 
Federal Agency presentations, Q&A 
Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 
 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 



Rocky Chenelle, General Field Representative Rural Utilities 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Terri L. Billups, Assistant District Director, Economic Development 
U.S. Small Business Administration 



 



Jamika Lopez, Community Outreach, Resources and Planning Specialist 
U.S. Department of Labor 



 



Stacy Lopez, Single Family Housing Regional Coordinator 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist 
Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



Malinda Matson, Economic Development Rep, Northern/Coastal California 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration 



 



Erica Romero, Assistant Vice President for State Advocacy 
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) 



 



Ray Bowman, Director 
Ventura/Santa Barbara Counties Small Business Development Center 
 



Scott Hillis, Advisor 
San Luis Obispo SCORE 



 





https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138


https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700
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1:30 PM 



  
 



 
 
 
 
 
2:00 PM 



 
 



 
 
 
2:30 PM 



 
 
 
 



3:00 PM 



Housing: Needs; Infrastructure & Other Challenges; Potential Models and Solutions 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Facilitator: Eddie Taylor, CEO, United Way 



Housing Needs Panel & Roundtable 



Sandra Dickerson, CEO, Your People Professionals  
John Fowler, CEO, Peoples Self-Help Housing 
Bob Havlicek, Executive Director, Housing Authority Santa Barbara County 
Claire Wineman, President, Grower-Shipper Association Santa Barbara/San Luis Obispo Counties 
Hon. Jenelle Osborne, Mayor, City of Lompoc  
 
 
Infrastructure and Other Challenges 



Morgan Benevedo, Director, Multi-Family Housing Development, Peoples’ Self-Help Housing 
Joe Halsell, CEO, Halsell Builders 
Derek Hansen, Executive Vice President, Towbes Group 



 
 
Panel & Roundtable: Potential Models and Solutions, Model Projects 



Cruz Avila, Executive Director, Homebound Services 
Eddie Taylor, Director, Home for Good Santa Barbara County 



Frank Thompson, Principal, Frank Thompson Housing Consultants 
 
Matching Opportunities with Resources 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



 



 
 



 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail on Page 4 (next page) 





https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987
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9:00 AM 



 



Wellness and Quality of Life 
(9:00 - 10:30 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Co-Facilitator: Hilda Zacarias, CPA/MPA, other co-facilitator TBA 
 



What are the key health and wellness needs/gaps in our area? 



 Ed Braxton, Chief HR Officer, Lompoc Valley Med Center 
 Dignity Health speaker and other TBA 



 



What are the key elements of a good quality of life and how do we improve those elements for all area 
residents? 



Panel Participants TBA 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 
(11:00 AM - 12:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



 
Agency participant: Malinda Manson, US DOC/EDA Rep, Northern and Coastal California; 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development 



Facilitators: Bill Simmons, Executive Director, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast 
Chris Chirgwin, CEO, Lanspeed, Chairman, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast-North 
Other participants TBA 



 



11:00 AM 



 



 



 



11:30 AM 



Overview Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast (BCPC) 



Broadband-Related Needs Now in Greater Focus: Telemedicine, Distance Learning, Teleworking 



North County Fiber Ring Network Concept 
 
 
Other Broadband Efforts in Development, or Proposal Stage 
 
Leveraging Efforts for Broadband Expansion 



 
 



 
 
 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail: Economic 
Development Session on Page 5 (next page) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





http://www.usda.gov/


https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602
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Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



 
Agency Participants invited: Terri Billups, US SBA/Economic Development Asst. District Director; 



Jamika Lopez, US DOL/Community Outreach Resources & Planning Specialist; Erica Romero, 



Hispanic Assn. of Colleges and Universities, Asst. VP, State Advocacy; Malinda Matson US DOC/EDA 



Rep, Northern and Coastal California 



Facilitator: Victoria Conner, Initiatives Director, EconAlliance 



 



1:30 PM 



  



 



     How well do the Rural Prosperity Initiative focus areas (e-connectivity, innovation/technology,  
     Economic development, workforce, and quality of life) align with your local economic  
     Development priorities? 



     Tracy Beard, Executive Director, Solvang Chamber of Commerce 
     Sam Cohen, President, Santa Ynez Chamber/VP Governance & Operations, SY Band Chumash  
     Glenn Morris, CEO, Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce;  
     Kathy Vreeland, Executive Director, Buellton Chamber of Commerce 
     Others TBA 
 
      Discussion: 



• What are the economic and workforce opportunities to be highlighted? 



• What are the barriers or obstacles to addressing those opportunities? 



• What immediate actions could leverage our ability to prosper from our opportunities? 



 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





http://www.usda.gov/










From: Latino Journal Digital
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra, Illinois Commerce Commission
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2020 5:01:39 AM


North American - U.S.A. - Mexico - Canada
Founded in 1996 - Non-partisan


Hispanic Latino Latinx Chicano Mexican American Boricua


Public Policy - Business - Energy - Health - Insurance - Education - Employment - Civic Engagement - Politics -
Finance


Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra
Illinois Commerce Commission CLICK IMAGES


Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra, ICC, was appointed to
the Illinois Commerce Commission by Governor JB Pritzker
on April 8, 2019 to a four-year term and confirmed by the
Illinois Senate on May 31, 2019.


Commissioner Bocanegra is an accomplished, well-respected
attorney with prior public service in both Democratic and
Republican administrations. She most recently served as
Arbitrator at the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission.


Commissioner Bocanegra earned her Juris Doctor from
DePaul University College of Law and her Bachelor of Arts in
Political Science from Quincy University. She is fluent in
Spanish and is the first in her family to obtain a college
degree.


Her term on the commission expires in 2023.



mailto:office@latinojournal.net

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoXQoU5PRt7xRW-cP0fZKBABz6hAj_rkQDg2hqLBjKCzH-pYi8DxdTWZ8OXan7zAUjJyo4IMOSIgRp8teceT0HLQVfHgv3H_Bs1gVtsRfgqJdvil-d8hVLcO0yhl6pkqY9FX7EzPID__REV_J_OrfsbEeCuiPWTIDqQ==&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZ3LUHOXSiRf1T9ZRRcW7QnxkjZ5D3trh_RxmFcT9h_p4tzV48hgtxTOXo_m2jGrpRR32GLZtX8JIk4zvt39M0lqhKVlIAoy2CLmgYFKgYNeglBICJLvT2qB86b6XyW6OLixoLbnXVBAYK7pQk394PfJ5WZ4Na71qV05o3uUCUnSQ=&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZ7PSkGx_ld1489qSjybPn4whoHyZCslcjlgPiegMfI9PdVEfJkZy25EOnj2N6Zx7p9tps8goVgGHq6FCV2hX6ej0lfPiBSSuK8JS4I_INx_eHhEj4ZgxEfoszMfpaTKHsqVxlYebN4IILROQzQ_oHWw==&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZWW3bxTRdqmpTEUyDIuDXVD3OxsSIVrhz4tI1bG38aypOqmloMCVwKYgjvjML__suqFU_B92gyyrgQrRNYMTK7QqX7yKawpPMj2f4QL-AnEYU3A9LlRqAxLjBFb4g5G7IeaNqRYgJWx56FQtNdcRCm1wd13aIAlU34YN6sC4KcwhUQjjNlp5VJ6dChnPDlT6I&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZWW3bxTRdqmpTEUyDIuDXVD3OxsSIVrhz4tI1bG38aypOqmloMCVwKYgjvjML__suqFU_B92gyyrgQrRNYMTK7QqX7yKawpPMj2f4QL-AnEYU3A9LlRqAxLjBFb4g5G7IeaNqRYgJWx56FQtNdcRCm1wd13aIAlU34YN6sC4KcwhUQjjNlp5VJ6dChnPDlT6I&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZsw5czjUiz2Ra4wGna5FwmNCo_wY0XU8RVTDrhA7sKAg45we7B15uV2HKeMXhMZorncMfgfPcghR7NrcySM-TOOB4AKlGhGrSfFaYSDXXtNNeHGVwdLbBmZliVPXfLke4AZwrAeeMu9HTcPXp4xyEs0W8l_8Na3HFO1tetaRh1cs_8GwR19RSRORS9fs_ZDrI&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==





Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra moderated a panel discussion at Hispanics In Energy (HIE) 2020
Energy Legislative Summit in Washington D.C. in February. – Latino Perspectives on State Carbon
Emission Policy in America, from Left to right: Aaron Padilla, American Petroleum Institute; Erin
Duncan, Solar Energy Industries Association; Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra, ICC; Nelson Pérez,
National Grid; and José Niño, Biofriendly.



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoZGZaEIgOBRbVSAH3vb1W1MDhzQsLDwp2DoTHzDuwHyiGMK4TL0uFLwynYp-mvMLSapMcCYXFnsFRsMBEKseWnFQfbgRe2dVs-hGfzY657tEOdF8oQZihuvJ0f6Zf88isDZF-ASbJxU5oVbBuX5GDyNt5KreYezS2U3Xkf6AZwbvd6y3k9P0LX8=&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoZGZaEIgOBRbUjTjCBPShXxL-MkWGFKdjI1nt9I1POkW6wg-_42ioQsUdhaoRG6MJV2Z3bxocGoozSvFh40lzGWJJJQPPu1W7WgApBTuWLXyg9_37UdwJJ8Gh0kgV2H248h1HLn2yl9t8CTZInt86279Zy11PE6_5Q==&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==





Commissioner Bocanegra helps HIE honor Silvia R. Aldana, Pacific Gas & Electric


Silvia Aldana was presented the "Outstanding Energy Leader Award" for her outstanding 8-year
contribution towards the development of Hispanics In Energy. Silvia is a highly influential and well-
established Latina in Washington D.C. among Latino, Asian and African American national elected and
appointed officials and leaders in America. She is based in San Francisco, CA.


From Left to Right: Elia Quintana, API; Commissioner Valerie Espinoza, New Mexico Public Regulation
Commission; Commissioner Maria Bocanegra, Illinois Commerce Commission; José L. Pérez, Hispanics
In Energy; Silvia R. Aldana, Pacific Gas & Electric; and, Nancy Zarenda, Hispanics In Energy; in
Washington D.C. on February 12, 2020.


ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION LEADS
THE NATION WITH HISPANIC PARTICIPATION


The Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC) holds the record in America for having four Hispanic utility
commissioners. Previously, a majority of the five seats were held by three Hispanics: Commissioner
Miguel del Valle; Commissioner Sadzi Martha Oliva; and, Commissioner John Rosales. Today, two of the
Commission seats are held by Latinas, Commissioners Oliva and Bocanegra.


Illinois also established policy and procedures and is holding Commission meetings to discuss the
progress of supplier diversity. This accomplishment has had a tremendous impact on the supplier



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001WaVtJKSPEPoumH913SzkuDwVHrwTcTUhLnVHOBHcjU2dd6gMM-BVoQYOkat3FPZZIbDmqhDaO4ZuZEm01zDWIM9zGt6Xb6RDV8kVjRPndroh_7FlIhhv66jQraaXzGBqfqorM6j-PAaDNis0pYdDGRItA3OppBvTpUji5TtSKTlGSN6gQY7I4NRgO32DmExgpuGzUKVkjM3WT0_kxVywEA==&c=XN3VmbY09_1HdtweAL4mIm89utIeG0aCVMRq4y6OHWn4GgmEArV1Fw==&ch=AlS4idbgKsOogJzPwOpDjQ5KrN7B_1LQ9zYUMa_DreJcAbedRT7B4g==





diversity program that grew from $200 million spent with diverse businesses four years ago to $2 billion
dollars last year. The Commission's work is assisted by the Illinois Utility Business Diversity Council, led
by the CEOs of ComEd, Nicor Gas, Peoples Gas, Ameren and American Water.


Congratulations to the ICC, utilities and diverse communities from Illinois.


Miguel del Valle
Commissioner Emeritus


Illinois Commerce Commission
2013 - 2018


John R. Rosales
Commissioner Emeritus


Illinois Commerce Commission
2015 - 2019


SELECT STORIES - Week of May 25, 2020


MEMORIAL DAY - Let's remind ourselves who we memorialize, and why


COVID-19
World latest count by country


USA latest county by state
Canada
Mexico


CA Latinos are 71.4% of all COVID-19 deaths according to state agency
2,000 Rally in Sacramento to Protest Newsom's Stay at Home Orders
California doctors say they've seen more deaths from suicide than coronavirus since lockdowns
CDC Estimates Death Rate of 0.004
California opens up coronavirus funding for immigrants in state illegally, faces backlash
COVID-19's Geopolitical Aftershocks Are Coming
Silver Lining: 2 In 5 Adults Have 'Changed For The Better' Thanks To Lockdown
Opinion: Lift the Lockdowns While Protecting the Elderly
Brazil's Nurses Are Dying as COVID-19 Overwhelms Hospitals


WASHINGTON D.C.
Hispanic leaders warn census could undercount minority communities
Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) to lead Senate Intelligence Committee after Burr resigns
Predicted Blue Wave Crashes In Wisconsin, California Special Elections
Ocasio-Cortez primary opponent Caruso-Cabrera goes on fierce attack online debate: 'AOC is always
MIA'
READ: Susan Rice's email discussing Michael Flynn and Russia


ECONOMY & BUSINESS
Few Minority-Owned Businesses Got Relief Loans They Asked For
Among U.S. Latinos, the internet now rivals television as a source for news
Mnuchin suggests 'risk of permanent damage' to economy as shutdowns continue
Trump announces $16 billion in direct payments for farmers hurt by pandemic 'caused by China'
Democrats block progress at their peril: OPINION
Over 4 million Americans are now skipping their mortgage payments
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Dr. Juan Sánchez Muñoz
New Chancellor, UC Merced


The University of California (UC) Board of Regents
announced the selection of Dr. Juan Sánchez
Muñoz as the new Chancellor at UC Merced. He is
a UC alumnus, and a success-driven leader, and
only the third Latino Chancellor in the UC system's
150-year history.


UC Merced is the newest of 10 campuses, located
in the heavily populated Central Valley, and
educates the highest percentage of first-
generation and low-income students in the
system.


He is a board member of the Hispanic Association
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Congratulations and welcome
back to California, Dr. Muñoz!


of Colleges & Universities (HACU) and the
American Council on Education (ACE).


Latino Journal acknowledges Neptaly (Taty)
Aguilera & Lupe Diaz Gallegos, Co-Chairs,
Statewide University of California, Chicanx Latinx
Alumni Association and many other stakeholders
in higher education who endeavored to assure the
appointment of an exemplary Latino leader to this
position.


NOT FROM HERE,
NOT FROM THERE


By Nelson A. Diaz


Raised in the squalor of a New York tenement
until he was 10 years old, Nelson A. Díaz saw his
life change when his family moved to a brand new
high-rise project in West Harlem in the 1950s.
That experience, along with lessons learned as
the only Latino law student at Temple University,
would drive him throughout his life as a lawyer and
activist, fighting for the expansion of rights for all
Americans.


“No soy de aquí ni de allá” is a mantra for Puerto
Ricans who feel like foreigners wherever they are
and who seek a place for themselves. In his
inspiring autobiography, Not from Here, Not from
There, Díaz tells the story of his struggles and
triumphs as his perspective widened from the New
York streets and law school classrooms to the
halls of power in Philadelphia and Washington,
DC. Whether as a leader in economic
development, a pioneer in court reform, or a
champion of fair housing, Díaz has never stopped
advocating for others. Díaz was happy to be the
first Latino to “do something,” but he never wanted
to be the last. This story of an outsider who
worked his way to the inside offers powerful
lessons on finding a place in the world by creating
spaces where everyone is welcome.
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Nelson A. Díaz book signing in
Philadelphia is just one of many being held
across the country.


Nelson pauses for a moment for this
memorable photo after his successful book
signing event in Philadelphia.


CAREERS ON THE MOVE - Congratulations! (Click on Image)


Pablo Guillermo Reguerín
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
University of California, Davis


Davis, California
Hon. Leonardo Castro


Chief Judge
Second Judicial District


State of Minnesota


Carlos Ramos
Board Member


RIDGE-LANE Limited Partners
Washington D.C.


COAST TO COAST LATINOS
PODCAST - STAY TUNED


Adrian Pérez is preparing to launch a podcast show to
include Latinos in the conversation for meaningful and
sometimes controversial topics with influential thought
leaders on topics such as:


COVID-19/Health
Education
Economic Development/Business
Civic Engagement
Presidential Elections


Rodrigo & Gabriela
The World's Most Amazing Guitarists


Take a breather and listen to Rodrigo and Gabriela's rendition of the
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Pink Floyd - Echoes
Take Five


famous "Echoes" by London's famous Pink Floyd. From Mexico City, the
talented couple is scheduled to be in Napa, California, on June 7, but,
check to make sure. They are absolutely amazing musicians, you'll be
glad you know about them..
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From: Thomas Watson
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Re: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 9:09:32 AM


Thank you for the information.


Get Outlook for iOS


From: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:19:47 PM
To: Thomas Watson <twatson@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Fwd: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Alice Patino


From: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:19:30 PM
To: Etta Waterfield <ewaterfield@cityofsantamaria.org>; Jason Stilwell
<jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Fwd: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Alice Patino


From: Maricela Morales <maricela@causenow.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:55:42 PM
To: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Unsubscribe View in your browser
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Sign Petition Here


Sign Petition to Protect Farmworkers from the COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Urging our County Governments to take immideate action to these known concerns! 
 


The coronavirus is infecting farmworkers at a higher rate than the rest
of the community. The recent outbreak in Oxnard where over 80% of
farmworkers who live and work together tested positive is a wake up


call. We need real health and safety standards for farms and more
accountability for labor contractors. Sign our petition to tell Ventura


and Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors to take action to
protect the health and safety of farmworkers!


Read our full Joint Statement on the Response to the COVID-19
outbreak among farmworker below



https://causenow.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1542&qid=1112609

https://causenow.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1542&qid=1112609





In solidarity, 


Maricela Morales 


Executive Director


Joint Statement on the response to the COVID-19 outbreak among
farmworkers


CAUSE and MICOP organize and advocate to improve working and living conditions
for farmworkers. Together, we try to uplift the critical value that farmworkers provide to
our community and economy in Ventura County. Still for many people, farmworkers
remain the disposable essential worker. Since the beginning of the coronavirus
outbreak farmworkers have been excluded from all stay at home orders. Yet few, if
any, additional workplace safety precautions have been reliably implemented for
farmworkers. The pandemic has only served to exacerbate the pernicious health and
safety problems farmworkers face at home and at the workplace, everyday, even in
the best of times. 


Recognizing the vulnerability of farmworking people, in March at the start of the
pandemic, MICOP called for public officials across California to protect the health and
safety of farmworkers. This call included increasing health care access, improving
language access by ensuring COVID-19 services and materials are available in
Spanish and Indigenous languages, and ensuring that farmworkers qualify for critical
safety net programs including sick leave and unemployment.


Fearing an inevitable outbreak among farmworkers, CAUSE and MICOP consistently
named these issues in meetings with agricultural industry representatives, growers
and County Public Health representatives. We also advocated for true safety net
programs for our farmworker community, and even fundraised for them ourselves via
the 805 UndocuFund. We asked for adapted guidelines for people who cannot
maintain social distancing at home. We asked for health and safety standards for
farms to protect workers from the virus. We have asked for more accountability for
Farm Labor Contractors. We asked for a shift in messaging around the seriousness of
the virus. Amid these asks, the farmworker community was hit with the first outbreak
of COVID-19 at the Calavo Packinghouse.


Despite our repeated asks, we saw no movement and months later, the second
outbreak of COVID-19 among agricultural workers hit Ventura County hard.  MICOP
and CAUSE are now making the following call to action in the public arena, in hopes
that the power of public accountability will be brought to bear for the sake of protecting
the health and saving the lives of farmworkers.


For the workers that were or are housed at Villa Las Brisas during
the outbreak, we call on their employers and labor contractors to:







• Ensure workers are healthy and negative for COVID-free before
returning them back to their country of origin.


• Those workers who do not test positive be quarantined for 14 days,
tested after the 14 days, and only returned to their home county if
negative for COVID-19.


• Provide adequate space for workers who are quarantining at Las Brisas
that goes beyond the 50 square-feet required by federal regulations.


• Pay all workers for a minimum of 10 days. If workers are forced to be
quarantined longer than two weeks, they should be compensated for
additional sick days.


• Continue to pay for all housing and meals until workers can return
safely to their country or origin.


• Pay for all medical costs necessary to treat the workers with COVID-
19. 


• Make mental health support available to workers.


We ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to protect the
health and safety of farmworkers by directing Public Health and the
Agricultural Commissioner to:


• Educate farmworkers on the additional sick leave they can receive if
they contract the coronavirus and how they can access health care by
sending a letter to all farmworkers and by doing direct outreach to
farms.  


• Develop an inspection program for farms to ensure that there are clean
bathrooms and farmworkers have access to water, soap and hand
sanitizer.


• Direct the Ventura County Farmworker Resource Program to actively
inform farmworkers of their health, labor and safety rights including on
COVID-19 and to address complaints on health and safety.


• Develop a plan for emergencies such as wildfires to ensure that
employers are providing their outdoor workers with N95 masks to protect
them from smoke as required by state law.


•  Ensure all written and verbal outreach is conducted to Indigenous and
Spanish Speaking farmworker families in a way that is linguistically and
culturally appropriate.


•  Provide mobile COVID-19 testing sites at agriculture work sites.


•Create materials for outreach that de-stigmatize what a positive
diagnosis means for farmworkers, including information on paid sick
leave available to them.


• Ensure that workers who test positive for the coronavirus have access
to social programs for food, peer support, and mental health services. 







•Passing a policy to increase the amount of shade so that workers can
socially distance during breaks.


Additionally we ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to
address H2A housing problems exposed by the outbreak including:


• Encouraging H2A housing near services in cities not in county
unincorporated, rural, and isolated areas.


• Discouraging H2A housing that does not allow workers to socially
distance.


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Discouraging H2A housing that has more than 20 workers concentrated
at one site.


• Committing to allowing local agencies/organizations to access and
present to H2A workers. 


• Directing Public Health to investigate all H2A worker housing to assess
if the proper health and safety precautions are being implemented
including the proximity in which workers are being housed, how workers
are transported together, and if workers have regular access to soap,
disinfectant, and masks at their housing.


• Passing a policy that requires agricultural employers to  increase the
amount of shade provided to workers so that workers can socially
distance during breaks.


Reiter Affiliated Companies owns and manages Villa Las Brisas
where over 80% of the farmworkers tested positive for the virus.
This outbreak shows that they are not able to provide a healthy and
safe place for workers to live. We put our trust into companies like
Reiter Brothers to treat their workers right.


We call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the agriculture industry at
providing a safe place for workers to live by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for maintaining clean
and safe housing for farmworkers including policies on daily cleaning and
access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Ensuring workers can properly socially distance at the housing they
provide including adapting current housing and in any housing they build
or renovate in the future. 


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Giving 10 million dollars to build permanent farmworker housing in







Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. Five million dollars will be
available for non-profit affordable housing providers in Santa Maria and
five million dollars will be available for non-profit affordable housing
providers in Oxnard.


We also call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the Ag industry for providing a
safe workplace. We ask Reiter Affiliated Companies to hold their
farms to the highest industry health and safety standards by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for farms to maintain a
clean and safe workplace for farmworkers including policies on the daily
cleaning of bathrooms, and access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Adopting a standard to increase the amount of shade provided to
workers so that workers can socially distance during breaks.


• Having a plan for their farms to provide their outdoor workers with N95
masks to protect them from smoke as required by state law.


• Providing standards to provide screening for COVID-19 at the level of
that other essential industries are currently providing for workers.


• Reducing the fear and stigma around COVID-19 among workers by
informing workers of the 10 days of sick leave they will receive if they
contract COVID-19 and paying workers for 10 days of sick leave if they
are asked to quarantine for two weeks due to exposure to the
coronavirus or if they are laid off due to coronavirus exposure.








From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - June 5
Date: Friday, June 5, 2020 10:44:47 AM
Attachments: FEMA_Advisory_COVID19DailyBriefingPoints_20200605.pdf


ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200605_RegionalSupplemental_FINAL.pdf
ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200605_FINAL.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


FEMA ADVISORY – JUNE 5,
2020                                                              


Coronavirus Pandemic: Whole-of-
America Response  
Attached you will find today’s Daily Briefing Points and the Regional Supplemental for the
Whole-of-America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain
Task Force; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and
Guidance from Federal Agencies. The Regional Supplemental highlights the updated
numbers by states and regions.


Topline messaging includes:


One June 4, USDA announced that it has approved more than $545 million in
payments to producers who have applied for the Coronavirus Food Assistance
Program.
On June 4, HHS announced new guidance that specifies what additional data
laboratories must report to HHS along with COVID-19 test results. The Guidance
standardizes reporting to ensure that public health officials have access to
comprehensive and nearly real-time data to inform decision making in their response
to COVID-19.
On June 4, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining the different categories
of tests in the fight against COVID-19: diagnostic tests and antibody tests.
As of June 3, FEMA has made 9,262 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
to 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day
supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
provide equipment to nursing homes.
As of June 4, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of, or are currently shipping: 93.0 million N95 respirators, 148.9 million
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FEMA ADVISORY – JUNE 5, 2020         



Coronavirus Pandemic:  
Whole-of-America Response 
Attached you will find today’s Daily Briefing Points and the Regional Supplemental for the 
Whole-of-America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points 
include Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task 
Force; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from 
Federal Agencies. The Regional Supplemental highlights the updated numbers by states 
and regions.  



Topline messaging includes: 



 One June 4, USDA announced that it has approved more than $545 million in payments to producers who have 
applied for the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program.  



 On June 4, HHS announced new guidance that specifies what additional data laboratories must report to HHS 
along with COVID-19 test results. The Guidance standardizes reporting to ensure that public health officials have 
access to comprehensive and nearly real-time data to inform decision making in their response to COVID-19. 



 On June 4, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining the different categories of tests in the fight against 
COVID-19: diagnostic tests and antibody tests. 



 As of June 3, FEMA has made 9,262 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to 53 states and territories. 
FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 
Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to 
provide equipment to nursing homes. 



 As of June 4, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of, or are currently 
shipping: 93.0 million N95 respirators, 148.9 million surgical masks, 13.9 million face shields, 37.6 million 
surgical gowns and over 1 billion gloves.  



 To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing material – 
specifically, testing swabs and transport media. 



 FEMA has procured and delivered 19.8 million swabs and 10.6 million units of media. 
 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited duration to help 



increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



 As of June 4, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more than 19.3 million 
samples. 





https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/06/04/usda-issues-first-coronavirus-food-assistance-program-payments


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/06/04/hhs-announces-new-laboratory-data-reporting-guidance-for-covid-19-testing.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-daily-roundup-june-4-2020


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf
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 As of June 4, the FDA has issued 120 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for test kit 
manufacturers and laboratories, including 15 antibody tests and one antigen test.  



Contact Us 



If you have any questions, please contact FEMA Office of External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental 
Affairs Division: 



 Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov 



 Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov 



 Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov  



 Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov 



Follow Us  



Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or @FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA 
Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete 
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.  



FEMA Mission 
Helping people before, during, and after disasters. 





https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations


mailto:FEMA-Congressional-Affairs@fema.dhs.gov


mailto:FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov


mailto:FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov


mailto:nbeoc@max.gov


https://www.fema.gov/blog


https://twitter.com/FEMA


https://twitter.com/FEMAEspanol


https://www.facebook.com/FEMA


https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol


https://www.facebook.com/FEMAespanol


https://www.instagram.com/fema


https://www.youtube.com/user/FEMA


https://twitter.com/FEMA_Pete
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Daily Briefing Points Supplemental 



Friday, June 5, 2020 



Regional Response 



Region I 



Connecticut  



Critical supplies delivered: 251,186 N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 194,469 face shields, 



806,534 surgical masks and 350 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $28.6 million in federal support to Connecticut. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the New Britain/New 



Haven area.  



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Maine 



Critical supplies delivered: 263,787 N95 respirators, 230,914 gloves, 42,801 face shields and 



234,393 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $10.7 million in federal support to Maine. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Massachusetts 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 564,408 gloves, 369,557 face shields, 



737,120 surgical masks and 400 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $64.6 million in federal support to Massachusetts. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Boston/Somerville area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Hampshire  



Critical supplies delivered: 263,442 N95 respirators, 217,612 gloves, 42,697 face shields and 



253,849 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $17.7 million in federal support to New Hampshire. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Rhode Island 



Critical supplies delivered: 213,487 N95 respirators, 376,926 gloves, 69,905 face shields, 438,003 



surgical masks and 100 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $22.4 million dollars in federal support to Rhode 



Island. 
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▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the North 



Kingston/Providence area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Vermont 



Critical supplies delivered: 182,940 N95 respirators, 384,368 gloves, 67,875 face shields and 



345,702 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $10.0 million in federal support to Vermont. 



▪ The stay at home order was extended until June 15. 



Region 2 



New York 



Critical supplies delivered: 9.6 million N95 respirators, 3.0 million gloves, 589,294 face shields, 2.6 



million surgical masks and 4,670 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $1.1 billion in federal support to New York. 



▪ As of June 4, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in New York. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway, with some areas remaining under stay at home orders until 



June 13. 



New Jersey 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.5 million N95 respirators, 13.2 million gloves, 860,393 face shields, 2 



million surgical masks and 1,065 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated more than $437.6 million in federal support to New Jersey. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Meadowlands. 



▪ The stay at home order remains in effect until terminated. 



Puerto Rico 



Critical supplies delivered: 212,434 N95 respirators, 299,908 gloves, 143,723 face shields and 



344,275 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $46.2 million in federal support to Puerto Rico. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



U.S. Virgin Islands 



Critical supplies delivered: 34,521 N95 respirators, 48,760 gloves, 8,730 face shields and 89,054 



surgical masks and 30 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $16.0 million in federal support to U.S. Virgin Islands. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 3 



Delaware 



Critical supplies delivered: 77,434 N95 respirators, 691,008 gloves, 72,343 face shields, 244,665 



surgical masks and 50 ventilators. 
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▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $5.1 million in federal support to Delaware. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Maryland 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.6 million N95 respirators, 593,681 gloves, 278,789 face shields, 



660,438 surgical masks and 470 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $54.7 million in federal support to Maryland. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Baltimore. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Pennsylvania 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.5 million N95 respirators, 857,846 gloves, 575,471 face shields and 



919,130 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $74.6 million in federal support to Pennsylvania. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Harrisburg/Glenn Mills 



area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 291,357 N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 101,035 face shields and 



610,221 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $166.5 million in federal support to Virginia. 



▪ As of June 4, three Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Blacksburg, Hampton 



and Richmond areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with restrictions in place for Northern Virginia. 



Washington D.C. 



Critical supplies delivered: 754,677 N95 respirators, 789,242 gloves, 71,201 face shields, 417,582 



surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $56.8 million in federal support to the District of Columbia. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Washington, DC.  



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



West Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 244,488 N95 respirators, 253,206 gloves, 81,459 face shields and 



350,539 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $11.8 million in federal support to West Virginia. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 4 



Alabama 



Critical Supplies to Alabama: 502,523 N95 respirators, 721,541 gloves, 123,121 face shields and 



442,582 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $28.0 million in federal support to Alabama. 
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▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Birmingham. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Florida 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.4 million N95 respirators, 977,872 gloves, 227,699 face shields, 1.1 



million surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $366.4 million in federal support to Florida. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Miami. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Georgia 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 2.1 million gloves, 189,715 face shields, 



768,836 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $95.9 million in federal support to Georgia. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Kenshaw. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Kentucky 



Critical supplies delivered: 797,082 N95 respirators, 521,202 gloves, 89,279 face shields and 



422,922 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $17.4 million in federal support to Kentucky. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Louisville. 



▪ A phased reopening underway. 



Mississippi 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.8 million N95 respirators, 259,438 gloves, 65,183 face shields and 



421,711 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $22.5 million in federal support to Mississippi. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jackson. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



North Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 1.0 million gloves, 114,427 face shields and 



680,551 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $25.6 million in federal support to North Carolina. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



South Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 394,762 N95 respirators, 301,448 gloves, 73,975 face shields and 



455,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $69.5 million in federal support to South Carolina. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Eastover. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Tennessee 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 665,302 gloves, 118,999 face shields and 



677,882 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $127.9 million in federal support to Tennessee. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Lebanon. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 5 



Illinois 



Critical supplies delivered: 5.1 million N95 respirators, 7.0 million gloves, 545,230 face shields, 1.5 



million surgical masks and 620 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $235.7 million in federal support to Illinois. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Waukegan. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Indiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 860,534 gloves, 187,793 face shields and 



440,683 surgical masks and 110 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $40.9 million in federal support to Indiana. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Indianapolis. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Michigan 



Critical supplies delivered: 9.1 million N95 respirators, 758,930 gloves, 318,671 face shields, 



740,018 surgical masks and 700 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $225.0 million in federal support to Michigan. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Detroit. 



▪ The stay at home orders have been extended to June 12. 



Minnesota 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.4 million N95 respirators, 597,640 gloves, 92,297 face shields and 



620,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $6.2 million in federal support to Minnesota. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Ohio 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.8 million N95 respirators, 6.3 million gloves, 182,291 face shields and 



672,263 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $46.3 million in federal support to Ohio. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Columbus. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Wisconsin 



Critical supplies delivered: 700,308 N95 respirators, 478,346 gloves, 161,199 face shields and 



506,163 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $58.3 million in federal support to Wisconsin. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Madison. 



▪ No statewide stay at home order, phased reopening underway at local levels. 



Region 6 



Arkansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 259,947 N95 respirators, 514,682 gloves, 112,762 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $1.4 million in federal support to Arkansas. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Little Rock. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Louisiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.6 million N95 respirators, 1.6 million gloves, 104,147 face shields, 



494,800 surgical masks and 370 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $150.7 million in federal support to Louisiana. 



▪ Baton Rouge General Medical Center Mid-City Hospital mission extended to June 20. The center 



has seen 162 patients. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the New Orleans/Slidell area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oklahoma 



Critical supplies delivered: 385,706 N95 respirators, 279,304 gloves, 63,947 face shields and 



685,447 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $19.8 million in federal support to Oklahoma. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Muskogee. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Mexico 



Critical supplies delivered: 250,068 N95 respirators, 256,430 gloves, 59,179 face shields and 



297,889 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $26.5 million in federal support to New Mexico. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Rio Rancho. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Texas 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 2.2 million gloves, 390,647 face shields and 



1.7 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $517.6 million in federal support to Texas. 
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▪ As of June 4, five Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Austin, Corpus Christie, 



Dallas, El Paso and Houston areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 7 



Iowa 



Critical supplies delivered: 148,368 N95 respirators, 345,442 gloves, 84,577 face shields and 



451,235 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $150.9 million in federal support to Iowa. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders issued, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Kansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 516,976 N95 respirators, 2.8 million gloves, 116,842 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $49.1 million in federal support to Kansas. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Topeka/Kansas City area. 



▪ A phased reopening with local restrictions is underway. 



 



Missouri 



Critical supplies delivered: 909,289 N95 respirators, 359,996 gloves, 84,399 face shields and 



518,001 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $30.7 million in federal support to Missouri. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jefferson City. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Nebraska 



Critical supplies delivered: 95,788 N95 respirators, 274,930 gloves, 62,147 face shields and 



307,217 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $17.1 million in federal support to Nebraska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 8 



Colorado 



Critical supplies delivered: 560,122 N95 respirators, 625,836 gloves, 107,305 face shields and 



617,764 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $229.5 million in federal support to Colorado. 



▪ As of June 4, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Denver area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Montana 



Critical supplies delivered: 147,486 N95 respirators, 224,326 gloves, 40,611 face shields and 



218,859 surgical masks. 
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▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $12.7 million in federal support to Montana. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Helena. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway at local level. 



North Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 216,890 N95 respirators, 629,300 gloves, 37,077 face shields and 



204,337 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $12.3 million in federal support to North Dakota. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Bismarck. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



 



South Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 326,114 N95 respirators, 217,386 gloves, 113,313 face shields and 



230,827 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $10.4 million in federal support to South Dakota. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Utah 



Critical supplies delivered: 317,614 N95 respirators, 254,284 gloves, 55,329 face shields and 



270,189 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $3.8 million in federal support to Utah. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Wyoming 



Critical supplies delivered: 252,334 N95 respirators, 198,538 gloves, 36,125 face shields and 



169,343 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $60,189 in federal support to Wyoming. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Region 9 



American Samoa 



Critical supplies delivered: 39,039 N95 respirators, 77,070 gloves, 8,286 face shields, 38,422 



surgical masks and 10 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $1.2 million in federal support to American Samoa. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway.  



Arizona 



Critical supplies delivered: 484,455 N95 respirators, 356,208 gloves, 86,993 face shields and 



536,477 surgical masks and 100 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $34.0 million in federal support to Arizona. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Phoenix. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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California 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.0 million N95 respirators, 1.8 million gloves, 505,442 face shields, 3.8 



million surgical masks and 170 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $1.0 billion in federal support to California. 



▪ As of June 4, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Los Angeles and 



Fremont areas. 



▪ The US Navy hospital ship Mercy has completed its mission. While in Los Angeles, the ship cared 



for 77 patients and provided personnel support to a skilled nursing facility in the area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with local restrictions.  



Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 



Critical supplies delivered: 25,029 N95 respirators, 74,430 gloves, 8,272 face shields, 55,948 



surgical masks and 25 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $5.3 million in federal support to CNMI. 



▪ A stay at home order remains in effect until emergency concludes.  



Guam 



Critical supplies delivered: 42,817 N95 respirators, 84,904 gloves, 13,560 face shields, 283,390 



surgical masks and 59 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $11.1 million in federal support to Guam. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Hawaii 



Critical supplies delivered: 146,622 N95 respirators, 224,724 gloves, 43,079 face shields and 



235,857 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $39.8 million in federal support to Hawaii. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Nevada 



Critical supplies delivered: 641,707 N95 respirators, 286,680 gloves, 54,775 face shields, 297,285 



surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $37.2 million in federal support to Nevada. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Las Vegas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 10 



Alaska 



Critical supplies delivered: 74,114 N95 respirators, 286,252 gloves, 68,605 face shields, 206,063 



surgical masks and 60 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $6.2 million in federal support to Alaska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Idaho 



Critical supplies delivered: 121,090 N95 respirators, 223,974 gloves, 44,887 face shields and 



315,357 surgical masks. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $1.3 million in federal support to Idaho. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Idaho Falls. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oregon 



Critical supplies delivered: 598,920 N95 respirators, 616,724 gloves, 130,643 face shields, 



369,101 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $55.6 million in federal support to Oregon. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Eugene/Wilsonville area. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Washington 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 983,890 gloves, 127,201 face shields, 



841,348 surgical masks and 500 ventilators. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $108.0 million in federal support to Washington. 



▪ As of June 4, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Tacoma. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Friday, June 5, 2020 



“HIGH QUALITY DATA IS AT THE CORE OF ANY EFFECTIVE PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE, AND STANDARDIZED, 



COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING OF TESTING INFORMATION WILL GIVE OUR PUBLIC HEALTH EXPERTS BETTER DATA 



TO GUIDE DECISIONS AT ALL LEVELS THROUGHOUT THE CRISIS.” – HHS SECRETARY ALEX AZAR 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ One June 4, USDA announced that it has approved more than $545 million in payments to 



producers who have applied for the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program.  



▪ On June 4, HHS announced new guidance that specifies what additional data laboratories must 



report to HHS along with COVID-19 test results. The Guidance standardizes reporting to ensure 



that public health officials have access to comprehensive and nearly real-time data to inform 



decision making in their response to COVID-19. 



▪ On June 4, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining the different categories of tests in the 



fight against COVID-19: diagnostic tests and antibody tests. 



▪ As of June 3, FEMA has made 9,262 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of, or 



are currently shipping: 93.0 million N95 respirators, 148.9 million surgical masks, 13.9 million 



face shields, 37.6 million surgical gowns and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. 



 FEMA has procured and delivered 19.8 million swabs and 10.6 million units of media. 



 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited 



duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



▪ As of June 4, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 19.3 million samples. 



 As of June 4, the FDA has issued 120 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 15 antibody tests and one antigen test.  



By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 81 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 43 tribes that are direct 





https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/06/04/usda-issues-first-coronavirus-food-assistance-program-payments
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https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-daily-roundup-june-4-2020


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf
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recipients with emergency declarations and 38 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of June 5, 234,806 samples were processed at federally run Community-Based Testing Sites 



and 511,495  samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community-Based Testing Sites, 13 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and eight have closed in 



consultation with the states.  



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 437 live sites in 48 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $104.8 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 20,838 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.6 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 514,160 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,729 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of June 4, FEMA has obligated $6.5 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $617 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $17 million 



▪ As of June 4, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 289 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 66 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 



▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through August 21. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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 As of June 4, 32,252 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 1,448 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of June 4, the CDC has 5,395 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ As of June 5, more than 102 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, 



with 306 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 205.6 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of June 4, Project Air Bridge has completed 199 flights with an additional 45 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 244 flights.   



 Two flights landed yesterday, June 4: one in Chicago and one in Los Angeles. 



 Two flights are scheduled to land today, June 5, in New York City (JFK). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through June 4:  



 Nearly 1.5 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 112.7 million surgical masks 



 32.4 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2.5 million face shields 



 887,800 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ One non-Airbridge flight of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed in Newark yesterday, June 4.  



Four flights are scheduled to arrive today, June 5: one each in Columbus, Los Angeles, Miami 



and Newark. Since May 20, 34 non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 3.6 million gowns have 



landed in the U.S. 



▪ Since April 12, 49 non-airbridge flights carrying over 59 million FEMA-procured masks and 



respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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FEMA and HHS Response 



FEMA 



▪ On June 1, FEMA published a third letter from Administrator Gaynor to emergency managers that 



highlights the importance of all-hazards preparedness in a COVID-19 environment, particularly as 



the nation enters hurricane season. The letter addresses the release of the COVID-19 Pandemic 



Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane Season, the All-Hazards Preparedness in a 



Pandemic Exercise Starter Kit and the Exercise Starter Kit for Reconstituting Operations. 



▪ As of May 31, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 46 states, 



the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico to support programs providing free, confidential 



counseling through community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Local governments can make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA 



Regions through the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On June 2, HHS announced that it is providing an additional $250 million in CARES Act funding 



to aid U.S. health care systems treating patients and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 



funds will support hospitals and other health care entities to train workforces, expand 



telemedicine and the use of virtual healthcare, procure supplies and equipment, and coordinate 



effectively across regional, state and jurisdictional, and local health care facilities to respond to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On June 1, HHS announced a task order with Emergent BioSolutions to advance manufacturing 



capabilities for a potential COVID-19 vaccine as well as therapeutics.  Under the order, Emergent 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/06/01/fema-administrator-june-1-2020-letter-nations-emergency-managers
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will commit contract development and manufacturing organization drug substance and drug 



product manufacturing capacity valued at approximately $542.75 million for production of 



COVID-19 vaccine candidates through 2021. 



▪ On May 28, the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 million in CARES Act 



funding to 52 Tribes, Tribal organizations, urban Indian health organizations and other health 



services providers to Tribes across 20 states to prepare, prevent and respond to COVID-19 in 



rural tribal communities. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 
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 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the  



COVID-19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays 



out approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  
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▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ CDC continues to recommend that everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where 



other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On June 1, the FDA took additional action to help ensure widespread access to hand sanitizers 



during the COVID-19 public health emergency. 



▪ On May 30, the FDA took steps to further support the development of COVID-19 tests for at-



home self-collection by posting a voluntary emergency use authorization (EUA) template for at-



home sample collection kits to its website. The template outlines the data and information that 



developers should submit to facilitate the EUA process. 



▪ On May 28, the FDA announced a reference panel to evaluate diagnostic tests for COVID-19. 



Reference panels are an additional step to ensure the quality of the tests, validation of new 



assays, test calibration and monitoring of assay performance. 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ The FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The 



program uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, 



while at the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On June 3, the U.S. Department of the Treasury and IRS announced that 159 million Economic 



Impact Payments, worth more than $267 billion, have been distributed to Americans in two 



months. Payments have been sent to all eligible Americans for whom the IRS has the necessary 
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information to make a payment. These totals do not include the more than $2.5 billion that have 



been delivered to U.S. territories for payment to territory residents.  



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that it is setting aside $10 



billion of round two funding for the Paycheck Protection Program to be lent exclusively by 



Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). 



 CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in low-income communities by providing 



access to financial products and services for local residents and businesses. 



 The dedicated funds will further ensure that the funding reaches all communities in need 



of relief during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration has 



issued an alert that lists steps employers can follow to implement social distancing in the 



workplace and to help protect workers from exposure to the coronavirus. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  
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▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  





https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-approves-12-billion-contracts-farmers-families-food-box-program?fbclid=IwAR21FQ6_maDGtF1Uu_u9EQtrtSaldTAw1N8JkWckZz0MwTLvOHIZYwkWcSA
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surgical masks, 13.9 million face shields, 37.6 million surgical gowns and over 1
billion gloves.
To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and
procure testing material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.


FEMA has procured and delivered 19.8 million swabs and 10.6 million units of
media.
The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for
a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their
individualized plans.


As of June 4, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 19.3 million samples.
As of June 4, the FDA has issued 120 individual emergency use authorizations
(EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 15 antibody tests and
one antigen test.


Contact Us


If you have any questions regarding this FEMA Advisory, please contact FEMA Office of
External Affairs, Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs Division:


Congressional Affairs at (202) 646-4500 or at FEMA-Congressional-
Affairs@fema.dhs.gov
Intergovernmental Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-IGA@fema.dhs.gov
Tribal Affairs at (202) 646-3444 or at FEMA-Tribal@fema.dhs.gov
Private Sector Engagement at (202) 646-3444 or at nbeoc@max.gov


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
 


###
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From: Diana Reed
To: Alice Patino
Cc: Shannon Mendez
Subject: Community Prosperity Summit
Attachments: Community Prosperity Summit May 28-29.pdf


 
Two-day Summit, May 28-29, 2020
May 29 
  *  9:00 am – 10:30 am/Wellness & Quality of Life 
  *  10:30 am – 12:00 pm/Regional Broadband Enhancement 
  *  1:30 pm – 3:30 pm/Economic and Workforce Development & Innovation 
Victoria Conner, Principal 
Strategic Vitality LLC 
805-345-0688 (cell – preferred) 
www.StrategicVitalityLLC.com


 
Holly Nolan Chavez, M.S.
Regional Director | Employer Engagement- Agriculture, Water, & Environmental Technology
Allan Hancock College
800 S. College Dr.
Santa Maria, CA 93454
805-225-6540
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF PARTNERSHIPS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 



Community Prosperity Virtual Summit 
Allan Hancock College 



AGENDA THURSDAY/FRIDAY 
May 28-29, 2020 



EconAlliance 



United States Department 



of Agriculture (USDA) 



 
 



 



Purpose: The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Community Prosperity Summit is an  event 
designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and wealth creation in communities across the 
country. The Summit will convene state, federal, Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, faith 
leaders, veterans, and other strategic partners to: 



 
• Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils, create wealth and 
build assets 



• Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships 
• Connect attendees to USDA and other relevant federal programs, and 
• Model success for communities and future generations of communities 



 
 



AGENDA: 



The following agenda and individual webinars planned are part of the two-day online Summit on 



May 28 and 29. 



DAY ONE: 



THURSDAY 



May 28, 2020 



 



Day One 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 2 



 



     
 
 
 



DAY TWO: 



FRIDAY 



May 29, 2020 



 



Day Two 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 4 



 



 



 



 



8:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138 



Summit Opening Presentations and Keynote 



 
11:00a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 
 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Panel and Roundtable: Housing 



 
 



 



 



9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Wellness and Quality of Life 



 
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 



 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 





http://www.usda.gov/
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8:30 AM 



 
 
 
 
9:00 AM 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
9:15 AM 



 
 
 
 



 
10:00 AM 



 



 
 
10:40 AM 



Community Prosperity Summit Introductory Presentations and Keynote 
(8:30 - 10:45 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138  



Community Prosperity Summit Welcome 



The Honorable Alice Patino, Mayor, City of Santa Maria 



Kevin Walthers, PhD, President/Superintendent, Allan Hancock College 
 



Introduction of Mike Beatty, Director 



USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 



Joe Halsell, President, EconAlliance Board of Directors 



 



Introduction of USDA State Food and Agriculture Council 



Mike Beatty, Director, USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 
 



 



Opening Remarks (Speakers introduced by USDA/OPPE Director Mike Beatty) 
Connie Conway, Farm Service Agency (FSA), State Executive Director 
Carlos Suarez, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), State Conservationist 
Kim Vann, Rural Development (RD), State Director 



 
 
Keynote Presentation: 



Glenda Humiston, Vice President, UC Agriculture & Natural Resources  



Preview of Virtual “Break-Outs” 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



11:00 AM 



Business & Community Opportunities 
Federal Agency presentations, Q&A 
Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 
 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 



Rocky Chenelle, General Field Representative Rural Utilities 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Terri L. Billups, Assistant District Director, Economic Development 
U.S. Small Business Administration 



 



Jamika Lopez, Community Outreach, Resources and Planning Specialist 
U.S. Department of Labor 



 



Stacy Lopez, Single Family Housing Regional Coordinator 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist 
Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



Malinda Matson, Economic Development Rep, Northern/Coastal California 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration 



 



Erica Romero, Assistant Vice President for State Advocacy 
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) 



 



Ray Bowman, Director 
Ventura/Santa Barbara Counties Small Business Development Center 
 



Scott Hillis, Advisor 
San Luis Obispo SCORE 



 





https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138


https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700
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1:30 PM 



  
 



 
 
 
 
 
2:00 PM 



 
 



 
 
 
2:30 PM 



 
 
 
 



3:00 PM 



Housing: Needs; Infrastructure & Other Challenges; Potential Models and Solutions 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Facilitator: Eddie Taylor, CEO, United Way 



Housing Needs Panel & Roundtable 



Sandra Dickerson, CEO, Your People Professionals  
John Fowler, CEO, Peoples Self-Help Housing 
Bob Havlicek, Executive Director, Housing Authority Santa Barbara County 
Claire Wineman, President, Grower-Shipper Association Santa Barbara/San Luis Obispo Counties 
Hon. Jenelle Osborne, Mayor, City of Lompoc  
 
 
Infrastructure and Other Challenges 



Morgan Benevedo, Director, Multi-Family Housing Development, Peoples’ Self-Help Housing 
Joe Halsell, CEO, Halsell Builders 
Derek Hansen, Executive Vice President, Towbes Group 



 
 
Panel & Roundtable: Potential Models and Solutions, Model Projects 



Cruz Avila, Executive Director, Homebound Services 
Eddie Taylor, Director, Home for Good Santa Barbara County 



Frank Thompson, Principal, Frank Thompson Housing Consultants 
 
Matching Opportunities with Resources 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



 



 
 



 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail on Page 4 (next page) 
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9:00 AM 



 



Wellness and Quality of Life 
(9:00 - 10:30 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Co-Facilitator: Hilda Zacarias, CPA/MPA, other co-facilitator TBA 
 



What are the key health and wellness needs/gaps in our area? 



 Ed Braxton, Chief HR Officer, Lompoc Valley Med Center 
 Dignity Health speaker and other TBA 



 



What are the key elements of a good quality of life and how do we improve those elements for all area 
residents? 



Panel Participants TBA 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 
(11:00 AM - 12:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



 
Agency participant: Malinda Manson, US DOC/EDA Rep, Northern and Coastal California; 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development 



Facilitators: Bill Simmons, Executive Director, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast 
Chris Chirgwin, CEO, Lanspeed, Chairman, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast-North 
Other participants TBA 



 



11:00 AM 



 



 



 



11:30 AM 



Overview Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast (BCPC) 



Broadband-Related Needs Now in Greater Focus: Telemedicine, Distance Learning, Teleworking 



North County Fiber Ring Network Concept 
 
 
Other Broadband Efforts in Development, or Proposal Stage 
 
Leveraging Efforts for Broadband Expansion 



 
 



 
 
 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail: Economic 
Development Session on Page 5 (next page) 
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Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



 
Agency Participants invited: Terri Billups, US SBA/Economic Development Asst. District Director; 



Jamika Lopez, US DOL/Community Outreach Resources & Planning Specialist; Erica Romero, 



Hispanic Assn. of Colleges and Universities, Asst. VP, State Advocacy; Malinda Matson US DOC/EDA 



Rep, Northern and Coastal California 



Facilitator: Victoria Conner, Initiatives Director, EconAlliance 



 



1:30 PM 



  



 



     How well do the Rural Prosperity Initiative focus areas (e-connectivity, innovation/technology,  
     Economic development, workforce, and quality of life) align with your local economic  
     Development priorities? 



     Tracy Beard, Executive Director, Solvang Chamber of Commerce 
     Sam Cohen, President, Santa Ynez Chamber/VP Governance & Operations, SY Band Chumash  
     Glenn Morris, CEO, Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce;  
     Kathy Vreeland, Executive Director, Buellton Chamber of Commerce 
     Others TBA 
 
      Discussion: 



• What are the economic and workforce opportunities to be highlighted? 



• What are the barriers or obstacles to addressing those opportunities? 



• What immediate actions could leverage our ability to prosper from our opportunities? 
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1. Executive Summary


The state government substantially reduced funding for affordable housing a


decade ago during the Great Recession and funding has never been







reinstated.


Some state legislators, ignoring the lack of funding, have pursued local


zoning practices as the cause of the affordable housing crisis. Numerous bills


with state-wide incentives and exemptions have been passed to stimulate


affordable housing production. It hasn't worked to date.


The most recent housing bills charting their way through the California


Assembly and Senate have switched focus from affordable to moderate and


higher-income housing brackets. The state sets affordable housing


production targets for cities, but meanwhile produces bills that undermine


affordable housing efforts.


The most egregious bill enables developers to pay a much-reduced fee in lieu


of building affordable housing while still granting the developer the upzoning


opportunity. 


Only two bills address the current economic reality of stretched city


budgets: Senator Portantino's SB-1299 and Senators Caballero's and Rubio's


SB-1385. 


2. State Funding For Affordable Housing: Anemic for a
Decade
During the Great Recession, the state terminated most of its funding for affordable


housing when it shut down the local Redevelopment Agencies (RDAs). At the time,


RDAs were providing 80% of the state funding for affordable housing through the


redeployment of local property taxes. Facing a budget deficit, Governor Brown


froze local redevelopment activities in 2011 then shuttered the agencies in 2012,


diverting their property tax resources to schools and local services to backfill the


state funding shortfall (see Fig. 1).


Figure 1. Sharp Decline in State Funding for Affordable Housing*







Even during the economic boom that just ended, the state never resumed funding


for affordable housing at the same level, despite a doubling of income tax revenue.


The state collected almost $100 billion dollars in income tax last year, up from just


over $40 billion a decade ago. But spending on affordable housing still languished,


despite a number of voter-approved propositions that allowed the state government


to take on debt for affordable housing (Fig 2).


Figure 2. State Income Tax Revenue Doubles While Its Spending on Affordable Housing
Stagnates*







3. Federal Funding Has Proven More Reliable 
Fortunately, and perhaps surprisingly, the federal government's commitment to


California’s affordable housing crisis has remained robust (see Fig. 3).


Figure 3. Return on Income Tax Dollars for Affordable Housing*







Ignoring the decline of state funding, some state legislators have blamed local


zoning practices for the affordable housing crisis and have introduced state-


mandated density bonuses and incentives to spur affordable housing development.


SB-330 (2019), AB-1763 (2019), SB-35 (2017), SB-375 (2008) as well as recent


amendments to the Housing Density Bonus Law (Orig 1979), all now law, were


designed to stimulate affordable housing production through the:


1) streamlining of approval processes


2) provision of additional density bonuses as incentives


3) creation of CEQA exemption tracks  







Although it is still too soon to assess the impact of the bills passed in 2019, these


incentive approaches do not appear to be working. The state is building less new


affordable housing now than it was in the 2000s (see Fig. 4). Data and slides for all


figures are available at The Defunding of Affordable Housing in California


 


 


4. New Construction of Affordable Housing Still
Languishes


Figure 4. New Construction of Affordable Housing Has Been Sluggish for Over a
Decade*



https://embarcaderoinstitute.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2be5338b8936422eafd975fed&id=106a4f50b5&e=46d7ced5b8





In a new twist, the current raft of bills appears to step away from the lower-income


housing challenge in favor of housing for higher earning brackets. Development


incentives that were in place to encourage low-income housing are now being


extended to the market-rate housing segment. This, despite the fact that the state


is on track to exceed its market-rate housing targets for the 5th housing


element cycle.*


Figure 5. Affordable Housing Languishes While Market-Rate Presses Full Steam Ahead*


The Housing Bills: Legislation in an Age of Uncertainty







With so much economic uncertainty, new work-from-home trends, and a wariness
of public transit-use that comes on the heels of years of declining ridership and will
likely jeopardize billions of dollars of transit capital, this isn't the time to defund
affordable housing and focus on market-rate housing. Unfortunately, many of
the current housing bills do just that.


The good news is that while most of the bills making their way through the
legislature seem inured to current economic realities, there are two bills that
distinguish themselves: SB-1299 (Portantino) and SB-1385 (Caballero and Rubio).
Both of these bills acknowledge the pressure on retail/commercial real estate and
the housing opportunity it presents for cities. Portantino’s bill, in particular, stands
out as the only bill that addresses local funding challenges, offering an innovative
economic incentive for cities to create workforce housing (see bill highlights below)
 


5. Incentives in the Latest Housing Bills: But Not for
Low Income
Streamlining and incentives originally put in place to encourage low-income
housing are now on offer for higher income brackets in the current bills. These new
incentives add further complexity to an already complex system of incentives and
have the effect of overriding current law and pitting the production of higher-income
housing against lower-income housing—an unfair fight. 


The bills are color-coded RED, YELLOW or GREEN based on our analysis. 
For more in-depth analysis of the bills go to Legislation in an Age of Uncertainty


SB-995 (Atkins, Wiener, Caballero, Rubio) 
Existing law


In 2008, SB-375 introduced a CEQA fast-track for infill affordable housing built near
transit. SB-375 is now part of the California Public Resource Code. The law
requires a developer to include affordable units within a housing development, in
order to qualify for CEQA fast-tracking: either 20% moderate-income units, 10%
low-income units or 5% very-low-income units.   


SB-995


SB-995, attempts to reduce the qualifying standard for a CEQA fast-track, lowering
the affordable percentage to 15% moderate-income. While a project is still
required to be infill, there is no requirement that it be within a certain distance of



https://embarcaderoinstitute.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2be5338b8936422eafd975fed&id=08a66d865d&e=46d7ced5b8
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public transit.


ISSUE 1: SB-995 lowers the percentage of affordable units a developer must
include to qualify for CEQA fast-track — this, even as the state comes up
short on affordable housing. Lowering the state’s requirement for moderate-
income units to 15% is at odds with state affordable housing goals set by the
Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) at 60% (40%
low and very low-income housing units + 20% moderate-income units). SB-
995 erodes inclusionary standards for affordable yet without a rationale. If
legislators believe incentives are the path to building sustainable affordable
housing, and they believe in the targets set by the HCD they should align
incentives with those targets. 


ISSUE 2: This bill is in conflict with HCD’s established Regional Housing
Needs Allocations (RNHA) and is also in conflict with California's Public
Resource Code.


SUGGESTED FIX: The bill is unnecessary given existing law.


SB-1085 (Skinner and Caballero) 
Modifies existing density bonus law. Current law rewards developers with larger
housing projects than zoning allows, if developers provide affordable units. Density
bonuses are awarded on a sliding scale based on the percentage of affordable
units in the development. SB-1085 lowers the affordability standard developers
must meet to qualify for certain density bonuses.


Existing  law 


Grants density bonuses to developers, allowing them to enlarge a housing project
by 20-35% depending on the percentage of affordable housing units in the project.
The 35% density bonus is reserved for projects that include either 11% very-low-
income units, 20% lower-income units, or 40% moderate-income units.  


SB-1085 


Awards the 35% density bonus to a developer when the development includes
only 20% moderate-income units, as opposed to 40% moderate-income units
under current law. 


ISSUE: SB-1085 makes elements of the density bonus law obsolete. It
discourages lower-income housing development, by pitting lower-income
housing against moderate-income housing, rewarding them equally. If a







developer can build 20% moderate-income housing or 20% low-income
housing for the same incentive, the economics dictate only the former will be
built. 


SUGGESTED FIX: Remove “or moderate” from clause Govt Code 65915 (b)
(H) “Twenty percent of i) the units is for households of low or moderate
incomes”. 
 


6. Low In-Lieu Fees: A Boon for Market-Rate Housing 
Perhaps even more damaging to the cause of affordable housing are new in-lieu fees
(fees developers can pay instead of building the required affordable housing). The fees
suggested in-lieu of building affordable housing are far below the actual cost of building
the units, creating an attractive arbitrage for developers of market-rate housing. Fees
that are set far below the cost of on-site performance inherently result in little affordable
housing. 


AB-1279 (Bloom)


This bill introduces “opportunity areas”, a term currently in use by the California Tax
Credit Allocation Committee (TCAC). TCAC, part of the state treasury, awards tax
credits to affordable housing projects and the maps are used to identify areas that
are suitable for the construction of low-income housing based on resources
available. Some of the factors that are considered are job proximity, high school
graduation rates, unemployment rates, math, and reading proficiency. AB-1279
states “opportunity areas” will potentially align with the TCAC opportunity maps, but
notes final definition of the areas will be made at a later date, after the passage of
the bill, and by unspecified “academics”. The “opportunity maps used by TCAC are
posted here: TCAC Affordability maps.


As with the failed bill SB-50, AB-1279 allows the development “by right” of up to 10
housing units in R1 zoning with the requirement that EITHER all 10 units are
designated as moderate-income housing (affordable to a household earning 100%
of Area Median Income — AMI). OR a developer can pay a fee and instead build
10 market-rate housing units. The fee calculation differs if the housing units are for
ownership or rental


The fee to be paid in lieu of building rental housing is set at twice the difference
between 12 months of market-rate rent and 12 months of affordable rent (where
affordability is based on 30% of  60% Area Median Income (AMI) ). 
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In real numbers: 


In San Francisco, market-rate rent for a 2-bedroom apartment is
$3,600/month (1).


 Rent for an affordable apartment for a 4 person household at 60% of the
Area Median Household Income is $1,921 (based on U.S. Dept of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) 2020 Maximum Income by Household Size
by Metro Area Tables)


 Thus a developer in San Francisco could pay a one-time fee for the right to
build 10 market-rate units in R1 zoning in the amount:


Twice the difference between 12 months of market-rate and affordable
rent:
2 x 12 x ($3,600 - $1,921) = $40,296/unit


For a 10 unit development that’s $402,960


For a $400,000 fee, a developer can purchase the ability to upzone to 10 market-
rate units. The present value (PV) of the difference between the market-rate and
affordable income streams for 10 units is approximately $3 million (2). In this
case, the city would give away $3 million of value in exchange for $0.4 million. In
San Francisco, the in-lieu fee is less than the cost of construction of one affordable
housing unit (3).


The in-lieu fee in the case of ownership units is set at 10% of the difference in
sales price between a market-rate unit sale and an affordable unit sale -
affordable meaning it must be affordable to a household earning up to 100%
of the Area Median Income and paying a maximum of 30% of income in
housing costs. 


The average sale price for a 2-bedroom unit in SF in March 2020 was
about $1.4M


30% of 100% Area Median Income is $3,200/month (per 2020 HUD
charts mentioned above). That’s the allowable monthly cost for housing
and would include property tax and utilities. That monthly housing cost
translates to an affordable home of approximately $430,000 to
$450,000. 


The difference between the sale of a market rate unit and an affordable
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unit would be $1.4M - $0.45M = $0.95M


So a developer would pay 10% of that which is  $95,000 per unit or
$0.95M in fees to build 10 market-rate units. 


The market value of 10 units would be around $14M but the developer
pays less than $1M in in-lieu fees. In San Francisco, that would cover
the construction costs of two affordable housing units.


 


ISSUE 1. ”Opportunity Areas” need to be defined upfront before the bill can
be considered. The impact cannot be properly assessed if the areas are not
defined. A larger issue is that the state should settle on the map of choice for
land-use. Cities are required by Gov. Code 65583(a)(3) to develop site
inventories as part of the RHNA process. There are now three competing
definitions - local site inventories, opportunity areas, and last year's "transit-
rich".  The state cannot expect cities and local planning agencies to
participate in the development of their RHNA targets and then sideline their
planning efforts. Everyone needs to be working towards a common goal.


ISSUE 2. The sale of upzoning opportunities to developers for market-rate
housing in areas deemed “Opportunity Areas” by TCAC undermines
affordable housing efforts. The in-lieu fees are set so low that the clause in
the bill that pertains to 10 or fewer units seems designed to produce market-
rate housing under the guise of incentivizing affordable housing. The
economics of the deal also incentivizes the construction of ownership units
over rental units at a time when the rental market is particularly tight.
"Opportunity areas" were identified as suitable sites for affordable housing
but AB-1279 instead encourages the development of market-rate housing in
these areas, undermining the original purpose of the map.


SUGGESTED FIX: Opportunity areas should be clarified upfront and should
be consistent with areas identified for housing development in the RHNA
process. All possibility of paying in-lieu fees instead of building affordable
housing should be struck from the text. If upzoning to 10 units is allowed it
should only be allowed for developments that reflect the state-mandated
RHNA affordable housing targets: 40% low and very low-income units, 20%
moderate units, 40% market-rate units. 







7. Up-Zoning: Pits Market-Rate Against  Affordable
Housing  
Other housing bills in this legislative session that fall into the up-zoning category
are


SB-902 (Wiener) 
Allows 10 units of market-rate housing to be developed on almost any parcel
(areas remain undefined) with the support of the local city council. 


Enables city councils to roll back voter-approved land-use initiatives.


ISSUE: Antithetical to democratic principles. The bill grants city councils the
right to override general plans that are the culmination of community
outreach, public hearings, and debate. Granting the ability to override voter-
approved initiatives to a city council raises the specter of future legal
challenges for the state.  The bill will likely have the effect of further
politicizing local elections as city council seats become a path to upzoning.
The bill accomplishes nothing for low-income housing, focusing as it does,
solely on market-rate housing.


SUGGESTED FIX: Since the state’s Regional Housing Needs Assessment
has set targets of 40% market-rate, 20% moderate, and 40% low-income,
upzoning should be favored only if developments reflect those percentages.
This bill favors market rate over affordable housing, undermining the ability of
any city that might adopt this law, to reach their state-required RHNA
affordable housing quotas. Cities, as seen in Figure 1, are not struggling with
their market-rate RHNA quotas.


 
SB-1120 (Atkins, Caballero, Wiener) 
 
Allows lot-splits and duplex development “by right” in single-family neighborhoods
with 1 parking space per unit — or none, if transit is within ½ mi.  Requires
that any rental unit created pursuant to this bill has a rental restriction of 30 days or
longer.


ISSUE: Per Figure 1, above, the state is on track to exceed its market-rate
housing quotas for the 5th housing element cycle. There is no need to
incentivize market-rate housing with a reduced parking requirement or a







streamlined approval process. Reduced parking requirements should be
exclusive to low-income housing developments. Parking for market-rate
housing should follow local zoning rules. Currently, the state has an average
of over two registered cars per household, a number that has only increased
over the last several years, despite previous forecasts of peak car. It remains
to be seen how the current decline in public transit ridership and the
recession will affect vehicle ownership, but in the majority of the state, it is
unlikely to fall below two cars per household anytime soon. As such the
removal of parking minimums should once again be kept for low-
income developments. In addition, urban lot splits should still be open to local
discretionary review and local subdivision ordinances. There are many
considerations that factor into a subdivision and it should follow the standard
local approval processes.


SUGGESTED FIX: Upzoning in of itself is an enormous incentive for market-
rate housing. California is on track with its market-rate housing. No additional
incentives are required. Remove language that reduces parking
requirements and remove the designation of these projects as “ministerially
approved”. Require these market-rate projects to follow the standard local
approval processes. Also to clarify the intention of the bill and avoid the
misinterpretation that the bill enables duplexes on both lots, it should say
that the lot split is only for the purpose of supporting the development of a 2
unit housing project.
On a positive note, the 30-day minimum rental restriction discourages the
creation of units for short-term Airbnb stays, although, in reality, the rule may
be difficult to enforce.


SB-1385 (Caballero, Rubio) 
Allows residential development as an authorized use on sites zoned for commercial
and office if 50% of the square footage has been without a tenant for three years or
more.  


ISSUE: No issues. This is one of two bills that acknowledge current economic
realities. No affordable housing is created but it does create more housing
without giving away the farm. Seems to be a win/win. 


SUGGESTED FIX: None


SB-1299 (Portantino) 







Creates an incentive to convert idle big-box retail to moderate-income work-force
housing by providing grants to cities that are tied to the average sale use tax
generated by the idle property over the past 7 years.


ISSUE: NONE. This is the only bill that addresses funding challenges for
cities. It creates an innovative economic incentive for cities to convert big-box
to housing. The carrot versus the stick approach.


SUGGESTED FIX: None. Unfortunately, this bill will likely struggle in the
legislature because it requires state funding and the state has proved
remarkably reluctant to meaningfully support affordable housing, which state
leaders cite as a top priority


 
8. Notes and Sources
*The Dept of Housing and Community Development (HCD) is responsible for
determining regional housing needs (segmented by income levels). The regional
housing need is determined using demographics projections from California’s Dept
of Finance and a formula that takes into account household formation rates,
demographics, income, and jobs etc. Local planning bodies separately calculate
their housing needs and then conferring with HCD their regional housing need is
finalized. The local planning body then allocates that housing need by jurisdiction.
These final allocations are referred to as the Regional Housing Need Allocation
(RHNA) plan. These plans are then reflected in the housing element of a local
government’s general plan. In some cases, access to state and federal funding for
affordable housing requires a compliant housing element. As such, there is an
incentive for local jurisdictions to comply with these state processes. 


The cycle to update the housing element happens on a 5 or 8-year cycle, the cycle
length chosen by the local planning body. Typically, larger urban areas are on an
8-year cycle.  California is currently in its 5th housing element cycle. The smaller
regions on a 5-year plan completed their cycle at the end of 2019, the larger urban
regions are due to complete in the 2021 to 2023 timeframe.


Note: Statewide, approx 40% of the housing need in the 5th housing element cycle
has been determined to be very low and low income, 20 % moderate-income, and
40% market-rate. 


Sources: All source data are available on the website
 



https://embarcaderoinstitute.us3.list-manage.com/track/click?u=2be5338b8936422eafd975fed&id=0169da1475&e=46d7ced5b8





Figure 1. Sharp Decline in State Funding for Affordable Housing


Note: Affordable Funding totals do not include mortgage revenue bond financing
for affordable housing.


Dept of Housing and Community Development (HCD): Annual Reports (2005 to
2019)


Redevelopment Housing Activities Financial Reports (2005 to 2011), HCD public
request under the FOIA


California Tax Credit Allocation Committee (CTAC) Annual Reports (2008 to 2019)


California Business Community and Housing Agency, HEAP annual report (2018-
2019)


California Dept of Social Services CDSS: CalWORKS Annual Reports (2008 to
2019) and CDSS public request under the FOIA


California Office of Emergency Services (CalOES): Joint Legislative Budget
Committee Report (2005 to 2019) (CalOES public request under the FOIA)


Dept. Health Care Services (DHCS): Mental Health Care Act Expenditure Reports
(2005 to 2019)


California Housing Finance Agency (CalHFA): Comprehensive Annual Reports
(2008 to 2019), 


 


Figure 2. State Income Tax Revenue Doubles While Its Spending on
Affordable Housing Stagnates


Note: Affordable Funding totals do not include mortgage revenue bond financing
for affordable housing.


Sources as in Figure 1 and in addition


California State Controller’s Office: State of California Comprehensive Annual
Financial Reports (2005 to 2019)


 


Figure 3. Return on Income Tax Dollars for Affordable Housing - Federal vs
State


Sources as in Figures 1& 2  and in addition







U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development (HUD): 


Source: HUD Exchange: State Grants from 2005 to 2019


Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) including Economic Development
and Disaster Recovery Initiative (CDBG-ED, CDBG-DRI); Federal Emergency
Shelter Grant Program/ Emergency Solutions Grant Program (ESG); Home
Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) including Drought Tenant based Rental
Assistance (HOME-DRI); Housing Assistance Program (HAP); Housing Trust
Program (HTP); Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP)


Source: HUD portal datasets on rental assistance covering the following programs


Public Housing, Housing Choice Vouchers, Project-Based Section 8, Mod Rehab,
S236/BMIR, 202/PRAC, 811/PRAC, MF/Other


U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services (HHS)


Source: SAMHSA State Summaries 2014 to 2019, Public Request under FOIA
SAMHSA 2000 to 2014 data (pending), FYSB State Allocation Tables – Basic
Center and TLP; SMHS Supplement to the Medi-Cal Estimate November Reports
2000 to 2019, SAMHSA – Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness
(PATH); Family and Youth Services Bureau – Basic Center Program and
Transitional Living Programs; Medi-Cal Specialty Mental Health Services Program 


U.S. Dept of Agriculture (USDA) 


Source: USDA Rural Housing Program Funding Activity Year-End Report (2008 to
2019)


521 Rental Assistance; 523 Self Help TA Grants; 504 Repair and Rehab Grants;
MFH Tenant Vouchers; 533 Housing Preservations Grants; 516 Farm Labor
Housing grants


Dept Of Housing and Community Development (HCD) – Federal grants to HCD 


Source: HCD Annual Reports (2004 to 2019) cross-referenced with HUD Exchange
reporting


Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), Emergency Solution Grants (ESG),
Home Intervention Partnerships (HOME), Homelessness Prevention Re-Housing
Program (HPRP), Housing Assistance Programs (HAP) until 2012, National
Housing Trust Fund (HTF), Neighborhood Stabilization Program (NSP)


California Tax Credit Allocation Committee (CTAC)







Source: CTAC Annual Reports (2000 to 2019); 4% and 9%  Federal Low Income
Housing Tax Credits for Affordable Housing 


State Controller’s Office


Source: State of California Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports; State of
Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances 20015 to 2019


Internal Revenue Service


Source: IRS Tax Statistics: Historical Table State Tax - California 2005 to 2017


 


Figure 4. New Construction of Affordable Housing Has Been Sluggish For
Over a Decade


California Tax Credit Committee:(CTAC) Annual Report data on project awards by
type of construction type  - includes 4% and 9%  tax credit projects


Figure 5. Affordable Housing Languishes While Market-Rate Presses Full
steam Ahead


Source: Regional Housing Need Assessments as determined and reported by the
Dept of Housing and Community Development (HCD). The cycles last between 5
and 8 years so targets have been prorated based on the percent of the cycle
completed at the time of the most recent HCD progress reports (2019). Permit
Progress data is from  HCD’s 5th cycle Annual Progress Report Summary.


1.Data from Rent Cafe
2.City of Pasadena: Affordable Housing: In-lieu Fee Study, Pasadena (2018)
3.Terner Center:The Cost of Affordable Housing Production ,March 2020
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COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_06.01.20.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


June 1, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task Force; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.


Topline messaging includes:


On June 1, HHS announced a task order with Emergent BioSolutions to advance
manufacturing capabilities for a potential COVID-19 vaccine as well as therapeutics.


The task order, worth approximately $628 million, falls under an existing
contract with the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority.
Under the order, Emergent will commit contract development and
manufacturing organization drug substance and drug product manufacturing
capacity valued at approximately $542.75 million for production of COVID-19
vaccine candidates through 2021.


On May 30, the FDA took steps to further support the development of COVID-19
tests for at-home self-collection by posting a voluntary emergency use authorization
(EUA) template for at-home sample collection kits to its website. The template
outlines the data and information that developers should submit to facilitate the EUA
process.


As of May 31, FEMA has made 7,158 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing
homes to all 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a
14-day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and



mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMDA2MDEuMjIyOTczNDEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5mZGEuZ292L25ld3MtZXZlbnRzL3ByZXNzLWFubm91bmNlbWVudHMvY29yb25hdmlydXMtY292aWQtMTktdXBkYXRlLWZkYS10YWtlcy1zdGVwcy1zdHJlYW1saW5lLWRldmVsb3BtZW50LXRlc3RzLWhvbWUtc2FtcGxlLWNvbGxlY3Rpb24ifQ.6cJ1cQ-BD7-FwJpY6E6i0d_wIiuIySoXDZYCo_ht47g/br/79329640643-l
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Monday, June 1, 2020 



“OUR NATION CONTINUES TO MOURN FOR THE LIVES CLAIMED BY THE VIRUS AND GRIEVE FOR THE FAMILIES WHO 



HAVE LOST LOVED ONES.  WE CONTINUE TO BATTLE THE INVISIBLE ENEMY.  WE’RE DIRECTING THE FULL 



RESOURCES AND SUPPORT OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO SAFEGUARD HIGH-RISK POPULATIONS, ESPECIALLY 



IN NURSING HOMES.” – PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ On June 1, HHS announced a task order with Emergent BioSolutions to advance manufacturing 



capabilities for a potential COVID-19 vaccine as well as therapeutics.  



 The task order, worth approximately $628 million, falls under an existing contract with 



the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority.  



 Under the order, Emergent will commit contract development and manufacturing 



organization drug substance and drug product manufacturing capacity valued at 



approximately $542.75 million for production of COVID-19 vaccine candidates through 



2021. 



▪ On May 30, the FDA took steps to further support the development of COVID-19 tests for at-



home self-collection by posting a voluntary emergency use authorization (EUA) template for at-



home sample collection kits to its website. The template outlines the data and information that 



developers should submit to facilitate the EUA process. 



▪ As of May 31, FEMA has made 7,158 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to all 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes. 



▪ As of May 31, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 92.1 million N95 respirators, 146.1 million surgical masks, 12.8 million 



face shields, 35 million surgical gowns and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. 



 FEMA has procured and delivered 13.1 million swabs and 8 million units of media so far 



in the month of May. 



 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited 



duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



▪ As of May 31, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 16.7 million samples. 



 As of May 29, the FDA has issued 114 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and one antigen test.  





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-steps-streamline-development-tests-home-sample-collection


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations
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By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 75 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that are direct 



recipients with emergency declarations and 33 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 31, 221,342 samples were processed at federally run Community-Based Testing Sites 



and 435,242 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community-Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and seven have closed in 



consultation with the states. One additional federally run site is operational. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 422 live sites in 48 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $104.8 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 18,708 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 31, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.4 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,949 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 29, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $617 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $17 million 



▪ As of June 1, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 285 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 66 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through mid-August. 



 As of June 1, 39,676 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 674 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 30, the CDC has 5,224 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



▪ As of May 31, 549 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 500 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 159.1 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 31, Project Air Bridge has completed 186 flights with an additional 47 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 233 flights.   



 Two flights landed yesterday, May 31 in New York City (JFK). 



 Four flights are scheduled to land today, June 1: two in Chicago, one in Los Angeles and 



one in New York City (JFK). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 31:  



 Nearly 1.5 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 109.6 million surgical masks 



 29.8 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2.3 million face shields 



 771,200 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ One non-Airbridge flight carrying FEMA-procured N95 respirators from 3M arrived in Chicago 



yesterday, May 31. Since April 12, 48 non-airbridge flights carrying over 55.6 million FEMA-



procured masks and respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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▪ Two non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed yesterday, May 31: one in 



Miami and one in Newark. Three flights are scheduled to land today, June 1: one in Miami, one in 



Newark and one in Columbus. Since May 20, 22 non-airbridge flights carrying over 1.6 million 



gowns have landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, the National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 



COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



FEMA 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Local governments can make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA 



Regions through the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/26/distribution-infrared-thermometers


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-alternate-care-site-acs-warm-sites


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
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▪ As of May 31, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 46 states, 



the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico to support programs providing free, confidential 



counseling through community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  



 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 28, the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 million in CARES Act 



funding to 52 Tribes, Tribal organizations, urban Indian health organizations and other health 



services providers to Tribes across 20 states to prepare, prevent and respond to COVID-19 in 



rural tribal communities. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 
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territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the  



COVID-19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays 



out approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ CDC continues to recommend that everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where 



other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On May 28, the FDA announced a reference panel to evaluate diagnostic tests for COVID-19. 



Reference panels are an additional step to ensure the quality of the tests, validation of new 



assays, test calibration and monitoring of assay performance. 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 
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new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that it is setting aside $10 



billion of round two funding for the Paycheck Protection Program to be lent exclusively by 



Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). 



 CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in low-income communities by providing 



access to financial products and services for local residents and businesses. 



 The dedicated funds will further ensure that the funding reaches all communities in need 



of relief during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration has 



issued an alert that lists steps employers can follow to implement social distancing in the 



workplace and to help protect workers from exposure to the coronavirus. 



▪ As of May 25, SBA has approved 430,906 Economic Injury Disaster Loan applications resulting 



in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist businesses and their employees. The 



SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck Protection Program applications resulting in 



$511.2 billion available to assist businesses and their employees. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 
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reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  
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Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing
efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 31, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 92.1 million N95 respirators, 146.1 million
surgical masks, 12.8 million face shields, 35 million surgical gowns and over 1
billion gloves.


To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and
procure testing material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.


FEMA has procured and delivered 13.1 million swabs and 8 million units of
media so far in the month of May.
The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for
a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their
individualized plans.


As of May 31, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 16.7 million samples.


As of May 29, the FDA has issued 114 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and one antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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8-year-old Mia is helping by hand delivering frozen meals to food insecure seniors in
her neighborhood. We bet she's also bringing smiles! 


She's sporting our Foodbank t-shirt and a mask contributed by another volunteer. 


Even small contributions make a big difference. Donate today.


Looking for food? Please visit https://foodbanksbc.org/get-help/


We are overwhelmed by the kindness and generosity of our community! We would love
to thank each organization that has taken action to support us individually, but at the
moment, we are unable to do so. If you find that someone is missing from this list,
please let us know! 


Thank you to the following organizations for supporting our efforts during May:
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Incredible Community Members:


Ace Rivington for their ongoing fundraiser. 
Altrusa Club of the Golden Valley Foundation for a donation of $10,000 to
serve Santa Maria during the COVID19 pandemic, and $1,000 for our senior
Brown Bag delivery program.
Bel Lavoro Olive Orchard in Montecito for celebrating National Olive Day on
June 1st by dedicating 100% of sales from Cut1886 Extra Virgin Olive Oil and
Steep Echo Teas to the Foodbank.
California Learning Center for their donation.
Carr Winery for their Food and Funds drive-through fundraiser.
Central Coast Agriculture for their donation and support of our Picnic in the
Park program.
Cesar Chavez Environmental Corps for dedicated and ongoing volunteer
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service.
Chevron for their generous $10,000 donation.
CIO Solutions for donating masks for our staff and volunteers.
Dart Coffee for hosting a fundraiser.
Deckers Brands for their ongoing support and financial donations.
Doyle-Morgan Structural Engineering for donating and encouraging other local
initiatives.
Farmacy and CARP Growers for donating $12,000 from their proceeds. 
Feeding America for their ongoing support and financial donations.
Fess Parker Winery for hosting a fundraiser featuring special edition wines. 
George Hoag Foundation for a $15,000 grant.
Goleta Presbyterian Church for a $1,000 grant.
Grace Housing Inc. for a $15,000 donation.
Guaranteed Rate for a generous $2,300 donation.
Hook and Press Dough-nates for donating the proceeds of their Browned Butter
donut in May.
Kait Cortenbach for a donation from her State Farm branch and thanks to State
Farm for matching her branch grant.
KCRW for supporting us with their Mission Critical Fundraiser.
Kristiann Wightman Presidio Properties for hosting a Facebook fundraiser.
La Centra-Sumerlin Foundation for a generous grant.
Leslie Carpenter-Henley from Allstate Insurance for joining other Allstate
agencies to raise awareness and funding. 
Linda Record with the Church of Latter-Day Saints for donating masks for
staff and volunteers.
Linked Foundation for a generous grant.
Maue Kay Foundation for a $17,000 grant.
Montecito Covenant Church for a $5,000 grant.
Mosaic Locale, including Draughtsmen Aleworks, Hook and Press
Doughnuts, and Buena Onda Empanadas for hosting a fundraiser.
Jessica Cooper of LostAbove aerial photography for conducting a drive-by pizza
fundraiser to benefit the Foodbank.
Project Julia Art donating 50% of proceeds from special edition artwork. 
Poor Richard’s Press for donating proceeds from a custom tumbler set.
Ragtag Winery donating 50% of all wine sales from our website to the regional
food bank of the customer's California shipping address. 
Rebecca Brand for donating proceeds from mask sales.
Resqme for donating 10% of the sales to the Foodbank.
Rotary 5240 District Foundation for a grant of $9,000.
Local yoga studios for hosting the SB Yoga Fest to raise $10,000 for the
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Foodbank. The effort included:
Divinitree Yoga Studio
Evolation Yoga 
Hunnyfly
Power Of Your OM 
Santa Barbara Yoga Center
Santa Barbara Yoga Collective
The Juicy Life Yoga
Yoga4Mankind
Yoga Soup


SB Sunrise Rotary Club for a donation of masks and $5,850.
SESLOC for supporting our End Summer Hunger Initiative.
Smooth Transportation for helping with grocery deliveries to seniors.
State Compensation Insurance Fund for their generous donation of $10k.
The Grace Jones Richardson Trust for a generous grant.
The Santa Barbara County Mask Network for donating masks.
Tomchin Family Foundation for a grant of $2,500.
Vincent Lopez, Jr. & Sons General Engineering Contractor of Santa Maria
for donating a $1000.
Willie Galvan and American GI Forum Education Foundation for donating
$1,000 and for challenging Latino-owned businesses to do the same.
World Dance for Humanity for raising funds for the Foodbank through online
dance classes.
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Local updates and recommendations regarding COVID-19 are available from the Santa
Barbara County Public Health Department.


Best regards,


Erik Talkin, CEO Foodbank
Blog: www.hungerintohealth.com


Have you remembered the Foodbank in your
will? https://foodbanksbc.org/planned-giving/


Facebook Twitter Website Instagram


Copyright © 2020 Foodbank of Santa Barbara County, All rights reserved. 
Thank you for signing up to receive Foodbank update emails. Welove our supporters! Feel free to forward
this email to friends if you think they'd like to learn about what we're doing to end hunger in Santa Barbara


County! 


Our mailing address is: 
Foodbank of Santa Barbara County


Volunteer
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1525 State Street, Ste. 100
Santa Barbara, CA 93101


Add us to your address book


unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences  



https://foodbanksbc.us9.list-manage.com/vcard?u=185cf9817698360fccb6904e7&id=6711ee423f
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View this email in your browser


Dear Central Coast family,


By now, you’re probably aware that the Governor’s Office has
modified California's pandemic mandates state-wide. In SLO,
indoor service at restaurants, wineries, movie theaters, and museums
will have to be put on pause and bars will need to close temporarily to
ensure our community stays in compliance. 


This is not easy. We now know exactly how hard not going out can be.


From: Heidi Harmon, Mayor
To: Alice Patino
Subject: UPDATE: California has changed its COVID-19 mandates
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 7:02:04 AM



https://mailchi.mp/heidiharmon/update-california-has-changed-its-covid-19-mandates?e=94a35f9615

mailto:heidi@heidiharmon.org

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org





But we did it before. I have faith in all of us that this time we’ll come
through even stronger.


On a personal note, know that I am here for you — even if it has to be
virtually. You can always reach out to me by replying to this email
directly or emailing me at my city email: Hharmon@slocity.org.


In addition to complying with changes to the Phase I ordinance,
we're asking you all to do some extra things that might help. First,
please remember that all residents of SLO need to wear face masks or
coverings anytime you leave your home. This is a statewide mandate
from Governor Newsom's Office.


Something as simple as “masking up” can make an enormous
difference in protecting the health and wellbeing of our most
vulnerable and it’s on all of us to protect those who are most at risk.


Personally, I’ve also always been a big fan of the wash-your-hands
policy. If you do go somewhere — come home and wash your hands
before touching your face or the other objects around you. Maintaining
social distancing, hand washing, and wearing your face mask will help
us make progress against COVID-19.


While we don’t know how long we’ll have to stay in a revised Phase I,
if we all keep doing our part, we’ll soon be able to safely return to
the activities, the businesses, and the lives that help make our
SLO community thrive.


I’ll be here to help you through this and will continue to take steps to
help fill our souls, give us hope, and remind us why we’ve got this
SLO!


In the next few days, I’ll be sending out additional resources to help
you better navigate our modified Phase I environment. And I’ll be



mailto:Hharmon@slocity.org





asking to hear from you about what you need for the city. We’re here
not just to help, but most importantly, to listen.


We can do Hard things,
Heidi


Heidi Harmon
Mayor, San Luis Obispo


Heidi has been participating in the TRUCK to TRUNK Food Box Drive Thru and will
be serving our community again tomorrow. 
 


Canyon Hills San Luis Obispo
525 Cerro Romauldo Avenue


Every Tuesday | 10AM | While Supplies Last
 


CityServe, San Luis Obispo, and Canyon Hills San Luis Obispo have teamed up with the USDA
Farmers to Families to give away 20lb. produce boxes of fresh vegetables and fruits weekly in our


community for FREE. There are no eligibility requirements to receive a box.







Stay connected with Heidi


Make sure to stay connected with me on social
media—I update my Facebook and instagram
regularly with new content!


Be on the look out for questions and
opportunities for collaboration, every voice
matters!


Facebook Twitter Instagram Snapchat


For more information about Heidi Harmon
please contact: heidi@heidiharmon.org


Paid for by Heidi Harmon for Mayor 2018 F.P.P.C. # 1388334


You are receiving this email because you opted in either at our website or an event.  
Want to change how you receive these emails?


You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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From: Diana Reed
To: Alice Patino
Cc: Shannon Mendez
Subject: California Community Prosperity Summit Invite
Attachments: California Community Prosperity Summit invite.msg


Community Prosperity Summit May 28-29.pdf


Community Prosperity Summit Introductory Presentations and Keynote (8:30 - 10:45 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138 
Community Prosperity Summit Welcome 
The Honorable Alice Patino, Mayor, City of Santa Maria 
Kevin Walthers, PhD, President/Superintendent, Allan Hancock College


  
From: Glenn Morris <glenn@santamaria.com <mailto:glenn@santamaria.com> > 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:11 AM
To: Jason Stilwell <jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org <mailto:jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org> >
Subject: RE: California Community Prosperity Summit invite


Turns out this is the same program that Vicki/EconAlliance has been involved with.   The invite for the Mayor came because they want her to do a 5-minute
“welcome.”    Sounds like they are still putting the agenda and invite list together, but Vicki indicated that she would be in touch with you/Alice in the next couple of
weeks with more details.


Glenn Morris, ACE
President & CEO
phone: 805.925.2403 x825 | cell: 559.909.1012 | glenn@santamaria.com <mailto:glenn@santamaria.com> 
Visit us online at SantaMaria.com <https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?
a=http%3a%2f%2fwww.santamaria.com%2f&c=E,1,DGvHnDHvbWgBCU8_Lj_mOwFoSA4lzqfum6Uanrr029WcMC5D0OTZ4RKdd0bR_HF5qNt6A7iIkft7tJf7mssr7R-
5VZllt7Tj5B6vF0HIfeOOdBT7&typo=1> . 


R/S from 4/24/20 Due to COVID-19 (4/6/20 dr)
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California Community Prosperity Summit invite


			From


			Alvarez, Juan - OPPE, Washington, DC


			To


			Alice Patino


			Recipients


			apatino@cityofsantamaria.org





Dear Mayor Patino, 







 







My name is Juan M. Alvarez.  I am the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Liaison for the Office of Partnerships & Public Engagement (OPPE).  My office is hosted at CSU, Fresno.







 







Please accept this email as an invitation  to join us at our 2020 California Community Prosperity Summit scheduled for Friday, April 24 at the Radisson Hotel located on 3455 Skyway Dr. in Santa Maria, CA.  The summit commences at 9 a.m. and concludes at 3 p.m.  The California Community Prosperity Summit  is an event designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and wealth creation in communities throughout the state.  The summit will convene state, federal, Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, national development organizations, non-profit organizations, faith leaders, veterans, and other strategic partners to:







*	Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils to create wealth and build assets;



*	Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships; 



*	Connect attendees to USDA, state, and other relevant federal programs; and



*	Model success for communities and future generations of communities.    







 







We hope you are available to join us at this collaborative event.







 







Please do not hesitate to contact me directly should any questions come up.







 







Kind regards,







 







Juan







 















Juan M. Alvarez







USDA Liaison 







Office of Partnerships & Public Engagement







United States Department of Agriculture







Office: (559) 278-8311







 







 







 







 







 







 







 







 







 























This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email immediately. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF PARTNERSHIPS & PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT 



Community Prosperity Virtual Summit 
Allan Hancock College 



AGENDA THURSDAY/FRIDAY 
May 28-29, 2020 



EconAlliance 



United States Department 



of Agriculture (USDA) 



 
 



 



Purpose: The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural Community Prosperity Summit is an  event 
designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and wealth creation in communities across the 
country. The Summit will convene state, federal, Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, faith 
leaders, veterans, and other strategic partners to: 



 
• Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils, create wealth and 
build assets 



• Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships 
• Connect attendees to USDA and other relevant federal programs, and 
• Model success for communities and future generations of communities 



 
 



AGENDA: 



The following agenda and individual webinars planned are part of the two-day online Summit on 



May 28 and 29. 



DAY ONE: 



THURSDAY 



May 28, 2020 



 



Day One 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 2 



 



     
 
 
 



DAY TWO: 



FRIDAY 



May 29, 2020 



 



Day Two 



Agenda    
detail  



begins p. 4 



 



 



 



 



8:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138 



Summit Opening Presentations and Keynote 



 
11:00a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 
 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Panel and Roundtable: Housing 



 
 



 



 



9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Wellness and Quality of Life 



 
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 



 
1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. 



Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 





http://www.usda.gov/
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8:30 AM 



 
 
 
 
9:00 AM 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
9:15 AM 



 
 
 
 



 
10:00 AM 



 



 
 
10:40 AM 



Community Prosperity Summit Introductory Presentations and Keynote 
(8:30 - 10:45 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138  



Community Prosperity Summit Welcome 



The Honorable Alice Patino, Mayor, City of Santa Maria 



Kevin Walthers, PhD, President/Superintendent, Allan Hancock College 
 



Introduction of Mike Beatty, Director 



USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 



Joe Halsell, President, EconAlliance Board of Directors 



 



Introduction of USDA State Food and Agriculture Council 



Mike Beatty, Director, USDA Office of Partnerships and Public Engagement (OPPE) 
 



 



Opening Remarks (Speakers introduced by USDA/OPPE Director Mike Beatty) 
Connie Conway, Farm Service Agency (FSA), State Executive Director 
Carlos Suarez, Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), State Conservationist 
Kim Vann, Rural Development (RD), State Director 



 
 
Keynote Presentation: 



Glenda Humiston, Vice President, UC Agriculture & Natural Resources  



Preview of Virtual “Break-Outs” 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 



11:00 AM 



Business & Community Opportunities 
Federal Agency presentations, Q&A 
Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700 
 



Business and Community Opportunities (Federal Agency presentations); Q&A 



Rocky Chenelle, General Field Representative Rural Utilities 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Terri L. Billups, Assistant District Director, Economic Development 
U.S. Small Business Administration 



 



Jamika Lopez, Community Outreach, Resources and Planning Specialist 
U.S. Department of Labor 



 



Stacy Lopez, Single Family Housing Regional Coordinator 
USDA Rural Development 



 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist 
Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



Malinda Matson, Economic Development Rep, Northern/Coastal California 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administration 



 



Erica Romero, Assistant Vice President for State Advocacy 
Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities (HACU) 



 



Ray Bowman, Director 
Ventura/Santa Barbara Counties Small Business Development Center 
 



Scott Hillis, Advisor 
San Luis Obispo SCORE 



 





https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/98283872138


https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/99996206700
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1:30 PM 



  
 



 
 
 
 
 
2:00 PM 



 
 



 
 
 
2:30 PM 



 
 
 
 



3:00 PM 



Housing: Needs; Infrastructure & Other Challenges; Potential Models and Solutions 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987 



Facilitator: Eddie Taylor, CEO, United Way 



Housing Needs Panel & Roundtable 



Sandra Dickerson, CEO, Your People Professionals  
John Fowler, CEO, Peoples Self-Help Housing 
Bob Havlicek, Executive Director, Housing Authority Santa Barbara County 
Claire Wineman, President, Grower-Shipper Association Santa Barbara/San Luis Obispo Counties 
Hon. Jenelle Osborne, Mayor, City of Lompoc  
 
 
Infrastructure and Other Challenges 



Morgan Benevedo, Director, Multi-Family Housing Development, Peoples’ Self-Help Housing 
Joe Halsell, CEO, Halsell Builders 
Derek Hansen, Executive Vice President, Towbes Group 



 
 
Panel & Roundtable: Potential Models and Solutions, Model Projects 



Cruz Avila, Executive Director, Homebound Services 
Eddie Taylor, Director, Home for Good Santa Barbara County 



Frank Thompson, Principal, Frank Thompson Housing Consultants 
 
Matching Opportunities with Resources 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development (HUD) 
 



 



 
 



 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail on Page 4 (next page) 





https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/93686781987
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9:00 AM 



 



Wellness and Quality of Life 
(9:00 - 10:30 AM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/92851582602  



Co-Facilitator: Hilda Zacarias, CPA/MPA, other co-facilitator TBA 
 



What are the key health and wellness needs/gaps in our area? 



 Ed Braxton, Chief HR Officer, Lompoc Valley Med Center 
 Dignity Health speaker and other TBA 



 



What are the key elements of a good quality of life and how do we improve those elements for all area 
residents? 



Panel Participants TBA 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 



Regional Broadband Enhancement 
(11:00 AM - 12:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/91367457075 



 
Agency participant: Malinda Manson, US DOC/EDA Rep, Northern and Coastal California; 



Pauline Louie, Operations Specialist, Housing & Urban Development 



Facilitators: Bill Simmons, Executive Director, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast 
Chris Chirgwin, CEO, Lanspeed, Chairman, Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast-North 
Other participants TBA 



 



11:00 AM 



 



 



 



11:30 AM 



Overview Broadband Consortium Pacific Coast (BCPC) 



Broadband-Related Needs Now in Greater Focus: Telemedicine, Distance Learning, Teleworking 



North County Fiber Ring Network Concept 
 
 
Other Broadband Efforts in Development, or Proposal Stage 
 
Leveraging Efforts for Broadband Expansion 



 
 



 
 
 
 



See Day Two Agenda Detail: Economic 
Development Session on Page 5 (next page) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





http://www.usda.gov/
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Economic and Workforce Development and Innovation 
(1:30 - 3:30 PM) 
Webinar Link: https://cccconfer.zoom.us/j/95567697434 



 
Agency Participants invited: Terri Billups, US SBA/Economic Development Asst. District Director; 



Jamika Lopez, US DOL/Community Outreach Resources & Planning Specialist; Erica Romero, 



Hispanic Assn. of Colleges and Universities, Asst. VP, State Advocacy; Malinda Matson US DOC/EDA 



Rep, Northern and Coastal California 



Facilitator: Victoria Conner, Initiatives Director, EconAlliance 



 



1:30 PM 



  



 



     How well do the Rural Prosperity Initiative focus areas (e-connectivity, innovation/technology,  
     Economic development, workforce, and quality of life) align with your local economic  
     Development priorities? 



     Tracy Beard, Executive Director, Solvang Chamber of Commerce 
     Sam Cohen, President, Santa Ynez Chamber/VP Governance & Operations, SY Band Chumash  
     Glenn Morris, CEO, Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce;  
     Kathy Vreeland, Executive Director, Buellton Chamber of Commerce 
     Others TBA 
 
      Discussion: 



• What are the economic and workforce opportunities to be highlighted? 



• What are the barriers or obstacles to addressing those opportunities? 



• What immediate actions could leverage our ability to prosper from our opportunities? 
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From: Geri Coats
To: Alice Patino; City Council
Subject: Petition to Save Paul Nelson Aquatic Center
Date: Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:03:17 PM
Attachments: petition_signatures_jobs_22643477_20200615030254.pdf


I received a letter today from Assembly Cunningham regarding youth sports and the need to
get our kids involved in their activities again:
I understand the positive impact playing sports has on our kids’ lives. Bringing back
our children’s sports leagues with the guidance of state and local public health
officials would restore some semblance of normalcy into their lives.
A number of reports have surfaced over the past several weeks outlining the negative
mental health impacts the cancellation of school and social activities has had on
children. Youth sports could provide the social, physical, and emotional outlet that
children need at this time.
Our kids are our future. Their mental and physical health is too important to keep
them on the sidelines indefinitely. The science suggests very little risk, which can be
mitigated.
Let’s get our kids back on the field, and get them back into a position where they can
learn, grow, and be social. (Assemblyman Cunningham)


It seemed so timely along with your vote tonight on the budget which, if approved, will cause
harm to youth activities in our community for at least the coming year AND predictably for a
lifetime for some of the current aquatic athletes. 


Please choose to make time to have this budget revised in such a way that it does not cause
such harm to our community. There are ways to cut costs, please explore those options more
fully. 


Attached is the petition to Save Paul Nelson Aquatic Center with over 4,000 signatures. It is
still live and garnering attention and signatures. 


Thank you very much for your time.


-- 
Geri Coats


@gericoats
mrs.gericoats@gmail.com



mailto:mrs.gericoats@gmail.com

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:CityCouncil@cityofsantamaria.org

https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?id=516075&eaid=597752&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wsj.com%2Farticles%2Fthe-toll-that-isolation-takes-on-kids-during-the-coronavirus-era-11592236617&tid=AD35C800805843

https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?id=516076&eaid=597752&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.latimes.com%2Fcalifornia%2Fstory%2F2020-05-07%2Fcoronavirus-anxiety-children-long-term-mental-health-impacts&tid=AD35C800805843

https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?id=516077&eaid=597752&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fhealth-53037702&tid=AD35C800805843

https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?id=516078&eaid=597752&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.npr.org%2F2020%2F05%2F14%2F855641420%2Fwith-school-buildings-closed-children-s-mental-health-is-suffering&tid=AD35C800805843

https://lcmspubcontact.lc.ca.gov/PublicLCMS/LinkTracking.php?id=516079&eaid=597752&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rivm.nl%2Fen%2Fnovel-coronavirus-covid-19%2Fchildren-and-covid-19&tid=AD35C800805843
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Recipient: City of Santa Maria



Letter: Greetings,



Don't Close the Paul Nelson Aquatic Center



Closing the Paul Nelson Aquatic Center is a BAD decision for the community.
It is a shortsighted decision that creates long term problems.











Signatures



Name Location Date



Geri Coats US 2020-06-06



Michael Ashmore Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Lacaste Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Ryen Jennings Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Jackson Forest Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Natas Coats Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Brittany Enthoven Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Matt Brown San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Sara Lougee San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Grace Hetland Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Deanna Ayers Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kyndall Hindman Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



Jamilynn Allen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jaryd Copeland Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Alayna Gocke San Diego, CA 2020-06-06



Kristina Glavas Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Pulido Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ken Bradley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Landen Allison-Bullock San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



bella sims Henderson, NV 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Michelle Mora Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



I Rodarte Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Julie Oathout Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Abby D Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Angelina Cangelosi Burbank, CA 2020-06-06



Isabelle Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zeel Panchal Riverside, CA 2020-06-06



Destiny May Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Rick Enthoven Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rosario Rodríguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rose Carcarey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Matt Kephart Santa Cruz, US 2020-06-06



Vanda Voroshazy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Adriana Jebens Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Haylee Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Benjamin Britten Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Dolan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mary Andrade Santa Maris, CA 2020-06-06



Jovana Banda Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Vanessa Hsiung Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Steed Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Peter Aguirre Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Noelle Cosma Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Jovana kupresak Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Vanessa Sanchez Buffalo, NY 2020-06-06



Robert garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joseph Cuellar San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Lucas Hsiung Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Seth Cannaday Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jules Tuggle Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Penny A Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Wendy Reynolds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Serenity Macedo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joshua Dasmann Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Melody Johnson Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Andre Hsiung Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kasey Calderon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marie Foster Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Makenzie Wheeler Lakeville, MN 2020-06-06



Haley Calderon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Quinn Hetland Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ianna Calderon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



daniela naumescu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Janel Powell Solvang, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Amanda Sturges-Melby Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mel Ibarra Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rian Lane Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jayza Calderon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Oceana Heath Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dorty Calderon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Waldorf Hetland Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maggie Chen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Brooklyn Still Fremont, CA 2020-06-06



Noah Gagnon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Robin Patten Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leslie Eiler Spokane, WA 2020-06-06



Evelyn Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lauren Coffman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Teri Gray santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mason Enthoven Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joelle Hansen Orangevale, CA 2020-06-06



Dalton ostrander Charlotte, NC 2020-06-06



Robin Lewis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Penny Gould Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



Troy Reynolds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jill McDonald Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Cate Tolnai Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Maniya Untal Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Nicholas Colon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Peter Newman San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Misti Perkins Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joseph Ianneo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jen Gibson Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Katie Arreguin Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Cathleen Petty-Nickason Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Mathis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Izzie Fraire San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Miles Whitfield San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Debra Plant Hollywood, FL 2020-06-06



reese hazan Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Geraldine Starowicz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alexandria Kwong Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Loren Hicks Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



James ostrander Charlotte, NC 2020-06-06



Sergio Contreras Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Blake Simpson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gabriel Oliveira Cerritos, CA 2020-06-06



Susanna Estrada San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Samantha Stollberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ilu Tefera North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-06



corynn Wolfe Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Brenda Bonilla Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tony Denning Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dan Alexandru Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Raquel Valadez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nancy Steffora Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



lina toro Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Paige Nickerson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



mal mills California, US 2020-06-06



Steven Bonilla Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kierstyn Ortega Sacramento, US 2020-06-06



Adrianna G Lindenhurst, US 2020-06-06



olivia maxie San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Brennan Simpson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Audrey Hurdle Sausalito, CA 2020-06-06



Ethan Smith Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Stacy Denning Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jonah McGehee Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Talisha Rush Washington, US 2020-06-06



Aaron Friedrich Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Gifti Tefera North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-06



Ava Scheidemantel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Thomas Reno Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jose Ayala Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Parker Reynolds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Benjamin Hawthorne Hollywood, FL 2020-06-06



Nianne Nickerson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Keshaun Patel San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Celeste Robles Yuma, US 2020-06-06



Michael Jordan Fresno, US 2020-06-06



Marcela Rodriguez Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Ekesa Carlson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kwame Toliver Scottsdale, US 2020-06-06



Ron Simpson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



andrew hamson Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Tyler Melsheimer Arroyo grande, CA 2020-06-06



Marcos Hillje-Enthoven Tampa, FL 2020-06-06



Jennifer Ferguson Tucson, AZ 2020-06-06



Hayley Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kim Barbarick Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



ella lapuz Davis, CA 2020-06-06



Brandon Plastino Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Hannah Zuckerbraun Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Lindsay Miller Lahaina, HI 2020-06-06



Glenn Battles Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jon Corippo Alameda, CA 2020-06-06



Sam Hoover Durham, NC 2020-06-06



Sofia Lariz Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Eva Dunihue Williamston, US 2020-06-06



Kathryn Nickerson Northridge, CA 2020-06-06



Jake Shin North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-06



ana aquino santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nikki Graham Kennett Square, PA 2020-06-06



Cris Reed Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Cristina Lee San Diego, US 2020-06-06



Sadie Shofestall Pennsylvania, PA 2020-06-06



Gabriela Alexandru Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gillan Nickason Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Penny Gillespie Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Stephanie Bassett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nicole Clowdus Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Beth Bronkey Casmalia, CA 2020-06-06



LeeAnne McNulty Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



marcus moore Lakewood, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Mary-Kate Torres Palmdale, US 2020-06-06



Andrew Hatfield Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



ion naumescu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nicole Nordquist Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



CJ Cabrera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joseph Vasquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sandra Macias-Rowan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jon Cannon Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Brianna Daniels Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



vanessa ramos Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Alani Barajas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maria Gallegos- Fuller Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dylan Campbell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zach Hoffman San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Wyatt Marsalek Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Cj Sporing Wayland, US 2020-06-06



Christine Tadd Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joey Chaparro Midland, US 2020-06-06



Stacey Hansen Buellton, CA 2020-06-06



jennifer torres Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rosanne Cisney Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leonel Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Miles Amby Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nicole Latham Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ed Carcarey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nicole Batlowski Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Raymond Tosti Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Victoria Montano Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Theia Riley Miami, US 2020-06-06



Michelle Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



audrey herrera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



LeMardrick Brown San Antonio, US 2020-06-06



Laila Sanchez Houston, US 2020-06-06



Callie McCauley Burlington, US 2020-06-06



Monica Fuller Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alexa Holguin San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Robin Sanchez Huntington Beach, CA 2020-06-06



kiki Reed Everett, US 2020-06-06



Madison Hensley Mitchell, US 2020-06-06



Alejandro Novelo Cabo San Lucas, Mexico 2020-06-06



Eric Reynolds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Blake Cornelson Globe, AZ 2020-06-06



Nedina Asencio Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nate Adams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Terri Whitman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Susette Bennett San Jose, US 2020-06-06



E Caldwell Gouverneur, US 2020-06-06



Kris Batlowski Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Frances Brannon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Koby Ernst Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sara Chaney Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Requeese Williams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Barbara Jordan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Bridget Hillje Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gigi Karimova Philadelphia, US 2020-06-06



Brian Gargas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



michael polit Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dawn O’Leary Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gaylynn Kirn San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Julia Todd Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Penny Pastore Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Yeniko Ta Garden Grove, US 2020-06-06



Linnaea Wallis Dresser, US 2020-06-06



sylvie asselin Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Stacey Bassett Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Cassandra Ashmore Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Elizabeth Dosier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kim Karamitsos Norwalk, CA 2020-06-06



Ruth Corbo Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



Kalena Harris Tampa, US 2020-06-06



Jillian Garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tricia Ansari Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Eulie Atoigue Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Camala Fowler Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Amy Asistin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Faith DeBrum Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Joe Money Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Debra Carroll Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kaya Odoms Atlanta, US 2020-06-06



Kelly LeMay San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Erica Ochoa Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Abbey Beukes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ariana Gremling Pataskala, US 2020-06-06



Gil Ruelas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nancy Misko Murrieta, CA 2020-06-06



Vanessa Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Matthew Clowdus Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Elli Ryan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Bonnie Hillje Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dallas Sabillon Burbank, US 2020-06-06



Emanuel Ionascu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



paige sondgeroth Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Ryan Burks Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mark Bennett Clovis, CA 2020-06-06



Hiroko Soleru Waimea, US 2020-06-06



Donn Eiler Spokane, WA 2020-06-06



Kristina Hendrick Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ruzanne Zarate Lomibao Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Cashion Lake Dallas, US 2020-06-06



Suzanne Slavens Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Megan Scott Pacifica, US 2020-06-06



Dominique Delgado Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mark Brushs Kennett Square, US 2020-06-06



Emily Laines Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kurt Hixenbaugh Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Lynn Burchard Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ormand Jourdan Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Shawna Coleman Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Bethany Marinovich Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Carmen R Vadillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Mitchell Babcock Friendship, WI 2020-06-06



Bri Schluneker Alliance, US 2020-06-06



Anthony Jimenez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jarred Torres San Leandro, CA 2020-06-06



Andrew Nguyen Seattle, WA 2020-06-06



Ana Hernandez San Francisco, US 2020-06-06



Rianna Malherbe Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Jamsion Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Corey Coon-Cassily South Burlington, VT 2020-06-06



Jennifer Brown Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Chris Slavens Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Jovana Delic Las vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Jennifer Murphy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Donna Denham Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Del Petersen Hayward, CA 2020-06-06



laith kurdi Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kay Fike Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Sasha Jimenez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Josseline Chavarria Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lori Williamson Santa Ynez, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Tully Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Wenke Seider Ojai, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Kellie Thompson Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Jenna Heuchert Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lita Monteiro Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Pat Bland Palo Alto, CA 2020-06-06



Kip Glazer Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



Priscilla Ruiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Malia Wesner Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marie Saxon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Phillip Heuchert Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Cassie Toler Houston, TX 2020-06-06



Jeanne Rhodes Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Anna Dzouenko Haymarket, VA 2020-06-06



Brenda Ruskauff-Arellano Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kenyon Childs Salt Lake City, UT 2020-06-06



Jamielynne Lomibao Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



jeannette bonn ventura, CA 2020-06-06



Annie Sieja Madison, AL 2020-06-06



Jessica Alvarado Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



NORMAN HAYS Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Corrine Klein Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Johnnie Mejia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Doris Dias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Mairen Van Dellen Woodlake, CA 2020-06-06



Christian Sorenson Globe, AZ 2020-06-06



Gemma Ponce Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gianna Cuce Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Pfeifer Alexandria, VA 2020-06-06



Joe Steed Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jackie Garcia Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Austin Simpson Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



Nicole Miller Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Betsy Limon Garcia Ventura, CA 2020-06-06



Jeff Fleming Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Michael Egbert Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



christine Ur Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Nic Maes Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Kyle Kikuta San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Diana ZIerman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Andrew Park Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Katie Williamson Dayton, OH 2020-06-06



Michael Hendrick Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Genie Kim San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Nancy Bennett Alameda, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Contreras Goleta, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Ericka Romero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



liza Rachetto Los Altos, CA 2020-06-06



Steve Reardon Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



Antonio Santos San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Kaezy Chico Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Shawn Wikel Lake Elsinore, CA 2020-06-06



Rhonda Murphy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kaila Guillemin Long Beach, US 2020-06-06



Beverly Johnson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Manuel Ruiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristina Calahane Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Hermesch Grover Beach, US 2020-06-06



Karen Ceja Norwalk, CA 2020-06-06



Sarah Johnson San Rafael, CA 2020-06-06



Julie Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mary Guidotti Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Cynthia Parra Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Catherine Cooley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kailey Roux Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Diane Sweet Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



kaitlyn nunez nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Michael Thompson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Valeria Montes Ventura, Mexico 2020-06-06



Isabella Acuña Houston, US 2020-06-06



Teala Reynolds San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Teya Nastaskin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Hanus Converse, TX 2020-06-06



lauren ciborowski Ladera Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



Angie Cummings Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Ramirez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Korber Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



olivia porter Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Tyler Holland Liberty I’ll, US 2020-06-06



Liz Sweeney Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



gwen mcdonald santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer NAll Louisville, US 2020-06-06



kay phillips Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Peyton Symes Provo, US 2020-06-06



Aimee Presnell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chloe Lemaire Antelope, US 2020-06-06



Sonja Aarsvold Wildomar, CA 2020-06-06



olivia maxie San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Terry Birmingham, AL 2020-06-06



hayden ghufran Roseville, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Stephanie Childers Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sarah Dawson Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-06



Garnik Vaspuryan Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Bridget Burkot US 2020-06-06



Yesenia Torres Pittsburg, US 2020-06-06



Jessica Cohen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Andrew Kravariotis San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Delilah Hartlage Pittsburgh, US 2020-06-06



Leigh Ann Alcorn Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Deborah LeClair Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Clarissa Lopez Longmont, US 2020-06-06



Gabriel Ruiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mitzi Peters Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Shakira Adams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maggie McGuire Tustin, CA 2020-06-06



Janodd Jackson Waycross, US 2020-06-06



Damion Luna Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alex Latta Rock Hill, US 2020-06-06



Olivia G Warsaw, US 2020-06-06



Tracy Coates Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leticia Krambeck Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Nate Sanders Richardson, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Olivia Gilbreath Omaha, US 2020-06-06



Cynthia Consorti Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Molly Shumaker Arrington, US 2020-06-06



Irma Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Justin Wong Greenbrae, CA 2020-06-06



Jaime Ventura North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-06



April Kraft Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



David Canvasser San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Brooke Wilson Williston, FL 2020-06-06



Darlene Gyrion Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



kenzie oclaray Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Glenn Brown Naperville, IL 2020-06-06



Ron Vilarino Monterey Park, US 2020-06-06



Edla Enberg US 2020-06-06



Lydia Lombard Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Antonio Arce Katy, US 2020-06-06



Daniel McLean Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Will Kuykendall Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tom Janzen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Barbara Rhodes Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



charlee vickers Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Manning Haskal Phoenix, AZ 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Hailee Lucas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gabe Parnell Longwood, FL 2020-06-06



Julie Hanawalt Atascadero, CA 2020-06-06



Audrey Y Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Grace Tjenalooi San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Kendall Kennedy Pacoima, US 2020-06-06



Jane Donati Rouse Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Meg Calumpang Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Caroline De La Rosa Pascagoula, US 2020-06-06



Alessandra Audino Barrington, IL 2020-06-06



Jacob Rivers Lake Elsinore, CA 2020-06-06



Abigail Barraza Turlock, US 2020-06-06



elyse mcintyre Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Lily Pendergrass Fullerton, CA 2020-06-06



Sarah Beeseck Carpendale, US 2020-06-06



William Pierce Citrus Heights, CA 2020-06-06



Bri Ehrsam Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Danielle Hughes US 2020-06-06



Shauntee Casiday Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Exhilarance Matthews Memphis, US 2020-06-06



Todd Alvarez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Claire Campi Downingtown, PA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Melissa Merwin US 2020-06-06



Mayra Quintanar San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



patricia mendez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristi Sheridan West Plains, MO 2020-06-06



Divina Aramburo Redwood City, US 2020-06-06



Dana Mowery Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Sibbet El cajon, CA 2020-06-06



Tom Stennett Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Bernard Flamm Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Katie Payne Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Floreto Lomibao Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Eliot Kennedy Normal, IL 2020-06-06



Cobie Scott Round Rock, TX 2020-06-06



JOHN YEE Santa Ynez, CA 2020-06-06



Judy Kinsey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Twila Arritt San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Anna Nickerson Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Andrew Schwab San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Jaamon Frazier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Adam Stumpf Saint Augustine, FL 2020-06-06



Sophia Paravato Riverside, CA 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Sowards Cornelius, NC 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Marla Ziemba Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Cierra Husselstein Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



Carlos Untal Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Ramona Cabiles Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennie Stitt Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Ria Enthoven Carpinteria, CA 2020-06-06



Susan Nunn Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Carroll Rector Birmingham, AL 2020-06-06



Stephanie Morris Morris Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Shirley Decker Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Ethan Clowdus Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dena Kret Littleton, CO 2020-06-06



Stephanie Rosas Trabuco Canyon, CA 2020-06-06



Jackie Brigham Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Linda Penny Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Monica Wright Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Naya Koc Riverside, CA 2020-06-06



JuanCarlos Castrillon Valley Stream, NY 2020-06-06



Thelma Bell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gail Sousa Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-06



Erika Housley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Van Patten Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Tim Rhodes Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Lauren Flatley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Tell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Debbie Foster Moreno Valley, CA 2020-06-06



Kyle Tognazzini Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



DeAnne Preyer Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 2020-06-06



Danielle Herrmann Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Gabriel Moreno Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Ferguson Hampstead, NC 2020-06-06



Amisha Chowdhury Philadelphia, PA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Grimes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kate Ferguson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lisa Reynolds Sunnyvale, CA 2020-06-06



Carrie Taylor Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mark Spring Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Corby Furrer Georgetown, TX 2020-06-06



Roberto Torres Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Alisa Fortier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sydney Vine US 2020-06-06



Nichole Young Visalia, CA 2020-06-06



Ariana Afshar arroyo grande, CA 2020-06-06



Olivia Agnew Aliso Viejo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Jennifer Coverdale Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lynn Alvarez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vicky Rantz Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Donna Burtnett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Denise Seidman Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



kirsten herrmann Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



David Zimmerman Fort Lauderdale, FL 2020-06-06



Sheryl Fitt-Herrmann Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Victor Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



EvaElisa Mireles Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



L D Warman, Canada 2020-06-06



Kaitlyn Bjornsson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mason Carlton Santa Cruz, CA 2020-06-06



Makai Copado Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Eveliz Muniz Coos Bay, US 2020-06-06



Glenn Lacaste Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Victoria Alfaro Artesia, CA 2020-06-06



Niles Ramos Santa Cruz, US 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Souza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tim Patterson Goleta, CA 2020-06-06



Rodolfo Velazquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Christina McMillan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Madison Whitmore Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Kristin Selken Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Davion White Rockford, US 2020-06-06



Lauren McCabe Canton, US 2020-06-06



Amanda Strachan Norwalk, CA 2020-06-06



Chris LaBelle Elizabeth City, NC 2020-06-06



JUSTIN FRASER San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Cynthia Cook Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gracie Triplett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Adrian Bolsoi Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Allen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Destiny Sanchez Hemet, US 2020-06-06



Renee Elwell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kelly Harvey Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



emily sabedra santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sara Handler Sanford, US 2020-06-06



Dana Pollard Atascadero, CA 2020-06-06



Ayden Campione San Francisco, US 2020-06-06



Vita Smith Spring, US 2020-06-06



Erin Oliveira San Mateo, CA 2020-06-06



Landon Lynch Atwater, US 2020-06-06



Nicole Facundo Cleveland, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Liz Tia Elkhart, US 2020-06-06



Niki Riley Charleston, WV 2020-06-06



po jim Fenton, US 2020-06-06



Ross Emerson Merritt Island, US 2020-06-06



johnna perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



misurela llukovi fairview, US 2020-06-06



kelyn lizama westchester, US 2020-06-06



Sid Cassidy Boca Raton, FL 2020-06-06



kailey carter Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Matthew Markstone Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kaci Austin Stillwater, US 2020-06-06



Maureen Calderwood Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chantal Leach Savannah, US 2020-06-06



Andy Morales Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zarah Russell Springfield, US 2020-06-06



Olga Saito Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Isabella Recinos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amber McKnight Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



victoria claudio Raleigh, US 2020-06-06



teia salvino North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-06



Natasha Lott Warren, US 2020-06-06



Jessica Husselstein Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Cheryl McDonald Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Debbie Guerero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Izzy Campbell Stafford, US 2020-06-06



Kayla Harrison Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leenia Miller Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Michele Loomis Tracy, CA 2020-06-06



Timothy Wilkins Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Donnette McIntyre Brooklyn, US 2020-06-06



ron roemling Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lucas Doxsee Ronkonkoma, US 2020-06-06



Hector C Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jeffrey Owen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jamie Williams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dakota Vance Lynchburg, US 2020-06-06



Shabnam Sayed Gainesville, US 2020-06-06



Autumn Ward Abington, US 2020-06-06



Rebecca Mott Hamburg, US 2020-06-06



James Bolterman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tessa Suwu Boston, US 2020-06-06



Viridiana Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristie Steffens Wildomar, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Still Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Patricia Fraire Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Bella Almaguer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Donna Galle Clovis, CA 2020-06-06



Pam Adkisson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lisa DiModica Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Richard Luke Lake havasu, AZ 2020-06-06



Jasyah Jones Stony Point, US 2020-06-06



Jessica Rivera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kevin Jordan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jessica Fraire Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Anna Klavins Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rickley Senning Miami, FL 2020-06-06



Joshua Davila Alexandria, US 2020-06-06



tannyn bacquet Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



Delaney Pipes Palmyra, US 2020-06-06



Amy Whitney Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Anika Smith Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Stephanie Neal Staunton, VA 2020-06-06



Michelle Kroll Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-06



Corrine Lindner Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



malia woo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Bree Heil Templeton, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Christina Gordillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chris Kohler Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



hayden mckenzie San Antonio, TX 2020-06-06



Richard Bivona Las Vegas, NY 2020-06-06



Braeden Woo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kelsey Marshall Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Guadalupe Murguia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Valeria Ramos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Catalina Verdin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amanda Hsiung Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Patty Gaver Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Cody Bjornsson Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Trevor Arensdorf Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alice King Santa Ana, US 2020-06-06



Scott Davis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Stacia Shelton Tigard, OR 2020-06-06



k popovich Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alex Asencio Redwood City, CA 2020-06-06



Madison Cho Valencia, CA 2020-06-06



Janeen Wesner Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rhonda Hauser Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Konny LaFave Vandenberg Village, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Stephanie McLain Winchester, CA 2020-06-06



Christine Fleenor Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Tina Wall Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tara Guillemin Solvang, CA 2020-06-06



paige anderson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sarah Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emmy Nichols Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Romero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



April Gilbert Murrieta, CA 2020-06-06



Jen Paravato Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Luke Fortier San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Joanne Zeilman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ludmila Holdren San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Esmeralda Garcia San Marino, CA 2020-06-06



Alexandra Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Barbara Walker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Krista McConnell Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



maritza ambriz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Renee Lucero-Maines Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Cristine Maxwell Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Lorena Castro Santa Paula, CA 2020-06-06



Germalyn Porter Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Stephani Swack Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Taylor Hicks Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Irma Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alek Marantz Orange, CA 2020-06-06



Briar Hurd Hayward, CA 2020-06-06



Dominic J Dal Bello Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amy To Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Natalie Castillo Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Richardson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Shawna Matchett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sandra Sell-Lee Sequim, WA 2020-06-06



Gian Ferro Memphis, TN 2020-06-06



Alejandra Silva Portland, US 2020-06-06



Michelle Gonzalez Irving, US 2020-06-06



Ed Herrmann Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Miriam Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Juan Juarez San Clemente, US 2020-06-06



Adela Jaime McFarland, US 2020-06-06



Anita Withers los alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Taylor Stewart Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jo A Porter Reno, NV 2020-06-06



David Kilmer alpine, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Senna Wu Pasadena, CA 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Childs Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lindsey Curb Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Monserrat Ramirez North Highlands, US 2020-06-06



Sonja Wittlieb Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jason Towers Carlsbad, US 2020-06-06



Courtney Kruger Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Dara Landthaler Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zayra Bernal Las Vegas, US 2020-06-06



J W Pasadena, CA 2020-06-06



Charlene Sousa Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Angeline Paulo Waikoloa, US 2020-06-06



Jerika Jimenez new york, US 2020-06-06



Corrie Nibarger Canyon Country, CA 2020-06-06



Alyssa Fowler Lexington, US 2020-06-06



Jorge moreno Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amber Turk Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Catherine Noe Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Flo Mina Santa Clarita, CA 2020-06-06



Rosabel Barbosa Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Naomi K San Antonio, US 2020-06-06



Jamie Shuffield Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



amanda dixon Plainfield, US 2020-06-06



Ashley Estrada Ortiz High Point, US 2020-06-06



Yolanda Velasquez Bronx, US 2020-06-06



Carol Toney San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Reina Ferguson Alhambra, US 2020-06-06



Julie Sainz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jeff Hsiung San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Jack White Portland, US 2020-06-06



lori Elaine santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nasim Delavari San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Nathaniel Oh Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rachael Plunkett US 2020-06-06



Sharon M Mariposa, CA 2020-06-06



mariah gonzales Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Heather Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Edwin Lee Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



Alyssa Quinonez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sharon Silveira Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rachel Hurd San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Byanca Cisneros San Diego, US 2020-06-06



kercy nshimirimana Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Rocio Munoz Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Debra Acedo Stockton, CA 2020-06-06



Debra Pischke Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Thomas Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



J H Euless, US 2020-06-06



Gavin Long Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



marisol carrera San Antonio, US 2020-06-06



sarah parkinson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Meredith Bates Lake Placid, US 2020-06-06



darby lindholdt cda, US 2020-06-06



Erik Jon Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Abriella Brooks Olympia, US 2020-06-06



Jamison Jackson Orlando, US 2020-06-06



autumn hasty Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Gabriel Gonzalez San Bernardino, US 2020-06-06



Alison Sprague Bellflower, CA 2020-06-06



Erin Whitmore Corinth, US 2020-06-06



Kristian Chen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jessica Porola Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Tyndrs Duran Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Carissa Fortier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tatiana Stinson San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Gonzalez Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Susie Hinden Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Robin Tindall Reno, NV 2020-06-06



Gus Snijdewind Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Tanya Dennett Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Ashley Walker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marilyn Walker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Raymond Spencer Sausalito, CA 2020-06-06



Mark Taliaferro San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Curt Dennett Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Kaitlyn Walker Vacaville, CA 2020-06-06



Doug Dougherty San Marino, CA 2020-06-06



Tonya Willett San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Ben Parsons Fremont, CA 2020-06-06



Jenna Achtien Orange, US 2020-06-06



Abby Samansky Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Julianne Snyder Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Stephen Brady Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Shelly Marsalek Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maria Serna Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Hope Libis Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Virginia Burnes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jaime Rodriguez Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Paul Stockett Media, PA 2020-06-06



Diana Acevedo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Staci Buranen Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Kassandra Mendoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



John Guerra Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Beau Nicewanner Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sherry Consolascio Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



JENNIFER COLMAN Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Paul Rodriguez San Leandro, CA 2020-06-06



Lindsay Hankins Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



SIMONE Kucska Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chris Collins Valencia, CA 2020-06-06



Julie Corrigan Hollister, CA 2020-06-06



Laurie Ramirez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Bruno Ledesma Austin, TX 2020-06-06



Andrea Skinner Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



Jordyn English Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Catherine Gibbs Calabasas, CA 2020-06-06



Paulo Santos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kayla Tucker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sharlene Carey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Wendy Webster Folsom, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Alice Winkle Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



Kimberly Martin Castaic, CA 2020-06-06



Lydia Jacoby Seward, AK 2020-06-06



Kelsey Namba Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Nicki Knepp Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



cortlynn sousa San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Cesia Davalos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



William Henderson San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Jacky Burneo Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



Erica Rios Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marina Friedrich Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Edds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Caleb Todd Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Megan Flick Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Irene Garcia Los Osos, CA 2020-06-06



Autumn Jennings Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ella Edds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nancy Soto Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Christi heimlich Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Eileen Dickey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Monica Leon Irapuato, Mexico 2020-06-06



Jennifer McFarlin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



John Edds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Linda Santana Orcutt, US 2020-06-06



Kristen Ontiveros Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Selina Deleon Bellingham, WA 2020-06-06



Darlys Ankeny Ontario, CA 2020-06-06



Aleah Russell Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Ann Marie Babbidge Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amanda Dean Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Stefanie hassett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Michele Yakubowski Freeland, PA 2020-06-06



Ashley Chung Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Linda Hicks Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Eldaine Estacio Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Susan Jones Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tara King Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Martinez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Walter Hsiung Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Shelley Sassenberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sydney Task Newark, US 2020-06-06



Samantha Session El Segundo, US 2020-06-06



Selah Hernandez Cherry valley, US 2020-06-06



Estela Rosas Long Beach, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



téa fitzgerald Hayward, CA 2020-06-06



Lavie Lee Yorba Linda, CA 2020-06-06



Andrea Hernandez Pearland, US 2020-06-06



Joshua Aguilar Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Justin Woo Seattle, WA 2020-06-06



Joel Symons Douglas,, US 2020-06-06



Michelle Grahan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Carolina Marioni Albuquerque, US 2020-06-06



Jessie Jin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Carla Amaya Dallas, US 2020-06-06



Kwame Hightower US 2020-06-06



Lauralei Fortier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Michael Mattie Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Hannah Nguyen Palm Beach Gardens, US 2020-06-06



Maria G. Serna Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Audra McGehee Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jolie Knight Hollywood, US 2020-06-06



Gabrielle Miller Elk Grove, US 2020-06-06



Jackie Beltran Visalia, US 2020-06-06



Akayla Atkins Newark, US 2020-06-06



Leiaisha Roque Springfield, US 2020-06-06



Mikayla Michalek Addison, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Stephen Allnutt San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



belinda garcia Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-06



Timothy Johnson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Richard anokute Brighton, US 2020-06-06



Allison Smith Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Angelica Lugo Avondale, US 2020-06-06



Gisele Kazibwe Saugus, US 2020-06-06



Jenny Medrano Yarmouth, US 2020-06-06



Holly Edds Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Viridiana Gutierrez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



marlene beaz Winnemucca, US 2020-06-06



Taylor Eubanks Memphis, US 2020-06-06



jennifer aguilera Fort Worth, US 2020-06-06



Vyvian Alonso Mcallen, US 2020-06-06



semira ahmed portland, US 2020-06-06



Alejandro Falla Newport Beach, US 2020-06-06



Nayari Mcclymont Belchertown, US 2020-06-06



Sarah Roy Huntsville, US 2020-06-06



Nicole Combs Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kelvin Santos jr Brooklyn, US 2020-06-06



sANDY Zepeda Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Reyna Ventura San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Rachelle Delay Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-06



Sophia Leyva Compton, US 2020-06-06



Dead Dog with a old email Castro Valley, US 2020-06-06



Brannica Casabar Eugene, OR 2020-06-06



Diamond Ennis Wilmington, US 2020-06-06



Ciarra Luna-Vasquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Linda Hoffmann Starbuck, MN 2020-06-06



Angelina Villegas San Diego, CA 2020-06-06



Sandra Bush Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Esther Gomes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kris Heredia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Laverne Venable Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dave Broggie Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Morgan Irwin Oak Park, CA 2020-06-06



Lori Bormes Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Stephanie Snyder US 2020-06-06



Yuliya Lunina Broomfield, CO 2020-06-06



Jeremy Winn Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Forrest Fogelberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Audrey McDonald Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



anaisa bravo-guzman Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



Jill Beyea Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Chris Van Solinge Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Mary Ann Simas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Aly Ewen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Johnson Pham San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Darian Koler Reno, NV 2020-06-06



Nicole Ibsen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sherri Earl-Pearson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kevin Little Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Noemi Bravo-Guzman Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Lauren Reno Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Steven Ruiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lily Evangelista Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Alejandra Rios Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jacob Erdman Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Jirah Jemerson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rowan Falke Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



Marlena Walker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Trenev San Diego, CA 2020-06-06



Matt Dalberg Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



Dacia Randolph Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Clarissa Brewer Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Mira Szimcsak Budapest, Hungary 2020-06-06



Dennis Brown Santa Clarita, CA 2020-06-06



Lisa Paniagua Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Berenice Orozco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Logan Thomas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Caleb tammar Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kevin Hernandez Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Marissa Arebalo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ellyn Mole Honolulu, HI 2020-06-06



Christy Marangi Walla Walla, WA 2020-06-06



lawson Williams Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Sheila Krausse Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Lupe Verdin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Luc Ferro Lakeland, TN 2020-06-06



Tara shea Cambridge, Canada 2020-06-06



Terri Green Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



angelina santiago Sylmar, CA 2020-06-06



JON INWOOD Brooklyn, NY 2020-06-06



hailey michelle Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Chen Sorrento, FL 2020-06-06



Angel Kaye Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Elaina Gamboa Seattle, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Marie Laroche Bronx, US 2020-06-06



Randy Giles Franklin, US 2020-06-06



Alyssa Cepeda Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Amber Feltes Woodway, US 2020-06-06



Arianna Bancolo Dumont, US 2020-06-06



Luke Whitlock Brownsburg, IN 2020-06-06



Judith Davis lindenwold, US 2020-06-06



Gabrielle Taimanglo Tacoma, US 2020-06-06



Cole Parnell Longwood, FL 2020-06-06



Janay Mullin Raleigh, NC 2020-06-06



tim Storsteen Mableton, GA 2020-06-06



Polly Munoz Kernersville, NC 2020-06-06



Eric Ferguson Gulf breeze, FL 2020-06-06



adam taylor Clarksville, TN 2020-06-06



Caterina Perez Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Melisa Gilden Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Maples Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Cynthia Corral Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gina Gluyas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Shari Gjerdrum Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Christie Mendez North Wales, PA 2020-06-06



Emma McGehee Louisa, VA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Haley Howard Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristin Lachemann Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Kyle Ponsler Indianapolis, IN 2020-06-06



Carol Sanger US 2020-06-06



Maureen Buchanan Glendale, AZ 2020-06-06



Jennifer Phillips Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vernon Deck Roseville, CA 2020-06-06



Debi Rae Rock Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



Deven Cole Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zenia Ochoa Lake Elsinore, CA 2020-06-06



Lauren Indendi Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Destiny Garcia Lake Worth, FL 2020-06-06



Larysa Gorbachova Tavernier, FL 2020-06-06



Melissa Wiseman Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-06



madison thorp Houston, TX 2020-06-06



Rebecca Gustafson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jozsef Fekete Budapest, Hungary 2020-06-06



Chuck Musselwhite Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Melanie Ruiz Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



patricia sly Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sherlyne Joseph Lancaster, US 2020-06-06



larry grayham Forest, VA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Grimm H Mazeppa, US 2020-06-06



Tim Gayda Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gabriela Maldonado Huntsville, US 2020-06-06



Winona Thayer Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Dennise Rhoads Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mike McTaggart Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Douglas Wilson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ami Padilla Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ashley Lauren Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jonathon Eiland Clarksville, US 2020-06-06



Donna Michaud Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Lily Rodriguez Manassas Park, US 2020-06-06



Gabriella hernandez Indianapolis, US 2020-06-06



Ethan Kelley Fort Myers, US 2020-06-06



Cotina Lee Fairfield, US 2020-06-06



Phyllis Vargas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Aurellia Fuentes-Ryans Dover, US 2020-06-06



Alivia Cooper Bear Lake, US 2020-06-06



Eva Earle Lyman, US 2020-06-06



Gitee Neyazi Apo, US 2020-06-06



Amber Roberts Knoxville, US 2020-06-06



Mariela Torres Vargas San Tan Valley, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Danielle Harmon Providence, US 2020-06-06



Jessica Vicoria Buffalo, US 2020-06-06



David O’Hara Fenton, US 2020-06-06



Sally Taggart Encinitas, CA 2020-06-06



Damian Lomeli Dallas, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer Chase Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ronette Ledune Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Britt Jespersen Newbury Park, CA 2020-06-06



belinda toews Bumpass, VA 2020-06-06



Liz Brown Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Liege Ayub Ventura, CA 2020-06-06



Linda Rubio Brentwood, CA 2020-06-06



Kelly Olney Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



heidi miller santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Stacie niemela Seattle, WA 2020-06-06



Tracy McCoy Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Allison Grupe Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Melody Hazi Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Shawna Whitfield San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



holly schmitt Los Osos, CA 2020-06-06



Mary Simons Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Elia Barbosa Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



morgan moore paso robles, CA 2020-06-06



Glenda Dart Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Katie Brown Oceanside, CA 2020-06-06



Patricia Aguirre Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kerry Hansen Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Kim Langer Long Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Jenny Taylor Ventura, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Herman Lodi, US 2020-06-06



Carly Gavant Hoboken, US 2020-06-06



Charlotte Pettit San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



Austin Green Lilburn, US 2020-06-06



Kim Bush Walla Walla, WA 2020-06-06



Juanita Vega Cicero, US 2020-06-06



Maura Leverone Herndon, US 2020-06-06



Jahi Cole Tallahassee, US 2020-06-06



Collin Moore Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Denise Rojo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rachel Renkoski Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Hosier Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Samantha Beale Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Stephanie Souza-Breault Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Aurey Henry Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Christopher Rogers Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Steven Funkhouser Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vanessa Gonzalez Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-06



Angel Morales US 2020-06-06



Felipe Delgado Laguna Niguel, CA 2020-06-06



Christiane Trigueros Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Melissa Smalley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tracy Davis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Iris G Saint Petersburg, US 2020-06-06



Christina Heilmann Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Robert Springer Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-06



Samara Brito Worcester, US 2020-06-06



sophia hughey Detroit, US 2020-06-06



Brent Wallingford Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Charisse Larson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Seasia Catena Coral Springs, US 2020-06-06



Deana Horr Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jeannie Miranda Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Casondra Fields Harrisonburg, US 2020-06-06



Adam Ferguson Jacksonville, AL 2020-06-06



Hari Narath Lynnwood, US 2020-06-06



Sara Dalton Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Aubrey Herrera Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Caroline Perrot Richton Park, US 2020-06-06



Virginia Quinde Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Lina Grupper Inglewood, US 2020-06-06



Anthony Gutierrez Morongo Valley, CA 2020-06-06



Becky Crowe Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Ireland D. Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Spenc Bowens Brooklyn, US 2020-06-06



Madeline Royal Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Emily Collier Murfreesboroo, US 2020-06-06



Maya Oliviar El Paso, US 2020-06-06



Brett Krausse Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Montessa Draper Phoenix, US 2020-06-06



Fabiola Daniel Oxnard, CA 2020-06-06



Alexis Strong Atlanta, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer Niccoli Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maria reyes Los angeles, US 2020-06-06



Joanne Thompson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Erik Thiesmeyer Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Azucena Guzman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Melissa Rampersad Tampa, US 2020-06-06



Sharon Gordon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Megan Loth Ankeny, US 2020-06-06



Danielle Stewart Pomona, CA 2020-06-06



Dahlia Gayles Fords, US 2020-06-06



Julie Villalobos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Rhonda Thomas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Aurora Guel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chad Marsalek Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Isabella Fisher Fort Myers, US 2020-06-06



Asa Marsalek Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Andy Marsalek San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Marc Gomez Holyoke, US 2020-06-06



Sandra Fontes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Agnes Wallace Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristan Estrada Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Rob Fraser Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-06



Corey Triplett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Adriana Reynolds Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Tracy Velasco US 2020-06-06



Peggy McCray Auburn, CA 2020-06-06



Meghan Bicomong Lafayette, CA 2020-06-06



Michele Higgins Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maryruth Mitchell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Ann Marsalek Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Kelly Marsalek Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Robin Oberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Keith Moore Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-06



Annie Thomas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jessica Trujillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ryan Alita San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Sandra Hidalgo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Irene Chong Hong Kong, Hong Kong 2020-06-06



Brenda Garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leanna Bramble Vancouver, WA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Ibach Tujunga, CA 2020-06-06



christy moon Secaucus, NJ 2020-06-06



Danielle Chanley Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Courtnie Ries Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Beau Ray Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jill Newton Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Salas Toronto, Canada 2020-06-06



Jennifer Jolliffe Clovis, CA 2020-06-06



Victoria Burg Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



J A Frost Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vianey Bras Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Claudia Souder Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Cheryl Ann Miller Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Heidi Thompson Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Ellen Hill Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Beth Heath Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



melicia glaser Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



stacy earl Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Denise Dominguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sachi Yokoyama Valencia, CA 2020-06-06



Lisa Mazzucotell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kathryn Tully Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Terry Garnica Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mandy Ramirez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Witny Gill Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristy Schneider Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Michelle Johnson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Brian Davenport Citrus Heights, CA 2020-06-06



Christopher Edwards Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Lyn Matasci Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marilyn Hodges Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Heathers Willis Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Carol Kaemmerling-Mcmanus Thousand Oaks, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Susan Cope Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Juanita Tuan San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Dawn Hixenbaugh Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Erin Reaves Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Lynne Reed Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Peggy Steele Olathe, KS 2020-06-06



Rebecca Barks Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Alexandra Lvova Davis, CA 2020-06-06



Gina Martinez Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Hanna VanDuzen Traverse City, US 2020-06-06



Meghan Abbott Oakland, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Wilson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Debbie Rau Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Gilberto Rodriguez Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Kaden Hoffman Saint Petersburg, US 2020-06-06



Spencer Hillman Concord, US 2020-06-06



Mia Chak Cranston, US 2020-06-06



Diamond Reyes Peoria, US 2020-06-06



Mwlissa Myers Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Maddie Brielle Waldorf, US 2020-06-06



Eric Cason Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Deborah Cole Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



James Haro Mount Pleasant, US 2020-06-06



Maria Lanier Powder Springs, US 2020-06-06



Rosely Castaneda Round Lake, US 2020-06-06



Brandi Glynn Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Harold Oliver Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mason Jones San Antonio, US 2020-06-06



courtnee gibson Philadelphia, US 2020-06-06



Molly Bridget Dacula, US 2020-06-06



Laureen Bisho Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Julie Martin Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Bailey Albin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Tonie Reynolds Mountain Home, AR 2020-06-06



marlee h Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Sachs Killeen, TX 2020-06-06



Christine Hewett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Donna Earnest Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Annalisa Bartlow Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



todd larson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Dan Reno Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marie Antoinette Augusta, US 2020-06-06



David Dedios Fort Myers, US 2020-06-06



Maria Rojas San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Lana Winston West Palm Beach, US 2020-06-06



Alison Sayer Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



brianna hitchcock Mount Pleasant, US 2020-06-06



Dolores Rosas Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-06



Loretta Salinas Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Mike Andreadakis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chloe Liu Middle Village, US 2020-06-06



Milo Schwalbe New York, US 2020-06-06



blaize pritchard spartanburg, US 2020-06-06



Stephanie Clavin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Monica Siordia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Martha Salaias Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Rebecca Zachary Magnolia, US 2020-06-06



anonymous anonymous US 2020-06-06



Julia Callis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Terence Clark Memphis, US 2020-06-06



Veronica Rodriguez Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Jeremy Riley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Calley Romero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vanessa Perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jose Rojas rivera San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Alan Velasquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Therese Brady Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jennifer Kantorowski Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Jeffrey Lee Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Suzanne Edwards Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Christy Munoz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Liz Baker Cumming, GA 2020-06-06



Sheila Gibilisco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ali Baker Jenks, OK 2020-06-06



Valkyrie Quinzel US 2020-06-06



Christine Ryan Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Patti Bonner Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ailene kho Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Abigail Noppenberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jahlika Clark Phenix City, US 2020-06-06



jordan decoste Burlington, US 2020-06-06



Melina Lombard Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mary Burk Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Debra Frost Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-06



Kimberly Santiago carolina, US 2020-06-06



Jose Torres Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Katrnia Cordea San Francisco, US 2020-06-06



Haley Minch New Albany, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Isaac Weichinger Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zoe Smith Morris, US 2020-06-06



Mary Tabor Atlanta, US 2020-06-06



Jayana Campblin Atlanta, US 2020-06-06



Mia Brown Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kai Heath Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Michiaki Sato San Mateo, US 2020-06-06



Gabriela Jimenez Monroe, US 2020-06-06



Kaiden Kai Cleveland, US 2020-06-06



Boyce Evans Wilmington, US 2020-06-06



Louis DiModica Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Desh Floyd Philadelphia, US 2020-06-06



Isaiah Weichinger Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Janna Slover Fullerton, CA 2020-06-06



Nathan Quick Jacksonville, US 2020-06-06



Haley Needham Mission, US 2020-06-06



Garrett Sellers Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Tasalim Holton Bronx, US 2020-06-06



Kelli Payne Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Andy L Forest Hills, US 2020-06-06



Emily Troutman Houston, TX 2020-06-06



Nathan Krisman US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Jodi Wells Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Kelli B Portland, OR 2020-06-06



Pedro Gonzalez Ashburn, US 2020-06-06



Kelli Zamudio Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Maria Angela Tarnaud Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Ayesha Stoddard Greenville, US 2020-06-06



Anthony Seward Minneapolis, US 2020-06-06



Courtney Weichinger Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Barbie Boy US 2020-06-06



Nanci Bonito Franklin, US 2020-06-06



Allen Hosier Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Paul May Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ethan Streker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sandra Bravo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sharon abbott Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Sophia Dixon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kelley DeBernardi Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Gardner Arroyo grande, US 2020-06-06



Karen Ansberry Goleta, CA 2020-06-06



Elena Newton Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-06



Rylee Miller Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Meganne Stout Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Claire Wellenkamp Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Carlos Diaz Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Barbara Peugh San Diego, CA 2020-06-06



Leah Iliff Arroyo Grande, US 2020-06-06



Wayne Koob Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chloe Chesney Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Zoe Miller Seattle, WA 2020-06-06



Katie Records Goleta, CA 2020-06-06



Liz Spence Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Emma Ryan Arlington, TX 2020-06-06



Rachel Cook San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Justin Bronson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Vivian Elizabeth Hure San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Jason Rodriguez Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-06



Leyla Stratton San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



Deborah Hunt Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chris Slaughter Atlanta, GA 2020-06-06



Erin Consorti Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Greg Webster Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



John Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Anita Zwiers De Meern, Netherlands 2020-06-06



Tracey Borneman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Marlena Forst Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Karen Aguilar Los Osos, CA 2020-06-06



Kyle Kuhn Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-06



Theresa Lewandowski-Van Etta Colorado Springs, CO 2020-06-06



trivonne yong Cerritos, CA 2020-06-06



Laura Arechiga Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Nancy E Marriott Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chloe Porter Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kyle Muñoz Sacramento, CA 2020-06-06



Donna Dart Burbank, CA 2020-06-06



Leslie Anderson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



kris jones livermore, US 2020-06-06



isabella lozano Gilbert, US 2020-06-06



Haley Jensen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Juan Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Janet Garrison Chugiak, AK 2020-06-06



Katherine Ramirez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Cheyenne Green Studio City, US 2020-06-06



Cherye Neall Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Allison Earle Chelsea, US 2020-06-06



Janice Landthaler Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Yasmjn Ocampo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Adriana Enriquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Lucian Gregory Oakley, US 2020-06-06



Sanzida Ahmed Long Beach, US 2020-06-06



Shellyne Augustin Acworth, US 2020-06-06



Anneke Dobbe San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Skylar Diaz Washington, US 2020-06-06



Trista Tullar Buckeye, US 2020-06-06



Carol May Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



David Luna Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Makayla Mier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Enxhi Gjozeneli Phoenix, US 2020-06-06



Monserrat Juarez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



Kimberly Bailey Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Erika Mukes Oklahoma City, US 2020-06-06



Ben Guerra Greenville, US 2020-06-06



Nat Nat Charlotte, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer Miranda Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Desmond Davis Fresno, US 2020-06-06



Madison Zust Woodstock, US 2020-06-06



Kevin watkins Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



gray sloan Pawtucket, US 2020-06-06



Madison Brumley Livonia, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Fahmida Malik Elmont, US 2020-06-06



Maddie Diaz San Jose, CA 2020-06-06



chloe wells Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Candy Prado Selma, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer Musselwhite Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jose Almonte Brooklyn, US 2020-06-06



Malcolm Jones Westville, US 2020-06-06



Sara Frank Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Elizabeth Kaali-Nagy Glendale, CA 2020-06-06



Caroline Ormsbee-Munsey Alderson, WV 2020-06-06



Ahmad Deedat Corona, US 2020-06-06



Kevan Stratton San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-06



John Clark Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Terri Behrens Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Gregory Hogerheiden Camarillo, CA 2020-06-06



Heidi Price Los Osos, CA 2020-06-06



Paul DiModica Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jeanie Namtel Reno, NV 2020-06-06



Randy Houston Portland, OR 2020-06-06



Christopher Pfaffenroth Portland, OR 2020-06-06



Avery Nelson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Brayden Tibbetts Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Keenan Rodarte Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Meggan Rodarte Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Judit Sidlo Porter Ranch, CA 2020-06-06



Kimberly Hendrick Winter garden, FL 2020-06-06



Twyla Bohl Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ricky Adams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



charles bell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Madeline Melton Springtown, US 2020-06-06



Lianet A Miami, US 2020-06-06



Arleth Gomez La Puente, US 2020-06-06



Briana Parker US 2020-06-06



zane cina york, US 2020-06-06



Julie Southern Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leo Mendoza Dallas, US 2020-06-06



Kelsey Tanner Fallbrook, US 2020-06-06



nana tang Carlsbad, US 2020-06-06



Jiselle Flores Los Angeles, US 2020-06-06



J.P. Welch Houston, US 2020-06-06



Daniel Clardy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ashley Comeau Temecula, US 2020-06-06



Leslie Arredondo Lawrenceville, US 2020-06-06



Taylor Kartak Snohomish, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Bijal Patel Irving, US 2020-06-06



Jennessa Puga Lockport, US 2020-06-06



Max Ensign Pasco, US 2020-06-06



Ashtin Allgood Hesperia, US 2020-06-06



Saria Bosschart Chico, US 2020-06-06



Johnelle Alexis Bronx, US 2020-06-06



Kevin Martinez Anaheim, US 2020-06-06



Wendy Stockton Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Evan Mantel Bethlehem, US 2020-06-06



Carrie Matus San Antonio, TX 2020-06-06



Anne Corona Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Amy Fletcher Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Shweta shah schaumburg, US 2020-06-06



Hannah Pappas Gresham, US 2020-06-06



Emily Kohanzo Brooklyn, US 2020-06-06



Abigail Blackburn Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Bobbie Jo Rivers Vergennes, US 2020-06-06



Makayla Cooper Palatine, US 2020-06-06



Samantha Hernandez Rialto, US 2020-06-06



Sarah Johnson Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Katie Ward Oceano, CA 2020-06-06



Aaron Shelby Marietta, US 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Lian Thang Lawrenceville, US 2020-06-06



chloe waters Appleton, US 2020-06-06



Cheryl Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Regina Renardo San Leandro, CA 2020-06-06



Clancy Deitrich Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mandy Pham Elk Grove, US 2020-06-06



Sandra Fuhrer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Marcus Coaxum Philadelphia, US 2020-06-06



Patrick Wonnell Joliet, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer McDougal Fresno, CA 2020-06-06



kay McGee Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Ana Sanchez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sidney Alter Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sara Alter Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Andrew Ferguson Whittier, CA 2020-06-06



Marco Sanchez-Zuno Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



David Bushey Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-06



Alana Yamamoto Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Sharlene Weston Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Kristina Zaugg Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Rosa Negrete Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Haley MacDonald Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Sherri Pena Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Robert Kennedy Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Kathie Kiser Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Chris Scott Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Phillip Novoa Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



melissa barraza San Marcos, US 2020-06-06



Jean Orinoco Mckinleyville, CA 2020-06-06



kaylin Hernandez Santa Ana, US 2020-06-06



Yesenia Avila Pacoima, US 2020-06-06



Jeaven Mimy Everett, US 2020-06-06



Natalie Guy Orcutt, CA 2020-06-06



Seth Fernandez Santa Maria, US 2020-06-06



Alex Collins Downingtown, US 2020-06-06



Jennifer Ogren Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Elena Banuelos Chico, US 2020-06-06



Mackenzie Cardenas Lubbock, US 2020-06-06



kiarra williams Carlisle, US 2020-06-06



Ayla Binns Plattsburgh, US 2020-06-06



David Andrade San Francisco, CA 2020-06-06



Amy Lewton Sylmar, CA 2020-06-06



Kristyn Evans Encinitas, CA 2020-06-06



Neita Oates Oceano, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Julia Giaquinto Bedford, US 2020-06-06



Erica Aldaco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



H. Hummel Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Jasmine Arechiga Aubrey, TX 2020-06-06



Kelsie Earnest Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



jamari newson iowa city, US 2020-06-06



Carlos Mendez Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-06



Danya Dominguez El paso, US 2020-06-06



Manaika Boucicaut East Bridgewater, US 2020-06-06



Cheyene Martin Rogers, US 2020-06-06



Jihan Jama US 2020-06-06



Mary Mavis McKean-Durrett Lompoc, CA 2020-06-06



Rosa Coaio Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Deborah Maddison Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



shontay harmon hesperia, CA 2020-06-06



Mario Knox Forney, TX 2020-06-06



Traci Ferini Santa maria, CA 2020-06-06



Mayra Ruiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Jaeda Pavlich Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-06



Daniel Saravia Nipomo, CA 2020-06-06



Josie Solorio Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Leah Gonzales Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06











Name Location Date



Nicole Silveira Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-06



Allie Davis Oakland, US 2020-06-07



sarah cabiles Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Logan Hulstine Rexburg, ID 2020-06-07



Connie Kauppinen Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Julie Murdock Portland, OR 2020-06-07



Sally Fernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Lori Lee Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Donna Hughes Erie, CO 2020-06-07



Susana Perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Andrew Cook San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-07



Robert Nicewanner Moline, IL 2020-06-07



Emily Ward Oceano, CA 2020-06-07



Denisse COrtez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Sophie Ralphs Norwalk, CA 2020-06-07



Clarissa Ornelas Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Carla Sage Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Fatima Rodriguez Santa María, CA 2020-06-07



David Johannsen Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Christina Pichardo Riverside, CA 2020-06-07



Hannah Marinovich Fresno, CA 2020-06-07



Marie Knewstub Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Jan Zilli Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



John Reynolds Mountain home, AR 2020-06-07



Austin Simpson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Mallory Asistin Alameda, CA 2020-06-07



Ken Brisbin Brea, CA 2020-06-07



belinda garmon micanopy, US 2020-06-07



Renee Lino Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Traci Gardner Farmersville, TX 2020-06-07



Diana Cervantes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Rick Stanfield Bedias, TX 2020-06-07



Karisa Van Pelt Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Christina Pantoja Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jenna D'Angelo south brunswick, US 2020-06-07



Jamie Santiago Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Maryann Saunders San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-07



Kelly Wheeler Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Sam Volkens Tampa, FL 2020-06-07



Hayden Lemons Creedmoor, US 2020-06-07



William Mumma Kennewick, US 2020-06-07



Alex Moreno Zapopan, Mexico 2020-06-07



Brooke Panzardi Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Anna Cam Hollywood, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Dale Ammon Centennial, CO 2020-06-07



Carolyn Nelson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Pat Meaney Castaic, CA 2020-06-07



Rachel ann Miller Honolulu, HI 2020-06-07



Julie Dart Ellickson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Erica Ramirez Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Citlalli Mendez Santa Ynez, CA 2020-06-07



Audrey Armenta Orange, CA 2020-06-07



Frances Ruskauff San Francisco, CA 2020-06-07



nancy morales Oakland, CA 2020-06-07



Amy Argentieri Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Roberto Rubio Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Shannon Brough Sausalito, CA 2020-06-07



Paola Hernandez Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-07



Gabriela Vela San Francisco, CA 2020-06-07



Christine Maki Rancho Cucamonga, CA 2020-06-07



Daniel Alvarez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jamie Carson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Silvia Pospiech Ventura, CA 2020-06-07



Amy Bertao Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Brianna Delfin Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



jacquelene perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Denise Sullivan Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Jordyn Keenan Virginia Beach, VA 2020-06-07



Edwin Weaver Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jean scott Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Juan Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



June Padilla Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Hannah Jarvis Fresno, CA 2020-06-07



Katherine Fischer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



KRISTIN MCCANN Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Trinh Nguyen Lynchburg, US 2020-06-07



Andrea Fystro Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Saria Mohammed Buffalo, US 2020-06-07



Selene Alvarado Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Gregory Reed Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



PATRICIA LALA Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Juliane Barcelona Union city, US 2020-06-07



Jennifer Saylor Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



jordana nichoas Templeton, CA 2020-06-07



Khayman Sylvanis Gainesville, US 2020-06-07



Makiyah Bey Columbia, US 2020-06-07



Lynne Anderson San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-07



MaryAlice Baldwin Johnson City, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Cassandra Stowasser Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kirsten Spencer College Park, US 2020-06-07



Monique Adams San Jose, CA 2020-06-07



Diane E Owen Owen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Brenda Williams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Cathy Fresquez Rio Rancho, NM 2020-06-07



Tyler Yeates Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-07



Cheryl Sistare Colorado Springs, CO 2020-06-07



Maria Guerrero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Leslie Miller Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-07



cristiane masutti Limeira, Brazil 2020-06-07



George Estes Mount Pleasant, US 2020-06-07



Silvia Herrera Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Allyson Cramer Redwood City, CA 2020-06-07



Sarah Wheeler Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Randall Yeo Pismo Beach, CA 2020-06-07



Brooklyn Meraz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kerry Farao Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Bella Rohleder Mesa, AZ 2020-06-07



Austen Truslow Sanford, US 2020-06-07



Dennis Ortanes Colorado 2020-06-07



Ceceia Brown La Crescent, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Na'Tori McConnell Fort Worth, US 2020-06-07



Alejandro Vargas Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Angela Carnes Metropolis, IL 2020-06-07



Sawyer Uzzell Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



Alex Sancez no, US 2020-06-07



Ryan Kim Placentia, US 2020-06-07



Sheri Sibley San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Eglines cruz Fajardo, US 2020-06-07



Rachel Peterson San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Therese Nelson Mcminnville, OR 2020-06-07



Daniel Medina Lakewood, US 2020-06-07



Sophia Massena St.Louis, US 2020-06-07



Veronica Ochoa Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Maria Norwood Gig Harbor, WA 2020-06-07



Sheridan Barrington Lafayette, US 2020-06-07



顥中 陳 US 2020-06-07



Alixandria Baugh Indianapolis, US 2020-06-07



Michelle Wiant Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Rosa Sherlinee San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Katherine Rizzo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Lorraine Schneider Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Laura Walker Mesa, AZ 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Nicole De Husson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Dilan Carter Orcutt, US 2020-06-07



Joel Wainwright Phoenix, AZ 2020-06-07



Cam Mirisola Haverhill, MA 2020-06-07



Dorene Meltingtalliw Spokane, WA 2020-06-07



Chris Summers Sr. Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Arely Paz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Allan Isaac Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



David Cole Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-07



Anita Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Maria Jimenez Palmdale, US 2020-06-07



Yuridia Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Klara Karsai Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Stacy Newby Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Nina Oham US 2020-06-07



Priscilla Batres Beaumont, US 2020-06-07



Jakob Fajardo Norwalk, US 2020-06-07



Saray Perez Encino, US 2020-06-07



Savannah Green Tampa, US 2020-06-07



Delaney Petka US 2020-06-07



Vincenzo Costanzo Katonah, US 2020-06-07



Yolanda Rodriguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Jade Espinoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



alisa pulido lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Michelle Swanson Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



R Harris Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Lawson Hill Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Brenda Guzman Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Nayeli Lopez Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-07



Steve Penrod Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Britney Ewing Torrance, US 2020-06-07



Keilani Orca Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Abby Everett Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Lamonique Allen Harker Heights, US 2020-06-07



Julia Coralss Fontana, US 2020-06-07



Somara Collins Baton Rouge, US 2020-06-07



Kathleen Dort Nipomo, US 2020-06-07



Adriana Castillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Anais Almaguer Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Desiree Diaz Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Tiffany Jennings Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Scott Sage Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Emily Owen DuPont, US 2020-06-07



Amy Goldsmith Pismo beach, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Mary Khoury diab Cerritos, US 2020-06-07



Lee Hilton Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Ki Lumi Hendersonville, US 2020-06-07



Elizabeth Albarran Folsom, US 2020-06-07



Katelynn Campbell Idaho Falls, US 2020-06-07



Sophie McGale Richmond, US 2020-06-07



Morgan Dalton Austin, US 2020-06-07



Paulina Delgado San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-07



Michael Gibson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



David Hosking Flagstaff, AZ 2020-06-07



Meyle Espinoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Emma Taylor Hayward, CA 2020-06-07



Emily Chang Fresno, CA 2020-06-07



Tammy Prenot Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Hector Chavez Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Vicki Monte Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Terry Pardo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Nereida Medina Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Janel Chavez Oceano, CA 2020-06-07



Dontae Petty Racine, US 2020-06-07



Laurianna Fenwick Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Angela Corder Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Helen Galstyan Glendale, US 2020-06-07



Alyssa Aguirre Austin, US 2020-06-07



Elizabeth Barron Van Nuys, US 2020-06-07



Noelle Wondergem San Diego, CA 2020-06-07



carlynn dotson Asheboro, US 2020-06-07



Tara Culibrk Granville, US 2020-06-07



Old Town Orcutt Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Whitney Verlengiere Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Karen Allen Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Violeta Solis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Norberto Vivar Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Julie Kerhulas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kim Tito Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



M Gonzalez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kelly Justone Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Aaron Gonzales Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Melinda Tully Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Daniel Tran Anaheim, US 2020-06-07



Alissa Hoggan Salt Lake City, US 2020-06-07



Savneet Kaur Merced, US 2020-06-07



America Pimentel Ceres, US 2020-06-07



Alexandria Clark Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Madison Bell Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Gracie Lang Giddings, US 2020-06-07



Joe Moliga Lacey, US 2020-06-07



lev ami Berkeley, US 2020-06-07



Jania Derard Miami, US 2020-06-07



Alondra Maldonado Merced, US 2020-06-07



Kaitlin Denny Chula Vista, US 2020-06-07



simon torres San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Kiranvir Sandhu San Mateo, US 2020-06-07



Ruby Vanbuskirk Saint Louis, US 2020-06-07



Steve Gerard Spokane, WA 2020-06-07



litzy del valle Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Jeffrey Williams US 2020-06-07



Angela Moreno Dallas, US 2020-06-07



Amira Van Buren Tempe, US 2020-06-07



Kaitlyn Guzman Canyon Country, US 2020-06-07



Catrina Schlossberg Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Kanika Bhatia Oakland, US 2020-06-07



Sarah Moore San Jose, US 2020-06-07



Daniela Arceo Pico Rivera, US 2020-06-07



Diamondnisha Griffin Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



jorge mendoza New York, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Kathy Crow Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kaliyah Johnson Joliet, US 2020-06-07



Jasmine Ramirez Greeley, US 2020-06-07



Caleb Sandberg Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-07



Vanessa Rivas Oakland, US 2020-06-07



Myra Hilliard Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Chris Pack Altadena, US 2020-06-07



Shane Willcox Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Emily Melvin Southern Pines, US 2020-06-07



Sandra Weldon Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Justin Kaufman Fort Wayne, US 2020-06-07



Wesley Brown Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Maria Miramontes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Anthony Romero San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Samantha Carvalho San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Gizelle Fuentes Long Beach, US 2020-06-07



natalie calderon Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Ezequiel Zuniga San Jose, US 2020-06-07



Mindy Canwell Yucaipa, CA 2020-06-07



Natalie Zapien Oakland, US 2020-06-07



savannah g Costa Mesa, US 2020-06-07



Robyn Hutchinson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Jeremy Alderette Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Megan Rawlings Cathedral City, US 2020-06-07



Patricia Valencia San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Guadalupe Salmeron Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-07



Celeste Lopez El Paso, US 2020-06-07



Eljin Jeroe Kent, US 2020-06-07



Dylan Mauger Leichhardt, US 2020-06-07



Aliyah Busgith Ozone Park, US 2020-06-07



Lillian Elliott Yelm, US 2020-06-07



Leon Norford Union gap, US 2020-06-07



Mason mccall Mt holly, US 2020-06-07



Troy Greenberg Van Nuys, CA 2020-06-07



Vanessa Orozco Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Alondra Osuna Oxnard, US 2020-06-07



Jaime Santiago Metuchen, US 2020-06-07



Lori Spradlin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Aalia Velasco Dinuba, US 2020-06-07



Annalysia Guerrero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Dina Gharabaghi Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Mari Dominguez Linden, US 2020-06-07



Edgar Favela Santa Ana, US 2020-06-07



Daysi Rosales Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Nayeli Morales Whittier, US 2020-06-07



Nico Chavez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Alisha Greene Cincinnati, US 2020-06-07



Betsy Barraza Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Justice LaBat San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Maria Lopez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Maddie McGuigan Rumson, US 2020-06-07



kami amore Uhrichsville, US 2020-06-07



bernadette foy Mountain View, US 2020-06-07



Adriana Castillo Castillo Burbank, CA 2020-06-07



ashley osorio Bell Gardens, US 2020-06-07



Ariel Lucas Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



Lupe Feletoa Half Moon Bay, US 2020-06-07



Leandra Cameron Virginia Beach, US 2020-06-07



Lizbeth Torres San Diego, US 2020-06-07



naomi stupp Sarasota, US 2020-06-07



Neda Omrani Sylmar, US 2020-06-07



omari soberanis Lancaster, US 2020-06-07



Movement4Humanity ... US 2020-06-07



Madeline Calovis Burlington, US 2020-06-07



David Smith-Cassidy Bowie, US 2020-06-07



Sharina Perry Fort Washington, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Analee Bonilla Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Danielle Golding San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Norma Campos-lopez Modesto, US 2020-06-07



samantha niles Belmont, US 2020-06-07



Sofia Marseline Modesto, US 2020-06-07



Wegahita Araya Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



katie pham Stockton, US 2020-06-07



Aldrich A Bakersfield, US 2020-06-07



Linda Adams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Cindy Sanchez Sanchez Anaheim, US 2020-06-07



Danita counts Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Courtney Shanks Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



deja Williams Sonora, US 2020-06-07



Ariana Lopez Madison, US 2020-06-07



Mariam Hernández Vallejo, US 2020-06-07



Cheryl Johnson Tampa, US 2020-06-07



Annika Clarke North lauderdale, US 2020-06-07



Jonathan Park Sunland, US 2020-06-07



ariel sanchez mission, US 2020-06-07



Geneka rose Gallosa Jacksonville, US 2020-06-07



Shahonna Lovett Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



DeMille Thurman St George, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Sally Huynh Stockton, US 2020-06-07



Khali Adkins Chico, US 2020-06-07



Travis Garcia Anaheim, US 2020-06-07



Gio Corado Rancho Santa Margarita, US 2020-06-07



Judith Schumann Watertown, WI 2020-06-07



J D washington, US 2020-06-07



Terry Wright Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Triniti Andreen San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Angelica Beltran North Hollywood, US 2020-06-07



Stephanie Mayle Connellsville, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Nartatez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Ashley Cromwell Warren, US 2020-06-07



Joseph Pierre Miami, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Boss Mckinney, US 2020-06-07



Mary Brown Mcdonough, US 2020-06-07



Anthony Eruchalu Santa Monica, US 2020-06-07



Nicole Maxwell Rancho Mirage, CA 2020-06-07



Julianne Leist Fredericksburg, US 2020-06-07



jae d Philadelphia, US 2020-06-07



Darrial Gibbs East Cleveland, US 2020-06-07



Carlie Palmer Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-07



kayla putty Lexington, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Suri Hernandez Houston, US 2020-06-07



Joseph Simonsen Laguna Niguel, US 2020-06-07



Jeremy Sullivan Brooklyn, US 2020-06-07



Kitty Frost Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Grace Fenner Eldersburg, US 2020-06-07



MICKEY HELLMAN Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kimberly Fleury Middle River, US 2020-06-07



Janet Snow San Francisco, CA 2020-06-07



Robert Bedard Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Nicholas Nelson Minneapolis, US 2020-06-07



Dalton Jean-Pierre West Point, US 2020-06-07



Gray Hampton North Hollywood, US 2020-06-07



Scott Gordon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kyle Murphy Milford, US 2020-06-07



Danielle Hathaway Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



kennedi pelt Ocala, US 2020-06-07



Chelsea Sanchez San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Pjeter Prenaj Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Gift Sibeko San Jose, US 2020-06-07



Mary Holland Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



shai mclaughlin Freeport, US 2020-06-07



Miranda Cooper Atlanta, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



William Prenot Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Katie Peña Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Quincy Nash Concord, US 2020-06-07



Kobe Fukushima Fair Oaks, US 2020-06-07



Candace Bernal Brentwood, CA 2020-06-07



Stefany Smith avon, US 2020-06-07



Ryan Myers Grover beach, CA 2020-06-07



ava woodrum westminster, US 2020-06-07



Jessica Ellington Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



lesley laryea Laurel, US 2020-06-07



Cindy Weathers Solvang, CA 2020-06-07



Morgan H Covington, US 2020-06-07



Valerie Washington Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



James Mcgarry Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Tara LeFranc Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Damaris Ramirez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Erin Poole Tacoma, US 2020-06-07



Terri Stricklin Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Darla Colon Caguas, US 2020-06-07



Aneysha Figueroa Algona, US 2020-06-07



Jade Simon Paterson, US 2020-06-07



Tasneem Berki Farmington, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Chris Wise Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jennifer By Wakefield, US 2020-06-07



mar C San Luis, US 2020-06-07



Juliana Classic Monroe, US 2020-06-07



Korryn Munstenteiger Lompoc, US 2020-06-07



Lee Sara Indianapolis, US 2020-06-07



Elena Cooper Arlington, US 2020-06-07



Maddy Miller Boston, US 2020-06-07



Charles King North Hollywood, US 2020-06-07



Ellie Jones Brighton, US 2020-06-07



David Skamfer Grover beach, CA 2020-06-07



karrar Mok New York, US 2020-06-07



Umeko Evans Rocky Mount, US 2020-06-07



Michael Ostini Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Stefanie Jackson Columbus, US 2020-06-07



ella rintoul Santa Cruz, US 2020-06-07



Isabella Hodges Mammath Lakes, US 2020-06-07



Sara meehan Philadelphia, US 2020-06-07



Estrella Fragoso Hemet, US 2020-06-07



Travis Campbell Asheville, US 2020-06-07



Yusra Nouh North Hills, US 2020-06-07



Alma Vicente El Segundo, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Julie Monser Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Rhiannon Hertrich Bridgewater, US 2020-06-07



Myles Noland Chula Vista, US 2020-06-07



Victoria Zuniga Fort Worth, US 2020-06-07



Deisy Rosas Nashville, US 2020-06-07



Zoila Nodarse Chicago, US 2020-06-07



Andrea Hernandez Port Saint Lucie, US 2020-06-07



Terri Oppedahl Templeton, CA 2020-06-07



Cameron Babb Sulphur, US 2020-06-07



Talya Roper Columbus, US 2020-06-07



Isabelle Filen Van Nuys, US 2020-06-07



Alexis Munoz Portland, US 2020-06-07



Lennon Taylor Bellmawr, US 2020-06-07



Lynette Ventura santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Irene Alvarado Oakland, US 2020-06-07



Fanny Gonzalez Miami, US 2020-06-07



Cynthia Castaneyra Oceanside, CA 2020-06-07



Nicole Pizzuto Fresh Meadows, US 2020-06-07



Katelyn Cabral Boca Raton, US 2020-06-07



laura g Bolton, US 2020-06-07



Michael Collins Jr. mt.ephraim, US 2020-06-07



India Furber Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Bridgette DePalma-Steed Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Valerie Butz Ontario, US 2020-06-07



Mark Jackson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Angel Argueta Panorama City, US 2020-06-07



J’lyn Davies Ridgefield, US 2020-06-07



Stephanie Schmidt Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Susan Woodhouse Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Naiari Figueroa East Hartford, US 2020-06-07



Samara Brier Phoenix, US 2020-06-07



Cara Pierce Morris Plains, US 2020-06-07



Abby Garrett Midlothian, US 2020-06-07



Nancy Zaragoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Sa'Vaughn Noble Eastpointe, US 2020-06-07



Alyssa Spicer Hayden, US 2020-06-07



Evelyn Victoria Savannah, US 2020-06-07



Maeghan Garrison Pittsburgh, US 2020-06-07



Juliana Mukhar San Jose, US 2020-06-07



Morgan Davidson Minot, US 2020-06-07



michelle maldonado hayward, US 2020-06-07



Jasmine Loera Alhambra, US 2020-06-07



Victoria Andrews Kansas City, US 2020-06-07



Matt Buckley San Diego, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Martin Armstrong Ramona, CA 2020-06-07



Ethan Crawford Detroit, US 2020-06-07



Joseph Bueno Idyllwild, US 2020-06-07



Joanne Coelho Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Ashley Bihms Long Beach, US 2020-06-07



Miranda Cox Yuba City, US 2020-06-07



Bertha Orozco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Damien Nazimowitz Bellmore, US 2020-06-07



Linda McClure Malawi 2020-06-07



Amy Z Plano, US 2020-06-07



Cavaun Cambridge Brooklyn, US 2020-06-07



Anna-Nibha Rospatt Berkeley, US 2020-06-07



Jose Acosta Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



LORI SORAHAN Baker City, US 2020-06-07



George Moran Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Darrylynn Harrison Lancaster, US 2020-06-07



courtney morgan Worcester, US 2020-06-07



Jaqueline Carmona Buellton, CA 2020-06-07



melissa cast Apple Valley, US 2020-06-07



Rosa Cruz Highland, US 2020-06-07



sasha Emery Palermo, US 2020-06-07



Natalie Hernandez Canyon Country, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



martin cortez Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Andrea Martinez Tempe, US 2020-06-07



Elizabeth Boscacci Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Abraham Galindo Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



Mona Morrisroe Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



alejandro macias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Brianna Frausto Wilmington, US 2020-06-07



Bailey DiSanto Williamson, US 2020-06-07



jocelyn contreras Vallejo, US 2020-06-07



PJ Scafidi Atlanta, US 2020-06-07



vincentia rolon North Babylon, US 2020-06-07



Brody Elkin Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Madison Hill Lawrence Township, US 2020-06-07



Mayra Guerrero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Gabby Boyer US 2020-06-07



Deborah Gabrick San Jose, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Ramirez Madera, US 2020-06-07



Lori Traylor Los Osos, US 2020-06-07



Antonia Perez Sacramento, US 2020-06-07



katie p Maple Grove, US 2020-06-07



Tamara Rodriguez Laredo, US 2020-06-07



Najwa Bakier San Diego, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Missy Bacchas Covington, US 2020-06-07



Trent Benedetti Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Ariel Martek Alden, US 2020-06-07



Brittney Ordaz Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



emily guevara Carson, US 2020-06-07



Nancy Rodriguez Houston, US 2020-06-07



Sandra Gummerman Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Fred Pita Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Fabi H Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Mahamoud Warsame Burnsville, US 2020-06-07



Teri Hagans Hanford, CA 2020-06-07



kimberly rabadan Ontario, US 2020-06-07



Cynthia Anderson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Nicole Harris Nashville, US 2020-06-07



Barbara Bledsoe Sacramento, US 2020-06-07



Cameron Walker Montebello, US 2020-06-07



Aniyah Edmond Washington, US 2020-06-07



Diane Apol Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Ryan Vortisch Reno, US 2020-06-07



Tanner Call Murray, US 2020-06-07



Obinna Ezeka Gilroy, US 2020-06-07



Joseph Hartman San Diego, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Marco Monsivais Fort Worth, US 2020-06-07



Kyil Waits Claremont, US 2020-06-07



Natalia Cardona Stockton, US 2020-06-07



Mekenzie McElroy Fort Walton Beach, US 2020-06-07



Kim Streker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kobie Williams Union City, US 2020-06-07



kiley hartman buffalo, US 2020-06-07



Nicole Byram Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Christopher Williams Fuquay Varina, US 2020-06-07



Marian Suarez Miami, US 2020-06-07



Pamela Benjamin Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Cedric Rebullar Carson, US 2020-06-07



Owen Viles Livonia, US 2020-06-07



Allie Bonebright Billings, US 2020-06-07



Andria Knoll Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Tiffany Goodall Goleta, CA 2020-06-07



Michelle Davila Elizabeth, US 2020-06-07



Lizbeth Juarez Anaheim, US 2020-06-07



Mike Fasth Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Ranim Garbanda Needles, US 2020-06-07



Taliyah White Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Melinda Ramos Edgewater, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Ogechi Ugwuh Amerikkka, US 2020-06-07



Victoria Weatherly Nilsen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Keith Willis Bethlehem, US 2020-06-07



Dylin Jackson Tumwater, US 2020-06-07



Camille Freudensprung Kilgore, US 2020-06-07



Holly Dawson Arlington, US 2020-06-07



Khemi McLaurin Dacula, US 2020-06-07



Marlaena Boucher Saint Louis, US 2020-06-07



Brad Claxton Indianapolis, US 2020-06-07



Alyssa Sevilla Porterville, US 2020-06-07



Nicole Gonzalez Las Vegas, US 2020-06-07



Susan Rangel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Danielle Busch Hollywood, US 2020-06-07



Gianna Van Zandt Sacramento, US 2020-06-07



Samuel Nelson Spring, US 2020-06-07



Patrick Kim Fort Lee, US 2020-06-07



Jennifer Quaresma Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Chris Bagby Suffern, US 2020-06-07



Jean-luc Garon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Taylor Clear Mustang, US 2020-06-07



Vivian Dao Dayton, US 2020-06-07



Kirstie Mathieu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Christopher Cerda Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Shantel Estrada Garden Grove, US 2020-06-07



Charles Shaw Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Andrea Sears Louisville, US 2020-06-07



Lisa Coker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Natalia Pierce Orange, US 2020-06-07



Alexander Cainglet Carson, US 2020-06-07



Katie Danielson Lancaster, US 2020-06-07



Katherine Castellanos Fullerton, US 2020-06-07



Stephanie Fasth Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Alexis Morse Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Russ Armitage US 2020-06-07



Ivan Lira Roseville, US 2020-06-07



Esmeralda Valle Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Gavin Grant Oakland, US 2020-06-07



Alice Ertl Warner Springs, US 2020-06-07



BRYAN JONES Hayward, US 2020-06-07



jelisa Smith US 2020-06-07



Desiree Lopez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Davion Desmeuchet Houston, US 2020-06-07



Annie Ting Leawood, KS 2020-06-07



Rachel Lin San Francisco, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Sadie Longo Emlenton, US 2020-06-07



Jayla Bui Montgomery, US 2020-06-07



makenna brown Minneapolis, US 2020-06-07



Forrest Lawless Topton, US 2020-06-07



Christine Miller Charlotte, US 2020-06-07



Laura Carrier Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Deana Borges santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Chia Fei Lin Indianapolis, IN 2020-06-07



Julie Southern Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Robert Setbacken Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Mei Fleming Moraga, CA 2020-06-07



S. Angeles Paterson, US 2020-06-07



Vladimir Polite Tallahassee, US 2020-06-07



Jen Mason Mawah, US 2020-06-07



Anthony Villarreal Riverside, US 2020-06-07



mia callaway Oakland, US 2020-06-07



Vanessa Carmona Buellton, CA 2020-06-07



Andrea Pighetti Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Jose De la torre Brownsville, US 2020-06-07



Ashlyn Doyal Magee, US 2020-06-07



Cristina Duran Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Raquel Santillan Tucson, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Olivia Gutierrez Albuquerque, US 2020-06-07



Jill Martin Nipomo, CA 2020-06-07



Maya Orr Savannah, US 2020-06-07



Jermiah Arroyo Reading, US 2020-06-07



Flamie Cat gamerville, US 2020-06-07



aeer v Brooklyn, US 2020-06-07



Rosalia Calderon Roland Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Nirav Singhal Minneapolis, US 2020-06-07



Rose Middleton Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Adetutu Ajibose Norton, US 2020-06-07



Lauriza Gomez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Heather Day Indianapolis, US 2020-06-07



Alexandra Puthoff Macomb, US 2020-06-07



Carina Alonso Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Renesmay Jones Homosassa, US 2020-06-07



Karely Arreola Stockton, US 2020-06-07



grube grube grube, US 2020-06-07



Monica Lopez Fontana, US 2020-06-07



Alexander barraza Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Bar Abraham New York City, US 2020-06-07



Lismarie Buelna Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Isaiah Castillo Bronx, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Evelyn Lay Long Beach, US 2020-06-07



Gianluca Mori San Francisco, US 2020-06-07



Andrew Ornelas Anaheim, US 2020-06-07



Iria Djamin New York, US 2020-06-07



Catherine Rose San Francisco, US 2020-06-07



Mac Devereux Winnetka, US 2020-06-07



Aans Kamal San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Adi Lee Tampa, US 2020-06-07



Ali'Cea M Pomona, US 2020-06-07



Trish Siddall Swedesboro, US 2020-06-07



melanie herrera Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Destiny Hernandez Los angeles, US 2020-06-07



Ashlie Carlson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jason Dupere Thousand Oaks, CA 2020-06-07



Cierra Quintana Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Brenna Sanchez Nice, US 2020-06-07



Noemi Montes Fresno, US 2020-06-07



lola Mae Sacramento, US 2020-06-07



Kelsey Benton Riverside, US 2020-06-07



Kerene Mas East Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Califa Abdulrahman Rancho Cucamonga, US 2020-06-07



Autumn Pascual San Jose, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Sarah Acosta Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Joshua Johnstn Perris, US 2020-06-07



Black Lives Matter! none, US 2020-06-07



Alex Jauregui Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Katie L. Encinitas, US 2020-06-07



Angel Gonez Fontana, US 2020-06-07



Alyssa Mchugh Verona, US 2020-06-07



Mariam Girgis Jersey City, US 2020-06-07



James Furber Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kevin Jauregui Hanford, CA 2020-06-07



Traci Vega Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Stewart Ramirez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Licy Zhao Houston, TX 2020-06-07



Ernestina Everett San Francisco, CA 2020-06-07



ALETA MOWRY San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-07



Rachel Pirouz Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Hector perez Bonita, CA 2020-06-07



Amanda Everett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Wende Riordan Cornville, AZ 2020-06-07



ruhkayla wilson Miami, US 2020-06-07



Natalia Ortiz Aptos, US 2020-06-07



Livia Lopez Douglas, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Bailey Renfro Wichita Falls, US 2020-06-07



Miranda Bejarano Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Reagan Scholl Apex, US 2020-06-07



Ruben Gonzales Sun City, US 2020-06-07



Melissa Slatton Colorado Springs, CO 2020-06-07



Denise Montenegro Whittier, US 2020-06-07



Anthony Williams McDonough, US 2020-06-07



Christina Austin Plymouth, US 2020-06-07



Joi Dawson Cuba, US 2020-06-07



Elizabeth Car Columbia, US 2020-06-07



Olivia Hunt Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Sarah Saraga Phoenix, US 2020-06-07



abdi ali San Diego, US 2020-06-07



RJ soto US 2020-06-07



Jessica Hernandez Arlington, US 2020-06-07



Carla Hernandez San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Darryl rose Philadelphia, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Everett Chula Vista, CA 2020-06-07



Ryan Lopez Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-07



Kev Cardenas Santa Maria, US 2020-06-07



Delanie Faherty Auburn, US 2020-06-07



allison deyo Shreveport, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Lily Delacerda Waxahachie, US 2020-06-07



sandra ren Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Latisha Huffman Madera, US 2020-06-07



Hank Richards San Francisco, US 2020-06-07



savannah sadaba Porter Ranch, US 2020-06-07



Monique Camarena Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Tora Ainsworth Hot Springs, US 2020-06-07



Gina Cuaya Madera, US 2020-06-07



JOSE Zarate Napa, US 2020-06-07



Chase Parsons Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Ashley Juarez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Perez Burbank, US 2020-06-07



Rachael Zanella San Leandro, CA 2020-06-07



Alessia Carrillo San Pedro, US 2020-06-07



Elmer Flores Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Erica Everett Newbury Park, CA 2020-06-07



Leah Coon Leesburg, US 2020-06-07



Paula Stabler Victorville, US 2020-06-07



Randy Wise Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Bree Fleischer St. johns, US 2020-06-07



jamie eberhardt monroe, US 2020-06-07



Kassandra Cruz-Vazquez Kissimmee, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Jacob Allen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kyra Bleese Wausau, US 2020-06-07



Dayanara Castro Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Danya Grimaldi Pawtucket, US 2020-06-07



Camila Martinez Mcallen, US 2020-06-07



Hallie Sedlock Wauseon, US 2020-06-07



Tiffany Dillon Mccomb, US 2020-06-07



Jaden Samuel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Kylie Liao Cupertino, US 2020-06-07



Barbara Mcdonald Naples, US 2020-06-07



Adriana Rodriguez Modesto, US 2020-06-07



Jez Bus Hollywood, US 2020-06-07



Anay Gutierrez Oxnard, US 2020-06-07



Katelin Rausch Gilroy, US 2020-06-07



Lori Thompson Payson, AZ 2020-06-07



Maribel Guerrero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Debbie Castillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Selina Barraza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Fikri Ghezae Denver, US 2020-06-07



Marivel Lozano Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-07



Trinity Haynes New York, US 2020-06-07



Severin St.claire Brooklyn, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Benny Stephen Ballwin, US 2020-06-07



Blake Gillen Marietta, US 2020-06-07



Malik Booker Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Lizbeth Andrade Rialto, US 2020-06-07



Karen Will Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Sade Torres Burlington, US 2020-06-07



Griselda Amaro Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Rudulfo Alvarez Suisun City, US 2020-06-07



Cyrus Upton Salem, US 2020-06-07



Kristopher Ward Calumet City, US 2020-06-07



Audrey Totorica Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Skylar Van Schoyck US 2020-06-07



Nate Zucker Kenilworth, US 2020-06-07



Diana Mora Austin, US 2020-06-07



Renella Debe West Orange, US 2020-06-07



Abby Roalson Katy, US 2020-06-07



Rita Lang Sherwood, US 2020-06-07



Janeza Alora Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-07



Lori Farnsworth Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-07



Ann N US 2020-06-07



Fernanda Perez Bejarano Fort Myers, US 2020-06-07



Katherine Favorite Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Khayla Moore Monroe, US 2020-06-07



Nancy Holmes Tucson, US 2020-06-07



Carol Lam Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Julie Walker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Cris Engel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Emily Tedrick Anchorage, US 2020-06-07



Leila McIntosh Lanham, US 2020-06-07



Jala Boykins Raleigh, US 2020-06-07



Bruno Lopez New York, US 2020-06-07



Steve Baird Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Dayanara Gonzalez Salinas, US 2020-06-07



Kathy Bumgardner Orcutt, CA 2020-06-07



Brenda Lopez Raritan, US 2020-06-07



Ava Torrez Albany, US 2020-06-07



Paige Batson San Francisco, CA 2020-06-07



Nate Hernandez Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-07



Laramine Keesling Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Gene Cantrell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jim Hoffman Santa 4, CA 2020-06-07



amy rivera New York, US 2020-06-07



Tammy Schneider Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



Morgan Allen Henderson, NV 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Amalia Callison Vacaville, US 2020-06-07



Ayden Cruz Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-07



Fahad Moaed Miami, US 2020-06-07



Alfonso Gordillo Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Jane Silva Douglas, US 2020-06-07



Claudia Flowers Hubbard, US 2020-06-07



Veronica L Garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Dameisha Sanchez El Paso, US 2020-06-07



Kristy Soriano Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Joseph Mason Upper Marlboro, US 2020-06-07



Claunissa Jones Frederick, US 2020-06-07



Sydney Lawson Columbus, US 2020-06-07



Marlene Castillo Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Tatam Harper Durant, US 2020-06-07



Hieu Le Fargo, US 2020-06-07



Rahjan Lowe San Luis Obispo, US 2020-06-07



Mia Girela San Antonio, US 2020-06-07



Sandra Nguyen Milpitas, US 2020-06-07



enni r San Diego, US 2020-06-07



Juandiego Campos San Francisco, US 2020-06-07



Brianna Vega Manteca, US 2020-06-07



Ivie Kiciński Fort Worth, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Alicia chavez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



connie gutierrez Modesto, US 2020-06-07



Joseph Galvan Simi Valley, US 2020-06-07



Ramonika Simmons Walnut Creek, US 2020-06-07



Maya Dzib-Diaz Downey, US 2020-06-07



Alex Cruz Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Kay McIntosh El Cerrito, US 2020-06-07



Maggie Strother Torrance, US 2020-06-07



Jaz Vanderhoof Portland, US 2020-06-07



surrey griffeth Athens, US 2020-06-07



Kristina Hudson Santa maria, CA 2020-06-07



Evelyn Lopez Pomona, US 2020-06-07



Jaqueline Lopez Chicago, US 2020-06-07



Katlin Phillips Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Aliah Monette Woodland Hills, US 2020-06-07



Clayton Madill Solvang, CA 2020-06-07



Stephanie Montenegro Bronx, US 2020-06-07



Victoria Carter Syracuse, US 2020-06-07



Amilin Kony Honolulu, US 2020-06-07



Jasmine Holder Portland, US 2020-06-07



Shay Wilkins Missouri City, US 2020-06-07



Yesenia Morales Bellflower, US 2020-06-07











Name Location Date



Sam Baldoni Stockton, US 2020-06-07



Kevin Cleary Beaverton, US 2020-06-07



Arcelia Zarate Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Amanda Markstone Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Shane Sheckler San Clemente, US 2020-06-07



Elijah Herman Canyon Country, US 2020-06-07



Julio Barrera Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



katherine bosnack Mineola, US 2020-06-07



Stefani Schultz Fairport, US 2020-06-07



Jessenia Mendoza San Mateo, US 2020-06-07



Adam Kaluba Burleson, US 2020-06-07



Aubree Gonzalez Merced, US 2020-06-07



Veronica Cavazos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-07



Jessica Delgado Los Angeles, US 2020-06-07



Leslie Jimenez Rosemead, US 2020-06-07



Carlee Briere Weatherford, US 2020-06-07



Emily Mathias Lompoc, CA 2020-06-07



megan lawson Santa Ana, US 2020-06-07



Daniel Gage Clovis, US 2020-06-07



Natalie Hicks Marietta, US 2020-06-08



Kali Reyna Martin Carson, US 2020-06-08



Susana Espinoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Ron Mathias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Dani Baez Boone, US 2020-06-08



Gary Rampenthal Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Elenor silva Chicago, US 2020-06-08



Enrique Barcena Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



ivelisse gonzalez Union Beach, US 2020-06-08



Nick Norman Sugar Land, US 2020-06-08



Cindy Skipper Mansfield, US 2020-06-08



Aldrine Ssentongo Houston, US 2020-06-08



Genaro Bravo San Marino, CA 2020-06-08



Emily Muditar Arcadia, US 2020-06-08



Evan Glass Palos Verdes Peninsula, US 2020-06-08



Kyle Del Mundo San Ramon, US 2020-06-08



Viridiana Ascencio North Carolina, US 2020-06-08



Jayne Richmond Manahawkin, US 2020-06-08



Elijah Powell Jeffersonville, US 2020-06-08



Salma Guerra Houston, US 2020-06-08



Jessica Gonzalez Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Seth Russell San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



Patricia Boron Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Michaela G Highland, US 2020-06-08



Kyla Parks Detroit, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Taylor Macer Fresno, US 2020-06-08



Jackie Rodriguez Santa Ana, US 2020-06-08



Flor de Maria Rizo Riverbank, US 2020-06-08



Nakia Foulkes Charlotte, US 2020-06-08



Kristina Grasser Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Alexis Sandoval Riverside, US 2020-06-08



Raymond Reynoso Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Matthew Amituanai Hayward, US 2020-06-08



julissa castro new york, US 2020-06-08



Caren Raymundo Compton, US 2020-06-08



Margie Vallejo South Gate, US 2020-06-08



Antoine Singfield Bellflower, US 2020-06-08



O Pena Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



Allyssa Hernandez Murrieta, US 2020-06-08



LASHAWN MITCHELL JACKSON Baltimore, US 2020-06-08



Ashley Debold Branson, US 2020-06-08



Tammy Hinden Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Briselda Garcia Compton, US 2020-06-08



Kassandra Gonzalez Oxnard, US 2020-06-08



Tadeh Nazarian Glendale, US 2020-06-08



Stephanie Hunt Orcutt, CA 2020-06-08



Liam Breckenridge Scotts valley, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



jose y am i here lopez Santa Maria, US 2020-06-08



Leslie Oseguera Seaside, US 2020-06-08



Rachelle Quintos Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Yessenia Garibay Corona, US 2020-06-08



Arielle Spencer Savannah, US 2020-06-08



Dana Ristovski Buffalo, US 2020-06-08



Ruth Brann Keller, US 2020-06-08



Jennifer Pena Baytown, US 2020-06-08



Heather Law Milford Township, US 2020-06-08



vanessa sarabia La Jolla, US 2020-06-08



Alexander Anaya Buena Park, US 2020-06-08



Quinn Giesick Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Amber Diviney Arlington, TN 2020-06-08



Maryam Alghazi Rochester, US 2020-06-08



Annie Camacho-Yuriar Coachella, US 2020-06-08



Alexis Cardoza San Jose, US 2020-06-08



Makena Blanco Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Lauren Sparks Solvang, CA 2020-06-08



Ashley Castrejon Los Ángeles, US 2020-06-08



carlos resendiz Houston, US 2020-06-08



Jasmine Barrios Pomona, US 2020-06-08



Susannah Jayroe Portland, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Nadorian Wilson Harker Heights, US 2020-06-08



Justyce Walton Waterbury, US 2020-06-08



agnes gerle Baker, US 2020-06-08



Dariana Becerra Lancaster, US 2020-06-08



Rana Fahmy Chicago, US 2020-06-08



Tim McConkey Pittsburgh, US 2020-06-08



Tess Urixoechea Urbana, US 2020-06-08



Katie Lettau Kansas City, US 2020-06-08



Grace Davis Malden, US 2020-06-08



Albert Green Elk Grove, US 2020-06-08



Lorette Payne Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Amy Paredes Downey, US 2020-06-08



Francisco Salazar Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Nina De Simone San Jose, CA 2020-06-08



Jackie Perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Martin Serna Firebaugh, US 2020-06-08



Mary Ellen Blessing US 2020-06-08



Kimberly Olea Perris, US 2020-06-08



Savanna L. US 2020-06-08



Gia Tata Shrewsbury, US 2020-06-08



Alondra Arzate Atlanta, US 2020-06-08



Anne Tweedy Sacramento, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Nichole Rosales Pico Rivera, US 2020-06-08



bailey taylor Castro Valley, US 2020-06-08



Whitney Johnson Bowling Green, US 2020-06-08



Cyn A San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Stephanie Searle Tacoma, US 2020-06-08



Alondra Murillo Hemet, US 2020-06-08



Sandra Olivas Palmdale, US 2020-06-08



Lilly Coffman Columbia, US 2020-06-08



Lizette Serafin San Marcos, US 2020-06-08



Selene Dircio Burbank, US 2020-06-08



Quintessence Lawrence Miami, US 2020-06-08



Emmy Watson Detroit, US 2020-06-08



Sarah Koch Hammond, US 2020-06-08



Isabel Romero Lake In The Hills, US 2020-06-08



Karri Zurliene Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Julia Morgan Bayshore, US 2020-06-08



Luis Luis Miami, US 2020-06-08



Kathryn Ellison Westminster, US 2020-06-08



Jamie Jackson Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Teagan Shields Whittier, US 2020-06-08



Alex Vitvitsky Beckley, US 2020-06-08



Lyssandra Orozco Fontana, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



stella dean Thousand Oaks, US 2020-06-08



Ash Flakes Houston, US 2020-06-08



Fabiola quinzanos Chula Vista, US 2020-06-08



Eli Frerichs Perham, US 2020-06-08



Kate Goodrich Media, US 2020-06-08



Brandon Wills Carson, US 2020-06-08



Christopher Riedesel Sergeant Bluff, US 2020-06-08



Lyric Jones Noblesville, US 2020-06-08



Heidi Alarcon Harbor City, US 2020-06-08



Wesley Cox Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Ashley Garcia Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Theresa Barboza Los banos, US 2020-06-08



Corrie Williams San francisco, US 2020-06-08



Isabelle Gudgel Elizabethtown, US 2020-06-08



Malai Borihane Chino, US 2020-06-08



Adrian Chavez Oxnard, US 2020-06-08



Jose Velasquez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Daniela Soberanis San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Niles Farias Garden Grove, US 2020-06-08



Esmeralda Calvillo Wapato, US 2020-06-08



Dawn Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jessie McMurry Sacramento, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Yamilet Mendoza King City, US 2020-06-08



Dylan Pittsinger Garland, US 2020-06-08



Darla Hudson Nampa, ID 2020-06-08



Sara Gonzalez Clovis, US 2020-06-08



Lizbeth Lara Mountain View, US 2020-06-08



Lesley Flores Coachella, US 2020-06-08



Jenna Cassin Port Huron, US 2020-06-08



Lili Backman Olympia, US 2020-06-08



James Abner Hemet, US 2020-06-08



Fiona Connelly Babylon, US 2020-06-08



Anthony Bacallao Orlando, US 2020-06-08



Alyana Davis Santa Ana, US 2020-06-08



Yoselin Pano Oakland, US 2020-06-08



Cole Aguirre Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jasmine Lakhani Phoenix, US 2020-06-08



Alejandra De la cruz Alice, US 2020-06-08



Emily Ramirez Oakland, US 2020-06-08



Nicholas Naumescu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Julianna Olivarez Santa Rosa, US 2020-06-08



sawyer Sparks Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Isabel Mendez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



BreeAnna Adner Murrieta, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Raul Birtwistle Plantation, US 2020-06-08



Kristie Chen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Katie Rusert Colorado Springs, CO 2020-06-08



Marissa Marmolejo Downey, US 2020-06-08



Aide Fernandez Delano, US 2020-06-08



April Gabriek Ontario, US 2020-06-08



Emma Cho Los Ángeles, US 2020-06-08



Kayla Paloma Wilsonville, US 2020-06-08



Anna Zheng New York, US 2020-06-08



Vicki Furber Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Emily Jamison Phelan, US 2020-06-08



Jacqueline Gocobachi Alameda, US 2020-06-08



Rachel Miller Santa Cruz, US 2020-06-08



daneshia Daniels Norwalk, US 2020-06-08



Scott Furber Colorado Springs, CO 2020-06-08



Kimberly Lopez Bronx, US 2020-06-08



Cynthia Abrami Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-08



Mirah Mincey Delray Beach, US 2020-06-08



Kaylee Meyer Camano Island, US 2020-06-08



Bradley Smith Charlottesville, US 2020-06-08



Tony Hopson Portland, US 2020-06-08



Lisuini Palacios New York, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Marianna Castillo Katy, US 2020-06-08



Kathryn Enstad Ventura, CA 2020-06-08



John Giordia Venice, US 2020-06-08



Debby Veenis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Emily Contreras Oakland, US 2020-06-08



Melissa Brooks La Mirada, US 2020-06-08



Dan Pankratz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



emily po Redondo Beach, US 2020-06-08



Rhonelee Soria Covina, US 2020-06-08



Maha Afridi Harrisonburg, US 2020-06-08



Andrea Aguilar Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Richard Darling Fresno, US 2020-06-08



Viktoria Poshelyuk Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



Evelyn Burns York, US 2020-06-08



Sadiyo Hassan Minneapolis, US 2020-06-08



Diana Gandara Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Nanette Ngako Washington, DC, US 2020-06-08



Ricardo Arias US 2020-06-08



Victoria Florez San Francisco, CA 2020-06-08



Katia De los Santos Orlando, US 2020-06-08



Michelle Mejia Grand Prairie, US 2020-06-08



Melissa Lopez Fresno, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Karen McPhetridge Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-08



Christy Wilkins Elizabethtown, US 2020-06-08



gabriela luna los angeles, US 2020-06-08



Nyomi Reyes Garden Grove, US 2020-06-08



Adriana Perez San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Elizabeth Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Marquis Haywood Round Lake, US 2020-06-08



Ashley Manansala Camarillo, US 2020-06-08



Kylie Todd Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Julia Lu San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



Mia Vue Hayward, US 2020-06-08



Esperanza Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Monika Fraser Pomona, US 2020-06-08



Suzanna Folk Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Lena Hansen Louisville, US 2020-06-08



Mariana Alonzo Wilmington, US 2020-06-08



Ashlyn White Fayetteville, US 2020-06-08



Trisha Jones Newark, US 2020-06-08



Xochitl Jimenez Hemet, US 2020-06-08



Olive Lee Kansas City, KS 2020-06-08



Olivia Hipskind Tucson, US 2020-06-08



Geordy Chavez Alhambra, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Angelica Cruz Van Nuys, US 2020-06-08



Suzy Garcia US 2020-06-08



Charlette Houston Pittsburg, US 2020-06-08



Anna Lawrence Minneapolis, US 2020-06-08



SANDRA Rodriguez Forest Park, US 2020-06-08



Rosio Robles San Marino, US 2020-06-08



Maribel Rodriguez Mission Hills, US 2020-06-08



Fresia Sams Asheboro, US 2020-06-08



Berkalie Campbell-Woods Helena, US 2020-06-08



Leila Wade Atlanta, US 2020-06-08



Anaka Christophers Helendale, US 2020-06-08



Angelica Pingul San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



Annie Iordanopoulos San Juan Capistrano, US 2020-06-08



Evelyn Andrade Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Victoria Servare Boston, US 2020-06-08



mabelis herrera Bronx, US 2020-06-08



Mike Padilla Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Daisie Fernandez Napa, US 2020-06-08



Alexis Vega La Mesa, US 2020-06-08



Xochil Anguiano Ontario, US 2020-06-08



Kaito Smith Euless, US 2020-06-08



Cristina romo Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



aubrey johnson Lemoore, US 2020-06-08



A B Marietta, US 2020-06-08



Jazmine Aguilar Garden Grove, US 2020-06-08



Karina Gomez Tracy, US 2020-06-08



Lillian Rewadeen Denville, US 2020-06-08



Braxton Vaughn Orlando, US 2020-06-08



Patricia Flores-Charter Coronado, US 2020-06-08



Dearbhla Joyce Santa Clarita, US 2020-06-08



Colby Albro Lompoc, US 2020-06-08



Valentina Melendrez Compton, US 2020-06-08



Charles Allen Salt Lake City, US 2020-06-08



Mia Ramirez Flores San Jose, US 2020-06-08



Adaugo Asinugo Hawthorne, US 2020-06-08



Ashley Reyes Redondo Beach, US 2020-06-08



Ernesto Aguilar Long Beach, US 2020-06-08



Joanna Cochrane San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Demetrie Clarke Bronx, US 2020-06-08



Dorothy Fuhr US 2020-06-08



Leah Korenberg Buena Park, US 2020-06-08



Alyssa Elliott Grand Rapids, US 2020-06-08



Alice Aamon Rancho Cordova, US 2020-06-08



Kate McIvor Stratford, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Jack Bontley Columbus, US 2020-06-08



Savannah Harlan Salt Lake City, US 2020-06-08



Arianna Shoals Cerritos, US 2020-06-08



Patricia Bracamonte Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



aretas coleman Hattiesburg, US 2020-06-08



Elizabeth Rennwanz Cary, US 2020-06-08



Bree Bailey Compton, US 2020-06-08



Hannah Tollison Abilene, TX 2020-06-08



Abby Beltran Bell Gardens, US 2020-06-08



Alicia Greback Newark, US 2020-06-08



Ana Taunaholo Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Dyllan DE Jesus Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



ohh dh it egd Duluth, US 2020-06-08



Serenity Brown Suisun City, US 2020-06-08



rabeca falcon Fresno, US 2020-06-08



Lorraine Macias El Paso, US 2020-06-08



Jazmine Vera Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Bri Richter Indianapolis, US 2020-06-08



Abagayle M Manasquan, US 2020-06-08



Luisa Isayev US 2020-06-08



Celine El Gawargui San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



shaunice Harris Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Albert Einstein Cumming, US 2020-06-08



Angela Dobson Hibbing, US 2020-06-08



Erica Mattern Aurora, US 2020-06-08



Janelle Leuterio Hayward, US 2020-06-08



Mel D Miami, US 2020-06-08



Amber Hadad El Cajon, US 2020-06-08



Amina Vaden Oakland, US 2020-06-08



Clarisa Zamora Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-08



Luis Herrera Sonoma, US 2020-06-08



Esperance U Buffalo, US 2020-06-08



Adony Alfaro Riverside, US 2020-06-08



maiya marshall New York, US 2020-06-08



Emmely Alonso Colton, US 2020-06-08



Reyna Angulo Upland, US 2020-06-08



Dio Garcia Philadelphia, US 2020-06-08



Emma Kneer Carmichael, US 2020-06-08



Alondra Corrales Kerman, US 2020-06-08



Rose yasmine Pearland, US 2020-06-08



Joseph Martin Baldwin Park, US 2020-06-08



Ulises Valenzuela Ontario, US 2020-06-08



Berenice Nunez Waco, US 2020-06-08



Manasi Patil Westminster, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Delaney Guardado Chula Vista, US 2020-06-08



Leslie Jaimes Montebello, US 2020-06-08



Sarah Montgomery Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Jefkida Gelsey Norfolk, US 2020-06-08



jilliana cortez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Vanessa Banda Ontario, US 2020-06-08



Cindy Osorio Santa Fe Springs, US 2020-06-08



Jennifer Flores Hayward, US 2020-06-08



Black Lives Matter Beverly Hills, US 2020-06-08



Kimberly Flores Lake Elsinore, US 2020-06-08



Idk Idk Houston, US 2020-06-08



Tyler Bustillos Oakley, US 2020-06-08



John Reyes Whittier, US 2020-06-08



Alondra Galaviz Tulsa, US 2020-06-08



Jocelyn Lucero Downey, US 2020-06-08



Jean Spreitzer Grover beach, CA 2020-06-08



Colleen Ramos Chino, US 2020-06-08



harry lame flushing, US 2020-06-08



Viviana Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



hoda abushanab Las Vegas, US 2020-06-08



Keila Quintero Highland, US 2020-06-08



Joseph Diaz Claremont, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Nathan Kabler Bowling green, US 2020-06-08



Angeline Inutan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Stan Smith Carpinteria, US 2020-06-08



Pp Kitten US 2020-06-08



Chancellor Gilstrap Garland, US 2020-06-08



Sofia Bareladze Warrington, US 2020-06-08



Michael Carcamo Central Islip, US 2020-06-08



Olivia Cantu Baytown, US 2020-06-08



Sue Park Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Leslie Lopez Perris, US 2020-06-08



joe lady Perris, US 2020-06-08



Diamond Belle Detroit, US 2020-06-08



dylan nice San Jose, US 2020-06-08



roxanne alcazar Chicago, US 2020-06-08



Courtney Roberson Kansas City, US 2020-06-08



Aaron Ward Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



ameerah jurand Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Denny Morales Atlanta, US 2020-06-08



Oscar Hernandez Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Kalissa Aceves Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Kimberly Acosta El Paso, US 2020-06-08



Madison Cervantes Temecula, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Lara Canonizado San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Kevin Montes De Oca Las Vegas, US 2020-06-08



Jorden Mackey Santa Rosa, US 2020-06-08



Anissa Carr Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Tony Recinos Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Marlena Moreno San Bernardino, US 2020-06-08



Angel Xayavong Trinity, US 2020-06-08



Diana Morales Phoenix, US 2020-06-08



Richelle Bucayu Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Natalie Castillo Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Justin Ugorji Bloomington, US 2020-06-08



Diego Boyzo Watsonville, US 2020-06-08



Lizeth Frias Stanton, US 2020-06-08



Kendra Banks Katy, US 2020-06-08



Reginald Hughes Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Marina Tongdee Redlands, US 2020-06-08



Rafael ortiz Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Martin Hernandez South Gate, US 2020-06-08



Emily Barrios Monrovia, US 2020-06-08



Melia Fernandez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Isabele Santos San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Miguel Fuentes Van Nuys, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Angie Bernal Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



joanne hong Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Itzel Prado Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Abby Chen Oakland, US 2020-06-08



Mj Jaenke Portland, US 2020-06-08



Siah Amelia Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



emily gomez Campbell, US 2020-06-08



Jayden Aronson Biloxi, US 2020-06-08



Arleth 횅홸홳홰홻홻홰홽홰 Whittier, US 2020-06-08



Abigail Van Hoak Tustin, US 2020-06-08



Mathilda Odusanya Antioch, US 2020-06-08



Skyler Bruder Temecula, US 2020-06-08



onuva islam Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Sophia Pacheco Long Beach, US 2020-06-08



Crystal Coronado Mecca, US 2020-06-08



Gabby Williams Roseville, US 2020-06-08



Viola Darrell Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Naomi Mac Federal Way, US 2020-06-08



Andres Olivares Wilmington, US 2020-06-08



Veronica Gutiérrez West Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Sabrina Kozar Wilmington, US 2020-06-08



Christina Neiman Sacramento, CA 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Larisa Lvova Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Miguel Mamawan Chicago, US 2020-06-08



Emily Robinson Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Joshua Arambula El Paso, US 2020-06-08



Sofia Torres Daly City, US 2020-06-08



Chloe Simmers Richmond, US 2020-06-08



Quyen Tran San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Aaron Osorio Dalton, US 2020-06-08



Jordan Mueller Houston, US 2020-06-08



Angelo Dominguez Napa, US 2020-06-08



val s South Gate, US 2020-06-08



gws babe Menifee, US 2020-06-08



Priscilla Islas orange, US 2020-06-08



Leu Freycinet San diego, US 2020-06-08



angel yokoyama Monrovia, US 2020-06-08



Luna Gomez Chula Vista, US 2020-06-08



Emily H Vacaville, US 2020-06-08



Sandra Garcia Fontana, US 2020-06-08



Logan Mears Kyle, US 2020-06-08



Dakota Morales San Jose, US 2020-06-08



Tobin Tacy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Niki Sahlberg Milpitas, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Samantha Franco Dublin, US 2020-06-08



Christian Garcia Dallas, US 2020-06-08



Brooke Simpson Cincinnati, US 2020-06-08



Kate Bundy Redding, US 2020-06-08



merelin lugo Clermont, US 2020-06-08



Jo Nguyen Riverside, US 2020-06-08



kelly playz Mesa, US 2020-06-08



Karen Jalteco Lake Elsinore, US 2020-06-08



Alexis Colomy Walnut Creek, US 2020-06-08



Rosemarie Moyer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Cecelia Ngo Murrieta, US 2020-06-08



Danny Martinez Burbank, US 2020-06-08



trace Kueck Livingston, US 2020-06-08



Anthony Arroyo Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



salem lenertz Dallas, US 2020-06-08



Dejenel Clara Londonderry, US 2020-06-08



Giselle Rivera Lakewood, US 2020-06-08



Alexandra Franco Lake Stevens, US 2020-06-08



Piper Nicole Bessemer, US 2020-06-08



Marina S. Westminster, US 2020-06-08



Emily Nieto Ontario, US 2020-06-08



Desirae Felix Nipomo, CA 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Anelina Rodriguez Menifee, US 2020-06-08



valeria Popoca Diaz Saint Paul, US 2020-06-08



Alejandra Santillan Los Ángeles, US 2020-06-08



Jerell Gaddi Pittsburg, US 2020-06-08



Smelly Rat Pasadena, US 2020-06-08



Sharrief Artist New York, US 2020-06-08



Elizabeth Simmons Concord, US 2020-06-08



mariam shaw North Hollywood, US 2020-06-08



Shang Zheng New Paltz, US 2020-06-08



William Crews Marianna, US 2020-06-08



Pamela Le Abbeville, US 2020-06-08



Geysy Martinez Trenton, US 2020-06-08



Kasey Renard Chico, US 2020-06-08



OLU AROGUNDADE Olympia Fields, US 2020-06-08



Levi Hibbs Rocky face, US 2020-06-08



Shaun Lowry Medford, US 2020-06-08



charlee sormano Gridley, US 2020-06-08



Alexandra Romero Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



Nekia Turner Fontana, US 2020-06-08



Alejandro Perez Riverside, US 2020-06-08



Greg Jesensky Midland, TX 2020-06-08



Melissa Mwaura South Lebanon, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Patti Nelson Daphne, AL 2020-06-08



Faith Perry Lufkin, US 2020-06-08



Destiny Richards West Grove, US 2020-06-08



Amy Yglesias Yucca valley, CA 2020-06-08



Chazmina M US 2020-06-08



spencer peña new york city, US 2020-06-08



Luis Botello Miami, US 2020-06-08



Tabatha Gaters Chicago, US 2020-06-08



cheyenne page Chanute, US 2020-06-08



Jodi M Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



Evelyn Liu Fremont, US 2020-06-08



sarah baptista Union, US 2020-06-08



Samantha Collins Billerica, US 2020-06-08



Rosa Fletcher La Crescenta, US 2020-06-08



Kunal Soni New York, US 2020-06-08



leslie lukes Sellersburg, US 2020-06-08



Sophia Campana Lake Worth, US 2020-06-08



Heidi Boyd Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Amari Brooks Alton, US 2020-06-08



Isaiah Gates Miami, US 2020-06-08



Christina Brown Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Charissa Fuentevilla Albuquerque, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Chelsey Powless Milwaukee, US 2020-06-08



crystal gonzalez Lynwood, US 2020-06-08



Claire Nolan Susanville, US 2020-06-08



aida rivas Tustin, US 2020-06-08



Etini Inyang Greenwood, US 2020-06-08



Nicky Horne Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Jodi Redic Elk Grove, US 2020-06-08



Danielle Huse Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Keith Ottaway Phoenix, US 2020-06-08



Michele Jensen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Hamda Mohamed Piscataway, US 2020-06-08



Estevag Garcia Norwalk, US 2020-06-08



Justin Arredondo San Antonio, US 2020-06-08



Aubrey Isakson Steele, US 2020-06-08



Anashta Hussain Chicago, US 2020-06-08



April Yglesias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



William Copeland Macau, Macau 2020-06-08



Taylor Jean Miami, US 2020-06-08



Matias Roblez Jr Altus, US 2020-06-08



Laura Baker San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Sarah Kirkwood Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Aiden Young North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Mila Enriquez Conaway Palmdale, US 2020-06-08



amanda foster Newport, US 2020-06-08



Kimberly Leon Trenton, US 2020-06-08



Lily Crocker Saint Paul, US 2020-06-08



Judith Melendez Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-08



Dezarè Stone alexandria, US 2020-06-08



Kerry Dove Orlando, US 2020-06-08



Jessica Crosier Sonoma, US 2020-06-08



Erick Cornejo Greenwood, US 2020-06-08



Fernando Ramirez Los angeles, US 2020-06-08



Jonathan Zarate Sacramento, CA 2020-06-08



Alexia Rutledge Quincy, US 2020-06-08



Candice Lee Houston, US 2020-06-08



Daisy Battles Baltimore, US 2020-06-08



Erika Hawks Phoenix, US 2020-06-08



Ray Zierman San Francisco, CA 2020-06-08



Chelsea Wiley San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



Amari Jones Newport Beach, US 2020-06-08



Colleen McNicholas San Carlos, US 2020-06-08



Brian Campos Loma Linda, US 2020-06-08



Aiden Beall Gainesville, US 2020-06-08



Ayana Perez Hartford, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Krishawndalyn Clark Port Allen, US 2020-06-08



Adriana Sanchez Marion, US 2020-06-08



Charlie Bell Somerdale, US 2020-06-08



Sara Gale Lake Forest, US 2020-06-08



Morgan Thompson snellville, US 2020-06-08



Cristina Passos Miami, US 2020-06-08



Bethany Sandoval Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Lauren Zeiss Elkridge, US 2020-06-08



moises cardoso Torrance, US 2020-06-08



Sofia Hulne Burbank, US 2020-06-08



Courtney Kemberling Middleburg, US 2020-06-08



cheyenne richardson Dallas, US 2020-06-08



Ja’nai Moorer Stone Mountain, US 2020-06-08



Alison Dubinsky Danville, US 2020-06-08



Teresa Alvarez Santa Maria, US 2020-06-08



Victoria Marcia Houston, US 2020-06-08



Dennis Cryor Atlanta, GA 2020-06-08



Unn Unn Panama City Beach, US 2020-06-08



Jordan Hernandez Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Alyssa Dunn Albertville, US 2020-06-08



cristal flores Inglewood, US 2020-06-08



Tammy Lindsey Saint Petersburg, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Jocelyn Ramos Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Jacqueline Ortega North hills, US 2020-06-08



Ivette Espinoza Perris, US 2020-06-08



Ale Arvizu Weslaco, US 2020-06-08



Ebuka Ofoha Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Malika Collins Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Celssy Valencia Rohnert Park, US 2020-06-08



Valeria S Walnut Creek, US 2020-06-08



Priscilla Estrada San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Nathan Edwards San Antonio, US 2020-06-08



Madison Engle Cypress, US 2020-06-08



Samantha Landreth Elizabethtown, US 2020-06-08



Bruce Santos Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Alexis Mbroh Dallas, US 2020-06-08



Kathleen Trombley Mount Pleasant, US 2020-06-08



Adrianna Washington Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Jervon Sands Collegeville, US 2020-06-08



Esmeralda RODRIGUEZ Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jasmine Davis Houston, US 2020-06-08



Nataly Ortega Pharr, US 2020-06-08



Taja Dabney Lake Jackson, US 2020-06-08



Emanuel Cabrera new york, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



anna lara Plainfield, US 2020-06-08



Lupe Inutan Tustin, CA 2020-06-08



jacqueline arambula colusa, US 2020-06-08



Kanishka Burgos New Jersey, US 2020-06-08



Jaia Johnson Kansas City, US 2020-06-08



Lizbeth Nando Santa María, US 2020-06-08



Amanda Ho Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Cindy Hernandez Torrance, US 2020-06-08



Tessa Doucet Mesa, US 2020-06-08



mykaila Housand brownsburg, US 2020-06-08



Jennifer Le San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Jeydy Valle Austin, US 2020-06-08



Dawn Shipman Higginsville, US 2020-06-08



America Duarte Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Miachela Carter San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



Lesley Rodriguez Greenville, US 2020-06-08



kaylie daniels Louisville, US 2020-06-08



sonia Brizuela San Jose, US 2020-06-08



Tyler Wilson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Sylvester Thomas Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Lauren Cannatelli Ocean View, US 2020-06-08



katelyn kennedy Redlands, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Sonia Pulido Pacoima, US 2020-06-08



sophia cardenas Long Beach, US 2020-06-08



Alexandra Schutz Cedar Falls, US 2020-06-08



Jennifer Nazario Phoenix, CA 2020-06-08



Angie Morales Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



Martha Perez Riverside, US 2020-06-08



Sarah Cloudington North Tonawanda, US 2020-06-08



Journee Postman New York, US 2020-06-08



Curtis Greeley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Fatima Mushtaq Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Max Anderson Azusa, US 2020-06-08



britney nguyen Stanton, US 2020-06-08



Sophia Lipkin San Diego, US 2020-06-08



Melissa Valenciano Fullerton, US 2020-06-08



Odessa Runion Enterprise, US 2020-06-08



Shakwana Dennis Sykesville, US 2020-06-08



Gabe Riveiro Rockville, US 2020-06-08



Dezuree Melena Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Gustavo Prado Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Elizabeth Anderson Sarasota, US 2020-06-08



Kayla Oliver District Heights, US 2020-06-08



Jenna DuMont Hollister, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Tylee Hattabaugh Page, US 2020-06-08



Kris Scourtes Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Cameron Brooks Gardnerville, US 2020-06-08



Johanna hernandez Los Osos, CA 2020-06-08



Laila Hamza Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



charito alcantara South Gate, US 2020-06-08



Tatum Bautista Hillsboro, US 2020-06-08



Dakota Lone Eagle Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Joshua Alfaro Delano, US 2020-06-08



emily beltran Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Morgan Agnew Oceanside, US 2020-06-08



Alera DeGray Citrus Heights, US 2020-06-08



Rosemary Jimenez Rowland Heights, US 2020-06-08



Aiyanna Bell Aurora, US 2020-06-08



Matt Cowen Brecksville, US 2020-06-08



Chelsea Feiler Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



JAHAIRA Hernandez Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Serenity Vasquez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Emily Chenh Elk Grove, US 2020-06-08



Amanda Williams Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Jan Caburnay Fullerton, US 2020-06-08



Khendra Crisden Carlsbad, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Skyler Stewart Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



damean sanz Hemet, US 2020-06-08



Melanye Rodriguez Fresno, US 2020-06-08



Mercedes Murillo Long Beach, US 2020-06-08



Paola Vega Oxnard, US 2020-06-08



Karah Sobotka Studio City, US 2020-06-08



Jose Guardado Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Neil Owens Pasadena, US 2020-06-08



Jose Hernandez San Mateo, US 2020-06-08



emily nguyen Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



Abigail Guiao Chula Vista, US 2020-06-08



Samuel Green Bronx, US 2020-06-08



Juan Avelar San Pedro, US 2020-06-08



kai miyazaki Brentwood, US 2020-06-08



Coral Leonard Anniston, US 2020-06-08



Ana Hernandez Riverside, US 2020-06-08



laura gorzyn corvallis, US 2020-06-08



John Marin San Clemente, US 2020-06-08



savannah hughes Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-08



Xochiquetzal Chagolla San Bernardino, US 2020-06-08



Ailani Sato-Lim Monrovia, US 2020-06-08



Shannon Drew Santa Rosa, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Ashlyn Crouse Salamanca, US 2020-06-08



Ajania Zawadi Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Alma Nava Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Emalina Sanguinetti Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Katlyn Mollette Pineville, US 2020-06-08



Ezekiel Harless Cleveland, US 2020-06-08



Anisa Solis Fresno, US 2020-06-08



Luke O'Grady US 2020-06-08



Ashley Yambao National City, US 2020-06-08



Edith Gonzalez Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



Brooklyn Ryser Redlands, US 2020-06-08



Carolina Ortiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Sarah Quintero Phoenix, US 2020-06-08



NJ Lynch Cedar Point, US 2020-06-08



Denea Collier Sumter, US 2020-06-08



Emma Hernandez Seaside, US 2020-06-08



Addy Maldonado Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Melinda Mayor San Francisco, CA 2020-06-08



Alishah Hadsell Ore City, TX 2020-06-08



kathryn hanna Canyon Country, US 2020-06-08



Jason Faircloth Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Kaitlin McNeil Oakland, CA 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Cecelia Brehmer Fort Wayne, US 2020-06-08



Giselle Gomez Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



Anjolina Vasquez Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Dom Burciaga Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



briana carranza Santa Ana, US 2020-06-08



Michael Petrullo US 2020-06-08



Kitty Bailey Suwanee, US 2020-06-08



Ashley Fitzgerald Herndon, US 2020-06-08



Mich B Inglewood, US 2020-06-08



Joel Hernandez Renton, US 2020-06-08



Heidi Vasquez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Gary Ota Fresno, CA 2020-06-08



Yajaira Sandoval North Hollywood, US 2020-06-08



Dre Navarro Orange cove, US 2020-06-08



Kendall Christensen Fallbrook, US 2020-06-08



Milena Guerrero Providence, US 2020-06-08



adrienne zandvoort Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Lesley Magana Antelope, US 2020-06-08



Melissa Tapia Avenal, US 2020-06-08



Cynthia Banuelos Perris, US 2020-06-08



janyah wilson Columbia, US 2020-06-08



Emily Salgado Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Esperanza Benitez Riverside, US 2020-06-08



karla soto El Centro, US 2020-06-08



Jennifer Jones Melbourne, US 2020-06-08



Daisy Payawal North Hollywood, US 2020-06-08



Derrick Toussaint Boston, US 2020-06-08



Ava Paulsen Valencia, US 2020-06-08



Carmie Tolentino Glendale, US 2020-06-08



Dana Munoz Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Andres Verduzco Paramount, US 2020-06-08



Fernando Mendoza Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



Richard Flores Los Angeles, US 2020-06-08



Andrea Corona Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Angelina Gonzales Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Micah Jennings Decatur, US 2020-06-08



Zevra Robinson Richmond, CA 2020-06-08



Sasha King Nashville, US 2020-06-08



Karen Cyars US 2020-06-08



Angela Garcia La Quinta, US 2020-06-08



Marissa sanchez Foothill Ranch, CA 2020-06-08



Makayla McGee Oklahoma City, US 2020-06-08



Angel De Jesus Chapel Hill, US 2020-06-08



Diana Rome Santa Maria, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Sandy Garcia Nipomo, CA 2020-06-08



Devin Moore Washington, US 2020-06-08



Michele Daniels Santa maria, CA 2020-06-08



Brayden M US 2020-06-08



Susan Wilson Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-08



Gwen Hawkins louisburg, US 2020-06-08



Kristi La france Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Vanessa Zepeda Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Brian La France Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Bailey Peters Winnipeg, US 2020-06-08



Phil Ferdolage Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Mandy McDonald Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Zoey Palos Chicago, US 2020-06-08



sophie coursey Loganville, US 2020-06-08



Linda Gervais Falkner Spokane, WA 2020-06-08



Nadia Collier Orlando, US 2020-06-08



MaKenzie Zimmer US 2020-06-08



Julie Kozel Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



julieta flores eagle rock, US 2020-06-08



Irma Villamor Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Isaura Hernandez South Saint Paul, US 2020-06-08



Melinda Ramsey Watts Laramie, WY 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Aleera Estrada Anaheim, US 2020-06-08



Tiffani Force Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Dave Fuller Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Araceli Rivera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Erandy Gonzalez Puyallup, US 2020-06-08



Kassandra Rosas Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Daniela Chavez Clarksville, US 2020-06-08



Carlos Gonzalez Santa maria, CA 2020-06-08



Silvia Perez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Terry Fay-Hamilton Bronx, US 2020-06-08



Paula Ferdolage Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Heather Lancor Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Janet Hernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Demetrius Clark Fremont, US 2020-06-08



Zoe Ybarra Waukesha, US 2020-06-08



Leslie Mosqueda Houston, US 2020-06-08



Genesis Garza Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



MARIE HEIDEN Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Sophia Schwark Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Christy Sarten Santa Maria, US 2020-06-08



David Fernandez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jonathan Garzon Garden Grove, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Rebecca Arreguin Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Dylan Schlesinger Phoenixville, US 2020-06-08



Hilda Zacarias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Landon Mullins Coronado, US 2020-06-08



Dayna Hammell Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



ben dover Renton, US 2020-06-08



Charles Brand San Jose, US 2020-06-08



Selene Athena White Des Moines, US 2020-06-08



Melissa Ochoa Perris, US 2020-06-08



Mark Parsons Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Linda Parsons Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jennifer Miller Nipomo, CA 2020-06-08



Deborah McKinney Lompoc, CA 2020-06-08



Rocielli Williams-Alvarez Sacramento, US 2020-06-08



Venetia Worrell College Station, US 2020-06-08



Anita Sepeda Carson City, NV 2020-06-08



Angela Aranda Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-08



Julie Weaver Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Natalie Sanchez Santa Ana, US 2020-06-08



Jackie Navarro Highland, US 2020-06-08



Daiana Saavedra Coalinga, US 2020-06-08



Maria Nievez Coria US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Marlyn Cox Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Rebecca Boers santa maria, CA 2020-06-08



Kennedy Buchanan Haskell, US 2020-06-08



Dibya Ghimirey Charlottesville, US 2020-06-08



Justin Bouye Palmdale, US 2020-06-08



Land Toussaint Pasadena, US 2020-06-08



Asher Savel Odessa, US 2020-06-08



Luisa Pérez San Francisco, US 2020-06-08



claudia rodelo Santa Ana, US 2020-06-08



Rosalinda Gonzalez-Garcia Riverside, US 2020-06-08



Vanessa Hernandez Hawthorne, US 2020-06-08



Antonio Lorenzana Santa Rosa, US 2020-06-08



kara mushegan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jordan Lewis Stockton, US 2020-06-08



Gabby Gomez Arroyo Grande, US 2020-06-08



Yvonne Dominguez Oakland, CA 2020-06-08



Julia Dembro Saugus, US 2020-06-08



JoAnn Spillers Marysville, CA 2020-06-08



Karen Chakrian San Marino, US 2020-06-08



Fayetta Brister New Orleans, US 2020-06-08



Maria Greenberg Norman, OK 2020-06-08



Dayanara Pina Miami, US 2020-06-08











Name Location Date



Daniela Garza San Diego, CA 2020-06-08



Melody Oztan Philadelphia, US 2020-06-08



Francesca Canzoneri Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jasmine Roque Lawndale, US 2020-06-08



Imani Abernathy Oakland, US 2020-06-08



J’Nise Evans Bakersfield, US 2020-06-08



alyssa inutan Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Dmitry Pechynskiy Brooklyn, US 2020-06-08



Brenda Rivera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Virginia Vallez Salinas, US 2020-06-08



Peggie Kennison Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-08



Jimmy Dorielan Boston, US 2020-06-08



Kylie Foster Foothill Ranch, US 2020-06-08



Leslie Rodriguez Vista, US 2020-06-08



Brooks Bob El Dorado, US 2020-06-09



Rhonda Mohacsi Seal Beach, CA 2020-06-09



Marco Graham Port Saint Joe, US 2020-06-09



Maricruz Martinez San Bernardino, US 2020-06-09



Andrea Sanchez Compton, US 2020-06-09



Lauren Riley Littleton, US 2020-06-09



Phoebe Castaneda El Paso, US 2020-06-09



Luanne Garcia Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Heather Lyons South Elgin, US 2020-06-09



Lynda Diaz Stockton, US 2020-06-09



Giselle Huasipoma Clifton, US 2020-06-09



Patty Granizo Riverside, US 2020-06-09



Regina Mendoza Montebello, US 2020-06-09



Romenick Casabar Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Morgan Lowe Eagle Grove, US 2020-06-09



Darius Spates La Mirada, US 2020-06-09



Emma Matus Los Angeles, US 2020-06-09



Laura Loyd Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Bridget Robenhymer Cranston, US 2020-06-09



Sophia Martino Pismo Beach, US 2020-06-09



Toria H Sac, US 2020-06-09



Edward Velazquez Hesperia, US 2020-06-09



kenya hernandez Yonkers, US 2020-06-09



Amber Lam Springfield, US 2020-06-09



Nateisha Ervin Hopewell, US 2020-06-09



Oathout Gerrie Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Timasia Hardy Kennesaw, US 2020-06-09



Theresa LeMaire San Fr, CA 2020-06-09



Cynthia Burns Saint Louis, US 2020-06-09



theresa duong Westminster, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Elisa Ruiz Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



Diane Hanhart Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kylee Russell Amherst, US 2020-06-09



Julie Ryver Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Quinn Holiday Rome, US 2020-06-09



sam contreras Fort Collins, US 2020-06-09



Chelsea Renick Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-09



Malena Beierle Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-09



Jasmine Stange Portland, US 2020-06-09



Margaret McLean Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



Lynette Dunn Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Luis Becerra Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kailey Roux Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Jeff Roux Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Jennifer Watson Bay City, US 2020-06-09



Meagan Stevens Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Riana Banks Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



Lillian Fucile Providence, US 2020-06-09



Alice Dominguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Timothy Behmer Thousand Oaks, US 2020-06-09



Veronica Vazquez Santa Barbara, US 2020-06-09



Rhoda Zarate Solvang, CA 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Joaquin M El Paso, US 2020-06-09



Ashten Wilson Iola, US 2020-06-09



Jose Luis Parra El Paso, US 2020-06-09



Shikaira Tezeno Houston, US 2020-06-09



Ana Lopez Fort Lauderdale, US 2020-06-09



Chris Kuntz Fallbrook, CA 2020-06-09



Emma Sengvilay OKC, US 2020-06-09



Linda Komarnicki Orange, US 2020-06-09



ally may South Gate, US 2020-06-09



Geremy Blandino Nipomo, CA 2020-06-09



Emily Ruelas Chicago, US 2020-06-09



Kevin Murray Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Diane Foster Los Alamitos, US 2020-06-09



Danielle Ferrante North Reading, US 2020-06-09



John Kramer Marshfield, US 2020-06-09



Christina Guajardo Pismo beach, US 2020-06-09



Maria Galindo Lompoc, US 2020-06-09



Ashley Monter Watsonville, US 2020-06-09



Meagan Wahoff San Diego, US 2020-06-09



Ellen Kho Irvine, US 2020-06-09



Katie Dobbe Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



Diego Rosas Los Angeles, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Kathryn Gorman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Yasmin Ortiz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Christian Acevedo Davis, US 2020-06-09



Selah Sosa Fresno, US 2020-06-09



Giselle Lara La Puente, US 2020-06-09



Diego Solis Stockton, US 2020-06-09



James Souter Los Alamitos, US 2020-06-09



Ricardo Gonzalez San Bernardino, US 2020-06-09



Mark Kramer Santa Barbara, US 2020-06-09



Terrie Cardoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Glen Whitmore Berkeley, CA 2020-06-09



Gail Frey Hillsboro, OR 2020-06-09



Javier Chavarria Sanchez US 2020-06-09



Karla Diaz Hesperia, US 2020-06-09



crystal araujo Stockton, US 2020-06-09



kaylee benavides Panorama city, US 2020-06-09



Julie Godlis Goleta, CA 2020-06-09



Stacy Hoyos Sacramento, US 2020-06-09



Benjamin Torres Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Feli Reyes Santa maria, CA 2020-06-09



Lisa Porath Santa Cruz, US 2020-06-09



Cassandra Rippy Boulder, CO 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Bonnie Arkush Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Lourdes Bucaro North Hollywood, US 2020-06-09



Zaid Mamou Tracy, US 2020-06-09



Martha Gama Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Lana Riley Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



Audrey Mae Mallari Artesia, US 2020-06-09



Cathleen DiCapua Farmingdale, US 2020-06-09



Kathy Arreguin Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



re ree reee, US 2020-06-09



Elizabeth Rodriguez Carmichael, CA 2020-06-09



Melinda Robinson Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



Steven Huerta San Jose, US 2020-06-09



Renee Villegas Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



felecite atsakpo High Point, US 2020-06-09



Olivia Carrillo Fresno, US 2020-06-09



Britney Moreno Kansas City, US 2020-06-09



Abe Isaak Reedley, CA 2020-06-09



delaney schneider Louisville, US 2020-06-09



Kelly Reed California 2020-06-09



Wyatt Whitaker Los Angeles, US 2020-06-09



Juny Hyun High Point, US 2020-06-09



Triena Wing SD, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Junior Martinez Henrico, US 2020-06-09



bella lamont Fremont, US 2020-06-09



Yareli Medina Escondido, US 2020-06-09



Linda Hurtado Wilmington, US 2020-06-09



lea montes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Jacob Coleman Saint Louis, US 2020-06-09



Odalys Maldonado Douglasville, US 2020-06-09



crystal alejo Los Angeles, US 2020-06-09



Gia Swanson Seattle, US 2020-06-09



NotAChild OhDaddyHarder Adoption Center, US 2020-06-09



Jasmyn M San Jose, US 2020-06-09



Marlene Munguia Highland, US 2020-06-09



Amanda Saddi Burbank, US 2020-06-09



Quillan Davidson Bremerton, US 2020-06-09



Dawn Womack Phoenix, US 2020-06-09



Marley Wait Long Beach, US 2020-06-09



Freddie Nsapo Knoxville, US 2020-06-09



Aj Jackson Elk Grove, US 2020-06-09



Katie Merchant San Ramon, US 2020-06-09



Dontya Holmes Pensacola, US 2020-06-09



Roman Fuentes Long Beach, US 2020-06-09



Dezirae Martinez Beaverton, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



elle williams Silver Spring, US 2020-06-09



sarah lee Long Beach, US 2020-06-09



justiceplz� � Agoura Hills, US 2020-06-09



Maura Fallon Los Angeles, US 2020-06-09



Aracely Vazquez Fontana, US 2020-06-09



Richard Shallbetter Saint Paul, US 2020-06-09



Amy Zuniga Conroe, US 2020-06-09



Javier Martinez Long Beach, US 2020-06-09



Avery Cruz Hemet, US 2020-06-09



Nazila Naderi Palos Verdes Peninsula, US 2020-06-09



Elijah Pruitte Janesville, US 2020-06-09



Natalia Martinez Lamont, US 2020-06-09



Noemi Sanchez Bellflower, US 2020-06-09



Keyla Gutierrez Ceres, US 2020-06-09



Frank Kjeldson Absecon, NJ 2020-06-09



Refugio Luna Espinoza Blythe, US 2020-06-09



Ashley Alvarez High Point, US 2020-06-09



Bryson Barkhordar Temecula, US 2020-06-09



Kaylie Gaytan Mission Viejo, US 2020-06-09



Daniel Matusik Lowell, US 2020-06-09



Natalie aleman Fresno, US 2020-06-09



Amber Peacock Phelan, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Jonah Wojciechowicz Hopewell, US 2020-06-09



Che Sampson Waterbury, US 2020-06-09



Mason Thomas Sanders, US 2020-06-09



Peter Brunetta Solvay, US 2020-06-09



James Lessard Silver Spring, US 2020-06-09



Robin Roux Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Gissell Gutierrez Hyattsville, US 2020-06-09



Ken Klein Concord, US 2020-06-09



Pablo Tovar Tampa, US 2020-06-09



Uma Khemraj Boston, US 2020-06-09



Mason Hutter Wixom, US 2020-06-09



Javier Negrete Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Allison Geld Tarzana, CA 2020-06-09



Bridget Paskett Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Tobias Fernandez Forest Hills, US 2020-06-09



Bryce Ravenell Summerville, US 2020-06-09



Alexia Westwood Belmont, US 2020-06-09



Sophia Radix US 2020-06-09



tavros mumford Oil City, US 2020-06-09



Mercedes Ramirez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Robert Lance San Diego, US 2020-06-09



Julia Solecki Conshohocken, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Pam Jonidis Sparks, NV 2020-06-09



andrea ortiz Woodbridge, US 2020-06-09



Yenely Espinal New York, US 2020-06-09



Sally Testa Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Valentina Gonzalez Wichita, US 2020-06-09



Bailee Barrilleaux Auburn, US 2020-06-09



adriana martinez Turlock, US 2020-06-09



Madison Gordon New York, US 2020-06-09



Alina Martinez Houston, US 2020-06-09



Jaden Drisdom Gardena, US 2020-06-09



Pam Risher Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Gabi Millard Cedar park, US 2020-06-09



gabby r Milford, US 2020-06-09



Richard Peck Stockton, US 2020-06-09



Robin Hansen San Francisco, US 2020-06-09



Julia Bellon Chico, US 2020-06-09



Jason Mosesman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Mark Smith Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-09



claudia magally Oxnard, US 2020-06-09



Calvin Adkins jr Petersburg, US 2020-06-09



connie coronado Harlingen, US 2020-06-09



brie abrams glendale, CA 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Adylene Frausto Nipomo, CA 2020-06-09



Kaeli Anna Smith Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Nidia silguero Pasadena, US 2020-06-09



Judith L Depalma Fountain Hill, PA 2020-06-09



Tommy Harris Memphis, US 2020-06-09



Brooke Logan Atlanta, US 2020-06-09



Vanessa Alteres Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Derrick Nalley Elkridge, US 2020-06-09



Joan Daniel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Mycah Cram Eastpointe, US 2020-06-09



Lacey Rose Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kate Mulvaney Arlington, US 2020-06-09



Elizabeth Escalante Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Jayinee Scooper Bristol, US 2020-06-09



Diane Augustus Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-09



Sarah Spencer Allendale, US 2020-06-09



Rachel Drom Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kassandra Meza Nipomo, CA 2020-06-09



McKenzie Hemeon Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



nawal ali Chicago, US 2020-06-09



Gabriela Robb El Centro, US 2020-06-09



Lydia Zamudio US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Adrianna Enriquez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Jerone Carter Burbank, US 2020-06-09



marcus mendoza Danville, US 2020-06-09



Ann Alexander Janesville, US 2020-06-09



Abriana Mendoza Santa Rosa, US 2020-06-09



mahaba nasser Phoenix, US 2020-06-09



CONNIE TAYLOR-SMITH Berkeley, US 2020-06-09



Savior Jackson Upper Darby, US 2020-06-09



Joan Gervasi Valencia, US 2020-06-09



Linda Edgar Perry, OK 2020-06-09



Young Kim Santa Cruz, CA 2020-06-09



hannah pedrotti-bailey Ojai, US 2020-06-09



Kimi Davidson Torrance, US 2020-06-09



Paul Brahe Newport Beach, CA 2020-06-09



Zoe Chin Roslindale, US 2020-06-09



Yolanda Rodrigues Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Nicanor Lucas Riverside, CA 2020-06-09



Celeste Neri Fort Worth, US 2020-06-09



Maleah Rivera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Brandon Priest Lancaster, US 2020-06-09



Albert Helmling IV Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



mohin persaud US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



James Carlson SANTA MARIA, CA 2020-06-09



Cristy Hoagland Pinon Hills, CA 2020-06-09



Melissa Donovan New Port Richey, US 2020-06-09



Leslie Webb Broomfield, CO 2020-06-09



Amanda Fujioka Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Michelle Joy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Eliza McCarthy Victor vill, US 2020-06-09



Steven Cully Anaheim, CA 2020-06-09



nicole arana Frederick, US 2020-06-09



Sarah Hunter Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Roxanne Allen Tarzana, US 2020-06-09



Celina Aquino Santa María, CA 2020-06-09



Leslie Ewen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kathryn Martel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Cheryl Brumley Redding, US 2020-06-09



William Mitchell Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-09



Ikesseh Zarwee Philadelphia, US 2020-06-09



Abigail Avant Mcdonough, US 2020-06-09



Yolanda Pelayo La Paz, Mexico 2020-06-09



isabella vega Anaheim, US 2020-06-09



Ian Munro Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



David Chain Lexington, US 2020-06-09











Name Location Date



Cary Conn Englewood, CO 2020-06-09



Kimberly Rochester santa maria, CA 2020-06-09



Amari Wafer-Brewer Annapolis, US 2020-06-09



Katherine Bielanski New Baltimore, US 2020-06-09



Sarah Samaniego Sacramento, CA 2020-06-09



Scott Parsons Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Kelsy Gee Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Mary De Smith Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-09



Madelyn Alves Happy valley, US 2020-06-09



James Collins San Mateo, CA 2020-06-09



Zach Smith North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-09



Breana Wilson Juneau, US 2020-06-09



Susana Hernandez Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



Sativa Nunez La Junta, US 2020-06-09



Amy Billimek Kentfield, US 2020-06-09



Tamisha Glover Downey, US 2020-06-09



Joelle Jacobs Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



Candice Delgado Lompoc, CA 2020-06-09



Wylie Soltes Bow, US 2020-06-09



Jason Schaffer Orcutt, CA 2020-06-09



Louis Rojas US 2020-06-09



Chyanne Preston Quincy, US 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Mia Torres Fullerton, US 2020-06-10



Cristal Felix US 2020-06-10



Anthony Malone San Francisco, US 2020-06-10



Ja’Meshia Gray Charlotte, US 2020-06-10



Derek Sportsman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Mark Walsh Santa Barbara, CA 2020-06-10



Jared Gabriel North Hollywood, US 2020-06-10



Linda tedsen Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Isabel Navarro Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Josephine Rutherford Cincinnati, US 2020-06-10



Norma Willoughby Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Liz Fernandez Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Kathy Sorrells Santa maria, CA 2020-06-10



Cordelia Gearon San Mateo, CA 2020-06-10



Jim Sorrells Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Kathryn Kromer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Ezekiel Mendez Philadelphia, US 2020-06-10



Desiree Lopez Sayville, US 2020-06-10



Chris Coggin Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Rosa Ramos Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Ryan Hughes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Elissa Nicolas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Jacob Battle US 2020-06-10



Jay Turner Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Jesus Garcia US 2020-06-10



Brooke Bible Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Lesley Stewart Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Jeannie Carpenter Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-10



mary wiggins chanhassen, US 2020-06-10



Mavis Deparini Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Philip Wheatley Frisco, TX 2020-06-10



Shawn Foy Clemmons, US 2020-06-10



Julia Cantore Groveland, US 2020-06-10



Veronica Moran San Diego, US 2020-06-10



Paula Lim Buena Park, US 2020-06-10



Johnny Aviles Fort Worth, US 2020-06-10



Joan Fang Lake Forest, CA 2020-06-10



Melissa Hill Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Nathan Pritchard Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Jasmine Velazquez Spokane, US 2020-06-10



Devinna Navarro Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Brittany Mattox Bedford, US 2020-06-10



David Mendez Madera, US 2020-06-10



Jackie Sanchez Nashville, US 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Morgan G Glenside, US 2020-06-10



Hamza Yusuf Minneapolis, US 2020-06-10



Keegan Mahoney Arlington, US 2020-06-10



Arianna Montellano Aurora, US 2020-06-10



Jennifer Gargas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



luvinia gomez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Stephanie Odom Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



lena juarez nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Mike Jamison Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Kevin Taloza Fresno, CA 2020-06-10



Krystal Arnal Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Ruben Rodriguez Lawndale, US 2020-06-10



Vanessa Hertler Santa maria, CA 2020-06-10



Shelley Owens Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Malia Weaver Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Marta Velasco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Bdjrjf Jrjrhrh Kilauea, US 2020-06-10



Conor McLaughlin Hamilton, US 2020-06-10



Patrick Shahrabani San Diego, CA 2020-06-10



Samantha Denier Cincinnati, US 2020-06-10



Laurent Tarnaud Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-10



Ken Mann Hayward, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Annie Ngethe Springfield, US 2020-06-10



Brooke Bradley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



emiliano vega Riverside, US 2020-06-10



Marcella Garcia Las Vegas, NV 2020-06-10



Roman Gilchrist Roosevelt, US 2020-06-10



Duane Clay Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Laura Quintana Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Devin DeBruhl Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Janet Cook Irvine, CA 2020-06-10



Barbara Bast Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Sayra Wence Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Erika Guzman Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Kristeen Gracia Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-10



Cristina Rodriguez Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-10



Jack O'Neal Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Tomekia Crawford Atlantic, US 2020-06-10



Glenn Carlon North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-10



Bob Albrecht Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



austin ward Albany, OR 2020-06-10



Linea Johnston Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Morgan Fenner Stockton, US 2020-06-10



Juliet Hurley Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



jenna figueroa Rialto, US 2020-06-10



Valerie Echeverria San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-10



Cindi Wahl Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Colin Hurley Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-10



basey bosenkoetter st.ann, US 2020-06-10



Daniel Tibbs Jacksonville, US 2020-06-10



Asami Uzawa Laguna Niguel, CA 2020-06-10



Jeanette Kim Ventura, CA 2020-06-10



Brett Mortensen Tucson, US 2020-06-10



Lisa Haslett Cuyama, CA 2020-06-10



Quin Seider Ojai, CA 2020-06-10



Brandon Seider Ojai, CA 2020-06-10



Alyssa Ward Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Daisy Hernandez San Jose, CA 2020-06-10



Carla Estrada Seattle, US 2020-06-10



Steven Payne Bluefield, US 2020-06-10



Victoria Brown Valdosta, US 2020-06-10



DonnaRae Link Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Travis Smith Hayward, US 2020-06-10



Jeremy Heiner Lancaster, CA 2020-06-10



Jess Withey Long Beach, CA 2020-06-10



Adriana Tosti Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Sabrina Worrell-Fraser Covington, US 2020-06-10



Ron Nichols Boise, ID 2020-06-10



Veronica Calderón Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Nicole Thomas Toledo, US 2020-06-10



Marla Gibson Santa Maria, US 2020-06-10



Sarah Natalini Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-10



Micah Massey Houston, US 2020-06-10



Claire Mason Lincoln, US 2020-06-10



Jennifer Barajas Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Drew McLennan Kent, US 2020-06-10



Paska Oriho Glendale, US 2020-06-10



Garret Matsuura Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-10



martha martel Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Becki Rodriguez Redwood City, CA 2020-06-10



Chris Ellis Orcutt, US 2020-06-10



Kellie BOGNUDA Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Barbara Abernethy Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



bonnie hayden Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



SASO Swimming Fairfield, US 2020-06-10



Nick Rivera Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Sarah Ferguson Dallas, TX 2020-06-10



Paul Castro San Luis Obispo, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Janice Mendez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Tiani Lavanchy Laguna Hills, CA 2020-06-10



Lakisha Sturgis Lexington, US 2020-06-10



Christopher Smithour Fairfield, CA 2020-06-10



gabby c Douglasville, US 2020-06-10



Mark martinez Houston, TX 2020-06-10



Steven Lewis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Kassandra Ramirez Chicago, US 2020-06-10



Laurel White San Luis obispo, CA 2020-06-10



Alexander Bueno Arlington, US 2020-06-10



Azra Fejza US 2020-06-10



Kenna Koffman Marquette, US 2020-06-10



Alec Tikhonoff Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Deena Claborn Oak Harbor, WA 2020-06-10



Rick Wahlberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Lundyn Gobert Church Point, US 2020-06-10



Melissa Going Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-10



Jonelle Yeboah Denver, US 2020-06-10



Lindsey Hopper US 2020-06-10



Henry McKenzie Encino, US 2020-06-10



Ashley Shultz Escondido, US 2020-06-10



Wayne Tafoya Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Ave Conejo Minot, US 2020-06-10



Selenne Rodas La Mirada, US 2020-06-10



Lindsey Gonzalez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Steven Mendez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Ariel Ramos Fort Worth, US 2020-06-10



Matthew Moore Boulder, US 2020-06-10



lori forsgren Nipomo, CA 2020-06-10



Kylee Baker Spokane, US 2020-06-10



mariela Gaytan Pharr, US 2020-06-10



Suzanne Tilley Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Kathleen Wilkins Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Renee Esparza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Kyle Mick Elizabeth-town, US 2020-06-10



Jocelyn Jennings Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Evelyn Causey Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



Paloma La Force US 2020-06-10



Erikah Morse Hayward, CA 2020-06-10



Helen Rankin New Market, MD 2020-06-10



MARIBEL VEGA Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



John Jones North Baldwin, US 2020-06-10



Gina Duncan Irvine, CA 2020-06-10



Kaytlyn Smith Sumter, US 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Antoine Martin New Orleans, US 2020-06-10



jasmine avila Fontana, US 2020-06-10



Renee Valdez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-10



Lauren Mosley Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-10



PATRICIA LIZALDE GUADALUPE, CA 2020-06-10



Stephanie Byrd Hollywood, US 2020-06-10



Daile Garcia Lake Worth, FL 2020-06-10



Caroline Yawman Sleepy Hollow, US 2020-06-10



Shuangyi Peng Shoreline, US 2020-06-10



cydney carter New Brunswick, US 2020-06-10



Porter Browning Cottage Grove, US 2020-06-10



viva valerian Chicago, US 2020-06-10



Ivana Izokaitis Chicago, US 2020-06-10



María Sánchez Acapulco, Mexico 2020-06-10



Ana Ortega Foothill Ranch, US 2020-06-10



Mika Chait San Diego, US 2020-06-10



Evelin Rodriguez Metairie, US 2020-06-10



Sethli Montes Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



sonia daclan Modesto, CA 2020-06-10



Cydney Fowler Schertz, US 2020-06-10



erika ruiz Lompoc, CA 2020-06-10



JOHN ALTSTATT Salida, CA 2020-06-10











Name Location Date



Ilana Kowarski Miami, FL 2020-06-11



Larisa Garza San Diego, US 2020-06-11



Jayfave Van Chantilly, US 2020-06-11



RACHEL NAUGLE Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Yuqiao Gao Los Angeles, US 2020-06-11



Jazzmin Williams Vallejo, US 2020-06-11



Kalonnie McLean Gardena, US 2020-06-11



Felicia coffman salem, MO 2020-06-11



claire hattaway Buffalo, US 2020-06-11



Jackie Stocker Cherryville, MO 2020-06-11



Maria Lopez Kerman, CA 2020-06-11



Ann Zhang Arcadia, US 2020-06-11



Camila Suarez Revere, US 2020-06-11



Charles Johnson Saint Paul, US 2020-06-11



Helena Rodriguez Salida, CA 2020-06-11



heaven villela Harlingen, US 2020-06-11



Lynnetta Zuzow Orcutt, CA 2020-06-11



Eric Morales Ashburn, US 2020-06-11



Adriana Cordova Lompoc, CA 2020-06-11



Raegine Jones Parkville, US 2020-06-11



Toni Williams Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Brenda Anberg Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11











Name Location Date



Marisela Fernandez Salida, CA 2020-06-11



Alvina Melton plymouth, US 2020-06-11



Sophie Kupu San Jose, US 2020-06-11



Keyani Kees Houston, US 2020-06-11



Elizabeth Souza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Anja Miller Orcutt, CA 2020-06-11



Jamie Sahlberg Lancaster, CA 2020-06-11



Delayna Bradshaw Austin, US 2020-06-11



Corrina Montowine Espanola, US 2020-06-11



Jessica Gonzalez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Heath Bruce Greer, US 2020-06-11



Mqcie Olsen Minneapolis, US 2020-06-11



Neomi Perdue Oakland, CA 2020-06-11



Ricardo Vazquez Sacramento, US 2020-06-11



Jacob Mcanally Hemet, US 2020-06-11



Bobby Campbell Indianapolis, US 2020-06-11



Shardesia Washington Charleston, US 2020-06-11



Matthew Yan West Covina, US 2020-06-11



Veronica Alvarez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Josie Ball Buckeye, AZ 2020-06-11



Owen Lerner Oak Park, US 2020-06-11



Cole Bertram Charlotte, US 2020-06-11











Name Location Date



Rebekah Ankeny Mission Viejo, CA 2020-06-11



Saelym Sisneros Aurora, US 2020-06-11



Rylee Rodriguez Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-11



America Reeder Lafayette, US 2020-06-11



Sylvia Canchola Modesto, CA 2020-06-11



Grace Cornwell Wichita, US 2020-06-11



Leif Carter Pittsfield, US 2020-06-11



LeeAna Gonzales Gilbert, US 2020-06-11



Jake Van US 2020-06-11



Casey Abbott Nipomo, CA 2020-06-11



Alesia Yglesias Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Michelle Plumb Portland, US 2020-06-11



Darren Figura Binghamton, US 2020-06-11



Randall Phillips Ada, US 2020-06-11



Jumin Han US 2020-06-11



Karsyn Bush Corning, US 2020-06-11



Bella Haukaas Mission, US 2020-06-11



Listed Lamai Katy, US 2020-06-11



Shereka Clarke Brooklyn, US 2020-06-11



Breeze Black Anadarko, US 2020-06-11



Ryan Voltaire Rockville, US 2020-06-11



Quin Beard Noblesville, US 2020-06-11











Name Location Date



Genesis Ordonez US 2020-06-11



Jeff Barnes Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Meme Conley Oceanside, US 2020-06-11



Maria Martinez Stockton, CA 2020-06-11



Cassandra Anderson west chester, US 2020-06-11



Raylin Anaya Edgewood, US 2020-06-11



Jordan Morris Atlanta, US 2020-06-11



Isaac Vargas Muleshoe, US 2020-06-11



Anastasia Swinkles Tarzana, CA 2020-06-11



DaNaiyzha Williams Greensboro, US 2020-06-11



Saquana Scott Los Angeles, US 2020-06-11



Gaetha Val Brooklyn, US 2020-06-11



Dominick Semey Albuquerque, US 2020-06-11



Khaki Saba Cincinnati, US 2020-06-11



Angela Montiel Yuma, AZ 2020-06-11



Samantha Harrison Anaheim, US 2020-06-11



Janieka Ratclif Powder Springs, US 2020-06-11



Gisselle Aguilar Goodyear, US 2020-06-11



fatima magana Guilford, US 2020-06-11



Emma Freel North East, US 2020-06-11



Aidan Conroy Bridgeport, US 2020-06-11



Diane Shaffer Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11











Name Location Date



Jared Gardner Brooklyn, US 2020-06-11



Susana Ayala Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Autumn Briggman Atlanta, US 2020-06-11



Sol Messeguer Hayward, CA 2020-06-11



Olivia Keitz Bayfield, US 2020-06-11



Cynthia. Di Santi Newman, CA 2020-06-11



Laken Scott Knoxville, US 2020-06-11



America Pastrana El Paso, US 2020-06-11



Christian Colmenares Los Angeles, US 2020-06-11



Michael Hecker Santa Ynez, CA 2020-06-11



Jessica Hiller Highland Park, US 2020-06-11



James Williams Memphis, US 2020-06-11



Catherine Sarver Durant, US 2020-06-11



Oziel Maldonado Chicago, US 2020-06-11



Jonathan Taylor Tifton, US 2020-06-11



Carmen Rodríguez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



kim nguyen Arlington, US 2020-06-11



Alex Leyba Rolling Prairie, US 2020-06-11



JULIE HERNANDEZ Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-11



Mike Bonomo Voorhees, US 2020-06-11



William Goss Fayetteville, US 2020-06-11



Courtney Graff Lompoc, CA 2020-06-11











Name Location Date



Brenda Cali Oakland, CA 2020-06-11



Chris Dickey Charlotte, US 2020-06-12



Yvette Herrera Fullerton, US 2020-06-12



maria abillar Voorhees Township, US 2020-06-12



Alaya Carter Decatur, US 2020-06-12



Shelley Hook Chicago, US 2020-06-12



Eric Moran Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Iran Nieves Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Alyssa Medley Acworth, US 2020-06-12



Maria Lopez Schiller Park, US 2020-06-12



Nancy Johnson Los Angeles, US 2020-06-12



Molly Kusilka Birmingham, US 2020-06-12



Ray Bueche Irvine, CA 2020-06-12



Evellyne Edgar Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



chloe wong aiea, US 2020-06-12



Jennifer Chang San Bruno, US 2020-06-12



sean c Bronx, US 2020-06-12



Melannie Parra Elmhurst, US 2020-06-12



William King Bowling Green, KY 2020-06-12



Ava Henry Liberty, US 2020-06-12



alina renee Riverside, US 2020-06-12



Ingrid Minks Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12











Name Location Date



Janet Staples Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Claudia Boyle Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Melanie Leal Atlanta, US 2020-06-12



Manuel Bustamante Meza Salt Lake City, US 2020-06-12



airihana tokukami San Francisco, US 2020-06-12



Kimberly Vite Burbank, US 2020-06-12



Nathaly D Miami, US 2020-06-12



Timothy Chandler Vista, US 2020-06-12



Ela Sanchez Seattle, US 2020-06-12



Christian Walk Norfolk, US 2020-06-12



Gabriela Partida Santa Ana, US 2020-06-12



Candi Rowland Huntington Beach, US 2020-06-12



Angela Min Walnut, US 2020-06-12



Alex Yu Oakland, US 2020-06-12



Anisha Arellano Morro Bay, CA 2020-06-12



vanessa magallon Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Saray Whisker Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-12



Alexandra Arnold Bradford, US 2020-06-12



Dd Alina North Las Vegas, US 2020-06-12



Aaron & Mariela Childress Lemoore, CA 2020-06-12



Lozette Saavedra Los Angeles, US 2020-06-12



Jabari Williams Valdosta, US 2020-06-12











Name Location Date



Carly Muscio Los Angeles, CA 2020-06-12



Kristen Kearney Nipomo, CA 2020-06-12



Naethyn Hernandez Humble, US 2020-06-12



Tony Dehoyos San Antonio, TX 2020-06-12



Kelsi Johnson Kennewick, US 2020-06-12



Adria Hamilton Marion, US 2020-06-12



Claudia Ruiz El Cerrito, CA 2020-06-12



Gardy Elivert Medford, US 2020-06-12



Eric Ports Perry Hall, US 2020-06-12



Tanya Williams Kissimmee, US 2020-06-12



Abby Glynn Pequannock, US 2020-06-12



Frida Gonzalez Dallas, US 2020-06-12



Erlinda Flores North Hollywood, CA 2020-06-12



Dmitriy Babchanik US 2020-06-12



Claudia Vincent Bemidji, US 2020-06-12



Lori Lewis Madison, US 2020-06-12



Monica Martinez Guadalupe, CA 2020-06-12



Payton Moore Enterprise, US 2020-06-12



Camila Souza Paso Robles, CA 2020-06-12



Yazmin Diaz Long Branch, US 2020-06-12



Carly Domingues New Lenox, US 2020-06-12



Gabriela Pineyro Bridgeville, US 2020-06-12











Name Location Date



Ricardo Tummings Brooklyn, US 2020-06-12



Olivia Carroll Satsuma, US 2020-06-12



Tessa Archibald Cedar Rapids, US 2020-06-12



Paul Tucker Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Chelsie Sanchez El Paso, US 2020-06-12



Altair Universe Aurora, US 2020-06-12



Whittle Fire Nipomo, CA 2020-06-12



Minnie Jenkins US 2020-06-12



Ana Orozco Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Maia Pontecorvo Chula Vista, US 2020-06-12



Zachary Glennon College Park, US 2020-06-12



Sydney George Fort Benning, US 2020-06-12



Joey Penders US 2020-06-12



Dylan Canales San Francisco, US 2020-06-12



Sophia Cardenas Laredo, US 2020-06-12



Gael Martinez Simpsonville, US 2020-06-12



Susan Alves Culver City, US 2020-06-12



Yongxi Li Los Angeles, US 2020-06-12



Loryn Carter Pomona, US 2020-06-12



Jon Sibbach Atascadero, CA 2020-06-12



Jolie Garcia El Paso, US 2020-06-12



Noelle Dibble West Palm Beach, US 2020-06-12











Name Location Date



Kristin Marsalek Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-12



Lucy Marsalek San Francisco, CA 2020-06-12



Ava Nicholson Oak Park, US 2020-06-12



mary marsalek Arroyo Grande, CA 2020-06-12



Cheryse Nelson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Robby Moseley Bakersfield, CA 2020-06-12



Toni Chandler Bellevue, US 2020-06-12



Jackson Demond Mansfield, US 2020-06-12



Patrick Lafontant Pomona, US 2020-06-12



Paloma Sanchez Arlington, US 2020-06-12



Knyjel Burgess Tampa, US 2020-06-12



Vanessa Camacho San Jose, CA 2020-06-12



Sasha Fafel Boston, US 2020-06-12



Alena Li Sunnyvale, US 2020-06-12



Alec Bingham Napa, US 2020-06-12



Emily Penquite Medford, OR 2020-06-12



Allen Greene Bixby, US 2020-06-12



mahad ali Saint Paul, US 2020-06-12



Marcie Guerra Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



amal bangash Riverside, US 2020-06-12



Elisabeth MBRA SMITH Camden, US 2020-06-12



Dylan Garland Thousand oaks, US 2020-06-12











Name Location Date



Renzon Gomez Baltimore, US 2020-06-12



Linda Peterson Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-12



Bailie Stypa Rumson, US 2020-06-12



Jesus Muñoz San Diego, US 2020-06-12



Jennifer Flaa Santa Maria, US 2020-06-12



Anthony Ezeh San Francisco, US 2020-06-12



Shea Waldorf Culver City, CA 2020-06-12



Justin Waldorf Culver City, CA 2020-06-12



Kelli Waldorf Culver City, CA 2020-06-12



Kate Miller Villa Park, US 2020-06-12



Ya Boi Manhattan, US 2020-06-12



Marilyn Petermann Jacksonville, US 2020-06-12



Layla Woods O Fallon, US 2020-06-12



Ruth Mendez Los Angeles, US 2020-06-12



Dilon Bryan Denver, US 2020-06-13



STEPHEN CARTER Worcester, US 2020-06-13



Sabrina Martinez Phoenix, US 2020-06-13



Ahmad Ishfaq Aurora, US 2020-06-13



Viktor Connell Plano, US 2020-06-13



Rick Koehler San Jose, CA 2020-06-13



sydney lozier Phoenix, US 2020-06-13



K'linya Draffen Corona, US 2020-06-13











Name Location Date



Dwayne Dandy Plantation, US 2020-06-13



Joseph Barboza Fullerton, US 2020-06-13



Sarah Cheung San Gabriel, US 2020-06-13



Katelyn Banks Memphis, US 2020-06-13



Ainslee York Antioch, US 2020-06-13



lauren quioto Monroe, US 2020-06-13



Jonah Tesman Newburgh, US 2020-06-13



Alliyah Hill Dover, US 2020-06-13



Evalyn blind Hollister, US 2020-06-13



Maira Zaragoza Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Julissa Williams Muscatine, US 2020-06-13



Judy Goetz Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Edilio Remigio Taylorsville, US 2020-06-13



Diandra Marin Los Angeles, US 2020-06-13



Gabriella Cardona Montpelier, US 2020-06-13



Rebekah Lopez Merchantville, US 2020-06-13



Lorraine Lin 旧⾦⼭, US 2020-06-13



Julia Sepulveda Canton, US 2020-06-13



Tamara Herb Port Saint Lucie, FL 2020-06-13



Nate Douglas IV New Castle, US 2020-06-13



Theodore Jones Sugar Land, US 2020-06-13



Hannah Spurling Tyler, US 2020-06-13











Name Location Date



Nicholas Neaman Ellicott City, US 2020-06-13



Kristal Koen Cambridge, US 2020-06-13



Lexi D Denver, US 2020-06-13



amy loona Desert Hot Springs, US 2020-06-13



Haylene Rodriguez Knightdale, US 2020-06-13



Shannon Twill Warren, US 2020-06-13



Shiping Yang Chino Hills, US 2020-06-13



Casey Johnson Hope Mills, US 2020-06-13



Juliana Clabough Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Samantha Cuellar Channelview, US 2020-06-13



Celsea Buzon Highland, US 2020-06-13



Jaedyn Wyatt Riverview, US 2020-06-13



Samantha Lopez San Diego, US 2020-06-13



Pamela Gladney Champaign, US 2020-06-13



Leonard Deaton Salisbury, NC 2020-06-13



Angelica Nun Wilmington, US 2020-06-13



Daniela Oliveros West Hills, US 2020-06-13



Patricia Smith Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Melissa McKnight Altadena, CA 2020-06-13



a cab modesto, US 2020-06-13



Chyelin Andreadakis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Javier Aguilera Grover Beach, CA 2020-06-13











Name Location Date



Alexis Lopez Moreno Valley, US 2020-06-13



Joanne Humphrey Chicago, US 2020-06-13



Payton Andreadakis Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



RJ Sye Salem, US 2020-06-13



Liang Xia San jose, US 2020-06-13



Monica Otero Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-13



Kim Crain Cincinnati, US 2020-06-13



Jonathan Hagan Knoxville, US 2020-06-13



Gevalia Turner Memphis, US 2020-06-13



Helen Curran Cincinnati, US 2020-06-13



Elsie Ogden Kokomo, US 2020-06-13



zahnni daniel tifton, US 2020-06-13



wanli chen Duarte, US 2020-06-13



Heidi Hoholek Green Bay, US 2020-06-13



Darin Fitz Arlington, US 2020-06-14



Allyssa Hernandez Twin falls, US 2020-06-14



Emery Kotheimer Concord, US 2020-06-14



Jiguang Fang Monterey Park, US 2020-06-14



Brooklyn West Meridian, US 2020-06-14



Admiral D Norwalk, US 2020-06-14



Erin Decker Morehead City, US 2020-06-14



Julie Martinez Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-14











Name Location Date



milini bunch Port St. Lucie, US 2020-06-14



Gracie Vigil US 2020-06-14



lana ashley Lindenwold, US 2020-06-14



Johanna Biju Bergenfield, US 2020-06-14



Mark Bordelon Ville Platte, US 2020-06-14



Karen Nagle Los Alamos, CA 2020-06-14



Rachel Dunn Tulsa, US 2020-06-14



Howard Johnson Griffin, US 2020-06-14



lamiah kashif Houston, US 2020-06-14



naomi charleston Bridgeport, US 2020-06-14



Daniel Moore Seattle, US 2020-06-14



Unknown Hakune Phoenix, US 2020-06-14



Jeremy Odom Columbus, US 2020-06-14



Melanie Ramos Miami, US 2020-06-14



Raquel Kirchen Mesa, US 2020-06-14



Mathew Roling Aurora, US 2020-06-14



Tony Cook NY, US 2020-06-14



Darryl Martin Marquette, US 2020-06-14



Logan Beutel Dallas, US 2020-06-14



Tai Woodson Coram, US 2020-06-14



Madeline Kay Buffalo, US 2020-06-14



Katie Cover Ormond Beacg, US 2020-06-14











Name Location Date



Vinnie Vee Dayton, US 2020-06-14



LInda Lee Lompoc, CA 2020-06-14



Mary Lee Lompoc, CA 2020-06-14



Alyssa Ruffalo San Marcos, US 2020-06-14



Erin Simpson Sparks, US 2020-06-14



Belinda Ojeda San Jose, CA 2020-06-14



Braelin Brown Abilene, US 2020-06-14



THOMAS BURKE Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-14



Cynthia Bartal Port Saint Lucie, US 2020-06-14



Angie Gonzalez Dallas, US 2020-06-14



Charlotte Anderson O'Brien Holden, CA 2020-06-14



Nico M Dublin, US 2020-06-14



Hiedi Kaddour Riverside, US 2020-06-14



Claire Cartier Carson City, US 2020-06-14



Clyde winters Chicago, US 2020-06-14



Sarah Kammer Chino Hills, US 2020-06-14



India Brooks Detroit, US 2020-06-14



Jennifer Cisneros Modesto, US 2020-06-14



Marisol Lopez Las Vegas, US 2020-06-14



Karina. Jalil Forest Hills, US 2020-06-14



ava brodon Los Angeles, US 2020-06-14



Yanique Austin Atlanta, US 2020-06-14











Name Location Date



Stanley Mejia Mount Vernon, US 2020-06-14



Candy Townsend Cedar Rapids, US 2020-06-14



Keri Lamle Silt, CO 2020-06-14



linlee dunn Anniston, US 2020-06-14



Mary Binter Santa Maria, CA 2020-06-14



matthew sampayo Delray Beach, US 2020-06-14



Julia P San Jose, CA 2020-06-14



Kristiana Berkley Miami, US 2020-06-14



Jennifer Guthrie Orlando, US 2020-06-14



LaDrea Williams Jacksonville, US 2020-06-14



Luciana Cambas Los Angeles, US 2020-06-14



Gray Akoegbe Atlanta, US 2020-06-14













Sign Petition Here


Sign Petition to Protect Farmworkers from the COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Urging our County Governments to take immideate action to these known concerns! 
 


From: Alice Patino
To: Etta Waterfield; Jason Stilwell
Subject: Fwd: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:19:31 PM


Alice Patino


From: Maricela Morales <maricela@causenow.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:55:42 PM
To: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Unsubscribe View in your browser
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The coronavirus is infecting farmworkers at a higher rate than the rest
of the community. The recent outbreak in Oxnard where over 80% of
farmworkers who live and work together tested positive is a wake up


call. We need real health and safety standards for farms and more
accountability for labor contractors. Sign our petition to tell Ventura


and Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors to take action to
protect the health and safety of farmworkers!


Read our full Joint Statement on the Response to the COVID-19
outbreak among farmworker below


In solidarity, 


Maricela Morales 


Executive Director


Joint Statement on the response to the COVID-19 outbreak among
farmworkers


CAUSE and MICOP organize and advocate to improve working and living conditions
for farmworkers. Together, we try to uplift the critical value that farmworkers provide to
our community and economy in Ventura County. Still for many people, farmworkers
remain the disposable essential worker. Since the beginning of the coronavirus
outbreak farmworkers have been excluded from all stay at home orders. Yet few, if
any, additional workplace safety precautions have been reliably implemented for
farmworkers. The pandemic has only served to exacerbate the pernicious health and
safety problems farmworkers face at home and at the workplace, everyday, even in
the best of times. 


Recognizing the vulnerability of farmworking people, in March at the start of the
pandemic, MICOP called for public officials across California to protect the health and
safety of farmworkers. This call included increasing health care access, improving
language access by ensuring COVID-19 services and materials are available in
Spanish and Indigenous languages, and ensuring that farmworkers qualify for critical
safety net programs including sick leave and unemployment.


Fearing an inevitable outbreak among farmworkers, CAUSE and MICOP consistently
named these issues in meetings with agricultural industry representatives, growers
and County Public Health representatives. We also advocated for true safety net







programs for our farmworker community, and even fundraised for them ourselves via
the 805 UndocuFund. We asked for adapted guidelines for people who cannot
maintain social distancing at home. We asked for health and safety standards for
farms to protect workers from the virus. We have asked for more accountability for
Farm Labor Contractors. We asked for a shift in messaging around the seriousness of
the virus. Amid these asks, the farmworker community was hit with the first outbreak
of COVID-19 at the Calavo Packinghouse.


Despite our repeated asks, we saw no movement and months later, the second
outbreak of COVID-19 among agricultural workers hit Ventura County hard.  MICOP
and CAUSE are now making the following call to action in the public arena, in hopes
that the power of public accountability will be brought to bear for the sake of protecting
the health and saving the lives of farmworkers.


For the workers that were or are housed at Villa Las Brisas during
the outbreak, we call on their employers and labor contractors to:


• Ensure workers are healthy and negative for COVID-free before
returning them back to their country of origin.


• Those workers who do not test positive be quarantined for 14 days,
tested after the 14 days, and only returned to their home county if
negative for COVID-19.


• Provide adequate space for workers who are quarantining at Las Brisas
that goes beyond the 50 square-feet required by federal regulations.


• Pay all workers for a minimum of 10 days. If workers are forced to be
quarantined longer than two weeks, they should be compensated for
additional sick days.


• Continue to pay for all housing and meals until workers can return
safely to their country or origin.


• Pay for all medical costs necessary to treat the workers with COVID-
19. 


• Make mental health support available to workers.


We ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to protect the
health and safety of farmworkers by directing Public Health and the
Agricultural Commissioner to:


• Educate farmworkers on the additional sick leave they can receive if
they contract the coronavirus and how they can access health care by
sending a letter to all farmworkers and by doing direct outreach to
farms.  


• Develop an inspection program for farms to ensure that there are clean
bathrooms and farmworkers have access to water, soap and hand
sanitizer.


• Direct the Ventura County Farmworker Resource Program to actively
inform farmworkers of their health, labor and safety rights including on
COVID-19 and to address complaints on health and safety.







• Develop a plan for emergencies such as wildfires to ensure that
employers are providing their outdoor workers with N95 masks to protect
them from smoke as required by state law.


•  Ensure all written and verbal outreach is conducted to Indigenous and
Spanish Speaking farmworker families in a way that is linguistically and
culturally appropriate.


•  Provide mobile COVID-19 testing sites at agriculture work sites.


•Create materials for outreach that de-stigmatize what a positive
diagnosis means for farmworkers, including information on paid sick
leave available to them.


• Ensure that workers who test positive for the coronavirus have access
to social programs for food, peer support, and mental health services. 


•Passing a policy to increase the amount of shade so that workers can
socially distance during breaks.


Additionally we ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to
address H2A housing problems exposed by the outbreak including:


• Encouraging H2A housing near services in cities not in county
unincorporated, rural, and isolated areas.


• Discouraging H2A housing that does not allow workers to socially
distance.


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Discouraging H2A housing that has more than 20 workers concentrated
at one site.


• Committing to allowing local agencies/organizations to access and
present to H2A workers. 


• Directing Public Health to investigate all H2A worker housing to assess
if the proper health and safety precautions are being implemented
including the proximity in which workers are being housed, how workers
are transported together, and if workers have regular access to soap,
disinfectant, and masks at their housing.


• Passing a policy that requires agricultural employers to  increase the
amount of shade provided to workers so that workers can socially
distance during breaks.


Reiter Affiliated Companies owns and manages Villa Las Brisas
where over 80% of the farmworkers tested positive for the virus.
This outbreak shows that they are not able to provide a healthy and
safe place for workers to live. We put our trust into companies like
Reiter Brothers to treat their workers right.







We call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the agriculture industry at
providing a safe place for workers to live by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for maintaining clean
and safe housing for farmworkers including policies on daily cleaning and
access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Ensuring workers can properly socially distance at the housing they
provide including adapting current housing and in any housing they build
or renovate in the future. 


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Giving 10 million dollars to build permanent farmworker housing in
Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. Five million dollars will be
available for non-profit affordable housing providers in Santa Maria and
five million dollars will be available for non-profit affordable housing
providers in Oxnard.


We also call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the Ag industry for providing a
safe workplace. We ask Reiter Affiliated Companies to hold their
farms to the highest industry health and safety standards by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for farms to maintain a
clean and safe workplace for farmworkers including policies on the daily
cleaning of bathrooms, and access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Adopting a standard to increase the amount of shade provided to
workers so that workers can socially distance during breaks.


• Having a plan for their farms to provide their outdoor workers with N95
masks to protect them from smoke as required by state law.


• Providing standards to provide screening for COVID-19 at the level of
that other essential industries are currently providing for workers.


• Reducing the fear and stigma around COVID-19 among workers by
informing workers of the 10 days of sick leave they will receive if they
contract COVID-19 and paying workers for 10 days of sick leave if they
are asked to quarantine for two weeks due to exposure to the
coronavirus or if they are laid off due to coronavirus exposure.








From: California Law360
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Kozinski Wins Revival Of "Shape Of Water" IP Suit At 9th Circ.
Date: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 12:36:19 AM


Law360 California
CALIFORNIA


Tuesday, June 23, 2020


TOP NEWS


Kozinski Wins Revival Of 'Shape Of Water' IP Suit At 9th Circ.
Former Judge Alex Kozinski scored a win for his client Monday following his
first return to the Ninth Circuit since stepping down over accusations of lewd
behavior when a circuit panel revived a copyright infringement suit against
the makers of the Oscar-winning film "The Shape of Water."


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Monsanto Wins Suit Keeping Glyphosate Off Calif. Cancer List
A California federal judge on Monday granted Monsanto and several farming
associations a win in their lawsuit challenging a Golden State agency's
decision to include the herbicide glyphosate — found in Roundup — on a list
of known carcinogens, finding there isn't enough evidence to show the
chemical causes cancer.


 Memorandum attached | Read full article »


CVS Inks $9.7M Deal In Pharmacy Worker Training Pay Row
CVS has inked a $9.75 million settlement with pharmacy employees to settle
a proposed class action alleging workers were shorted on training pay,
according to a California federal court filing made available Monday.


 Settlement attached | Read full article »


Red Robin Inks $8.5M Deal In Calif. Rest Break Class Action
Red Robin has agreed to pay $8.5 million to settle a class action accusing
the restaurant chain of violating California law by failing to provide breaks
and failing to pay thousands of workers for time spent laundering uniforms.


 Statement attached | Read full article »


Lyft Agrees To Resolve DOJ Allegations It Violated ADA
Lyft Inc. and the federal government have agreed to resolve allegations the
company violated the Americans with Disabilities Act when some of its
drivers declined rides to disabled persons who used wheelchairs or walkers,
the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Central District of California announced
Monday.
Read full article »


Lime Bid To Arbitrate PAGA Claim 'Pure Sophistry,' Court
Says
A California appeals court upheld an order rejecting e-scooter rental
company Lime's effort to compel arbitration in a complaint alleging it
misclassifies some workers, saying the company's arbitration agreement has
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a specific carveout for California's Private Attorneys General Act actions and
Lime's argument is "pure sophistry."


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


LEGAL ETHICS & MALPRACTICE


Uber Rider Calls Arbiter's 'Joke' No Laughing Matter
An Uber customer has challenged in New York federal court the ride-hailing
giant's contention that an arbitrator was just joking about tossing a price-
fixing suit to placate Uber, saying his remark clearly showed bias.


 Response attached | Read full article »


Uber Wants Atty's Suit Over Buenos Aires Debut Axed
Uber has slammed an Argentine lawyer's revised California federal suit
alleging he was unfairly scapegoated for Uber's problem-plagued Buenos
Aires launch in 2016, saying he's already been hit with nearly $30,000 in
sanctions and still can't prove an attorney-client relationship existed.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


Trump Water Rule Blocked In Colo. But OK Nationwide
A Colorado federal judge has blocked implementation of the Trump
administration's rule narrowing the scope of the Clean Water Act, while a
California federal judge refused a request by a coalition of states and cities
for a nationwide block of the rule, saying the agency has discretion to change
course.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Bid To Trim $3M Oil Spill Verdict Is Old Argument, Court Told
A contractor is recycling the same argument for a third time in an attempt to
escape paying its half of $6 million in cleanup costs for an oil spill, the owner
of a Los Angeles terminal told a California federal court.


 Memorandum attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


Sports Store Fights 9th Circ. Rehearing In Coverage Suit
A sports store embroiled in a coverage fight over asbestos-related injuries is
pushing the Ninth Circuit to reject a bid to rehear the dispute, saying the
other company involved in the row is basing its latest petition on a principle of
law that doesn't exist.


 Petition attached | Read full article »


Chubb Needn't Cover Ex-Blue Shield Exec In Firing Fight
The Ninth Circuit upheld a lower court's ruling that Chubb National Insurance
Co. does not need to cover an ex-Blue Shield of California executive's
litigation costs after the company fired him over an "inappropriate" photo his
girlfriend posted, agreeing that "reputational damage" does not fall into his
policy's defamation coverage.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


PERSONAL INJURY & MEDICAL MALPRACTICE


American Airlines Sued After Kicking Black Man Off Flight
American Airlines has been hit with a race discrimination suit after a flight
crew allegedly forced a Black man off a flight out of Los Angeles after he
requested to switch seats, according to the complaint lodged in California
federal court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »
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Calif. Court Revives Suit Over Botched Colonoscopy
A California appellate panel on Monday revived a suit accusing a physician of
injuring a woman during a colonoscopy, saying the doctor's medical expert
submitted an opinion that failed to properly explain how the doctor complied
with the standard of care.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


PRIVACY & CONSUMER PROTECTION


Google Says Firms Are Trying To Relitigate Privacy Case
Google has urged a California federal judge to toss a case alleging the
company violated the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act, claiming the
same law firms filed four cases on the issue before the current case and
asking the court not to "reward" the actions of the plaintiffs.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


Restaurant Customers Win Final OK Of $4M Deal In TCPA Suit
A California judge has given his final blessing to a $4 million consumer class
action settlement in a suit claiming that a restaurant consulting company
violated the Telephone Consumer Protection Act through a text-messaging
campaign for quick-service chain A&W, ruling that the deal is fair.


 Order attached | Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


Employers Can Prohibit Talking About Arbitration, NLRB Says
A Southern California hotel didn't violate federal labor law by telling workers
they may not discuss arbitration proceedings with one another, the National
Labor Relations Board said Friday.


 Decision attached | Read full article »


Ex-RJ Reynolds Worker Can Keep Calif. Wage Action In Court
A California state appeals court has ruled that R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Inc. will have to face a former worker's misclassification claims in court
because the arbitration agreement signed by the ex-employee does not allow
her claims to be split up.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


DOL Tells 9th Circ. CalSavers Steps On ERISA's Toes
The U.S. Department of Labor has thrown its support behind a tax cut
advocacy group's bid to revive its challenge to the CalSavers Retirement
Savings Program at the Ninth Circuit, telling the court that the state's program
is trumped by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Judge Junks Google's 'Novel' Inequitable Conduct Argument
A California federal judge on Monday shot down Google's "novel" theory that
a San Diego company had engaged in inequitable conduct by lying to the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in order to obtain patents for online
advertising technology that Google is accused of stealing.


 Order attached | Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


Robbins Geller Takes Reins From Labaton In Apple Suit
Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP will take over the lead plaintiffs' counsel
role in a proposed securities class action accusing Apple Inc. of hurting its
investors by allegedly misrepresenting information about its sales and the
demand for its products.
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 Order attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


Live Nation Insists Consumers Must Arbitrate Antitrust Claims
Live Nation and its Ticketmaster unit urged a California federal judge Friday
to force consumers to arbitrate their proposed class action accusing the
company of monopolizing ticket sales, arguing they are bound by the same
arbitration provision successfully employed against other litigants.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


BANKRUPTCY


Chinese Language Investment News Co. Hits Ch. 11 In Calif.
A financial news service that provides investment news to Chinese language
speakers announced its Chapter 11 filing Monday, saying it intends to
conduct a debt-for-equity swap to deleverage its balance sheet and continue
its operations.
Read full article »


DEALS


Genetics Co. Inks $1.4B Deal With Cooley-Led Cancer Tech Biz
Invitae, a genetics company that tests for rare and genetic diseases, said
Monday that it has inked a $1.4 billion deal to merge with cancer-focused
genetic testing technology provider ArcherDX, which is being advised by
Cooley LLP, to strengthen the enterprise's cancer testing services.
Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


Ares Notches $3.5B For Debut Special Opportunities Fund
Private equity firm Ares Management Corp. said Monday that it has wrapped
up its debut special opportunities fund after raising $3.5 billion from limited
partners, with plans to focus on noncontrol investments in struggling public
and private businesses.
Read full article »


NATIVE AMERICAN


High Court Turns Away Challenge To Tribes' Water Rights Win
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday declined to review a Federal Circuit
ruling that found tribes have priority over farmers for access to water from a
resource management project developed by the federal government more
than a century ago.


 Order List attached | Read full article »


CANNABIS


LA Won't Have To Pause Minority Pot Biz Applications
A California state judge has declined to halt Los Angeles' processing of
licenses for pot businesses owned by minorities, saying the petitioners suing
the city for allegedly botching the procedure had not shown their request was
urgent.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


For Distressed M&A, An Alternative To Section 363 Sales
As the current wave of pandemic-induced business bankruptcies will likely
increase distressed M&A activity, buyers and sellers should strongly consider
an assignment for the benefit of creditors, which may be a more efficient,
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cost-effective and flexible business liquidation device than the more common
Section 363 sale, says Jason Taketa at Manatt.
Read full article »


What Landlords Should Consider Before Reopening Gyms
As the U.S. gradually emerges from quarantine, commercial landlords of
properties with gyms should assess their obligations to reopen, and whether
they can comply with public health regulations and remain financially viable
while doing so, say Angie Daniele and Patrick Abell at Thompson Hine.
Read full article »


Mandatory State Bars Likely To Remain Intact, For Now
A Texas federal judge’s recent holding in McDonald v. Sorrels that
mandatory bar memberships do not violate members' constitutional rights
indicates that such requirements survive the U.S. Supreme Court's 2018
decision in Janus, but it may mean that the Supreme Court will address the
issue in the not-too-distant future, say Majed Nachawati and Misty Farris at
Fears Nachawati.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Series
Judging A Book: Elrod Reviews 'Shortlisted'
Renee Knake Jefferson and Hannah Brenner Johnson's new book,
"Shortlisted: Women in the Shadows of the Supreme Court," is a service to
an overlooked group of nine women who were considered for the U.S.
Supreme Court before Justice Sandra Day O'Connor was confirmed, and
offers constructive tips for women looking to break through the glass ceiling,
says Fifth Circuit Judge Jennifer Elrod.
Read full article »


Sponsored by
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LEGAL INDUSTRY


Feature
Telework Still Reigns As NYC Firms Cleared To Reopen
Offices
New York City kicked off the second phase of its reopening plan Monday,
freeing many companies to bring employees back into the office, but some
law firms say ongoing coronavirus concerns are holding them back.
Read full article »


Midcareer Female Attys Of Color Say Barriers Remain High
Female attorneys of color with 15 years or more of experience say industry
diversity and inclusion initiatives fail to address their unique experiences,
based on both their gender and race or ethnicity, and that they continue to be
locked out of advancement opportunities, according to an American Bar
Association report released Monday.
Read full article »


Ex-Seyfarth Manager's Sons Say Chicago Firm Exploited Dad
Chicago law firm Wolin & Rosen Ltd. is accused in a new lawsuit of
financially exploiting a former Seyfarth Shaw LLP managing partner through
fraudulent billings and prolonged representation in his guardianship case
despite its "utter lack" of experience with such matters.
Read full article »


Lawyer Wants Out Of Ex-Davis Polk Atty's Race Bias Suit
An attorney representing a former Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP associate who
claimed he was discriminated against for being Black asked a New York
federal judge for permission to drop his client, citing unpaid legal bills and
"irreconcilable" views on litigation strategy.
Read full article »


Perkins Coie Settles Secretary's Age Bias Suit
Perkins Coie LLP has settled a lawsuit brought by a former secretary who
claims she was forced to resign because of her age.
Read full article »


Analysis
SEC Chair's Nomination To Lead SDNY Raises Eyebrows
President Donald Trump's nomination of U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission head Jay Clayton as U.S. attorney for the Southern District of
New York left some lawyers scratching their heads Monday, with a few noting
he brings great leadership skills but is ill-fitted for the role due to his lack of
criminal litigation experience.
Read full article »


Atty Who Quit DOJ Over Stone's Case Joins Munger Tolles
A federal prosecutor who abruptly quit the U.S. Department of Justice this
year after senior officials intervened in the prosecution of longtime Trump
confidant Roger Stone has joined Munger Tolles & Olson LLP as a partner.
Read full article »


NH Won't Probe Bar Applicants On Mental Health
New Hampshire will no longer ask bar applicants about their mental health
history or whether they have received any related treatments or diagnoses, a
state committee has announced.
Read full article »


NY Bar: Attys Not Bound To Rep Ex-Clients After Leaving Firm
Lawyers who leave a law firm are not ethically bound to continue to represent
clients they served there, unless the clients retain them at their new
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workplace, a New York State Bar Association committee has said.
Read full article »


Interview
15 Minutes With Stretto's General Counsel
As he approaches his two-year mark at Stretto next month, general counsel
Chris Updike discusses the aspects of working in-house that have surprised
him, as well as how the pandemic has affected his responsibilities.
Read full article »


JOBS
Search full listings or advertise your job opening


OIR Investigations Manager
County of Orange
Santa Ana, California


INSURANCE COVERAGE / LITIGATION
ATTORNEY (SAN FRANCISCO/LOS
ANGELES)
Selman Breitman
San Francisco , California


Contracts Attorney
Twist Bioscience
South San Francisco , California
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A community forum focused on climate change advocacy during the pandemic and the inter-generational activism
that continues to build local momentum.


View this email in your browser


June 3, 2020


You're Invited Alice
 


Our Climate Emergency During the Pandemic:


From: Sigrid Wright, Community Environmental Council
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Join us June 10 for a Virtual Community Forum on Our Climate Emergency During the Pandemic
Date: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 5:02:27 PM
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A Virtual Community Forum 
Wednesday, June 10 
4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.


Presented by Community Environmental Council and the League of
Women Voters of Santa Barbara.


Climate change is not slowing down and neither can we. The interracial,
intergenerational line-up of speakers will address the challenges of continuing the
climate movement during the pandemic and times of social unrest.


Featured speakers include:


CEC's CEO Sigrid Wright, (keynote speaker and moderator)
Irene Cooke of Society of Fearless Grandmothers
Madai Quevedo, San Marcos High School alumna and award-winning slam
poet
Ana Rosa Rizo-Centino, Senior Organizer for Food and Water Watch
Emily Williams, doctoral student of UCSB's Environmental and Energy
Transition Lab 


Discussions will focus on how our collective response to the pandemic – and the
need for environmental and social justice – can instruct our efforts to maintain a
livable climate and build community resilience. Participants will have opportunities to
engage in the conversation and provide feedback.


Register for the virtual forum (and share it with friends by forwarding this email or
inviting them on Facebook). 


We hope you'll join us – together, we can move our community toward climate
resilience.


More ways to connect, engage,
and learn.


Register Now
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CEC's Electric Vehicles 101 Webinar: All Your Questions
Answered – Thursday, June 4
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Join CEC's Director of Energy and Climate Programs, Michael Chiacos, and Sierra
Club Los Padres Chapter Chair, Katie Davis – both EV owners and industry experts
– to learn which 100+ mpge electric vehicle or plug-in hybrid might be best for you.
including available incentives, charging and range considerations, and how to pair
EVs with solar. Learn more.


The Santa Barbara Food System in Action: Transitioning from
Crisis to Forward-Thinking Strategy – Thursday, June 11
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Join Jesse Smith from White Buffalo Land Trust for a livestream event featuring
Shakira Miracle of the Santa Barbara Food Action Network, Kim Selkoe of Get
Hooked, Em Johnson of Blue Sky Sustainability Center, and Shelby Wild of Route 1
Farmers Market. This engaging conversation and Q + A will look at how our local
food system is evolving for a resilient future. Learn more.


TEDxSantaBarbara: The Pandemic Did Not Fix Our Climate
Problem – Wednesday, June 17
4:00 p.m.
As part of a new thought leadership series – Making Waves: Conversations with
Innovators and Disruptors – CEC's CEO Sigrid Wright will discuss how she's thinking
about transportation emissions, protecting our food system, and the underlying
issues of social equity as we come out of the pandemic. Learn more.


CEC In the News
Here's a sampling of articles that share what CEC has been involved in recently, in
case you missed them.


For The Community Environmental Council, The Show Must Go On.
Santa Barbara Foundation. May 20, 2020.


Virtual Community Forum to Address Climate Emergency During
Pandemic. Noozhawk. May 13, 2020.


Solarizing Made Simpler. Santa Barbara Independent. May 13, 2020.


Addressing Our Climate Emergency During a Pandemic. Citizens Journal.
May 13, 2020.


Community Rallies to Meet Food Resource Needs of Santa Barbara
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County Residents Affected by COVID-19 SBC Food Rescue Launches
Online Collaboration Hub. Santa Barbara Independent. May 7, 2020.


La comunidad se reúne para satisfacer las necesidades de recursos
alimenticios para los residentes del condado de Santa Bárbara afectados
por COVID-19 SBC Food Rescue lanza un centro de colaboración en la
web. Santa Barbara Independent. May 7, 2020.


Santa Barbara County Food Rescue Network expands efforts to feed
those in need during COVID-19 pandemic. KEYT. May 7, 2020.


Santa Barbara County’s Network of Nutrition. Santa Barbara Independent.
May 7, 2020.


Santa Barbara County Food Action Network Announces Shakira Miracle
as First Executive Director. Citizens Journal. May 6, 2020.


Solvang's Wildling Museum celebrates its 20th anniversary by going
solar. Santa Maria Sun. May 6, 2020.


DOUBLE Your Support for CEC's Critical Work
CEC creates sustainable solutions for climate resilience in our region. Donations
made by July 31, 2020 will be DOUBLED by CEC’s Leadership Match Fund.


Donate
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TOP NEWS


LA Labor Partner Accused Of Sexually Harassing Associate
The head of the labor and employment practice at Los Angeles-based law
firm Ivie McNeill Wyatt Purcell & Diggs APLC is facing allegations he
engaged in an extended campaign of "creepy" behavior toward an associate
that peaked with a "nightmarish" incident during a work trip overseas.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


LinkedIn Stole Data From Apple Devices' Clipboard, Users Say
Social networking site LinkedIn has programmed its iPhone and iPad apps to
pirate users' sensitive data from Apple's Universal Clipboard without
permission, according to a proposed class action filed Friday in California
federal court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Russian Convicted In LinkedIn, Dropbox Cyberattacks
A California federal jury found a 32-year-old Russian national guilty of
carrying out cyberattacks against LinkedIn and Dropbox on Friday, finding
that the government had proven beyond a reasonable doubt that he was
responsible for the breaches that compromised over 100 million users' data
in 2012.
Read full article »


Jay-Z-Backed Pot Business Got Millions In PPP Money
A cannabis company backed by music mogul Jay-Z and football legend Joe
Montana received millions of dollars in Paycheck Protection Program loan
money, U.S. Treasury data shows.
Read full article »


Uber Rival's Greenberg Gross Attys Withdraw From $1B Battle
A California judge on Friday granted Greenberg Gross LLP's unopposed bid
to withdraw as counsel for Celluride Wireless Inc. in its $1 billion trade
secrets lawsuit against Uber, after the firm explained that communication with
its client had completely broken down.
Read full article »


SUPREME COURT REVIEW


Feature


The Firms That Won Big At The Supreme Court
Supreme Court oral arguments are always a high wire act. This
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term, a global pandemic, a docket of hot-button cases and an
experiment with remote technology took the challenge to new
heights. Here’s a look at the law firms that argued the most, and
how they fared.
Read full article »


Feature


The Majority Of One: How Roberts Is Shaping
The Court
The 2019 term has removed all doubt: Chief Justice John Roberts
Jr. is the power broker on the U.S. Supreme Court. But unlike past
swing justices, the nation's top jurist puts the reputation of the court
before his own conservative instincts and is willing to compromise
when he needs to.
Read full article »


Feature


Breaking Down The Vote: The High Court Term
In Review
A docket packed with divisive cases. Experiments in remote oral
arguments. Defining moments for the court’s new swing justice.
Here, Law360 takes a data dive into the numbers behind this
historic court term, when the unexpected reigned supreme.
Read full article »


POLICY & REGULATION


9th Circ. Affirms Idaho's Tax-Hike Bid Can Seek Online Signers
Supporters of an Idaho income tax hike ballot initiative can start gathering
signatures electronically, as the Ninth Circuit denied the state government's
request to stay a federal judge's order giving the campaign extra time to
collect signatures.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


9th Circ. Says Earlier Enviro Review Covers Alaska Drill Tracts
The Ninth Circuit has upheld the U.S. Department of the Interior's expanded
oil and gas lease sales on tracts of land in the National Petroleum Reserve in
Alaska, saying that a prior analysis satisfied federal environmental review
requirements for the sales.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Energy Giants Tell 9th Circ. To Rethink Climate Suit Remands
Chevron Corp. and a coalition of energy giants have urged the Ninth Circuit
to reconsider a pair of decisions that may force them to face suits by
California cities and counties seeking climate change-related infrastructure
damages in state court.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


PRODUCT LIABILITY


Starbucks Must Face False Ad Suit Over Caffeine Content
A California federal judge is allowing the bulk of a suit alleging that Starbucks
Corp. misleads customers by putting the same amount of caffeine into
different sizes of its drinks, saying he's not ready to decide at this stage
whether the coffee shop's practices are in fact misleading.


 Order attached | Read full article »
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


COVID-19 IP Catch-Up: NY Trial Finally Starts, Texas Holds Off
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a drug patent trial in New York to go
remote and again delayed a media streaming patent trial in Texas.
Meanwhile, 3M settled a fraud suit tied to its N95 masks, and Jeff Dunham
received pushback from a company selling face masks with his image. Here
are some recent intellectual property updates tied to the outbreak that you
may have missed.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


Bacardi's 'Untameable' Rum Pillaged Rival's TM, 9th Circ. Told
A rival liquor maker accusing Bacardi of pirating the concept for its
"Untameable" rum campaign urged the Ninth Circuit on Friday to toss a
district court's finding that its trademark priority doesn't allow it to introduce a
new product and then claim marketplace confusion after Bacardi's alleged
infringement began.
Read full article »


Fed. Circ. Judge Iffy On Restoring Full Award Over Switch IP
A Federal Circuit judge pushed back Friday on a patent holder's contention
that the bulk of a $6.7 million jury award a California federal judge lopped off
should be restored, suggesting that the lower court correctly reduced the
award because U.S. imports by semiconductor company Power Integrations'
customers don't infringe.
Read full article »


MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT


Hollywood Agents Target Remaining WGA Antitrust Claims
Hollywood's major talent agencies urged a California federal judge on Friday
to dismiss the Writers Guild of America's remaining counterclaims alleging
antitrust violations over so-called "packaging fees," rejecting the WGA's
assertion that the agencies are seeking to relitigate arguments the judge has
already ruled on.
Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


USC Atty Says School Interferes In Workplace Investigations
The University of Southern California purposefully interferes with and hinders
investigations that threaten to expose its top employees' misconduct, an
anonymous attorney who works as an investigator for the school has alleged
in a proposed class action in California federal court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


WHITE COLLAR


9th Circ. Freezes Spending On Medical Marijuana Prosecution
The Ninth Circuit on Friday published a split opinion affirming a lower court's
order enjoining the federal government from spending further money on the
prosecution of marijuana growers who pled guilty to drug charges but whom
the court determined were in compliance with state medical marijuana laws.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


Lyft Slams Investors' 'Rhetoric' In IPO Disclosures Fight
Lyft told a California federal judge that disgruntled investors can't build a
fraud-by-hindsight case with rhetoric and overblown accusations that the
ride-hailing company misrepresented business prospects and downplayed
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risks ahead of its March 2019 initial public offering.
 Response attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


AbbVie Faces Suit Over Delays In Generic Blood Pressure Med
AbbVie has been hit with a suit in California federal court accusing the drug
giant of reaping millions of dollars in profits by paying off competitors to delay
generic forms of the blood pressure drug Bystolic.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Sutter Can't Delay $575M Antitrust Deal Amid Virus
If Sutter Health wants to use COVID-19 as a reason to try to tweak the $575
million antitrust settlement it inked with California's attorney general, it must
wait until the deal has been finalized, a state court judge said Thursday in
refusing to postpone final approval.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


Excluded CRT Buyers Ask 9th Circ. For Emergency Stay
Indirect buyers of cathode ray tubes excluded from over $500 million in price-
fixing settlements have asked the Ninth Circuit for an emergency stay while
they appeal a rejection of their bid to intervene in the case after the lower
court indicated it will approve the latest version of the deals.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


BANKRUPTCY


Judge 'Taken Aback' By Vivus Equity Tradeoff In Ch. 11
A Delaware bankruptcy judge said Friday that she was "taken aback" by
conditions set by biopharmaceutical company Vivus Inc. for payments to
otherwise wiped out stockholders in a prepackaged $235 million Chapter 11
restructuring, but she took no action on the provision at an initial case
hearing.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


DEALS


Analysis
Deals On Blistering Pace In 2020 Even As Virus Fears Linger
Capital markets deal teams are starting the second half of 2020 ready for
more business after a record-breaking six months of activity that seemed
impossible at the start of the coronavirus pandemic, although questions
persist over how long robust times will last.
Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


6 Firms Steer Trio Of Biotech IPOs Totaling $584M
Three venture-backed biotechnology companies went public Friday after
raising a combined $584 million in initial public offerings amid a robust
market, guided by six law firms that either represented the companies or their
underwriters, including two deals by Cooley LLP.
Read full article »


NATIVE AMERICAN


Bill Would Give Tribes 2 More Years To Spend COVID-19
Funds
A bipartisan pair of U.S. House of Representatives members are floating a
bill to push back the deadline for tribes to spend $8 billion in COVID-19 relief
funds from Dec. 30 to the end of 2022, saying the federal government's
delays in disbursing the money have contributed to a time crunch on tribes.
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 Bill attached | Read full article »


Tribe Slams Calif. County's 'Unlawful' Casino Tax Plan
The Buena Vista Rancheria of Me-Wuk Indians has filed a suit in California
federal court against Amador County, saying a purportedly binding contract
related to its recently built tribal casino is "unlawful" because it taxes the tribe
unfairly.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


TAX


Taxation With Representation: Simpson, Wachtell, Debevoise
In this week's Taxation With Representation, KKR snaps up financial services
company Global Atlantic for $4.4 billion, Uber gobbles up food-delivery
service Postmates in a $2.65 billion deal, and Blackstone takes a stake in
three Hollywood studios.
Read full article »


CANNABIS


LA Pot Regulators, Cops Sued Over Grow Facility Raid
A Los Angeles cannabis cultivator claiming it was ransacked in a police raid
has sued local marijuana regulators and the city's police department, saying
sloppy record keeping led to the destruction of the licensed facility's entire
stock.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Bitter Neighbor Sank Farm's Shot At Pot License, Suit Claims
A California couple is suing Mendocino County and their neighbor in federal
court, claiming the neighbor used her connections with county administrators
to squash the couple's application for a license to farm medical marijuana.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


PEOPLE


Cozen Snags Calif. Real Estate Partner From Sidley Austin
Cozen O'Connor has poached a partner from Sidley Austin in a move that
expands the firm's real estate bench in Santa Monica, California, Cozen
announced earlier this month.
Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Lessons From 6 Months Of Calif. Privacy Law Litigation
The California Consumer Privacy Act’s first six months have produced more
than 50 consumer class actions, and trends in private litigants' strategies may
be instructive on what to expect for enforcement, say attorneys at Akin
Gump.
Read full article »


New Pharma Co. Defenses For 'Innovator Liability' Claims
Under the so-called innovator liability theory, a handful of states have
permitted plaintiffs who took generic medication to sue the manufacturer of
the branded form of the drug — but pharmaceutical companies have recently
had success fighting such claims with three key strategies, say attorneys at
Winston & Strawn.
Read full article »


Opinion
Let's Create An Ethical Obligation For Attys To Fight Racism
In this moment of national recognition of historical institutional racism, the
American Bar Association must implement a model rule that explicitly
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declares efforts to fight racism and advance equality to be a matter of
attorneys' ethics and professional conduct, say Marc Firestone at Philip
Morris International and David Douglass at Sheppard Mullin.
Read full article »
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Firms Wanted PPP Money, But Will It Prevent More Cuts?
Law firms accounted for a large portion of the recipients of federal bailout
funds designed to save small businesses during the coronavirus pandemic,
but some observers speculate that, for a number of those shops, the funds
won't be enough to prevent future cuts if COVID-19 continues to drag down
the market.
Read full article »


Law Firm Leaders' 3 Biggest Worries For The Rest Of 2020
After a wildly tumultuous first half of 2020, law firm leaders are now preparing
to take on whatever the second half of the year has in store. Here, leaders
share their biggest worries for the remaining six months of the year.
Read full article »


Brown Rudnick IP Litigation Team Leaves To Start New Firm
The head of Brown Rudnick LLP's patent litigation practice has decamped
with his team and clients in tow to launch his own firm in New York City,
walking away with virtually all of Brown Rudnick's Manhattan-based patent
litigation group.
Read full article »
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Miller Canfield Lays Off Attorneys Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
Miller Canfield Paddock & Stone PLC has instituted layoffs and furloughs of
attorneys and other employees amid the COVID-19 pandemic, according to
reports.
Read full article »


NY Bill Would Suspend Two-Fail Bar Exam Rule For Pandemic
New legislation would allow New York public defender and government law
graduates who have twice failed the bar exam to continue to practice under
supervision for the duration of the state's ongoing coronavirus state of
emergency.
Read full article »


Chicago Federal Court Extends Remote Hearings To Mid-Sept.
The Northern District of Illinois' latest COVID-19 safety order entered Friday
extends remote hearings into mid-September and keeps an early August
target date for jury trials to resume, and the court's two clerk's offices will
reopen to the public on Monday.
Read full article »


Study Noting 'Racial Tension,' 'Nepotism' Shakes Philly Courts
Court leadership in Philadelphia County on Friday vowed to take action
following the release of a damning report from an outside consultant detailing
"a culture of nepotism, mistrust and racial tension that is constantly brewing"
for staff and judges alike.
Read full article »


Client Says Hagen Berman Pulled Fast One On Special Master
A Minnesota woman told a Pennsylvania federal court that Hagens Berman
Sobol Shapiro LLP used clients' protected information as "a sword and a
shield" to hide its alleged wrongdoing in its report provided to a special
master, who was investigating the firm's bid to drop clients suing
GlaxoSmithKline and others for birth defects caused by thalidomide.
Read full article »


Flynn Case Paused, DC Circ. Weighing Judge's En Banc Bid
The D.C. Circuit hit the brakes Friday on a panel's recent ruling instructing a
federal judge to immediately grant the government's request to end the
prosecution of former Trump administration national security adviser Michael
Flynn as the full appeals court considers whether to rehear the matter.
Read full article »


DOJ's DuCharme Named Acting US Attorney For EDNY
U.S. Department of Justice official Seth DuCharme has been tapped as
acting U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of New York, U.S. Attorney
General William Barr said Friday, replacing Richard Donoghue, who is in turn
taking DuCharme's old job.
Read full article »


GC Cheat Sheet: The Hottest Corporate News Of The Week
A new survey showed that corporate counsel are divided on whether they
think recent work-from-home adjustments will continue or be reversed once
the pandemic wanes, and a separate report revealed that more attorneys are
getting comfortable with litigation funding. These are some of the stories in
corporate legal news you may have missed in the past week. 
Read full article »


In Case You Missed It: Hottest Firms And Stories On Law360
For those who missed out, here's a look back at the law firms, stories and
expert analyses that generated the most buzz on Law360 last week.
Read full article »
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U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York
U.S. District Court for the Western
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U.S. House of Representatives
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U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission
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Podcast
Law360's Pro Say: Absolutely (Not) Immune
The U.S. Supreme Court ended its term with a bang this week, rejecting
President Donald Trump's claim that he was absolutely immune to a
subpoena for his financial records by New York state prosecutors who are
pursuing a criminal investigation.
Read full article »
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From: Melissa James
To: Melissa James
Cc: Andrew Hackleman
Subject: REACH Weekly Leaders Townhall | Economic Recovery, Reinvention and Resilience
Date: Sunday, May 31, 2020 3:58:24 PM
Attachments: COVID Recovery GovDeck_US 043020_FINAL[1].pdf


Regional LMI Report 2020- Final Draft[3].pdf


Good afternoon,
 
We look forward to resuming our 30-minute regional leadership call at 11:00AM on Monday, June
1st  via zoom webinar or dial in at +16699006833,195064787#.
 
We have spent a considerable amount of time over the last several weeks focusing our attention on
reopening our communities and our economy.  This week, we are going to shift our focus to the
longer-term discussion of economic recovery and how we work to collectively reimagine our
possibilities and build a better, more resilient future. We will discuss the economic picture ahead for
our region, the potential Federal and State infrastructure investment, and what these opportunities
and challenges may mean for the Central Coast economy.
 
OUR SPEAKERS INCLUDE:


Peter Rupert, an economist and Director of the UCSB Economic Forecast Project, will provide
his economic outlook for our region as it begins to reopen  


 
Avi Schwartz, Deloitte US Government & Public Sector Infrastructure & Capital Projects
Leader and Steve Hamilton, California Infrastructure Lead will outline the opportunities and
challenges for infrastructure in a post-COVID environment and how our region can be best
positioned for impact


 
Facilitated Q&A  


 
SUGGESTED READING:


Executing the COVID-19 Recovery (attached)
 


San Luis Obispo County 2020 Labor Market Report (attached)
 


UCSB Economic Forecast – Webinar Series on impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic
 
QUESTIONS:
Please email questions you may have in advance to melissa@reachcentralcoast.org. You will have
the option to share questions in real time via chat as well. Please be sure you are logged in from your
zoom app or computer if you would like to put forward a question.
 
Best,
Melissa
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The challenge
State and local governments are on the front line of the
COVID-19 crisis. In the coming months, they will be focused on 
the following steps as we move through recovery and beyond.



Balance health and economic impacts
The economic recovery will depend on a healthy population. What do states 
and municipalities need to do in terms of testing, health system capacity 
and the development of vaccines and treatments?



Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
How can government best provide support to those affected by the 
economic shutdown? Federal assistance will help, but cities and states will 
need to execute.



Reopen the economy for a better future
Consensus is calling for a phased reopening, with timing dictated by health 
science. How might states execute such a reopening?



Managing the state recovery process
State and local governments not only need to manage the
health crisis and the economic crisis, they need to do so in light 
of drastic reductions in revenue, surging demand, and the need 
to restart public agencies in a manner that is safe for both 
public employees and constituents.



The “Next Normal”
We have seen how critical data, digital workflows, and agility 
have been in responding to this crisis. As we move ahead, 
governments will need to reexamine their basic operating 
systems. From public transit to schools, governments should 
reexamine operations, service delivery, workforce, and safety 
issues as they sequence the  reopening of government offices. 
This is an opportunity for state and local governments to adopt 
new tools that enable them to better serve the people.



Executive Summary
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State and local governments must take action on three 
fronts to address the COVID-19 crisis 



Any given government agency may be involved with one, two, or all three fronts. For instance, a transit agency may limit ridership, 
enforce social distancing, and regularly disinfect vehicles while monitoring employee health. Later, the agency may play a part in 
the recovery by spending stimulus money on upgrading infrastructure. 



THE CHALLENGE



How do we address the 
health care crisis?



How do we address 
the economic crisis?



How do we keep “the business” 
of government operating?
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State and local governments are starting to move 
into the recover and thrive phases
The figure models the COVID-19 crisis over time across the three overlapping phases 
governments will pass through: Respond, Recover, and Thrive



“You don’t make 
the timeline; the 
virus makes the 
timeline.”



─Dr. Anthony Fauci



THE CHALLENGE



• Focus on essentials
• Offer maximum flexibility 
• Use maximum speed 



• Move toward normalcy
• Offer high flexibility
• Use high speed



• Build long-term enhancements to the public sector
• Establish a better foundation for the future
• Create a new level of flexibility 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15



PHASE



Pre-COVID-19



Level of 
flexibility and 
speed in 
government 



New norm is set; improvement 
from pre-COVID-19 level



~4-6 months ~10-18 months TIME
Act to promote safety and continuity Restore and emerge stronger Prepare for the next normal



THRIVERECOVERRESPOND



Source: Government’s response to COVID-19Note: These timelines may change Copyright © 2020 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.





https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/6724_government-response-to-covid-19/6724_Government-response-to-covid-19-exec-summ.pdf
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State governments are being “squeezed” 
from multiple directions 



State governments are 
facing revenue shortfalls 
and a simultaneous surge in
demand for services. As 
they look to reopen the 
economy, they will also be 
restarting many of their 
own operations under new, 
post-COVID-19 conditions—
no easy task.



High unemployment and 
social pressures



Local government and higher 
education fiscal crises



Health sector at risk



Revenue shortfalls Government



State Economic shutdown



Concerned 
workforce



High demand for 
curtailed government 



services



Challenges of 
reopening 



government 
operations



THE CHALLENGE
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Forecasts show strong economic headwinds
Depending on policies, business activity and consumer 
spending recovery could take different shapes and forms



The COVID-19 recession (10 percent probability)



Financial crisis + deep recession (50 percent probability)



Long hard trek to recovery (40 percent probability)



• The immediate impact of COVID-19 is a huge drop in economic growth. 



• GDP falls 8.3 percent in 2020 but starts recovering in 2021.



• Economic activity plunges as the COVID-19 outbreak affects both the 
economy’s supply and demand side. The combination of supply-side 
limits, weak demand, and financial crisis throws the economy into a 
recession.



• Quick, substantial fiscal and monetary intervention creates enough 
demand  to lift the economy out of recession by mid-2021, and 2022 
sees a strong recovery.



• As the economy struggles to recover from the initial recession, regional 
outbreaks of COVID-19 continue for about two years, accompanied by 
interruptions of economic activity in that region. 



• After falling substantially in 2020, GDP is flat in 2021, and unemployment 
remains high. Growth then picks up to 3 percent or more by 2023 and 
remains high for another year because of pent-up demand for big-ticket 
items, combined with very accommodative monetary and fiscal policy.



For the methodology read: United States Economic Forecast – 1st quarter 2020
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COVID-19
Recession



Financial crisis and 
deep recession



Long hard trek
to recovery



Source: BEA/Oxford Economcis and Deloitte



Real GDP
Billions of 2012 chained dollars



COVID-19
Recession



Financial crisis and 
deep recession



Long hard trek
to recovery



Source: BEA/Oxford Economcis and DeloitteSources: Bureau of Economic Analysis/Oxford Economics and Deloitte



Source: United States Economic Forecast – 1st quarter 2020



*Scenarios as of March 27, 2020



THE CHALLENGE



1



2



3
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**



**Chained dollar unit represents inflation adjusted dollar value over a period of time





https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/us-economic-forecast/united-states-outlook-analysis.html


https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/us-economic-forecast/united-states-outlook-analysis.html
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A strong recovery depends on societal attitudes



Rising fear of catching 
the diseasei



of Americans are very or 
somewhat concerned they 
that will get COVID-19 and 
require hospitalization



Concerns around 
privacyvi



of Americans say it is at 
least somewhat 
acceptable to use 
cellphone data to make 
sure people are 
following social 
distancing guidelines



Concerns around 
social gatheringii



of Americans say 
they’re concerned 
about eating out



Lack of business 
activityiii



US Composite Purchasing 
Manager Index declined to 
40.9 in March 2020, a 
record low



Consumers not 
willing to spendv



Consumer spending at 
clothing and clothing 
accessories stores 
decreased by 50.5% 
between Feb and March



Reopening 
too soonviii



In the US, more than 3.5 million 
students are expected to 
graduate from high school, 1.3 
million students are expected to 
graduate from two year or four 
year colleges. Younger workers 
will have more trouble finding 
and maintaining jobs in an 
already slow economy. vii



Sources: 1 Pew research; iiQSR Magazine; iii Trading Economics; ivISR; vQuartz, Census Bureau; vi Pew Research ; viiThe Conversation; viiiPew Research



of Americans are 
concerned that the US 
may lift restrictions 
too soon



Younger workers to be 
hit hard by slumpvii



of respondents in the US are 
most concerned with the 
threat to their health from 
the virus, over isolation and 
financial impact



Concerns around 
healthiv



Citizen concerns and confidence are part of the terrain of any recovery



THE CHALLENGE



55% ~60% 40.9 61%



50.5% 37%
1.3 
Million 66%
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https://www.people-press.org/2020/04/14/health-concerns-from-covid-19-much-higher-among-hispanics-and-blacks-than-whites/


https://www.qsrmagazine.com/consumer-trends/what-customers-think-about-restaurants-and-coronavirus


https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/composite-pmi


https://isr.umich.edu/news-events/news-releases/restoring-consumer-confidence/


https://qz.com/1830777/china-consumers-wary-of-spending-after-coronavirus/


https://www.census.gov/retail/marts/www/marts_current.pdf


https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/04/16/most-americans-dont-think-cellphone-tracking-will-help-limit-covid-19-are-divided-on-whether-its-acceptable/


https://theconversation.com/covid-19-could-shrink-the-earnings-of-2020-graduates-for-years-to-come-134765


https://www.people-press.org/2020/04/16/covid-19-and-the-countrys-trajectory/
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Health Care – Focus in the 
Respond Phase
• Severity of pandemic and pattern 



of disease progression



• Effectiveness of State’s policies and 
protocols



• Protection of the public and 
support of the healthcare system



Economy – Focus in the 
Recover Phase
• Reopening economy balanced 



against public health



• Industries and sectors



Resilience and Growth – Focus in the 
Thrive Phase
• Promoting resilience in both the 



government and the private economy 



• Prevention of future risk



Health Care Impact



Economic Impact



Demand



Pre-COVID-19 Demand Levels



STATE’S COVID-19 ACTIONS



Policy and 
Protocols



TimingGeography 
(statewide vs. 
select counties)



Recover  Thrive Transition



State governments will have a central role in this recovery



THE CHALLENGE
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS
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State government will need to take actions on 
various fronts to support the economic recovery



Balance actions to limit disease 
spread and economic impact



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS



Provide relief for individuals, 
businesses and sectors



Re-open the economy 



Key actions for the economic recovery
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS



Balance actions to limit disease 
spread and economic impact
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States are wrestling with balancing 
health and economic impacts 



Recovery on the health and economic fronts is 
intertwined: Until people can gather in groups to 
work, travel, and shop, any economic recovery will likely 
be limited (see figure). How do we speed recovery while 
limiting risk? When do we relax the rules? What 
restrictions should be imposed on businesses and 
individuals? Should these restrictions differ by area and 
by industry?



Reoccurrence is likely to be patchy. This could mean 
that a second wave may not be as severe as the 
current one but may spike in a few geographic areas 
and could also be seasonal in some cases.



State leaders will have to determine what is optimal for their states 



Source: Governments' response to COVID-19



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact
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Potential Relevant Response Milestones & Choices (Illustrative)
Cases are declining consistently across geographies



All public health pre-requisites are met:
• sufficient supplies at surge capacity
• minimized risks for vulnerable populations
• preventative measures for workplaces
• reduced importation risks



CHOOSE to decrease restrictions on some non-essential services (e.g. personal care, fitness 
centers, etc.)



Mass viral and serology testing available



CHOOSE to increase public health departments staff to continue widespread contact tracing 
and testing



CHOOSE to decrease some restrictions on social and economic activity (e.g., reopen schools)



CHOOSE to fast-track limited release of vaccine to healthcare workers (impact depends on 
vaccine efficacy and participation)



Cases begin to rise with second wave of infections



CHOOSE to implement targeted increase in restrictions on economic and social activity



CHOOSE to make vaccine available for broader population (impact depends on vaccine 
efficacy and participation)



CHOOSE to decrease restrictions on social and economic activities for vaccinated population



There will be critical choices along the journey and 
states will need to monitor progress and adapt
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact
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Responses to the COVID-19 crisis require iterative approaches to addressing the health 
threat, transitioning out of the crisis and rebuilding health, economic, and social systems



Non-linear path to emerge from the crisis better 
prepared for the future



Learn & Evolve
Integrate learnings to adjust 
capabilities in the future



Building Resiliency for Tomorrow



Transition
Take actions to remediate impacts of crisis



Respond
Take actions to contain the crisis 



Addressing Today’s Crisis



Relax response interventions as crisis 
is contained



Increase response interventions if 
virus reemerges 



Regress 
See degradation in heath, 
economic, and social systems



Recover
Return to health, economic, 
and social status quo



Thrive
Improve health, economic, and 
social resiliency



A state’s integration of 
learnings influences 
its ability to respond 
to future crises



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact
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Average tests per day in U.S.



Testing capacity has increased dramatically but is still far below recommended levels



Proposals on reopening the economy recommend testing 
from 750K per week to millions of Americans a day.*



COVID-19 testing has been largely limited to symptomatic 
cases and impacted groups only due to barriers in raising 
testing capacity. Wider testing on a mass scale is needed to 
better understand the disease.



In addition to testing for the disease, increasing serological 
tests/ testing for antibodies to indicate exposure and 
immunity and contact tracing will be critical to reopening the 
economy. Successful antiviral or plasma treatments and 
vaccines will be crucial for long-term recovery efforts.



Testing capabilities have grown but more 
progress is needed



Sources: Deloitte analysis using data from The COVID Tracking Project , American Enterprise 
Institute, Harvard Center for Ethics



*For example, American Enterprise Institute recommends 750K  per week 
and Harvard Center for Ethics recommends 2.5 million to 100 million per day



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact
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https://www.aei.org/research-products/report/national-coronavirus-response-a-road-map-to-reopening/
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Contact tracing will be key to limiting the 
spread of the disease
An integrated approach to contact tracing would trace COVID-19 contacts 
through automated case management and data analytics by public health 
entities, community partners and government agencies



Proximity Tracking



A network of information 
on individuals’ mobility to 
trace contacts based on 
self opt in for public use, 
and for employers. 



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Balance actions to limit disease spread and economic impact
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Case Management



Would enable state, local and 
public health organizations to 
collect information on tracking, 
and conduct follow-up; also allows 
users to report and receive follow-
up guidance.



Contact/Call Center



A range of customer 
support is needed, 
including telephony 
support, agents, 
chatbot & voice to text, 
and multi-language 
support.



Contact Tracers



Acquisition of contact 
tracers and specialized 
call center talent, 
including community 
heath professionals, 
will be needed in 
many jurisdictions. 



Application Programming 
Interface (API) Integration



Governments will need the ability to 
securely exchange information and 
provide reporting and integration 
with existing disease surveillance 
and health data systems and third 
party providers.



Public Sentiment & Trust 
Campaign



Governments need the ability to 
understand customer 
experience and analyze 
sentiments toward the region’s 
COVID-19 contact tracing efforts.



Network Analysis 
& Advanced 
Analytics



Network analysis 
can provide public 
health officials 
insights to guide 
strategy and policy.



Many states have started building an army 
of contact tracers to slow spread and 
prepare for second waves



Massachusetts: The state currently has 
850 people working on contact tracing.



New York: Partnered with New Jersey and 
Connecticut to launch a tri-state contact 
tracing program.



• The Bloomberg School of Public Health 
will build an online training program for 
contact tracers. 



• The State Department of Health and 
Bloomberg Philanthropies will identify 
and recruit contact tracers for the 
program.



California: Building a large army of 
10,000-50,000 tracers. 



Maryland: Plans to increase contact 
tracers from 250 to 1,000 people.



Sources: NBC New York, ABC News, John Hopkins Center for Health Security, NPR





https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/coronavirus/what-you-need-to-know-about-new-yorks-monumental-contact-tracing-program/2385611/


https://abcnews.go.com/US/states-race-start-coronavirus-contact-tracing-monumental-task/story?id=70285156


https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/pubs_archive/pubs-pdfs/2020/200410-national-plan-to-contact-tracing.pdf


https://www.npr.org/2020/04/28/847447262/massachusetts-is-developing-a-contact-tracing-program-to-ensure-safe-reopening
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS



Promote economic health for 
individuals, businesses and sectors
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States have several ways to boost the economy
Governments need to focus on three areas when it comes to promoting economic health



Stimulating economic activity 



• Promote spending 
• Reducing barriers to economic 



activity



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors



Assist distressed 
businesses



• Work to stabilize, then 
advance business health



Getting individuals 
back to work



• Minimize further job 
losses and promote 
job creation
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Stimulating economic activity



Use the broad power and resources of the state to foster business growth and 
reduce growth-impairing constraints. Encourage individuals and businesses to 
resume personal spending and business investment to re-start economic “engine” 
of the state.



Maximize federal funding. Designate a team to 
maximize state’s receipt of federal funding.



Use rainy day funds strategically. Use the funds to 
promote business growth and hiring.



Tax credits to incentivize hiring. To promote 
investment and immediate hiring, consider one-time, 
time-limited tax credit options to incentivize new 
employment or immediate business expansion. 



Review timeline for proposed construction projects 
under existing bonds issuance of the transportation 
department, including greater focus on “shovel ready” 
projects as a key criteria. 



Expedite permit approvals. Expedite approvals for 
construction permits not creating high risk to health, 
safety, or the environment.  



Extensions for professional licenses. Consider 
streamlined extensions for state authorized 
professional licenses, except those health-related or 
others with higher risk to public safety.  



Relax regulations. Relax regulations to reduce burden 
of compliance on businesses which would help 
businesses focus on recovery.



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
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Assisting distressed businesses



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors



Seek to reduce business failures, mitigate further business disruption, 
then provide growth-oriented support 



Consider establishing a business recovery 
center to help local companies gain streamlined 
access to business support, technical assistance or 
government assistance. Partner with business 
associations to streamline dissemination of 
information and direct business to appropriate 
assistance programs.



Use data to identify the hardest-hit sectors and 
regions. Data-driven analysis can identify where 
support is most needed. 



Shift focus of economic development agencies to 
recovery. Shift business attraction resources to 
recovery, retention, and job-growth of in-state industries.



Conduct an industry/sector assessment. By 
analyzing various sectors of the economy against their 
level of COVID-19 vulnerability, governments can provide 
more precise guidance than just “essential vs. non-
essential” designations. Such an assessment could 
include the likelihood of widespread transmission, ability 
to mitigate against such transmission, and so forth, 
informing reopening decisions.
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Providing relief to individuals and businesses 
in the United States
The CARES Act provides relief to individuals, families, 
businesses, and state and local governments



Individuals – $603.7 Billion
• Cash payments - $300 Billion
• Unemployment payments – $260 Billion
• Student loans - $43.7 Billion



Large Corporations – $500 Billion
• Loans for corporation –



$425 Billion
• Others (including airlines) –



$75 Billion



Small Businesses – $377 Billion
• New loans - $350 Billion
• Relief and grants - $27 Billion



State and Local Governments –
$339.8 Billion



• COVID-19 response – $274 Billion
• Others (including K-12 and Higher 



Education) – $65.8 Billion



Public Services – $179.5 Billion



Sources: Visual Capitalist, KFF, AAHA, Congressional Budget Office 



To date, a number of economic relief 
packages have been enacted in the 
United States to “fight the virus” and 
“stabilize the economy”



Coronavirus Preparedness and Response 
Supplemental Appropriations Bill



$8 billion (passed on March 6th)



$192 billion (passed on March 18th)



Families First Coronavirus Response Act



$2 trillion (passed on March 27th)



Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security (CARES) Act



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
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$484 billion (passed on April 24th)



Paycheck Protection Program and Health 
Care Enhancement Act 





https://www.visualcapitalist.com/the-anatomy-of-the-2-trillion-covid-19-stimulus-bill/


https://www.kff.org/global-health-policy/issue-brief/the-u-s-response-to-coronavirus-summary-of-the-coronavirus-preparedness-and-response-supplemental-appropriations-act-2020/


https://www.aaha.org/publications/newstat/articles/2020-03/families-first-coronavirus-response-act-overview-and-related-issues/


https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-04/HR6201.pdf
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Maintaining program integrity 
in the disbursement of 
emergency relief and stimulus 
funds will be critical for 
governments. 



The CARES Act establishes the “Pandemic 
Response Accountability Committee” (PRAC) 
to monitor the distribution of the COVID-19 
stimulus funds.
A similar, Recovery Accountability and 
Transparency Board (RATB) was created in 
2009 to oversee the distribution of the 2009 
stimulus funds.



Make prevention a cornerstone of 
your strategy 



Build a broader portfolio of tools 
to fight fraud, waste, and abuse
• Data and analytics
• Behavioral nudges
• AI and other advanced technologies



Bring transparency to stimulus 
efforts and open up deployment 
details for public scrutiny



Sources: The Hill; Deloitte



Effectively administering disbursement of emergency funds 
represents a massive additional responsibility for government



Governments need a holistic approach 
to ensure program integrity—



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
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https://thehill.com/opinion/finance/493061-five-ways-to-fight-fraud-waste-and-abuse-in-2-trillion-coronavirus-relief-aid


https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/insights/us/articles/fraud-waste-and-abuse-in-entitlement-programs-benefits-fraud/DUP_3043_WasteFraudError_FINAL.pdf
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Getting individuals back to work 



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors



Minimize further loss in employment, while taking actions to promote job 
creation and matching displaced workers to in-demand sectors 



Implement a fast track program focused on 
displaced workers from COVID-19 crisis, focused on 
connecting individuals with transferable skills to 
near-term, in-demand positions (e.g., healthcare,  
e-commerce/distribution, food processing). The 
program should be aligned to greatest impacts and 
needs in each unique region of the state.



Accelerate certifications program for in-
demand positions. Leverage best, “off the shelf” 
programs of community colleges, employers, labor 
associations, etc., to advertise and make certificate 
programs available rapidly and at scale. 



Promote in-demand employment opportunities. 
Use Governor’s press briefing and other “free media” 
to promote accelerated workforce development 
programs and employment opportunities.   



Focus on reskilling to help workers navigate the 
disruptions caused by technology advancements and 
shifts in employer demands.
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More than 26 million 
workers* have sought 
unemployment 
benefits during one 
month of shutdowns



Reskilling will be critical in the post 
COVID-19 economy to –



Retrain workers to deal with surges 
in overloaded areas



Prepare unemployed workers for 
industries that see a high demand 
for talent



Help workers adapt to digital workspaces



Government’s reskilling “Toolkit”



Data-driven approach: Analyze data to understand how 
industries are reacting to COVID-19. Which occupations 
are expanding and which ones are contracting?



Build partnerships: Develop deep partnerships with 
companies/industries that are expanding hiring and tailor 
programs to meet employer needs



Target the right segments: Provide wraparound 
support to challenged population segments such as single 
parents, older workers and the physically challenged who 
may have more employment opportunities due to 
increases in telework across different occupations



Act as a connector: Connect employers, philanthropies 
and other stakeholders to build a workforce information 
system that reduces information gaps between various 
participants



Source: NBC



* As of April 16, 2020



Reskilling to help workers navigate the 
disruptions caused by COVID-19



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Promote economic health for individuals, businesses and sectors
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https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/u-s-jobless-claims-reach-26-million-coronavirus-hit-wiping-n1190296
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KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS



Reopen the economy for a 
better future 
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There is more to restarting 
the economy than merely 
reopening businesses. This 
isn’t about flipping a 
switch. It’s about building 
and executing a plan that 
will include transitional 
stages, and will involve 
health, business, education 
and government sectors.



March 11, 2020



• All “non-essential” businesses closed



• Gatherings banned, schools closed and citizens 
advised not to leave home 



• Libraries, motor vehicles and many other state 
offices closed



US airlines carried 70.5 million passengers 
in Jan 2020, up 5.6 percent YoY



Airline travel from Europe banned. In the US, 
scheduled flights declined by 23 percent on 
30 March 2020 YoY



Unemployment was at 3.5% in Feb 2020



• In  California, 16K+ NHL fans watched 
the St. Louis Blues beat the Anaheim 
Ducks 4-2



• In Denver 18K fans attended a Post 
Malone concert



By April 3, 22 million applied for 
Unemployment Insurance



Weeks later…



Sources: Bureau of Transportation Statistics; BLS; Global News Forbes,; Cirium; CNJN



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future



The “shutdown” was abrupt… 
but the restart will be in phases
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https://www.bts.gov/newsroom/january-2020-us-airline-traffic-data-preliminary


https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2020/19-point-2-percent-of-the-unemployed-had-been-jobless-for-27-weeks-or-more-in-february-2020.htm


https://globalnews.ca/news/6683807/post-malone-concert-coronavirus-backlash/


https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2020/04/09/more-than-16-million-people-have-filed-for-unemployment-benefits-in-the-last-3-weeks-coronavirus-by-the-numbers/#35546ee95024


https://www.cirium.com/thoughtcloud/covid-19-coronavirus-impacts-on-us-europe-travel/


https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/01/health/us-coronavirus-sunday/index.html
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Government as an enforcer will be in charge of 
making sure protocols are followed and inspections 
are conducted. 



Government as a communicator will  provide clear, 
consistent and adequate communication to all involved 
in the recovery process. 



Government as an employer will have to ensure 
staff safety, redeployment and retraining of staff to 
quickly recover.



Government as a service provider will have to 
rethink delivery of services and create the necessary 
infrastructure.



Government as a designer will draw out the initial 
plan, lay down the protocols and guidelines needed 
to reopen.



Government



Designer



Enforcer



Communicator



Employer



Service provider



Government will have to wear many hats 
and juggle many responsibilities



Governments will have an unprecedented number of 
roles to play in restarting the economy
How government leaders communicate 
about the restart will be critical 



• There is a need to douse fears and instill 
confidence in people. It won’t matter if 
stores are open if no one will go outside



• States should seek inputs from industry 
associations to develop a plan



While restarting businesses is important, 
restarting government services will be 
equally critical



• From transportation to licensing, 
government activities support and enable 
economic activity



State government is a large and diverse 
employer



• The public sector will also employ some 
kind of phased reopening



• The safety of workers and those with 
whom they interact will be key



Schools, daycare, and social services to 
free up workers



• Many workers rely on public entities to 
educate and care for their children and 
sick relatives so they can go to work



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopening the economy for a better future
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• Reopening is one of the 
most important events in 
recent history



• States are at the center 
of a complex and highly 
unpredictable set of facts



Reopening is a complex task that 
may shift as circumstances evolve



Massive complexity with a huge number of intertwined issues and efforts



Limited resources already spread thin with core government operations



Short, and constantly shifting, timeframe



Facts on the ground and medical advancements are constantly changing



Many layers and parts of government engaged and interacting



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future
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GATING CRITERION to be satisfied before proceeding to phased reopening



Service areas to reopen
• Schools and daycare, bars, visits to senior living facilities and 



hospitals to remain closed
• To open under strict protocols – large venues (restaurants, 



theaters, sports facilities, etc.), elective surgeries, gyms



Service areas to reopen
• Schools and daycare, and bars to re-open
• Large venues can operate under moderate physical 



distancing protocols
• Gyms can remain open and elective surgeries can continue



Service areas to reopen
• All services to re-open



Phase 1 (for states and region that 
satisfy gating criterion)



Phase 2 (For states and regions with no evidence 
of a rebound and that satisfy the gating criteria a 
second time)



Phase 3 (For states and regions with no 
evidence of a rebound and that satisfy the 
gating criteria a third time)



White House Reopening Guidelines provide a starting point for 
states to develop their reopening plans 



• Vulnerable individuals to continue shelter in place
• Social setting of more than 10 people to be avoided 



where appropriate distancing may not be practical
• Minimize non-essential travel



• Vulnerable individuals to continue shelter in place
• Social setting of more than 50 people to be avoided where 



appropriate distancing may not be practical
• Non-essential travel can resume



• Vulnerable individuals can resume public interactions 
but should practice social distancing



• Low risk  population should consider minimizing time 
spent in crowded environments



Employers



Symptoms
Downward trajectory of influenza-like illnesses (ILI) reported 
within a 14 day period and



Downward trajectory of covid-like syndromic cases reported 
within a 14 day period



Cases
Downward trajectory of documented cases within a 14-day 
period or



Downward trajectory of positive tests as a percent of total 
tests within a 14-day period (flat or increasing volume of tests)



Hospitals
Treat all patients without crisis care and



Robust testing plan in place for at-risk healthcare workers, 
including emerging antibody testing



Individuals
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“There is substantial 
consensus among national 
experts that significant 
preparation will be required 
by state and national leaders 
to scale up the required 
public health infrastructure 
to limit outbreaks. States will 
also need to develop plans 
for a careful, staged 
reopening that protects the 
public’s health while laying a 
strong foundation for long-
term economic recovery”



Roadmap to Recovery, NGA



Expand testing capacity and make testing 
broadly available



Strengthen public health surveillance to 
understand the spread of the disease and 
rapidly detect outbreaks



Dramatically scale capacity for isolation, 
contact tracing, and quarantine



Ensure the healthcare system can respond 
to potential surges



Protect essential workers and at-risk 
populations



Develop a strong and clear communication 
and public engagement plan



Create a framework for reopening



Set the criteria and define the stages for 
reopening



Build partnerships between public and private 
sectors to implement the plan



Prepare to assess and improve the plan 
frequently



Source: National Governors Association, “Roadmap to Recovery”, April 22, 2020



The National Governors Association (NGA) has published a 
guide for critical reopening decisions



1



2



3



4



5



Building the public health 
infrastructure



Creating and executing a plan to 
gradually reopen economy



1



2



3



4



5
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https://www.nga.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/NGA-Report.pdf
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Governors have to think about this at three levels –counties, regions and states.



States and regions are developing their own plans



Pacts across regions and states for reopening



Florida, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina 
and Tennessee are working on a plan to reopen businesses 
in the region and ensure citizens’ safety as they return to 
work. Each state is issuing safety guidelines for reopening 
businesses.



New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, 
Rhode Island, Delaware and Massachusetts
• Co-ordinated restart in phases
• Ramping up availability of rapid tests and new antibody test 



to certify recovered individuals
• Developing regional testing protocols



Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana 
and Kentucky 
• Co-ordinating to restart 
• Reopening decisions based on recommendations from 



business, health care, education, and labor experts. 
• Focusing on control of new infection, social distancing 



protocols, sufficient health care capacity, effective tracing 
and tacking measures 



California, Oregon, 
Washington, Colorado and 
Nevada
• Formed The Western States 



Pact –a shared vision for 
reopening their economies 
and controlling COVID-19 into 
the future



• Framework prioritizing joint 
efforts, residents health, and 
scientific decisions
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/cases-in-us.html


https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/16/politics/midwest-governors-reopening-pact/index.html


https://www.nationalreview.com/news/coronavirus-crisis-coalition-six-southern-states-coordinating-reopening-economies/


https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/massachusetts-joins-new-york-new-jersey-connecticut-pennsylvania-delaware-and-rhode-islands


https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/13/california-oregon-washington-announce-western-states-pact/


https://bangordailynews.com/2020/04/14/politics/maine-coordinating-with-n-h-vermont-on-reopening-economy-amid-coronavirus/


https://covid19.biglocalnews.org/county-maps/index.html#/
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GEOGRAPHY
WHERE TO 
RE-OPEN?



CITIZEN 
GROUPS
FOR WHOM 
TO RE-OPEN?



TIMING
WHEN TO RE-OPEN?



POLICY & 
PROTOCOL
HOW TO 
RE-OPEN?



INTERCONNECTED CHOICES



INDUSTRIES & 
SECTORS
WHAT TO 
RE-OPEN?



Informs



Illustrative State reopening plan 



Reopening is a multi-dimensional challenge requiring real-time, 
data-driven decision making
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Symptoms
• Downward trajectory of influenza-like illnesses (ILI) 



reported within a 14 day period
• Downward trajectory of COVID-like syndromic cases 



reported within a 14 day period



Some examples



Source: Deloitte



States will need to 
monitor triggers in real 
time for an early 
warning at a granular 
level for decision 
making. They might 
need to consider other 
variables that deal with 
interdependencies in 
their state and also 
pick the right triggers 
for their industries.



Successfully operationalizing indicators will bring its own challenges



States will need to define and monitor triggers 
appropriate to their circumstances



Testing
• Testing capacity
• Serological and antibody testing



Cases
• Downward trajectory of documented cases within a 



14-day period
• Downward trajectory of severe cases requiring 



hospitalization
Hospital capacity
• Ability to treat all patients without crisis care
• Robust testing plan in place for at-risk healthcare 



workers, including emerging antibody testing



Resources
• Contact tracing protocols
• Hygiene protocols for public spaces
• Supply of PPE, swabs and medical equipment
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• Cases: 1,600 per million
• Hospitalization: Only 25 percent of the country’s ICU 



capacity was used
• Days taken to double the rate of infections: Two weeks



• Tests performed: More than 610,000



• Positivity rate (% of people found to be positive in 
tests): 1.8 percent



• Testing per million: 10,862



Austria South Korea Germany



• Excess health care capacity: 12,000+ ICUs vacant
• R0 (one person infecting other person): 0.9
• Lowering of mortality rate
• Anti-body tests: Plan for mass testing of anti-bodies as 



economy reopens



Lesson: Reopen the economy once health 
care capacity can accommodate existing and 
new cases and the growth of new cases has 
slowed down considerably. 



Lesson: Aggressive testing and tracing of 
individuals so that positive and symptomatic 
cases can be quarantined, and economic 
activity can be continued in non-hotspots. 
South Korea did not implement nation-wide 
lockdown.



Lesson: Reopen the economy if health care 
capacity can accommodate new cases and 
R0 is below 1. Launch large-scale antibody 
tests to assess infection rates and monitor 
the spread



Sources: Foreign Policy; Ministry of Health and Welfare, Korea, Business Insider; Robert Koch Institute
* The impact of reopening in these countries will be known only in the future  



Key health data triggers 



Different triggers: Lessons from other 
countries on reopening the economy
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https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/04/17/after-flattening-the-curve-austria-takes-a-gamble/


http://ncov.mohw.go.kr/en/


https://www.businessinsider.in/science/news/one-chart-shows-how-many-coronavirus-tests-per-capita-have-been-completed-in-6-countries-the-us-has-finally-caught-up-/articleshow/75262213.cms


https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Situationsberichte/2020-04-20-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
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Use statistical matching methods to identify other regions 
with similar risk profiles and demographics for comparison.
Measure how likely an infection is to spread within the 
community due to factors like density, commutes, and 
frequency of infection spread in hospitals



Aggregating a variety of “signals” from traditional and non-
traditional sources to understand the relative risks in a 
given region. 



Model feeds into dashboard and decision support 
framework – helps illustrate how changes like holding a 
large one-time event or relaxing restrictions on 
restaurants might bend the infection curve



How does moderate social 
distancing among a large 
swath of the population (e.g. 
closing bars) affect the 
trajectory, as opposed to 
preventing a smaller number 
of highly concentrated 
gatherings? 



Advanced analytics to guide decision-making



Risk stratification: Analyzing different 
types of risk



Community risk metrics



Statistically comparable regional analysis



Simulation modeling



PEOPLE RISK – BASED ON WHO YOU ARE
• Susceptibility risk - Some populations are much more likely to suffer severe symptoms from the 



disease, including hospitalization and death. Key risk factors include age, and underlying 
conditions such as obesity, diabetes and hypertension. 



• Mitigation strategy - Identify the high-risk group and accommodate high risk individuals. In 
Austria, some 90,000 employees were classified by the government as being in a higher risk 
group for the coronavirus;  they will receive a letter establishing their right to telework or paid 
leave even after measures are lifted.



ACTIVITY-BASED RISK – BASED ON WHAT YOU DO
• Transmissibility Risk – Close and frequent human interactions increase the likelihood of 



contracting the virus. Physical proximity, such as working or living with others, or the use of mass 
transportation (trains, buses, planes, elevators, etc.) enables spread of the infection. 



• Mitigation strategy - Social distancing, masks and other forms of personal protective equipment, 
and strong personal hygiene such as handwashing.  Government in the UK and elsewhere have 
issued guidance on social distancing measures for workers in construction, manufacturing, logistics 
businesses and retail respectively.



AMBIENT RISK – BASED ON THE ENVIRONMENT AROUND YOU
• Health Environment Risk – Many factors about the external environment influence both the 



likelihood of coming into contact with the disease as well as the consequences of doing so. These 
include the prevalence of infectious individuals in your area, the treatments and health care 
available, and other factors such as air quality.



• Mitigation strategy - Understand the community levels of disease, including those with acquired 
immunity, and other data around the extent of sick and immune people in the local population.



Sources: Metropole, Gov.UK
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https://metropole.at/coronavirus-in-austria/


https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-to-employers-and-businesses-about-covid-19/guidance-for-employers-and-businesses-on-coronavirus-covid-19
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Note: The importance, employment, mix across and within categories, 
etc. will impact ranking and vary by region



Reopening: An industry and risk perspective (Illustrative)
Illustrative view of industries, their value addition and risk of spreading virus 



Value added:  The economic value added by an industry 
Essential: How essential is the industry to keep running the 
economy
Risky: Risk of transmitting or spreading the virus depending 
on whether an industry can maintain social distancing and 
other safety protocols
Current status: Whether the industry is shutdown, open or 
partially open 



Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation is extremely risky but 
also very important. The other industries have dependency on this 
industry. This will be one of the most difficult sectors when it is time to 
resume full service.



Arts, Entertainment and Recreation is high risk/low in terms of an 
essential industry.  Firms, in this industry require either their workers 
or consumers to gather at one place. These industries were shut early.



Information is a classic work at home industry. It is an essential and 
it has the least amount of risk of transmitting or spreading virus at 
workplace.
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Industry
Value 
added 
($B)



How essential
(Scale: 1-5, 1=less 
essential,  5=most 
essential)



How risky
(Scale: 1-5, 1=less
risky, 5=risky)



Current status
(Scale: 1-5, 1=not shut 
down, 5=shutdown)



Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate, Rental and Leasing 4,490 3 1 1



Professional and Business 
Services 2,750 3 1 1



Manufacturing 2,360 3 3 3



Information 1,120 4 1 1



Construction 880 2 3 2



Retail 640 1 4 5



Hospitals 520 5 5 3



Utilities 340 5 2 1



Educational Services 260 3 3 4



Arts, Entertainment and 
Recreation 240 1 5 5



Food and Beverage Stores 160 5 4 1



Air Transportation 150 2 5 5



Transit and Ground 
Passenger Transportation 50 4 5 4
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Focus on mitigation for essential sectors
Even at the height of the pandemic, certain sectors have remained 
operational, including critical health providers, prisons, grocery 
stores, and other essential activities. There is little option but to 
keep these open, but optimum mitigation strategies should be 
employed.



Develop data-driven plans for phased sector openings, 
mitigation
Critical economic activities, and those with limited risk, should be 
prioritized. In addition, sectors that enable more widespread 
economic activity such as mass transit or education and day care, 
should also be given priority. Data-driven analysis of both 
economic impact and likelihood of transmission should drive 
decisions.



Develop concrete plans for large-scale activities
Activities such as mass transit, public education, correctional 
facilities, and nursing homes merit detailed analysis and concrete 
mitigation strategies. In many countries, education ministries are 
developing guidelines for hygiene measures, school bus 
operations, break times and group division that meet social 
distancing guidelines. 



Transmissibility risk measures how likely an infection is to 
spread within the community due to factors like density, 
commutes, and frequency of infection spread in hospitals



Capacity factors can inform the county’s likelihood of being 
unable to handle a large population of ill patients—hospital 
beds, number of healthcare providers, telemedicine 
options, utilization of emergency services, etc.



Risk mitigation 
strategies should begin 
with essential sectors, 
cascading into other 
economic activities. 
Phased sector openings 
and reopening large-
scale activities merit 
comprehensive and 
data-driven mitigation 
strategies.



Source: The Local.de
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Sector priority and risk mitigation 
Examples of possible rules for school reopening



No sports or music (due to increased risk of 
infection)



Staggered schedules with classrooms at half 
capacity



1.5-meter (5-foot) spacing between desks 



Masks required when coming to school 



Hygiene protocols, facilities for washing 
hands and adequate supplies of 
disinfectant



Special emphasis on graduating classes, 
the oldest primary school children and 
students who are taking exams
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https://www.thelocal.de/20200422/state-by-state-when-will-germanys-schools-open-again
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Each state may need unique 
approaches to recovery activities…



• Regions with lower infection rates and 
less potential for spread can be opened 
up more easily; 



• After the formation of natural immunity, 
especially areas and regions with high 
immunity can be open; 



• Regions with free capacities in health 
care can be opened up more easily. 



• Devise targeted communication plans for 
areas and industries that are reopening first;



• Communicate to clarify questions on 
reopening;



• Clearly explain the reasons for not opening 
certain areas and industries.



GEOGRAPHY
Prioritization (in-state and 
across region) will be key



INDUSTRIES & SECTORS
Not all industries and 
sectors will re-open at the 
same time



COMMUNICATIONS
Messaging to the 
right audience



POLICY & PROTOCOL
Guidance is critical since 
reopening is not returning 
to normal



Sources: IFO Institute; Deloitte Insights; Deloitte



• Sectors with a low risk of infection, e.g.  
highly automated factories, and less 
vulnerable persons, e.g. day-care centers 
and schools, should be opened first 



• Complementarities between sectors must 
be taken into account. For example, many 
people with children cannot go to work 
when day-care centers and schools are 
closed; 



• Sectors where home office and digital 
technologies can be used well have less 
priority than sectors where this is not 
possible; 



• Sectors that generate high employment and 
economic activity in a given region should be 
considered as a criterion for priority 
opening; 



• Priority should be given to easing restrictions 
that imply high social or psychological stress. 



• Release guidance on personal hygiene, 
workplace place, physical distancing a 
few days before reopening; 



• Devise guidelines on percentage of 
workforce that can come back to work;



• Before reopening, consider developing 
immunity certified workforce to mitigate 
spread of the virus while handling 
personal information discreetly.
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https://www.ifo.de/en/publikationen/2020/monograph-authorship/making-fight-against-coronavirus-pandemic-sustainable


https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/economy/covid-19/heart-of-resilient-leadership-responding-to-covid-19.html
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Reopening strategies from other countries*



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future



Countries around the world are gradually easing up on their lockdown restrictions 
in phases, while following strict social distancing and hygiene protocols



*This information is as of April 29th 2020
**Small shops, garden centers, laundries, stationery and bookstores
***New Zealand reopened non-essential stores, cafes and restaurants on April 27th, but only for online delivery or pick-up



Re-opened
Reopening shortly
Remained open with limited capacity
Not opened/ reopening in later phases



Sources: The Guardian Reuters, CNN, TIME, Business insider, US News, WSJ, The Guardian, Reuters, StraitTimes, RNZ, NZ Herald, TVNZ, Dailyforex, ABC, ABC, 
NewsHub, Dailymail, Telegraph, IcelandReview, IcelandReview, WSJ, Deloitte COVID –19 Government response portal, Reuters, Ruptly, Automotive Logistics



Country 
Construction and 



manufacturing 
units



Non-essential 
stores**



Kindergarten/ 
primary schools/ 
day care centers



High schools/ 
Universities 



Car dealerships, 
bike shops 



Non critical health 
care/ elective 



surgery



Salons and 
personal care



Restaurants/ 
cafes



Shopping 
centers/ 



Theaters/ 
Museums  



Austria 
Australia 



Czech Republic 
Denmark
Germany
Iceland 



Italy 
New Zealand*** 



Norway
Spain



Note: Taiwan and South Korea did not enforce nation-wide lockdown so most of the activities were open in both the 
countries with a few restrictions. China has also re-opened many of its sectors.
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/19/israel-and-south-korea-to-ease-coronavirus-lockdowns


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-czech/czechs-to-lift-coronavirus-lockdown-on-shops-restaurants-over-next-two-months-idUSKCN21W2AO


https://edition.cnn.com/2020/04/11/health/european-countries-reopening-coronavirus-intl/index.html


https://time.com/5816129/austria-rollback-lockdown/


https://www.businessinsider.in/politics/news/italy-is-in-a-complete-nationwide-lockdown-over-the-coronavirus-here-are-the-rules-all-60-million-citizens-now-have-to-follow-/articleshow/74564092.cms


https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2020-04-20/czech-markets-dog-salons-back-in-business-as-cautious-reopening-begins


https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-to-begin-gradually-reopening-its-economy-next-week-11586989014


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/19/the-exit-strategy-how-countries-around-the-world-are-preparing-for-life-after-covid-19


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-australia/australia-edges-towards-reopening-schools-as-coronavirus-infections-slow-idUSKBN222364


https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/australianz/australia-edges-towards-reopening-schools-as-coronavirus-infections-slow;


https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/412537/government-clarifies-essential-services-during-covid-19-lockdown


https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12319389


https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/number-foreign-schools-already-open-can-nz-learn-prepare-ours


https://www.dailyforex.com/forex-news/2020/04/new-zealand-is-reopening-its-economy/137520


https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-20/coronavirus-farmers-markets-social-distancing/12072678


https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-04-21/elective-surgery-restored-national-cabinet-cmo-coronavirus/12168848


https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/04/shopping-mall-food-stores-unsure-of-their-place-in-alert-level-3.html


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8235613/Jacinda-Ardern-eases-coronavirus-rules-four-week-lockdown.html


https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/04/04/iceland-turned-worlds-biggest-study-covid-19-teaching-us/


https://www.icelandreview.com/ask-ir/whats-the-status-of-covid-19-in-iceland/


https://www.icelandreview.com/society/iceland-to-loosen-covid-19-restrictions-starting-may-4/


https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-coronavirus-is-spreading-but-german-factories-keep-running-11585906240


https://taxcms.deloitte.com/businessandsocialimpact/countryinformation/NO/1145


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-austria-museums/austrian-museums-libraries-can-reopen-from-mid-may-as-lockdown-eases-idUSKBN21Z1B8


https://ruptly.tv/en/videos/20200428-032


https://www.automotivelogistics.media/coronavirus/germany-allows-car-dealerships-to-reopen-as-assembly-restarts/40498.articl
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Staggered schedule; prioritizing graduating students
• Reopening from May 4th. First resuming high school classes 



which have school leaving exams
• Some students will learn in shifts with half students attending 



school in the first half of the week and the remaining attending in 
the second half of the week. No afternoon teaching, sports or 
music classes



Reopening smaller shops with guidelines on social 
distancing and wearing of PPEs
• Reopened small shops of size 400 square meters or 



less starting April 14th.
• Only one customer at a time for every 20 square 



meters is allowed. Compulsory for all customers to 
wear masks



Identified high-risk employees to continue to telework
• Unclear on reopening date for workplaces
• Identified 90,000 employees who are at higher risk for the 



coronavirus. High risk employees to continue telework or 
paid leave after measures are lifted



Prioritizing graduating students and those expected to take 
exams; limiting class size; and physical distancing of desks
• Reopening from May 4th. Focusing on graduating classes, oldest 



primary school children and students who are expected to take 
exams in the coming year



• Spacing of 5 feet to be maintained between desks. Local variation 
in guidelines across regions. Example Hesse is maximizing class 
size to 15 students, Saxony is holding classes only for subjects 
relevant to the exams



Reopening smaller outlets with social distancing 
mechanisms in place
• Reopened stores of size 800 square meters or less 



starting April 20th



• Shoppers have been asked to maintain 5 feet 
distance from each other



• Some big stores have cordoned off a smaller area to 
meet 800 square meter rule



Updating occupational safety standards for employees 
returning to work
• Employees recommended to work from home wherever 



possible
• Additional occupational safety standards have been issued 



by Federal Minister of Labor for employees who have to 
return to work



Reopened for lower grades under strict hygiene and 
distancing protocols
• Reopened on April 14th for lower grades (students up to 12 years 



of age)
• High schools and universities to reopen mid-may
• Student desks have to be 6.5 feet apart. Handwashing every 2 



hours has become routine. Only a small group (3-5 children) are 
allowed together on the playground.



Most shops remained open with guidelines on 
hygiene and distance
• Many non-essential shops remained open during 



the lockdown period however customers need to 
comply with guidelines on hygiene and distance



Reopened for companies facing productivity losses; 
guidelines on social distancing 
• Reopened on April 14th particularly for companies facing 



productivity losses. All other companies recommended to 
continue work from home



• Guidelines issued by Danish Business Authority on workplace 
protocols including spreading employees across premises, 
working in shifts etc.



Sources: Reuters, Express, Bird & Bird, The Local, Metropole, The Guardian, The Guardian, The Guardian, Express, Reuters, The Hill, KCRW Berlin, DW, Lexology, BBC, WSJ, NPR



AUSTRIA



Schools Retail Shops Workplaces



KEY RECOVERY ACTIONS: Reopen the economy for a better future



Austria



Germany



Denmark



Lessons can be learned from other countries on how to reopen different sectors of the economy



Reopening strategies vary between countries
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MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: 
COORDINATED EXECUTION
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How do we address the 
health care crisis?



How do we address the 
economic crisis?



How do we keep “the business” 
of government operating?



Resume/reopen markets; provide funding 
to at-risk sectors/businesses; stabilize 
employment



Establish and maintain a safe and healthy 
environment; oversee testing; ensure  
hospital capacity and access to treatments



Establish education policies, maintain transportation 
networks, and ensure access to other essentials for 
the public (may be public, private or a combination)



Governor, executive level, and their designees plan and coordinate the State’s actions across the Workstreams 



Resume/reopen offices; manage the State’s 
own Services, Facilities, and Employees 
during the crisis  



MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



Success in the recovery phase requires coordinated 
success on all fronts
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• Monitor COVID-19 cases to detect a possible “second 
wave” during the recovery 



• Resume non-COVID-19 health care services at full scale
• Review overall costs of COVID-19 and secure additional 



funding
• Define discharging/outpatient conditions and services
• Support health workers post COVID-19 with support 



and counseling services
• Develop a plan for closing temporary testing facilities 



and disposing materials/equipment
• Identify potential vaccines for mass-deployment and 



develop potential roll-out plan
• Establish ongoing relationships/action plan with 



neighboring state governments
• Establish on-call emergency supplier/supplier networks
• Review county – by – county status to confirm return to 



stability
• Identify hot-spot, laggard areas on the county or city 



levels and resolve



• Execute economic stimulus plans 
• Monitor effectiveness of stimulus and other economic 



recovery plans 
• Identify strategies to support struggling industries (e.g. 



airlines)
• Monitor financial controls
• Manage supply chain risk and resolve issues
• Assess tax strategy based on effectiveness of the 



recovery 
• Provide additional emergency support and/or funding 



as needed 
• Redesign unemployment claims process for greater 



simplicity/efficiency
• Develop and deploy fiscal support for counties and 



municipalities facing liquidity issues during the 
recovery 



• Identify unmet needs during the recovery to prioritize 
and potentially apply for future stimulus funds



• Continue to develop and monitor various economic 
scenarios for the recovery



• Track and disburse recovery funds
• Co-ordinate reopening of government offices 
• Track and update regulatory changes
• Support workforce upskilling/ reskilling 
• Monitor decline of health care crisis and measure ending 



health related impacts on all stakeholders
• Model state conditions across health, economy, and citizen 



activity with particular focus on economic levers
• Estimate impact of different levels of business reopening 



on scenario modeling and simulation
• Monitor Federal Government policies – focus on economic 



policies (e.g. tax filing)
• Refortify key supplier networks
• Monitor impact of business reopening measures 
• Review programs for supporting business entities and 



update for current conditions (e.g. need for additional 
funding)



• Model state budget impact at different stages of reopening 
• Propose and simulate new economic regulations’ impacts 



until full resumption of business



MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



The sample decision points and actions listed below illustrate the complexity of the recovery. Close 
coordination, careful monitoring and real-time adjustments will be needed to speed an effective recovery. 



States and local governments face a daunting set 
of decisions/actions during the recovery phase



Healthcare Economy Business of government
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MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



How do you address all these issues in an integrated fashion? 
Measures



Establish a COVID-19 
mission control 
center



Develop 
communication 
strategy to increase 
transparency and 
build trust



Execution by Network 
– with federal and local 
governments, private 
sector, academics, non-
profits



Use data, business 
and technology 
tools to accelerate 
recovery



1 2 3 4



Source: Deloitte
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1. A unified approach through a COVID-19 Mission Control Center 
A COVID-19 mission control center brings together a cross-functional, cross-agency team, structure, 
processes, and tools to coordinate a state or local government’s actions through the crisis. It can enhance 
the government’s ability to quickly move to a proactive and strategic response to the crisis.



Defining guiding 
principles



Defining 
workstreams



Developing 
workstream plans



Activating the 
response center 



Operating the 
response center



The mission control center 
establishes and defines the 
overall objectives, decision-
making philosophy, investment 
priorities, and broader 
governance structure. For 
instance, managing competing 
priorities between different 
agencies and focus areas will 
be key during the initial 
recovery period.



Governments need to 
identify key streams of 
activities—public health 
capacity, public safety, 
communication strategy, 
recovery task force—and 
include projects, initiatives, 
and milestones that need to 
be undertaken in each.



The next step is to identify the 
roles, responsibilities, 
objectives, governance 
structure, and resources that 
would help drive activities in 
each workstream. It’s important 
to identify the right agency 
leaders to drive each 
workstream and make granular 
plans wherever possible. 



The center should establish 
core services and supporting 
tools, technology, and 
platforms to operationalize, 
track, manage, and align 
workstream activities. There is 
a need to tap into cross-
agency resources and best 
practices and bring them in to 
the center.  



The mission control center 
activities need to be driven in 
an open and transparent 
environment. It needs to 
ensure alignment across 
workstreams and actively 
manage issues, decisions, and 
risks to drive activities toward 
completion.



MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



Source: Deloitte
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Mission control center pandemic response activities



MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



Mission control centers provide 
advice and recommendations  
regarding strategy, coordination, 
and  governance for emergency 
management,  health, and 
medical organizations  
responding to crises, including 
pandemics.  They also provide 
advice and recommendations to  
establish and maintain 
command systems  to manage 
incidents, coordinate resources,  
and establish a structure to 
maximize  multi-agency support. 
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What would the command center do? Benefits



Strategy, Governance & Interagency Coordination



• Provide subject matter advice to assess and help  enhance governance structure, 
central  coordination, protocols, and emergency actions



• Assist with communication strategy related to  the implementation of protective
measures



• Provide recommendations regarding resource  prioritization



• Better-informed governance model
for responding to the pandemic



• Optimized resource allocation



• Effective standard operation
procedures



Incident Action Planning



• Assist with recommendations for establishing an  Incident Command System, which 
the client  would use to manage the incident, coordinate  resources, and establish a 
structure to maximize  multi-agency support



• Provide recommendations for developing daily  priority setting, risk and issue  
tracking, and  incident action planning



• Proactive mitigation of potential 
risks and issues



• Robust command center for 
coordinating responses



• Fit for purpose, executable 
plans configured for unique crisis 
events and types



Crisis Communication



• Identify and coordinate messaging and conduct  media trend and risk analysis



• Assist with developing proactive  communications



• Provide recommendations for improving  message development & planning



• Increased situational awareness



• Actionable communications plan



• Effective and clear communications
to stakeholders during turbulent
times
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The government workforce, especially at the 
staff and program manager level, will be 
executing much of the reopening plan. It is 
critical to get their buy-in on the plan, set their 
expectations on the workload, and allay their 
fears on workplace safety.



As important as the message, is the medium 
through which it is delivered. A majority of 
communication is non-verbal, and emails, 
chats, and texts may miss the body language 
required for trust building. Government 
leaders should consider using  video, where 
possible, to connect emotionally with internal 
teams and constituents.



Communication is critical. 
Citizens, businesses, and 
the public employee 
workforce will all be 
looking for guidance on 
the path to recovery.



Obtain buy-in from the workforce



Convey the right information, 
at the right time 



Communicate decisions 
impacting businesses



Use communication to build trust 
with citizens



In a rapidly evolving crisis, short and frequent 
communications can keep people feeling 
informed. Transparency fosters trust, and 
increases the likelihood of voluntary 
compliance with rules and guidelines.



Build trust by telling constituents what you 
know and admitting what you don’t. Recognize 
and address the emotions of  constituents. 
Clearly explain the decision to reopen and the 
measures taken to ensure the safety of 
government buildings and services.



Communicate to clarify any questions that 
businesses may have on the reopening 
guidelines. Establish resources such as 
hotlines to help businesses understand 
potential assistance programs.



Consider the medium



Sources: Deloitte Insights; Deloitte



2. Communicate to develop trust and build confidence in recovery
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A communications command center can help drive coordinated, data driven, 
communications across Paid (Media), Owned (State Websites), and Earned channels 
(Social media etc.). These could include—



• Broad policy communications



• Identifying and directing citizens to get tested



• Information on what’s open and what’s not



• Targeted communications to specific towns, regions, cohorts (example people 
over age 55), etc.



• Messages to business owners with protocols on how to reopen



• Communications for recruiting individuals into “trials”



• Communications encouraging citizens to share their health updates daily



• Social media sentiment analysis



Reopening requires robust communications infrastructure and processes



MANAGING THE STATE RECOVERY PROCESS: COORDINATED EXECUTION



Traditional advertising & marketing 
technologies, data, and AI can drive 
more targeting of cohorts



More personalized, individual real 
time communications to both 
business leaders, and constituents 
in all settings (geofenced 
announcements, could target 
cohorts of impacted individuals (at 
risk vs recovered), etc.



A single “Constituent Repository” for 
all such communications
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A major crisis requires a network of problem solvers. Technology companies, universities, research labs, and other 
experts can contribute to collective intelligence that increases government’s ability to mitigate a crisis.



Building confidence: Building citizen trust and boosting business 
confidence will be essential for widespread recovery. Collaborating 
with industry associations, consumer protection and safety groups can 
help governments reach different population segments and build the 
trust needed for citizens to re-engage with the community.



Tracking recovery with data: Just like public private data 
partnerships helped countries in East Asia track the transmission of 
COVID-19, similar data partnerships can help governments analyze 
consumer sentiments (using social media data) , monitor when the 
rebound stage has arrived (using restaurant footfall data, road 
congestion data etc.) or identify the hardest hit industries and 
regions.



Reviving certain sectors: Partnering with the private sector can 
help governments revive sectors that have been hit hard by COVID-
19. For example, in 2004, Taiwan’s government collaborated with the 
private sector to revive tourism, hospitality and other sectors hit hard 
by SARS by rolling out aggressive marketing campaigns for each.



Providing social services: Governments can partner with non-profits 
during the recover phase to increase efficacy of social services. These 
partnerships can be a source of innovative ideas and new business 
models for providing social services to population segments most 
impacted by COVID-19.



Intra-state collaboration: States would also need to build a broader 
coalition of counties, cities, and municipal leaders to drive the recovery 
in the state. Learning from others’ success stories, sharing resources, 
and driving activities regionally instead of in silos will make the 
recovery process efficient.



3. Execution by network



Source: Deloitte



Working together with locals, private sector, academics, non-profits to execute the recovery 
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Integrating multiple sets of data can help governments make sense of the 
chaos and model various scenarios



4. Data and analytics should underpin decisions



Integrated data will 
be needed to:



• Monitor and predict 
disease spread



• Prioritize government 
services



• Prioritize sectors and 
industries for opening



• Model interventions
• Plan care measures for 



vulnerable populations
• Monitor and influence 



citizen sentiment



Source: Deloitte



COVID-19 Response 
Management platform



‘What-if’ simulation 
machine



Social sentiment 
analysis



AI-based regulation 
analysis



Public and 3rd



party data sets



HEALTH GOVT. STIMULUS INDUSTRY ECONOMICS SOCIAL



SCENARIO PLANNING AND RECOVERY INSIGHTS 
(informed choice, timely action)



Economic Monitoring
(Movement of People, Goods, 



and Money) 



Disease Surveillance
(Cases, Contact, Capacity)



Consumer sentiment and 
behavior tracking 



Data



Data Science



Decisions



Dashboards



Risk scoring engine to 
diagnose disruptions 
across 20K+ supply 



chain vendors
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Tools to accelerate recovery
Business tools and potential 
applications 



Technology tools and potential applications 



Sources: Deloitte Insights; Deloitte.



Cloud Computing
Foundational 



technology for AI, 
sensors, and drones



Drones
Enforcing physical 



distancing rules for 
residents and 



inspections of facilities 
through drones



Social Media 
Technologies



Understanding citizen 
sentiment during times 
of crisis and monitoring 



misinformation and 
fake news



Advanced data analytics 
and AI
Accelerating development 
of vaccines and supporting 
data-driven decision-making



Sensors
Tracing and tracking 
quarantined and 
positive cases



Facial Recognition
Authenticating citizen 
identity and tracking 
attendance in workplaces



Behavioral insights 
and nudging
Nudging people to follow 
workplace safety and 
personal hygiene protocols



Scenario Planning
Testing resiliency of 



government operations 
against various scenarios Networks and ecosystems



Collaborating with other 
governments, companies 
and universities to accelerate 
economic recoveryHuman-centered design



Making relief funds easier to 
navigate by focusing on 



customer experience



Sensing and horizon scanning
Anticipating second or third waves 



of outbreaks or predicting 
changes to business models



Collective intelligence
Accelerating the 
development of drugs 
and vaccines by tapping 
into the wisdom of crowd
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Leadership in the recover phase



As the immediate crisis recedes and governments begin moving to 
the new normal, leaders’ jobs will change. They’ll need to focus on 
communicating across boundaries—between government and 
industry, between layers of government, and among various 
agencies. The self-interest of different players may be put aside 
during the crisis, but during recovery, political considerations and 
different interests will reemerge. 



Source: Deloitte Insights



Government leaders will also play a critical communication role in 
cutting through the noise to foster citizen confidence and trust 
that it is safe to reengage with the larger community. This trust will 
be essential to widespread recovery. While the focus may shift 
toward the economy and the business of government, data-driven 
vigilance must continue to help prevent additional waves of the 
virus from catching regions unaware. A dashboard of both medical 
and economic indicators, for instance, can help track progress 
throughout recovery.
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State and local governments will get through this, and when they 
do it is important that they emerge stronger and more resilient 
than ever before. For that to happen, leaders need to understand 
that the decisions made today will set the stage for the long term.



For example, this crisis has prompted many state agencies to 
employ telework to a much greater degree than ever before. As the 
recovery progresses, the flexibility afforded to state leaders is likely 
to diminish. So how telework is integrated in the transition back to 
the office can shape the workplace for years to come.



In the same way, there are a number of emerging tools that could 
enable state and local governments to thrive in the future (see 
figure on right). 



State and local governments aren’t going to be returning to 
anything like it was in the past. The window of opportunity is open 
right now, and state leaders can make sure that this recovery leads 
us to a brighter future.



Preparing for the next normal: Tools that can make state 
governments more resilient



TeleworkTele-medicine



Digital workflows



Job-centric upskilling



Cloud Computing



Distance Learning



Human-centered designArtificial Intelligence



Data Analytics



What’s next after recovery?



LOOKING AHEAD
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S A N  L U I S  O B I S P O  C O U N T Y



P R E P A R E D  B Y :
S L O  C O U N T Y  W O R K F O R C E  D E V E L O P M E N T  T A S K F O R C E











I N T R O D U C T I O N



39,874 jobs in North County
48,744 jobs in SLO City 
11,189 jobs in the Coastal area 
27,609 jobs in South County 



This report was developed by the following members of the Workforce Development Taskforce,  Executive Director Michael
Specchierla of San Luis Obispo County Office of Education and SLO Partners; Gayla Jurevich Regional Director for Business
and Entrepreneurship hosted at Cuesta College; Sarah Hayter Program Manager and Diana Marin Business Services
Specialist of the San Luis Obispo County Workforce Development Board.
 
In light of the dramatic effect that the COVID-19 pandemic is having on employment across the United States, the
Workforce Development Taskforce is focused on providing labor market information for local leaders to assist in their
response and decisions to move forward. The largest industry sectors in SLO County are Accommodation and Food
Services, employing 18,451 workers; followed by the Health Care and Social Assistance sector with 18,041 workers; and
the Retail Trade sector with 14,925 workers.
 
For the purpose of this report the County has been divided into four sub-regions: North County, SLO City, Coastal, and
South County. Last year SLO County accounted for 130,921 jobs. 
Points to consider:



 
The March 18, 2020 Shelter at Home order forced many local businesses to close. The closures have resulted in
unprecedented Unemployment  Insurance (UI) Claims filed with the Employment Development Department (EDD). The
most recent UI data shows that effective the week ending March 14, 2020 and through the week ending May 2, 2020 SLO
County has had 25,120 UI claims- an average of 3,140 per week. Prior to COVID-19, between the weeks ending January 4,
2020 through the week ending March 7, 2020, UI weekly claims were at an average of 130 per week. On April 28, 2020, as
part of the federal CARES Act, EDD began accepting applications for the new Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)
program. PUA helps unemployed business owners, self-employed individuals, independent contractors, individuals
with limited work history, and others not usually eligible for regular state UI benefits who have been affected as a direct
result of the pandemic. In it's first week, the week ending May 5, 2020, SLO County had 2,292 PUA UI claims. The
following week PUA claims dropped to 811 in SLO County.
 
The Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification (WARN) Act has a 60-day noticing requirement for an employer that
orders a mass layoff, relocation, or termination at a covered establishment. Typically, this applies for employers with more
than 50 employees. On March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-31-20, which temporarily suspends
the 60-day notice requirement in the California WARN Act for those employers that give written notice to employees and
satisfy other conditions. The suspension was intended to permit employers to act quickly in order to mitigate or prevent
the spread of COVID-19.
 
Historically, the SLO County Workforce Development Board receives few WARN notices during a program year due to the
large number of small business. In SLO County 97.5% of businesses have 50 or fewer employees, therefore the triggering
of a WARN notice is seldom. Since the onset of COVID-19, many employers in SLO County who would not have otherwise
been required to file a WARN notice are acting on the side of caution by issuing a notice despite having less than 50
employees. However, many larger businesses in SLO County that have had workforce reductions have not issued them. As
a result WARN notices are not a true count, but rather a triggering public event of a closure and an additional way of
tracking the impact of COVID-19.
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N O R T H  C O U N T Y  F A C T S



L A B O R  M A R K E T  R E P O R T  2020



Population is 97,091 (per American Community Survey data for 2014-2018)



Total Employment 39,874  (2019Q4 based on a four-quarter moving average)



Civilian Labor Force 49,150 with a participation rate of 62.5%



Average earned annual wages $36,218 per capita (2019Q4)



Median household income $72,560



Health Care and Social Assistance - 7,185 workers
Retail Trade - 4,542 workers
Manufacturing - 4,415 workers 



Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting LQ 5.89
Utilities LQ 3.25 
Construction LQ 1.83 



Office and Administrative Support Occupations - 4,371 workers
Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations - 4,157 workers
Sales and Related Occupations - 3,992 workers



Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations LQ 8.62
Construction and Extraction Occupations LQ 1.59 
Personal Care and Service Occupations LQ 1.40



For the sake of this report, the northern most area in San Luis Obispo County will be referred to as North County and
consists of the areas north of the Cuesta Grade including Atascadero, Paso Robles, Creston, San Miguel, Santa Margarita,
Shandon and Templeton. 
 



Regional Facts:



 



 



 



 



 
Largest Industry Sectors:



 
Largest Industry Sector Location Quotients* : 



 
Largest Occupation Groups:



 
Largest Occupation Group Location Quotients* : 



* High location quotients (LQs) indicate sectors in which a region has high concentrations of
employment compared to the national average.
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Workers in North County and Where They Live



Of the 39,427 workers commuting into North
County, 71% live within the North County
region. Most of the workers who live out of
the North County region are commuting from
SLO City. However, those workers only make
up about 6% of the commuters into North
County.



About 63% of the 46,693 residents in
North County commute within the
region for work. Approximately 18% of
the residents commute to SLO City.
Nearly 6% of the residents commute to
South County and just over 4%
commute to the Coastal region.



Residents in North County and Where They Work
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S L O  C I T Y  F A C T S



L A B O R  M A R K E T  R E P O R T  2020



Population is 64,973 (per American Community Survey data for 2014-2018)



Total Employment 48,744 (2019Q4 based on a four-quarter moving average)



 Civilian Labor Force of 30,384 with a participation rate of 52.0%



Average earned annual wages of $29,277 per capita (2019Q4)



Median household income of $57,449



Health Care and Social Assistance (6,819 workers)
Educational Services (5,777 workers)
Retail Trade (5,492 workers)



Public Administration LQ 2.06
Educational Services  LQ 1.46
Other Services (except Public Administration) LQ 1.43



Office and Administrative Support Occupations (6,670 workers)
Sales and Related Occupations (4,775)
Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations (4,708 workers)



Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations LQ 1.62
Protective Service Occupations LQ 1.55
Community and Social Service Occupations LQ 1.46



 
Regional Facts:



 



 



 



 



 
The Largest Industry Sectors: 



 
Largest Industry Sector Location Quotients :



 
Largest Occupation Groups:



 
Largest Occupation Group Location Quotients :



* High location quotients (LQs) indicate sectors in which a region has high concentrations of
employment compared to the national average.











SLO CITY COMMUTE PATTERNS
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Workers in SLO City and Where They Live



Approximately 40% of the 48,332 workers
commuting into SLO City live in the region. Most
of the workers who live out of the SLO City
region are commuting from South County.
Those workers make up nearly 22% of the
commuters into SLO City. About 18% commute
from North County and nearly 11% travel from
the Coastal region.



Of the 29,555 residents who commute in SLO
City, nearly six-in-ten travel within SLO City for
work. Approximately 11% of the residents
commute to South County. Nearly 8% of the
residents commute to North County and just
over 3% travel to the Coastal region.



Residents in SLO City and Where They Work
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C O A S T A L  F A C T S



L A B O R  M A R K E T  R E P O R T  2020



Population is 37,049 (per American Community Survey data for 2014-2018)



Total Employment 11,189 (2019Q4 based on a four-quarter moving average)



Civilian Labor Force of 17,383 with a participation rate of 54.5%



Average earned annual wages of $39,337 per capita (2019Q4)



Median household income of $69,705



Accommodation and Food Services - 3,310 workers
Retail Trade - 1,442 workers
Health Care and Social Assistance - 988 workers



Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting LQ 5.89
Utilities LQ 3.25
Construction LQ 1.83  



Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations - 2,451 workers
Office and Administrative Support Occupations - 1,272 workers
Sales and Related Occupations - 1,137



Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations LQ 2.68
Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations LQ 2.55
Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations LQ 2.17



For the sake of this report, the Coastal area in San Luis Obispo County will consist of the following areas: Cambria,
Cayucos, Los Osos, and Morro Bay. 
 



Regional Facts:



 



 



 



 



 
Largest Industry Sectors:



 
Largest Industry Sector Location Quotients:



 
Largest Occupation Groups:



 
Largest Occupation Group Location Quotients:



* High location quotients (LQs) indicate sectors in which a region has high concentrations of
employment compared to the national average.











COASTAL COMMUTE PATTERNS
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Workers in Coastal Region and Where They Live



Over 60% of the 10,922 workers commuting into the
Coastal region live in the region. Just over 10% of the
workers are commuting from SLO City and about 14%
travel from the North County region.



Just over 40% of the 16,578 residents in the
Coastal region commute within the region for
work. However, over 30%, of the residents
commute to SLO City. Another 11% travel to the
North County region for work and about 9% of the
residents commute to the South County region.



Residents in Coastal Region and Where They Work
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S O U T H  C O U N T Y  F A C T S



L A B O R  M A R K E T  R E P O R T  2020



Population is 79,948 (per American Community Survey data for 2014-2018)



Total Employment 48,744 (2019Q4 based on a four-quarter moving average)



Civilian Labor Force of 38,573 with a participation rate of 58.3%



 Average earned annual wages of $39,072 per capita (2019Q4)



Median household income of $79,705



Accommodation and Food Services - 4,936 workers
Retail Trade - 3,379 workers
Health Care and Social Assistance - 2,989 workers



Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting LQ 4.34
Utilities LQ 4.50
Accommodation and Food Services LQ 1.98



Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations - 4,061 workers
Office and Administrative Support Occupations - 3,163 workers
Sales and Related Occupations - 2,917



Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations LQ 8.86
Construction and Extraction Occupations LQ 1.71
Personal Care and Service Occupations LQ 1.40



For the sake of this report, South County will include the southern most area in San Luis Obispo County, covering the areas
south of Avila Beach beginning at the northern most point of Shell Beach Road, Arroyo Grande, Grover Beach, Pismo Beach,
Oceano and Nipomo, and ends at the county border south of Nipomo. 
 



Regional Facts:



 



 



 



 



 
Largest Industry Sectors:



 
Largest Industry Sector Location Quotients:



 
Largest Occupation Groups: 



 
Largest Occupation Group Location Quotients:



* High location quotients (LQs) indicate sectors in which a region has high concentrations of
employment compared to the national average.
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Workers in South County and Where They Live



Nearly seven-in-ten of the 27,222 workers
commuting into South County live within the
region. Of the workers who live out of the
South County area, most are commuting
from SLO City. Furthermore, those workers
make up almost 11% of the commuters into
South County. Just over 7% of the workers
travel from North County.



More than 51% of the 37,117 residents in
South County commute within the
region. About 28% of the residents in
South County commute to SLO City and
about 6% travel to the North County
region for work. 



Residents in South County and Where They Work
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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Hispanic or Latino (of any race)* 



North County:
White 87,568 (90.2%)
Black or African American 929 (1%)
American Indian & Alaska Native 691 (0.7%)
Asian 1,147 (1.2%)
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander 23 (0%)
Some Other Race 3,458 (3.6%)
Two or More Races 3,275 (3.4%)
Hispanic/Latino(any race)* 24,018 (24.7%)



SLO City:
White 51,547 (79.3%)
Black or African American 2,856 (4.4%)
American Indian & Alaska Native 304 (0.5%)
Asian 4,741 (7.3%)
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander 15 (0%)
Some Other Race 2,871 (4.4%)
Two or More Races 2,639 (4.1%)
Hispanic/Latino(any race)* 11,411 (17.6%)



 Coastal:
White 33,553 (90.6%)
Black or African American 161 (0.4%)
American Indian & Alaska Native 226 (0.6%)
Asian 1,115 (3%)
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander 0 (0%)
Some Other Race 1,051 (2.8%)
Two or More Races 943 (2.5%)
Hispanic/Latino (any race)* 5,840 (15.8%)



South County:
White 67,466 (84.4%)
Black or African American 1,073 (1.3%)
American Indian & Alaska Native 681 (0.9%)
Asian 3,181 (4%)
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander 220(0.3%)
Some Other Race 4,101 (5.1%)
Two or More Races 3,226 (4%)
Hispanic/Latino (any race)* 21,012 (26.3%)



SLO County
White 242,078 (86.0%)
Black or African American 5,265 (1.9%)
American Indian & Alaska Native 1,900 (0.7%)
Asian 10,234 (3.6%)
Native Hawaiian & Other Pacific Islander 258(0.1%)
Some Other Race 11,581 (4.1%)
Two or More Races 10,139 (3.6%)
Hispanic/Latino (any race)* 63,002 (22.4%)  



HIGH RISK POPULATIONS
As older individuals are encouraged to shelter at home,
long and short-term industry slowdown will be seen if the
work they perform can’t be done remotely.
Out of 130,921 jobs in SLO County, 50,140 jobs are held
by individuals in the high risk by age population. That is
38.2% of the job population in SLO County. Fig. 1
provides a break down of the population by region that
fall within the 55 and over age group. 



 
REGIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS: RACE



 



 



 



 



FIG. 1 POPULATION OVER 55 



FIG. 2 SLO COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS: RACE
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*Hispanic/Latino counts may fall under any race
category and therefore percentages may not add up.
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INDUSTRY/LABOR FORCE



All Other Industries (57,613)
44%



Accommodation & Food Service  (18,451)
14%



Health Care & Social Assistance (18,041)
13.8%



Retail Trade (14,925)
11.4%



Educational Services (11,989)
9.2%Construction (9,902)



7.6%



North County-
Health Care and Social Assistance - 7,185 



SLO City-
Health Care and Social Assistance - 6,819 



Coastal-
Accommodation and Food Services - 4,936 



South County-
Accommodation and Food Services - 3,310



INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
Of the 21 industry classifications, totaling
130,921 jobs in SLO County, 56% or 73,308 jobs
fall in the top 5 industries represented in Fig. 3. 
 
Top Industries by Region



FIG. 3 TOP INDUSTRIES IN SLO COUNTY
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FIG. 4 LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE



North County has a labor force participation of
48,599 or 62.5%, of the 97,091 population.



South County has a labor force participation of
38,573 or 58.3%, of the 79,948 population.



SLO City has a labor force participation of
30,384 or 52%, of the 64,973 population



Coastal area has a labor force participation
of 17,383 or 54.5%, of the 37,049 population.



SLO County has a labor force participation
of 135,533 or 57.7%, of the 283,111 population.



LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE



 



 



 



 











SAN LUIS OBISPO (SLO)



COUNTY/CA UI CLAIMS
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE (UI) CLAIMS
The data presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6
represent the UI Claims filed in SLO County
and CA respectively from 3/14/20 -
5/2/2020. Since the onset of COVID-19 and
the Shelter at Home order, there have been
an average of 3,140 UI claims filed per week
in SLO County. During the same time period,
an average of 468,851 UI claims were filed
per week in the state as a whole.



FIG. 5 SLO COUNTY UI CLAIMS



FIG. 6 CALIFORNIA UI CLAIMS
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FIG. 7 SLO COUNTY PUA CLAIMS



PANDEMIC UNEMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE (PUA) CLAIMS



The data presented in Fig. 7 reflects the
number of PUA Claims since its release
on April 28, 2020. In the first week SLO
County had 2,292 PUA claims.
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OTHER FACTS TO CONSIDER



The inter-county commute patterns are another key factor to consider especially as counties reopen. The data
shows that most out-of-county commuters travel into SLO County from cities in the northern part of Santa
Barbara County including Santa Maria (93458, 93455, 93454) and Lompoc (93436, 93438). Of the 2,760
commuters from Northern Santa Barbara County, over eight-in-ten workers, approximately 82%, travel to South
County and SLO City; 998 and 1,331 respectively. About 13% of the commuters work in North County and
another 2% work in the Coastal Region. The data also shows that although SLO County has a fair amount of
non-county residents commuting into SLO County, an even higher number of SLO County residents are
commuting to Northern Santa Barbara County for work. Of the 3,758 residents commuting to Northern Santa
Barbara County, over 61% live in South County. Just over 17% reside in North County and nearly 15% in SLO City.
Roughly 7% live in the Coastal Region. The data in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate the commute patterns to and from
Northern Santa Barbara County.
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Fig. 8 Where Workers in Northern
Santa Barbara County Commute To



Fig. 9 Where SLO County Residents that Work in 
Northern Santa Barbara County Commute From











OTHER FACTS TO CONSIDER



SLO County job listings offer an insight to industries and occupations that may be most impacted by growth or
contraction. Job postings data may be skewed, however considering shelter at home rules. As counties reopen
and move from stage 1 to 2 and 3, job postings data may be an indicator of growing, healthy industries. On the
contrary, a decrease in the number of job postings can suggest a struggling industry. Since the March 18th
Shelter at Home order, there have been 2,430 total online job posts. Of those job posts, 1,367 are currently
active. The active job posts are for 281 occupations. The top 10 occupations are illustrated in Fig. 10. Most of
the jobs posted are in San Luis Obispo. The employers with the most job posts are listed in Fig. 11. Job posting
data will continue to be tracked for trends. More detailed job listing information can be provided upon request.
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Fig. 10 Top 10 Occupations



Fig. 11 Top 10 Employers
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In conclusion,  as the nation begins to rebuild and the state provides guidance, it is important to



consider the local nuances of where people live and work. The pandemic has created much



uncertainty and questions such as: Which occupations and industries are most vulnerable? What



type of workers does an expanding industry need? How can changes in one industry impact other



industries in our region? How has hiring activity changed as the coronavirus impacts our region?



 



The data provided is a representation of the four sub-regions in San Luis Obispo County. As each



county in the state will have a plan for recovery, each sub-region may consider evaluating its own



area based on its unique local economy and population. The data will help provide clarity and



answers to some of the questions at hand. As leaders advocate for the specific needs of their



communities, the labor market information can give insight about how the COVID-19 pandemic



has affected their area; assisting in both identifying areas for economic development and



addressing workforce issues alike.



 



This report is intended to create awareness of workforce, industry and demographic data for



decision makers in moving forward. The Workforce Development Taskforce is committed to



assisting county and local leaders to build prosperity within our county. The organizations on the



Taskforce will provide current data as needed to foster job growth, expand workforce



development, and improve quality of life for residents across San Luis Obispo County. 



C O N C L U S I O N
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This WIOA Title I – financially assisted program or activity is an equal opportunity employer/program. Auxiliary aids and services are
available upon request to individuals with disabilities. CA Relay Service 711 or 1-800-735-2922 (English) 1-800-855-3000 (Spanish)
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County of Santa Barbara 



Legislative Briefing Call: July 9, 2020 at 2:30 p.m. 
 



 



Participants: 



Senator Feinstein 



Senator Harris 



Rep. Carbajal 



Senator Jackson 



A/M Limon 



A/M Cunningham 



 



County: 



Supervisor Hart 



Supervisor Adam 



City of Buellton 



City of Carpinteria 



City of Goleta 



City of Guadalupe 



City of Lompoc 



City of Santa Barbara 



City of Santa Maria 



City of Solvang 



Isla Vista Community Service District 



 



Cliff Berg 



Don Gilchrest 



 



Joint Decision Authority – Terri Maus-Nisich 



 



Public Health – Van Do Reynoso:  Yesterday we had 121 new cases. Over a 14 day period, we 



are seeing a 45% increase. It looks more concerning by region, with Santa Maria having a 73% 



increase, and Santa Barbara a 100% increase. This means we have an increased burden for 



contact tracing, however, we are still exceeding the state metric, which is 3 days, and our 



turnaround is 2.4, with an improvement goal of a 1 to 2 day turnaround. 



 



We are on day 24 of CDPH monitoring. Our case rate is 9 times the state standard. We fall under 



acceptable rates for testing positivity at 8.6%; the metric to meet is 8.8%. We are also doing all 



right with hospitalizations, ICU and ventilator capacity. 



 



We are starting to track requests from growers for assistance regarding farm workers.  



 



EOC – Kelly Hubbard: We have a Compliance and Code Task Force. To date we have been 



trying to use education as our tool. We are trying to increase the tools in our toolbox. County 



Counsel has given us specific information regarding law enforcement capabilities: Health and 



Safety Code 101029 gives cities the capability of enforcing the Health Officer Orders.  











 



We can also use a cease and desist letter for businesses who are egregious in their actions.  Cities 



also have that ability. 



 



Homeless Issues – Terri Maus-Nisich: We continue to maintain the south county shelter with 



62 clients, 65 and older with underlying conditions, at this location. There is no sunset date for 



this shelter. We also continue to support Good Samaritan in North County. They have had a 



series of positive cases and we are helping with quarantining those people. 



 



Communications – Suzanne Grimmesey: We have two websites, County and PHD, which post 



daily status updates and a data dashboard. We have targeted outreach to grocers, restaurants, 



food sectors, and farm workers.  



 



Social media continues to be a prime way to get info out, as well as get input from the 



community. We have produced several videos as a way to disseminate information to the public 



on various topics including, how to be careful over holiday weekends, contact tracing, etc.  



 



Currently, Press conference are once a week, and will continue through the Board break at rate of 



two per week. 



 



Reopening ambassadors are getting people out in the community trained on the re-opening 



process, to help answer questions, and help with signage. They work closely with the law and 



code enforcement team.  



 



Call center still very active with 150-200 calls/day. 



 



Public Safety Briefing – Sheriff Brown: Last weekend, beaches were closed on short notice, 



but we did get patrols and signage out there. Some signage had been taken down in the Santa 



Claus Lane area and a lot of clearing had to be done there. We used a helicopter with 



loudspeaker to ask people to leave. Next time, if we have more notice of closure, we would like 



to use a Digital sign to post that beaches are closed. We issued 10 citations for parking at Fernald 



Point.  



 



Jail/Staff: no additional positive cases of staff or inmates since Monday. Twenty-two staff have 



tested positive. No one is currently hospitalized (there had been 2); eight have recovered and are 



cleared to return to work.  



 



We have completed testing of all staff and are almost completed with inmate testing. We have 



completed 497 tests, with 30 inmates refusing the test. We encountered test kit problems, with 50 



at the lab that were inconclusive. We will retest.  



 



Economic Recovery – Nancy Anderson: 3500 businesses have submitted their self-



certification; the top three sectors are Dine-in restaurants, Retail, and Office Spaces. There were 



no further sector changes since last week. Bars can open for business outside if they serve food. 



 











We will be meeting with the live performance sector next week in preparation of them re-



opening in the future.  



 



Roundtable (Q & Comment) 



 



Feinstein: none 



 



Harris: none 



 



Carbajal:  Motta: Can you please go over the regional numbers again? Van: Santa Maria had 



an increase of 73% and Santa Barbara had a 100% increase of new cases over last 14 days. 



Santa Barbara’s numbers are 9 times the state metrics. State Metrics have a threshold of cases 



of 25/100,000 and we have 233/100,000 right now. 



 



Jackson: none 



 



Limon: Thanks for working on getting round table for the performing arts. We would also like to 



get more information from growers to help us assist farmworkers. If there are local ideas or 



solutions that we can share let me know.  



 



Will the fact that Ventura is reaching their hospital capacity have an impact on us? Van: we have 



a 35% ICU capacity now. We are looking at decreasing elective surgeries by 50%, freeing up 



additional beds for our county. Anything that happens in a county adjacent to us, we will be 



asked to accept their patients. [Note: after the call, Van, Mona and Terri spoke with local 



hospital CEOs.  Cottage Hospital said it does not expect an impact on them; Ventura County has 



opened up more units in its hospital to expand capacity] 



 



Cunningham: none 



 



Hart: none  



 



Adam: Bob Nelson:  We will share what we are seeing with farmworkers with Assembly 



Member Limon. 



 



Buellton:  Sierra:  Friendship House, in the Santa Ynez Valley, has cases? Van: yes, we are 



working to mitigate this. 



Can I have a list of ambassadors in the valley?  Van:  yes 



 



Carpinteria: Nomura: Thank you for cooperation and support. 



 



Goleta: Perotte:  Are we reaching out to the public via radio? Suzanne: Yes, both north and 



south counties. 



Greene: We would like earlier notice if beaches will be closed for Labor Day weekend. We have 



a parking lot that needs Coastal Commission approval to close.  



 



Guadalupe: none 











 



Lompoc:  We suggest that we do what we can without law enforcement with regard to code 



enforcement. Education and civilian teams are currently better received in our area than law 



enforcement.  



 



Santa Barbara:  Murillo: We would like to be included in the discussion with the Performing 



arts groups. We have had requests and concerns regarding mask compliance. We are making a 



PSA with city TV on this topic. We should plan for closures of the beaches for Labor Day 



weekend. 



 



Sneddon: Thanks for the closure of beaches over the July 4 weekend.  Can we talk about the 



100% rate increase? What do we attribute this to, what can we do to address it, and what is the 



next trigger point that would cause us to have to go back a stage? Van: We expected the freedom 



of movement as we open different sectors, would give us increased opportunity for social 



interaction, and therefore, more cases. How do we contain? Adherence to face covering, social 



distancing and hand washing, along with contact tracing. The state is conducting polls to see 



which areas are causing the highest increase in cases. From this information, the state will 



create policy to slow that movement. 



   



Are Gyms on that list? Van: That is not a top area. The Governor did amend the guidance 



recently to include wearing a face covering while in the gym.  



 



Santa Maria: Patino: We will be meeting with growers next week. Can I get an update on 



Juvenile Hall? Tanja: We have four youth who have tested positive and one staff member. We 



believe it is contained. The youth are housed separately and others quarantined.  



 



Solvang:  none 



 



IVCSD: How can we get rise ambassadors in our community? Suzanne: ambassadors started 7 



weeks ago and this program was expected to last two weeks. The initial group of ambassadors 



were mental health professionals who have now returned to their jobs and so the number has 



dwindled; they are still operating, but doing a lot of work via phone. If cities have groups of 



volunteers, Suzanne can train them and launch them into the community. Goleta just had their 



CERT volunteers trained.  



 



Berg:  none 



 



Gilchrest:  none 



 



Mona: Complaints and Enforcement. We continue to be heavy on education and outreach and 



only egregious cases would go further. We have at our disposal, Cease and desist orders, which 



are civil actions that can be issued by the County or cities.   



 



The Code Compliance and Enforcement Team will need city help to start ensuring enforcements 



are being done.  



 











Alan Hancock College produced the Protect, Respect Campaign in North County. This campaign 



shows local leaders wearing masks with a quote explaining why they wear the mask. We would 



like to move this into South County for a unified campaign.   



 



 



Press conference tomorrow at 4:30 
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Law360 Names Top Attorneys Under 40
We're pleased to announce Law360's Rising Stars for 2020, our list of 176
attorneys under 40 whose legal accomplishments transcend their age.
Read full article »


EEOC Charge Alleges Sweeping Racial Bias At Facebook
Facebook screens out Black job applicants and routinely relies on peer
reviews by its overwhelmingly white and Asian American workforce to unfairly
deny promotions to its few Black employees, according to a class action race
bias charge filed Thursday with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Composer Says YouTube Fosters 'Hotbed' Of Copyright Piracy
Grammy Award-winning composer Maria Schneider hit YouTube with a
putative class action in California federal court Thursday alleging it facilitates
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a "hotbed" of copyright infringement through its enforcement system, which
she said only protects major studios and record labels and abandons
"ordinary creators" like her.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Calif. Air Medics Get Initial OK For $78M Wage Settlement
A California state judge has given a preliminary thumbs-up to a $78 million
settlement that would resolve outstanding claims by a certified class of about
450 medical flight crew workers accusing helicopter operator Air Methods
Corp. of committing various wage violations.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Justices Won't Touch 9th Circ. Ruling On Sex-Based Pay Gaps
The U.S. Supreme Court on Thursday refused to hear a challenge to an en
banc Ninth Circuit decision that barred employers from using workers' salary
history to justify sex-based pay disparities.


 Order List attached | Read full article »


Coronavirus Litigation: The Week In Review
Grocery delivery service Instacart is suing to block a Seattle ordinance
requiring coronavirus hazard pay for gig delivery workers, New York police
officers and Las Vegas resort workers claim they haven't been provided with
adequate protections during the pandemic, and the ACLU says California
courts can't block public access to trials, despite the virus. 
Read full article »


REAL ESTATE & DEVELOPMENT


Analysis
More Than A Dozen Firms Aided Largest Q2 Real Estate Deals
White & Case and Hogan Lovells were among more than a dozen firms that
helped with the 10 largest real estate mergers and acquisitions deals of the
second quarter, five of which were north of the $1 billion mark.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


Calif. Criticizes FERC Transmission Incentives Proposal
A coalition of states, including California and Massachusetts, criticized the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's proposal to update incentives for
transmission projects, saying it doesn't do much to reduce the amount
consumers must pay or help the right kinds of projects.


 Comments attached | Read full article »


Calif. Plastic Suit Belongs In State Court, Green Group Says
An environmental group hoping to hold Nestle, PepsiCo, Clorox and others
accountable for plastic pollution along California's coastline has slammed the
companies' attempts to try the case in federal court, saying they have
mischaracterized its state-specific arguments as national or international
issues.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


Travelers Says Flower Cos. Can't Claim $2M Pandemic Losses
Travelers Property Casualty Co. has asked a California federal court to nix a
flower importers' suit over their $2 million COVID-19-induced property loss
insurance claims, arguing that the importers' insurance policy excludes
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coverage of the consequences of the government's decisions.
 Motion attached | Read full article »


PRODUCT LIABILITY


Apple Seeks To Ditch Suit Over Laptop Displays
Apple recently hit back against a proposed class action claiming it hid display
defects on 15-inch MacBook Pro laptops, saying the suit is based on a false
assumption on the design and can't be backed by facts.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Irish Co. Unable To Reverse Alice Loss On Music Transfer IP
The Federal Circuit has upheld a California federal judge's 2019 ruling that
four Data Scape Ltd. patents covering a method for transferring music files
from one device to another are invalid under Alice.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


Calif. Ryder Delivery Drivers Ink $5M Miclassification Deal
A motor carrier owner working for Ryder System Inc. urged a California
federal judge Wednesday to sign off on a proposed $5 million class
settlement to resolve claims that Ryder misclassified delivery workers as
independent contractors to avoid paying all wages and job-related expenses.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


WHITE COLLAR


Calif. Woman Gets 2 Years For False Green Card Promises
A California woman received a two-year sentence for defrauding four Iranian
nationals out of $120,000 with false promises that she could secure them
American immigration benefits, including green cards and citizenship, the
Justice Department has announced.
Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


Portola Says Stock Drop Was 'Reversal Of Fortune,' Not Fraud
Portola Pharmaceuticals pushed a California federal judge to toss a
proposed class action accusing the company of misstating the actual market
value of its blood coagulant, Andexxa, arguing there is no evidence it misled
its shareholders.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


Sutter Health Indirect Purchasers Vie For Cert. In $489M Suit
Health insurance plan purchasers seeking $489 million from Sutter Health on
claims they overpaid because the hospital chain violated antitrust laws told a
California federal judge during a hearing Thursday that their renewed class
certification bid isn't doomed by a dispute over calculating damages.
Read full article »


BANKRUPTCY


Faraday Future Tycoon Exits Ch. 11 After $3.5B Reorg
A Chinese tycoon and founder of electric car startup Faraday Future reported
a successful emergence Thursday from a personal Chapter 11 in California
that briefly detoured through Delaware bankruptcy court, following
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confirmation of a more than $3.5 billion reorganization.
Read full article »


IMMIGRATION


Analysis
Border Search Of Cellphones May Need Justices' Input
American travelers are uncertain of what rights they have when border
agents ask to search their cellphones, especially after conflicting rulings from
circuit courts, and the U.S. Supreme Court may be the only forum where
travelers can get certainty.
Read full article »


CANNABIS


Analysis
As Courts Punt CBD Class Actions, Attys Wait For FDA To Act
A string of federal courts have paused consumer class actions against CBD
companies until the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issues long-
anticipated rules governing the products, but litigants say the regulations,
once finalized, are unlikely to resolve any of the issues raised by the cases.
Read full article »


Ex-MedMen CFO Seeks $600K In Fees Amid Breakup Suit
The former chief financial officer of pot giant MedMen is asking a California
state court to award him more than $600,000 in attorney fees midway
through a bitter legal fight over his departure, saying his contract entitles him
to reimbursement for the litigation.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


TELECOMMUNICATIONS


9th Circ. Affirms Ruling On FCC Licensing Scheme
The Ninth Circuit has mostly affirmed a ruling ordering several companies to
pay the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission more than $14 million
after the agency accused them of participating in a fraud scheme involving
Federal Communications Commission cellular spectrum licenses.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Calif. Cannabis Delivery Case May Bring Black-Market Growth
A win for municipalities suing the California Bureau of Cannabis Control in an
upcoming trial this month would likely lead to an increase in black-market
services by disallowing legal statewide marijuana delivery, say Michael
Rosenblum and Lauren Chee at Thompson Coburn.
Read full article »


Calif. Ruling Will Help Cos. Fight Fraud-By-Implication Suits
The California Court of Appeal's recent ruling in Shaeffer v. Califia Farms —
holding that a company's claims about its product did not imply false claims
about other companies' products — provides an important framework that
food manufacturers can use to dispose of similar cases at the pleading stage,
say attorneys at Covington.
Read full article »


Altera Could Bolster State Transfer Pricing Scrutiny
The reasoning of the Ninth Circuit's Altera v. Commissioner decision — which
the U.S. Supreme Court recently declined to review — could provide state
tax authorities with an argument for additional discretion when challenging
transfer pricing arrangements between affiliated entities, say attorneys at
Eversheds Sutherland.
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Read full article »


COVID-19 Orders Unlikely To Constitute Temporary Takings
Although public agencies have issued a broad range of orders intended to
slow the spread of COVID-19, they are likely safe from temporary takings
claims due to the high hurdles for such claims and the expanded police
powers granted to governments during public health emergencies, say Gene
Tanaka and Emily Chaidez at Best Best.
Read full article »


Indirect Purchaser Antitrust Standing Heads In New Direction
The applicability of the U.S. Supreme Court's 1983 Associated General
Contractors indirect purchaser price-fixing decision to antitrust standing
under state law continues to evolve, with some decisions that may portend
diminished application, say Chris Micheletti and James Dugan at Zelle.
Read full article »


Opinion
Time To Consider Percentage Rental Agreements For Lawyers
It has long been the law that attorneys cannot use percentage rental
agreements because doing so would constitute an impermissible sharing of
fees with nonlawyers, but such arrangements can help lawyers match
expenses with revenues in lean times like now, say Peter Jarvis and Trisha
Thompson at Holland & Knight.
Read full article »
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117 Firms On Board For Fourth Version Of Mansfield Rule
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Diversity Lab announced Thursday that 24 more firms have signed on to
seek certification under the fourth and latest iteration of the Mansfield Rule,
which aims to increase the representation of historically underrepresented
lawyers in the field, adding up to 117 firms overall.
Read full article »


Analysis
Can BigLaw Dump Its Drinking Habit?
At many law firms, alcohol consumption at social and networking events is
standard, but experts say firms can help combat high rates of problem
drinking among attorneys by moving away from a culture where tying one on
is commonplace to one where alcohol is de-emphasized.
Read full article »


Legal Jobs Continue Upward Tick After COVID-19 Clobbering
The legal industry added another 7,500 jobs in June, a cumulative increase
of 14,500 positions since employment plummeted in April due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, according to U.S. Department of Labor data released
Thursday.
Read full article »


Virtual Arbitration Hearings Prompt Witness Coaching Fears
The COVID-19 pandemic has forced the arbitration world to move hearings
entirely online, prompting concerns that, unbeknownst to opposing counsel
and arbitrators, witnesses could be getting subtle — or not-so-subtle —
coaching from their attorneys.
Read full article »


Texas Calls Off July Bar, But Keeps In-Person Option
The Texas Supreme Court on Friday canceled the in-person bar exam
planned for July, but kept open the option for an in-person exam in
September and added an online test that would be administered in October
as the Lone Star State experiences a surge of COVID-19 cases.
Read full article »


Justices To Decide Whether DOJ Must Turn Over Mueller Docs
The Supreme Court will decide whether the DOJ has to give the House
Judiciary Committee unredacted materials from former special counsel
Robert Mueller's grand jury investigation, taking up the Trump
administration's appeal on Thursday morning.
Read full article »


Analysis
Justices Dim Dems' Hopes Of Seeing Mueller Docs By Election
The U.S. Supreme Court's decision to hear arguments on whether the Trump
administration has to give the House Judiciary Committee access to grand
jury materials produced by former special counsel Robert Mueller has dealt a
significant blow to Democrats' yearlong legal bid to secure those records
before the November election. 
Read full article »


Analysis
Alito Sees Inconsistency In How Justices Address Bigotry
Justice Samuel Alito Jr. suggested there is a double standard with how the
U.S. Supreme Court deals with the legacy of bigotry in modern law,
contrasting Tuesday's decision in a Montana tax case with one from earlier in
the term involving nonunanimous juries.
Read full article »


Dem Bill Would Make Judicial Advocacy Groups Name Donors
Senate Democrats introduced a bill Thursday that would require donor
disclosure from groups that sponsor political advertisements about federal
judicial nominations, targeting the hundreds of millions in "dark money" raised
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Mondelez International Inc.
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Nestle SA
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New York County Lawyers'
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from unknown donors and spent without limits.
Read full article »


DNC, Perkins Coie Must Face Defamation Suit, Page Says
Former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page has asked an Illinois federal
judge not to dismiss his defamation allegations against the Democratic
National Committee and its Perkins Coie LLP legal team, arguing that his suit
over the infamous "Steele Dossier" was timely and that the court should have
jurisdiction over the matter.
Read full article »


K&L Gates, Ex-Worker Settle ADHD Discrimination Suit
K&L Gates LLP has reached an undisclosed settlement to resolve allegations
that the law firm violated federal anti-discrimination law by failing to
accommodate an employee with anxiety and ADHD before firing him.
Read full article »


Shackelford Adds 6 Winstead Attys In Houston, Dallas
Shackelford Bowen McKinley & Norton LLP has added to its Dallas and
Houston offices six attorneys previously with Winstead PC who work in the
areas of intellectual property and corporate law, the firm has announced.
Read full article »


Facebook Taps Ex-HPE, Amazon Atty To Lead App Legal Team
Facebook has recruited a former Hewlett Packard Enterprise Co., Amazon
and IBM senior attorney to head the legal team responsible for its core app,
according to a recent post on LinkedIn.
Read full article »


US Atty In EDNY To Depart For Main Justice Role
Richard Donoghue is leaving his post as U.S. attorney for the Eastern District
of New York to take a job at the U.S. Department of Justice headquarters, a
development that comes on the heels of the messy recent ouster of
Donoghue's Manhattan-based colleague Geoffrey Berman.
Read full article »


Ex-ICE Atty Tapped As Chief DOJ Immigration Judge
Tracy Short, who worked most recently as the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement principal legal adviser and as senior adviser to the ICE acting
director, has been named as the nation's chief immigration judge, the U.S.
Department of Justice announced Thursday.
Read full article »


GC Cheat Sheet: The Hottest Corporate News Of The Week
The U.S. House of Representatives passed a bill to reopen the Paycheck
Protection Program through Aug. 8, and the largest U.S. franchisee of
Wendy's and Pizza Hut restaurants filed for Chapter 11 protection amid the
pandemic. These are some of the stories in corporate legal news you may
have missed in the past week. 
Read full article »


In Case You Missed It: Hottest Firms And Stories On Law360
For those who missed out, here's a look back at the law firms, stories and
expert analyses that generated the most buzz on Law360 last week.
Read full article »


Podcast
Law360's Pro Say: Federal Watchdog Agencies, Beware
The Supreme Court took a bite out of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau this week by allowing the at-will firing of its director, but the justices
stopped short of dismantling the Obama-era watchdog completely.
Read full article »
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Podcast
The Term: It's Roberts' World
As the U.S. Supreme Court edges closer toward the finish line of the term,
Chief Justice John Roberts' sway on the bench was increasingly apparent
this week in a trio of opinions on abortion, agency independence, and the
separation of church and state.
Read full article »
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From: Alice Patino
To: Bob.nelson@countyofsb.org
Subject: FW: Farmworkers got their raise! We did it!
Date: Monday, June 29, 2020 12:18:30 PM


From: Maricela Morales, CAUSE [maricela@causenow.org]
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 8:10 AM
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Farmworkers got their raise! We did it!


Dear CAUSE Friends,


We did it! Together we celebrate that in response to farmworker demands, Rancho Laguna
Farms, a supplier of Driscoll's has increased wages to $2.10 per box of strawberries!


See a video on our facebook page about this win here!


This raise wouldn’t have been possible without a month of incredible worker organizing. In
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early May, farmworkers organized walk outs for higher pay due to increased health risks and
higher costs of groceries and childcare. Despite being met with blatant retaliation when the
company called the Sheriff's Department when they asked for safer working conditions and
higher pay, workers persisted. They filed a charge with the Agricultural Labor Relations
Board and launched a public campaign to address not only their wages but other grievances,
including COVID-19 safety protocols.


These brave and essential workers collected 75 worker signatures, shared their story with
the press, and garnered massive public support with over 61,000 online petition signatures.
They got a meeting with the President of Driscoll's, the world's biggest berry distributor, to
demand that the corporation hold its supplier accountable.


Finally last week, workers met with Larry Ferini, owner of Rancho Laguna Farms and
successfully negotiated for a raise! Rancho Laguna Farms also pledged to train foremen and
supervisors in better communication skills and triple the amount of shade so workers can
properly social distance during breaks.


Thank you to everyone who supported these efforts and congratulations to the workers! This
is the power of organized workers united with community support!


We at CAUSE will continue to do everything we can to fight for and defend farmworker rights
on the Central Coast! If you would like to help us continue our work of organizing working
class families you can donate here.


Si Se Puede!


Maricela
Executive Director
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From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - May 29
Date: Friday, May 29, 2020 4:48:23 PM
Attachments: ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200529_RegionalSupplemental_FINAL.pdf


COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_5.29.20.pdf
ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200529_FINAL.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 29, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response
Attached you will find today’s Daily Briefing Points and the Regional Supplemental for the
Whole-of-America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain
Task Force; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and
Guidance from Federal Agencies. The Regional Supplemental highlights the updated
numbers by states and regions.


Topline messaging includes:


On May 28, President Trump announced his intent to extend the Title 32 orders
through mid-August. The President’s current authority provides governors continued
command of their National Guard forces, while being 100% federally funded under
Title 32, enabling these states to use the additional resources to meet the missions
necessary in the whole-of-America COVID-19 response. Current orders expire on
June 24.


FEMA will work with the Department of Defense and the states to extend
validated mission assignments to carry out the President’s direction.


On May 28, the U.S. Small Business Administration announced that it is setting
aside $10 billion of round two funding for the Paycheck Protection Program to be
lent exclusively by Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs).


CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in low-income communities by
providing access to financial products and services for local residents and
businesses.
The dedicated funds will further ensure that the funding reaches all
communities in need of relief during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Daily Briefing Points Supplemental 



Friday, May 29, 2020 



Regional Response 



Region I 



Connecticut  



Critical supplies delivered: 251,186 N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 194,469 face shields, 



806,534 surgical masks and 350 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $27.9 million in federal support to Connecticut. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the New Britain/New 



Haven area.  



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Maine 



Critical supplies delivered: 263,787 N95 respirators, 230,914 gloves, 42,801 face shields and 



204,393 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $10.7 million in federal support to Maine. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Massachusetts 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 564,408 gloves, 369,557 face shields, 



737,120 surgical masks and 400 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $63.9 million in federal support to Massachusetts. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Boston/Somerville area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Hampshire  



Critical supplies delivered: 263,442 N95 respirators, 217,612 gloves, 42,697 face shields and 



203,849 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $17.7 million in federal support to New Hampshire. 



▪ The stay at home order has been extended to May 31. 



Rhode Island 



Critical supplies delivered: 213,487 N95 respirators, 376,926 gloves, 69,905 face shields, 338,003 



surgical masks and 100 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $21.9 million dollars in federal support to Rhode 



Island. 
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▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the North 



Kingston/Providence area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Vermont 



Critical supplies delivered: 182,940 N95 respirators, 384,368 gloves, 67,875 face shields and 



315,702 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $10.0 million in federal support to Vermont. 



▪ The stay at home order was extended until June 15. 



Region 2 



New York 



Critical supplies delivered: 9.6 million N95 respirators, 3.0 million gloves, 539,294 face shields, 2.6 



million surgical masks and 4,430 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $1.1 billion in federal support to New York. 



▪ As of May 28, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in New York. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway, with some areas remaining under stay at home orders until 



June 13. 



New Jersey 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.5 million N95 respirators, 7.6 million gloves, 851,393 face shields, 1.3 



million surgical masks and 1,065 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated more than $437.6 million in federal support to New Jersey. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Meadowlands. 



▪ The stay at home order remains in effect until terminated. 



Puerto Rico 



Critical supplies delivered: 212,434 N95 respirators, 299,908 gloves, 143,723 face shields and 



344,275 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $46.2 million in federal support to Puerto Rico. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



U.S. Virgin Islands 



Critical supplies delivered: 34,521 N95 respirators, 48,760 gloves, 8,730 face shields and 89,054 



surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $16.0 million in federal support to U.S. Virgin Islands. 



▪ The stay at home order remains in effect until June 1. 



Region 3 



Delaware 



Critical supplies delivered: 77,434 N95 respirators, 691,008 gloves, 72,343 face shields, 209,665 



surgical masks and 50 ventilators. 
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▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $5.1 million in federal support to Delaware. 



▪ The stay at home order remains in effect until May 31, or until the health threat is eliminated. 



Maryland 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.6 million N95 respirators, 593,681 gloves, 278,789 face shields, 



660,438 surgical masks and 470 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $54.6 million in federal support to Maryland. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Baltimore. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway, with restrictions in place for Montgomery and Prince George’s 



counties. 



Pennsylvania 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.4 million N95 respirators, 797,846 gloves, 575,471 face shields and 



916,130 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $74.6 million in federal support to Pennsylvania. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Harrisburg/Glenn Mills 



area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 291,357 N95 respirators, 632,976 gloves, 101,035 face shields and 



610,221 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $166.1 million in federal support to Virginia. 



▪ As of May 28, three Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Blacksburg, Hampton 



and Richmond areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with restrictions in place for Northern Virginia. 



Washington D.C. 



Critical supplies delivered: 754,677 N95 respirators, 789,242 gloves, 71,201 face shields, 417,582 



surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $56.4 million in federal support to the District of Columbia. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Washington, DC.  



▪ The stay at home order ends on June 8, or until any emergency date extension is issued. 



West Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 178,488 N95 respirators, 253,206 gloves, 81,459 face shields and 



320,539 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $11.8 million in federal support to West Virginia. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 4 



Alabama 



Critical Supplies to Alabama: 502,473 N95 respirators, 337,541 gloves, 77,021 face shields and 



362,582 surgical masks. 
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▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $28.0 million in federal support to Alabama. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Birmingham. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Florida 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 977,872 gloves, 227,699 face shields, 1.1 



million surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $115.0 million in federal support to Florida. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Miami. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Georgia 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 1.4 million gloves, 184,115 face shields, 



768,836 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $96.0 million in federal support to Georgia. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Kenshaw. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Kentucky 



Critical supplies delivered: 797,082 N95 respirators, 521,202 gloves, 69,079 face shields and 



342,922 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $17.4 million in federal support to Kentucky. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Louisville. 



▪ A phased reopening underway. 



Mississippi 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 259,438 gloves, 59,983 face shields and 



421,711 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $22.5 million in federal support to Mississippi. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jackson. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



North Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 903,992 N95 respirators, 426,154 gloves, 114,427 face shields and 



580,551 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $25.7 million in federal support to North Carolina. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



South Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 394,762 N95 respirators, 301,448 gloves, 71,575 face shields and 



355,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $69.5 million in federal support to South Carolina. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Eastover. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Tennessee 



Critical supplies delivered: 756,938 N95 respirators, 657,302 gloves, 117,799 face shields and 



677,882 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $127.7 million in federal support to Tennessee. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Lebanon. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 5 



Illinois 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.6 million N95 respirators, 7.0 million gloves, 547,230 face shields, 1.5 



million surgical masks and 620 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $235.7 million in federal support to Illinois. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Waukegan. 



▪ A phased reopening is occurring at local levels. 



Indiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 860,534 gloves, 172,793 face shields and 



440,683 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $39.7 million in federal support to Indiana. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Indianapolis. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Michigan 



Critical supplies delivered: 8.6 million N95 respirators, 838,930 gloves, 311,571 face shields, 



747,018 surgical masks and 700 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $225.0 million in federal support to Michigan. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Detroit. 



▪ The stay at home orders have been extended to June 12. 



Minnesota 



Critical supplies delivered: 463,519 N95 respirators, 325,640 gloves, 78,497 face shields and 



521,005 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $2.4 million in federal support to Minnesota. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Ohio 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.8 million N95 respirators, 6.3 million gloves, 182,291 face shields and 



672,263 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $46.3 million in federal support to Ohio. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Columbus. 



▪ The stay at home order ends Friday, May 29. 
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Wisconsin 



Critical supplies delivered: 451,708 N95 respirators, 487,346 gloves, 151,239 face shields and 



506,163 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $57.6 million in federal support to Wisconsin. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Madison. 



▪ No statewide stay at home order, phased reopening underway at local levels. 



Region 6 



Arkansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 259,947 N95 respirators, 514,682 gloves, 112,762 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $464,794 in federal support to Arkansas. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Little Rock. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Louisiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 1.6 million gloves, 104,147 face shields, 



494,800 surgical masks and 370 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $150.7 million in federal support to Louisiana. 



▪ Baton Rouge General Medical Center Mid-City Hospital mission extended to June 20. The center 



has seen 162 patients. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the New Orleans/Slidell area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oklahoma 



Critical supplies delivered: 385,706 N95 respirators, 279,304 gloves, 63,947 face shields and 



685,447 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $18.4 million in federal support to Oklahoma. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Muskogee. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Mexico 



Critical supplies delivered: 176,868 N95 respirators, 321,430 gloves, 59,179 face shields and 



237,889 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $24.9 million in federal support to New Mexico. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Rio Rancho. 



▪ Stay at home order extended to May 31. 



Texas 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 390,647 face shields and 



1.7 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $517.5 million in federal support to Texas. 
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▪ As of May 28, five Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Austin, Corpus Christie, 



Dallas, El Paso and Houston areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 7 



Iowa 



Critical supplies delivered: 148,368 N95 respirators, 345,442 gloves, 84,577 face shields and 



451,235 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $150.5 million in federal support to Iowa. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders issued, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Kansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 516,976 N95 respirators, 2.8 million gloves, 116,842 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $49.1 million in federal support to Kansas. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Topeka/Kansas City area. 



▪ A phased reopening with local restrictions is underway. 



 



Missouri 



Critical supplies delivered: 909,289 N95 respirators, 359,996 gloves, 84,399 face shields and 



518,001 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $30.2 million in federal support to Missouri. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jefferson City. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Nebraska 



Critical supplies delivered: 95,788 N95 respirators, 274,930 gloves, 62,147 face shields and 



227,217 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $17.1 million in federal support to Nebraska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 8 



Colorado 



Critical supplies delivered: 560,122 N95 respirators, 625,836 gloves, 115,305 face shields and 



617,764 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $217.1 million in federal support to Colorado. 



▪ As of May 28, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Denver area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Montana 



Critical supplies delivered: 147,486 N95 respirators, 224,326 gloves, 40,611 face shields and 



188,859 surgical masks. 
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▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $12.6 million in federal support to Montana. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Helena. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway at local level. 



North Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 216,890 N95 respirators, 629,300 gloves, 37,077 face shields and 



174,337 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $12.1 million in federal support to North Dakota. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Bismarck. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



 



South Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 90,074 N95 respirators, 209,886 gloves, 121,313 face shields and 



182,077 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $10.2 million in federal support to South Dakota. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Utah 



Critical supplies delivered: 215,214 N95 respirators, 254,284 gloves, 55,329 face shields and 



270,189 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $2.9 million in federal support to Utah. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Wyoming 



Critical supplies delivered: 136,534 N95 respirators, 198,538 gloves, 36,125 face shields and 



169,343 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $55,154 in federal support to Wyoming. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Region 9 



American Samoa 



Critical supplies delivered: 39,039 N95 respirators, 76,470 gloves, 8,286 face shields, 38,422 



surgical masks and 10 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $1.1 million in federal support to American Samoa. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended to May 31.  



Arizona 



Critical supplies delivered: 537,715 N95 respirators, 482,208 gloves, 91,993 face shields and 



436,477 surgical masks and 101 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $33.9 million in federal support to Arizona. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Phoenix. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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California 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.0 million N95 respirators, 1.8 million gloves, 508,442 face shields, 3.8 



million surgical masks and 170 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $1.0 billion in federal support to California. 



▪ As of May 28, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Los Angeles and 



Fremont areas. 



▪ Onshore USNS Mercy personnel are working with National Guard and Veteran Affairs staff to 



augment patient care in skilled nursing facilities in the Los Angeles area. USNS Mercy onshore 



mission is set to conclude on May 30. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway with local restrictions.  



Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 



Critical supplies delivered: 25,029 N95 respirators, 74,430 gloves, 8,272 face shields, 55,948 



surgical masks and 25 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $5.3 million in federal support to CNMI. 



▪ A stay at home order remains in effect until emergency concludes.  



Guam 



Critical supplies delivered: 38,317 N95 respirators, 84,904 gloves, 13,560 face shields, 283,440 



surgical masks and 59 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $11.1 million in federal support to Guam. 



▪ A stay at home order is extended until May 30, phased reopening underway with local 



restrictions. 



Hawaii 



Critical supplies delivered: 146,622 N95 respirators, 224,724 gloves, 43,079 face shields and 



205,857 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $39.8 million in federal support to Hawaii. 



▪ A stay at home order ends May 31, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Nevada 



Critical supplies delivered: 642,207 N95 respirators, 286,680 gloves, 54,775 face shields and 



297,285 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $37.2 million in federal support to Nevada. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Las Vegas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 10 



Alaska 



Critical supplies delivered: 74,114 N95 respirators, 286,252 gloves, 68,605 face shields, 176,063 



surgical masks and 60 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $6.2 million in federal support to Alaska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Idaho 



Critical supplies delivered: 121,090 N95 respirators, 223,974 gloves, 44,887 face shields and 



315,357 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $1.3 million in federal support to Idaho. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Idaho Falls. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oregon 



Critical supplies delivered: 598,920 N95 respirators, 616,724 gloves, 130,643 face shields, 



319,101 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $55.5 million in federal support to Oregon. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Eugene/Wilsonville area. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Washington 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 983,890 gloves, 127,201 face shields, 



841,348 surgical masks and 500 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $76.0 million in federal support to Washington. 



▪ As of May 28, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Tacoma. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Friday, May 29, 2020 



“THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS HIT MANY TRIBAL COMMUNITIES, PARTICULARLY IN RURAL AREAS, VERY HARD. 



BY DIRECTING NEW RESOURCES TO THESE AREAS, WE ARE HOPING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE THAT WILL RESULT IN 



FEWER NEW INFECTIONS OF THIS PERNICIOUS VIRUS.” – HRSA ADMINISTRATOR TOM ENGELS 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ On May 28, President Trump announced his intent to extend the Title 32 orders through mid-



August. The President’s current authority provides governors continued command of their 



National Guard forces, while being 100% federally funded under Title 32, enabling these states 



to use the additional resources to meet the missions necessary in the whole-of-America 



COVID-19 response. Current orders expire on June 24.  



 FEMA will work with the Department of Defense and the states to extend validated 



mission assignments to carry out the President’s direction. 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Small Business Administration announced that it is setting aside $10 billion 



of round two funding for the Paycheck Protection Program to be lent exclusively by Community 



Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). 



 CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in low-income communities by providing 



access to financial products and services for local residents and businesses. 



 The dedicated funds will further ensure that the funding reaches all communities in need 



of relief during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ On May 28, the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 million in CARES Act 



funding to 52 Tribes, Tribal organizations, urban Indian health organizations and other health 



services providers to Tribes across 20 states to prepare, prevent and respond to COVID-19 in 



rural tribal communities. 



▪ On May 28, the FDA announced a reference panel to evaluate diagnostic tests for COVID-19. 



Reference panels are an additional step to ensure the quality of the tests, validation of new 



assays, test calibration and monitoring of assay performance. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has made 1,575 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to all 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 92.1 million N95 respirators, 146.1 million surgical masks, 12.7 million 



face shields, 32.9 million surgical gowns and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.  



 FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 5.5 million units of media so far 



in the month of May.    





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/28/president-trump-announces-extension-title-32-orders


https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sba-and-treasury-department-announce-10-billion-cdfis-participate-paycheck-protection-program


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/28/hhs-awards-15-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-in-rural-tribal-communities.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-provides-new-tool-aid-development-and-evaluation-diagnostic-tests


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf
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 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited 



duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



▪ As of May 28, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 15.7 million samples. 



 As of May 28, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and one antigen test.  



By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 75 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that are direct 



recipients with emergency declarations and 33 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 28, 217,619 samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 



and 412,807 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and seven have closed in 



consultation with the states. One additional federally run site is operational. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 415 live sites in 47 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $99.7 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 16,497 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.4 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,949 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 28, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 





https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $620 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $15 million 



▪ As of May 29, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 279 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 



▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through June 24. 



 As of May 28, 40,431 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 926 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 28, the CDC has 5,224 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



▪ As of May 27, 580 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 500 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 159.1 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 28, Project Air Bridge has completed 182 flights with an additional 49 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 231 flights.   



 Six flights landed yesterday, May 28: two in Chicago, one in Pittsburgh, and one in New 



York City (JFK). 



 One flight is scheduled to land today, May 29: two in Chicago, one in Pittsburgh). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 28:  



 Nearly 1.5 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 109.6 million surgical masks 



 27.6 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2.2 million face shields 



 771,200 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ Since April 12, 47 non-airbridge flights carrying over 52 million FEMA-procured masks and 



respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ Three non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed yesterday, May 28,  two 



in New York City (JFK) and one in Los Angeles. Two flights are scheduled to land today, May 29: 



one in Newark and one in New York City (JFK). . Since May 20, 14 non-airbridge flights carrying 



approximately 925,000 gowns have landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, the National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 



COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



FEMA 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Local governments can make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA 



Regions through the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/26/distribution-infrared-thermometers


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-alternate-care-site-acs-warm-sites
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▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states, 



the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico to support programs providing free, confidential 



counseling through community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  



 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 





https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/04/fema-announces-supplemental-funding-through-cares-act


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-nearly-4.9-billion-distribution-to-nursing-facilities-impacted-by-covid19.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-500-million-distribution-to-tribal-hospitals-clinics-and-urban-health-centers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/21/trump-administration-accelerates-astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-to-be-available-beginning-in-october.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/20/hhs-provides-225-million-for-covid19-testing-in-rural-communities.html


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/19/hhs-industry-partners-expand-us-based-pharmaceutical-manufacturing-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/18/hhs-delivers-funding-to-expand-testing-capacity-for-states-territories-tribes.html
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▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 



▪ On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 



million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 



and respond to COVID-19. 





https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/


https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/13/hhs-awards-15-million-to-support-telehealth-providers-during-covid19-pandemic.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-19.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-deploys-new-portable-dialysis-machines-to-new-york-for-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/covid-19-funding-available-to-minority-rural-and-socially-vulnerable-communities-for-linkages-to-services-information-and-education.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/hhs-begins-distribution-of-payments-to-hospitals-with-high-covid-19-admissions-rural-providers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html
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▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 



remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 



recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 



Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID-19 



testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-



19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 



approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ CDC continues to recommend that everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where 



other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain. 



▪ On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 



guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 



step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 and stay 



safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-mobilizes-national-innovation-initiative-covid-19-diagnostics


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/22/community-mitigation-decision-support-tool


https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0522-cdc-releases-recommendations-faith.html


https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0520-cdc-resources-open.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/caring-for-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/learning.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/protect-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-administrators-college-higher-education.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/food-and-agriculture-considerations-prioritization-ppe-cloth-face-coverings-disinfectants-and
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▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration has 



issued an alert that lists steps employers can follow to implement social distancing in the 



workplace and to help protect workers from exposure to the coronavirus. 



▪ As of May 25, U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has approved 430,906 Economic Injury 



Disaster Loan applications resulting in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist 



businesses and their employees. The SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck 



Protection Program applications resulting in $511.2 billion available to assist businesses and 



their employees. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/path-forward-coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program


https://www.fda.gov/drugs/coronavirus-covid-19-drugs/coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program-ctap


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-new-actions-accelerate-development-novel-prevention-treatment


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-antigen-test-help-rapid-detection-virus-causes


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-diagnostic-test-using-home-collection-saliva


https://www.fda.gov/media/137564/download


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200528-0


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/21/usda-provide-1-billion-loan-guarantees-rural-businesses-and-ag


https://home.treasury.gov/news/secretary-statements-remarks/joint-statement-by-treasury-secretary-steven-t-mnuchin-and-sba-administrator-jovita-carranza-on-the-success-of-the-paycheck-protection-program


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1018


https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sbas-paycheck-protection-program-small-businesses-affected-coronavirus-pandemic-launches


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-supporting-nations-farmers-ranchers-food-supply-chain/


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/19/usda-announces-details-direct-assistance-farmers-through
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▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  





https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-ensuring-strong-national-stockpile-industrial-base-needed-meet-challenge/


https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2020/05/13/news-release-st-launches-indoor-predictive-modeling-tool-coronavirus-stability


https://www.cisa.gov/news/2020/05/13/fbi-and-cisa-warn-against-chinese-targeting-covid-19-research-organizations


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/united-states-built-worlds-leading-coronavirus-testing-system/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-approves-12-billion-contracts-farmers-families-food-box-program?fbclid=IwAR21FQ6_maDGtF1Uu_u9EQtrtSaldTAw1N8JkWckZz0MwTLvOHIZYwkWcSA


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm998


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A









On May 28, the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 million
in CARES Act funding to 52 Tribes, Tribal organizations, urban Indian health
organizations and other health services providers to Tribes across 20 states to
prepare, prevent and respond to COVID-19 in rural tribal communities.


On May 28, the FDA announced a reference panel to evaluate diagnostic tests for
COVID-19. Reference panels are an additional step to ensure the quality of the tests,
validation of new assays, test calibration and monitoring of assay performance.


As of May 28, FEMA has made 1,575 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing
homes to all 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a
14-day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and
Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing
efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 28, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 92.1 million N95 respirators, 146.1 million
surgical masks, 12.7 million face shields, 32.9 million surgical gowns and over 1
billion gloves.


To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and
procure testing material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.


FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 5.5 million units of
media so far in the month of May.  
The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for
a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their
individualized plans.


As of May 28, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 15.7 million samples.


As of May 28, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and one antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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From: Kenny Klein
To: Kenny Klein
Subject: RHS FFA Awards Distribution
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 12:16:41 PM
Attachments: 6-4-20 RHS FFA Awards Distribution.doc


June 4, 2020
 
Dear Media,
 
Student achievement was recognized for Righetti High School
FFA members at a drive-thru event recently, in place of the
traditional Awards Banquet forced to be canceled because of
social distancing rules of Covid-19. Please see press release.
 
Thank you,
Kenny Klein
SMJUHSD Public Information Officer
kklein@smjuhsd.org
805 709-1454
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                              NEWS*NEWS*NEWS


SANTA MARIA JOINT UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT


                                  PRESS RELEASE


June 4, 2020


Student achievement was recognized for Righetti High School FFA members at a drive-thru event Monday, June 1, in place of the traditional Awards Banquet forced to be canceled because of social distancing rules of Covid-19.



Recognized were more than 38 State FFA Degree recipients, 20 senior who completed their ag programs, this year's Star Greenhand, Star Chapter Farmers, outstanding senior, Regional Proficiency Award winners and scholarships awards. Also handed out to seniors were FFA graduation cords and sashes to wear over caps and gowns.



"This was a very special event for our FFA members and especially the seniors because we didn't get to celebrate our achievements with our friends," said Sonora Robertson, this year's chapter president. "It was a special moment to have so many supporters cheer on our students in person."



The ag teachers at RHS, along with the help of the officer team, set up an awards backdrop where photographs of the awards ceremony could be memorialized, while staff provided the cheers. Among those celebrating the FFA efforts were Antonio Garcia, SMJUHSD superintendent; John Davis, assistant superintendent; Paul Robinson, CTE director; Greg Beard, FFA regional supervisor, and the newly elected school 2020-2021 FFA officer team.



"We wanted to make sure our students received the recognition they worked so hard to earn," said Amy Guerra, ag teacher at RHS. "Being able to have a drive-through event and having so many of our administrators and staff members cheer on our students created a memorable experience for everyone who attended."



SMJUHSD Media Contact: Public Information Officer Kenny Klein


805 709-1454 or kklein@smjuhsd.org


SMJUHSD Contact: Superintendent Antonio Garcia


805 922-4573 ext. 4202 or angarcia@smjuhsd.org
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From: Zócalo Public Square
To: Alice Patino
Subject: To the African Poetess Phillis Wheatley
Date: Monday, June 1, 2020 3:06:05 AM


WHERE I GO
Where I Go: Herding the Goats at Squashville Farm
Goats Live in an Alternate Reality of Soil and Self-Determination


by HIMANEE GUPTA-CARLSON


It happens at least once a week: The goats
commit jailbreak. They nibble, squirm, and
leap their way out of the two-acre space
where they are supposed to stay put.
Inevitably, they’ll find their way onto the
deck, the driveway, the front steps ...
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READ MORE


EVENT: STREAMING ONLINE
POSTPONED: How Can Humans Coexist With Monster
Wildfires?
A Zócalo/Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West Event


Moderated by Nathan Rott, National
Desk Correspondent, NPR


Historical ecologist Jared Dahl Aldern,
CSU Long Beach American Indian Studies
professor Theresa Gregor, and Fernanda
Santos, The Fire Line author and
Professor of Practice at the Walter Cronkite
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, visit Zócalo to examine
how and whether human beings can
coexist with megafires.


REGISTER FOR UPDATES


ESSAY
A Poem That Would Not Let Me Go
When I Found Multiple Truths in the Work of 18th-Century Poet Phillis
Wheatley, She Became Some Kind of Kin


by DREA BROWN


I do not remember how old I was when my
grandmother showed me Phillis Wheatley’s
poetry. Ten, maybe 11? Young enough
that my hands were open to everything she
put in them: a crochet needle and thick hot
pink yarn, a sewing needle, a gingham
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apron. Young enough that I obeyed ...


READ MORE


EVENT: STREAMING ONLINE
Thursday, June 18, 2020, 6:30 PM PDT
Can We Build A Better Summer Olympics?
A Zócalo/ASU Foundation Event


How difficult would it be to fix the thorniest
problems facing the Summer Games?
What great ideas should the International
Olympic Committee take up during their
unexpected hiatus? As we wait patiently
hoping for the delayed Tokyo Games to
begin, this Zócalo panel explores
innovative ideas for a better Summer
Olympics.


REGISTER FOR UPDATES


POETRY
Portrait of Icarus as a Country on Fire  


by JASON SCHNEIDERMAN


Can we talk about the wax? The way the wax
would have felt on his skin, slick 
at the first signs of melting, a spreading
warmth that felt so good he flew closer 
to the sun, the sensation a full body coating
of intoxicating heat, before the wax
began to burn, to cover him like napalm, ...
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From: Alice Patino
To: Jason Stilwell
Subject: FW: Rebuilding Your City Towards Healthiness: Establish a City Office of Epidemiological Accountability
Date: Tuesday, June 2, 2020 9:25:27 PM
Attachments: Rebuilding US Cities Epidemiologically.doc


Brazil Health VSM 12 Layers.docx
VSM Layers [Bolsonaro implodes benchmark].pptx


This sounds like another department we can use.


From: Jon Li [jonli@dcn.org]
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2020 2:20 PM
To: citycouncil@cityofsantacruz.com
Cc: ladykpetersen@gmail.com; brooksforcitycouncil@gmail.com; jbertrand@ci.capitola.ca.us;
ebottorff167@yahoo.com; samforcapitola@yahoo.com; rlj12@comcast.net; dtimm@scottsvalley.org;
jdilles@scottsvalley.org; dlindslind@earthlink.net; jimreedSV@gmail.com;
felipe.hernandez@cityofwatsonville.org; cityclerk@cityofwatsonville.org;
aurelio.gonzalez@cityofwatsonville.org; lowell.hurst@cityofwatsonville.org;
francisco.estrada@cityofwatsonville.org; rebecca.garcia@cityofwatsonville.org;
trina.coffman@cityofwatsonville.org; ari.parker@cityofwatsonville.org; Alice Patino; Gloria Soto; Etta
Waterfield; Michael Moats; Mike Cordero; j_osborne@ci.lompoc.ca.us; g_cordova@ci.lompoc.ca.us;
v_vega@ci.lompoc.ca.us; d_starbuck@ci.lompoc.ca.us; j_mosby@ci.lompoc.ca.us;
WadeNomura@ci.carpinteria.ca.us; AlClark@ci.carpinteria.ca.us; GreggCarty@ci.carpinteria.ca.us;
RoyLee@ci.carpinteria.ca.us; Ariston.julian@me.com; grubyguadccm@gmail.com;
lcardenas@ci.guadalupe.ca.us; councilmemberramirez@ci.guadalupe.ca.us; ecosta@ci.guadalupe.ca.us;
amichaud@ci.guadalupe.ca.us; toussaint.ryan@cityofsolvang.com; robert.clarke@cityofsolvang.com;
chris.djernaes@cityofsolvang.com; karenw@cityofsolvang.com; daniel.johnson@cityofsolvang.com;
hollys@cityofbuellton.com; artm@cityofbuellton.com; eda@cityofbuellton.com;
davek@cityofbuellton.com; ajs@cityofbuellton.com; jtorres@ci.lathrop.ca.us; msalcedo@ci.lathrop.ca.us;
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Dear City Council Member


The US social economy is tragically ill, exploding with violence in reaction to racism and
murder by police.  Authority is falling apart.
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Jon Li bio


This analysis looks at health issues, education, personnel and resources as part of a health system.  The United States has the worst health care delivery system in the modern world.  The GOP uses free market rhetoric to strangle health services. 




U.S. health care is overly complicated, expensive, inconsistent, crisis intervention biased, and anti-lifelong health.




With Universal Health Coverage, much of the administrative complexity caused by the financing the insurance industry disappears.  Because each person is treated as a unique individual with a goal of maximum life long health, the systemic approach maximizes consumer satisfaction, professional fulfillment and resource optimization.




We want to design the optimal governmental regulatory information structure at the national, state, regional, city and community level to maximize providing the best and highest level of health care at the community clinic level, and minimize the need for hospitals to the 15% of the situations where clinic care must be backed up.




The goal of this process is to bring to life HR 1384 (Jayapal) and S 1129 (Sanders), the Medicare for All Act:



Automatic enrollment of all individuals in the United States, cover items or services that are medically necessary or appropriate to maintain health or to diagnose, treat, or rehabilitate a health condition, including hospital services, prescription drugs, mental health and substance abuse treatment, dental and vision services, and long-term care.




The bill prohibits cost-sharing (e.g., deductibles, coinsurance and copayments) and other charges for covered services.  Private health insurers and employers may only offer coverage that is supplemental to, and not duplicative of, benefits provided under the program.  Health insurance exchanges and specified federal health programs terminate upon program implementation, replaced by capped single payer payroll and general taxes with global budgets; local services are managed with community global budgets.



I. Rebuilding the 21st Century City



1. Managing Uncertainty


 



How times are changing


February was 1929.  January Trump peaked: glorying over his victory over Pelosi’s impeachment, the stock market hit an all time high, and the Democratic Party nominating process was chaos in Iowa.



 



Then the novel coronavirus that likes humans became a global pandemic, forcing the continued shut down of the Chinese economy after the Lunar New Year with half the workers home in the rural areas.  By mid-March, the global economy is in lockdown in a “mitigation” to minimize the speed of the spread of this uniquely new virus that is exploring its natural human environment around the globe, attaching itself to as many humans as it can, until it is in all of us – just like the coronaviruses that we know about.  As a result the global economy is completely shut down for at least two weeks and probably a lot longer, to maximize the chance that the health systems can gain control over this unknown virus. The scientists don’t know what it is, or how it works, so they cannot stop it – they can only watch it and try to minimize the pain of the victims as their immune systems try to figure out what is going on, and win the personal battle.  They have figured out the genome, so they are trying all kinds of strategies to develop a vaccine.  A vaccine would mimic the coronavirus enough that your body could develop the appropriate response and beat the virus.



 



Economically, we have been here before, in 2008, but the global economy is in a significantly different place now.  In 2008, the U.S. economy was riding the housing subprime bubble that W Bush invented.  One September Friday, Lehman Brothers was told “NO” from the U.S. Treasury, and the next two weeks were the kind of economic turmoil that the planet is experiencing now.



 



Now, the planetary economy is being transformed in irreversible ways.  Many people will lose their jobs, much more than 2008, which was bad.  Amazon is destroying U.S. retail, which was previously 50% of the country’s jobs.  New York Times columnist Michelle Goldberg, 3/16, “Grieving for My Sick City”: “When this emergency is over, people are likely to emerge into fundamentally changed cities, with economies in crisis and beloved restaurants, businesses and cultural institutions gone for good.”



 



The new global economy has four strata: 1) the new internet economy, 2) the traditional 20th century economy that died last week, 3) the newly unemployed who are resilient and emergent, and 4) society’s bottom quarter.  



 



1) The New Internet Economy is the 21st century (look at the calendar, the century is already 1/5th over): people who have been telecommuting for years and are in the new reality, dealing with disruptions in real time.  Last week was no different for them than previous or future, open-ended, dynamic sequences of days of activity with various computer communications.



 



2) The Traditional 20th Century Economy that died last week: it is obsolete, out of date and out of touch with reality.  Amazon has hollowed out half of the retail half of the U.S. economy.  Most of the retail jobs are supported by the 20th century high technology conspicuous consumption lifestyle.  These folks are used to going to work and having the income to pay their bills and support their lifestyle, staying on top of their personal economy, living their life, having fun outside of their jobs, the movies, the parties, the sports events and social life that make their lives worth living – many of those things ended over the weekend.  What they are left with during the pandemic is their own boredom. 



People are going to lose interest in television after a few days.  Even the internet will lose its appeal.  (Those who don’t get bored with the internet will become 1s or 3s.)  They will get so bored that they experience “cabin fever” and start freaking out because they are bored with themselves.  Many of these people will discover that they will find relief from their boredom in what is actually Buddhism: accept new change as what is real, then adjust your expectations given the options in the changed reality.



 



3) The newly Unemployed who are Resilient and Emergent: Mental health is acknowledging a change in your environment and adapting to it.  Perhaps half the jobs in the U.S. are 20th century jobs that should disappear.  Too often, especially since World War II, politicians have ignored environmental problems in the name of jobs. 



We need to build a green economy, with people shifting from polluting jobs to activities that promote sustainability, working in natural restoration rather than commercial activities that generate ecological destruction and pollution.  People in the health insurance industry can either be retrained to do epidemiological accounting, or they can retrain to work in another field.



 



4) The Bottom Quarter of the Society: These folks get the dregs of the economy.  



 



There are two other key groups who receive government checks: those on Social Security and other forms of government monthly payments.  While Social Security is not adequate for most people, it is a now a God-send of stability: when this happened in 1929, so many people were destitute that many people died each winter.



            The other is the 45% of the U.S. workforce who are on the public payroll. Federal employees presume they can cash their paychecks no matter what, as long as the U.S. dollar is the dominant world currency.  Governments at every other level are required by law to have the cash to write the checks.  If state and local government revenue dries up because the local economy is in hibernation, then their employees cannot be paid.  Most government employees do not have any job security, and retired government bureaucrats may find that their pensions are dependent on the stock market.



 



Monitoring a Constantly Moving Target: Peering into an Uncertain Future


“Heuristics” is the label psychologists have given to the patterns of routine behavior that each of us invents to get through our daily lives.  With the pandemic and the anticipated weeks of self-quarantine, many of our heuristics are being disrupted.  Each of us are being forced to re-invent new daily routines, especially those in the second group.



 



Most organizations have a management structure that defines their routines, focusing on program efficiency with the operations work supervised by a manager.  Overall coordination of the entire organization is the responsibility of senior management.  That pyramidal structure is how most people are taught to work together.



 



But.  That description leaves out the substance of the management dynamic: the mechanics of ongoing coordination, and anticipating the need to adapt to a changing environment.  Labeling the management areas: 1) operations, 2) mechanics, 3) coordination, 4) uncertain environment, and 5) senior management.



 



The problem with most 20th century organizations is that they were designed for a specific historical context that has since changed, and the organization has resisted needed adaptation to real environmental evolution.



 



For an organism to survive, it must be adaptive to its ever-changing natural environment: its senior management (5) must be able to choose from (4) adaptation, when (3) should be changed; that the 3-4-5 changes the 1-2-3.  For too many 20th century organizations, they have ignored all of the potential information in (4), so they are only doing 1-2-3.  They cannot survive because they cannot see any way to adapt.  (“They have collapsed the 3-4-5, so that all they have is the 1-2-3: continuing to do what they have always done, because it is what they know.”)



 



3 and 4 have all of the organization’s magic to change, adapt, evolve:



3: marketing and sales, budgeting, quality and productivity, human resources, engineering and accounting.



4: research and development, planning, innovation, finance, market research, projects and environmental relations.



 



In case you don’t recognize it, that is the basics of the Viable System Model.  The things that an organization does that are System 3 things and System 4 things look more at how the future might be different, so that you can begin to expand what options you are willing to consider and even pursue.  The more you have realistic options, the more likely you can move beyond what you now consider to be a rut.



 



To cope with the current rising uncertainty, you really need to re-catalogue what your environmental constraints are NOW, not what they were a week or a month ago.  If you ever needed to abort your plans, create new plans, abort the new plans and then try to move forward, now is that time.



 



This viable system model identifies seven environments that are always changing, and distinctive to each other: commercial, economic, technical, social, political, educational and ecological.  Only by ongoing daily monitoring of key environmental variables can you stay close to what is really happening as it is unfolding.  The viable system model is designed to help you identify what those key variables are now.



 



Quarantined Inaction: Buddhist Economics is Better than Capitalism


Capitalism has a basic motivator: money.  Everything is secondary to money.  “Cybernetician Geoffrey Vickers points out that Fritz Schumacher said: Call a thing immoral or ugly, soul-destroying or a degradation of man, a peril to the peace of the world or to the well-being of future generations; so long as you have not shown it to be ‘uneconomic’ you have not really questioned its right to exist, grow and prosper.  To which Vickers adds: Never did a concept [“economic”] so limited and so factual attain a meaning so general, so normative and so saturated with unjustified connotation of value.”  



 



EF Schumacher identifies the contrast with the present materialistic worshipping of money: 



“Traditional wisdom teaches that the function of work is at heart threefold:



1) to give a person a chance to utilize and develop his faculties;



2) to enable him to overcome his inborn egocentricity by joining with other people in a common task; and,



3) to bring forth the goods and services needed by all of us for a decent existence.”



 



This means shifting the emphasis of economics from financial technology to human fulfillment which would be a complete theoretical reorientation of the values that drive the economic behavior of the individual workers because management is recognized based on its service rather than its power. 



 



EF Schumacher’s Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered: “It might be said that this is a romantic, a utopian vision.  True enough.  What we have today, in modern industrial society, is not romantic and it is certainly not utopian.  But it is in deep trouble and holds no promise of survival.  We jolly well have to have the courage to dream if we want to survive and give our children a chance of survival.  The crisis will become worse and end in disaster, until or unless we develop a new life-style which is compatible with the real needs of human nature, with the health of living nature around us, and with the resource endowment of the world.” p 125



 



The communitarian thesis is that individual aspirations should be protected and cultivated into community efforts.  It provides an alternative to liberal individualism and a major counterpoint to authoritarian bureaucracy by stressing citizenship: that strong rights presume strong responsibilities and that one should not be neglected in the name of the other.


 


Buddhism is poorly described to the westerner as “a way of coping with pain.”  That is a simplistic hook to try to capture the imagination enough to explain how Buddhism is somehow a religion, although it doesn’t have any dogma or rules like Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Hindu.


 


Western psychologist Ram Dass said it best: “Be Here Now.”  Be-Do-Have rather than focusing on possessions, Have-Do-Be, as though by accumulating possessions you can become the person you want to be.


 


The central Buddhist concept is that you only have this moment.  To the impatient, easily distracted western mind, that is silly because “I am busy accomplishing ‘things’”.  But when you are hurt, depressed or bored, the minutes crawl by, and they take for-ev-er.  At that point, the westerner wants to escape, to imagine being someplace else, anyplace else, to escape the pain, the suffering, the boredom.


 


The Buddhist has only this moment, so focus on the obvious, the worst part.  Analyze all of it, focus on it, own it, own all of it, make it yours.  The more familiar it is the more you understand it, appreciate it, and even value the worst part of it until you love all of it.  By changing your perception of the problem, you gain control over your attitude about the problem.  Then you can explore options for future actions from a broader perspective.


 



Capitalism values profit and technology over people and the natural environment.  Buddhist economics’ basic idea is that a “tool” is something that a human can control, and a “machine” is something that is so big and dominant that it controls the thinking of the people who use it.  A tool serves people, and a machine forces people to serve it.  That applies to social science technology as well as physical things: the budget, the political process should be human scale, and not dependent on big money like it is now.



 



Capitalism as we have known it ended in 2019.  All of the financial timelines about the future no longer work for anybody.  The things that people worry about today are the kinds of things that people were concerned about in 1931, only worse.  People have so much uncertainty about forces beyond anyone’s control that we are all being forced to live in the moment.



 



We have more uncertainty now than we have had at any point in human history.  So here is a message from two people in the Internet economy:



“This sense that everyone is trying their best, and that somehow our efforts still might not be enough, is overwhelming. That said, there’s something bittersweet, maybe even beautiful, about how even as we are physically distancing ourselves, we are all realizing and feeling our interconnectedness. 


“Turns out, only when our entire economy is shut down do we finally realize the value of our place in our communities. That when businesses are all closed, we still need to cook for and feed each other. Amidst this entire pandemic, everything has shifted - the only constant is home.



“For the foreseeable future, there will be no ‘business-as-usual’. And yet, our work has never felt more important. 



“We owe it to ourselves and our communities to seize this moment of clarity - to take care of the people who care for us. The work of championing the people who provide community care and weave our collective resilience feels more urgent than ever.  When the outside world is safe again, they’ll be doing the work that will make rebuilding and healing possible. They’ve been doing this forever, without the recognition or compensation, and they will keep doing this work regardless.



“We’re trying to be thoughtful about where and how to help, and who to join forces with, as this all continues to unfold. So until then, consider this a community check-in with a reminder that we’re still here. Please say hi and let us know how we can help.  Charley & Matt, COOKS Alliance”
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2. New Federalism: Useful Community-City Governance for the XXIst Century



It seems like 1929 is happening again, only it is a lot worse this time.  Many people who have lost their jobs will not regain them, and the businesses they worked for will never resume to back to the way it was before March 11th (when the World Health Organization declared a world pandemic).



This is a proposal for the national government to be organized by human-oriented “cities” and “communities” rather than by rural, land-oriented “counties.”  This issue, and the next one, will look at health care.  Then issue #20, we will look at how this shift in focus could lead to a green new deal. 



What would a sustainable economy look like?



This is the beginning of a workbook for you to create a sustainable community where you live.  The only way the future can be a success is if community economies are so sustainable that the planet can reinvigorate itself, as it has shown by the pronounced drop in air pollution over Milan, New York City, and Beijing.



We conclude this issue with criteria for the XXIst century economy to be economic, equitable and ecologic, largely by decentralization. Too many of the US’s institutions are defined by diseconomies of scale.



Attached: TR Reid in The Healing of America: A Global Quest for Better, Cheaper, and Fairer Health Care (2009) claimed that Judgment in Administration (1966) by Ray Brown is the “best book ever written on hospital administration” and I agree with him.  I like it except that it was written in 1966, the year I graduated from high school, and the author cannot imagine a woman in an organizational setting.



So I have typed a slightly edited version:



Changing from “he” to “she” did not change anything most of the time, but some of the time it is weird or inappropriate, and sticks out.  



A thought experiment in time travel: 



A new world in which women are expected, accepted, and respected.



Crashing Down an Economic Niagara Falls 



FDR’s New Deal and LBJ’s War on Poverty were attempts to provide some level of social support to the downtrodden of society.  During the Great Depression, unemployment in the US was as high as 25%.  The US is currently estimated at 15% unemployment now, with the expectation that many more people will be laid off soon.  The Trump/US Senate is disconnecting from the Main Street tragedy, focusing on Wall Street.  Going into the New Year, Wall Street was in debt close to three times the annual US GDP.  Since then, everybody has been spending money like crazy, trying to hold everything up.  



Where is the money going?  A lot of it is going to people who are selling their stocks.  Hedge funds, pension funds, major institutions are doing everything they can to replenish the stock market, in hopes that it will stabilize, which it has appeared to do during the past month.  The problem is that those deep pockets of the hedge funds are only trillions of dollars, which seemed like a lot of money back in February, which was sometime in ancient history during that eleven year Obama recovery that Trump claimed (three months ago).



None of the major institutions are working.  The government is scrambling with a seat-of-the-pants do the best we can, and the Congress has made a lot of wasteful decisions throwing money, breaking years of rules and traditions.  As the only Democrat to vote against the CARES Act, Congressmember Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said it was welfare for the rich, and a tragic waste of money in light of the pressing needs caused by the lockdown and the coronavirus.



Ironically, the Tea Party people, Trump’s supporters and the corporations have called for the destruction of the government bureaucracy, and now they need it.  They have their hands out, expecting the bailout.  The amount of money provided is a drop in the bucket compared to what the airlines industry, the restaurant industry, the entertainment industry and the tourist industry would require just to get back on their feet, let alone back to where the economy was in 2019.  Many, many businesses are going bankrupt now, and more will once the 2nd quarter ends, and they have to try to balance their books.  The third quarter will be worse.  This has been coming since before September 2008, and all the tricks they used then didn’t bottom the downturn, it only delayed free fall until now.



In 2019, the US public sector was 45% of the Gross Domestic Product.  Two months after the WHO declared a pandemic, the US national government continues to spend at that level.  For the rest of the US public sector, the “cruising at normal” ends on June 30th, like driving up the edge of the Grand Canyon.  Public revenue trends are bleak and growing stark. The new fiscal year begins July 1st for most states, counties, cities and special districts; they are not going to be able to anticipate revenue to pay their bills.  Public salaries that have driven global inflation since World War II will suddenly be impossible to continue to pay.  State, County, City and Special District jobs that are not eliminated July 1st will have their salaries drastically cut.



We will address the private sector in issue #20; this one is about re-designing the public sector.



“decentralizing” the US Government



A beginning observation: in the attempt to make social programs work in the 1930s, most US basic programs were designed with “national-state-county” as the regular administrative structure.  Eventually, the national government also established clusters of states as regions of as a complicating added level, and expected counties to set up the administrative implementation, creating more layers of obstructive bureaucracy. 



Over the years, the cities are trying to deal with the real human issues of everyday life. But cities have been burdened with the “national-state-county” division of labor: counties claim they have legal responsibilities, like sheriff, district attorney and other law enforcement functions, as well as supposedly addressing human needs like health and other social services that the counties were never really designed to administer.



As a result, cities waste a great deal of time, money and human resources trying to get counties to let cities deal with the problems of society: homelessness, housing, law enforcement, making the economy a success.  With legal authority from the federal and state government, the county is incompetent, inadequate, and, with most of these things the county can only inhibit the city from doing any good. 



What would work?  What would be functional now that we have the internet and instantaneous communication?  Take counties out of the picture, replacing them with a standard urban unit of a “Community of up to 10,000 people.”  It would allow a standard of comparison, equity and consistency.  Then a city would be a memorandum of understanding among all of the communities within the city’s boundary.  Other units of government would then be as small as possible, serving the Community’s ability to have all of its needs met.



International-Federal-State-Area-Region-District-Community-Neighborhood-Village



Basically scalar by ten from the bottom.  



The problem with county government is it was set up to serve property, not people.  This shifts most of the emphasis to where it is a problem.  Health care? Community.  Roads?  Region, District.  Housing?  Neighborhood, Community.  Economy? Village, Neighborhood, Community…



Organizing Health and Human Services in the US for the XXIst Century



Who regulates US health care now?  Traditionally, county government is the provider of last resort.  With MediCare and MediCaid (MediCal in California), public tax dollars fund close to 2/3rds of the US health dollar, which is 17.7% of the US’s Gross Domestic Product.  Mostly, especially from a city’s standpoint, health care is unregulated and out of control, at the mercy of hospitals, medical groups, pharmaceutical companies, and health insurance companies.  The professional groups all complain that the health system works against their interests, costs too much, seems out of control.




Under Obamacare, the federal government set up new rules for states to run the health insurance industry, and then claimed the market works.  The so-called Affordable Care Act has no cost controls.  Annual health insurance premium inflation that is much higher than the rest of the economy has been devastating for most family’s pocketbooks.  



The Current Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent budget is for 80,000 people. This is a proposal to re-organize the health and human services functions in the US so that the 2022-23 Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent is less than 1,000 people.



The key is to put all the variety at the community clinic level.  All care, research, services and information is at the clinic level.  If the patient must be treated at a hospital or is somehow involved in research or an experiment, it is at the clinic level, under the supervision of the primary care health professional, and not limited to M.D.s and Ph.Ds in medical schools.  



The linkage in the health care delivery information system is:



Program Design—Day-to-Day-Administration—Research—Program Evaluation, 



All built around the patient’s needs.



Administration of the US Department of Health & Human Services



Secretary



Deputy Secretary: Health



Deputy Secretary: Human Services



Deputy Secretary: Behavioral Services



Deputy Secretary: Office of Epidemiological Accountability



Proposed US Department of Health and Human Services Organization 912 FTE:



Health: 2 federal, 100 state coordinators, 100 special projects, 100 admin support, (302)



Behavioral Services: 2 federal, 100 state coordinators, 100 special projects, 100 admin support (302)



Social Services: 2 federal, 100 state coordinators, 100 special projects, 100 admin support (302) 



Team Leader-Servants: 1 federal, 50 state coordinators (51)



International H&HS Station has capacity for 20 people.



Secretary’s immediate office has capacity for 20 people (to stay under 1,000 total FTE)



Office of Epidemiological Accountability:



Each level of government has a station with seven members: 2 health care, 2 social services, 2 behavioral services, 1 leader-servant:



International-Federal-State-Area-Region-District-Community-Neighborhood-Village



For evaluation purposes, the International Station is responsible for the US relationship to all global health issues, specifically, the relationship with the UN and WHO, is a leader on climate change, pandemics and all global health issues.



For the Federal, State, Area, Region, District and Community levels, 



the primary responsibility for information will be in the following areas: 



· clinic management to maximize optimal primary care, 



· clinic’s management of hospitals, tertiary care, integrated ancillary and auxiliary support for the clinic’s needs, 



· medical school responsiveness to the clinic needs for the various health professions



· research questions that are challenging, interesting and essential for the clinic’s patient population



· identify unmet health needs within the clinic’s designated community’s population 



· identify clinic problems



For the Federal, State, Area, Region, District and Community levels,



the data will be the same, all from the community level, but the range of questions for a region of a million people is very different than it is when you are only looking at balancing the resources within one city of under 100,000 people.



How it works: the product of the Viable System Model analysis is to set up 133 daily statistical measures that have been previously agreed to: 12 major statistical areas, each with 10 subcategoies; the 12 become a statistic: 1+12+120=133.  The statistics are OK, or not.  Green or Red.  Look at the Red ones.  They are the trouble spots that are getting worse.  Government in the XXth century was caught up in the details; this XXIst century management information system focuses on and highlights making progress within the big picture.



There is a difference between what government measures and reality.  The London School of Economics named a law after the professor who discovered it: Goodhart’s law: once policy makers begin to target a particular variable, it may begin to lose its value as an economic indicator: once we begin to measure something, its behavior starts to change because we are paying attention to it.  How a clinic maximizes optimal primary care can be measured many ways.  This process should improve on them.



In issue #17 Brazil, we laid out the basic challenges for a good health management information system: “As in many health systems around the world, the Brazilian health system’s challenges include the control of costs, improvement of efficiency, assurance of quality and safety, provision of access to comprehensive care, and coordination with primary health care.  The system needs to be better organized into a regionalized network of services nationwide, with systematic, effective regulatory and referral mechanisms in place that can only be monitored with something like the Office of Epidemiological Accountability.”



In issue #19, we will lay out the mechanics for an Office of Epidemiological Accountability.  Kind of a cross between a Certified Public Accountant, a Masters in Public Health, a Ph.D. in Epidemiology, a Masters in Marriage and Family Counseling, and an administrator with years of experience.



Criteria for the XXIst Century Economy:



Ecology/Economy/Equity: Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, William McDonough and Michael Braungart: 



We imagined a world of industry that made children the standard for safety. 



“Instead of “Reduce, reuse, recycle,” urged environmentalists, and doing more with less in order to minimize damage, architect Bill McDonough and chemist Michael Braungart argue this only perpetuates the one-way, “cradle to grave” manufacturing model, dating to the Industrial Revolution. It creates such fantastic amounts of waste and pollution. Why not challenge the belief that human industry must damage the natural order? In fact, why not take nature itself as our model for making things? 



“Waste equals food. 



“Guided by this principle, production can be redesigned from the outset so that, after their useful lives, they will provide nourishment for something new. They can be conceived as “biological nutrients” that will easily reenter the water or soil without depositing synthetic materials and toxins. Or they can be “technical nutrients” that will continually circulate as pure and valuable materials within closed-loop industrial cycles, rather than being “recycled” - really downcycled - into low-grade materials and uses. How to put this eco-effectiveness into practice is the question of the day. 



“Eco-Effectiveness “Eco-effectiveness sees commerce as the engine of change, and honors its need to function quickly and productively. But it also recognizes that if commerce shuns environmental, social, and cultural concerns, it will produce a large-scale tragedy of the commons, destroying valuable natural and human resources for generations to come. Eco-effectiveness celebrates commerce and the commonweal in which it is rooted. 



“Tool of Analysis: Ecology/Economy/Equity? “Start with a triangle, with Ecology, Economy and Equity at each of the corners. 



“The extreme lower right represents what we would call the Economy/Economy sector. Here we are in the realm of an extremely pure expenditure/cost/benefit, and the questions we ask would include: can I make or provide my product or service at a profit? If the answer is no, don't do it. The role of commerce is to stay in business as it transforms. It is a commercial company's responsibility to provide value and increase wealth - but not at the expense of the social structure and the natural world. How much do we have to pay people to get our product on the market and make a profit? 



“We move to the Economy/Equity sector, where we must consider questions of money and fairness; for instance, are employees earning a living wage? Moving into the Equity/Economy sector, the emphasis shifts more toward fairness, so that we are seeing Economy through the lens of Equity, in a sense. Here we might ask, are men and women being paid the same for the same work? In the extreme Equity/Equity corner, the questions are purely social: are people treating one another with respect? And no consideration of economics or ecology. This is where we can discuss issues of sexism and racism. 



“Moving up to the Ecology corner of the Equity sector, Equity is still in the foreground, and the question is: is it fair to expose workers or customers to toxins in the workplace or in the products? Is it fair to have workers in offices were undefined materials are off-gassing, exposing them to potential health risks? How is this product going to affect future generations' health? Continuing into Ecology/Equity, we consider questions of ecosystem effects, not just in the workplace or at home, but with respect to the entire ecosystem: is it fair to pollute a river or poison the air? 



“Now deep into the Ecology sector: are we obeying nature's laws? Does waste equal food? Are we using current solar income? Are we sustaining not only our own species but all species? Then we are around to Ecology/Economy, where money reenters the frame: is our ecological strategy economically fecund too? are we designing a building that harnesses solar flows to make more energy than it needs to operate? 



“Finally, Economy/Ecology: eco-efficiency: trying to do less bad, more with less. Still, eco-efficiency is a valuable tool in optimizing the broader eco-effectiveness approach. 



 “If humans are truly going to prosper, we will have to learn to imitate nature's highly effective cradle-to-cradle system of nutrient flow and metabolism, in which the very concept of waste does not exist. To eliminate the concept of waste means to design things - products, packaging, and systems - from the very beginning on the understanding that waste does not exist. It means that the valuable nutrients contained in the materials shape and determine the design: form follows evolution, not just function. We think this is a more robust prospect than the current way of making things. 



“There are two discrete metabolisms on the planet. The first is the biological metabolism, or the biosphere - the cycles of nature. The second is the technical metabolism, or the technosphere - the cycles of industry, including the harvesting of technical materials from natural places. With the right design, all of the products and materials manufactured by industry will safely feed these two metabolisms, providing nourishment for something new. 



“Products can be composed either of materials that biodegrade and become food for biological cycles, or of technical materials that stay in closed-loop technical cycles, in which they continually circulate as valuable nutrients for industry. In order for these two metabolisms to remain healthy, valuable, and successful, great care must be taken to avoid contaminating one with the other. Things that go into the organic metabolism must not contain mutagens, carcinogens, persistent toxins, or other substances that accumulate in natural systems to damaging effect. By the same token, biological nutrients are not designed to be fed into the technical metabolism, where they would not only be lost to the biosphere but would weaken the quality of technical materials or make their retrieval and reuse more complicated. 



“The vitality of ecosystems depends on relationships: what goes on between species, their uses and exchanges of materials and energy in a given place. A tapestry is the metaphor often invoked to describe diversity, a richly textured web of individual species woven together with interlocking tasks. In such a setting, diversity means strength, and monoculture means weakness. Remove the threads, one by one, and an ecosystem becomes less stable, less able to withstand natural catastrophe and disease, less able to stay healthy and to evolve over time. The more diversity there is, the more productive functions - for the ecosystem, for the planet - are performed. 



“Each inhabitant of an ecosystem is therefore interdependent to some extent with the others. Every creature is involved in maintaining the entire system; all of them work in creative and ultimately effective ways for the success of the whole. 



“Humans evolved on the Earth, and we are meant to be here. Its atmosphere, its nutrients, its natural cycles, and our own biological systems evolved together and support us here, now. Let's use our ingenuity here; to become, once again, native to this planet.” 



Women Administrators:



Womenment: OLD WIVES TALES:



Organizational Troubles and How to Improve Your Current Predicament



Judgment In administration



By Ray E. Brown



Professor of Administration & Director of Graduate Program in Hospital Administration



Duke University



(1966 with masculine pronouns; 2019 with feminine pronouns)



The book is the best book I have ever read on Management.  



Better than Peter Drucker.  



He doesn’t need examples because what he says is so cool.  



In the preface, the author states that he worked as a university hospital administrator for 15 years and then as a university administrator for another 10 (both Duke University in the United States); TR Reid claims it is "the best book ever written on hospital administration," but that one reference to 15 years is the only way you have a clue he ever worked in health care or with a single woman, let alone a nurse.



The book is incredibly generic about management: it applies just as much in the home or the classroom as the battlefield, as the office in a hospital or government, or some crazy startup. For the good points, I am thinking Pelosi, Angela Merkel, Grant, Washington, Eisenhower, Lincoln, 



and the bad points Trump or UCD’s former Chancellor Katehi. 



The theme of the book is there are problems that you should learn to identify, avoid and learn to get out of, so it is mostly about poor decision taking process because of ...?



What I marvel about the most is how appropriate it is, every page, to advise a nurse on what to say, and what to do, when they interact with a patient, or a parent with their ever changing child.



If you think about yourself as the administrator, and then as the recipient of the administrator’s decisions, it is even better psychotherapy than Drucker.



I thought about making copies and giving them to people in the city, but then I started writing in my copy.  And I like it so much.  Almost more than Platform for Change.  Chapter 10 is the best argument I have read for the Viable System Model analysis.



I like it except that it was written in 1966, the year I graduated from high school, and the author cannot imagine a woman in an organizational setting.



So I have typed a slightly edited version:



Changing from “he” to “she” did not change anything most of the time, but some of the time it is weird or inappropriate, and sticks out.  



A thought experiment in time travel: 



A new world in which women are expected, accepted, and respected.



This book is dedicated to that legion of practicing administrators in industry, education, health, and government who have both knowingly and unknowingly helped me confirm the observations and notions about administrative conduct that I have recorded in this book.



Preface



Arriving at a title for this book represented quite a difficulty to both the author and the publisher.  The title that was finally adopted accurately describes what the book is about, but it may be misleading as regards what the author is attempting to accomplish.  The title might give the impression that the book is a scientific treatment of a rather abstract subject.  This would be a grossly inaccurate impression.  It is intended that the book be a very practical treatment of a very practical subject.  It is concerned with the practicing judgment of the administrator.



The book is a bit unusual in that it concerns itself more with causes of failure in administration than with causes of success.  This is the only way that a useful book on judgment in administration can be written.  One can preach salvation only by preaching about sin.  Good judgment is achieved by avoiding and overcoming the causes of bad judgment.  This does not mean that author has attempted to develop a manual of do’s and don’t’s on judgment for the administrator.  The approach is one of attempting to mark out the hazards and pitfalls to good judgment.



The book is written to be read by anyone who is interested in developing and improving her understanding of administration and her ability to practice it.  It is the conviction of the author that there is an art of administration and that it is learnable.  Said another way, this book is predicated on the notion that the administrator is a craftsperson, and that her craft is an acquired thing.  Stated another way, the author holds the firm belief that administration is a thinking person’s game, and this book is an attempt to help the administrator practice in a more thoughtful manner.



The notions expressed in this book were derived from observing my own conduct as an administrator and that of a host of other individuals active in various types of administration.  It has been my good fortune to have been both a participant and a spectator in administration for some twenty-five years.  During this period I served first as the director of a large university hospital and then as a vice-president of that university.  At the same time I served an active role as a professor in the graduate school of business.  This dual role provided me the unique opportunity of experiencing what I was teaching.  It also conditioned me to observe closely the administrative conduct of colleagues, acquaintances, and former students.  This book reflects these observations and the meanings I derived from them.  I suspect, however, that a rather considerable portion represents reflections on my own conduct as an administrator.



The Preface is traditionally used as a means of acknowledging the author’s obligations and appreciation to those who provided assistance in the production of the manuscript.  The number of individuals who have significantly contributed to the production of the ideas making up this book are legion, and it would be impossible to list them all.  This impossibility is partially from the fact that I cannot name them all; an individual’s domain of thought is made up of an amalgam of experiences, observations, discussions, and readings.  The time, place and source of much of the amalgam represented in this book is not identifiable.
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Management by Objectives:



Started reading: 1/6/19



Started typing: 1/11/19



Finished typing: 1/22/19



Finished proof-read: 1/24/19



Evaluation: The challenge of the task of typing/editing this book verbatim was to maintain focus in making the shift from he to she, him to her, and his to her;



In the proof-read, I mistyped the original male version instead of making the change to the correct female version 16 times (out of thousands), and only once in the second half.



When I started reading this book, I felt like James Marshall in Coloma, discovering Gold.
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Traditional City Problems



For 90% of humanity, the city defines daily reality.  Lewis Mumford points out that the real action is in The Culture of Cities (1938): 



“The city, as one finds it in history, is the point of maximum concentration for the power and culture of a community…The city is a fact of nature, like a cave, a run of mackerel, or an ant heap.  But it is also a conscious work of art, and it holds within its communal framework many simpler and more personal forms of art.  Mind takes form in the city; and in turn, urban forms condition mind… With language itself, it remains man’s greatest work of art.  The nature of the city is not to be found simply in its economic base; the city is primarily a social emergent.  The mark of the city is its purposive social complexity.”



But the city is a giant, amorphous blob.  In John Kenneth Galbraith’s The Age of Uncertainty: A history of economic ideas and their consequences, (1985): “In Western Europe and Japan the failure of capitalism in the fields of housing, health care and transportation is largely, though not completely, accepted.  There industries have been intensively socialized.  In the U.S. there remains the conviction that, however contrary to experience, private enterprise will eventually serve.  To assert that the inherently public character of these industries, even though the practice affirms it, still seems radical.  Nothing is now so important as to agree that the nature of these services is public and then to ensure that their performance is not merely a matter of adequacy but of pride.  City life will never be good while housing, health care and transportation are poor.



“There is a larger need.  That is to see far more clearly than at present the essentially social character of the metropolis.  In its days of greatest elegance, the city was a household, an extension of the domestic arrangements of the ruler.  No line then separated private from public tasks.  Construction, artistic embellishments and maintenance of the city – what would now be regarded as public tasks – may well have absorbed the larger share of the aggregate public and private income.  With the Industrial City it came to be assumed that the payment for public tasks – education, police protection, courts, sanitation, recreation, public entertainment, care of the old and impoverished – would be only a small subtraction from the total revenue.  The private household, no one doubted, had the major claim.



“This continues to be the assumption.  The consequences all recognize.  Among the affluent and even among the poor, services supplied out of private income are far more amply endowed than those provided by the city.  Houses are clean, streets are filthy.  Personal wealth expands; there are too few police officers to protect it.  Television sets are omnipresent; schools are deficient.



“Where capitalism is efficient, it adds to the public tasks of the city; it increases the number of automobiles that must be accommodated in and through the city, adds to the detritus that must be picked up from the streets and makes progressively more difficult the problem of keeping breathable the air and sustaining a minimum tranquility of life.



“This is another way of saying that the social aspect of modern metropolitan life is extremely expensive, far more expensive than we have yet imagined.”



Overwhelming New City Challenges



1. The Wuhan Coronavirus: in the 12 weeks of its life, Covid-19 has established itself in 58 countries, caused 83,000 cases, and 2,800 people have died.  A pandemic is more than a disease; it tests a society’s health systems, its government and politicians, and its economy.   Weeks of quarantine and isolation of the urban population is creating its own constellation of health risks.  



Most people in the world have heard about the “novel” coronavirus that did not exist in September and is exploring its way through every human population on the planet; they know it is spreading, it can be fatal but is not as lethal as influenza, they don’t know how it spreads, they don’t know how to stop it, and they have not developed a vaccine.  



The World Health Organization and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control are doing everything they can to track down this new bug that attacks humans.  The emergent social disease is how much the Chinese Communist Party and the Trump administration are politicizing the pandemic.



The only good thing you can say about this is that most people are much more aware of their own health needs than they were three months ago, and question how inadequate their local health system resources are.



2. Climate Change: Australia lost a billion animals in the fires, as well as a sense of healthiness.  The perpetual drought raises the question of the carrying capacity of the continent.  Globally, people in cities put tremendous strain on the natural systems for food, water and materials that make life possible inside an urban area.  Economic services that everyone assumed would continue may need to be stopped.



3. U.S. Service & Trade Deficit: The U.S. has been in an international Trade Deficit for Goods ever since OPEC in 1972; U.S. Services, like computer consulting, management, and health care were so great that it offset the Goods Deficit until 1992.  Ever since Clinton was elected President in 1992, the U.S. has owed other countries more and more with a growing Services & Trade Deficit.   In 2019, U.S. imports were $3.1 trillion and exports were $2.5 trillion, for a deficit of $616.8 billion.  The goods trade deficit was $866 billion, exporting $1.65 trillion, with biggest categories of commercial aircraft, automobiles and food, and imported $2.51 billion, with largest categories of automobiles, petroleum and cell phones.  The U.S. runs a trade deficit with all its major trading partners: China, Mexico, Japan, Germany and Canada.



4. U.S. Budget Deficit: While Keynesians like Paul Krugman challenged Obama to put a trillion dollar stimulus into the U.S. economy, Trump’s plan to stimulate the economy was his tax cut package, his one legislative victory.  While the tax cut did stimulate the economy, it was a wave of maybe 18 months, and it has worn out.  Now the U.S. has a trillion dollar annual budget deficit as a result of the tax cut.  As long as the U.S. dollar is the international currency of exchange, and unemployment is under 4%, it looks like the U.S. economy is doing OK.  The Obama Recovery is the longest in history…..



5. Public Employee Pensions: Most city governments are not prepared to pay their pension funds.  Local elected officials have been generous with their employee pay, benefit and retirement pension packages, and now they are all exploding in cost, dependent on the stock market’s continued success. This is a looming disaster where the current set of electeds “kick the can down the road” rather than put a cap or some other budgetary control that can begin to face the problems.



6. Amazoned-U.S. economy: Jeff Bezo’s goal is to create an alternative economy, and replace the bricks and mortar with dependence on Amazon.  Over half the households in the U.S. have paid the $100 annual fee for Amazon Prime, the service of receiving a product within 24 hours of order.  While Amazon’s costs for delivery are outrageous, they have enough funding to stay ahead of the game, and destroy the competition.  50% of the jobs in the U.S. are in retail, and those people are standing around doing nothing because, on the margin, their former or potential customer is now going on line, ordering from Amazon, and expecting the product.  Amazon has already succeeded in destroying the Sears/Penny’s shopping mall that defined the U.S. shopping experience post World War II.



7. Trump dismantling the government: when Ebola struck, prudent Obama installed a pandemic expert in the National Security Council, and beefed up the Center for Disease Control; two years ago, Trump eliminated those improvements in an anti-Obama pique.  This is typical of what Trump has imposed: most of the State Department has been left unfilled; many countries do not have U.S. Ambassadors.  The Secretary of the Department of Health & Human Services is a drug lobbyist; Wilbur Ross is the Secretary of Commerce; together, they are left with all the responsibility.



8. Trump Tariff wars: Trump claims he is a great deal maker.  That remains to be seen: Canada & Mexico, at best small improvements.  China?  Declare a victory, and go back to the same place as before.  Then the chaos of the Wuhan pandemic eliminated that and a lot more is now in question.  The threats of tariffs are devastating to commercial planning.  The intent of Trump’s threats of tariffs is to force U.S. decision takers to bring their production back to the U.S.



9. China 2025: Since the global economic collapse September 2008, China has invested trillions of dollars (exceeding the U.S. and the E.U. combined) in keeping the U.S./Western global economy afloat.  Deng’s charm offensive was to become the new “workshop of the world” so much as to take over the dominant role from the U.S.  2008 gave China the opportunity, and Xi has taken it.  Xi’s soft power “Belt and Road Initiative” is intended to do what the Marshall Plan did: cement the global dependence on Chinese advice, Chinese design, Chinese firms, Chinese technology, and ultimately, and always, Chinese Communist Party values – which means subservience to Chairman Xi.  The goal is for the world to recognize China, and Xi, as the world’s leader (in all the ways that the U.S. was in 1945) by 2025.



10. Social media: the education programs for children were designed after the U.S. Civil War to train people to be cogs in the new industrial economy.  Since then, the world has seen the bicycle, the telephone, the automobile, Thomas Edison and the uses of electricity for machines, the radio, film, (in our lifetimes) television, computers, the laptop, the internet, smart phones, and social media.  The U.S. has so many college graduates that it doesn’t mean much any more.  The Chinese students are using the U.S. colleges the same way the rest of the world have used British universities since the end of World War I, as the easiest way to figure out how to take over the world.



The City as Coterminous Communities of up to 10,000 People



Within the city, according Kirkpatrick Sale in Human Scale (1984), it is at the community level that society is perpetually redefining itself:



“Gandhi once said it was foolish to dream of systems so perfect that people would no longer need to be good.  I would rather contemplate a system so simple that people would no longer need to be bad – that is to say, a system of support and sustenance, of rough equality and comfort, that would so guide and goad, chide and chivvy, prompt and protect, that individuals in it would be inclined out of sheer self- and community-interest toward morality and harmony.  The small community has provided such a system – not molded through any special design, nor guided by any millennial genius, nor organized by any party or sect, but simply by working out the rough, hard problems of existence as they have come along for many thousands of years.”  



All of the human systems in operation have been focused from the standpoint of centralization.  This is a shift in perspective to a Human Scale City-Oriented concept of governance.  U.S. House Speaker Tip O’Neill said “all politics is local.”  This recognizes that as a shift towards more natural reality for most people.  Most regional, state and national politics is way too complicated for most people to get a handle on.  This re-orientation back towards local politics puts the focus where people can have the most influence and impact.



The US Civil War (1861-65) was the end of the battle to defend the rural lifestyle.  Unfortunately, all of the vestiges of the rural lifestyle remain as the government form: its legal, funding and organizational structure is defined by the federal system of “nation-state-county model”, with county defined in this traditional historic model as the bottom, as local government.  Most government social policy since the New Deal such as courts, health and social services has been to try to set up special districts to compensate for the limits of rural-oriented counties.  



Cities are not part of the “nation-state-county model.”  While that rural model may work in the agricultural land focused economy that evolved historically, it does not work well for humans in large numbers.  As a result, cities have had to grow in a totally hostile governmental environment.  



The state should refocus around cities, which would allow the elimination of most of the state’s special districts and half of the state bureaucracy.



This is an evolutionary proposal to re-orient U.S. domestic governance at the state and federal levels to eliminate county government by doing a better job of regulating cities, and eliminate the confusion that counties create.



Kirkpatrick Sale argues in Human Scale that the 20th century bureaucracy is for organizations that are so big that they don’t work.  Too big to succeed.



Amazon has eaten out the 50% of the jobs of retail economy of Main Street.  Those people have no prospects for job security.  The reality is that every suburban community is going to have to discover how to meet their economic needs.  The prospects of the Wuhan pandemic slowing down the global economy only highlight how unsustainable the suburban U.S. economy is, and how much local groups are going to have to find new ways to have a successful local economy.



The metropolis is a fact of nature, but it is not a constraint of human society.  For most people, 10,000 people is more than they will converse with in their lifetimes.  Anything bigger than that requires a bureaucratic organization.



This is a proposal to eliminate county/rural government that dominates the legal territory of every part of every state in the U.S., replacing it with “community governance” with as much of the politics as possible at the lowest level, within the community.



Then whatever is bigger than a community, or shared by many communities, is organized with a “Memorandum of Understanding,” an “MOU,” that equally involves all of the communities that sign on.  This is a re-consideration of the compromise that established the House and the Senate in the U.S. Constitution.  This way, every single person has the potential for equal representation in their community.



All Public Employees work for a particular community: there are State and Federal Elected Officials, but no need for State and Federal Employees.  The 20th century bureaucracy is a complete failure, and needs to fold in on itself.  The only thing it is is a jobs program.  The U.S. economy is 45% public sector.  This is a proposal to drop the public sector to 15% or less.  Most of the bureaucrats only fight with other bureaucrats.



Model for Individualized Community Information



This is a model for a computer grid of a person’s local economy.  It should be user friendly and provide linkage of the information structure between an individual and the larger economy, decentralization in a global context.  



The idea is that the model should be useful to individuals and families, and all business people as well as municipal bureaucrats and citizens investigating the government.




WikiEconomy: a computer information idea for creating a global grassroots economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.  Unlike counties, these can be compared.



Most current policy emphasizes district-region-state-nation.  This model shifts the focus to the village and the community, so that neighborhoods and families get their needs met.



Neighborhood, Village and Community matter a lot to most of us.  Your Village is big enough that you take it for granted.  You have your normal work routine, and then you have your habits of your daily life.  Your work routine becomes an automatic traffic pattern that defines your sense of geography.  The rest of your life defines your personal community, probably made up of several villages that support businesses that you have a need for.


It would focus most politics on local, face-to-face accountability, then with state and national politics defined in terms of how a policy “will affect my community”.  To talk about a scale of over 10,000 people is mostly about POWER OVER other people, and not about healthy human relationships.



The annual meeting of the United Nations would include representatives from each of the world’s communities of up to 10,000 people.  So Africa and Asia will be much better represented.  No need for a national military.  These ideas will be expanded on in #9 The Computerized Community (1970, 2011, 2019)



Sustainable City as Regulator and Mediator of Community Health 



The City has responsibility to make sure health and other services are provided, but most of them are community-level services.  Coordination of hospitals, specialty physicians and other multi-community resources are coordinated by Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) of the communities they serve, with the city providing an arena for conflict resolution between communities when necessary.



Only 10% of health improvement outcomes are due to medical care.  90% of the health outcomes are produced by education, housing, environment, behavior, genetics and social organizations.



Non-medical determinants of premature dying include: behavioral patterns like diet, exercise, alcohol and drugs, account for 40%, genetic predisposition, 30%, social circumstances 15%, and environmental exposure 5%.  Many of the factors are social determinants, like smoking, income inequality, and race, which turns out to be a marker for poor health outcomes in the U.S.  



A key indicator of local healthy outcomes is availability of primary care health professionals.  In the U.S., 70% of the physicians are in specialty care, only 30% are in primary care like family practice; in Europe, it seems to be working with a 50%-50% split.  In Europe, the primary care physicians are as well compensated as the specialists.



Of the almost $4 trillion spent annually on health care in the U.S., $1 trillion is inappropriate hospital care fed by the medical specialists.  Universal coverage with one comprehensive benefit package and truly streamlined administration leads to higher access to primary care, greater utilization to primary care resources for more appropriate and limited use of specialty medicine and hospitals, better health outcomes and lower costs.  This is a program to shift from hospital-dominated expensive medicine to clinic-based prudent health care, with the money for services distributed among 100% of the population, not 25% like it is now.



Positive City Public Policy



Rather than the legalistic approach of dictating what is not allowed, this is called “Policy Governance.”  This is one city’s social contract, with several items that address health and well-being:



This is the General Plan for the City of Bryan, Texas:



The City of Bryan exists so that Bryan will be a healthy, safe, attractive, and successful community for a reasonable financial burden.



1. There is a safe environment for residents and visitors.



1.1. People can move in, out and within Bryan safely, quickly, and efficiently.



1.1.1. Pedestrians can move in, out and within Bryan safely, quickly, and efficiently.



1.1.2. Vehicles can move in, out and within Bryan safely, quickly, and efficiently.



1.1.3. Air Traffic can move in, out and within Bryan safely, quickly, and efficiently.



1.2. There is an adequate supply of high-quality drinking water.



1.2.1. The current supply of drinking water meets current demand.



1.2.2. The drinking water is wholesome.



1.2.3. The drinking water tastes good.



1.2.4. There is an adequate reserve of high-quality drinking water for the future.



1.3. There is efficient and effective disposal of waste.



1.3.1. Waste is collected and appropriately disposed of in a timely and cost-effective manner.



1.3.2. Recycling is appropriately utilized.



1.4. There is clean air.



1.4.1. Air is of high quality.



1.4.2. Air quality is ensured into the future.



1.5. Animals are appropriately controlled and cared for.



1.5.1. Dangerous animals are restricted.



1.5.2. Human injury from animals is infrequent and insubstantial.



1.5.3. Animal populations are appropriately controlled.



1.6. Residents and visitors are reasonably protected from emergencies and natural disasters.



1.6.1. There is a low crime rate.



1.6.2. There is low loss due to fire.



1.6.3. There is a readiness for emergencies and natural disasters.



1.6.4. Citizens have protection from flooding.



2. The economic life of the community is stable and growing appropriately.



2.1. There is an adequate employment base.



2.1.1. Citizens are employable.



2.1.2. Workforce is employed.



2.1.3. There are adequate business opportunities to meet the employment needs.



2.2. There is a diverse recession proof economy.



2.2.1. There is an appropriate mix of small, medium and large businesses.



2.2.2. There is a diversity in the types of business/industries.



2.2.3. Products are high quality and innovative.



2.2.4. Businesses can compete globally.



2.3. There is a dynamic, positive business climate.



2.3.1. The economic climate is favorable to businesses.



2.3.2. Businesses flourish.



2.3.3. The economic climate is responsive to the changing needs of businesses.



2.3.4. The economic climate is responsive to the changing needs of citizens.



2.3.5. There is growth in the economy.



2.3.6. Businesses contribute to the community.



2.3.7. Businesses collaborate.



2.3.8. Businesses are innovative, knowledge-based and idea-based.



3. The community is attractive, clean, and aesthetically pleasing.



3.1. Neighborhoods are aesthetically pleasing.



3.1.1. Citizens participate in planning and decision-making.



3.1.2. Neighborhoods are neat, orderly, and clean.



3.2. City entrances are attractive.



3.2.1. Other organizations and industries understand the importance of first impressions.



3.2.2. Entrances are symbolic of the character of the City or neighborhood.



3.2.3. Entrances have a pleasant appearance.



3.2.4. Entrances are easily accessible and identifiable.



3.2.5. Major entrances are orderly and neat.



3.2.6. Transportation corridors are attractive.



3.3. The city is well-maintained.



3.3.1. There is controlled vegetation.



3.3.2. There is a lack of visible junked vehicles.



3.3.3. There is a lack of abandoned buildings.



3.4. There is a balance of green and developed space.



3.4.1. There is green space for both recreation and relaxation.



4. Residents have a good quality of life.



4.1. People have physical, mental and social well-being.



4.1.1. People have the information and knowledge they need to pursue a high quality of life.



4.1.2.There is a vibrant cultural life.



4.1.3. There is adequate housing.



4.1.4. People can recreate.



4.2. There is civic pride.



4.2.1. The community shares the vision of a healthy city.



4.2.2. Bryan has a distinct identity.



4.2.3. Residents are active in their community.



4.2.4. People value diversity.



4.2.5. Residents take responsibility for the appearance of the city. 


4. The Computerized Community (1970, 2011, 2019)



RENASCENCE (1970) from Platform for Change by Stafford Beer:



THE FORM OF REFORM



Let us start at the beginning: this is about a citizen who must have a record in modern society.  Let’s create one.  What used to be their birth certificate is now the beginning of their electronic file, housed in the community computer in the community record office.  The data trail begins to be generated.  The doctor, the school, the employer each enters information about our citizen into the community computer.  When the citizen’s life makes a change, they inform the community computer.



Is this electronic prison?  Really?  All this is already known, just inefficiently, expensively known – whereas this would be simple, easy and cheap.  Understand that if the government becomes tyrannous, it would have no difficulty in controlling you anyway, as things are now.  It has nothing to do with electronics.



There is one local file of each person.  What happens to the giant bureaucratic files of the different Ministries?  They no longer exist, along with their bureaucracies.  Since the community computer office networks are all organized similarly, they can all be accessed by any government department.  The future of liberty will be all about the design of electronic systems, and hierarchies of filters intended to safeguard the rights of the individual.



I believe in your liberty more than any of the people who, although currently engaged in your electronic incarceration in every department of life, do not warn you of the dangers.  I am issuing the warning, and with it a message of hope.  We can overcome the dangers, but only by intense study, public debate, and early legislation.  You will get no protection by shouting me down.  



Given a citizen’s one record, to which there is a large number of keys each of which grants access to only a part of the record, there is no census to take: we have a perpetual census.  The record is up to date and ready: The Tax Bill is the government’s computer program applied to each and every citizen’s record, and zero complicated tax structure (with the prospect for loopholes).



The Tax Bill is the Finance Act.  The room for maneuver by legislators has never been so great.  They may simplify, complicate, elaborate, and distinguish whatever they like.  The end is a single computer program, and it does all the work to reflect the final decisions. It means that lawyers will become diagnosticians of mistakes in mapping a set of complicated rules onto a set of complicated circumstances – which is their role in society now.



All of this cuts out waste.  Does it over-centralize control?  Control is vested in the community, the record office is just around the corner.



So now the financial operations of the nation have been consolidated.  The local authority calls for tax rates and explains its call to the citizen – as it does now.  For every element of the government, the information relating the law to the citizen maps onto the citizen’s circumstances.  THIS IS ALREADY THE CASE.  The proposal is not to obtain more information, only that the tasks be effectively organized.



These are the facts.  The system is quite easy to design and to implement.  It requires a massive change in outlook, and the total reform of the civil service.  It requires more moral effort to protect democratic government than even war for the cause of freedom.



Aside from the high expense of moral energy, the cost in cash would many orders of magnitude LESS than the cost of any of the wars we have thought it necessary to wage for our liberty.



This plan sets the individual where they belong: in their community.  If the integrity of the citizen can be maintained, in the existence of their electronic shadow – the integral record – then their liberty can be protected.  The community yields only certain information to the locality, the locality to the region, the region to the government – these forms of access are decided by law that are translated into computer filters that prevent the government from gaining information they have no right to.



Contrast this with the present, highly dangerous situation.  The citizen has already lost their integrity, chopped into bits, and at least a half dozen departments of central government have uninhibited access to personal information about them that is incomplete, and therefore may lead to the wrong judgments.  The total person is destroyed, and power over them resides wherever anyone cares to assembly a dossier.



RESURRECTING THE COMMUNITY



I have hinged my notion of reform entirely on technology, which is all we have besides our love.  Humanity’s institutions have grown like cancer.   Our cerebral computers are no larger than those of Aristotle and Plato, More and Hobbes, Marx and Lenin…nor is there any evidence that human nature has changed.  The one new variable in our situation is new science and technology, including human and social science and technologies like medicine and architecture which are directed towards the needs of the individual.



People with small brains and limited data processing capability have the capacity to operate both effectively and happily in relatively small groups [7 people seems like an upper limit].  



But since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the cancerous growth of institutions has completely broken down the viability of small groups and communities, by suborning individuals to the ends of larger, ill-comprehended, and gigantesque institutions and societies.  



The control of our lives is no longer vested in the elected government – local or national.  It is vested in the firm: the firm for which we work, but more the multi-national corporations which make up our consumer economy.  Governments may be meeting, attempting to protect our liberty, but guess who is writing the software that will be used throughout the advanced countries of the world.



I am asking that power should be returned to the people.



If the operation of community can be reinstated by technological means, to what end is community reborn?  The real problems remain around us, some near and some far.



Because of the imbalance of our institutions, their gross size and unwieldiness, and because of the general incompetence of our managerial efforts, problems remain unsolved.  



Forgive me for saying it again.  We now have the science and technology required to redesign our institutions, so that they are both autonomous and integral at the same time.  We have developed a machinery of government that cuts out people, who are frustrated.  There is no chance that people can get back into this machine.  So change the machine.  Then rely on the people.



Post Globalization: Economy, Systems Science & Academy (2011)



Prepared for the 55th annual meeting of the International Society for the Systems Sciences



Hull, Yorkshire, United Kingdom



Theme: All together now – working across disciplines: People, principles and practice



Jefferson’s Pursuit of Happiness? Aristotle’s Eudemony (Well-Being)


Thomas Jefferson was not what most would consider a happy fellow.  He didn’t care much for other people.  He did not hold cabinet meetings.  He was not an orator, nor did he relish the spotlight.  President Kennedy famously welcomed 6 Nobel Laureates into the White House by saying it was the most brainpower there since Jefferson had breakfast alone – the point being that Jefferson always had all of his meals alone.  As President, he would ride his big white horse every afternoon, alone.



Jefferson’s most famous line of “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” was no guarantee for the country’s lucky future inhabitants.  It is this sense of future hope that is still the country’s most powerful image around the world. 



Stafford Beer learned that Aristotle thought the human spirit responds to a sense of well-being, which he called “eudemony”.  Prosperity is a big part of it, but more from the standpoint of liberty and self-determination than possessions and economic power.  Eudemony measures some highest good, some subjective sense of quality.  Eudemony is the higher standard for evaluating the Viable System Model; does it feel right?



In Stafford’s introduction of eudemony in Platform for Change, he says “Money is terribly important, both to those paying and to those paid.  But money is nonetheless an epiphenomenon of a system which actually runs on eudemony.  It is for this reason that I have come to see money as a constraint on the behavior of eudemonic systems, rather than to see eudemony as a by-product of monetary systems.”




Innovative Technology: computa, WikiLife, WikiEconomy



Building a decentralized global economy



We have a problem of too much data, too much noise.  Too much junk.  Global Data Pollution.



In The Pheonomenon of Man, Teilhard de Chardin wrote about the noosphere, the collective consciousness of the planet, a humming web of communication surrounding the planet along with the biosphere and the atmosphere.



The idea of computa is to create a central nervous system for the planet economy and political system that is decentralized.  We have a physical Internet infrastructure, slow at times but rarely longer than a second or two.  We need a social information structure for the global economy.  It needs to be neutral/positive, gender rich, culturally respectful, scalar at many political levels, and be a practical useful tool for everyday economic practices for a broad range of economic and social organizations and networks.



WikiLife: what it looks like from the individual perspective


WikiEconomy: what it looks like from the big picture


computa: the insides of the WikiLife/WikiEconomy information network



The main purpose of this model is for the INDIVIDUAL to be able to have a standard grid for her to put all of the important information in her life in an organized way.  It needs to be supportive of different scales of data, for unique people, to help her organize her way out of her problems and challenges, social, organizational, and economic – both as a consumer and as a producer.



This model was first presented in the 1980 Society for General Systems Research proceedings (San Francisco). SGSR became the International Society for Systems Sciences in 1984.



The basic concept of the Interpersonal Model is a boundary between the individual and the world.  Inside the boundary (your skin) are certain realities, and outside the personal boundary are all kinds of walls, barriers, social hurdles, challenges and confusions.  Some are physical and biological.  Most are social.  Most of the problems humans have now are organizational.



The purposes of the model:
- provide a historical data grid for accumulating personal information, in a way that is protective of personal privacy, useful, effective and efficient, and confidence inducing;



- be the banking systems’ interface with each individual;



- be the documentation manager for all economic transactions;



- be a reliable public record;



- provide a blind database for social policy implementation by the government, as well as public research, analysis, and program evaluation.



Model for Individualized Community Information



This is a model for a computer grid of a person’s local economy.  It should be user friendly and provide linkage of the information structure between an individual and the larger economy, decentralization in a global context.  



The idea is that the model should be useful to individuals and families, and all business people as well as municipal bureaucrats and citizens investigating the government.




WikiEconomy: a computer information idea for creating a global grassroots economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.  Unlike counties, these can be compared.



Most current policy emphasizes district-region-state-nation.  This model shifts the focus to the village and the community, so that neighborhoods and families get their needs met.


Inputs for the model include: information, money, food, energy, people with talents and potentials, and outputs that include economic goods and services (public and private), waste, pollution, and a changing culture as people evolve, leave and pass away.



This computer model does not exist yet.  It still needs to be built.  Needed features include: a model for today’s city, real time and up to date, called “CityData,” to be interactive and user friendly, with numbers easily converging for analysis; plus “CityFuture” which focuses on the future, identifying options and even assessing the probability of their outcome.



WikiLife/WikiEconomy: decentralized economic information system: built up from the individual


Most of the global economy is hidden, and in a lot of trouble.  This is a mechanism to turn the global economy inside out, so that most of it is transparent, and manageable.  Anatomically, a fig fruit has all of its fruit inside the skin; turn it inside out, and it looks like a strawberry.  WikiLife is like the strawberry: you can see everything you want to look for.  It is an information structure that allows many people to fill in the beginning of cells of a decentralized economy at the neighborhood, village & community levels locally, while other people will discover what is actually happening in the larger economy at the regional, state, national, continental and global levels.



This is a few orders of magnitude more complex than Linux or Wikipedia, but it is organized to evolve in a similar fashion.  Each cell of the economy will be governed by people who participate in it.  Cells at each level will have similar information challenges, and common approaches will emerge when they succeed.  The idea is to build a grass roots global economy.



Current Information Chaos



“The average citizen typically has multiple identity cards, including a voter ID, a tax ID, a ration card, passport, driving license and others. Yet there is no central database, which has created “phantoms” on voter lists and welfare schemes.”  That was once a description of India, but it could be any country.  India has solved some of its problems with a mandated easily verifiable Unique Identity 12 digit random number (eye pupil scan and thumbprint), which would be the entry point in this kind of model.


What would be the design characteristics of a global information system that would serve as the administrative support for the global economy?  The past 30 years has been about converting data from the current complicated disconnected systems which aggressively retained the redundant complexity various paper accounting methods require but may be confusing rather than helpful.  



If it is as complex as possible now, what would be the simplest? 



What would be the most effective, the most efficient, least complicated?  (And easiest to control the security of, in terms of documenting any potential violation: identity, prosecution, punishment.) As practical as possible.  Should emphasize customer service, and historical archives so that short run mistakes are caught over time.  It needs to include a Facebook type social network set of features, plus all of the tools and information management to control your own life.



The end product of this paper is a web site home page for computa, called WikiLife/WikiEconomy.



Rather than aggregate information by country, or business, this information system is based on the individual, and then aggregated upward to whatever level matters.  Altogether the aggregate makes up the reality of the existing dynamic that makes up an economy.  Concerns about violation of information privacy are legitimate, and decades late: our personal information security is violated all the time.  We need to invent/design an information system that minimizes the opportunity to encroach on an individual’s privacy.



A Real World Example



From what I understand, the Danes have an excellent prototype in use as their national information system now.  To the extent this is not true of the Danes, this is what I envision:



One computer information network unifies the entire country.  Each person in the society has an ongoing account, and it includes all of their personal, business, social and commercial activities.




A primary job of people who work in the government is to assist people in accessing their individual computer information; if there is some kind of bureaucratic complication preventing someone from doing what they want, to assist them in clearing up the problem.  Since this account includes all of the individual’s banking data, when a person is making a business or commercial proposal, there is no question as to the source of the information, and the quality can be determined.



How it would feel physically:



You custom design your own web page.  It includes a portal to your business accounts, which are firewalled.  Complete audit trail of anyone who goes in and what they do.  You buy a bicycle; it is documented.  Included is the annual public fee, which will continue to be charged as long as you own the bike.  When you get rid of the bike, you make a data change as documentation, the fee stops, and changes are reflected in other parts of your web sites, and the relevant community statistics about number of bikes owned.




If something is improper, you go to a local official, who you have spoken with before and built some trust, and the official helps you through your difficulty.  Public officials who do inappropriate things will be identified and handled, and prevented.  Most people will see the information system for what it is, a valuable public service that allows them to get on with their lives, get their needs met, and have control of their personal economy.



Public Policy Analysis/Academic/Scientific Research



The aggregate data becomes the fuel to drive the public policy debate.  Part of the debate always remains about protecting individuals from data diving for manipulative commercial purposes.  Within the ground rules for data use, it becomes an ongoing census and the basis for public policy debate, decision taking, and ongoing societal evaluation.  Social scientists can focus more on population behavior instead of needing to worry about methodological nightmares.  



Some Parameters:



Unique global universal identifying number: 13 digits: 10 for a person, 3 for their country



In the US, it is your Social Security Number + 2 digits for state + 2 for US



Identity theft is a serious problem now, and confidentiality can too easily be violated, so the security system must be much better.



Protect individuality, family, neighborhood, even community, from data mining



Start with the individual; aggregate to the country, not the other way around.



Matrilineal?



Let’s face it: 3000+ years of patriarchy has failed.  Socially, ecologically and evolutionarily.  The pursuit of material wealth and power has led us to a downward spiral of decay, social and environmental damage.  How can we break out of it?



This is a proposal to design and develop a global decentralized public/private information network that has so much personal integrity that a majority of the people on the planet/of a country/of a community are willing to be part of it, knowing that their participation increases its potential power.



For that to happen, the integrity standard needs to be so high that older women are willing to recommend participation to younger women.



Men by and large are more interested in their individual wants, where women are more likely to see other people’s needs as well as wants – in addition to their own.  This is in no small part because women birth the children, nurture them through their youth, resolve family disputes through their lives, and care for them as they die.  For women, those awarenesses are normal; a man with those positive experiences is considered un-usual. Women find men difficult to trust; men find women confusing; this proposal works to reverse cultural stereotype.  This information system is specifically designed to meet a woman’s information needs, while coincidentally also meeting a man’s far simpler information demands.



Governance



Proposed decentralized evolution like Linux, as decentralized as possible, like ARPANET, the precursor for the Internet.  A tool whose power is that it is completely in service.



Depth & Breadth of Information


The model needs to include as complete a picture of each community as possible, including:



· geography: land contour, flooding and drainage problem areas, soil classifications, land uses, roads and their status, sewers, wells, water sources as well as quality;



· climatology: seasonal changes, amount of rain, heat in summer, seasonal energy conservation programs;



· demography: population age distribution, aging over time, births and deaths;



· energy grids: telephone, energy, utilities, ability to have wireless computer connection (current cutting edge criteria for technology-available community), cable tv, potentials for green energy and community self-reliance;



· economy: resources, people with skills and credentials, cash flow, incremental growth, dynamic equilibrium, taxes and public finance, commercial/residential/industrial/agricultural/open space uses, infrastructure, privacy protection of personal health and financial records, schools, libraries, child care, senior services, public programs, input/output for local, region, state, national and international;



· city and community government: legal constraints, budgets and accounting systems, jawboning, special relationships with other levels of government.



The computer model needs to have a dynamic, interactive, democratic evolution, with feedback and internal controls, privacy controls and protections, and at least be compatible with MacIntosh and IBM PC Windows Intel.



The focus is to provide a combination of services as a basic package that can replace the current paperflow/banking economy.  Such a dynamic interactive program would need to: identify an individual person, record her business transactions, document her contact with the government, give her personal control of her own health and financial records, allow controlled electronic funds transfers, and have up to date information about all government services, and just about anything else that she might want to know.



Now this may all seem pretty sterile.  Focusing on a particular community can make it a lot more real, as you fill in the pieces in a particular puzzle.



The global economy is crumbling around us.  We need to build new sustainable communities.  By identifying where help is needed, jobs are created.  The WikiEconomy model offers space for creating the democratic management of the global economy.



To begin to develop your community wiki information, email contact@localwiki.org.



Start a chapter of a club: the Liet Kynes club for a sustainable future.  Liet Kynes was the planetary ecologist in Dune by Frank Herbert: think globally, act locally.


Young children can build a three dimensional map of the area around their school and their homes, and then the route connecting their home and their school, then the entire school population area, the ways people travel, where their food comes from, special places they go, and where their parents go during the day.  That is a practical education that builds a tool that will help the older people as well.  It will empower the students to gain greater understanding and control of their immediate reality.



4th - 6th graders can build profiles of their shared community, especially in terms of food, transportation, housing, entertainment and recreation, and jobs.  Which means beginning to build a profile of the district and region in that policy area.  Here the model shows synergy, and the wiki robustness.  A group in Los Angeles starts to look at transportation in the entire county (8 regions).  Then 8 groups emerge that start filling in their respective district boxes of their region, like the patches of the google map filling in as they are loaded.



6th graders who have just completed their unit on Ancient Egypt can take the leadership on building the model/information for Modern Egypt and Future Egypt.  Another group can build a physical model of Japan, and then start identifying key indicators of concern.  The problems of Egypt and Japan are very different from each other, but they are suddenly among the most unstable and uncertain places on the planet, and would benefit from identifying incipient instability before they become even bigger problems.



High school and college students can look at different parts of the matrix in their community, and fill in gaps and look for directions for future prosperity.  Most adults are worn out fighting in the mainstream economy, trying to get ahead of the greed game.  A sustainable economy is based on a completely different mindset.  Western civilization is so out of touch with reality that the junior high school students are in the best position to talk about reality, and what people's needs are.  Most adults have had their reality defined by advertising.  As Stafford Beer said, "Theory (Advertising) is the only reality countenanced by our culture."  Western civilization has devolved to the point where we are choking in our accumulating waste.  In too many areas, the only solution is to do a much better quality job with a much smaller quantity of resources and effort.



A local area should be evaluated in three areas: quality of life, cost of living and standard of living.  Together, these three commonly recognizable terms add up towards what Stafford Beer calls eudemony, or well-being.  They are a first draft at creating a quantifiable measure of “optimal community.”  Quality of life includes air and water quality, long term health indicators, and intangibles of the natural environment.  Cost of living focuses on a market basket index of basic goods.  Standard of living includes measures of percent self-sufficiency, as well as the upper strata for the more high stepping.  Communities can compare their statistics with other areas, and gradually come up with standards, by decentralized agreement.  People looking for a new place to live will compare different communities’ statistics.  Long time residents will understand their own community’s unique idiosyncrasies.  And people will try to improve their numbers.



WikiEconomy is a tool for public policy and social science, but most of all, it is a useful tool for the individual, in helping her manage and control all the data in her life.



Community Governance: A System that Works (2019)


What I propose we do with the 20th century political economy is cut out the bureaucracy to only necessary human functions.  Let’s minimize the authority and power of the nation state, and the multi-national corporation.  Let’s minimize the potential that anyone can accrue power politically or economically enough to threaten other people.



While I am writing from a USA California perspective, my intention is that it be globally applicable.



Start with an upper population limit of 10,000 people.  This is the first of a series of limits that the current greed economy will find offensive.  Since each limit will directly improve the potential for each person in the community to benefit, the system is in service to people, not businesses.  If a business cannot properly service people, it should not exist.



10,000 people is the upper limit.  The idea is to have manageable units of governance.  5,000 people is at least a thousand times more manageable than 10,000 people, due to exploding variety.  But with 5,000 people, you will have several people who know most everybody that matters, for a long time.  So, balancing how powerful people should have the opportunity to become, and the relative potential to dominate a population, somewhere between 5,000 and 10,000 people would seem most workable.



Workability is the criteria for governance.  No more of the devil is in the details.  The whole point of VSM and systems analysis is to keep in mind what is the expected outcome and work in that general direction.



Make all national and state laws focus on enforcement at the community level, with DAILY reporting from all jurisdictions on all areas of non-compliance with current law.



Regulation consists of the “governance-computa code” which each community creates as its own compliance compatibility code so that it can be held accountable to national and state law without the national or state authorities being allowed to enter the community’s information system.  



Beyond elected officials, there are no national or state employees, no bureaucracy.



County government and special districts are eliminated completely.



All public employees are hired at the community level, and are subject to face-to-face accountability for the consequences of their decisions and actions.



All coordination of government services is by Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) between affected communities.  All bureaucratic work is assigned to community employees for the particular MOU.  The more important an issue is to a particular community, the more people will be involved in study groups around aspects of the issue that concerns that particular community, and the more public employees, money, time, energy and rhetoric the community council will agree to allocate to that issue.



DISTRICT: In the Beer-Li model, the community is your base and the district is the larger shared reality.  This is a model for large population centers, not just small towns.  A big part of the idea is to create the community within the metropolis.



The District is governed by an MOU that involves all of the communities, and their responsibilities to serve the needs of the District.  A District Council is elected, with boundaries respectful of community integrity.



Low population density communities on the edge of population centers may organize MOUs in an effort to retain their low densities.



How it would work:



State Governor (the Executive) decides by 9 am on the issue of the day, homelessness, or hunger, or incarceration, or economic development, or violent crime.  The ten communities that have significant prominence on the issue are notified.  At 1 pm, the Governor leads an hour long televised (streamed) discussion with representatives from the ten communities, which is intended to lead to legislation proposing changes to the computa algorithm that defines certain specific behaviors.



All public policy focuses on activity at the community level.  Utilities, transit hubs, airports, roadways, and other inter-community connectors are governed at the community-MOU level, with minimum oversight by the state and national legislatures.



II. US Health & Human Services Challenges



5. Planning for the Future: Evolving a U.S. Universal Health System


Between now and #21 June 1st, this weekly series is organizing a path to create universal health care in the U.S.  This issue #5 is about the mechanics of this planning process.  Beginning with this issue, each issue will include some of what will become #21, and manage the process along the way.



 



What are Plans?  How can they be useful?  Bureaucratic silos use these documents to maintain the status quo, to defend their turf.  How can we create an integrative mechanism?



 



Stafford Beer talks about the challenges of anticipating uncertainty in The Heart of Enterprise:



This is an alternative view of planning:



 



The purpose of planning is so the future turns out differently from what otherwise would simply have happened to us. 



 



Planning is a continuous process.  This idea conflicts with the stereotype of a PLAN based on the next month, the next year, the next five years or some year in the future.  Nature does not have a calendar, except for the seasons.  The seasons do not really affect the affairs of business or government.  Especially it is not reflected in arbitrary time epochs as decided by administrative convenience.



 



It is surely evident that some events are more predictable than others.  There is a continuum of prediction, set against a continuum of probability.  In attempting to plan we engage in continuous process.  The continuity arises from the constant readjustment of rational expectations against shifting scenarios – in circumstances where some sorts of expectation are more rational than others, and some sorts of scenario are more credible than others.  But plans are supposedly set across the board – on which all expectations are equally rational, and all scenarios are equally credible.  Only thus is there any meaning (never mind sense) in chopping up future time into planning epochs.



 



Any such assumption is false.  Not only is there no logical validity in entailed premises that everything develops at the same pace, or with the same degree of likelihood, but there is no chronological validity in the notion that epochs are somehow marked out to notify the requisite changes that would denote any need for managerial action.



 



For these reasons, most of the planning systems are nonsensical, because they do not relate to continuous process.  



 



The only planners are the managers, the people who are entitled to commit resources.  This is done continuously, because rational expectations and probably scenarios are both constantly changing, so that the decision taken yesterday is very probably and perhaps ostentatiously wrong today.  More information has arrived, and ‘information is what changes us.’



 



So, Plans must continually abort.  Produce a plan, dated so-and-so, which has today been implemented in every detail, and you will see a stupid action.  This is just because more information must have become available since the last date.  



 



So planning is not an activity carried out by professionals called planners; it is an act of decision carried out by managers empowered to commit resources to a different future.  Planning is not activity resulting in products called plans; it is a continuous process, where by the process itself – namely that of aborting the plans – is the pay-off.  The plans do not have to be implemented or not by those in authority: what the authority does constitutes the plan – and its realization.



 



The endless flux of the planning process, undertaken by managers, and constantly aborted by their own decisions, is the reality of management.  The rest is illusion.  To partake in the continuous managerial process of aborting decisions – that is to direct the organization.  That is to plan.  And in that planning process the manager dispenses the cohesive ‘glue’ that holds the organization together.  The institution hangs together, because, and only because, plans are aborting with new decisions, and in so doing realizing the actuality called profit and loss, success and failure, reward and punishment, happiness and misery, and (in the long run for the viable system) life and death.



6. Reducing Unnecessary Complications: Nature’s Efficient Complexity vs 20th Century Complicated Bureaucratic Institutions from too much Variety



Health care is naturally complex.  Health care administration, finance and policy need not be so complicated. 



Each new health insurance package creates greater complications in the administration of health care.  To protect the health insurance industry, health professionals under Obamacare must spend half their time with desk work entering data, to a quarter time actually seeing patients.



The U.S. administrative complications explains why U.S. health care is almost twice the GDP of every other industrial nation that does provide universal coverage.  The free market idea of health insurance requires the health professional to prove every action; often with plan limits to control costs.  At every step along the way, the health professional must include the insurance in considering treatment options.  In most of Europe, they don’t have to talk about insurance because it is automatically covered, based on professional judgment.



It isn’t just health insurance that is so complicated that it is chaos.  Ever since the Roman Legion and the Roman Catholic Church, the definition of a successful organization has been the large, centralized bureaucratic, ego-driven power structure, exemplified by the dominance of Xi Jinping in China and Trump’s presidency.



While nature sets size limits, social systems have grown out of control.  What would be a manageable human scale for different social institutions?  We are using these definitions to help shape effective public policy: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; region, 1,000,000.  



Here’s the thing.  Most people only know a few hundred people.  Most people focus on maybe a dozen people in their every day lives.  Almost everybody lives in a geographic space that they share with a few thousand people.  Only bureaucrats and elected officials really think about a whole city or a region, or a state or the nation.



A big part of the data overload problem is that we are virtually counting everything and getting lost in the digital blizzard.  This analysis is a potential solution of focusing on data collection only at the human social scale were it matters.



This is a shift in public policy focus from the macro/city level to the micro levels of neighborhood, village and community.  



· For example, every neighborhood should have safe areas for children to play, within parent’s calling distance.  



· The child protective services should focus at the school catchment area or village level, because if you look at the city or any higher level, you are only seeing the damage, and not seeing the factors that trouble children in that particular area.  If a child is going to get into trouble, to fail in daily society, the troubles will be repeated within what for an adult is a fairly small area.  Most of the children at any particular school will share a similar range of challenges and potential problems.  At the city level, about all you can do is identify which schools seem to create more problems.



· Health care at the community level: this entire series is an argument that managing personal health is a community question.  The current system prioritizes hospitals and specialty care.    Issue #8 will be about how the City can manage the information for community clinics so as to best manage and coordinate resources to meet the greater needs of the entire city’s population.



This is an example of variety management.  It is from engineering, which is much less complex than the U.S. health care delivery system.



How the VSM Helped Transform a Manufacturing Company in Crisis by Patrick Hoverstadt



This is from Holistic Management: Managing What Matters for Company Success by William Christopher, Chapter 3: How the Viable System Model Improves Performance: An Application, page 107-113



This book is designed to be a synthesis of the thinking of Peter Drucker’s Management by Objectives and Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model.



Executive Summary



GRS was a medium-sized engineering company with approximately 200 employees producing pressed and welded automotive subcomponents for several car and truck manufacturers.  Of approximately 2000 different product lines almost all involved work by more than one department.  A process flow analysis of workflow between departments for a typical small job needing three pressing operations and two welding operations showed this required no less than 16 interdepartmental information transfers involving six departments.  For a group of five fairly typical jobs with two, three, four, four and six operations respectively, there were no less than 27.5 billion different permutations (the variety) for carrying out these five jobs.  




The proposed new structure showed how much more of the complexity of operations management the new structure would absorb.  From receipt to completion of order, the job involving three pressing and two welding operations would now involve only three interdepartmental information transfers between two department instead of 16 transfers between six departments.  This change was a significant shortening of the process, giving much greater robustness in the process with much less chance of interruption or misinformation being passed to customers.



For the same five jobs, the number of possible permutation had fallen to just 70 from 27.5 billion.  For those unfamiliar with variety calculations, this may seem an extraordinary reduction, but in many instances complexity is exponential, so comparisons between very large and relatively speaking very small figures is not uncommon.  This reduction meant that the planning process had gone from one that was almost impossible to carry out successfully, to one that was almost trivial.  



The GRS project is an example of the VSM showing the systemic links between strategic and operational issues.  It also illustrates how the VSM and variety analysis can bring out the connections between different operational problems and provide managers with a rigorous language for both the diagnosis of organizational problems and their resolution.



The Company Situation



GRS was a medium-sized engineering company with approximately 200 employees producing pressed and welded automotive subcomponents for several car and truck manufacturers.  One major customer accounted for over half of the company’s total sales.  At the time this project took place, this major customer was initiating a program of transformation for its supply base.  One part of this program was to move toward stockless, just-in-time production (JIT).



JIT can only work if suppliers have the capability to deliver product in exactly the right quantities, to exactly the specified quality, at exactly the right time.  Without this supplier capability, the whole production line of this major manufacturer would be brought to a halt for want of a single component not delivered by a supplier.  Inevitably then, as part of its change initiative, and to assure meeting the new requirements, the car company was instituting a program to transform the way its suppliers operate.  This program involved suppliers in a “total quality” approach to quality management as part of the development of the capability for tighter delivery performance.  The program also involved cutting the number of suppliers of pressed components by two-thirds.  This left GRS with a set of interconnected strategic and operational challenges.



The Challenges: 



At the operational level, GRS had the problem of radically improving the standards of its operations.  Supplying its major customer on a JIT basis would require it to radically improve its standards for product quality, production scheduling, and accuracy of batch sizes, all of which were woefully inadequate.  This set of operational problems, important and significant in their own right, was nested within a set of strategic challenges.



With its most important customer reducing its supplier base by two thirds, GRS was clearly at risk of losing the customer.  Losing the customer would have a catastrophic effect, since in a shrinking and highly competitive market, the loss of the most profitable half of its market would almost certainly mean bankruptcy for GRS.  Conversely, retention of the customer would demand that GRS grow significantly to fill the gap left by the de-selected firms.  The strategic dilemma facing the GRS management was whether to focus on retaining their status as a preferred supplier, or to broaden their customer base to try to reduce the risk.  The operational challenge of meeting their customer’s demands for higher levels of quality and service played a critical role in the strategic decision-making process.  Whichever strategy was pursued with whichever customers, success would depend on being able to meet the higher expectations of a changing market.  So improving operational capability was a prerequisite of being able to implement either strategic option successfully.



Complexity and the Problem Set



This group of problems – with a set of operational challenges nested within a set of strategic challenges – will probably look fairly familiar to many business people.  If we look at it in terms of complexity or variety, then we can start to see how the VSM relates to solving these sorts of organizational problems.



What we have is a situation of an organization that has been more or less in balance with its stable operating environment for many years.  The variety of the organization just about matched that of the environment, so it was able to supply the needs of its markets within the environment, only just, and with much swearing, shouting, and firefighting by managers.  Nevertheless, usually the work got done, the goods got delivered somehow, and customers eventually paid their bills.  Suddenly, a change elsewhere in the environment disturbed this company’s immediate operating environment so that the variety being demanded of the company increased significantly.  



This increase in variety isn’t just a metaphorical or notional change in the requisite variety required, much of it can be quantified.  So, for example, JIT required more and smaller deliveries, which meant more batches to be put through production, a straight-forward and measureable increase in complexity.  Similarly, the new requirements for batch accuracy in terms of numbers of components, quality of components, and timing of delivery were all direct and quantifiable in terms of the complexity and variety of operations that the organization needed to be able to deal with.



The Initial Response



The first response of the company was to undertake a major change initiative using a Deming-based “total quality” program led by an external consultant who specializes in helping companies achieve total quality operations.  The implementation plan was based on current best practices and included a significant training program for the directors and managers team down to the supervisor level.  The training was fairly successful in changing practice in the shop.  In particular, it became increasingly clear that the operating structure of the company was making it difficult fort production scheduling to handle process-based initiatives.  Whenever a process crossed organizational boundaries between departments, change tended to stall.



Analysis and Intervention using VSM



Analyzing the company’s operational base using VSM gave the “unfolding of complexity.”  Operations were organized as three functional departments: light pressing, heavy pressing and welding; and two “cells,” one a specialist assembly called “ADO” which assembled two large car sub-assemblies from pressings, and the other department based on new CNC machines.



Unfolding of Complexity



Tracking the workflow through this structure showed complex interactions between the operational departments.  Of approximately 2000 different product lines almost all involved work by more than one department.  A process flow analysis of workflow between departments for a typical small job needing three pressing operations and two welding operations showed this required no less than 16 interdepartmental information transfers involving six departments.



Coordinating the huge variety of these interactions between departments required a corresponding capacity in the VSM system 2.  There was ample evidence that this capacity did not exist.  On the floor between the press shop and the welding department, there was a set of wire crates stacked to the roof.  These crates were “lost jobs,” subcomponents that had been pressed ready for welding into assemblies, but had never been welded up.  Some were known to have been there for months, but no records existed to show how long some had been there.  This in-process inventory was evidence of very poor coordination between the welding and pressing departments.



Customers calling up to progress-chase their orders were unable to find out where their order was in the process, and would get conflicting information each time they called.  This situation showed poor coordination between operational departments, and also created disruption in operations as there were frequent stoppages as the planned production process was altered part way through a batch to “fast-track” another job in response to customer demands on a “who shouts loudest wins” basis.  All these were symptoms of persistent breakdowns of system 2 that should have been coordinating production between departments.



Production planning is one of the main components of system 2, intended specifically to smooth operations between departments.  But GRS system 2 was unable to cope with the complexity of operations.  The instability of the production process was obvious every Friday afternoon.  Without fail, one of the senior management team would come into the production control office straight from a heated conversation with a valued customer.  The manager would be clutching a piece of paper with the details of the customer’s urgent job and insist on the immediate rescheduling of production plans in order to prioritize this particular job.  In vain, the planning team would complain that this would wreck the next week’s plans and set the scene for a repeat performance the following week.



An unintended emergent property of this persistent failure of system 2 to cope with interdepartmental processes was a culture of blame, which was directed specifically at the planning team.  The blame for the persistent failure of scheduling to deliver accurate quantities on time was put on the schedulers, not on the organizational system they were being asked to cope with.  Politically, of course, this had major repercussions, as the planning team’s arguments for change were undermined by the perception that they were themselves the problem.



A variety calculation of the complexity that thy were trying to deal with soon showed the scale of their problem.  For each job requiring pressing operations, a series of decisions were required.  Taken in isolation, these were not too difficult, but of course, these were not being taken in isolation as each decision on one job affected the choices available for planning capacity to do other jobs.  So the reality facing the schedulers was a need to examine different permutations of jobs going through the system and to prioritize these to optimize overall production.  The worst problems were in the light press shop. 



In the light press shop, the fist stage was to break a “job” down into its component operations each of which was planned and scheduled separately.  Immediately, this increased the complexity and fragility of the system and meant that the integrity of the process was only owned by the schedulers, and not by the actual production team.  It also of course meant that the production schedule had more things to deal with.  The next stage was to prioritize each of these individual operations, then to allocate each of them to one particular press of the 40 in the shop.  Once this was done, the press shop team leader would allocate a press operator to each press.  Taken altogether, this was a very complicated process.  For a group of five fairly typical jobs with two, three, four, four and six operations respectively, there were no less than 27.5 billion different permutations (the variety) for carrying out these five jobs.  Given this scale of complexity, it wasn’t really surprising that the production planners frequently failed.



The Alternative Structure



The sort of massive loading on system 2 that was evident in the original structure is very often an indicator that the basic alignment of an organizational structure is wrong.  In this case the recommendation was to switch to a multi-functional “cell” based structure, which would combine equipment and personnel from both the press shop and welding shop.  This represents a move from a structure split into departments operating different technologies, to one where structure is split by groups of products.



In each of the new cells there was the equipment and personnel necessary to do all the operations for a set of products within the company’s product range.  This involved taking presses and welding plant and putting them together to form a mini-production line that could carry out all the operations needed to complete a set of products.  This change is a fairly common solution in the engineering industry, but has been carried out with varying success.  In those companies where it was successful it had improved both productivity and response times dramatically.  However, in some instances it had had little effect, and had even been blamed for some company failures.  Using VSM and variety calculations allowed us to work out the likely impact of this change and assess how well it would address the company’s problems.



We repeated the same analysis of workflow and complexity of planning decisions as we had used to evaluate the previous structure.  The proposed new structure showed how much more of the complexity of operations management the new structure would absorb.  From receipt to completion of order, the job involving three pressing and two welding operations would now involve only three interdepartmental information transfers between two department instead of 16 transfers between six departments.  This change was a significant shortening of the process, giving much greater robustness in the process with much less chance of interruption or misinformation being passed to customers.



Some of the shortening came about because the whole of the actual production process was now contained within a single production cell.  Some came about because a reduction in the complexity of production planning allowed a re-engineering of order processing.  The analysis of the complexity of decision-making in production planning showed a dramatic change.  For the same five jobs, the number of possible permutation had fallen to just 70 from 27.5 billion.  For those unfamiliar with variety calculations, this may seem an extraordinary reduction, but in many instances complexity is exponential, so comparisons between very large and relatively speaking very small figures is not uncommon.  This reduction meant that the planning process had gone from one that was almost impossible to carry out successfully, to one that was almost trivial.  



Outcomes and Conclusions



Using VSM provided a high-level view of the dynamics of the company’s problems and of the way that these seemingly disparate problems were related, both causally and in time.  The new cell-based structure designed using the VSM proved much more cohesive and a better basis for introducing other technical and commercial changes to address both the operational and strategic challenges.  While the structural solutions chosen could have been arrived at by other means, what the VSM provided was a rigorous and partially quantified approach that showed why it was likely to be effective in this particular case.  The security of this VSM approach contrasts with the risk inherent in adopting such a change plan based purely on copying someone else’s solution and hoping that the fundamentals of both organizations are sufficiently similar for the “solution” to work.



 



7. The Human Cost of U.S. Health Insurance:



Physician Time: 48% computer, 26% patient care:



Primitive US Health Insurance vs Sophisticated European Non-Profit Universal Coverage



US Proves Health Insurance Cannot Work


"It may be possible to finance fair and cost-efficient health care for all through profit-making health insurance, but no country has ever made it work.  For-profit health insurance clearly hasn’t worked in the U.S., which spends more than any other country and still leaves millions without any coverage.  And no other developed country wants to try it.”  The Healing of America: A Global Quest for Better, Cheaper, and Fairer Health Care, T.R. Reid (2009) 



Ask any European.  



In Europe, Health Care is a Right.  



In the U.S.?



In the U.S., your level of health care is complicated by your health insurance.  



Everybody in Europe gets better health care than your insurance company can offer.  Even if you are the President or a member of Congress, you are lost in the anti-patient maze that the U.S. calls health care insurance economics.



Nobody in the U.S. gets better care than the care all Europeans get every day. The best a U.S. citizen can hope for is normal, every day care in most European countries.  



Even if you are rich, you are dependent on how much administrative complexity your care givers must contend with as part of your care complications - that do not exist at all if you are receiving care in Europe.



The Republican Party rhetoric that the health industry is market driven maximizes the failure of the potential social process of healing.  Every time price enters the equation, it complicates the thinking of both the patient and the health professional, in ways that are always detrimental to the healing potential.



The health insurance industry designed Obamacare in an attempt to build a successful market for the health insurance industry.  Instead, they have proven once again that seeing health care delivery as a competitive economic market is inherently dysfunctional, more expensive, un-affordable, and getting worse, more un-manageable.  In the Obamacare legislation, they put in every accounting trick they could imagine, and health care costs have exploded.  



The Gold standard of Obamacare is barely the minimum in most European non-profit health insurance regulations.  The Silver and Bronze plans, and the Trump plans only pay a small portion of the costs - any other health costs will come from out-of-pocket, or more likely neglect.  Avoiding going for health care because of potential added expense is a major disease factor as part of human nature.  In the U.S. it is an overwhelming problem; in Europe, it isn’t even a cause for concern.



The Administrative Burdens of Obamacare



Hospitals are reporting that they must have as much as 1 full time billing clerk for every bed.  The insurance industry is dedicated to preventing people from receiving the services recommended by their health professionals.  The only way that insurance companies make money is by refusing authorization.



Outcomes vs Cost: No Comparison



Compare European Countries in terms of morbidity, consumer satisfaction, health professional satisfaction, fiduciary responsibilities, and bottom line, the Dutch complain because they have one of the most expensive health care services in Europe, at 10.8% of GDP: they get everything they want, and pay a lot less than U.S. citizens pay 17.7% GDP for inconsistent quality and poorly managed, uncoordinated services.



Costs out of control: Obamacare was always expected to be inflationary, 6% - 10% a year.  Currently, Obamacare defined health care is costing $12,000 in premiums, employer payments, copays and out of pocket for a family of four with an income of $60,000.  Health care is costing an average U.S. family one-fifth of their income, for disorganized, inconsistent care, ranked 37th in the world in too many categories that matter.  For too many, health care now costs more than they spend on housing, with high uncertainty and risk of future financial ruin.  With health care inflation, costs are expected to take up to half the family’s income by 2025.  There is only rhetoric about cost containment in Obamacare, the so-called Affordable Care Act.  The solution is locally managed global budgets offering universal benefits for every person in the U.S., like they have in Europe, Canada and even Mexico.



Shifting from expensive medical technology to healing 



1. Overwhelming administrative stress on Health Professionals: It turns out that the mental cost to health professionals is even greater than it is for the consumer.  The Electronic Health Records systems that hospitals and HMOs have installed require each patient encounter to be documented to the insurance company’s satisfaction.  There are over 100 insurance companies, and they each have their own set of limits to care.



Even with full time medical records clerks doing the typing during the actual visit so that the physician or nurse practitioner can focus on the patient, health professionals, nurses, therapists and clinicians are being required to follow the computer to their next task.  



Physician Time: 48% computer, 26% patient care.  



For people devoted to biological science to become enslaved by computers is not professionally satisfying at the end of the day.  What happened to practicing health care?


2. Insurance pays for procedures, not health care: The big picture problem is that health insurance pays for sickness intervention rather than health promotion and disease prevention.  Hospitals with technology can charge high prices, so they are receiving most of the health care dollars.  Insurance pays for intervening, not so much for watching and talking.  Surgeons are well-rewarded, primary care not so well.  



Scientific health care like watching, observing, listening, explaining, probing, being patient with the patient to learn what is going on are things a primary care health professional knows are the only way to allow healing to happen.



Primary care health professionals include: family physicians, primary care pediatricians, primary care internists, obstetricians and gynecologists, nurse practitioners, pharmacists, nurse and lay midwives, home health nurses and aides, physician assistants, psychologists and social workers, nutritionists, physical therapists, EMTs and paramedics, dentists and community health workers.



In the U.S., 70% of the physicians are in specialty care, only 30% are in primary care like family practice; in Europe, it seems to be working with a 50%-50% split.  In Europe, the primary care physicians are as well compensated as the specialists.



Only 10% of health improvement outcomes are due to medical care.  90% of the health outcomes are produced by education, housing, environment, behavior, genetics and social organizations.



Non-medical determinants of premature dying include: behavioral patterns like diet, exercise, alcohol and drugs, account for 40%, genetic predisposition, 30%, social circumstances 15%, and environmental exposure 5%.  Many of the factors are social determinants, like smoking, income inequality, and race, which turns out to be a marker for poor health outcomes in the U.S.  A key indicator of local healthy outcomes is availability of primary care health professionals.



3. Primary care clinics are more effective than hospitals at health promotion and sickness prevention: The potential for improvement in health is not to be found in hospitals, with sickness interventions, but with clinics serving a defined population of up to 10,000 people.



For 85% of all patient care, the primary care in a community clinic is superior to the same care given in a hospital setting.  Near things like knowledge of the patient, the patient’s lifestyle, the patient’s community, the patient’s work environment that will define their health challenges, and what might be an effective intervention or improvement in the patient’s situation are all areas where the patient will benefit if the health professional is familiar with what the patient is talking about.  All are more likely in a clinic than in the adjacent hospital.  The reality is that a clinic will see many more people each day than any part of the hospital will, so they will have a much broader sense of what is actually going on in the local community from one day to the next. In addition, professional communication within a clinic is so much shorter than it is in a hospital, that there is an automatic additional hospital internal cost.  The complicated billing with perhaps a million different prices adds a whole other layer of confusion that a clinic does not have to fight.  Each layer of complication is exponential: it automatically complicates everything else.  



That is why “Medicare for All who want it” only makes the administrative problems worse, adding additional expense to each transaction.  Universal coverage eliminates the need for all of that price discrimination, so health professionals can practice medicine, like they do in Europe, Japan, Taiwan, Canada, Mexico, and the rest of the industrial world.



Universal coverage with one comprehensive benefit package and truly streamlined administration leads to higher access, greater utilization, better health outcomes and lower costs: by eliminating the private insurance marketing, administrative and regulatory obstacles.  This will require retraining and reorientation for several million people in the health insurance industry.  Many can be refocused to quality improvement in the local Office of Epidemiological Accountability.



When Canada and other countries shifted to universal coverage, primary care use went up, as people were less hesitant to make an appointment.  As a result, there was lower demand for more expensive services, specialization and hospitalization.  Countries with universal coverage have better patient awareness of their health choices, and how the health care delivery system works, so the patient is an active partner in their own health care, in ways that are too often a mystery for too many U.S. health consumers.



Comparing health claims processing: U.S. versus Canada by Henry Broeska



“More than 100 insurance companies in the U.S. process claims using their own different rules and their proprietary software.  Tens of millions of claims are transacted daily in the U.S.  Each claim can trigger thousands of actions.  Confusion at every level makes the U.S. claims payment infrastructure the most complex and expensive in the world.”



“Health care administration unrelated to patient care costs each American an average of $2,497 per year, compared to Canada’s $551.”



“Similar to the method used in the U.S., Canadian physicians and providers make claims electronically to the provincial payer.  There is no use for third-party private insurers because Canadians are all members of the same public plan with the same comprehensive coverage.”



“There is only one set of prices for each province based on a fee-for-service payment structure.  For patients, there is nothing to do; no paperwork, no bills, no out-of-pocket costs.  Because the provincial plan pays, no Canadian has ever been denied care, accumulated personal debt, or been forced into bankruptcy for a medical reason.”



This is an argument that the U.S. health care delivery system should evolve to more effective health care by closing most of the hospitals except in rural areas, replacing them with 40,000 community clinics nationally, regulated at the city level with global local budgets, providing 85% of the care, with 70% of the resources; and hospitals providing the more sophisticated 15% that they are best designed to provide, with 30% of the resources.  Lower infant mortality, improved care quality, better health outcomes, lower costs. Every single country in Europe has proven that universal health care works for about 10% of the GDP, compared to the health insurance chaos U.S. 17.7% of GDP and climbing.



III. US Health & Human Services for the 21st Century



8. U.S. Universal Health Care with 40,000 Community Clinics that is better than Private Insurance:



The Community Health Clinic: The Central Resource for Community Centered Health & Wellness Clinical Care, Michelle S. Famula, M.D.



The Universal Expectation From Now On



What are the optimum characteristics of a health system?



The Health Clinic (FQHC): You are welcomed; you receive immediate attention, your comforts matter.  The health professional already knows you and your history, lifestyle, occupation, preferences, and they assume that you take responsibility for your own body (and theirs is a second opinion).  If you need special care, you get it.  This would require shifting resources to community clinics and closing hospitals, empowering nurses, and focusing on primary care, prevention and health education.  



If the U.S. had a clinic in every community of up to 10,000 people in every city, then the clinics would manage 85%of the needed care.  Then only the sickest 15% who should go are sent to the hospitals by the clinics, preventing hospital swamping because misinformed people don’t understand their options.  



This would be a national universal health care program based on locally controlled clinics that meet federal standards for quality of care, access, availability, and equity.  This clinic-based system is designed to effectively meet community health and social needs and efficiently manage costs, monitored by ongoing evaluation through an Office of Epidemiological Accountability.



The Situation We Are Confronted With



 “’One of the things we learned from Ebola is that you have to have a functioning health system going into a crisis, you can’t rely on one springing up in the midst of a rapidly moving disease.  It is becoming clear to us now what happens when you don’t have a fully functioning CDC.’  Zeke Emanuel, professor of health care management, University of Pennsylvania.




“’Testing availability remains extraordinarily limited in the U.S.,’ said Michael Mina, assistant professor of epidemiology at the Harvard School of Public Health, who estimates the U.S. is 5 weeks behind where it should be at this stage of the outbreak, given the time it had to prepare.




“CDC Director Robert Redfield admitted that budget cuts had taken their toll.  ‘The truth is we’ve under-invested in the public health labs,’ he said during a congressional hearing earlier this week.




“Between 2010 and 2019, CDC’s funding was cut by 10% in real terms.  From 2003 to 2019, the organization’s funding for state and local preparedness was cut by a third.”



Center for Disease Control: Chaotic U.S. response puts health agency’s reputation to test



Kiran Stacey, Washington; Hannah Kuchler, New York; Financial Times, March 13, p2



“The war against Ebola, fought in the hardest conditions imaginable – including a real, low-level war – is a victory not only for Congo but for the world.  If coronavirus has taught us anything it is the fact of our interconnectedness.




“These issues have been brilliantly highlighted by author Laurie Garrett, who has written for decades about our eternal vulnerability to microbes.  In Betrayal of Trust: Collapse of Global Public Health, she warned against a global shift from public to private health.




“In an age when the perceived threat is greater from non-communicable diseases – such as cancer, hypertension, and diabetes – the temptation is to view health through a personal lens.  The individual with the best medical insurance will be the healthiest.  That ignores two facts.  One is that the most effective interventions, from clean water to antibiotics and vaccines, have all been collective.  The second is that infectious diseases have not been defeated.  They have been at best, kept at bay.




“This has implications for rich and poor regions alike.  For countries such as the US or the UK, it means you ignore public health – and the health of the most vulnerable in society – at your peril.  In poorer parts of the world, it means that anyone’s battle against disease is everyone’s battle.




“What public health experts have been telling us for years is in the fight against infectious disease, your problem is also very much my problem.”



Only public health can win the battle of infectious diseases



Africa, David Pilling, Financial Times, March 13, p9



The Community Health Clinic:



The Central Resource for 



Community Centered Health & Wellness Clinical Care



Michelle S. Famula, M.D.



I. What is Community-Centered Health and Wellness Clinical Care?



· Program



· Mission



· Vision



II. What are the Essential Elements of a Community Health Clinic?



· Facility



· Resources (Furnishings, Equipment, Supplies and Materiel)



· Staffing



III. What Community Populations Need Access to Community Health Clinic care?



· Primary Care for Medical and Mental Health



· Members of the Patient Community



· Types of Care Offered



· Levels of Service Delivered



IV. Bridging to Services Beyond the Scope or Resources of the Community Clinic



· Clinic-Based Services that ensure access to non-clinical resources essential to successful Clinical Outcomes



· Clinic-Based Services that ensure transfer to higher-level care/rehabilitation 



· Clinic-Based Services that ensure return to Clinic-based care upon discharge from higher-level care/rehabilitation 



· Community Social Support Services to facilitate clinic access



· Community Resources to secure essential human wellness 



V. Administration, Management, Governance and Quality Assurance



· Finance, Budget and Human Resources



· Facility Management, Materiel Management, Purchasing & Equipment Control



· Clinic Management, Medical Records, Appointment Scheduling, Billing



· Accreditation, Compliance, Clinical Care Quality Measures



Community-Centered Health and Wellness Clinical Care



Program: The optimum Community-Centered Health and Wellness program is a complex integration of coordinated primary care medical and mental health services, combined with a network of tailored ancillary, auxiliary and clinic support services, designed to ensure that illness is prevented, diagnosed, treated and/or managed with maximum efficiency. The goal of Community-Centered Health and Wellness Clinical Care is to prioritize the healthful participation of all community members in all aspects of our community life and eliminate illness as a barrier to a fulfilling and successful personal life.



The success of this program is contingent upon resource management expertise that:



1) optimally utilizes clinic resources and services to ensure and augment desired clinical outcomes, and 



2) carefully integrates all program services and appropriates program resources to produce financial stability without compromising essential program components or unduly burdening the financial resources of the community as a whole or the individual patient.  



Mission: The mission of a Community-Centered Health and Wellness program is to provide the community-based health and wellness resources that enable all community members to successfully achieve their individual and collective community goals including health and wellbeing, achievement and productivity, financial and social stability.  These resources deliver:



· quality, accessible, confidential, and cost sensitive medical and mental health care tailored to the unique and diverse needs of all residents and their community



· consultative, educational and collaborative treatment services as appropriate for social services, government offices and the business community



· health promotion, education and disease/injury prevention specific to community needs and appropriately focused to address the health risks and unique concerns of vulnerable populations. 



· advocacy for a healthy community environment



Vision: The vision of a Community-Centered Health and Wellness program is to be dynamically responsive to changing needs and resources to deliver a community responsive resource that optimally fulfills its mission.



The Essential Elements of a Community Health Clinic



Facility:  A Community-Centered Health and Wellness program requires a facility space plan design optimally configured to deliver outpatient ambulatory health services. This requires a sanitary, accessible, safe, secure, and private environment that facilitates and supports a functional workflow in which patients can be treated quickly and effectively by medical and mental health practitioners. Support service and sub-space types, such as office spaces, storage areas, materiel management receiving and processing areas, housekeeping and IT equipment spaces are required. 



It is particularly efficient for healthcare delivery and cost containment, as well as convenient for patients and staff, if areas can be co-located and configured to facilitate shared resources and streamline patient flow. Operational spaces can be designed as functional “pods” that may be identically equipped and supplied and built in repeatable units that enable reduced cost in purchasing, furnishing repair and replacement and restocking.



Clinic space includes reception/waiting, initial intake, exam, procedure. For certain procedure or treatment care, a pre/post-care consultation area may be needed in accordance with level of care and care standards.



The Community-Centered outpatient ambulatory health service facility is adequately configured either within the routine care areas or in a separate uniquely designed and equipped area to provide acute/urgent care walk-in care. This requires space for rapid evaluation that facilitates stabilization and transport to higher level care when needed.



Ancillary services include diagnostic/treatment services that provide timely access (as directed by provider staff) to resources that give added visit value. A pharmacy, laboratory and radiology department enable health professionals to best diagnose and offer initial outpatient care in a one-stop-shop approach.



On-site services also enable the clinic to be able to diagnose with “point-of-service” testing and treatment pharmaceuticals (e.g. injectables, contraceptive devices) that enable effective clinic appropriate outpatient procedures to occur. 



Auxiliary services may include a number of health services provided by clinical professionals who augment medical/mental health treatment and recovery care. Space for adequate Dietary counseling, Physical Therapy, Acupuncture, Substance Use Disorder (SUD) counseling are typically Auxiliary care services conveniently delivered in the outpatient ambulatory setting and should be reasonably co-located with medical/mental health primary care.



Specialty and Other Health Professions may be reasonably co-located to encourage care integration across disciplines as well as optimal utilization of Ancillary and Auxiliary resources. These may include appropriately configured and resourced Orthopedic, Gynecology, General Surgery, Internal Medicine subspecialty, Psychiatry and Dermatology. In many cases these clinic areas may be utilized on rotation, as not each service may be required to offer services for routine care daily. Uniquely configured areas for Optometry and Dentistry, regularly staffed with appropriate professionals also enhance service integration and patient utilization to improve health and wellness when co-located in the Community Centered Clinic facility.



Administrative services should be represented on-site to support clinical functions and ensure adequate oversight and management of clinic operations. Safety, security, sanitation, accessibility and privacy critical to maintenance of a quality environment require on-site staffing and management. Information technology, materiel management, housekeeping and personnel management resources should be readily available to address just-in-time events that may disrupt or compromise service if not readily addressed.



Resources: A Community-Centered Health and Wellness program requires the resources that are required to deliver reliable, efficient, high quality care that optimally ensures desired clinical outcomes and community service delivery. These may be reasonably considered individually as furnishings, equipment, materiel and supplies. 



Furnishings for patient registration and waiting areas, exam and procedure rooms, clinician offices, administrative work spaces and conference rooms are determined, like the spaces and rooms themselves by ambulatory healthcare workplace standards, based on the size of the served community and the staffing goals required to efficiently address high quality service delivery .



Equipment needs for clinical diagnostic and treatment services are determined by the health professionals and equipment specialists most familiar with those services housed in this facility.  Selection is based on current services, informed by anticipated emerging developments and advances in care. Health administrative, technology and business equipment resources are required to process visit services, maintain records, conduct business operations, as well as collect and report data. Equipment to purchase and store supplies and materials, manage medical waste and ensure a work environment able to achieve the high standards of safety, efficiency, cleanliness and sanitation are also needed.



Materiel and Supplies include the disposable and consumable products that are required to provide care. These include all materials used to perform diagnostic tests, conduct physical examinations, and perform office-based therapies, procedures and treatments. This also includes materials needed to document and record care, provide educational and behavioral interventions, stock reagents, agents and processing supplies needed to conduct laboratory tests, obtain radiologic images and manage pharmacy functions. Office and Information Technology supplies, facility maintenance products and housekeeping supplies must be purchased, maintained, inventoried and restocked. 



Staffing: Delivery of a Community-Centered Health and Wellness program rests upon strategic and sufficient staffing to ensure efficient, high quality healthcare by qualified, proficient healthcare professionals. In accordance with professional standards of care and well published accreditation compliance measures, well established staffing ratios are designed to match levels of care, patient and client numbers and the needs of the multiple unique and diverse patient populations. Scheduling software packages published workflows that serve unique care needs, evidence based best-practices and protocols help inform staffing optimums. 



The concept of “best practices” in Staffing remains a moving target. The ability to attract, retain, deploy and financially secure staffing, in a high functioning outpatient ambulatory environment that is charged with overseeing the Community-Centered Health and Wellness program, will rely heavily upon what professional staffing resources are reasonably available to the center as well as what  next-level care resources will be available in partnership with the program. Presuming the staffing is well matched to the patient/client population, community need, center function, and next-level interface, there is a second “moving target” regarding the optimal staffing: “deployment” of providers based on appointed schedules as well as hours of operation for ancillary, auxiliary and specialty care departments. 



Hours of Operation and schedules that help drive efficient use of employee time and facility resources helps to drive workflows that inform optimum staffing numbers. One particularly well regarded and well utilized primary care outpatient scheduling practice utilizes the model of  “OPEN ACCESS SCHEDULING”  for both routine and Urgent Care appointments  https://www.ahrq.gov/cahps/quality-improvement/improvement-guide/6-strategies-for-improving/access/strategy6a-openaccess.html


This model improves patient access while optimizing staff time to reduce the overall number of healthcare professional staff required to manage on-site care. Integrated workflows and work volumes as well as patient need drives hours of operation for all clinic services. Cost efficiency, transportation needs, support staff expectations, operational efficiencies may all drive hours of operation. The uniqueness of the health system network resources (e.g. Hospitals, Long-term Care Facilities, Surgery/Dialysis/Infusion Centers, Rehabilitation Facilities) that complement the clinic as well as the uniqueness of the community needs and patient population will drive individual department hours of operation. Reasonable workplace staffing schedules to meet established Human Resources shift length expectations will then help establish the number of professional staff needed at each licensure or certification for total clinic staffing. 



Treatment teams of multidisciplinary providers and support staff to deliver high quality, safe and complete encounters at both the routine and Urgent Care level must be deployed to work the PC appointment and UC clinic schedules identified. Ancillary and Auxiliary care employees also staff services to work collaboratively and in harmony with the clinical care teams.  Licensure and legal oversight requirements determine ratios of mid-level provider to doctoral level provider staffing. Diagnostic, treatment, ordering and prescribing authorities determined by practitioner level and credential allow for a variety of staffing mixes to deliver routine and Urgent Care services. 



Oversight and Accountability for Quality care delivery: It is the charge of the clinic’s Medical and Mental Health Directors, responsible for Medical and Mental Health Quality of Care, to determine the staffing mix (professional and support), numbers, and training/experience levels required to deliver high quality clinical care. Concurrent co-located services may share some reception and support staffing resources. Co-locations may also be the key to successful integrated care models for medical and behavioral health care. Co-locations (e.g. radiology/ sports medicine, orthopedics, urgent care) may be the key to staff efficiencies and patient accessibility. Different clinical care disciplines may require more or less support staff to deliver safe and effective care.  Data collection overseen by a clinic Quality Assurance program manager, reporting to the Clinic Executive Director or CEO, must help inform Medical and Mental Health quality. Such data both drives and is driven by policy and procedures for the organization. Department supervisors are responsible for oversight of professional quality and cost efficiency of their operations. For a complex network of multiple clinics, ancillary services and auxiliary departments, program communication flow through a Management Team representative of all departments and services is an optimal structure to ensure accountability for resource management, human resources management, finance, facility and quality oversight.



Community Populations Accessing the Community Health Clinic 



Primary Care of Medical and Mental Health and Wellness: First and foremost, the Community Health Clinic is the community-based resource for Primary Care. When we speak of “Primary” care we are describing care delivered by the medical and mental health providers with whom a patient has their first and continuing contact(s) for prevention and wellness services. The medical Primary Care Provider (PCP) also assumes the role of first and continuing patient contact for assessment and diagnosis of initial symptoms of common, routine illness. PCP care also includes the management of evolving acute illness to resolution and the diagnosis, treatment and management of chronic disease through long-term stability. 



The PCP orders and monitors screening diagnostics and preventive treatments for wellness; orders the diagnostic workup needed to establish a primary diagnosis, prescribes treatment, and conducts ongoing disease assessments and treatments as needed for both acute and chronic illness. The medical PCP integrates mental and mental health care in collaboration with mental health professional providers. For complex illness, the PCP makes referrals to and coordinates care delivered by allied health professionals in auxiliary departments, medical and mental health specialists and obtained at unique therapy centers. The Community Clinic medical Primary Care Provider, in collaboration with both Clinic and Community social services and case management professionals, coordinates pre-hospitalization/surgery, post- hospital/ post-op and rehabilitation care.



Patient Community: The patient community may be thought of as a collective of subgroups with common primary care needs. Typically, primary care populations are subdivided by age and gender. A comprehensive Community-centered clinic offers services working together to address the pediatric, adolescent, adult and geriatric age groups. Within the Adolescent and adult groups, services specific to reproductive and gender health needs must be included.  Medical Care for each of these populations may be managed by a team of credentialed clinicians all providing this breadth of care under the discipline of Family Practice or a team of clinicians with separately focused training in the areas of Pediatrics, Internal Medicine, Obstetrics and Gynecology and Geriatrics working together. Importantly, to meet the care needs of the community with comprehensive attention to emotional wellbeing, the care team is incomplete without adequate integration of mental health professionals at the therapist or psychologist level, some of whom may similarly focus their practice to address the unique care needs of some community subpopulations.



Types of Care Offered: Certain wellness  and treatment care  may be uniquely configured to address needs specific to some sectors of the community, but in general, all members of the community should be able to obtain a basic level of prevention, wellness and treatment care that includes routine screening and immunization services, assessment and treatment of common illnesses, management of common chronic conditions, and referral to higher level care with community based follow up of resolving illness.



Routine screenings include standard pre-natal and post-partum care, well-baby monitoring for normal fetal growth and  well-child assessment of developmental milestones, routine reproductive and gender health assessments for all genders from adolescents throughout reproductive years, and the evidence based, preventive services screenings and prophylactic treatments recommended for all appropriate community members identified by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) based upon the findings of the U.S. Prevention Task Force (USPTF) as Grade A or B https://epss.ahrq.gov/ePSS/Topics.do


Where routine screening requires specialized skills or equipment beyond the walls of the Community center (e.g. Colonoscopy, Aortic Ultrasound) providers must work with Center administrative and social services staff to facilitate referral to these resources and manage follow up to care and care documentation needs.



Routine Immunizations should be made available to the entire community of all subgroups needing primary care services. Immunizations should be administered on PCP order (or standing order as appropriate) by a clinical staff member trained and certified to the appropriate scope of practice. Immunization practices comply with CDC’s Advisory Committee for Immunization Practices (ACIP) recommendations https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/acip/index.html


Care for Common Illness and injury should be accessible by advanced and same day appointment scheduling as well as urgent/walk-in service. When a community member becomes ill or injured beyond the level of self-care, contact with an appropriately trained and credentialed health care professional should be available in a timely manner appropriate to the level of urgency inherent in the medical need. In discussion of The Institute of Medicine’s 2001 call for  Patient-Centered Primary Care as an essential element in improving the US Health System in the 21st Century https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK222274/pdf/Bookshelf_NBK222274.pdf


Drs Davis, Schoenbaum and Audet in their 2005 publication, A 2020 Vision of Patient-Centered Primary Care, proposed that truly Patient-Centered Primary Care would include the following highly valued 7 characteristics https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1490238/ :



· Superb access


· Patient engagement in care



· Clinical information systems that support high-quality care, practice-based learning and quality improvement



· Care Coordination and Continuity


· Integrated, comprehensive care and smooth information transfer across a fixed or virtual team of providers



· Ongoing, routine patient feedback to the practice



· Publicly available information on practices



Management of Return to Routine care (following Higher Level care) and Chronic Illness Management functions are fundamental to the delivery of quality Patient-Centered Primary care. It is part of the natural course of health and wellbeing, an episode of more severe illness or the presentation of a new onset chronic medical condition will require follow up care through return to wellness or, in the case of chronic care management, on-going care through a restored equilibrium of stable health.



The Community Health Clinic serves as the familiar home base for patients following a referral to higher level care, emergency treatment, hospitalization, surgery, or completion of rehabilitative care. In each of these circumstances, the medical PCP is the team leader in charge of assuring access, coordination, continuity and integration of comprehensive care for the patient as they obtain care beyond the Community Clinic setting and return to routine care. Many of the most common new medical or mental health symptoms that present as the first sign of a new onset chronic illness, may be successfully evaluated and treated utilizing the diagnostic and therapeutic resources of the Ancillary and Auxiliary services within the walls of the Community Clinic. However, when new onset chronic illness requires evaluation and treatment resources beyond those of the Clinic, the clinical, administrative and social services support resources must work together to ensure care delivery through stabilization and return to routine care.



Levels of Service Delivered: Consistent with its focused primary care mission, the Community Health Clinic program is not well suited to offer high complexity, highly specialized, emergency, or inpatient care. The equipment and staffing needed to deliver such care with high quality, consistency, safety and efficiency would be underutilized and represent poor Community resource management in the Community Clinic setting. In many communities, a Community Health Clinic may be sited in proximity to a hospital, Emergency Department, Rehabilitation Facility, Outpatient Surgery Center, Birthing Center, Dialysis or Infusion Treatment Center, however service levels of these facilities go beyond the scope of the Community Clinic. 



A wide range of Ancillary diagnostic and therapeutic service levels are achievable in the Community Clinic Program. High level complexity or acuity services require resources that may or may not be appropriate depending on the community standard of care and the timely accessibility of these resources to the clinic through off-site sources. Testing and imaging most appropriate to the typical needs of the Community Clinic include routine laboratory blood and urine testing, cultures, point of service screening tests for infection and microscopy as well as common radiographic imaging of chest, abdomen and extremity films. As technology makes diagnostic equipment and procedures more affordable and accessible to the primary care setting, tomorrow’s Community Clinic may one day offer today’s “higher level” services at what will be considered standard care to future providers. A wide range of Auxiliary services are appropriate for the Community Clinic program. Possible services include dental, optometric, dietary, physical therapy and/or substance use disorder counseling. For each, the expectation is that service levels adhere to the principle of basic assessment and treatment, appropriate to the Clinic’s primary care program, with staffing and resources determined accordingly.



Bridging to Services Beyond the Scope of the Community Clinic



Ensuring Patients Access Resources Essential to Successful Clinical Outcomes: 



Education and communication resources are essential to ensure patients are aware of Wellness and Prevention Care as well as treatment resources. Wellness protocols and schedules are seldom a priority for healthy individuals. Pregnant women are more inclined to obtain regular monitoring and screening to manage well established prevention and wellness pre-natal care; families with young children are regularly advised neonatal check-ups and well-child visits to administer required immunizations, monitor developmental milestones, and screen for early onset chronic illness and disability. Throughout their lifespan, community members need to receive notice of ongoing routine screening and prevention recommendations. A well-resourced Community Clinic operationalizes patient education and communication systems to ensure utilization of wellness resources and adherence to illness treatment plans. Information technology can be used to personalize patient messaging, document compliance and follow up, and collect data for the Quality Assurance program to monitor global community health.



Case Managers provide critical support for patients needing assistance with in-home care or equipment (e.g. oxygen, heart monitors), especially those without significant family assistance or social support. Case management may focus on social support or be directed toward specific self-care management skills; clinical health educators may teach patients to correctly monitor blood glucose levels or blood pressure, titrate medications or administer home therapies.



Ensuring Transfer to Higher-level Care/Rehabilitation:



Coordination of care  for diagnostic or treatment procedures beyond the Scope of services or Level of care at the Community Clinic requires referral procedures and systems that achieve the same level of access, coordination, continuity and integration a patient should receive within the Clinic Facility. One cannot overemphasize the importance of provider communication, patient engagement, and clinic record information transfer in achieving successful clinical outcomes for patients requiring higher-level or rehabilitation care. Communications, engagement and health records must be accurate, complete, and timely to ensure smooth care transitions.



Case Managers and Referral Coordinators are a valuable resource to patients navigating referral to partnering facilities. Many of the procedures, treatments, and consultations obtained outside the Clinic take patients to buildings with unfamiliar patient flow and room locations. Scheduling may require information or contact resources also unfamiliar to the patient. Preliminary testing or health forms may be required prior to the actual appointment. Guidance through each step may be needed to ensure successful scheduling that is both accurate and timely for the medical need. 



Transfer Policies and Procedures are critical for successful patient referral. The Community Clinic must maintain a protocol for Urgent transfer of unstable patients as well as a protocol for transfer from Urgent Care to higher level care (following stabilization) should an emergency present. However, while not urgent or life threatening, transfer of ambulatory patients needing non-urgent higher-level Care or Rehabilitation (e.g. specialty consultation, surgery, diagnostic/ therapeutic procedure) requires that established policies and procedures are in place to ensure a consistent, reliable process is utilized in order for patients to obtain the intended care. Referral care must be received in a timely fashion, from the appropriate clinicians; those clinicians must also receive the patient’s relevant clinical care records and referring provider’s communications for a successful transition to result in a successful referral outcome.



Ensuring Return to Clinic Care Upon Discharge from Higher-level Care/Rehabilitation:



Coordination of care that enables return to Community Clinic services is just as important for a patient’s future health and wellness as the referral process that was used to access care beyond the Clinic. A well planned and coordinated return process ensures PCP’s integration of off-site care records and resumption of continuity care when patients return to Community Clinic care. Moving forward after higher-level or rehabilitative care requires the patient’s care team to incorporate off site care into the patient’s clinical record and treatment plan as well as their future health and wellness plan.



Case Managers and Clinic Support staff help facilitate return to Community Clinic care by assisting both the patient and all involved providers to provide/ obtain documentation of off-site records. Case managers are most often positioned between patients and their PCP to ensure that patient’s treatment requirements can be fulfilled, and that provider information needs have been met. Clinic Support staff work with providers to ensure that patients schedule appropriate follow up care and obtain the prescribed therapeutic medications, treatments, and procedures. All off-site care contributes to and informs future continuity care and health and wellness needs. 



Medical Records Policies and Procedures are the heart of successful patient transitions back to Community Clinic care. A comprehensive transfer of documentation from all off-site providers is essential to ensure appropriate, timely and accurate follow up of off-site services by the Community Clinic provider team.


Community Social Support Services to Facilitate Clinic Access:



Transportation Access Needs are important to ensure that all members of the community are able to obtain clinic-based care. Services may be scheduled to meet the transportation needs of some patient subgroups, however facilitated accessibility for ill, seeing/hearing impaired and non-ambulatory patients requires social support services that are directly integrated with the Clinic program.  Consideration of local mass transit or personal transportation requirements should be considered for all patients in citing of the facility or making an investment in shuttle services. 



Financial Access Needs/Public Program Eligibility and Enrollment Services must be addressed for each patient to support proper utilization of the Community Clinic health and wellness program. The complex multilayer, multi-payer, healthcare funding of the 2020 U.S. model presents a complicated patchwork of programs and payers that can be unnavigable by even the most astute and experienced consumer, regardless of health or wealth. Even with a greatly streamlined or single payer system, the Community Clinic must provide patients with the tools and information to properly process care costs and manage eligibility procedures needed to finance their healthcare with confidence. Fear of unmanageable medical debt is an obvious barrier to care.



Cultural Competencies are as important to delivering successful health and wellness care as clinical competencies. While there are numerous accreditation programs and professional organizations that will set standards for all elements of clinical care delivery, it is critical for the Clinic to invest in a program that embraces patient and community feedback and integrates community cultural norms into treatment and care services. Language, unique healing practices, customs that may represent ethnic, religious, generational or geographical tradition should be considered in health and wellness care delivery. Like fear of unmanageable cost, fear of loss of identity or respect, as well as misunderstanding, stigma, and shame in the presence of clinic staff or care providers present a barrier to access that subvert the Clinic’s core service mission.



Patient/Community Feedback can be obtained through surveys, comment cards, focus groups and advisory committees. Patient satisfaction is a critical component of patient care quality and must be a measured element of the Clinic’s Quality Assurance Program.



Outreach Programs that educate the patient to ensure the most appropriate Clinic utilization and adherence to prevention and treatment programs requires two complimentary but distinct Health Education programs: Health and Wellness Education which may be thought of as a community health education effort that provides community based outreach (to subgroups or the whole), in an effort to create a community of wellness, healthy lifestyle choices and adherence to prescribed chronic illness management principles, and  Health Services Education which may be looked at as Community Health Clinic “marketing” to ensure that all community members are well aware of their healthcare resources and most appropriate ways to achieve access.



Community Resources to Secure Essential Human Wellness:



Much attention has been given to the concept of “Social Determinants of Health” (SDH). By WHO definition the SDH are “the conditions in which people are born, grow, work, live, and age, and the wider set of forces and systems shaping the conditions of daily life. These forces and systems include economic policies and systems, development agendas, social norms, social policies and political systems”. Without nurturing human living conditions, optimal Health and Wellness is simply not possible. It is said that only 10-20% of health and wellness is attributable to medical care with 80-90% dependent upon environmental and social conditions https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26526164 .The best effort to ensure that the community is optimally served by its Community Health Clinic is to engage a mutually beneficial  collaboration to address these Social Determinants together. Importantly, this requires community generated resource investments that do not compromise the resources of the Clinic but work in synergy with the Clinic’s Social Service resources best positioned to embrace them.



Administration, Management, Governance and Quality Assurance



Finance, Budget and Human Resources:



“No money, no mission” are words no passionate advocate of Community Health and Wellness ever wants to hear, but regardless of the funding source, there can be no sustainable service without a financial element and its administrative management. Competing priorities will always drive budgets. This is what makes the dedication to Mission so crucial. If a program, service or staffing falls outside the Community Clinic Mission, regardless of how tempting, it must be considered of lesser priority or perhaps eliminated. There may be opportunities, however, for reconsideration for programs complimentary to the mission that have the potential for further revenue generation to support critical high-cost, low-revenue services. These decisions are not made lightly and must be informed by medical and mental health leadership as well as community advisory input. Healthcare Administration is a critical function. Finance, Budget and Resource Management must be directed by trained and experienced, skilled professionals. The Human Resources department must work hand in hand with Quality Management credentialing functions to ensure that the clinic remains continually staffed with appropriate numbers of high-quality staff, hired and deployed to meet both professional and legal staffing requirements. Staffing costs for a Community Health Clinic are typically the highest line item in the budget.



Facility & Materiel Management, Purchasing & Equipment Quality Control:



Health Facility management, medical supply (including diagnostic, therapeutic and pharmaceutical supplies), materiel, and equipment purchasing, maintenance and quality control are all critical administrative functions. Many of these functions oversee highly regulated and routinely monitored activities and supplies. The quality and appropriateness and the oversight professionalism of these programs is another critically important element of Clinic success and sustainability.



Clinic Management, Medical Records, Appointment Scheduling, Billing:



Clinic Support services impact every aspect of care quality. Without the proper attention to clinic flow, documentation, scheduling and service payment (either as fee-for-service or pre-funded program enrollment) the clinic cannot meet its principles of access, coordination, integration, and continuity in the delivery of comprehensive Community Health and Wellness care. 



In the 21st century, these functions are greatly enhanced and facilitated by the use of Information Technology. The term “meaningful use” as it applies to Health Information systems and Electronic Medical Records, became fully articulated in conjunction with the passage of “Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act” of 2009 which included the concept of using electronic health records (EHR) technology to the full benefit of patient care. https://www.cdc.gov/ehrmeaningfuluse/introduction.html When deployed inappropriately, electronic documentation is at the least burdensome. Correctly implemented, however, EHR technology is a tool that supports and enhances all aspects of Clinic Support Services while significantly assisting the clinicians who interact with it daily in every aspect of clinical care. The five goals of “meaningful use”: 



· Improving quality, safety, efficiency, and reducing health disparities



· Engage patients and families in their health



· Improve care coordination



· Improve population and public health



· Ensure adequate privacy and security protection for personal health information



recognize how the EHR permits the clinic support services team to greatly enhance their ability to improve the quality of clinician ordering, health information documentation and provider information exchange, provider to patient communication, and clinic data exchange to public health agencies. Each of these goals and functional enhancements take Clinic Support Services to higher levels of quality and efficiency, supporting patient outcomes and clinic mission success.



Accreditation, Compliance, Clinical Care Quality Measures:



Quality is about data: what you choose to measure, how you collect, report and analyze what you measure, and what you do with the information you collect. Numerous private and professional organizations and public agencies set standards for all elements of health service delivery. No clinic has to, determine for itself what are important measures for quality assurance and improvement, nor should it. So, it is true: if you do not document it, you cannot be certain you did it; if you don’t measure it you cannot improve it. Data collection is an essential Clinic function. Every Community Clinic must maintain a Quality Assurance and a Risk Management program to verify provider credentials, meet facility safety and security standards, monitor supplies for inventory and expiration, implement comprehensive Risk management and Infection Control programs, and meet legal and professional compliance standards. Once again, a dedicated Quality Assurance professional or a team composed of a Credentialing specialist, Risk Manager, Quality Assurance coordinator, Infection Control Manager or the employment of personnel with these important duties included in their job description is a significant and important resource to the successful function of a well-managed Community Health Clinic. Multiple sources for describing the organization, staffing and functions associated with this critical element exist in healthcare administration and health policy publications.



9. Human Support Services: How to Make the Welfare System Work



“The moral test of government is how it treats those who are in the dawn of life, the children; those who are in the twilight of life, the aged; and those in the shadows of life, the sick, the needy and the handicapped.” Hubert Humphrey
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Society’s Bottom Three-Quarters



If you are like most people, you were completely dependent on other people for your first 20 years or so, and probably you will be more dependent on others the last few years of your life.



For human society, the real challenges are an orphan, the elderly, the desperate family, the unemployed, the homeless and the mentally ill.  Most of the human problems the health system identifies are social services issues: housing, employment, childcare and interpersonal relations.  People that have those four things under control can get on with their lives.  



What about the other three-quarters of us?



People in the middle half of society have our ups and downs.  Most people’s goals in life include earning a living, with a further goal to find satisfaction, fulfillment and even meaning in your work. They say that the point of a liberal arts education is to be able to adapt to seven career changes during your work life.  The second half of this essay is about how this middle half of society, those that just had the rug pulled out from under us, can adapt to this new reality with an information model of your personal community economy.



For the bottom quarter of society, life’s challenges continue to be a problem.  The mental health challenges of getting along with yourself, with your family, with co-workers, and with strangers in society are really big problems for society, one the U.S. welfare system has completely failed.  



For the person in need of help and support, the U.S. welfare system is a complicated miss-mash fragmentation of programs that rarely fit together to meet the person’s immediate short-term needs.  (The long term needs of the physically disabled and the chronically mentally ill are addressed in #10 Embracing Long Term Service and Support from a Next Friend’s Perspective.)  



There should be some kind of a floor, some minimum combination of at least health care, food, and temporary housing.



The clinical reality is that only 10% of health improvement outcomes are due to medical care.  90% of improved health outcomes are produced by education, housing, environment, behavioral change, genetic analysis and social organization participation.



Non-medical determinants of premature dying include: behavioral patterns like diet, exercise, alcohol and drugs, which account for 40%, genetic predisposition, 30%, social circumstances 15%, and environmental exposure 5%.  Many of the factors are social determinants, like smoking, income inequality, and race, which is a marker for poor health outcomes in the U.S.  



A key indicator of local healthy outcomes is availability of primary care health professionals because they are trained to recognize the 90% as well as the 10% the insurance companies pay for.



The Ugly View of Human Nature from the U.S. Welfare System



In the dark days of the Great Depression, the U.S. invented Social Security to provide a monthly income floor for those aged 65 and older, based on someone’s lifetime work contribution.  Part of the Social Security Act established Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), which became the basis for the U.S. welfare system.  In the 1960s, LBJ’s Great Society created numerous War on Poverty programs with varying degrees of success, the Head Start pre-school program among the most popular.  In 1996, Clinton replaced AFDC with Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF).  The idea was to force families to go to work rather than expecting to remain on the welfare rolls for their entire lives.



The summary of all the problems with the U.S. welfare system is categorical aid.  In an effort to minimize public expenditure, most welfare programs have a means test: limiting your eligibility according to you income: if you have income, or assets like you own a house, it may disqualify you.  This proves to be bankrupt in many ways.  One of the worst is that the health insurance industry limited Medicare to cover only 80% of the costs, so everyone over 65 still needs private insurance in addition to Medicare.  Low income people can get most of their not-Medicare-paid-20% costs covered by MediCal, but not all of them, like the last 5% of the cost of surgery.  And if you own a home, you probably have too many assets to be eligible for MediCal, no matter how little income you earn.



An Information System to Help in Time of Need  



While each person faces unique challenges, the biggest problem in human society is the male who cannot get along with anyone, and the biggest problem in nature is the abandoned pregnant female.  



These are complex problems that are not easily solved.  In the XXth Century, U.S. government came up with categorical aid programs that claimed to address social problems, with few successes.  Part of the problem is that the aid was designed with the intention to limit each program to as few people as possible to save money.  Underlying the cheapness criteria is a basic disrespect for humans by the GOP: if you can’t afford to buy something on your own, you are not worthy of it.



The welfare system needs to address the two big problems, uncivil men and desperate families, differently.  It needs to be re-designed to actually help people improve their lives, instead of being one of the worst parts of government.



For the uncivil man, they are living on the very edge of society, and that is a choice they repeatedly confront many times each day: why is everybody else so wrong all the time?  Their pattern has probably been that they only get along with people (mostly men) who are just as outside the system as they are.  They breed distrust and criminal activity.  Society must interact with these outsiders; the challenge is to provide them with social support in an effort to minimize the damage they do by subjecting strangers to various anti-social acts.



A homeless shelter for the night, food, and health care is the most that many of these people want, expect or are willing to accept.  Beyond them are the 10% or more of the population who do not want society to even know that they exist.



For a homeless person to look for work, and not just expect a handout from society, is the first step towards greater self-determination and even self-sustainability.  The only thing the society’s welfare system can do is offer the basic survival support.  Life is too challenging for society to take care of everybody.  Society is everybody, made up of personal achievement.  While some people will take advantage of society, and some people will take advantage of other people by doing criminal things, most people want to be on the right side of the law and build positive relationships into friendships with their family, neighbors, co-workers and strangers who are potential friends.



The single mom in trouble is so common that it forced the government to set up the welfare system.  A woman giving birth is the most challenging thing a human being can do.  Men are so indifferent to that reality that we leave families to struggle when they most need the support.



45 years ago, in 1975, the first year Jerry Brown was California’s Governor, I was an expert on California’s county mental health system.  I went to work for the State Assembly as the consultant on health, mental health, social services and public assistance.  I took on the federal-state-county welfare system.  I decided that it was designed not to work.



What would work?  When I was 10, I created this neighborhood-village-community-district-region-state-nation model.  I delivered the Oakland Tribune on Oakland Army Terminal from September 1958 to March 1961: Tribune publisher William Knowland was California’s U.S. Senator, running for Governor against Pat Brown, through the 2nd Eisenhower Recession, and the election of Jack Kennedy over Richard Nixon.



Most of the headlines were about the national recession.  The front page stories were about California, the U.S., the world, maybe Oakland or Alameda County.  The real stories, the human interest stories about people who lived in Oakland were inside.  The more detailed, the more really local it was.  To learn new things, and keep track of the information, I developed a model information matrix with components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000. 



Unlike counties, these can be compared.  Most current policy emphasizes district-region-state-nation.  This model shifts the focus to the village and the community, so that neighborhoods and families get their needs met.



In real life, the categories are: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.   



Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life.   (A man’s life, any man’s life, is so much simpler than every woman’s life that there isn’t anything to talk about: women want choices and options that men don’t understand, let alone appreciate.)   I believe the biggest problem in society is keeping track of your kids’ futures.  This model is designed to help a mother plan her own life, and her children’s, no matter what happens to the children’s father.



This is only a matrix, a blank sheet of paper that mom can fill in so that it is the way she wants it.  It becomes a tool that she can use to manage her current options and negotiate new things for her family’s success.



What the U.S. welfare system has to offer is beyond the scope of this report.  Starting with Food Stamps and Unemployment Insurance, the U.S. welfare system has a limited program, with some housing and other complementary social services.



Bringing welfare programs within the authority of the local health clinic will force administrators and social workers to view the person to be served in a positive light, which forces a revolution in thinking and attitude towards people in need.



Serious Protective Services



Elder Abuse is something that needs much study, support, analysis and action.  Nursing homes, board and care homes and other elder housing services are notoriously poorly regulated; daily reporting under the VSM analysis of each patient will go some ways towards improving care, but the warehousing of elderly needs to be completely re-thought.



With child abuse and other family problems, compulsory education forces most parents to enroll their children in the local schools.  This gives authorities the opportunity to identify children that are getting into trouble.



The Kingdom of the Netherlands has a system that works: the commitment of the national ministry of health and social services, the ministry of education, the ministry of justice and the ministry of employment are all focused on having every child fit into Dutch society.



Holland has 18,000,000 people, 5,000,000 children.  A prosperous country, it is not without its problems: 



- the total number of crime suspects aged 12 to 24 years: 50,310;



- children living in poverty: 345,800



- school dropouts aged under 23: 26,000



- feelings of insecurity, aged 15-24 years: 40.9%



- alcohol binge drinkers, aged 12-16 years: 17.7%



 



Approximately 10% of the Dutch adolescents can experience problems and may need some additional support. A further 5% of Dutch youth is considered structurally at risk in their development and is in need of some form of youth care.



 



In Holland, each school (at the Village level of 1,000 people, 250-300 school aged children) has a “Care and Support Team” of local nurses, social workers and police officers who meet regularly to identify students who are getting into trouble.  A team member meets with the child, then the team researches this case, and interviews the family to understand the student’s home environment, and then a plan is developed to support the child and their family. Care and Support Team members must qualify as “Youth Guidance Counselor”: they are expected to have the patience, experience, resourcefulness and wisdom to be a role model for both the parents and the student.



Universal basic care services include maternity care, preschool, kindergarten, schools, youth welfare, youth facilities for relaxation, sport, art and culture. Also for example youth (social) work, childcare and schools are part of these services. General youth services provide support for: health behavior of young people, growing up safe, talent development, participation and active citizenship. They aim to facilitate the normal development of children and to prevent small problems of children and families turning into severe problems. Municipalities aim to strengthen these universal services in order to enable professionals to adequately solve small problems in children’s upbringing and to detect more severe problems at an early stage. Municipalities in The Netherlands also aim to stimulate the cooperation between the different universal services.



Preventative services (or primary youth care services) are for example child health care, general social work, parenting support. Some fields of youth work are also part of the preventive services as e.g. outreach youth work or street corner work to provide individual guidance and support to young people at risk.



These preventive services aim to detect problems at an early stage, to intervene at an early stage, to coordinate support and to refer children and families to the specialized youth care services.



Very few communities, let alone cities, in the U.S. provide this richness of social program to support society’s social fabric.  Actually addressing the issues facing the bottom quarter of society would force the clinic staff to engage in community social change.



Too frequently the complaint is made that health professionals are not trained to solve the problems of poverty, food insecurity and racism.  They have no clinical tools to address these issues.  



Nonetheless, all health professionals need to be proficient in providing mental health and social service counseling, especially when they are providing physical health advice.  Dr. Famula says, “what is my recommendation if the patient ignores it?”  



Today’s complicated society is overwhelming a lot of people; the clinic needs to be able to provide interpersonal support, advice, information and community resources to help an individual get on with their life.  Each community needs to reassess and upgrade current mental health and social services; the mental health counselors and social service workers need to be part of the clinic staff system so that it is seamless for the person in need of help and support so that they can build some successes in their perpetually challenged life.



Using the Viable System Model to build community sustainability: The Beer-Li Model



The Viable System Model is a tool for analyzing a living dynamic being, especially an organization, in terms of the information flows as it adapts to a fast changing environment. The key to the Viable System Model is to look at communication at one level as the “System in Focus.”  Each analysis has its own unique combination of interactions among its subsystems, and its dynamic changing environment.



There is no school book answer to this.  What you find is that because these are real life techniques, they appear all over the place.  We are going to use the VSM as a design tool to build a responsive community regulation system based on daily reporting of 120+12+1=133 measures of sustainability. 



You can use the Viable System Model to cultivate institutional transformation.  It would involve mapping a catalogue of all the current organizational activities and responsibilities (ALL of them), which in VSM terminology would be the System 1-2-3  (1-different operations, 2-coordination of different operations for shared resources, 3-management of current operations), and then debate what should be the new version (using VSM refinement tools), called System 4, and then identify ways to move from System 1-2-3 towards System 4, refining System 4 as new information becomes available.  Senior management is System 5, which mediates between the NOW 1-2-3, and the FUTURE 3-4-5.



Measuring Improvement of Community: Governance statistics should measure quality of life and demographic issues as well as economic growth and decay, redefinition and renewal.  The VSM analysis encourages looking at real change in the system's environment: commercial, technological, political, social, economic, educational and ecological.



How to apply the Viable System Model will be explored in the next issue, #16 Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model, and How to Run a Country: Disseminated Regulation in Real Time.



We are applying this “community” model: This model couches community as a niche within its environment:



Family/Neighborhood/Village//



//Community//



//District/Region/State



The idea is to shift the information focus in a decentralized way that gives greater meaning and power to each individual.



The Beer-Li Model



Introducing a new app “mycommunityeconomy”: a computer information structure for creating a global grassroots economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.



How to use the Beer-Li model (individual)



The Beer-Li model is a consolidation of the information of a person’s shared social and economic reality.  Each layer has boundaries that are common to most people who share them: most people where you live self-identify the same block/apartment complex as their “neighborhood,” and the urban/suburban services catchment area around your regular grocery store as your “community.”  



The Beer-Li model is a set of cells of information, and the more cells you can fill in with useful information will do a lot to improve the chances that you can control the options in that part of your life.  This is all about self-sufficiency.  Getting your needs met, as you define them.  The power of the Beer-Li model is happy people building sustainable community.



You do the Beer-Li model twice.  The first time is as a social consumer/interactor; the second as a contributor to the economy, as an income generator.  The first consumer issue is housing.  When that is unresolved, where you call home determines most of your lifestyle options.  Refine your housing options until you move into a place.  Mostly, housing options for single people are based on: work, education, and/or recreation and other people (relatives, significant other…); for families, the criteria are more complicated, and have to do with the kind of school options the parents want for their children.



Next is transit: do you have a personal automobile?  Or do you rely on public transit, bicycle, walking and shared community vehicle?  The primary reason why the Beer-Li model is necessary at this time in history is the transition from the XXthcentury growth oriented destructive economy to a XXI st century that is a global sustainable communities economy is to help people break their dependence on a personal vehicle to achieve daily economic and social needs and wants.



Filling in the rest of the cells is mostly fun: how you personally define adventure: what stores you frequent and care about (this is a woman’s model); recreation (much more for the men; for the women, it is more about the interests of their family and close friends); what health care, education and social services you frequent and occasionally use, things that you and your family are actually dependent on.



For most things, filling in the cells for neighborhood, village and community will identify 90 percent or more of your every day reality.  For most of us, district (100,000 people), even larger region, state and nation only matter as special, unique individual challenges (like driving across country) that most of us don’t do very often.   One time challenges, and new adventures are referred to in VSM terminology as “projects.”



The coolest thing about the Beer-Li model is finding other people with similar cells at the neighborhood, village and community levels – these are your “communities of interest” – the Beer-Li model offers a context to identify common concerns and suggests strategies to address them.



How to use the Beer-Li model (institution/organization/ business/government)


One of the biggest problems with politics has been the incongruence between the political systems and the economic forces: multi-national corporations run rough-shod through countries, violating people and natural resources.



With the Beer-Li model, you build a finite-element-model of every layer of the political economy.  Within each cell, you build a refined picture: an 1) environmental- 2) social- 3) economic model that reflects reality.  The economic options are ONLY evaluated within the prioritized context of established environmental and then social parameters – as opposed to disregarding environmental and social consequences as has been the practice for the past 500 years.  



Using Jon Walkers Internet VSM Guide; Diagnosing the System: for Organizations, Beer Stafford; Holistic Management: Managing What Matters for Company Success, William Christopher; and Allenna Leonard’s “A Viable System Model: Consideration of Knowledge Management,” and “The VSM Applied to Complex Organizations in Crisis,” each institution builds a Viable System Model of at least 8 layers, from the individual workers to senior management, to identify where to start to build a Beer-Li model of the entire organization and its publics and its environments. 



The institution needs to determine if it has a viable purpose in the future, and then determine how it can become more sustainable.  The way the organization can determine if it is viable is the IPSA VSM FLUSH ©, which takes an organization a full 40 hour work week.  If it is determined during Day 4 that the organization does not have a viable future, then Day 5 is devoted to planning how to shut down the organization.



It is assumed that 75 percent of the businesses and institutions, and governmental agencies in the world that existed in 2010 will no longer exist by the end of 2020.  And the world will be a better place for it, especially in terms of people not wasting resources hurting each other.



How to use the Beer-Li model (individual work)



In the XXthcentury, economic security was defined as a “job.”  The Beer-Li model focuses on contributing meaningful work instead of a semi-permanent job.  First, the Beer-Li model becomes a record of the past and a map of the future of your work and educational life, and your apparent goals.  It becomes a detailed portrait of who you are, what you care about, what you know, what you can do, and what you love.  It creates the way to identify potential new adventures in your life.



Tying it all together: Clinic Administrative Support Team: Office of Epidemiological Accountability



The administrative structure is designed to serve the community clinic.  It is invariant at the National, Federal, State, Health Service Area, City, and Community/Clinic levels, known as “Stations.”  Each Station has seven positions: 2 Health Care, 2 Behavioral Health, 2 Social Services, and Team Leader-Servant.



10. Embracing Long Term Service and Support from a Next Friend’s Perspective



On January 24, 200 MDs, RNs, PhDs, and MPHs (Masters in Public Health) met at the Berkeley International House to talk as the “Physicians for a National Health Program,” focusing on the economics of implementing universal health care.  



It was organized as the 7th Global Health Economics Consortium by the Institute for Global Health Studies, University of California San Francisco and co-sponsored by University of California, Berkeley School of Public Health and Stanford University Center for Health Policy and Center for Primary Care and Outcomes Research.  


The challenges of long term care require their own analysis. Allison Hoffman and Charlene Harrington presented a thorough assessment of where the U.S. is today, and the questions that need to be wrestled with.



Allison K. Hoffman JD is a Professor of Law at University of Pennsylvania Carey Law School and a Senior Fellow at Penn’s Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics. Professor Hoffman’s work examines health insurance regulation, the Affordable Care Act, Medicare and retiree healthcare expenses, and long-term care. In particular, she examines the role of regulation and the welfare state in promoting health, as well as how regulation affects conceptions of risk and responsibility. Hoffman was a visiting professor of law at Yale Law School in 2019, a fellow at the Petrie-Flom Center for Health Law Policy, Biotechnology, and Bioethics at Harvard, and formerly on the faculty at the UCLA School of Law. She practiced health law at Ropes & Gray LLP and was a consultant at The Boston Consulting Group and The Bridgespan Group. 



Start with the assumption that any comprehensive health plan should include coverage for long term care.



What is comprehensive coverage?  



How can we conceptually think about long term care in a way that is going to make a comprehensive policy solution more likely?



Basically, with insurance we all pay into a common pool; those of us who need goods or services are covered by insurance, and things that we need are reimbursed.  When we decide to include a benefit, it makes the risks of harm, the risks of spending money on medical care, it makes those things collectively felt rather than individually felt.



So far, we have left long term care out of the public insurance like Medicare and Medicaid, and private insurance hasn’t worked.  What that means is that the risks that people face for long term care needs, or when they are helping others with long term care needs, those risks are born privately rather than collectively.



If we think about what the insurance for long term care could and should accomplish, what I want to suggest is that we shift the way we think about that, it will make a comprehensive solution more likely.



I suggest we reimagine the way we think about long term care.



As a society, as we have thought about long term care, we have conceived it primarily as having a chronic illness or disability serious enough to require sustained care.  I call this “care recipient risk”; what these people need are care supports.  If those supports are too expensive, it can cause it can cause somebody financial insecurity or if she gets the wrong or insufficient support, she can face health insecurity.  It is a risk faced by 10 million people, half of whom are over age 65, and half are under.  Too often we think about it as an aging problem, and it is not just that.  



What I want to ask is what if we look at the same problem from the perspective of the friends and family who become responsible for helping provide the care for people who need it?  Any one of us could, al of us will, become responsible for intensive care for a child with a serious illness or disability, an ill or injured spouse or partner, or an ailing parent at some point in our lives.  I call this the “next friend risk”.  



“Next Friend” is a legal term for someone who stands up in court for someone who cannot do so for themselves.  I like this term because of its neutrality.  It does not imply that the Next Friend is family, it is often not; it is often friends or people in the community who provide this care.  It does not imply that the Next Friend is the one who is actually doing the care giving, where the term Care Giver implies that, the Next Friend might help by arranging care or paying for care, or in all kinds of ways.



Medicaid shapes our conception of LTC Risk and Ensures reliance on Friends and Family:



Medicaid has become the largest payer of LTC by default.  As a consequence, it has tremendous influence in how we structure our LTC in this country.  Medicaid has reinforced putting the obligations on family and friends to provide care informally, usually without pay, by providing incomplete coverage for the care giving needs of people.



If you think back to the origins of Medicare and Medicaid, the emphasis was not on care giving.  They focused on protecting against things that posed a threat to householder family wages.  Care giving did not pose a threat at the time because most households had a non-wage earning adult in the household, usually a wife, so things like “personal services” are an optional Medicaid benefit rather than a mandatory benefit.  As a result, states may but they don’t have to cover certain aspects of long term care, things like feeding or bathing or transferring.  The concept was that it would be medical insurance to cover services by licensed providers in licensed facilities.  This excluded many of the aspects of long term care, especially when they were happening at home.  Medicaid structurally prioritizes medical care over personal care and then cemented this reliance on friends and family for care giving.



· Medicaid, by design, leaves gaps



· Means-tested so that Americans have no LTC insurance unless the “spend down”



· Caregiving generally is not paid for because it did not fit initial vision of good social welfare policy



· Medicalization of LTC sidelines personal care



· A more recent shift from nursing home care to home-based care has increased reliance on informal caregivers



Medicaid initially had what is called an institutional bias: it paid for long term care mainly in nursing homes and other long term care facilities.  Medicaid policies have evolved over the past few decades, motivated by legal obligations to pay for long term care supports to provide care in the “least restrictive setting possible” which in many cases means at home.



The result of that has been that a growing percentage of Medicare dollars are now spent on home and community based services for long term care, 57%.  Institutional long term care spending in 2000 was 73%, dropping to 43%.



In some ways, this has been a success story.  People with chronic illness can live at home as long as independently as possible.  But structurally it can be quite difficult to provide 24/7 support at home and Medicaid has not met the demand, resulting in limits services and long waiting lists for home and community based services.



As a result, people are increasingly relying on friends an family for care, frequently without pay, informal pay, or they pay for it on their own if they can.



What if we could look at this problem from the standpoint of Next Friend, people who are coming and providing these supports for their loved ones?  How would it change how we provide long term service and support?  



What does this obligation look like?  Some 40 million people provide care ranging from a few hours a week to around the clock.  Although families have long provided care, this notion of care as a private obligation is becoming untenable in a changing world.  That family with a single breadwinner I was talking about is gone – there is no one in the home who can be fully dedicated to caregiving, there are increasing number of women in paid jobs, the number of two wage earners or single parent families is growing, and families are dispersing geographically.   The ratio of people who need care compared to the number who can provide it is growing.  With medical and technological advances we are keeping people alive longer, and also needing more supports.



As a result, the costs associated with informal care are quite high.  It is hard to define exactly what this cost is.  It is hard to even think about these costs descriptively; there have been studies done, and what they show is that the average adult child who leaves the workforce to care for their parent experiences about $300,000 in economic loss, from lost wages, pension, lost social security, lost benefits, lost opportunities for advancement.  



Studies have studied at their non-economic harms, on their health, on their well being, impacts their relationships, higher rates of depression among informal care givers.



Part of what concerns me is the way taking care of someone else absorbs time and money in a way that clearly impedes their life choices and their ability to live their own life in a way that is quite difficult to quantify.



What I contend is that we should think about these responsibilities for another person’s long term care as a life cycle risk, and an insurable one.



It is near universal.  It is irreversible, unpredictable, and in most cases when considered from the perspective of the Next Friend, it is uncontrollable.  



Even when people take on care giving roles, as many of you have, with great generosity and love, they face significant insecurity in doing so.



We haven’t thought about this as an insurable risk in part because it is hidden from the public eye and the balance sheet.



It happens in homes and where it is hard to measure.



But we could come to think of this risk as insurable, and as serious as the risk of needing care from the care recipient’s perspective.



So why should we do that?  Considering Next Friend’s Risks helps us understand the problems of long term care in four ways that make an effective solution more likely.



First is to redefine the scale and make the problem larger, which makes it more challenging, but it makes it more realistic.  The current estimates of long term care costs hide behind the costs born by Next Friends.  I call them “The invisible copayment,” what people are paying through their time and their spending towards the lack of insurance; by conservative estimate it is $500 billion twice the amount of current funding for long term care.



Seeing these costs clearly can help us more realistically think about what it will take to solve this challenge.



Second is reframing this as risk, thinking about this as a Next Friend risk rather than obligation implies insurance is indeed the solution.  Since very few people can afford to self-insure privately for long term care, it means that public insurance is the solution.  Understanding it as a universal risk, one that we all face could help build broad political coalitions that actually want to solve this problem.



Third, considering this Next Friend’s perspective suggests that the policy could be designed so that it is more sensitive to the harms experienced by Next Friends.  Understanding these harms as risks rather than personal obligations to care for somebody else makes clear that there are two legitimate ways that someone could in theory respond to a loved one’s need for care: they could provide that care, or they could arrange to pay for that care. 



At the very minimum, a policy should be designed in a way that is more neutral between these options, rather than as is the case in many programs today, biasing towards the family providing care and then providing some minimal supports for them in the best cases.  



I call this the Toggle, and I believe we should design policies in existing programs that allow people to Toggle between these two options, so that if they do have insurance coverage, they can just as easily use it to provide the care as they could pay somebody else to provide the care.  If the benefits allowed recipients to Toggle freely between these two spaces, the Next Friend could consider the benefits to evaluate their own potential risk insecurity, and to balance those risks with the needs and the wants of their loved ones.  



The current policies are so focused on care recipient risks that they don’t even see the need for this Toggle.  They often impede movement between these two choices.    



The last point is seeing the Next Friend risk raises the question of whether social insurance policies should make different trade offs than they do today in mitigating between recipient and Next Friend care risk.



Consider the example of an elderly widower who has a stroke.  The goal of the current long term care policy under Medicaid is to insure him adequate long term care supports in the least restrictive setting possible to protect his autonomy.  So if his daughter moves him into her home, his needs could be fully met at the lowest possible public cost but the daughter’s costs may be high: the daughter may have to reduce working hours, leave a secure job with benefits, threatening her family’s long term finances.  It may disrupt her other relationships, as well as her personal health and well-being.



If Next Friend risks were taken seriously, social policy would be better structured to balance the needs and the autonomy of both of the parties, even if it means that the solution that is second best for the care recipient



So far what I have covered is why we could think of the responsibilities for another’s long term care as a risk, here is why we should:



· To protect against serious lifecycle risk to families



· To reduce harm that is disproportionately experienced



· Over 60% of informal caregivers are women



· Minority communities



· Low-income households



· To build critical infrastructure to care for a future generation of care recipients, to enhance innovation and build a new labor supply of people who want to do this work; a funding infusion could make it more popular.



· To reshape choices and social narrative of responsibility: if Next Friends are able to work with their loved one through a combination of paying for care and providing for their needs, long term care policies could help reshape our conception of what it means to be a “Good Son” or a “Good Daughter”.  They might not be the one who takes Mom into their home, but may be the one who helps her figure out how to best meet everybody’s needs.



We face many challenges but they are not insurmountable.  They are demonstrable programs in the U.S., there are comprehensive long term care policy solutions in other countries that show lots of different ways that long term care policy can be effective.



What I am sure many of you are thinking about.  If we include the invisible cost copayment, it becomes a bigger problem.  If we monetize the current unpaid pay rates, that people spend now, at the average rates of care giver compensation, which is arguably too low, then we triple the size of the problem.



This size at first blush may suggest that solving this problem is impossible, or that if we include it in some MediCare for All proposal, it would sink that proposal by adding dollars to what we are already seeing.  That is the wrong way to think about it.  A failure to address these costs isn’t making these costs go away.  One study of Baby Boomers who are taking care of their parents, and this is only a sliver of the story, is about $3 trillion.  



Our current approach is reinforcing this system where these costs are born privately; the results are inefficient, they are inequitable, and they are going to be felt for decades to come.  Including long term care would not only remedy many of these problems, but it might be helpful in building new coalitions for action.



I think it is useful to include an accurate version of what we think about the costs of long term care both to design reforms as we are thinking of fundamental reform and a way that truly does provide people with long term security and also get as many people as possible to understand the scope of what it takes to do so.  I think a lot of people do deeply care about this problem and may engage with Medicare for All policy, if this is one of the many issues that is discussed as part of it.  



Long Term Services and Supports (LTSS) for All: 



Charlene Harrington, PhD, RN is professor emerita of sociology and nursing at UCSF. She was elected to the American Academy of Nursing and the National Academies of Medicine. Her research has included: designing and managing a model California long term care consumer information system (CalQualityCare.org) website (2002-2016); studying state Medicaid home and community based service programs and policies (1994 to 2016); directing the National Center for Personal Assistance Services at UCSF (2003-2013); assisting with the UCSF Community Living Policy Center funded (2013-2017); and conducting international nursing home research with colleagues in 6 countries (2008-2018). Her recent research has focused on the corporate ownership and financing of long term care and its negative effect on quality, access, and costs. She is a member of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Technical Advisory Committee for the Medicare Nursing Home Compare website, serves on editorial boards, has testified before the US Congress, and has written more than 250 articles and books on nursing homes, long term care, health policy and nursing.  



I am going to use the term “Long Term Services and Support” or “LTSS” since this is the new term that disability advocates like us to use.  It takes some of the emphasis away from care and puts it more on the supports activities.  



· About 70% of the population will eventually need LTSS.



· LTSS is expensive – average lifetime cost is $260,000.



· 25% of children provide caregiving – costs $3 trillion in lost wages, pensions, social security in 2011 (MetLife)



· Average retirement savings for 65+ is $148,000 (GAO)



· Private long term care insurance is expensive and few people have it



· Medicare only covers short-term nursing home and home health, up to about 100 days of care



· Must pay out of pocket until poor and Medicaid eligible



I am excited about the new House bill, HR 1384 Medicare for All because it does have long term care provisions in it.



· Covers broad LTSS for all disabilities and ages to meet physical, mental and social need



· Supports civic, social and economic participation



· Prioritizes home and community-based services (HCBS) over institutional services to correct institutional bias 



· LTSS in the least restrictive, most integrated setting



· Allows independence, self-determination, and dignity – disability advocate principles



HR 1384 recognizes that there are quality problems with current care, and huge inequities across geographic regions and states, so one of the goals is to insure equality in quality in access and availability of resources.  It puts a strong emphasis on self-direction by the recipient of care.  It has a broad based advisory group that includes recipients, providers, family care givers, labor, rights organizations, and academic and research institutions.



The big problem with long term care is the cost.  That is why people are concerned about including long term care in any kind of national health program.  In 2020, it is estimated that the U.S. is spending $510 billion, which is about 15% of what is spent on all personal care services.



This is for nursing homes and residential care $186 billion, 



home health care $116 billion, 



other health and personal care $208 billion



Total LTSS: $510 billion



 Of that $510, 13% or $68 billion is currently paid out of pocket.  We would have to cover that 13%.  Some people argue that we should save cost so we should just pay for the front end coverage, but I don’t think that makes sense because Medicare pays for the first coverage.  Other people say we should only pay for catastrophic coverage after the costs get to be too much.  Basically that is what Medicaid does, once you spend down.  So it is all the in-between-costs that people are paying out of pocket that I think we should pay for.



We all know that the risks of needing long term care goes up as the population ages; about half of the people with disabilities are under 65 years old.  It is important to include all groups in the 1384 does.



The next argument is how many people need LTSS?  



Number Who Need LTSS: 



10.9 million community residents



1.8 million institutional



12.7 million total



HR 1384 covers LTSS for all with:



· a functional limitation in performance of one or more activities of daily living (ADL), like bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring and eating. Or



· a limitation in instrumental ADLs due to cognitive or other impairments, like walking, meals, finances, shopping, participating in the community.



This is a rather generous benefit, so one way to cut costs might be to go to 2 ADLs, or more, then that would bring the number of people who need services down to around three million people.



Most of the long term care services are provided by unpaid care givers, and friends and family members.  Only 13% of the care given at home is paid care that is paid primarily by Medicaid.  This means that we would have to come up with care at home that is the equivalent of say 30 billion hours of informal care worth over $500 billion.  What economists worry about is if we offer this benefit, then people are going to want the unpaid care that they deliver now to be covered by a national health program.  We need to think about design features that support people at home so that we still can have unpaid care givers to stay and and continue to help, but be able to give them enough support to make the care giving possible.



Another policy issue that we have to think about is the poor quality of care from some providers.  Everyone is familiar with the nursing home problems of quality; this is also true with some home health and hospice care. Most of the long term care providers, institutions and agencies are for profit, so the care is poor.  It is compounded by the fact that we pay very low wages and benefits to individuals who deliver the care, at least 15% below what they would make in the hospital setting.  Costs would increase if we are to pay reasonable wages and benefits to stabilize the work force and keep people.  Also, increase the staffing levels so that we would adequate staffing levels in nursing homes and in agencies.  



There would be some cost savings from this because we know that right now about 22% of nursing home residents end up back in the hospital; the cost of rehospitalization is billions of dollars.  And emergency room use expense is enormous.



There would also be potential cost savings from reducing the administrative costs and profits which tend to range from around 20% to 30% in the long term care sector.



In summary, the policy issues are:



· Coverage: all ages or only 65+



· LTSS coverage: 



· all institutional, home and community-based services (HCBS), preventive services and supports or limited to home and community-based services



· Limited to front end or back end coverage



· Eligibility



· 1+ ADLs/IADLs or 2+ ADLs/IADLs



· Protect current informal caregiving



· Include: improvements in quality, wages and benefits



· Ensure equity: access to services across and within states; Medicaid is currently grossly inequitable by states and regions because some states put very little money into it



· Financial controls of administrative costs and profits should be established.



A final word from Allison:



What we have learned from Germany and other countries is that this is doable.



You have to make careful policy decisions about what you cover, and exactly how you design the policy.  To take the German example, one of the issues is if you take the benefits as in kind as opposed to in cash, are they equivalent?  If one of them is more valuable than the other, how does that affect how people are going to meet their care needs?  How does that shape people’s decisions around these kinds of things?  Different countries have done this in different kinds of ways.  So even the most nuanced pieces of policy design can have tremendous sociological inter-familial effects.  This should definitely be included in any kind of Medicare for All bill, and we should be very careful about how we design policy.



11. Create an Office of Epidemiological Accountability at Your Level



[As with any prescribed activity, the benefits are in actually doing the exercise.]
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Clinics serving Communities of up to 10,000 people: US $4 trillion health care expenses shift to 40,000 clinics: 75 clinics in each Congressional District, hospitals limited to only the 15% that is appropriate care in a hospital non-clinic setting.



Shift in focus to families and community, and integrate primary medical care with health promotion and public health actions, and hospitals limited to 15% appropriate care.



Clinic Focused National Health Care Delivery System: Federal VSM-State VSM-Health Services Area VSM-City VSM-Community/Clinic VSM: California as 14 health service areas; health systems coordinated within each region; city administered, monitored and evaluated; health clinics in every community of up to 10,000 people; hospitals and specialty medical services coordinated by clinics.



Clinics have several family health care teams: one doctor, one nurse, one auxiliary nurse, and four to six community health workers, plus oral health teams, assigned to a specific geographical area and defined populations of 600-1,000 families.  The teams provide a first point of contact with the local health system, coordinate care, and work towards integration with diagnostic, specialist and hospital care.  Health services and health promotion activities take place at health facilities, in patients’ homes, and in the community.



Part 3: The Office of Epidemiological Accountability



The Station of the Office of Epidemiological Accountability H&HS 7 member Team
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How the Epidemiological Accountability culture works



What should the model evaluate at the Clinic level?
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Causal inference: what it means to do science:
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Research planning


Social Determinants of health



US Standards by the Joint Commission



2020 National Patient Safety Goals
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Health Policy Legislative Questions
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Part 8: U.S. Universal Care: Health and Social Services Budget 2021-2 through 2024-5 (in billions, 2019 US $)



Health Care Policy Making Decisions



Decision Tree for Health Policy
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Expenditure: 2020-21 to 2024-25



2021-22 U.S. H&HS Community Clinic Budget



2021-2022 U.S. H&HS Medical School and Hospital Budget



New U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Administrative Team Structure



Part 9: The Political Strategy and Timeline for Implementation



The Political Strategy



Implementation Timeline


June through December, 2020



January through June, 2021: National: Administration: Congress: State: 14 HSAs and their Counties and Cities:



Universal Health Care Software Package 1.0: July-December 2020, January-June, 2021, July-December, 2021



Hospitals: 2021-2022



Financial Distribution Component in the new system, effective July 1, 2021



Wind Down US Fee-for-Service Health Insurance Industry: July-December, 2020, January-June, 2021, July 1: no more US Health Insurance Industry services, July-December, 2021



Phase Up US Universal Health Authority: Local Global Budget, July-December, 2021



Transition to Universal Care: Begin Universal Coverage, July 1 2021



- Conversion at the Patient/Taxpayer level from insurance to new payment structure



- Conversion for the individual provider; provision for qualified provider groups up to Kaiser to retain their identity



- Conversion for the hospitals: all hospitals come under the jurisdiction and control of the community clinics grouped with federal legal Memoranda of Understanding (MOU)



- Conversion for the Health Insurance industry: employees aged 60 and older receive a generous retirement package; retraining for all other insurance employees into epidemiological accountability, or transitioning into another line of work



- Establish H&HS 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team” with guidance and control at each station level: community/clinic, city, HSA, state and national



- Daily accountability of the entire system.



System Mission: optimize primary care systemwide in every state in the U.S.



Pandemic Diagnosis, Prognosis and Prescription



Pandemic Diagnosis: not only are you at risk to your health that no one expected or is prepared for, least of all the health care delivery system professional staff, but for perhaps a quarter of the US workforce, when they lost their job, they lost their health insurance coverage – triple whammy.



Prognosis: this virus is so novel it is challenging the basic assumptions of the “germ theory of disease”.  



It is an unconfirmed idea that some day there might be a vaccine developed that can teach the human immune system to match wits with this virus – often the virus is most dangerous because it makes the immune system over-react uncontrollably to death.  It is an untested idea that someone who has had a reaction to the virus and recovered has left residual anti-bodies and might be immune, and if so, for how long, whether for weeks or years.  It is an untested idea that using the blood plasma from successfully recovered Covid-19 patients can have a therapeutic effect with other patients.  All of these are assumptions derived from the germ theory of disease.



The SARS Covid 2 virus is a new fact of life.  It is a science fiction writer’s dream come true, the worst that the military planners can scheme about biological warfare: 1) It loves people, jumping from one to the next, settling in and growing rapidly, 2) it is different in bad ways from everything science has seen up to now, continually surprising respiratory and other health specialists who are confronted with thousands of cases, 3) it is outside of the current scientific rules of nature: it is forcing the most advanced scientific thinking in the biological sciences to go back to the very foundation of their thinking.  For Social Scientists, it means throwing out Keynes and Marx, and Freud.



Prescription:  For Health Care?  Universal Coverage.  Less than a quarter of the US society still have job-supported health insurance, and it will be much more expensive.  The whole health care delivery system model needs to be recalibrated so that people can pay a reasonable amount, and receive first class quality health care with easy access and availability wherever they live.



Creating a map of what health care is like now and how it should be



Covid-19 is so human-friendly and so unique that it remains a complete mystery to the virologists who know the most, as well as everyone else in medical science.  This virus is so compatible with humans that every person is on the front line of the battle to gain control over this potentially life-threatening tragedy.  



This is a plan to mobilize all the resources to help you maintain your vitality, minimize your personal risk to exposure of the virus, and limit your susceptibility to its causing you personal illness or being an asymptomatic carrier transferring the virus to loved ones and friends, co-workers and people you share public space with.



Aloha.  Hello.  Welcome to your very own personal Office of Epidemiological Accountability.  This portal to the future is custom designed by you to make sure you are doing what you can to have a healthy community of up to 10,000 people.  This is the community that makes up the epidemiological petri dish that you are the center of.



This issue #19 is a tool kit for you to build a handbook for organizing your community into an organization that supports all of your community’s health care delivery system.  Hopefully, at some point, you will decide to run for a 4-year term to the elected seven-member Community Health Council that is responsible for coordinating your community’s system.



The rest of this document is the background for you to use this issue to build your own community health care delivery system handbook: Stella Lobo, MD’s “12 Layer VSM National Design of Brazil’s Health Care Delivery System,” and Michelle Famula, MD’s “The Community Health Clinic: The Central Resource for Community Centered Health & Wellness Clinical Care” are the basic templates for you to begin to build your part of the picture of the dynamic US health care delivery system as we evolve towards universal care July 1, 2021.  Technically, to understand the Viable System Model (VSM): the organization, its environment, and its 5 management systems to adapt to a changing environment are best introduced by googling Jon Walker + VSM Guide.  Then Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model workbook is called Diagnosing the System: for Organizations, and the Quantified Flow Chart is in “Disseminated Regulation in Real Time” is in issue #16.



5 Viable System Model (VSM) Maps: Bottom-Up, Top-Down, Working Inside the System, The Whole Mess & Community Universal Care



This is the 1st stage of a simultaneous five VSM Map process: 1) bottom-up, for everyone as a consumer of health services, 2) top-down, for everyone to learn about how part of the system is set up, 3) if you work in the health system, 4) a sum of the first three which is an aggregate picture of current reality, and 5) your ideal community health care service delivery system to go into effect July 1, 2021:



VSM Map #1: Bottom-Up: what is the current health care delivery system for you now? Clinics, physicians, hospitals, treatment centers, what is there?  Ambulance? Emergency services?  Surgery and Hospitals? Long term service and support?  Home visits?  Dentistry?  Optometry?  Alternatives to mainstream medicine? Physical therapy? Pharmacy? Counseling?  Social services like transportation, housing, employment, and food?



VSM Map #2: Top-Down: somebody else’s reality: pick a job somewhere in the US health care delivery system, and research and map it all the way from H&HS Secretary to your community.  This is for everybody: Put your “Health Professional” hat on.  Think like a Nurse with a wholistic perspective about a human’s body needs, social and community needs, economic needs.    How “should” the local health care delivery system look/work?  Learn how the Federal-State system mismanages the resources.  Pick some place in the US health care delivery system that you would like to become an expert at, and do a top-middle-bottom-down analysis of that particular part of the US health bureaucracy, and how it attempts to mesh with the administrative chaos.



And, if you are a professional in the US health care delivery system, build VSM Map #3: Working Inside the System of where you are, what your responsibilities are, the challenges, the problems, the failures, the potential.  Then VSM map all the way from the Secretary of the Department of Health & Human Services to you, then to the person who is the recipient of the service that you provide.



VSM Map #4: The Whole Mess is putting together all the VSM Map #1s, VSM Map #2s, and VSM Map #3s to guide us in making sure that each clinic can handle everything they need to be able to handle.  Hopefully, as you work on Map #2, you will discover things that should be in Map #1, and guide how you feel the system should be:



VSM Map #5: Community Universal Care is how you want it to work: US Universal Health Care Delivery System July 1, 2021 (VSM System 4: the goal to work towards).



Clinic-focused New Federalism Stations:



Village-Neighborhood-Community-District-Region-Area-State-Federal-International:



how you want your personal community clinic to look, feel, work, make sense, deal with you when you have a health problem.  Also, talk about what it is that should be the backup support system for your clinic.  These are the systems for ongoing evaluation at each H&HS Station level:



· Clinics



· Hospitals



· Medical Schools, Tertiary Care and Allied and Auxiliary Health Personnel



· Evaluating Health Professionals



· Evaluating Community Responsiveness



· Clinic Services to Current Patients



· Ecological Analysis



· Community Needs 



This is the Prototype Clinic Map as the System-In-Focus



This is only to get you started.  Reality will demand that you make lots of Clinic-focused maps and update your maps frequently as you gain new information.



Begin by creating specific VSM profiles of the following views as the System-in-Focus:



· a health consumer



· a health care provider, RN, MD, Nurse Practitioner, Home Care worker, physical therapist, behavioral therapist



· a health care administrative support position



· someone in the health insurance billing industry



Each analysis starts with these System 1s for their System-In-Focus:



1) co-workers, same level, superior and subordinate, 2) record keeping (maybe 50%, goal 25%), 3) personal health/physical stamina, 4) personal life, 5) career development.



The health provider has two additional categories: 6) patients, and 7) patient load.  Everyone who is not a front line health professional should reflect on the relative professional commitment that health professionals make every day as part of the definition of what they do.  You will see if you do the 4 versions that the health professional has a difficult job, and the support staff should have a better understanding of their roles and how to be mutually supportive, which is the key to working as a team.



7) Patient Load is a measure of professional staff coping with the stress level.  The experience in Milan and New York City demands that the health system monitor the stress levels of individual staff and ability of different programs to respond to increasing levels of demand for services.  If we had such a measure, then problems could be identified and addressed.  As it is now, we are left with who can complain the loudest.  As a measure of how effectively a health care delivery system is fulfilling its mission, this statistic seems as important as morbidity and mortality.



Clinic as System-In-Focus:



Environment:



Population Focus:



Assigned Population for the Clinic to serve; 100% of the people.



Demographics.



Identified needs of population



Percentage of population currently in contact with the clinic.



Strategy for outreach to maintain current clinic population contact.



Strategy for outreach to remainder of the population to be served.



Environments: social, economic, commercial, cultural, technical, educational, political, and ecological.  Each has impacts on the healthiness of the community.



System 1s for Clinic as System-In-Focus



· Clinic professional medical staff 



· Facility, medical equipment, resources



· Health education campaign



· Coordination with Hospitals, Medical Schools, Specialty Health Services



Creating Your first Maps



Look at Jon Walker + VSM Guide.



To be able to visualize these ideas, it would be best to have a basic understanding of the VSM graphic, the System-in-Focus, the system’s environments (social, cultural, business, technical, political, educational, ecological), to begin to see the relationships between the 5 Management Systems that are necessary for organizational viability in response to a changing environment, and the System 1 elements of the organization at this level of focus.



What actually is your current situation?



Creating the maps will help you figure out where you really are.



One of Stafford’s introductory ideas is: the world, this situation, has changed a lot since the last time you checked.  Too much activity is based on the assumption that nothing in the background has changed.  



Stafford has a drawing: you change, your situation changes, as your model is stuck in some previous time, stuck, you change, your situation changes, you respond to your model which is stuck from some time before and is not true any longer. Why are you confused that your situation doesn’t work according to what your stuck model expects?



This is two-thirds of the way through your favorite STAR WARS movie: R2D2 has just presented The Challenge, and now you need to figure out what to do, given all of the uncertainty.  What really is your current situation?



Once You have Something in VSM Maps:



· show it to your family, friends and colleagues



· show it to your boss



· show it to your co-workers, your “cousins”, the people who do almost the same thing as you do



· show it to your subordinates, the next layer down



· show it to the next layer up, and the next layer up after that…



Each time, you will probably communicate better.  By their reactions, you will discover a lot that is other people’s version of your reality that you were unaware of before.  You are more likely to see where you are having communication conflict because of misunderstanding and disagreement about what the problem is.  



What you are going to discover is that other people see different problems than you do, and they see your problems differently as well.  There is a lot of insight in those disagreements, discovering blind spots, lots of potential for learning, adapting to an improved new reality.  



Maybe even talking about adjusting some part of the organizational structure that seems to be causing the difficulties.  The point of the VSM is to adjust the model to see what might be affected in reality without first having to make an irreversible change to reality.  The learning, the personal growth, the institutional innovation happens in the LISTENING in those conversations: all of the places where you discover that your assumptions were inaccurate, or at least not the same as you expected.



This informal, uncoordinated, disconnected collection will generate over 20 layers between the clinic and the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services.



A healthier national communication system would have 10 to 12 layers.



Part 2: Where We expect to be on July 1, 2021 with US Universal Health Care



Dissolve the US Department of H&HS bureaucracy down to the clinic level:



Village-Neighborhood-Community-District-Region-Area-State-Federal-International



Clinics serving Communities of up to 10,000 people: US $4 trillion health care expenses shift to 40,000 clinics: 75 clinics in each Congressional District, hospitals limited to only the 15% that is appropriate care in a hospital non-clinic setting.



Shift in focus to families and community, and integrate primary medical care with health promotion and public health actions, and hospitals limited to 15% appropriate care.



Clinic Focused National Health Care Delivery System: Federal VSM-State VSM-Health Services Area VSM-City VSM-Community/Clinic VSM: California as 14 health service areas; health systems coordinated within each region; city administered, monitored and evaluated; health clinics in every community of up to 10,000 people; hospitals and specialty medical services coordinated by clinics.



Clinics have several family health care teams: one doctor, one nurse, one auxiliary nurse, and four to six community health workers, plus oral health teams, assigned to a specific geographical area and defined populations of 600-1,000 families.  The teams provide a first point of contact with the local health system, coordinate care, and work towards integration with diagnostic, specialist and hospital care.  Health services and health promotion activities take place at health facilities, in patients’ homes, and in the community.



Part 3: Office of Epidemiological Accountability



The Office of Epidemiological Accountability H&HS Station 7 member Team



Formerly the budget office, to become all of the management information system necessary for everybody else to figure out how to improve performance and results.



At each level, the entire bureaucracy is a 7 member team, called “a station”, with 2 from health policy, 2 from behavioral health policy, 2 from social services policy, and a team leader-servant.  They are generalists, with at least 5 years experience in their policy area.



Appropriate backgrounds include Registered Nurse, Medical Doctor, Physicians Assistant, Nurse Practitioner, Certified Public Accountant, Lawyer, Ecologist, Ph.D. in epidemiology, Master of Public Health, Master of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, respected administrator.  The responsibilities require generalists, not specialists.  Leave your specialization with your ego at the door.



Office of Epidemiological Accountability Responsibilities



· Maintain daily real time operations database: program patient activity; staff activity; money activity; equipment, reagents, lab and other resources;



· Maintain ongoing Community Assessment: ongoing monitoring of critical socio-economic and environmental indicators of this community’s health by neighborhood and family.



· Ongoing Program Evaluation: the information structure for this particular community’s future is based on the VSM picture that the Community Health Council is regularly updating as the organization should become more effective in meeting unique community challenges – by becoming more sophisticated about what would be good epidemiological data to maintain. [If this entire idea had a footnote, and the footnote was so important that it was printed in BOLD on every page of the document, it would be: the London School of Economics Law about statistics, named after Professor Goodhart, former chief economist of the Bank of England: “once policy makers target a particular variable, it loses its value as an indicator.”  The VSM model/Quantified Flow Charts are to identify potential statistics that can be made from the daily data generated; as long as the data are unique, the statistics are not manipulated.]



· Accountability to the Community: every public contact by a member of the Community Clinic H&HS Office of Epidemiological Accountability 7 member team is a re-evaluation of the idea of the office.  Members of the community own the clinic resources the office has the honor to shepherd within the intelligent daily life of the community.  The office should have the ability to offer the community whatever it wants to know to have confidence in the clinic.



· Human Resource Evaluation: Availability of MDs, RNs, NPs, dentists, allied and auxiliary health professionals.



· Evolving Community Standards of Care: clinic financial support for alternatives to mainstream acute care western medicine include: Chiropractor, podiatrist, midwife, doula, traditional Chinese medicine, yoga; Local additional considerations to expand the definition of supported health activities, modalities, and methods of health treatment are part of the community dialogue.



· Identify Bottom 10%: System performance: clinics, hospitals, med schools, health professionals.



How the Epidemiological Accountability culture works: 



At the clinic level: the H&HS team has built an information model of the health reality of the community, how well the clinic is responding, and what seem to be emerging problems today.  The data is from yesterday (within the previous 24 hours).  The team identifies emerging problems, and makes their daily report to management within the clinic and up the chain of command.  Of the 133 statistics, any RED (not GREEN) numbers include a comment.  The day’s team activities are defined somewhat by how the numbers turned out.



The City H&HS has a different set of 133 numbers to evaluate.  Their database includes every clinic’s reports, in the aggregate, and statistics for managing the entire city’s health care delivery system in a way that no clinic can appreciate.  Similarly, the 133 statistics at the Health Service Area H&HS level are a measure of the ability of the Area health care delivery system to respond on a timely basis.  (In the current situation, there would be a lot of the 133 statistics at each level that are in trouble, RED.)  It would also provide a way to identify where available resources can be shifted to where they can be best used.  Similarly, the State H&HS Station Team has a set of 133 statistics to evaluate how well the HSAs are managing the resources statewide.  And the National H&HS Station Team identifies potential problems at the state and national level with their 133 statistics.  



What should the model evaluate at the Clinic level?



Evaluation: Inside the clinic: responsiveness, healthy outcomes, measures of prevention/education, comfort level in the clinic, multi-ethnic/language



Outside the Clinic: community social services, networking support services, economic/job creation, identify and improve unsafe environments, community discussion about “health,” community discussion about current and future health services and potential resources development (it takes many years to become an RN or a physician).



Community Demographics: The model needs to include as complete a picture of each community as possible, including:



· demography: population age distribution, aging over time, births and deaths;



· economy: resources, people with skills and credentials, cash flow, incremental growth, dynamic equilibrium, taxes and public finance, commercial/residential/industrial/agricultural/open space uses, infrastructure, privacy protection of personal health and financial records, schools, libraries, child care, senior services, public programs, input/output for local, region, state, national and international;



· city and community government: legal constraints, budgets and accounting systems, jawboning, special relationships with other levels of government;



Secondary Concerns for the model:



· geography: land contour, flooding and drainage problem areas, soil classifications, land uses, roads and their status, sewers, wells, water sources as well as quality;



· climatology: seasonal changes, amount of rain, heat in summer, cold in winter, seasonal energy conservation programs; and, 



· energy grids: telephone, energy, utilities, ability to have wireless computer connection (current cutting edge criteria for technology-available community), cable tv, potentials for green energy and community self-reliance.



Part 4: Aspects of care that distinguish conventional health care from people-centered primary care


Conventional ambulatory medical care in clinics or outpatient departments


Focus on illness and cure



Relationship limited to the moment of consultation



Episodic curative care



Responsibility limited to effective and safe advice to the patient at the moment of consultation



Users are consumers of the care they purchase



People-centered primary care


Focus on health needs



Enduring personal relationship



Comprehensive, continuous and person centered care



Responsibility for the health of all in the community along the life cycle; responsibility for tackling determinants of ill-health



People are partners in managing their own health and that of their community



Part 5: The Science of Evidence Based Medicine and Epidemiology



Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is "the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients.” The aim of evidence-based medicine is to integrate the experience of the clinician, the values of the patient, and the best available scientific information to guide decision-making about clinical management.



The steps for designing explicit, evidence-based guidelines: Formulate the question (population, intervention, comparison intervention, outcomes, time horizon, setting); search the literature to identify studies that inform the question; interpret each study to determine precisely what it says about the question; if several studies address the question, synthesize their results (meta-analysis); summarize the evidence in "evidence tables"; compare the benefits, harms and costs in a "balance sheet"; draw a conclusion about the preferred practice; write the guideline; write the rationale for the guideline; have others review each of the previous steps; implement the guideline.



This five step process can broadly be categorized as:



· Translation of uncertainty to an answerable question and includes critical questioning, study design and levels of evidence;



· Systematic retrieval of the best evidence available;



· Critical appraisal of evidence for internal validity that can be broken down into aspects regarding:



Systematic errors as a result of selection bias, information bias and confounding



Quantitative aspects of diagnosis and treatment



The effect size and aspects regarding its precision



Clinical importance of results



External validity or generalizability



· Application of results in practice



· Evaluation of performance



Epidemiology is the study and analysis of the distribution (what, who, when, and where), patterns and determinants of health and disease conditions in defined populations, and the application of this study to control health problems.  



Epidemiology, literally meaning "the study of what is upon the people", is derived from Greek epi, meaning 'upon, among', demos, meaning 'people, district', and logos, meaning 'study, word, discourse'.  The distinction between "epidemic" and "endemic" was first drawn by Hippocrates, to distinguish between diseases that are "visited upon" a population (epidemic) from those that "reside within" a population (endemic).  The term "epidemiology" appears to have first been used to describe the study of epidemics in 1802 by the Spanish physician Villalba in Epidemiología Española.



Epidemiological practice and analysis is unified with management science to provide health care and health guidance to a population. This task requires the forward-looking ability of modern risk management approaches that transform health risk factors, incidence, prevalence and mortality statistics (derived from epidemiological analysis) into management metrics that not only guide how a health system responds to current population health issues but also how a health system can be managed to better respond to future potential population health issues.



Population-based health management encompasses the ability to:



· Assess the health states and health needs of a target population;



· Implement and evaluate interventions that are designed to improve the health of that population; and



· Efficiently and effectively provide care for members of that population in a way that is consistent with the community's cultural, policy and health resource values.



Major areas of epidemiological study include disease causation, transmission, outbreak investigation, disease surveillance, environmental epidemiology, forensic epidemiology, occupational epidemiology, screening, biomonitoring, and comparisons of treatment effects.  Investigators analyze the relationships between (A) environmental, dietary, lifestyle and genetic factors; (B) alterations in cellular or extracellular molecules; and (C) evolution and progression of disease. 



ETIOLOGY means the understanding of the causes of diseases, or a given phenomenon, and of the network of relationships that culminate with the observed disease/ phenomenon.  The term 'epidemiologic triad' is used to describe the intersection of Host, Agent, and Environment in analyzing an outbreak.



Causal inference: what it means to do science:



"Correlation does not imply causation" is a common theme for much of the epidemiological literature. For epidemiologists, the key is in the term inference. Correlation, or at least association between two variables, is a necessary but not sufficient criterion for inference that one variable causes the other. Epidemiologists use gathered data and a broad range of biomedical and psychosocial theories in an iterative way to generate or expand theory, to test hypotheses, and to make educated, informed assertions about which relationships are causal, and about exactly how they are causal.



Epidemiologists emphasize that the "one cause – one effect" understanding is a simplistic mis-belief.  Most outcomes, whether disease or death, are caused by a chain or web consisting of many component causes. 



Bradford Hill criteria (thinking about Covid-19?)



In contrast to the explicit intentions of their author, Hill's considerations are now sometimes taught as a checklist to be implemented for assessing causality.  Hill himself said "None of my nine viewpoints can bring indisputable evidence for or against the cause-and-effect hypothesis and none can be required sine qua non”



· Strength of Association: A small association does not mean that there is not a causal effect, though the larger the association, the more likely that it is causal.



· Consistency of Data: Consistent findings observed by different persons in different places with different samples strengthens the likelihood of an effect.



· Specificity: Causation is likely if a very specific population at a specific site and disease with no other likely explanation. The more specific an association between a factor and an effect is, the bigger the probability of a causal relationship.



· Temporality: The effect has to occur after the cause (and if there is an expected delay between the cause and expected effect, then the effect must occur after that delay).



· Biological gradient: Greater exposure should generally lead to greater incidence of the effect. However, in some cases, the mere presence of the factor can trigger the effect. In other cases, an inverse proportion is observed: greater exposure leads to lower incidence.



· Plausibility: A plausible mechanism between cause and effect is helpful (but Hill noted that knowledge of the mechanism is limited by current knowledge).



· Coherence: Coherence between epidemiological and laboratory findings increases the likelihood of an effect. However, Hill noted that "... lack of such [laboratory] evidence cannot nullify the epidemiological effect on associations".



· Experiment: "Occasionally it is possible to appeal to experimental evidence".



· Analogy: The effect of similar factors may be considered.



Different fields in epidemiology have different levels of validity. One way to assess the validity of findings is the ratio of false-positives (claimed effects that are not correct) to false-negatives (studies which fail to support a true effect).



Research planning



The correct definition of the main hypothesis and the research plan will reduce errors while taking a decision in understanding a phenomenon. The research plan might include the research question, the hypothesis to be tested, the experimental design, data collection methods, data analysis perspectives and costs involved. 



The question needs to be concise, at the same time it should be focused on interesting and novel topics that may improve science and knowledge and that field. To define the way to ask the scientific question, an exhaustive literature review is necessary, so that the research can be useful to add value to the scientific community.



Social Determinants of health



The social determinants of health are the economic and social conditions that influence individual and group differences in health status.  They are the health promoting factors found in one’s living and working conditions (such as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, and power), rather than individual risk factors (such as behavioral risk factors or genetics) that influence the risk for a disease, or vulnerability to disease or injury.



In Canada, the social determinants of health that have gained wide usage are: income and income distribution, education, unemployment and job security, employment and working conditions, early childhood development, food insecurity, housing, social exclusion/inclusion, social safety network, health services, aboriginal status, gender, race, and disability.



The World Health Organization suggested that the social determinants of health include: the socio-economic gradient, stress, early life, social exclusion, work, unemployment, social support, addiction, food, and transportation.



They tend to cluster together: for example, those living in poverty experience a number of negative health determinants.



The US Centers for Disease Control defines social determinants of health as “life-enhancing resources, such as food supply, housing, economic and social relationships, transportation, education, and health care, whose distribution across populations effectively determines length of life and quality of life.  These include access to care and resources such as food, health insurance coverage, income, housing, and transportation. 



The Brazilian Constitution institutionalizes community engagement in health services.  Specific guidelines include:



· community participation and comprehensive care;



· priority given to primary care;



· decentralization through the three levels of government, from the cities where the health care scenario develops, to the states which coordinate health care actions, and the federal government which regulates the system.



US Standards by the Joint Commission



The Joint Commission accredits and certifies more than 22,000 health care organizations and programs in the United States, including hospitals and health care organizations that provide ambulatory and office-based surgery, behavioral health, home health care, laboratory and nursing care center services. An independent, not-for-profit organization, the Joint Commission is the nation’s oldest and largest standards-setting and accrediting body in health care.  The standards focus on important patient, individual, or resident care and organization functions that are essential to providing safe, high quality care.



The National Patient Safety Goals are to improve patient safety.  The goals focus on problems in health care safety and how to solve them.



2020 National Patient Safety Goals



Ambulatory Health Care: identify patients correctly, use medicines safely, prevent infection, prevent mistakes in surgery.



Behavioral Health Care: identify individuals served correctly, use medicines safely, prevent infection, reduce the risk of suicide.



Hospital: identify patients correctly, improve staff communication, use medicines safely, use alarms safely, prevent infection, identify patient safety risks, prevent mistakes in surgery.



Home Care: identify patients correctly, use medicines safely, prevent infection, prevent patients falling, reduce the risk of suicide.



Laboratory: identify patients correctly, improve staff communication, prevent infection.



Nursing Care: identify residents correctly, use medicines safely, prevent infection, prevent residents from falling, prevent bed sores.



Part 6: New Federalism



International-Federal-State-Area-Region-District-Community-Neighborhood-Village



Legislative bodies: At each level of governance, define and debate Citizen’s rights and responsibilities, Community’s rights and responsibilities, Clinic’s rights and responsibilities, City’s rights and responsibilities, HSA’s rights and responsibilities, State’s rights and responsibilities, National rights and responsibilities, and International rights and responsibilities; only serve one term, no re-election; Prime Minister form of Executive; shift all judicial positions to the community level; 5% of decisions are about inter-jurisdictional disputes – primary job of the courts is to clarify confused language from the national or state interpretation of current law.  Mostly legislative bodies argue over how the current budget computer algorithm should be edited.



Role of Hospitals, Medical Schools and Tertiary Medical Specialty: shifting from fee-for-service to block funding means that surgery and specialty medical practice are not as lucrative.  The American Medical Association and the American Hospital Association will always advocate for more resources for specialty care.  



Health Policy Legislative Questions: long term goals and program evaluation, evaluate performance of Office of Epidemiological Accountability: consumer satisfaction, professional criticism, funding flow, information flow, evaluation methodologies, team building, evaluating VSM, anticipating change on the horizon.



Political Decision Making Process



Within the Community: human scale



Above Community: secondary, subservient to human scale, Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): within a city, within a state (each state), multiple states.



Helps with big things: roads, cities, etc



Start making VSM maps of your situation, unique as it is:



Community/Clinic: individual and aggregate patient needs identification; identify internally met health needs, needs met by other social services, needs met by other resources, and unmet needs; ongoing budget and information management, for planning, day-to-day operations, research, and program evaluation.



City (Region/District): multi-clinic needs assessment; multi-clinic resource assessment; multi-clinic resource coordination; multi-clinic resource new project development; funding management; ongoing, daily documentation and evaluation; long range improvement in human resources, information systems and emergent, effective technologies.



Health System Areas: Area compliance with national standards; clinic compliance with national and state standards; coordination of resources; identify unmet needs; support city regulation of clinics, and MOUs of clinics for hospitals and medical schools



State: State compliance with national standards; clinic compliance with national and state standards; coordinate information and best practices between clinics; manage HSAs



National/Federal:



State compliance with national standards; individual clinic compliance with national standards



International:



WHO



China



Global Ecological Assessment Network



Climate Change



Population Monitor



Pandemic leadership



Evaluate resource need, long term planning, visioning



Big Picture Assessments and Team Building



By having the population of service limited to 10,000 people, there should be a great deal of comparability between the different clinics.  That means that each H&HS 7 member clinic Team has a lot of similarities, what Stafford calls “cousins”.  This should prove a wonderful advantage in terms of accrued memory as the information system becomes more familiar:



Meetings between clinic teams in the same city: you compare your numbers with each other’s numbers, and with the city’s much different, unique set of statistics.  The city team has an unfair advantage: their set of numbers puts them in a good position to manage the multiple clinics abilities to work together.



Meetings of the cities teams (and the clinic teams) with the HSA team brings out the competitive nature of the city teams as they are in a position to shine about the best, or improved performance by particular clinics, while highlighting areas where the clinics and the cities could do a better job of coordination of resources and services.



Meetings of the HSA Teams with the State H&HS Team should give an in-depth look at the health of the State and the ability to respond to pandemic or long term service and support issues.



Meetings of the State H&HS Team with the Federal H&HS team for that state meet monthly in the state for two days in a different place each month; and quarterly attend a nationwide federal meeting in Washington, D.C.



Example



US



California



Northern California



San Francisco-Oakland Bay Area



San Francisco County



West San Francisco Health System Area



University of California, San Francisco Medical Center 



On Lok SF Chinatown Multi-Service Senior Center



Golden Empire Health System Area



Sacramento County, Yolo County, Davis, Woodland, Winters, West Sacramento



University of California, Davis Medical Center 



Sutter Systemwide, 



Sutter Sacramento, 



Sutter-Davis; 



Woodland Hospital Dignity Health; 



Kaiser Sacramento, 



Kaiser Davis Outpatient Only; 



CommuniCare Davis, Woodland, West Sacramento; 



Winters Healthcare; 



Yolo County Adult Day Health Care



WORKBOOK



Wherever you are, create a H&HS station.



Develop a VSM of the layer you are at, the layer above it and below it;



1) your health resource situation currently



2) somewhere in the bureaucracy that you are not, but would like to figure out.



3) If you are in the health care delivery system bureaucracy, what it is really like, especially your level, the layer(s) above and below you



4) 1 + 2 + 3



5) serving your community



1) Your Community’s Clinic: 



This is the very heart of this document, and this process: for you to design the criteria for a clinic in your community, discover what resources there are currently available in your community and nearby, identify what the health needs are, and build the political network to create a clinic program to meet your community’s needs.  Including but not limited to: clinic care, hospital care, dentistry, optometry, specialty medical care, long term services and support.



Your first VSM maps should include (after you visit Jon Walker at google):



- a complicated VSM of yourself, with several layers for your specific health needs: one for you, your relationships with various physicians and other health professionals; a VSM analysis of each of the institutions your rely on; and an analysis of your diet, your health regime,  your addictions, your economy.



- VSM analysis of each of the members of your family, and their specific health needs.



- VSM analysis of each of your friends, and their specific health needs.



Then, VSM Maps: Bottom-Up, Top-Down, Working Inside the System, The Whole Mess & Community Universal Care.  Look at the first part of this issue #19 for what should be in each VSM map.



Then you want to play around with the VSM maps.  Show them to people who know you well enough that you don’t have to explain very much for them to make some interesting contributions, corrections are what you are looking for.  How do other people see reality so different than you do?  Good starting point in improving communication.



The end goal is for your personal community of several thousand people elect seven people to implement the plan that this is the first step of.



For the VSM Top-Down: Somewhere in the health care delivery system bureaucracy that you are curious about.  It can be the local clinic, an ambulance company, a nursing home, an emergency room physician, a nurse anesthetist, a county public health nurse, a family nurse practitioner, an administrator in a hospital, a computer program analyst organizing the billing, a medical school planner, a county administrator, a state elected official or the state surgeon general, a federal administrator somewhere trying to make MediCare or MediCaid work.  Put your “Health Professional” hat on.  Think like a Nurse with a wholistic perspective about a human’s body needs, social and community needs, economic needs. Learn how the Federal-State system mismanages the resources.  Pick some place in the US health care delivery system that you would like to become an expert at, and do a top-middle-bottom-down analysis of that particular part of the US health bureaucracy, and how it attempts to mesh with the administrative chaos.



System Mission: optimize primary care systemwide in every state in the U.S.



IV. Making It Work Administratively



12. U.S. Universal Health Care: Brazilian Design, Dutch Administration, Daily Accountability: Optimize Primary Care systemwide in every State in the U.S.: 75 FQHC Community Clinics with $25 million annual budget in each Congressional District


This is the reality check.  We are talking about going from medicine to health care.  That means being engaged in the community and the society in all kinds of ways that your training, and worse, if you are a physician, your day to day to day culture has ignored.



The novel coronavirus has forced you to discover your community.  The Brazilians have been talking about that for a century.  Are you intelligent enough to find out what you don’t know anything about from a culture that is the world’s leading experts in community health discussion.  All the way from the family in the favela, what they call their urban ghetto, to the middle class, and the rich, from the city, to the state to the country.  Brazil has a leader who is worse than Trump, and he is ignoring the coronavirus at his country’s peril.  We have two reports: life before Bolsonaro, and what it was like under Bolsonaro’s foul rule, last October, before all of this coronavirus chaos.



There was a time when Brazil was fashionable, when the bossa nova was brand new.   It is now a time for health care delivery system discovery.  This unfolds the mystery of how Brazil has an ongoing public policy discussion, how decisions are reached, and programs implemented – none of which is currently possible in the U.S., although the U.S. tried to set it up with PL 93-641 from 1978-1983, and we will try to improve on in issue #19.



Conclusion:



As in many health systems around the world, the Brazilian health system’s challenges include the control of costs, improvement of efficiency, assurance of quality and safety, provision of access to comprehensive care, and better coordination with primary health care.  The system needs to be better organized into a regionalized network of services nationwide, with systematic, effective regulatory and referral mechanisms in place that can only be monitored with something like the Office of Epidemiological Accountability, in the next issue, #18.



Learning from Brazil’s National Health Awareness Design



For over a century, the people of Brazil have been formally discussing what health means, at the city level, state level as well as nationally and translating their discussions into public policy.  Brazil has tremendous socio-economic and environmental problems, but it has a social vision for community health that we want to learn from.



We are going to do that through the spectacles of Dutch Burger Meister who wants to know about everything so that they can keep everybody as healthy as possible.



This project is about improving health care delivery in Brazil, National Health Service (England), California, and China.  A billionaire said that when the tide goes out, you can see who is naked.  The novel coronavirus is exposing many problems about the health care delivery system: the people are the heroes, but the system doesn’t work.



We want to design an information system that empowers city government to understand what is going on in their various communities, and what the health system is doing about it.  That will be the Office of Epidemiological Accountability, but you can get a hint of it in Stella’s model.



Brazil is too aware of the socio-economic class, and their insurance system for health care is totally biased towards rich people with good insurance.  Not acceptable.



In the Netherlands, the focus for service delivery is at the municipal level, emphasizing coordination and accountability.  Using Holland as a metaphor for a state in the U.S. makes the transition to universal health care easy to understand: 1) everyone has the Gold Standard level of care, so there is no discriminating against people who are low income; 2) 10.8% of the GDP for health care is considered expensive but worth it (compared to the U.S. 17.8%); 3) Holland slipped to #2 in 2018, after a decade of having the #1 ranked health care delivery system in Europe; 4) Dutch private not-for-profit, government regulated health insurance plans could compete with the U.S. system, but it would be at tremendous waste of administrative resources; 5) from the standpoint of the patient requesting services and care, the national system is seamless, but it is known by the insurance industry as “chaos” so that it can accommodate and benefit the patient, whatever the therapeutic response determines, with cost as a tertiary consideration.



Technical Correction of No Consequence:



Peter Tuddenham, Immediate Past President of the International Society of System Sciences, a wonderful organizer, and an engineer trained at the United Kingdom’s Royal Military Academy Sandhurst, was kind enough to count only twelve slides in Stella’s presentation, not 14.  The State Level Health Care is Sao Paulo VSM5, and the Basic Care Clinic is VSM9: 



VSM5 is in a particular State of Brazil: Sao Paulo: Guarantee Specialists Consultations: VSM State Level Health Care (Sao Paulo): Guarantee access to complex levels of care 



VSM9 is the clinic: Healthy and happy population: VSM Basic Care Clinic (Basic Health Unit): Promote physical, mental and social well-being



Brazil’s 12 Layer National Model of Health Participation



A year ago, Stella Lobo, MD and I worked together to develop this 12 layer analysis of Brazil’s health care delivery system that is the model for this analysis.  



Part 2 is Michelle S. Famula’s The Community Health Clinic: The Central Resource for Community Centered Health & Wellness Clinical Care.



Part 3 will be the design for the Office of Epidemiological Accountability



Part 4 will be the VSM of a Clinic Focused National Health Care Delivery System: Federal VSM-State VSM-Health Services Area VSM-City VSM-Community/Clinic VSM: California as 14 health service areas; health systems coordinated within each region; city administered, monitored and evaluated; health clinics in every community of up to 10,000 people; hospitals and specialty medical services coordinated by clinics.  



Stella’s model is a wealth of information.  When the first Lord of the Rings movie came out, director Peter Jackson said that Tolkin was so amazing that he had already thought of everything – he was like Mt. Fuji for science fantasy, either Mt Fuji is far or near, or you can’t see it because you are standing on it, and that is the way Stella’s Brazilian model looks at all the issues of health care delivery.  Jackson said that whenever they had a question in making the movie, they went back to the books because Tolkin had thought it through.  Stella’s model is like that for a health care delivery system anywhere in the world.



From the late 1880s, Brazilian public health officials have been making epidemiological history, especially Dr. Emilio Ribas, Dr. Oswaldo Cruz, and Dr. Carlos Chagas.



Recurring epidemics from cholera, yellow fever and malaria challenged the public sanitation of the large urban centers, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, as well as the rest of the largely tropical country.  Between 1880 and 1900, the causes of 20 different diseases were determined.  The victory over epidemic diseases led to a broadening of concerns to ongoing local diseases, then to the matter of social assistance, as people realized the negative relationship between health and socio-economic structure.



This strong civil society movement that still flourishes today mounted a drive for health reform, defining health beyond its biomedical understanding, including social determinants, education, poverty reduction, and preventive measures in the broader context of health as a human right.  



The Brazilian health reform movement’s political and ideological viewpoint was of health not as an exclusively biological issue to be resolved by medical services, but as a social and political issue to be addressed in public.  The ultimate goal is universal, equitable, and sustainable health care to fulfill the right to health enshrined in its 1988 Constitution.



The comprehensive model of social protection includes: universal coverage, recognition of individual social rights, affirmation of the State’s duty, and (instead of a market approach) a public-oriented approach – which subordinates private practice to regulation based on public need, in a decentralized arrangement that is co-managed by government and society.  The focus is to deliver social policy to the local authority: the format is a decentralized integrated network with political command and funding at each level of government, with deliberative instances of democracy that guarantee equal participation of organized society within and between each level. 



At the national, state and city levels, the health institutions are governed and managed by a combination of managerial administrators, public policy experts and community health activists.  The two key participatory mechanisms are the councils, and the conferences.



The councils are the mechanisms of social control and budget approval that assess executive proposals and performance.  The conferences are called periodically to discuss various subjects, to convey different interests to a common platform, and to form policy.



Historically, state protection of the private sector in Brazil has fostered the privatization of health care in medical practices and the creation of specialist diagnostic and therapeutic clinics, private hospitals and private health insurance companies at the expense of the 75% of the population that does not have private health insurance.  Implementation of the national health care system has been complicated by state support for the private sector, the concentration of health resources in more developed regions in the south and southeast, and chronic underfunding.



The national health service is tasked with promoting health, health surveillance, vector control and health education, and with ensuring continuity of care to all Brazilians at the primary, specialist and hospital levels.



As in many health systems around the world, the Brazilian health system’s challenges include the control of costs, improvement of efficiency, assurance of quality and safety, provision of access to comprehensive care, and better coordination with primary health care.  The system needs to be better organized into a regionalized network of services nationwide, with systematic, effective regulatory and referral mechanisms in place that can only be monitored with something like the Office of Epidemiological Accountability, in the next issue.



Brazilian Health VSM Twelve Layer Analysis 1.0



VSM1 of conception of Brazil’s health (including voodoo, African, primitive, native, evangelical Christian, Roman Catholic)



VSM2 of Brazil’s health: Organized Happy Society



VSM3 of Brazil’s health care system resources: Organizing the system 



VSM4A of Brazil’s unified health system (Sistema Unico de Saude): healthy populations and individuals



VSM4B Brazilian Private Health System: Healthy Individuals and Profit



VSM5 is in a particular State of Brazil: Sao Paulo: Guarantee Specialists Consultations: VSM State Level Health Care (Sao Paulo): Guarantee access to complex levels of care 



VSM6 is the municipality’s total health resources: Guarantee Primary Care Full Coverage



VSM7 is the health service delivery area of the particular program: AIDS



VSM8 is the particular program: AIDS: Universal Access and Empowerment



VSM9 is the clinic: Healthy and happy population: VSM Basic Care Clinic (Basic Health Unit): Promote physical, mental and social well-being



VSM10 is the Health Family Team: population full coverage: physical, mental, social



VSM11 is the interaction with a particular patient.



Attached: Stella’s Brazilian Health VSM Twelve Layer Analysis 1.0 & Bolsonaro 2.0




13. Warm Data



Nora Bateson: Cold statistical Data versus Warm realistic Data and useful Information


The Internet has created exploding complexity.  Google transformed the world when it created a mathematical algorithm that could organize all the information in the world, and they are doing a remarkable job of it.



 



The new thing is Big Data, and the race is on to create capacity in the cloud.  Those algorithms look like they are able to dominate the world. 



 



But Big Data is cold.  Too often in public policy, people get lost in the statistics.



 



“Administration is not a numbers game” from Judgment In Administration by Ray E. Brown:  “The deification of numbers can cause the administrator to favor those facts that can be measured and to push aside intangibles that may greatly exceed them in importance.  She may forget that facts that cannot be quantified are still facts and must be dealt with.  Dealing with unquantifiable intangibles is a particular responsibility of the administrator.  The concrete and definable tangibles should be acted upon at the organizational level where they first appear if the organization is functioning properly and if the administrator is spending her time appropriately. 



            Serving as the interpreter is not the only concern the administrator has with the ‘indefinables.’  The messages they bring may be the most crucial ones she receives.  This is because her most important problems often are an inextricable scramble of value characteristics which defy distinct definition and discrete analysis.  The sort of problems that are amenable to logic and yield to the rule of methods seldom possess great consequence for the administrator.  It is the problems of people that are likely to affect the enterprise most significantly.  These are problems that most stubbornly resist logical reduction because they are so interwoven with the nonlogical values of individuals.  It is the things which defy accurate description that should have first claim on the time and interest of the administrator.  The things which can be reduced to machine language rarely represent a problem in organizational linguistics.



 



The ultimate concern of the administrator is with human action, and the particulars which affect human action often depend for their influence more on the way they are joined than on the way they are separated.  The precision of the line by which the administrator can measure the meaning of each particular in a problem separately is severely restricted.  Most particulars of human action become practically meaningless when viewed separately and outside the situation which they jointly constitute.  This means that the administrator cannot look only for the particulars in a situation but must also consider their relationships to each other.  She must look for the common thread that binds a set of particulars into a specific situation. 



 



The administrator acts on a precarious balance and can never expect to accurately comprehend all the possibilities.  This does not mean that she should ever rest her case on less than sufficient evidence.  It does mean that she must use reasonableness, rather than exactness, as a guide.



 



The administrator can be misled by the illusion of exactness that numbers give.  Numbers are actually very ambiguous symbols and most times provide only a glimpse of the reality they are supposed to represent.  They are bits and pieces that have been abstracted out of the total reality to simplify it.  To be useful to administration, they must be reduced to totals and totals of totals.  This means that most of the figures the administrator uses represent averages rather than specifics and are general rather than exact.  Because they are reductions of the total reality, they are likely to be anemic representatives of the story they are trying to tell the administrator.  Also, in expressing an array as a sum, there is a risk of concealing the most meaningful and consequential elements.  The purpose of numbers is to eliminate the individual characteristics of things by standardizing them, and thus numbers have meaning only when they represent a common property.  This means that when we utilize numbers, we assume that the uniqueness of things being numbered is not important.  Certainly, numbers contribute an invaluable language.  The scientist would be helpless without such a language, and the work of the administrator would be both primitive and clumsy.  But numbers are not magic.  They only represent a narrow, specialized language that permits the administrator to deal concisely with things where ‘number’ can be used to denote a common property.  This conciseness can be purchased only at the cost of ignoring the identity of other properties.  In many instances such loss of identity of other characteristics of things is not important, and in other instances such loss is justified because of the clumsiness that would result in using everyday language to deal with those things; but in most things with which the administrator is concerned the quantifiable characteristics are least important.  The administrator’s job is to determine values, and quantity is only one of the dimensions with which she is concerned.  Numbers can efficiently express quantity, but they can seldom ever effectively express worth.”



 



The numbers only reflect some of reality, but are used to define reality, which creates incongruence and chaos.



 



Gregory Bateson saw the universe as patterns that connect.   “We do not live in the sort of universe in which simple lineal control is possible. Life is not like that.” 



“Interesting phenomena occur when two or more rhythmic patterns are combined, and these phenomena illustrate very aptly the enrichment of information that occurs when one description is combined with another.”



 



Gregory’s daughter, Nora Bateson has established the International Bateson Institute in Sweden to study the interactions of complex living systems, at the intersection of ecology, social change, health, economic issues, art and education, what Nora calls “transcontextual.”



The key is to look in other ways so that we might find other species of information and new patterns of connection not visible through current methodologies, what Nora calls “Warm Data.”



 



What “Warm Data” means:



“Warm Data” is information about the interrelationships that integrate elements of a complex system. It is found in qualitative dynamics and offers another dimension of understanding to what is learned through quantitative data, (cold data). Warm Data will provide leverage in our analysis of other streams of information. The implications for the uses of Warm Data are staggering, and may offer a whole new dimension to the tools of information science we have to work with at present.



 



Why Warm Data is important



In order to interface with any complex system without disrupting the circuitry of the interdependencies that give it its integrity we must look at the spread of relationships that make the system robust. Using only analysis of statistical data will offer conclusions that can point to actions that are out of sync with the complexity of the situation. Information without interrelationality is likely to lead us toward actions that are misinformed, thereby creating further destructive patterns.



 



“The more I was thinking about big data the more suspicious I became of having information derived by taking things out of context, and not putting them back into context.  So to begin to understand especially living systems and complexity, there is a need for a kind of information that holds the interrelationships and the inter-dependency of all the different aspects that are in process in that complexity or in that system.



 



“We don’t have a word or even a way of being comfortable in deriving information that has to do with that very important relationality.  So “Warm Data” became a kind of term to hold space for that idea, that there could be another kind of information that would augment and work with the existing notions of data that are taken by taking things out of context.  So we could have decontextualized specific detailed data information, and have another thing, warm data that would give us the information that was about how the system was working, why is it being the way it is being, how it is functioning in its larger set of relationships.  These two types of information could be friends; they could be in tandem to each other: we could get all of the statistics on something, and then we could say to someone, and what is the warm data on this?  How is it working in its interdependency of other things?



 



“An example might be that you could look at food.  You could get the nutritional, quantitative, measureable, repeatable idea about the food on your plate.  But that doesn’t actually tell you the other information, which is what are the relationships in which this food has come to be.  Is it cultural?  Is it economic?  Is it political?  Are there family, intergenerational relationships?  Biological?  How is it in relationship to your micro-biome? There is a lot of other information that actually matters.  And that information is a different kind of animal.  It doesn’t give you the same cold hard facts; what it gives you is context.  And sometimes, it gives you multiple contexts. 



 



“Warm Data is important, I think in this era, to explore.  I think, by no means, are we done figuring out what warm data is.  Or how to use it.  Or what it looks like.  Or how to make it.  But to begin with just to recognize that this is a realm of information that matters, especially when we are dealing with complexity, when we are trying to deal with things that we call “wicked problems.”  Having specified silo-ed decontextualized information is not enough.  It is good, but it is not enough.”



 



What does it mean to live in inter-dependency? 



“Complex living systems are by nature inter-dependent.  They are required for their vitality to engage in interrelational communicational interaction.  However our way of studying the world has been largely to take things out of context.  Research has been developed since the 1600s as a way to pull things out of context, studying them in their detail and getting wonderful knowledge about them.  The problem is that we didn’t put them back.  We don’t have an understanding, really, of even how to develop information that is relational information about how inter-dependency really, how vitality is really created.  Without that information about vitality, we are not able to understand the complexity of our world.



 



“Who are we, now?  We can look back and justify all the things that were done and all the knowledge that has been produced.  But until we ask who we are NOW, our very identities will keep us reflecting backward and not forward.  Now, we are in another position.  Now, the inter-dependency that exists not only inter-culturally but between species, and inter-generationally.



 



“My father, Gregory Bateson, was focused on this question of relationality.   He was able to see life in its detail and in its contextual relationships.  I grew up in a household in which the currency of our world was not who was right or who had authority but what was it possible to learn.



 



“In inter-generational mutual learning, adults and children are capable of learning together.  My father would go out of his way to say things during the day like, I used to think things were like this but now I see some things that are different; he would verbalize his capacity to recognize his own mistakes, his own oversights and show me what he had learned. 



 



“When he did this, I learned three things:



- I learned what he was learning, whatever it was.  Whether it was from the fish tank or the weather, or scientists that were visiting, or something that I had said, or observed.  I learned what he was learning.



- I also was learning to learn, second-order learning.  I was learning that learning is something that is important. 



- And I learned something that I think it is important for us for these coming days which is the meta-question: I learned that it is possible to have an environment in which there is inter-generational learning mutually taking place all the time.  His authority was not premised on his right-ness – his authority was premised upon his ability to learn with me.  My respect for my father was not given because he was right; it was given because there was a capacity for authenticity and the ability to respond in new ways; to recognize that we were in this together.



 



“The future is in the relationship between generations.  It is in what the older generations can learn and the space that we can make – for new ways of perceiving, new ways of responding to the ecology that we live within. 



 



“We need to create a context for the contexts.  Education has got to provide another place in which we can have inquiry and exploration, discovery and insights across generations about this thing that frankly we do not understand which is how contextual process takes place.



 



“This is more than interdisciplinary.  This requires multiple ways of knowing, multiple perspectives, multiple contextual processes.  No living system exists in just one context.  Our capacity to respond to complexity is going to require a familiarity with our own complexity.  It takes not only intellectual, but all levels of perception, sensorial, emotional, intuitive, artistic.



 



“The education system has been fairly effective piece of the puzzle of the institutions of the world.  It has provided an environment in which children and students developed a perception of a world that was divided into silos and ideas, various pieces.  If you ask a university to develop a jungle, what will you get?  You will get a plant department, a weather department, a reptile department.  But what you won’t get is the interdependency. 



 



“Up until now, our world has depended on the success of coming generations to perceive and take part in this silo-ed process of thinking, in this epistemology that allowed for these sorts of separations.  Our economy is based upon it, our understanding of medicine is based upon it, our understanding of politics, of all sorts of institutional processes.  It is like a cookie cutter stamp of the same pattern of thinking.  And the education system fed into it beautifully.  Now, if we continue to generate this kind of epistemological approach, this kind of thinking, the human species along with thousands of others will die.  This cannot continue.



 



“We have created a kind of ecology only it was an ecology of our institutions.  That ecology is fatefully out of synch with the ecology of the biosphere.  With the ecology of the changing biosphere.  That will require a changing, flexible process of inter-generational, inter-cultural inquiry, to better understand, and to better respond to.”



 



Nora’s sister, Mary Catherine Bateson talked about “How to be a Systems Thinker,” and explored the latest developments in Artificial Intelligence:



“Until fairly recently, computers could not be said to learn.  To create a machine that learns to think more efficiently was a big challenge.  In the same sense, one of the things that I wonder about is how we’ll be able to teach a machine to know what it doesn’t know but that it might need to know in order to address a particular issue productively and insightfully.  This is a huge problem for human beings.  It takes a while for us to learn to solve problems.  And then it takes even longer for us to realize what we don’t know all that we would need to know to solve a particular problem, which obviously involves a lot of complexity.




“How do you deal with ignorance?  I don’t mean how do you shut ignorance out.  Rather, how do you deal with an awareness of what you don’t know, and you don’t know how to know, in dealing with a particular problem.  When Gregory Bateson was arguing about human purposes, that was where he got involved in environmentalism.  We were doing all sorts of things to the planet we live on without recognizing what the side effects would be and the interactions.  Although, at that point we were thinking more about side effects than about interactions between multiple processes.  Once you begin to understand the nature of side effects, you ask a different set of questions before you make decisions and projections and analyze what’s going to happen.




“One of the most essential elements of human wisdom at its best is humility, knowing that you don’t know everything.  There’s a sense in which we haven’t learned how to build humility into our interactions with our devices.  The computer doesn’t know what it doesn’t know, and it’s willing to make projections when it hasn’t been provided with everything that would be relevant to those projections.  How do we get there?  I don’t know.  It’s important to be aware of it, to realize that there are limits to what we can do with Artificial Intelligence.  It’s great for computation and arithmetic, and it saves huge amounts of labor.  It seems to me that it lacks humility, lacks imagination, and lacks humor.  It doesn’t mean you can’t bring those things into your interactions with your devices, particularly, in communicating with other human beings.  But it does mean that elements of intelligence and wisdom – I like the word wisdom, because it is more multi-dimensional – are going to be lacking.




“The tragedy of the cybernetic revolution, which had two phases, the computer science side and the systems theory side, has been the neglect of the systems theory side of it.  We chose marketable gadgets in preference to a deeper understanding of the world we live in.”



14. Present-Future: Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model & disseminated regulation in real time: How to Run a Country or a City



This issue is the formal introduction to the Viable System Model.  Unlike organic chemistry, it will become self-evident and then obvious when you read Stella Lobo, MD’s 14 layer VSM analysis of Brazil in issue #17, and you see how you can apply it all around you.  



Just because health care is complex doesn’t mean it has to be confusing.



The Viable System Model is a portal to a sustainable future; it is for social science what the “cell” is for biology: a structure that allows you to study what is changing: for a system to remain viable, it must be able to adapt to a changing environment.  



This issue introduces you to the basics of the Viable System Model.  The key variables are the organization’s Operations, and its Management, and the Environment that is always changing in unexpected and unpredictable ways.  



Below is a letter to the Economist three months ago about the power of the VSM, a comparing Stafford with revolutionary scientists, a commentary about Stafford, an analysis of a system using Hierarchy Theory instead of VSM terminology, a decade old article about applying VSM to a medium sized city, some of Stafford Beer’s “How to Run a Country: Disseminated Regulation in Real Time”, and tying it together with the Beer-Li Model: family-neighborhood-village-community-district-region-area-state-nation.



Memo to the Davis City Council: the city manager’s annual budget for FY 2020-1 is already mythical, out of date and obsolete. Each meeting you will need a new budget, and then eventually (July 1?) you will have to go to real time.  At that point, you will be completely inside the Viable System Model’s version of reality.
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Economist January 25, 2020, page 16: Letters: Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model


Comparing Stafford Beer: Copernicus, Lavoisier & Darwin: Scientific Revolutionary of Social Organization



Stafford Beer, Scientist



How to analyze a system 



Looking at Davis through the Viable System Model


From “National Government: disseminated regulation in real time, or ‘How to run a country’” by Stafford Beer  



Applying these ideas to Economic, Health and Human Services: The Beer-Li Model



When you read Stafford, understand that he is generalizing many kinds of social institutions, networks and natural organisms.  Part of the problem is these concepts are unfamiliar to you, and require figuring out.  Stafford believes you have the freedom to learn to think for yourself.



But first, there is no substitute for Jon Walker’s “VSM Guide,” at least the 6-page “quick guide” to familiarize yourself with the relationships of the 5 management systems, so that you can see how communication flows in a dynamic organization. 



Google: Jon Walker + Viable System Model Guide



Economist January 25, 2020, page 16: Letters



Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model



Your essay on “cybernetic dictatorship” was excellent (“Beware the Borg”, December 21st).  However, Chile’s “Project Cybersyn” in the early 1970s was not a design of a command-control economy.  It was based on Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model (VSM), which specifies a recursive, hierarchical, distributed and decentralized control system. Each VSM is managed locally and has local autonomy.



Factory data were centrally analyzed in Project Cybersyn and the results sent directly back to the factory managers for their consideration.  The model explicitly incorporated the market mechanism, which is the environment (directly or indirectly) of each factory.



Beer was a passionate advocate for democracy, publishing a book on this titled “Designing Freedom”.  He argued that it is possible to have effective and efficient control of economies democratically.  The VSM was designed to do just that.



Professor Graeme Britton



Singapore 


Comparing Stafford Beer: Copernicus, Lavoisier & Darwin: Scientific Revolutionary of Social Organization



A paradigm shift is a transformation in social consciousness based on a body of ideas providing a context to see the world in such a new way that it is a new world.



Before Copernicus: God above, Earth below, humans have a special relationship with God.



Copernicus: Sun is center of only our little solar system.  If God is no longer above, where is human in the grand scheme of things?



Before Lavoisier: Science involved reading Aristotle’s definitions of air, earth, fire and water.



Lavoisier: named hydrogen and oxygen as distinct gases, presented chemistry based on the oxygen theory of combustion (and respiration and fermentation) into carbon dioxide, introduced the two letter chemistry symbols, introduced balanced chemical equations to explain weight differences, rejected Aristotle’s 4 elements for 33 (of which 31 are still considered elements), published the definitive textbook on Chemistry in 1789 which introduced all of these concepts to the emerging European academic and scientific community.  Served as the secretary of the committee which invented the metric system – defining calorie and laying the foundation for the analysis of thermodynamics.



Before Darwin: Human is top of the evolutionary chain, created in God’s image.



Darwin: Natural Selection leads to species specialization, humans lose preeminence among species, becoming part of nature.



Before Stafford Beer: Organizations thought of in terms of static organization charts with hierarchical bureaucracies, many layers of administration, TOP down decision taking, with built-in confusions of communication and control that lead to built-in conflicts.



Stafford Beer: All organizations that continue to exist have a part that does something in the world, and a second part that looks at how the environment is changing and what the organization should do in the future.  The Viable System Model identifies the necessary and sufficient information flow that an organization needs to adapt to its environment over time; the model can be used to help an existing organization identify areas where communication is breaking down, and design new communication structures to accomplish redefined goals.  All workers share access to manager’s daily reports, which are designed in a way that empowers all to participate in debate about what the numbers mean, what the policy options are, and what direction the organization should point new efforts towards.  It shifts the focus of organizational power down from “the Boss” to the operations level, with the emphasis of management shifted to being in service to operations.



Stafford Beer, Scientist



Stafford Beer (1926-2002) was a leading advocate for cybernetics, the theory devised in the 1940s by Norbert Wiener which applied lessons from biology to the management of organizations, and which Beer applied to the management of business.  Stafford defined management cybernetics as "the science of effective organization". 


He was the son of the chief statistician at Lloyd's Register; his younger brother Ian was football coach and then headmaster of Harrow.



Stafford went to Whitgift School, but at 17, frustrated with the narrowness of his education, got himself expelled. He went to University College, London, to study Philosophy and Psychology for a year before he was old enough to enlist in the Royal Artillery.  He was later commissioned in the Royal Fusiliers, then transferred to the 9th Gurkha Rifles in India, serving as Staff Captain, Intelligence, in the Punjab.



My favorite quote in Platform for Change: 



“It seemed clear to me that cultures could be bridged, and that all worth-while ethics mapped onto each other under some transformation.  While retired Indian Army veterans were still lecturing in England about ‘the natives’, and how Muslims, Hindus and Sikhs could not mess together (in case an infidel shadow fell across the cooking pot, and so forth), I was sitting round camp fires with all of them, eating sweetmeats and singing: masjid, mandir aur gurdwara ke khuda ek I hain.  Masjid is a mosque, mandir is a Hindu temple, and gurdwara a Sikh temple.  This line of the song says that the gods of the three places are one.   I always wanted to get the word girja, meaning church, but it did not fit the music.”



Back in the UK in 1947, he became an Army psychologist commanding an education center where he undertook operational research into psychopathology and illiteracy.  For the third of the British army that was illiterate, he designed a literacy program run by sergeants, beginning with phrases that the soldiers easily recognized, focusing on betting, and everybody wanted to be able to read the words they were already using.



Leaving the military, Stafford became the first scientist for the British steel industry.  Analyzing a steel mill, Stafford found the design complicated and confused communication.  He made a report with hundreds of recommendations; they gave him responsibility to implement the proposed adaptations, and the mill improved 30% the next reporting period.



For a system to be viable, it must adapt to a changing natural environment.  Every system has its routines.  As long as they seem to work, people rely on their regular patterns, what scientists call “heuristics.”  The problem with life and human nature is that our heuristics become ruts.  We keep doing things the same way even though the world around us has changed.  Maybe Stafford’s message is: the future may turn out to be different from past patterns – notice what is actually happening that is different from what you expected.



His approach was always challenging, even subversive to conventional decision-making. Radically then, and unfashionably now, he believed in the benefits of a scientific approach, though he railed against reductionism. Unlike other management writers, he saw science as freeing thought and action, not trapping it in narrow procedures and techniques. It was his constant theme that the greatest possible autonomy of action should be maintained at all levels of the organization, not just at the top. 



As Stafford Beer says in Platform for Change, “When the traffic on the roads finally goes mad, disobeying all the regulations that no longer contain it, I shall be risking my neck in there trying to measure things, trying to make a model of the new situation, devising a cybernetic control system that just might work if the authorities dare to listen.”



How to analyze a system 



From Hierarchy Theory: A Vision, Vocabulary and Epistemology, Valerie Ahl and Tim Allen, 1996: [This is how the Viable System Model by Stafford Beer works without the VSM terminology.]


While science and society have not exactly tamed complex systems, there has been undeniable progress.  Two main strategies are responsible for these advances: one action-oriented and the other more thoughtful.  



The first strategy is to reduce complex problems by gaining tight control over behavior.  



The second solution is to expand the problem domain to include the observer as well as the observed.  The approach here is not a frontal assault on the problem directly, using mechanical solutions.  Rather it is an analysis of the process of problem-solving so that it can be tailored to the specific situation at hand. 



Complexity can be made tractable by reducing it to an interaction between empirical levels of observation.  Notice that this type of analysis is a very different solution from reducing a multileveled system to a small set of variables, over which tight control is exercised.  The goal is not to eliminate multiple levels, but rather to identify their boundaries and infer causal relations between them.  Addressing complexity one level at a time breaks the phenomenon into components that are still manageable in terms of memory and information processing.  After that analysis, one has a grasp of the levels individually, and can begin to piece them back together into a whole.  We should emphasize that putting them back together is not a matter of simple summation, because different levels involve differently scaled subsystems.




By being aware of the scale of one's investigation, the student of a complex system can shave off a level from the entirety of a phenomenon.  Once each level has been analyzed, then the set of levels may be pieced back together according to their scale and observational criteria.  The resulting hierarchy will be a coherent set of explanations that answer a particular question.  The levels above give meaning, while the levels below explain by giving the origins of behavior.  


Looking at Davis through the Viable System Model, Jon Li, Davis Enterprise 2/7/10



 [Jon Li is the author of the Reader’s Guide in the 2nd edition of Stafford Beer’s Platform for Change, 1975, 1994, and states on page 468: “(Jon Li has read Brain of the Firm and The Heart of Enterprise and is still confused by some of VSM.)”]



Institutions that run our lives have notoriously poor information flow.  We label inefficient and unresponsive organizations "bureaucracy," implying incompetency is the standard.



The Viable System Model offers a way to see through some of these organizational complications.  VSM was developed in the 1950s in a steel mill in Great Britain by Stafford Beer. The model produces hundreds of recommendations about communications improvements.  Three months after it was implemented, the mill had a 30% improvement in productivity.   Its applications range from a honey bee hive to 75 percent of the social economy of a nation (which took 12 layers of analysis).  For the Davis community, there might be 8 or 9 layers.



Basically, the Viable System Model creates a graphic distinction of how an organization communicates and decides.  The most obvious conclusion is that most organizations focus on their day to day operations and tend to ignore the need to coordinate the different sections of the organization, neglect  communication about how their environment is changing, and disregard how the future might be different than expected.



The Viable System Model defines a viable system as an entity that has an ongoing impact in a dynamic environment and maintains its identity as change happens in its environment.  (See the Viable System Model diagram.)



For the "System in Focus," identify several things it does in the world, each of which is represented in the model by a circle.  For each circle, the VSM requires 5 management systems as necessary and sufficient for the circle to maintain its viability: System 1: the day to day operations of the circle; System 2: the ongoing coordination of the circles; System 3: the long range resource bargaining with the larger organization and between the circles ("inside and now"); System 4: exploring the changing environment and anticipating future potentialities ("outside and future"); System 5 is the visionary mediation between 3 (the present) & 4 (the future).



The problem is that most organization's management behavior focuses on the 1-2-3 relationship and ignores the 3-4-5 communication. Too often, organizations focus on getting better and better at what they do, and ignore the always-changing environment, often until it is too late.  This is called “collapsing the 3-4-5,” and it is the most common reason why businesses fail – they don’t see the need to adapt to a changing environment.



The VSM analysis allows one to step outside the box limited to traditional thinking about particular inter-relationships.  One of the basic concepts of VSM is recursion: that viable systems are nested in viable systems.  What is dynamic at one level of analysis is static at the next level up, and perhaps irrelevant at the next level down.  So we can pick and choose within the model what variables should be measured, managed and evaluated at that particular level of organization.



Recursion applied: As you look at the diagram, the medium sized boxes are the Systems ONE, THREE, FOUR and FIVE of the "System in Focus".  (System TWO is the anti-oscillatory triangle symbol.)  Within the circle of the System ONE are two very small circles and small System 1 boxes connected to the larger circle's System ONE box which includes the small circles' 2-3-4-5s, all of which is the next recursion down.  And, the medium size boxes THREE-FOUR-FIVE that make up the upper right of the diagram are enclosed in a large box, which is the System 1 for a larger recursion in the environment of which this "System in Focus" is one of the circles.



Bottom Line on VSM:




-identify 8-12 sensitive indicator limits which are defined




-measure the key indicators daily




-if they go outside of an acceptable range, they are reported up to the next level




-maximize local autonomy



To find out more about the Viable System Model, the best introduction is Jon Walker's Guide to the VSM which is available on the web. 



The goal of using the VSM process is to identify information bottlenecks and repair them in a way that improves decision processes.



- Jon Li is a long time Davis resident. 



From “National Government: disseminated regulation in real time, or ‘How to run a country’” by Stafford Beer  



Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model.  Briefly, every living system has sub-systems which are surviving in a natural environment.  The subsystems must be coordinated and their resources balanced, and the system must be able to adapt to a changing environment to be sustainable, over time.  Stafford laid out his method in “National Government: disseminated regulation in real time, or ‘How to run a country’”, in The Viable System Model: Interpretations and Applications, edited by Raul Espejo and Roger Harnden, 1989.


The real world test of this idea was in 1972-3, in Chile.  Stafford was recruited by the economists in Salvador Allende’s administration to apply the Viable System Model to the entire country.  Each of the major sectors of the economy was mapped, and their production flows monitored on a daily basis, with the information given to the manager, supervising foremen, and workers, for review and discussion about improvement.  During the six week Chilean truck strike, with only 20% of the trucks available, using real time information and just in time scheduling and coordinating, essential resources were successfully distributed to meet basic needs throughout the society.  The Viable System Model is designed to identify reality, rather than confirm theory.



Introduction: The approach of managerial cybernetics to the regulation of large, complicated, probabilistic systems is based on a number of postulates which apply to the organization of government, to the organization of enterprises that generate the national income, and to the organization of the human communities that constitute the nation itself.  All of the systems have a powerful investment in their own identity.  Each seeks to define its identity, to maintain it, to flourish out of a commitment to itself and a confidence in its selfhood.  Each has an organization whose primary purpose is to preserve identity – in a word, to survive.  Survival, moreover, is not a concept of stasis.  Identity must change – and be gradually modified – as the world changes (it is called adaptation); otherwise there will be no survival.



For example, a democratic government, in order to survive, must renew its political mandate at the polls; a dictatorship must instead restrain the exuberance of the people.  Enterprises must make a profit, or they will not survive.  Communities must find ways to survive in balancing their books – between local and federal taxes, between remunerated and voluntary effort, between recreation and rip-off.



Survival is a function of the total organization of any system that does survive, and includes its capacity to learn, to adapt, to evolve.  A system that does all these things is called a viable system.  The postulates referred to at the start are the natural ‘laws’ of any viable system.



The recursive structure of the Viable System Model: The first demonstration of the VSM is that all viable systems contain viable systems, which are themselves of identical cybernetic organization to the totality and which are largely autonomous.  Thus in government, Education for example contains primary, secondary and tertiary components.  In Enterprises, the holding company may have largely autonomous operating divisions, and they in turn largely autonomous companies or plants.  In the largely autonomous provinces or states of the Nation, there are largely autonomous cities, each having largely autonomous fire and police departments.



In VSM parlance, a drawing of a level of an organization shows the relationship between one layer and the next layer down.  ‘Down’ itself refers simply to organizational containment: the VSM is not essentially hierarchical, it is essentially an interaction of subsystems.  It is for pictorial and not for logical reasons that the VSM draws only one pair of recursions at a time.  However, every component and every connection to be found in the total picture stand at 45 degrees to the main axes, as will the connections between each of the subsystems across the two recursions.  It is this mathematical property (called isomorphism) that entitles us to talk about ‘laws’ of the viable system.



Now if we were to enquire into these three major organizations by asking them for their ‘organization charts’, covering every level of recursion, we should find that we had hundreds of charts, each as idiosyncratic as the ‘family tree’ of some noble lineage.  Such presentations are without coherence.  Any one chart of any one large organization, if reproduced entire, would cover the whole side of the multi-story edifice housing the enterprise, and no one would be able to review its viability.  But if all such charts are mapped on to the standard model – the VSM – this becomes possible, severally, and also in interlocking recursions.



The practical approach: The mapping of actual organizations on to the VSM is a matter both of cybernetic technique and of profound knowledge about the particular organization under study.  Thus any given investigatory team must meld together cyberneticians with local people.



Consider now a practical example of what would happen.  The constitutional regulatory system of the Nation is Recursion One.  This includes (Recursion Two) ministerial government, communities, and the wealth-producing industries, public and private.  Select industries, which includes (Recursion Three) Water Supply, Energy, etc.  Recursion Four of Energy includes the viable systems of Oil, Gas, Electricity, etc.  A VSM team will need to map each of these industries on to the VSM, and in doing so to visit each of the component companies or plants of each: that will be to map at Recursion Five.



The level of complexity may sound alarming.  It is not.  In the first place, the multiplicity of basic activities encountered across the country have to be managed in any case, and have to be incorporated into the governmental perception of the national weal in any case.  The cybernetic approach is already making matters easier in two ways.



First, by using the same model, the same regulatory language, and the same information technology across the board, it becomes easier to synthesize a view of what is really happening throughout the nation.  Second, because the recursions are richly interconnected, inside each other, models of the higher-order recursion can rapidly be integrated once the basic systems have been mapped.  In managerial cybernetics, the VSM is passing to-and-fro among the encapsulating recursions not merely numbers, but Gestalten – whole and integrated patterns – of viability.



With conventional organization chart thinking, people ‘higher up’ take plenty of credit, because they are ‘organizing’ things.  Plenty of costly effort is put into massaging the basic data so that this ‘organizing’ of things is manifestly justified.  All of this glossy activity creates the illusion that each level produces.  Of course it does not.  What it does, if it is effective, is to generate a measure of added-value, deriving from the informational energy of synoptic vision.  Even then, things are fine only so long as the basic operations do well; see what happens when they fail or fall short of expectation.  The illusion is proven to be such because only credit and not discredit is equally shared.  The integration of a set of recursions of VSMs will not underwrite the illusion.  It creates the interlocking model fast, as a corporate whole.



Now the output of the teams is twofold.  In the first place, we expect a VSM-like version of the organization at each level of recursion.  And if that organization has weaknesses (and which organization has not?) we expect that the modeling process will generate a succinct list of them.  Because the VSM sets out to give a necessary and sufficient account of the laws of any viable system, it is a tool of intense diagnostic power.  (Note: if the VSM language is used loosely and merely descriptively, then of course its power is lost.)  So we expect some prescriptive suggestions too.  After all, the management is itself implicated in these studies – and so are the workforce representatives whose members will doubtless bear the brunt of any substantive operational change.



The second output from the teams’ work is a set of quantified flow charts (QFC).  These are iconic representations of the wealth-producing or results-generating parts of each organization.  The mapping of the organizations on to the VSM retains all the necessary complexity of viability with all the possible simplicity of topological mathematics.  The QFC in turn offers necessary complexity in operational realities, depicted by a uniform, iconic set of conventions.  And the key conclusions of the QFC work are the agreements that the whole team reaches as to which major flows and which potential bottlenecks shall be monitored.  There are usually about ten to twenty of them at each level of recursion, although some may not be simple measurements but more elaborate ones.  We readily perceive relative size, relative slope, relative color, and relative movement, whereas tabulations have to be disentangled from their level of arithmetical abstraction into these forms.  The cybernetic approach offers to do that for the brain in advance, by automating the tabulations into iconics – or at least animations.  



Evaluating Well-Being: [warning: this section introduces two new words to your vocabulary.]  To this point we have been considering how to structure (by VSM) and how to measure (by QFC) the wealth-producing or result-producing components of the Nation – which in VSM parlance is called System One.  Systems Two and Three are concerned entirely with the regulation of balancing a competing group of System Ones.  



Let us turn to System Four, which handles the interaction of the whole viable system (that is the Nation in this case) with the outside world.  Of course, System One deals piecemeal with its own set of environments, as a matter of local adaptation; but System Four acts for the nation as a whole.  For instance, the Minister of Education is part of System One, whereas the Foreign Minister is part of System Four.  But System Four is especially concerned with an environment that includes the future of its own people.  Each component of System One is involved with the home milieu; but overall responsibility for the people’s future is a regulatory function shared between the people themselves and the government agencies that act for them.



The problem is how to measure people-satisfaction.  What is the QFC for ‘well-being’, which Aristotle called EUDEMONY.



The proposed solution is simple, if not simplistic.  If people do not always know why they are feeling happy or sad, they do know that they are so.  Fact is, they are doing computations on components and subjective categories with nonlinear metrics inside themselves, and they do not have conscious access either to the internalized model or to the weighting system or to the process.  Let the respondent do the  heavy scientific work for us.



An algedonic measure (from algos=pain, hedos=pleasure) offers no analysis of the eudemonic condition, but only measures it:



· Respondents are offered a task so straightforward that it is not threatening.



· They are very  deliberately told that they will not be asked to explain their setting; the setting itself is the end of the encounter.



· The measurement system is analogue, and therefore does not pose difficult distinctions: it calls on a ‘right brain’, intuitive response.



· Nonetheless, it generates a 100-point two-digit index on the reverse side.



· It uses vernacular language, rather than an artificial or academic one – as direct a reading as can be gotten.



Respondents are shown a card with an orange circle in the middle, and they can adjust the circle into a pie shape that is blue; the orange represents happy, and the blue shape represents miserable, and the respondent adjusts the pie shape to reflect how they feel on a happy/miserable continuum.



What is the use of this measure, if it is not susceptible to analysis?  It is intended to:



· To discriminate between sex, age, region, education and social class – which are accepted as objective demographic categories.  If all the young people are happy, and only the departing are miserable, we are doing well – unless it is a ‘seasonal effect’ of ageing. We shall eventually find that out: possibly a major discovery.  Or if twice as many educated are miserable as compared with the less educated, what then?



· To observe trends and to correlate them with managerial options.



· To detect incipient instability in the sense of any population’s self-image of well-being: a vital potential input, hitherto created, monitored, and reinforced by the media rather than by the people themselves.



The quantified flow chart that the sum of the responses generates is broken down at the next level of recursion by the demographic categories used.  



Measurement in real time: It is a crucial question as to how frequently these measurements (QFC) should be made.  In the inherited system they are made on an epochal basis: each month, quarter, year.  It is central to the cybernetic thesis here advanced that they ought to be measured continuously.  Then the advocacy turns out to say: measure daily.  For although a day is itself an epoch, it is sufficiently small as to generate time series that approximate a continuum.  We are effectively in real time.



Critics often argue that government does not need such rapid information input, and if it had such a thing it would over-react.  The first complaint is basically a statement of stereotype: ‘everyone knows’ that such instant input is not needed because no-one has it, nor can they see how to get it – officially, bureaucratically, that is.  On the other hand, everyone knows (without quotation marks) that government is driven, as before a storm, by instant information channeled through the mass media, and often generated by them.  This makes nonsense of authenticity.  The official bureaucratic information system spends its effort in trying to keep pace, to justify its masters, to excuse the mistakes that may not even have been made.  The situation is chaotic.  The complaint as to likely over-reaction is merely risible in this context.  A properly designed cybernetic system does not over-react, because it has properly calculated feedback functions that smooth irregularities and impose delays that are systematically appropriate.  The present instant-response system, which has not been properly designed (nor designed at all), is as over-reactive as could possibly be.



What is the true case for real-time management?  Consider the monthly epoch.  Managers are proud if they have last month’s figures by the second Tuesday of this month.  It is far too late to do anything about any of that, except to learn.  We learn from our mistakes, and resolve to avoid those particular errors in the future.  We learn from our successes, too.  But nothing has actually changed.  If, however, we operate today on yesterday’s figures (approximating today’s, and close to real time), the situation is quite different.  It remains the case that we cannot change what happened yesterday.  But what we can learn concerns something: recognition of incipient instability.



If what happened yesterday, and is probably happening still now, is not so much a triumph or a disaster but a rocking-of-the-boat, and if we can detect that at once, then we may be able to restore the equilibrium.  The disaster may never happen.  The success may be assured.



We can now turn to a concept of management that has the power to manage, that is to say, it may do something now so that the future will be different from the future that would otherwise have been.  This is the definition of planning, which is not a matter of toying with scenarios (a support function) but of taking decisions – so that the future may be different.  It is easy to see how this holds for the future that ought one day to be, which is the topic of normative planning.  It really holds too for the future that could be (if we work hard) fairly soon, whose topic is strategic planning.  But the future that will be almost immediately, which is supposedly the subject of tactical planning, is foisted upon us – because our information is so lagged.  This ‘future’ has already happened by the time that its likelihood is signaled, simply because the signal itself is still getting through the works.  



We may ‘return’ to the power to manage in the short-term: ‘return” is proposed because it was once possible to observe activities under command, dislike the outcomes, and issue new orders instantly.  In this way, managers quelled incipient instabilities.  The inability to do this today is an artifact of our immensely cluttered, bureaucratic and inept systems – computerized though they may be.  Consider the absurdity of a government’s employing an army of econometricians in order to forecast (from lagged data) where we already are.  It is what happens.  And because the forecasts are often wrong, we decide our plans as proceeding from an initial position that we never occupied in the first place.



The point of collecting all the data points daily from the QFCs, and channeling them into a steady data stream, is to be instantly aware of a structured reality.  The data stream has to be revitalized within that data structure – provided by the logic of the VSMs and the QFCs.  That logic is stored in a computer, together with data reference points for every indicator measured.  These data points were established when the trans-disciplinary teams agreed their original findings.



For each point identified and measured, the teams established a normative (should be) and a strategic (could be) target.  What the tactical result (will be) actually is arrives virtually as it occurs.



Comparisons of these actual results with the stored expectations at each level of planning provides a set of three indices for each arriving data point.  Each is expressed as a two-digit number.  The task now is to detect incipient instability in the data streams, and this is the task of Cyberfilter, a computer software package.  As to its criterion of instability, it is not merely picking out exceptions to the norm, and not only measuring variances from means, these being traditional accountancy practices.  Cyberfilter has the criterion of discovering instabilities that have importance to the manager, in terms of the possibilities of corrective action before any damage is done.



Take one index, newly calculated, and set it into its own time series.  The program uses a technique to estimate four probabilities.  How likely is it that this point is merely a chance variation?  How likely is it to be a transient bit of noise in the system?  How likely is it to be contributing to a change of slope?  And how likely is it to represent a step function?  Chance variations or transients are of no importance to a manager, and s/he is not told about them.  But if a slope change or a step change seems likely, then this may signify incipient instability.  It goes straight to the manager’s desktop computer screen.  Because of the rules of local autonomy built into the VSM, no-one but the responsible manager has access to this message.  If the trend is not corrected within the agreed time, an algedonic signal goes to the next recursion upward.  After appropriate delay, it is passed on to the next level, until matters are in order.  



Applying these ideas to Economic, Health and Human Services: The Beer-Li Model



The Beer-Li model is designed to help the mother support all of her child’s potential needs.  The model identifies all of our human needs, to build a personal map to of the local economy, to help figure out how to meet those needs.  



Beer-Li Model: a computer information idea for creating a global grassroots economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.  


In each cell within the map, you create a Quantified Flow Chart of all the factors that matter.  Within each sector of the model, for example, “Health: Family” would have all the information you have on the health of each person in your family, what matters, who to call, instructions for when the usual things go wrong, stuff that you only need in emergencies; “Health: Neighborhood” might have who in your neighborhood you rely on when things are challenging, neighborhood stores, and any particular health professionals; “Health: Village” would have a similar package of information.  The bulk of the analysis is in “Health: Community”: a dynamic picture of the resources, how they fit together, (what is missing), and how to access resources, what to do in an emergency, or in time of need.  And how the pieces all fit together for the individual patient.




At “Health: District” is the range of medical resources that the community depends on, including hospitals, board and care facilities, and tertiary care.  At “Health: Region” is the medical school, and other special support services that require specialty services.  Each level has a station for the Office of Epidemiological Accountability, to maintain the information about the health of the community and its environment, and the institutional responses to the need for service.



Just because health care is complex doesn’t mean it has to be confusing.



The XXth Century was a bloated centralized economy with a great deal of waste in the name of competition.  This is designed to be decentralized by encouraging and supporting local autonomy and accountability at every level, conserve energy, improve social interaction (even with social distancing) and enhance community.



15. U.S. Universal Care: Health and Social Services Budget 2021-2 through 2024-5 


(in billions, 2019 US $)



Health Care Policy Making Decisions



In the XXth Century, MONEY defined everything, to the harm of people and the environment.  Now, the Health Care Delivery System needs an allocation mechanism that balances economy, ecology and equity, towards a healthier society.



Decision Tree for Health Policy



Each defined Community of up to 10,000 people receives a Federal annual allocation per capita equivalent of $25 million for 10,000 people.  This should be far more than most communities need to financially support a robust clinic-based comprehensive program that meets all of the needs of the population served.  Currently, the top most costly 1 percent of people in the US account for 21% of total national health spending, the top 5% account for 51%, while the least costly 50% account for only 3% of the total cost of the health care delivery system.



Hospitals and Medical Schools are governed by Clinics working together in a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), with each involved clinic having one vote and an annual federal allocation.  Emphasis on long range planning of the health professions to build and improve the health care delivery system.  UCSF and UCD Medical Schools would have Clinics from all over the world in their MOU.



Revenue



2021-22: for the 3/4ths of the adult population who file income tax, 10% income tax should cover health care.  (It is 17.8% now.)  For the lower 90% of the taxpaying public, compared to Obamacare, there will be a significant reduction in annual total cost for much more accessible and available services, and better health outcomes.  That is what happened in Europe, Canada and Taiwan when they converted from insurance to universal care.
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Beginning in 2021-22, of the funds for Health Care & Social Services, 50% goes to Clinics, and 50% goes to Hospitals and Medical Schools; 5% of the total budget (10% of the hospital budget) is for the 5% of the population who live in rural/low density areas where the expense of care minimizes economies of scale. 



*2023-24: Medical School funding stays the same; Hospitals take $200 billion in cuts



2021-22 U.S. H&HS Community Clinic Budget



$1,250 billion



40,000 Community Clinics at $25 million@ =$1,000 billion for annual operating costs.



$150 billion innovative community program



$100 billion remodel existing or available or new facilities



2021-2022 U.S. H&HS Medical School and Hospital Budget



$1,250 billion



Half Medical School, Half Hospital



For the past century, these two institutions have been at the top, calling the shots, defining the tune everybody else must dance to.  From now on, the med schools and the hospitals are totally dependent on the community clinics in their territory of responsibility.  Not just accountable to the community clinics, controlled by the needs defined by the community clinics, and financed accordingly.  Each med school and each hospital has an annual Memorandum of Understanding defining its relationship with the communities it is responsible to.  Hospitals and Medical Schools are owned by the local community clinics, by new federal law.  Many hospitals will be shut down, replaced with community clinic services with extensive outreach into the community’s identified populations at risk, with improved health outcomes because hospitals generate illness.



Specialty medicine is paid for out of the Hospital global budget.  Major reductions in surgeries that were previously motivated by the fee-for-service reward system, and the reduced attendant days recovering in the hospital.  At least a $1trillion reduction in costs to the health system by preventing unnecessary surgeries.  Total U.S. annual hospital expense reduced by 50%.  Similar reduction in pharmaceutical usage and total cost.  Shift from medicine to health care.



New U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Administrative Team Structure



County welfare and social services departments will be replaced by services provided as part of the clinic, for an administrative savings of 50%.  Behavioral health services will be provided as part of the basic package for everyone.



The shift to universal care requires a complete dismantling of the federal micromanagement in the health care delivery system.  All of the data in universal care will be generated at the clinic/community level.  Therefore, the Administrative Team of “Reporters” at each of the stations for Health & Human Services at the clinic/community, city, Health Service Area, state, and federal station levels has seven, and only seven, positions: 2 Health, 2 Behavioral Health, 2 Social Services, 1 Team Leader-Servant.



Reporters’ responsibilities include: on site witnessing, data collection, and theoretical analysis of what is really going on in the community, and how the clinic is not adequately responding to the changes happening in the community.  The Viable System Model is useful for these particular tasks.  Google Jon Walker + VSM Guide.



For the current federal and state Health & Human Services bureaucrats (Full Time Equivalent: 80,000 bureaucrats) have the choice to be retrained as “Reporters” in the Office of Epidemiological Accountability station in some clinic/community, city, HSA, or state seven member team, or they can be retrained to work in another field besides Health & Human Services, or if they are 60 or older, they can retire with a generous retirement package. 



The current H&HS federal/state bureaucracy seems completely out of control; this eliminates the bureaucracy and its irresponsible behavior.  All of the action is at the clinic/community/city levels:



Current Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent: 80,000 people



2022-23 Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent: less than 1,000 people



 Part 9: The Political Strategy and Timeline for Implementation



The Political Strategy



“Ultimately, organized health care will only happen in the U.S. when doctors are willing to help by working with consumer groups.  The key is to network the families of the U.S. to demand restructuring of the entire health care non-system.  ‘Grassroots community organizing would be necessary to win any political campaign to establish such a system.  The community organizing would develop a base for the community participation necessary to implement this system.  While the medical and corporate establishment are split on their support of reform based on their own conflicting interests, to the users of the health care system it is a life or death issue.’” (Systemic Trauma: The Troubled Prospects for Managed Care in California and the United States, 1996)



 



Implementation Timeline


June through December, 2020



1. Organizing for US Universal Health Care at the Congressional District level up to the Democratic Party National Convention, Milwaukee, August 17: 



            Each Congressional, State upper house, State lower house: begin a weekly seed group of “Supporters for US Universal Health Care”; initially, a small group can meet as the Congressional team, then the upper house team, then the lower house team; in a meeting, you can initiate 3 different groups that will become independent and a little bit competitive about having the best information about the same territory.  The groups have the common purpose of creating self-supporting communities with good health services.



            Organize a District Health Network: map the health resources serving the district, identify SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats), identify unmet needs, identify key people who keep the health services going (nurses, case managers, secretaries); create a preliminary map of “Communities of 10,000 people” in every city in the Congressional District and the rural areas.  Goal is to establish “Universal Health Care Action Groups” in each community; they will become the core group of the citizens who eventually are the leadership of this community’s health and social services delivery system.



“US Universal Health VSM Map Bottom Up”: build a set of VSM maps of all of the health resources used by people in the communities of each city in the Congressional district.



2. County and City levels: July: Congressional committee establishes contact with members of the County Board of Supervisors, the County Administrators Office, and the County Health Department and Public Health Officer about re-establishing the regional Health System Area Agency to coordinate local health resources and services.  See PL 93-641: U.S. had 204 Health System Areas (HSAs), California had 14, which need to be reborn.



September: make formal presentations on US Universal Health Care to the County Board of Supervisors and City Councils at every meeting, during public comment.



October: each community Health Care Action Group has a preliminary map of all the health resources available to members of that community; Congressional District Universal Health Action Group makes scheduled formal presentation to the County Board of Supervisors, and then each of the City Councils, for this particular county to link all the health resources (which the Congressional, Senate and Assembly US Universal Health Committees have been mapping) as the first stage in building a local unified health care delivery system.



Mid-November: Supporters for US Universal Health Care committee presentation to the Board of Supervisors and each City Council on how the Health System Agency works, how the universal health care campaign is unfolding, and how people can get involved at the different levels.



4. Make universal health care the #1 issue of the national election campaign at every level (statewide offices, congress, state senate, assembly, county board of supervisor, city council, school district); pressure Biden to commit to implement single payer “even better than Bernie”; have local unified “Biden/Democrat/Universal Health Care” be the heart unifying the Democratic Party’s campaign. 



5. GOP Convention Week, August 24-27



Massive national organizing locally for “Supporters for US Universal Health Care”



6. In each city and the rural areas, designate local “communities” of 10,000 people.  This model was designed for western Oakland in the San Francisco bay area, so it is intended to be part of an urban area.  Organizers in each city should establish preliminary boundaries for each “community.”  In a year, those boundaries need to be legal for the management of the clinic services within the community, and focus on the 133 daily accountability measures identified by the Office of Epidemiological Accountability.



7. Democrats win the White House, the Senate (54-46) and the House (300-135) in November; President-elect Biden thanks the grassroots Universal Health Care campaign for unifying the country.  Even President Trump belatedly endorses Universal Health Care.



January through June, 2021



National:



Administration: 



Executive Order establishes Office of Epidemiological Accountability, using the Viable System Model by Stafford Beer; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services:



Set up Office of Epidemiological Accountability at the H&HS Department Deputy Secretary level; 



Each office in the entire H&HS designate a “Reporter” to be the seed for the new Office of Epidemiological Accountability; the boss in the budget shop is disqualified by definition.



Beginning January 21, weekly H&HS nationwide aggregate reports by the local Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team”, consolidating the work of each individual in the office



February: “US Universal Health VSM Map Top Down”: VSM map of the policy areas of each individual’s area of policy responsibility (80,000 H&HS FTE employees), and aggregate the information into one set of VSM maps – 25 to 40 maps 



March: Design VSM consolidation of all of the policy maps in each Federal Region, and in each State: 25 to 40 maps, will become 10 and then maybe 6 or 7 that better represent the country and its social needs.



April: Create a new master VSM information structure: “National US H&HS VSM System 4”: national-region-state-HSA-city-community/clinic: uniting all H&HS information and policy areas at the community clinic level, limiting bureaucracy at the national-region-state-HSA-city levels.



May: implement new structure, eliminating the need for 90% of the H&HS bureaucracy except at the community/clinic level.  ALL of the complications are at the community clinic level: at the national-region-state-HSA-city-community levels, it is only the Office of Epidemiological Accountability.  Everything is evaluated in terms of community clinic effectiveness in providing primary care and improving health outcomes.



June: Daily Program Evaluation and Improvement for Implementation July 1.



Congress: January: Khanna HR 5010: State-based Universal Health Care Act is re-introduced, approved in the House and the Senate, and signed by President Biden by the end of January, allows states to apply for a waiver to establish universal care, enabling states to prepare waivers which are expected to go into effect July 1.  HR 5010 includes provisions for states to re-establish Health System Area Agencies (HSAs) and establish state H&HS 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team” management structure.



Jayapal in the House, and Sanders and Warren in the Senate: Universal Care:



Re-introduce this year’s HR 1384 (Jayapal) and S 1129 (Sanders):



By the end of February, come out of House Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce Subcommittee on Health, Oversite and Reform, and Ways and Means.



March: Debate US Universal Health Care in the House, 350-75.



April: Debate US Universal Health Care in the Senate, 75-25.



May 1: President Biden signs the Jayapal-Sanders US Universal Health Care Act of 2021.



May 10: Governors of each of 50 states sign legislation implementing the waiver plan in HR 5010; red states have well-organized campaigns in every congressional district



May 31: Each State H&HS submits a waiver plan to implement US Universal Health Care July 1



June 1: 50 State waivers approved by U.S. H&HS



State: February: each state H&HS Agency moves key personnel into new H&HS 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team” management structure, to be fully functional July 1, with everyone else in the agency transitioning into community and clinic health administration. 



14 HSAs and their Counties and Cities:



February: under HR 5010 Khanna, each state establishes a process to implement the HSA, city, community/clinic process through current county government.



March: Every County appoints some provider and consumer representatives to the regional Health System Area Agency, making sure the 32 member Body has representation from all the geographic areas within the HSA territory.



April: Each HSA Body meets, picks a 5 member Board, and establishes how each city in the HSA creates communities of 10,000 people to manage health and social services effective July 1.



May: HSAs publish maps of the community boundaries to be used effective July 1.



Each community has a meeting, largely organized by the community leaders within the Congressional District who have been working on setting this up since last summer.



June: People start talking about how the health system can be improved in this community.



Universal Health Care Software Package 1.0



The purpose of the information software package is to support the Office of Epidemiological Accountability.  Its functions include: personal growth for the patient, the clinicians and the support staff; effective communication; social support; information about management information; resource optimization; and, program evaluation.



July-December 2020



Health Funding Information Management Structure: based on H&HS 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team”:



July: Parameters Design Committee: criteria for US Universal Health Care guidance and control at each station level: community/clinic, city, HSA, state and national



August: Announce RFP



October: Select 3 possible software package options



December: Choose 1



January-June, 2021



January: 1st prototype



February: Statewide skeleton



March: Full implementation



May: smoothly running operations whole month statewide



June 1: error free in all 50 states: operational in every clinic, provider and hospital nationally



July 1: daily reporting, evaluation and reassessments – managing in the real time present future.



July-December, 2021



Ongoing operations: The master information system allows complete access for the patient up to the communitywide level.  However, city, HSA, State and National can only access aggregate community data.  Daily reports of patient activity, levels of care, money, problems and challenges.



Hospitals



2021-2022: under new federal law, all hospitals are operating under the control of the community clinics in the territory that makes up the hospital’s catchment area; with clinics meeting real needs that lower the demand for more extreme medical interventions, half the urban hospitals are closed, with a cost report closing their books by the end of June, 2022.  Hospitals focus much more on high levels of care, and then moving people back into the community under clinic care.



Financial Distribution Component in the new system, effective July 1, 2021



Health Provider: provides a service or fulfills a contractual expectation, submits a report, a bill is paid; 30 day review for adjustments; someone with 5 adjustments is a problem to be investigated.



Wind Down US Fee-for-Service Health Insurance Industry



July-December, 2020



US Health Insurance Industry spends $1 billion opposing US Universal Health Care, especially in US Senate races, losing every major race: Arizona, Martha McSally; Colorado, Cory Gardner; Georgia, Kelly Loeffler; Iowa, Joni Ernst; Maine
, Susan Collins; Montana, Steve Daines; North Carolina, Thom Tillis; and the three that make all the difference in the world: Alabama,
 Doug Jones wins; South Carolina, Lindsey Graham and the biggest symbol of them all, Kentucky, Mitch McConnell: Senate: 54 D, 46 R



House: 300 D, 135 R



January-June, 2021



600,000 private health insurance employees looking at Universal Health Care:



- 200,000 aged 60-65: offered generous lump sum buyout and generous retirement package;



- 200,000: enter 3-month retraining program to become Reporter at the clinic, community or city level, 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team”



- 200,000: six month structured process to wind down health insurance industry:



January-March: begin phase out of all services effective July 1.



April-May: ready for complete shutdown US health insurance industry July 1.



June: spend the month practicing shut down, 



July-December, 2021



July 1: no more US Health Insurance Industry services.  All questions referred to the Universal Health Authority.  



All new costs for health services responsibility of local global budgets



July-September: Wind down all pending cases: Court of Health Insurance Settlements: binding arbitration: 4 hours to present case, challenge and ruling; no appeal.



October-December: Shut down all US businesses related to health insurance industry before December 31.



These final 200,000 then get one year retraining transition program (to December 2022) in fields outside of health care.



Effective July 1, the national Medicare and Medicaid Funding System will be replaced by the “Universal Health Authority,” which will have a funding channel as part of the daily information linkage: national-state-HSA-city-community/clinic, so that funding is the simplest part of the entire information system.



Phase Up US Universal Health Authority: Local Global Budget 



There are three categories of interest: 1) communities that currently home a Federally Qualified Health Clinic (FQHC), 2) communities served by a FQHC which need to develop their own resources and 3) everywhere else.  There are currently 1362 Community Health Centers in the U.S., which means we need 13,638 or so more community clinics.



1) communities  of up to 10,000 people that currently home a Federally Qualified Health Clinic (FQHC): currently, FQHCs serve the low income portion of a population of several hundred thousand people.  The more affluent receive care from hospitals and specialty practice physicians paid for through their insurance.  As much as half of the population have little or no contact with the health care system in recent memory; most men presume that they do not have any health problems, until it is so bad that they need to be hospitalized.



Transition to Universal Care:



July 1, 2021, either by registration on line, or at any health service provider within the community, every patient is registered in the state’s Universal Health Services System: name, unique number identifier, the beginning of the new health audit trail. Cost information is important for management, but has no direct influence on patient care decisions.



Clinic Outreach Team: makes initial contact with as many people within the clinic territory of responsibility as possible, to include them in the ongoing database (or not, if they refuse), and encourage them to come to the clinic for a health assessment every six months.



Current Health Resources within the Community Territory: many health resources are going to shift as people start using the clinic more as the coordination for the primary care; free-standing private health practices will become linked with the community clinic, and effective July 1 will be responsible to the 



2) communities that are adjacent to a FQHC clinic and 3) everywhere else: currently people with health insurance expect to receive health care from hospitals and independent medical specialist physicians, even though better care is provided more effectively in a clinic setting (for all kinds of reasons).



January-June, 2021



During the next six months, this community is going to figure out how the local health services should evolve to meet this community’s needs.  Part of that will be to establish an Interim Clinic, to meet the currently under-met needs for primary care in this community.  Frankly, every community has under-met needs for primary care.




Under the Universal Health Care law, effective July 1, 2021, each HSA will supervise each city creating preliminary boundaries for communities of up to 10,000 people.  During the month of September, cities will hold community elections to pick 7 people to serve 2 years on the “Community Health Board”.  The Board will have full authority for the $50 million annual Clinic allocation to that community for the delivery of services.  In addition, the Board will have one vote on the multi-community Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) governing the annual allocation for medical schools and hospitals serving their community.




By July 1, most specialty physicians will be working through a clinic for a salary.



July through December 2021



July 1: Begin Universal Coverage



- Conversion at the Patient/Taxpayer level from insurance to new payment structure



- Conversion for the individual provider; provision for qualified provider groups up to Kaiser to retain their identity



- Conversion for the hospitals: all hospitals come under the jurisdiction and control of the community clinics grouped with federal legal Memoranda of Understanding (MOU)



- Conversion for the Health Insurance industry: employees aged 60 and older receive a generous retirement package; retraining for all other insurance employees into epidemiological accountability, or transitioning into another line of work



- Establish H&HS 7 member Office of Epidemiological Accountability “Health Information Systems Operations Team” with guidance and control at each station level: community/clinic, city, HSA, state and national



- Daily accountability of the entire system.



System Mission: optimize primary care system wide in every state in the U.S.



V. The Global Economic Problems



16.  German Mark Stabilizes the World January 1, 2021: G-Curve: Trump Monthly Hockey Sticks; Biden Election; CCP Dissolves into history 11/15/22; Green New Deal save the World
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Part I: Novel Coronavirus



How the World has Changed



For most people around the world, whatever plans you had at the first of the year, sometime in March your plans disappeared.  Suddenly we are all living day to day, with the threat of death lurking with the next chance social encounter.



This is a terrifying new world that has everyone focused on the sickness and the failures of the health care systems.  Our lives have become a petri dish of how each State’s Governors are reacting to the incompetent negligence of Trump.  And the economy.  What about the future of the economy?  And climate change.  What are we going to do to create a healthy future?  Lots to worry about.  What to do?



There is no going back to the XXth Century



On March 11th, when the World Health Organization declared a “global pandemic,” the world crashed down the Niagra Falls of epidemiology to a confusing new reality.  This essay is based on the distinction between the XXth Century, and a much different emerging XXIst Century.



For its first 200 years, the United States could count on its natural resources to fuel its growing economy, which culminated in Pax Americana global domination from 1945 to 1972.  In 1973, because of its dependence on the personal automobile, the US became dependent on the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).  The US has had a trade deficit every year since 1973.  Every year since 1993, Clinton’s first year, the US has had a growing net services and trade deficit.  



In 2019, the US is in trade deficit with all of its major trading partners: China $419 billion deficit (on $660 billion traded), Canada $20 billion deficit, Mexico $81 billion deficit, Germany $68 billion deficit, Japan $68 billion deficit.  That was before the novel coronavirus.



When Trump talks about “making America great again,” he is referring to the 1950s image of the US as the world’s leader in economics, military, technology and culture through the new invention, the television.  From 1945 to 1972 was Pax Americana.  Ever since 1993, the US has been “Stupor Power”: stupor: a state in which the mind and sense are dulled; partial or complete loss of sensibility, as from the use of a narcotic or from shock; mental or moral dullness or apathy.



The XXth Century started on 1/3/1888 when Thomas Edison made a list of “Things doing and to be done,” including: cotton picker, new standard phonograph, slow speed cheap dynamo, deaf apparatus, electronic piano, long distance standard telephone transmitter, which employs devices of recording phongh, grid battery for telephone, artificial cable, duplicating phono cylinders…  Edison unleashed the idea of using electricity to move machines as labor saving devices.



Starting with the Robber Barron’s explosion of economic development after the Civil War, the potential of the US continental market was laid with the national railroads, and all their graft.  The backbone of the high US conspicuous consumption was the monolithic corporate infrastructure characterized by JP Morgan (banking), Ford (mass production and the family automobile), Bell (communications and technological innovation), Edison (applications of electricity), John D Rockefeller (oil and gasoline, especially for transportation) and the Wright Brothers (airplane). Each evolved an economic technology with a centralized administrative system that has high overhead for coordination, and expensive costs to maintain their image. Their innovations were predicated on the assumption that energy was inexpensive, had insignificant consequences, and would last forever.  


The XXth Century was an explosion of innovative technology that has led the economy around by the nose.  Things that were “economic” in 1900 are now completely out of touch with reality.  Since 1900, the economy has grown and changed many times, but the education system is still where it was in 1865 at the end of the Civil War.  Compulsory education, Kindergarten through high school, college, Masters degrees, Ph.Ds? That whole drill has run its course.  There are now so many people with Ph.Ds, Masters and Bachelors degrees that they don’t mean anything any more. 



The XXth Century was defined by the pursuit of money.  Everything in society was redefined in monetary terms.  



Dick Cheney said that “conservation may be a sign of personal virtue, but it is not a sufficient basis for a sound comprehensive energy policy”.  Cheney was wrong.  The planet cannot support even one country’s continuing the US waste lifestyle.  Now that China has surpassed the US as the number one producer of greenhouse gases, the US is confronted with the challenge of providing the moral leadership to move to a sustainable economic system, and encourage China and the rest of the world to stop trying to out-pollute the dirty US.



Fareed Zakaria wrote in a Newsweek magazine featured series on the potential for an US energy transformation (3/13/09), “An energy revolution would produce a world in which we can all use lots of energy without worrying about its costs or consequences…. If we put them to work and create systems that allow for all the growth we want without running out of energy or harming the earth, we will have achieved true energy independence.”  Which is along the lines of Cheney’s unlimited greed for more.  No, Zakaria has it backwards: we need an ethic where energy is considered valuable and worth conserving, rather than so available (like its original form, sunlight) that it can be used unconditionally.  



What Zakaria doesn’t seem to understand is that most of the ways we are generating energy now (even hydropower) require what he calls “harming the earth,” while creating escalating social and environmental problems.  Does he really believe US could grow its way out of the pollution, congestion and violence that plague the planet?


After March 11th, none of the rules of the money economy work any more.  Too many things that were certain in 2019 are no longer real.  Maybe half of the US workforce is now unemployed, does not have a job to go back to, and is looking hopelessly for work, in a new field, anything.  



The problem is that multi-national corporate capitalism has defined the past 500 years, and that ended March 11th.  Now we are dealing with the death throes of the transition to a new reality.  



The Geologists call this “Punctuated Equilibrium”: after a long period of stability, there is a major shift, and then everything has to settle into a new reality:  65 million years ago, the dinosaurs ruled the world but a crashing asteroid changed the world’s climate and weather patterns.  From that old world, the new environment forced adaptation.  The dinosaurs evolved into birds, and a tiny mouse evolved into all the mammals, including humans.



Corporate Capitalism valued money, and machines, at the expense of most human labor and the natural environment, until nature has shut down the global economy.



While most news reporters are shocked by the recent global lockdown’s impact on the global economy, the social and environmental problems with corporate capitalism have been pointed out by Marx and many others: 



· Linear thinking instead of comprehensive thinking;



· Abraham in the Bible was the first patriarch: women and children serve men;



· women prostituting their lives in sacrifice to men’s pleasures and whims, known as “the world’s oldest profession,” including too many women who face domestic abuse in a bad marriage;



· Economics define reality: put a price on everything; which reinforces class because the rich can do whatever they want but cost stops most people from even considering doing it;



· The Engineer’s Free Body Diagram: eliminate social and environmental consequences from the analysis, from the design, from the operations, from the evaluation;



· Pollution, smog, traffic congestion, and crowding are all examples of negative feedback to the damaging system;



· Nuclear waste;



· Species disappearance due to habitat destruction by civilization;



· Human dominance of every cubic centimeter of the planet.



The damage caused by the corporate economy include: 



· World War I



· The Depression



· World War II



· The Korean War



· The DDT damage to insects reported in Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, 1962



· The Santa Barbara oil slick in 1969 that created the modern environmental movement



· Nixon Wage and Price Controls



· 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster



· 1989 Valdez oil spill



· 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)



· 2008 Economic Collapse



· 2011 Fukushima collapse of the nuclear power plant that is polluting now



· 2012 Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS)



· Climate Change leading to devastating droughts and flooding



· Australian wildfires that killed over a billion animals



· California wildfires that destroyed Santa Rosa and a year later Paradise



· Plastics in the ocean that are growing into marine life



The Difference between the XXth Century and the XXIst Century:



XXth century



Empire, money, domination, growth, consume, competition, multi-national, bureaucracy, technology-focused, giant-scaled, militaristic, consume non-renewable resources, Invisible Hand of corporate law, greed rewarded with profit



XXIst century



Community, health, interdependent, sustain, conserve, cooperation, local-regional, face-to-face decisions, human-focused, human-scaled, negotiation, conserve non-renewable resources (fossil fuels in particular), respect for labor, Eudemony: seeking well-being



The Internet made all of this transition inevitable, exorable, and very quick.



Psychologist Amos Trevrsky: “He who sees the past as surprise-free is bound to have a future full of surprises.”



Life this October



Just like in 2008, the US Dollar collapsed in September.  This time there was nothing but debt and hot air to hold the Dollar up.  Same with the Euro, the Pound, the Yen and the Yuan.  As October unfolded, the Dow Jones Industrial Average became what was left: Amazon and 29 of its subsidiaries.



But the Dollar has lost all of its value, its power in the marketplace.  When stores ran out of products, there was no replacement because it had been locked down somewhere in the globalized international supply chain.  People were realizing that the grocery stores and food banks were not going to be good enough, with most restaurants gone forever.  Cities were forced to organize into villages and communities, so that each neighborhood has organized daily communal meals for breakfast, lunch and dinner, and if you are over 4 years old and can walk, you are expected to contribute at least an hour of labor in exchange for each meal by cooking, serving or cleaning up.  



Amazon is the only business in the world with net cash flow.  Amazon is buying up control of whatever it wants.



United States as the Roman Empire, 400 A.D.



Pax Romana was a 200 year period identified with increased and sustained domestic peace and stability within the Roman Empire, although not without its wars, expansions and revolts.



Pax American lasted from 1945 to 1972.  



Timeline for Trump’s Crash



Hockey Stick Month: beginning of the month’s forecast includes the range of a worst case scenario; that becomes new reality before the end of the current month; midway through the month, the government and the media claim they have solved the problem, people become falsely optimistic, and the apparent economic collapse isn’t as bad for a few days of the month.



May: Trump Hockey Stick Stage 1: Official Unemployment 14.7% (actual estimated at 20%)



A Some businesses reopen



B few customers 



C many gaps in the supply chain



D Some businesses become backbone of XXI economy



E many gaps in the XX supply chain are permanent, eliminating many XX products and associated services



F Some major national and regional businesses declare bankruptcy



G Minor construction activity with office tenant improvements to enhance social distancing



H Some internet businesses fill gaps



I Trumpville Homeless Camps sprout up in Red States



J “Fauci Safe Camps” require social distancing, to create as healthy an environment as possible for homeless people: want to eat? Work for an hour. Stay for the night? Work for an hour. In both Red and Blue states; men required to respect women and children.



June: Trump Hockey Stick Stage 2: Official Unemployment 25% (actual estimated at 30%)



A New Normal: social distancing and masks



B most states allow most business activity 



C many retail businesses never re-open, remain boarded up.



D most offices that can use working home, do



E limited public transit use requires minimizing public transit to major routes



F most downtown type businesses cannot generate revenue 



G half of home owners cannot make mortgage payments



H renters revolt in Manhattan, goes worldwide



I Banks cannot maintain solvency and fold, daily



J Blackrock invests a Trillion dollars in one day, bringing the Dow Jones Industrial Average back up to 10,000



K Disney, Coca-Cola, Travelers, Raytheon, Procter & Gamble, McDonald’s, Boeing, Caterpillar, Chevron, ExxonMobil, The Home Depot, American Express collapse in bankruptcy



L Dow Jones Industrial Average fishtails with the collapse of a major corporation, is invigorated by its replacement, and then the next ICON collapses



M Brazilian President Bolsonaro is impeached



July : Trump Hockey Stick Stage 3: Official Unemployment 30% (actual estimated at 40%)



A Income taxes due July 15: Second quarter, many more businesses declare bankruptcy.



B End of the month quarterly reports are even more shocking than anticipated.



C Major Airlines declare bankruptcy.



D Boeing announces it is converting from building airplanes to dismantling them and recycling as much of the materials as possible



E Initial Enhanced Unemployment Benefits end July 31



F Chaotic deflation



G Millions of US public sector city, county, special district and state employees are laid off.



H Millions of US police and fire fighters go to volunteer, continuing to wear the uniform and do the job.



I Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky and Florida declare bankruptcy.



J University of California announces it is going private sector



K Goldman Sachs, 3M, Cisco, Dow, IBM, Johnson & Johnson, Merck, Nike, Visa, Walmart, Walgreens collapse in bankruptcy



L Escalating volatility and UNCERTAINTY forces public sector and private sector organizations to go to real time, daily information management, with brand new, re-written budgets expected every day, even in China.



M Brazilian President Bolsonaro is removed from office.



August: Trump Hockey Stick Stage 4: Official Unemployment 35% (actual estimated at 50%) 



A Millions go off enhanced unemployment benefits, can no longer pay rent



B Second Quarter Corporate Reports: massive bankruptcy



C Intel, JPMorgan Chase, United Health Group, Verizon collapse in bankruptcy



D Democrats hold virtual convention beginning August 17: Biden is present at each evening’s Zoom meeting with various party stalwarts from around the country; party big thinkers are able to focus on the three hours of prime time, and provide useful half hour segments engaging hundreds of people simultaneously, with millions of Democratic Party house parties around the country; half of the programming is designed to educate the electorate about what to look for from Trump during the GOP convention and beyond.



E Third day of the U.S. Democratic Party Virtual Convention, 



Trump tweets: JOE BIDEN IS HOOVER, Not ME.



F University of California declares bankruptcy.



G GOP Convention: August 24-27: most wear masks; Trump has people screened before he lets them in the same room; the country’s disastrous economic situation forces Trump to try to put on a good face, but no-body, not even Kellyanne Conway thinks Trump can win in November; Trump does not have one good day in his remaining time in office.



H Democrats schedule weekly house meetings, social distancing and Zoom, for community building, as the new post-tv sitcoms is a new way of family life as community building: people become considerate and help each other meet their needs with few money transactions.  It is social economy, with the emphasis on social, the way it has been through most of human history up to 100 years ago.



I Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Illinois, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Maine, Vermont, West Virginia and Wyoming declare bankruptcy.



J People with job supported health insurance drops from over 50% to less than 25%, and that large population of people with high need for ongoing health care are left with begging their state for an extension of Obamacare; people are enrolled in MediCaid but the health care delivery system is unable to provide primary care because the hospitals have over-reacted to the Covid-19, and not been able to provide the primary care that the fee-for-service insurance is supposed to finance.  Hospital go bankrupt.



K Democratic Party Convention: Strong feelings of support for universal health care as the best strategy to unify the country, win the November election, and recover from the pandemic; what the Green New Deal means in terms of creating a post-industrial economy is a much bigger question, with a lot of uncertainty; most everyone knows people who tested positive for Covid-19, too many know people who are no longer with us.



September: Trump Hockey Stick Stage 5: Official Unemployment 40% (actual estimated at 55%)



A Housing market prices drop weekly.



B Commercial property has no value at all.  



C New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, North Dakota, South Dakota, Delaware, Maryland, Hawaii, Alaska, and Arkansas go bankrupt. 



D Most of the private universities in the US go bankrupt.



E Columbia, Penn, Chicago, Brown, Dartmouth, Brandeis, Cornell, Amherst, Notre Dame go bankrupt.



October: Trump Hockey Stick Stage 6: Official Unemployment 45% (actual estimated at 60%)



A New Federal Fiscal Year: State and local governments entirely dependent on Federal contributions, which are not based on anything but US government computer zeros.



B Colorado, Utah, California, Oregon, Washington, New York, Massachusetts go bankrupt.



C Nationally recognized stalwart economic stars are added to the Dow Jones Industrial Average, and they fade and die in the next week, replaced by ICONS, that fade and are replaced by national infrastructure firms that should last forever, that don’t make it through the month.



D Most of the companies listed as the Dow Jones Industrial Average go bankrupt, except for Amazon and several of its subsidiaries.



E Amazon buys the Wall Street Journal, in spite of US Department of Justice attempts to prevent Bezos from adding it to his owning the Washington Post



F New York Times goes bankrupt and Bezos buys it for pennies on the dollar.



G Dollar goes sideways, along with the British Pound, the European Union Euro, and the Chinese Renminbi (RMB, yuan)



H Apple goes bankrupt.



I Yale, Harvard, Cambridge and Oxford go bankrupt.



November: Hockey Stick Stage 7: Official Unemployment 50% (actual estimated at 70%)



Election: Biden wins



Bezos buys NBC, CBS, ABC Disney, and CNN.



MSNBC goes renegade and creates an independent television network from all the rest of the Bezos exclusively owned media



All US Military terminate service, shutting down all foreign bases.  States provide Coast Guard and Boundary protection.



December



A Amazon is the major business in the US; without any unions, wild cat strikes happen daily all over the country.



B USPS, the Postal Service struggles to survive attacks from the lame duck US President and US Senate.



C Massive national campaigns to boycott Amazon lead to community volunteer efforts to build a grass roots economy, with the USPS carriers as the unifiers



D Christmas happens around the US, because of USPS, not because of Amazon.



E Universal Health Care and State Health Care Waiver legislation introduced in Congress



US Dollar goes to zero.



Every US state establishes rules for local communities to establish their own script.



Every set of rules includes people automatically receiving 100 script units a month, the capacity to earn up to 10 script units a day providing services to other people, and a rent cost of 10 to 40 units per month per person.  Neighborhoods and Villages are encouraged to organize breakfast, lunch and dinner, with the cost being working an hour to help with the meal.



Amazon goes to zero value.



January



German MARK becomes the new global currency.



Amazon employees overthrow the boss, and dismantle Amazon.  The entire Amazon web empire disappears, as people develop community based economic information systems that are mutually sustainable.  USPS is a big part of the little federal government



January 20: Biden sworn in.  “Unemployment is no longer an issue: every person can make a contribution as best you can, so that we can have a sustainable future together.”



January 21: US Government goes to real time, daily reporting, systemwide, private sector and public sector



February


Donald Trump, Donald Trump, Jr., Ivanka Trump, Eric Trump and Jared Kushner are served by the Federal Prosecutor of the Southern District Court of New York with over a hundred counts of illegal activity while in the White House; half of the cases are based on the files from the Mueller investigation; conviction of a single count would mean over a year of jail time.



Community Ecological Recovery Program initiated: each state finds ways to organize volunteers to bring toxic and former industrial sites back to a pristine natural environment.  Eliminate most toxic sites.



July 1, 2021: 



Universal Health Care



Dismantle all Nuclear bombs



July, 2022: Complete Major Environmental Projects



July, 2023: Create a program to safely store all nuclear waste



July, 2024: Filter the Plastic out of the Ocean



July, 2025: Ecotopia



Marxist Capitalism with Chinese Characteristics: the political disappearance of the CCP, November 15, 2022 (Xi Jinping’s 10th anniversary in power)



China: 



· unstable at the grassroots,



· dejected at the middle class,



· out of control at the top.



Xi Jinping’s 8 Obstacles to CCP Global Domination: 



Taiwan, Hong Kong, Tibet, Uyghur Muslims in western China, Wuhan virus, Global economy, Credibility among Han, Credibility with the rest of the world:



1. Taiwan is an obstacle to the image of a unified China.  There is nothing special, unique or deserving of the Formosa island that makes it somehow part of China, any more than Vietnam, or the Korean peninsula, or Malayan peninsula, or the Philippines archipelago makes them part of China.  For Beijing, it is the standard for judging other countries: their willingness to ignore Taiwan’s independence since 1949.  Historically, the Emperor of China saw himself as the center of the entire civilized world, and diplomatic relations in East Asia were based on the theory that all rulers of the world derive their authority from the Emperor.



2. Hong Kong is not going to settle for “One Country, Two Systems” which really means, Hong Kong has to become under increasing control of Beijing, after 400 years of almost democracy under neo-colonial Britain. What gives the Beijing central government the right to have any say over what happens in Shanghai, or Guangdong (Canton), or Hunan?  As much as Taiwan, Hong Kong is a symbol to the people of China that Beijing is not good enough.  



3. Tibet was invaded and conquered by the Han Chinese in 1951. China built a supertrain to the capital, and millions of Han Chinese are settling in Tibet, diluting the Tibetan culture and language.  Thousands of iconic cultural Tibetan temples were destroyed during the Chinese Cultural Revolution.  



4. Uyghur Muslims practice their religion, which is against the Communist ideology against religions.  It has been estimated that a million people, a tenth of the population, have been forced into re-education camps to give up their Muslim religion for communism (the opiate of the masses).



5. Australia is leading the questioning of why the pandemic was allowed to happen.



6. China has become the world’s workshop, in no small part to keep its billion people preoccupied so that they don’t have time to demonstrate against the government.



7. The domestic lockdown has forced the Chinese government to be even more totalitarian in its manipulation of the populace.



8. China has gone on a foreign policy offensive that any country who questions China about the virus will pay for it economically: China wants all the respect that the US used to have as the global superpower in soft power and global leadership, but with too many things that matter like human rights, China only wants to be a 2nd rate power ignoring the rest of the world too much of the time.



China’s Contemporary History: A Fable



Before 1919, Confucius ruled the language, and defined people’s relationships within society.  Civil War and the Japanese complicated things.  In 1949, the Chinese Communist Party took control, and built bureaucratic complexity on top of Confucius.  



Peasant Mao Zedung led the country by whim.  For 40 years Zhou Enlai would accept his role and do the best he could, always with the threat of death at Mao’s whim.  Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping joined Zhou as the three mandarins who administered Mao’s whims.  Liu Shaoqui’s first five year plan was a miracle success, so the second five year plan expanded ALL of the expectations, put more tax of rice on the rural peasants to support the expansion of heavy industry in the cities, and FAMINE.  30 million peasants paid their rice taxes but didn’t have enough to live, and died of starvation.  Not a very good plan.



The brief liberation of “A Hundred Flowers Blooming” led to the extensive crackdown on liberals who had exposed themselves in the country’s temporary moment of fresh thinking beyond Mao.



Which ultimately led to the Cultural Revolution, and the destruction of two generations of interpersonal intelligence.  The Red Guard humiliated all teachers as apologists for the past mistakes of history, and eliminated their culture’s great wealth of historical and scientific knowledge in the name of the Chinese Communist Party, and it has pretty much been that way ever since.



Liu Shaoqui ran the daily government from the First Five Year Plan until the Cultural Revolution and Deng Xiaoping was his worthy pupil.  Deng was both the most respected soldier in the Chinese Communist Party AND the most respected politician in the People’s Liberation Army.  Clearly Deng was being trained to become Mao’s successor.



In the Cultural Revolution, Mao himself wrote the poster demanding that Liu Shaoqui be brought down from power.  When it was posted in Tiananmen Square, the Red Guard brought Liu and Deng to examination.  After several days, Liu became so sick that he soon died.  Deng was rescued by the People’s Liberation Army.  Under pressure from Mao’s wife, Mao disowned Deng as his heir-apparent.  With Mao clearly in his final days, the PLA hid Deng. 



Mao died in 1976.  In 1979, Deng brought China out of the Dark Ages of the Cultural Revolution.  In taking power, he declared scientists were part of the revolution and not the hated establishment, and legitimized science as a positive role within the Chinese Communist Party ideology.  Deng also opened up China to western commerce.



But the Cultural Revolution destroyed two generations of Chinese intelligence.  Mao saw that the western technological advances created a giant middle class bourgeois society that he considered worse than rural poverty.  In an attempt to block that social evolution of Chinese society, Mao imposed the Cultural Revolution as the only way he could save Chinese communist society.



Deng Yiaoping’s philosophy was to be polite on the world stage so China could become the globe’s workshop for consumer goods.  That philosophy has sustained growth of close to 7% a year for almost three decades.



To accomplish this world market domination, the Chinese Communist Party runs the government organized “State Owned Enterprises” (“SOE”) that dominate each market.  Control is a big idea in the CCP.  The CCP wants China to control between 40% and 80% of their domestic market, and a relative share of the global market by 2025.



The driving engine of the modern Chinese economy is the state-run banking system.  At this point, the top four banks in the world are all Chinese.  Chinese have the most available foreign currency to move and manipulate.  The Chinese are the only economy in the world with flexibility, like the US did after World War II.  They are focusing on the Belt and Road Initiative, which is kind of a peace time Marshall Plan for developing countries to approve infrastructure projects that will benefit Chinese trade, and force the countries into long term debt to pay the Chinese for it.  (Just like the US used the Marshall Plan to foist US firms spending US money to rebuild Europe, holding all the countries deeply in Debt.  The UK paid off the lend-lease debt to the US from World War II in 2006.)



The Chinese have accomplished Deng’s greatest goal of matching the Western economic processes so well that the Chinese have taken over control of the world economy when the collapse happened in September 2008.  The Chinese goal had been to match and then exceed the enormity of the volume of commercial transactions of the West.



Deng brought modern technological society to China.  Now China has achieved Deng’s ultimate goal of outdoing the west in all things economic, and it is striving under Xi Jinping’s China 2025 campaign to become the global leader in all things that matter.



The problem is that the Chinese Communist Party doesn’t have standards that include sustainability and democracy, so it doesn’t have the capacity to improve.  



Before Corona: China domestic economy dependent on global conspicuous consumption



The Chinese Communist Party’s most basic strategy is to keep the people busy with jobs so that they don’t have time to revolt.  The masses have many reasons to revolt.  It turns out that the main change that Xi Jinping has made is to do everything he can to increase CCP influence in the economy and in daily social life.



This is the third era of CCP life.  Mao’s personal leadership style was so strong that Deng Xiaoping reacted by establishing collective decision making, and the ten year two term limit.  



November 15, 2012, Xi Jinping came to power as the General Secretary of the Communist Party of China, which makes him the President of the People’s Republic of China.  In addition he had himself named Chair of the Central Military Commission.



Xi Jinping has reverted back to Mao’s consolidation of institutional power in one person, and then changing the constitution so that he can remain in power as long as he wants.  Xi has forced a deeper penetration into Chinese society by the CCP, creating an aggressive surveillance program of individuals, groups, streets and public places.  And the CCP is taking an active involvement in even middle size and small businesses, and expecting to influence and even determine business decisions, like where to make investments.



Where Deng was gracious and even humble internationally, Xi sees this as China’s century and his responsibility to use an ambitious foreign policy to push China to the center of the world stage.  The Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) is the Chinese Marshall Plan, and it is intended to create dependency relationships, just like the US did after World War II.  Not only is the BRI intended to create a global distribution system for Chinese products, but a digital revolution as well, where the Chinese government is determining what is on the Internet.



In Economist, 3/9/19, columnist Chaguan, “When China praises democracy”:



China praises its country’s political “stability.”  Brexit and the US government shutdown do not look good by comparison.  




After Mao’s death, when economic opening was not matched by political liberalization, party leaders assured foreigners that only a firm grip on their vast country could avoid chaos.  One party rule is absent messy things like real elections or a free press.  Society is visibly policed, potential protesters instantly arrested.  The extensive security apparatus is tasked with tracking, threatening or jailing any who challenge the Communist Party monopoly on power.




Jump to present day, and foreigners hear Xi Jinping call China a socialist, consultative democracy, featuring the orderly participation of the people and always under the Party’s control.  Chinese people do know that American voters can “kick the bums out.”  Chinese leaders still mind when their authoritarian system is judged against Western norms.  State media hail China’s political system as far more responsive and effective than the West’s conflict-driven, money-tainted politics.  



But the domestic economy is the main concern for the CCP.



Economist, 3/2/19, Free Exchange column: “A Familiar Cycle”:



Once the Chinese had hauled the global economy through the global financial crisis of 2007-8, on the back of massive stimulus, China’s leaders pivoted towards economic reform in 2015.  They sought to wean the economy off credit, which had grown at mind-boggling rates in 2009-14.  They also took steps to open up China’s financial markets.  The measures turned out to be premature: as constraints on capital movement were loosened, money fled the country and stock prices crashed.  Financial turmoil radiated outwards, threatening to tip large swathes of the world economy into recession.




The downward spiral was quickly halted by the Chinese government’s massive credit injection.  China put its plans to lift capital controls on ice; the stimulus taps were turned back on.  The government eased monetary policy and began spending with gusto.  Officially, China’s fiscal deficit expanded only modestly in 2015 and 2016, to [almost] 4% of GDP [, the same enormous percentage as the US and Japan, the first and third largest economies].  But the government is adept at using special financing vehicles, primarily at the local government level, to borrow and to direct funds to projects; these do not affect the official deficit figures.  Researchers estimate that China’s “augmented” budget deficit, which includes such tactics, rose to around 15% of GDP in early 2017.  The explosion of borrowing did the trick.  By the end of 2017, the world was on the road to a synchronized upsurge.




Having survived the close call, China’s leaders focused again on the economy’s dismaying reservoirs of red ink.  They restricted lending to over-indebted firms and embarked on a bout of fiscal belt-tightening that would make even the Germans blush.  China’s augmented budget deficit has narrowed by about six percentage points of GDP since the beginning of 2017.  [to a budget deficit of 9% of GDP?]  Domestic demand has consequently weakened.  China’s imports of manufactures for domestic use have fallen by more than its “processing imports,” or inputs into the products that China makes and exports.  Its purchases of American goods has tumbled; imports from the rest of the world have fallen too.  Although the trade war has played a role, the world economy’s recent ups and downs are more closely related to China’s on-and-off struggle to reform its economy and curb unruly borrowing.




The problem is not so much that the headwinds from China are powerful, but that the rest of the world is poorly prepared to lean against them.  Interest rates remain extraordinarily low.  If the global manufacturing malaise worsens, America will have precious little room to cut rates in response; Europe and Japan will have none.  Fiscal policy could pick up the slack.  Advanced economies could badly use a dose of deficit-financed public investment.  But neither the euro area nor America seem keen to build.




The rich world has chosen to put itself at the mercy of the fiscal management of the Chinese Communist Party.



Sacramento Bee, 3/6/19: 



China’s Vice President Li set this year’s growth target is 6 to 6.5%, reflecting a determination to shore up a cooling state-dominated economy and prevent politically dangerous job losses. Yet it would be slightly below last year’s 6.6% growth in China and would mark a new three-decade low.




Li pledged higher spending on development of technologies including artificial intelligence, electric cars, biotechnology and new materials that China’s leaders see as a path to prosperity and global influence.  He also promised more money for education, social programs and public works construction.  China’s emergence as a competitor in smartphones, telecom equipment, solar power and other technologies has increased the range of products available to consumers and helped to drive down prices.  




Higher government spending will push the budget deficit from 2.6% of total economic output to 2.8%, Li said.



Before Corona: China’s Experiment in Modern Monetary Theory to run the Global Economy



Modern Monetary Theory claims that it doesn’t matter how much money a country creates, if its currency has power – like the US Dollar being held by governments and institutions as over 60% of their foreign exchange reserves.  Conservative monetary theory followers of Milton Friedman cringe nervously as the US budget deficit continues to grow like Topsy.  Isn’t the US economy eventually going to explode with imbalance?



Keynesian fiscal advocates point to World War II as what got the Western economy out of the Depression.




Recently, eleven years of continuous job expansion and 4% unemployment is almost an economic miracle, the definition of “full employment.”  Inflation of under 2% and the Trump budget claiming over 3% growth soon.  What more could you ask for?



As reported previously, the global economy has been dependent on the Chinese since 2008.  Dependent.  The US economy has been subservient to the Chinese economy ever since the tail end of W. Bush’s Presidency.  Obama chose health care instead of jobs, but it was still in defense of the status quo and probably wouldn’t have made a bit of difference one way or the other.  The US, Japan, the European Union and the rest of the world are all completely dependent on the Chinese continuing to underwrite the global economy.



China has plunged over $10 trillion into the global economy, the equivalent of their entire annual GDP.  Where the US and Britain are 100% of their annual GDP in debt (France, 1.3 times their annual GDP and Greece, 1.8 times their annual GDP), China is almost 100% annual GDP invested into the future.  And since the Chinese are capturing that future obligation in US Dollars, it is going into a bottomless black hole that will disappear forever.  If the Chinese ask when US will pay back its ever growing global debt of over $500 billion a year, the only answer is: probably never.



Unfortunately for the Chinese, tradition does not have much to say about the higher mathematics of global economics, basically value the home and don’t trust barbarians.  China’s economy has controls that it has invented from their training in Ph.D. programs in Western universities so China is really flying into the future blind.  



China has a strong tradition of people saving.  The people cannot count on the government or the economic institutions to take care of them when they are sick or in their old age, so they must save to meet their own long-term future needs.  Most Western industrial economy countries have at least 60% GDP in consumption (US is around 70% consumption, 20% government spending, 15% private investment, and net imports of 5% makes up the difference.)  China only spends under 40% of its GDP on consumption (most recent year: consumption: 38%, government: 44%, private sector: 14%, 4% net exports).  For China, the major decision makers are the executives at the State Owned Enterprises, and they have tremendous unilateral arbitrary economic power controlled by the CCP.



The Chinese economy is loose in its legal management of the local economy, and it is dominated not by the rule of law but the rule of the Chinese Communist Party.  So land, money, and business property are all subject to the whim of the local CCP officials, who can be bribed, even today under Xi’s Inquisition, to gain a favorable decision.  That makes the economic machinery subject to artificial expansion.  




It also means that the numbers about the economy are subject to manipulation at every step along the way.



Xi Jinping’s Standards compared to Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping



During Mao, Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai and Deng Xiaoping together ran China.  For over 30 years, Mao would say things, they would be reported, and a billion people would follow.



Zhou Enlai was the mandarin who was responsible for implementing whatever Mao wanted.  Each day, Zhou would lay his head on the ax block, Mao would motion the ax man to ready his ax, and the Mao would say to Zhou, “What am I to do today?”  At the end of the day, Mao would dismiss the ax man, Zhou would get up, go home and come back and do the same thing the next day.  For over 20 years, Zhou was in Mao’s picture, sometimes with ten others in between, but usually 2nd or 3rd.



Liu Shaoqi wrote the first 5-year plan, which was a success.  The 2nd 5-year plan was a disaster: 30 million people starved to death, in large measure because the plan was unrealistic.  Liu lasted until the Cultural Revolution, and then became its biggest target.



Deng Xiaoping joined the Long March and became friends with Mao. Mao made him General Secretary of the Communist Party in 1959, in charge of running the day to day government with President Liu Shaoqi.  Deng was the “most respected politician in the army” as well as the “most respected soldier in Chinese Communist Party”.



After the failure of the Great Leap Forward, Liu and Deng argued that people were motivated by material incentives: rewards, bonuses and higher wages when they excelled or worked harder than others.  Liu and Deng claimed these methods were more effective than the moral encouragement, persuasion, and propaganda advocated by Mao. They deemphasized class struggle, and Mao was scandalized; he was convinced the Chinese revolution was in danger.  



Mao created the Cultural Revolution with a call to the students to be the vanguard in the class struggle to destroy the four olds: old ideas, habits, customs, and culture.  Mao’s targets were Liu and Deng, who were strongly criticized and subjected to often physically painful struggle meetings.  In the summer of 1967, they were put under house arrest.  In 1968, Liu was tortured and beaten by Mao’s Red Guards; he died of pneumonia without medical care.  Deng was humiliated, then sent to exile.  



After Mao died, the Chinese culture went through a two-year period of confusion and lack of direction.  Then Deng Xiaoping provided the new direction with his push towards opening the Chinese labor force towards exporting goods to the world’s consumer economy.  Deng replaced worshiping the dictates of Chairman Mao with the pursuit of economic wealth, offering the Chinese people the same empty reward that provoked Marx’s criticism of capitalism in the first place.



In December, 1978, Deng turned around Mao’s attack on intellectuals, to see production of science as work by the mind.  Deng decreed this to be the ongoing evolution of socialist theory, to reconcile Marx and the advanced market economy:



“Since science is becoming an increasingly important part of the productive forces, are people engaged in scientific and technological work to be considered workers or not?”  Contrary to what Mao had pushed during the Cultural Revolution, Deng argued that scientists and technical experts are workers – Red workers, not counter-revolutionaries, just as much as factory workers.




Deng argued that China was in the primary stage of socialism and that the duty of the party was to perfect so-called “socialism with Chinese characteristics.” This interpretation of Chinese Marxism reduced the role of ideology in economic decision-making and deciding policies of proven effectiveness. Downgrading communitarian values but not necessarily the ideology of Marxism-Leninism itself, Deng emphasized that "socialism does not mean shared poverty." 




Deng's reforms sparked an industrial revolution in China. By participating in export-fed growth, China was able to attain foreign funds, markets, advanced technologies and management experiences, with policies of low tax rates, the establishment of transportation networks, the construction of industrial plants, and a well-trained cheap labor force accelerating its economic development.





Deng aggressively opened the window of China to the outside economic world that could provide the resources, technical expertise and financial capital to drive the modern Chinese economic miracle of sustained growth, a per capita Gross Domestic Product increase of 7% per year for the entire 1978-2005 period – the most sustained period of rapid economic growth in human history.



Deng’s goals for China were to dominate the global production system so much that it became the “world’s workshop” which Britain had been from 1750 to 1914.  He retired but in 1989, the Tiananmen Square demonstrations brought him back to power, to put a lid on any possible future expressions of freedom.



Xi Jinping’s father was with Mao in the Great March.  Xi is a Princeling.  Xi paid his dues: he worked several years in agrarian labor, famously reported by the CCP as having applied and been rejected almost a dozen times before he was finally allowed to join.



Xi Jinping has created the most repressive country in history.  He is now far and away the most powerful person in the world.  Given Chinese advances in electronic surveillance, Xi probably has much more accuracy and speed than Putin has in Russia (or Stalin or Hitler) to repress the population.



Before Corona: The Chinese Economic Miracle Comes to an End



Xi Jinping thought is vacuous.  It is intentionally incompetent.  It only stands as a slogan, not as anything of substance that you can actually apply to a situation.  The only point is to occupy your consciousness with spouting trivia so that you don’t have time to think for yourself.



The Chinese Communist Party is so incredibly dishonest that China is ripe for revolution.  



Chinese social policy is dominated by whether or not someone has a “Hukou” city (urban) designation.  People with Hukuo have access to jobs, housing, health care, education for their children, and a future in the economy.  People without Hukuo have a struggle every day, because the economy was designed for people with Hukuo.  Three-quarters of China’s population is without Hukou, so every day starts out with many problems.



China will be the longest hold-out on decentralization, the final country to decentralize, to implement the community clinic health service delivery system model. It is because the Chinese Communist Party will resist the inherently democratic nature of the clinic oriented health care delivery system.



Air and water pollution from industry are tremendous problems.  One quarter of the population only has access to water that the Chinese environmental protection agency has declared is unsafe for industry or agriculture, let alone human drinking.  Drinking that water causes cancer, which is increasing among children.



The Chinese Communist Party has done what it can to ban organized religion.  Still, there is a Chinese Christian network of believers.  Pope Francis recently negotiated a settlement where he agreed to accept the Chinese Communist Party’s Bishop for official Chinese Catholicism.



Somewhere more subversive than the underground Chinese Catholic Church is a network of pollution cancer victims and survivors who are building the communications network for a post-CCP world.



Because of the novel Coronavirus, Xi has run into a small problem with his China 2025 plan to dominate the world.  Xi wants people in China to respect him the way they respected Deng, let alone worshiped Mao, and it isn’t going to happen.  The novel Coronavirus is eating into the power of the CCP to control the people of China.  The CCP is not doing a very good job of supporting the health of the people of China – so much that the CCP is losing touch with the reality it is creating.



This 20 part report concludes with this update of our project: improving health care in Brazil, NHS (England), California and China with this message to Secretary General of the Chinese Communist Party Xi Jinping: in spite of the opposition of the Chinese Communist Party, community organizations will establish community clinics in China, after every other country in the world, and on the 10th anniversary of your coming to power, on November 15, 2022, you and everyone else in the Chinese Communist Party will resign as the CCP disappears into history as Marx predicted.



A Marxist critique of “Totalitarian Capitalism with Chinese Characteristics”



There is an evolutionary genetics professor at UC Davis who has an open challenge to Christians to debate evolution, using only the Bible for evidence.



I am going to use Marxism to challenge the legitimacy of Xi Jinping.



I am the opposite of a Marxist.  I think Marx was mostly not sane.  I had to read sections of Das Kapital for a history teacher who taught Western Civilization as Freud, Marx and Darwin.  I believe that Darwin obsoletes Marx and Freud, that they have both have historically outgrown any usefulness at all.



Stalin called Soviet bureaucratic totalitarianism “Actually Existing Socialism,” as though the then-current version of Soviet Communism (the Depression, allied with Hitler, fighting Hitler, losing 3 generations of men to war) is the only hope to someday achieve the dreams of a society that works for everyone.



I think Xi Jinping may be the most powerful person in the world, but his power is based on schlock (something cheap or inferior).  He has accrued totalitarian power for his ego.  In history, I compare Trump to Nixon and Nero, and Xi Jinping to Hitler and Stalin. 



The US history of Socialism is built around 5 people: Eugene Debs, Norman Thomas (who ran for US President in 5 elections), Mike Harrington, Bernie Sanders, and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (the only reason she isn’t the Democratic Party nominee for President this time is she is not old enough to be eligible to run – she brought legitimacy and life to Bernie’s campaign).



I am using the works of three Marxists who are anti-communists, Mike Harrington, Andre Gorz and Murray Bookchin.  



I didn’t know anything about Mike Harrington when I went to see him speak in the lecture hall where I got the lowest C in Engineering Physics and decided to change my major to economics.  (This was the hall I packed for Thomas Kuhn.  My buddy on the campus paper turned my flyer into a headline: Thomas Kuhn, the populizer of concept Paradigm Shift will be speaking…The faculty arrived late, left to stand lined along the side and back walls.)  



Mike Harrington (1928-1989) gave the best speech I have ever heard.  He brought ideas to life when he added a statistic.  He is the only social scientist I have ever heard who was able to make statistics POWERFUL.  His 1962 book, The Other America led directly to the “war on poverty” that he called for in the book.  



“Michael’s book, The Other America, challenged the then all-but-universal opinion (at least among opinion-forming classes) that the US had helped all but a tiny minority of its citizens to a fair share of the astonishing economic abundance of its affluent society.  The Other America went on to inspire the most ambitious “scheme of social reform” of the later twentieth century in the US, the war on poverty launched during the administration of LBJ.” Isserman xii



Harrington, Michael (1962), The Other America: Poverty in the United States, Collier, Toronto



Harrington, Michael (1972), Socialism, Saturday Review Press, NY



Isserman, Maurice (2000), The Other American: The Life of Michael Harrington, Public Affairs, NY



Andre Gorz (1923-2007) was a French Marxist, a friend of Sartre and Marcuse.  



Gorz, Andre (1980), Ecology as Politics, South End Press, Boston, Massachusetts



Murray Bookchin (1921-2006) was an advocate of anarchy and libertarian municipalism.  He lived in Burlington, Vermont, which means that Bernie Sanders was his mayor for 8 years.



Bookchin, Murray (1970, 1985, 2004) Post-Scarcity Anarchism, AK Press, Chico, CA


Bookchin, Murray (1982), The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy, Cheshire, Palo Alto



Capitalism and free enterprise are not only two separate things, they are two contradictory things.  The day when people in the US become convinced that “socialism” doesn’t mean less freedom and more bureaucracy, but exactly the opposite, there will be a tidal wave of socialism in this country. Gorz, 203



Marxism created a stupendous intellectual furniture that one must clear away to make contact with reality.  Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 162



In Socialism, Harrington quotes a Chinese critique of the Russian Soviets that seems appropriate for the CCP today:



“The Chinese Communists generalize their indictment of such privileges (I find the Chinese criticisms of the Russians, and the Russian criticism of the Chinese, quite persuasive).  ‘The members of this privileged stratum,’ the editorial departments of Red Flag and the People’s Daily wrote in 1964, ‘have converted the function of serving the masses into the privilege of dominating them.  They are abusing their powers over the means of livelihood for the private benefit of their small clique.  The members of this privileged stratum appropriate the fruits of the Soviet people’s labor and pocket incomes that are dozens or even a hundred times those of the average Soviet worker and peasant.  They not only secure high incomes in the form of salaries, high awards, high royalties and a great variety of personal subsidies, but also use their privileged position to appropriate public property by graft and bribery.’” Harrington 181



“The Maoists themselves would reply that they were a proletarian party playing the leading role in a multiclass democratic movement of workers, peasants, the urban petty bourgeoisie and the national bourgeoisie (and sometimes they would even add “the enlightened gentry”).  In fact, the Communists were a new ruling class and, for a number of reasons, this can be seen more clearly in China than in any other bureaucratic collectivist country.”  Harrington 223



Listen, Marxist!



“At this point we must ask what role the “revolutionary” party plays in all these developments.  In the beginning, as we have seen, it tends to have an inhibitory function, not a “vanguard” role.  When it exercises influence, it tends to slow down the flow of events, not “coordinate” the revolutionary forces.  This is not accidental.  The party is structured along hierarchical lines that reflect the very society it professes to oppose.  Despite its theoretical pretensions, it is a bourgeois organism, a miniature state, with an apparatus and a cadre whose function it is to seize power, not dissolve power.  Rooted in the prerevolutionary period, it assimilates all the forms, techniques and mentality of bureaucracy.  Its membership is schooled in obedience and in the preconceptions of a rigid dogma and is taught to revere the leadership.  The party’s leadership, in turn, is schooled in habits born of command, authority, manipulation, and egomania. 



“As the party expands, the distance between the leadership and the ranks invariably increases.  Its leaders not only become “personages,” they lose contact with the living situation below.  The local groups, which know their own immediate situation better than any remote leader, are obliged to subordinate their insights to directives from above.  The leadership, lacking any direct knowledge of local problems, responds sluggishly and prudently.  Although it stakes out a claim to the “larger view,” to greater “theoretical competence,” the competence of the leadership tends to diminish as one ascends the hierarchy of command.  The more one approaches the level where real decisions are made, the more conservative is the nature of the decision-making process, the more bureaucratic and extraneous are the factors which come into play, the more considerations of prestige and retrenchment supplant creativity, imagination, and a disinterested dedication to revolutionary goals.



“The party becomes les efficient from a revolutionary point of view the more it seeks efficiency by means of hierarchy, cadres and centralization.  Although everyone marches in step, the orders are usually wrong, especially when events begin to move rapidly and take unexpected turns – as they do in all revolutions.  The party is efficient in only one respect – in molding society in its own hierarchical image if the revolution is successful.  It recreates bureaucracy, centralization and the state.  It fosters the bureaucracy, centralization and the state.  It fosters the very social conditions which justify this kind of society.  Hence, instead of “withering away,” the state controlled by the “glorious party” preserves the very conditions which “necessitate” the existence of a state – and a party to guard it.” Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 124



Marx and Engels, however, were not centralists because they believed in the virtues of centralism per se.  Quite the contrary: both Marxism and anarchism have always agreed that a liberated, communist society entails sweeping decentralization, the dissolution of bureaucracy, the abolition of the state, and the breakup of large cities.  Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 134



Xi Jinping’s Upcoming Disappointments



The novel Coronavirus, “Covid-19”, is a minor setback in Xi Jinping’s China 2025 campaign to achieve recognized Chinese global supremacy and control by 2025.  Specifically, that the world is so dependent on the Chinese economy that every country, especially the U.S. acknowledges its subservience to China. 



Ren Zhiqiang, a former property executive and party member who has been highly critical of Mr Xi’s crackdowns on civil reforms: “No matter how many shortcomings exist in China’s administrative system, if there was free speech citizens could have taken measures to protect themselves.  Simply trusting the people with freedom of speech could have achieved a great victory in preventing and managing this epidemic, and there wouldn’t have been such a huge price to pay in restricting personal freedom.” Mr Ren, has since been jailed.  



Systems Science on Institutional Collapse and Transformation



Either revolution will create an ecological society, with new ecotechnologies and ecocommunities, or humanity and the natural world as we know it today will perish.



Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism Xii



Futurism is essentially an extrapolation of the present into the century ahead, of “prophecy” denatured to mere projection.  It does not challenge existing social relationships and institutions, but seeks to adapt them to seemingly new technological imperatives and possibilities – thereby redeeming rather than critiquing them.  The present does not disappear; it persists and acquires eternality at the expense of the future.  Futurism, in effect, does not enlarge the future but annihilates it by absorbing it into the present, thereby reducing our vision – even our prophetic abilities – to mere extrapolation. Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy 333



Science as Revolution




“Why should a change in paradigm be called a revolution?  In the face of the vast and essential differences between political and scientific development, what parallelism can justify the metaphor that finds revolutions in both?




“One aspect of the parallelism must already be apparent.  Political revolutions are inaugurated by a growing sense that existing institutions have ceased adequately to meet the problems posed by an environment that they have in part created.  In much the same way, scientific revolutions are inaugurated by a growing sense that an existing paradigm has ceased to function adequately in the exploration of an aspect of nature to which the paradigm itself had previously led the way.  In both political and scientific development the sense of malfunction that can lead to crisis is prerequisite to revolution.




“Political revolutions aim to change political institutions in ways that those institutions themselves prohibit.  Their success therefore necessitates the partial relinquishment of one set of institutions in favor of another, and in the interim, society is not fully governed by institutions at all. … In increasing numbers, individuals become increasingly estranged from political life and behave more and more eccentrically within it.  Then, as the crisis deepens, many of these individuals commit themselves to some concrete proposal for the reconstruction of society in a new institutional framework.  At that point the society is divided into competing camps or parties, one seeking to defend the old institutional constellation, the others seeking to institute some new one.  And, once that polarization has occurred, political recourse fails.  Because they differ about the institutional matrix within which political change is to be achieved and evaluated, because they acknowledge no supra-institutional framework for the adjudication of revolutionary difference, the parties to a revolutionary conflict must finally resort to the techniques of mass persuasion.  Though revolutions have had a vital role in the evolution of political institutions, that role depends upon their being partially extra-political or extra-institutional events.




“Like the choice between competing political institutions, that between competing paradigms proves to be a choice between incompatible modes of community life.  Because it has that character, the choice is not and cannot be determined merely by the evaluative procedures characteristic of normal science, for these depend in part upon a particular paradigm, and that paradigm is at issue.  When paradigms enter, as they must, into a debate about paradigm choice, their role is necessarily circular.  Each group uses its own paradigm to argue in that paradigm’s defense.




“Whatever its force, the status of the circular argument is only that of persuasion.  It cannot be made logically or even probabilistically compelling for those who refuse to step into the circle.  The premises and values shared by the two parties to a debate over paradigms are not sufficiently extensive for that.  As in political revolutions, so in paradigm choice – there is no standard higher than the assent of the relevant community.  To discover how scientific revolutions are effected, we shall therefore have to examine not only the impact of nature and of logic, but also the techniques of persuasive argumentation effective within the quite special groups that constitute the community of scientists.” Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions 92-4 



“When a system becomes unstable, upper-level constraints cannot maintain the system’s current configuration.  There are two possible outcomes: either the system collapses to a diffuse, low level of organization; or, alternatively, a new set of upper-level constraints emerge and the system moves to a higher level of organization.  In psychology, the first outcome is pathology, as the human psyche collapses and is more vulnerable to external pressure.  The second is growth and learning.  In this case, learning can produce a more mature condition that is more robust, existing at a higher level.  In both cases the material components of which the system was made persist through the collapse.  What disappears are the relationships that held the material in some special configuration.



“When a system becomes unstable, often it is the normal functioning of the system that tears it apart.  Positive feedbacks are unstable, in that signals introduced into the system are amplified.  Any change of state causes a further change in the same direction.  Pushed into an unstable configuration, positive feedbacks amplify without restraint from normal system controls.  Unstable feedbacks in one part of the system set others in motion elsewhere.  At the critical moment of collapse the systems usually exhibit vigorous, high-frequency behavior.  This behavior can be directly attributed to the way that the positive feedbacks race unrestrained by the constraints which formerly held sway.



“Racing positive feedbacks are a naked expression of dynamics.  Constraints impose limits on how system parts respond to external stimuli.  Stripped of all its former constraints, the system loses almost all capacity to incorporate outside influences.  Any input signal can be retrieved in the output of the collapsing system, and any outside influence, even minor fluctuations, affect the system. The positive feedbacks consume biological, monetary or emotional capital, and, as long as the pathological configuration persists, the system never regains its capacity to withstand external influences.



“The same initial period of excitation precedes a system collapsing to a higher level of organization.  The containment of past instabilities is the very means whereby the system became complex.  Lower-level dynamics that went unstable become held in a state of continuing flux in a new, larger system.  The lower-level dynamics are trapped in the moment of collapse by new upper-level constraints.  



“When collapsing to a higher level of organization, a system stabilizes around a new set of constraints that give it more organization, and a greater capacity to ride out external influences.  In the process of collapse, positive feedbacks become excited to such a degree that they encounter a new set of limitations, which act as new constraints or organizing factors.  This is a general description of incorporation, where the disturbing positive feedbacks become a working part of the dynamics inside the new configuration.  In contrast to positive feedbacks, negative feedbacks are self-correcting.  Any signal introduced is countered, so values return to their initial levels.  In the system collapsing to higher levels, the new constraints are negative feedbacks that restrain the collapsing old system, using a new set of principles.



“When systems collapse to higher levels of organization, the new constraints increase the capacity of the system to wait out the effects of external influences.  Whatever was the disturbance that caused the original collapse, it is now impotent in the face of the new constraints.  It has done its worst, and the new constraints have met and contained the influence.  The system has achieved a higher level of organization because it has the capacity to stand firm, the internal dynamics race as if in a perpetual free fall, never allowed to come to the former equilibrium. Valerie Ahl and Tim Allen, Hierarchy Theory: A Vision, Vocabulary and Epistemology 171



Socialist Hopes to Work For



“Socialism: a social, economic, ecological and cultural revolution that abolishes the constraints of capitalism and in so doing, establishes a new relationship between the individual and society and between people and nature.”  Gorz 4



“The logic of capitalism itself, tends intrinsically towards maximization: creating the greatest possible number of needs and seeking to satisfy them with the largest possible amount of marketable goods and services in order to derive the greatest possible profit from the greatest possible flow of energy and resources.  But the link between “more” and “better” has now been broken.  “Better” now may mean “less”: creating as few needs as possible, satisfying them with the smallest possible expenditure of materials, energy, and work, and imposing the least possible burden on the environment. 



“This can be done without impoverishment or social injustice; without reducing the quality of life, providing we are prepared to attack the source of poverty.  This source is not the lack of production as such but the nature of the goods produced, the pattern of consumption which capitalism promotes, and the inequality which drives it.” Gorz 27



“Nothing other than the logic of capitalism prevents us from manufacturing and making available to everyone adequate accommodation, clothing, household equipment, and forms of transportation that are energy-conserving, simple to repair, and longlasting, while simultaneously increasing the amount of free time and amount of truly useful products available to the population. Gorz 28



“We should not disdain these almost utopian glimpses of humanity’s potentialities, with their unsullied qualities for giving and collectivity.  Preliterate peoples that still lack an “I” with which to replace a “we” are not deficient in individuality as much as they are rich in community.”  Murray Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy 51



“The myth that our society is more complex than earlier cultures requires short shrift: our complexity is strictly technical, not cultural; our individuality is more neurotic and psychopathic, no more unique or more intricate.  What has largely replace the sinews that held community and personality together is an all-encompassing, coldly depersonalizing bureaucracy.  Political categories have replaced psychological categories in much the same sense that an electrocardiograph has replaced the heart.” Murray Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy 138


“The point is not to govern people and economic processes better, but to allow everyone to take their lives into their own hands and change them, to free themselves from “external powers” and “external goals” [Marx] while establishing a radically new economy – an economy that will function “through the different standard of personal behavior [putting aside selfishness, ownership, and power] and not simply alternative procedures.” (Attali & Guillaume). Gorz 63



Michael acknowledged in a 1974 article for the Nation that most Americans continued to associate the word “socialism” with “totalitarianism, foreign ideology, and atheism.”  Still, he argued, there were politically compelling reasons why liberals and socialists alike should cooperate in dispelling such illusions, for as long as socialism remained a taboo word in American political discourse, the possibilities for far-reaching and effective liberal reform would also be hampered:



“American anti-socialism … helps create self-fulfilling prophecies which are extremely useful to the conservative cause.  If the public is persuaded that the private sector, with its managed desires, its built-in obsolescence, its enormous unpaid social costs, is the realm of freedom, the politicians will see to it that the public sector is as underfinanced and shoddy as possible.  Which of course the proves the public sector is bad, the private sector good.”  Isserman 309



“In Organic Societies, the inherently nonauthoritarian relationships between children and adults is quite common.  It extends not only he ties between children and adults but also to the prevailing notions of property, exchange and leadership.  Here again, the terminology of western society fails us.  The word property connotes an individual appropriation of goods, a personal claim to tools, land, and other resources.  Conceived in this loose sense, property is fairly common in Organic Societies, even in groups that have a very simple, underdeveloped technology.  By the same token, cooperative work and the sharing of resources on a scale that could be called communistic is also fairly common.  On both the productive side of economic life and the consumptive, appropriation of tools, weapons, food and even clothing may range widely – often idiosyncratically, in western eyes – from the possessive and seemingly individualistic to the most meticulous, often ritualistic, parceling out of a harvest or a hunt among members of a community.



“But primary to both of these seemingly contrasting relationships is the practice of usufruct, the freedom of individuals in a community to appropriate resources merely by virtue of the fact that they are using them.  Function in effect replaces our hallowed concept of possession – not merely as a loan or even “mutual aid,” but as an unconscious emphasis on use itself, on need that is free of psychological entanglements with proprietorship, work, and even reciprocity.  The western identification of individuality with ownership and personality with craft – the latter laden with a metaphysics of selfhood as expressed in a crafted object wrested by human powers from an intractable nature – has yet to emerge from the notion of use itself and the guileless enjoyment of needed things.  Need, in effect, still orchestrates work to the point where property of any kind, communal or otherwise, has yet to acquire independence from the claims on satisfaction.  A collective need subtly orchestrates work, not personal need alone, for the collective claim is implicit in the primacy of usufruct over proprietorship.  Hence, even the work performed in one’s own dwelling has an underlying collective dimension in the potential availability of its products to the entire community.” Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy 50


“The Russian Communists had always been careful to specify that they were still building socialism, for if they said that they were actually entering the higher stage of Communism, then their official writ proclaimed that the state should start withering away and people should be paid according to their needs rather than according to the amount of work they did.” Harrington 229



“George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO, 1959, in Congressional testimony, “I still do not know what socialism is, despite the things that I have read.  But if socialism means that under a democratic system, this republican form of government that we have, there are people who desire to secure for the great mass of people, the workers, the wage earners, the farmers, and others, a better share of what ever wealth the economy produces, and that by providing that better share we provide a broad base of purchasing power to keep the economy moving forward – if that is socialism, then I guess I am a Socialist and have been a Socialist all my life.  I do not figure that, but if that is what socialism means, that is the sort of thing I am interested in.” Harrington, 268



 “There is the possibility of a massive change in attitude with regard to consumption.  In a socialist system, much of the waste, reduplication and pseudo-needs that are so important to capitalism would no longer be necessary, simply because the economy would be more socially rational.  But there is even deeper change that can be hoped for – and promoted.



“The consumption needs of people are not eternal but, once the necessities of life are taken care of, historical and social.  Adam Smith, Marx remarked, regarded lawyers, priests, state officials, and soldiers as living parasitically upon production and he therefore proposed to keep their cost to a minimum.  But, Marx continued, as capitalism grew more prosperous, the bourgeois lost his puritanical attitudes and became positively feudal in the support he provided for servants and other retainers.  At the same time, there was, Marx noted, an increase in unproductive work – advertising, credit, insurance – within the capitalist system itself.  Harrington 350



“Let us pause at this point to envision how our free community might be integrated with its natural environment.  We suppose the community to have been established after a careful study has been made of its natural ecology – its air and water resources, its climate, its geological formations, its raw materials, its soils, and its natural flora and fauna.  Land management by the community is guided entirely by ecological principles, so that an equilibrium is maintained between the environment and its human inhabitants.  Industrially rounded, the community forms a distinct unit within a natural matrix; it is socially and aesthetically in balance with the area it occupies.  Communities will blend with the world of life around them as organically as the community blends with its region. Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 66



“Does the new technology lend itself to a system of small-scale production, based on a regional economy and structured physically on a human scale?  This type of industrial organization places all economic decisions in the hands of the local community.  To the degree that material production is decentralized and localized, the primacy of the community is asserted over national institutions – assuming that any such national institutions develop to a significant extent.  In these circumstances, the popular assembly of the local community, convened in a face-to-face democracy, takes over the full management of social life.  The question is whether a future society will be organized around technology or whether technology is  now sufficiently malleable so that it can be organized around society.” Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 57



“By this I mean creating a qualitatively new society, not merely establishing “work democracy,” an “equitable distribution of goods,” ore even “expropriating the expropriators” – ie, retaining capitalism without its capitalists.  Lenin’s assertion that “socialism is state capitalism for the benefit of the people” reveals the bankruptcy of the old socialist project of appropriating the present society while unthinkingly perpetuating its old perverse traits within the “new” one.  Nor do economistic libertarian movements offer us a qualitatively new alternative, however anti-authoritarian their goals. Bookchin, The Ecology of Freedom: The Emergence and Dissolution of Hierarchy 128


“There are immediate and positive programs that can make abundance a real possibility: through technological innovation, population limitation and a change in consumer tastes it is still possible to work toward a world so collectively wealthy that it can provide a decent life for every man, woman and child on the planet.” Harrington 351



“It is also possible that we will seize this opportunity and make of the earth a homeland rather than an exile.  That is the socialist project.  It does not promise, or even seek, to abolish the human condition, for that is impossible.  It does propose to end that invidious  competition and venality which, because scarcity allowed no other alternatives, we have come to think are inseparable from our humanity.



“Under socialism, there will be no end to history – but there may be a new history.” Harrington 373



“In desert societies, water is so precious that it is money.  People connive and fight and die over it; governments covet it; marriages are even made and broken because of it.  If you were to talk to people who have known only that desert and tell them that in the city there are public water fountains and that children turn on the fire hydrants in the summer and frolic in the water, they would be sure you were crazy.



“They would assume that, at night, people must come out of their houses to fill buckets and hoard water.  For they know, with an existential certitude, that it is human nature to fight over water.  It is in our genes.



“Our problem is that humankind has lived now for several millennia in deserts of various kinds.  Our minds and emotions are conditioned by that bitter experience.  There are some who loathe to leave behind the consolation of familiar brutalities; there are others who in one way or another would like to impose the law of the desert upon the Promised Land.



“Yet there are signs that we are, without really having planned it that way, marching out of the desert.  We are beginning to know that we can end the invidious competition and venality which we had come to think were inseparable from our humanity.  You and I accept the fact of societies in which at least one doesn’t die of thirst.  Water is the one thing that has been socialized.  Hoarding it, fighting over it, marrying for it are not part of human nature after all - because we have confidence that it will be shared.



“So why can’t we go a little bit further and imagine societies in which each person also has food and shelter?  In which everybody has an education and a chance to know their value?  Why not?” Isserman 361



 “What we are dealing with is not simply an economic transition, or a political transition.  What we are dealing with are new ways of life for all the people of the Earth.  By the end of the 21st century existence will nowhere, in any way, look like it does now.  And if you know that and even though you know in your lifetime there will be no answer, but you understand that if there is the least possibility of freedom being the answer, it is worth a lifetime commitment.  That’s what holds you together.  This movement should enrich you, this movement should allow you to lead a different kind of life.  This is not a burden.  At its best this is a movement of joy…You will have an opportunity to make these ideas come alive.” Isserman 361



“Today, decentralization is not only desirable as a means of restoring the human scale, it is necessary to recreate a viable ecology, to preserve life on this planet from destructive pollutants and soil erosion, to preserve a breathable atmosphere and the balance of nature.” Bookchin, Post-Scarcity Anarchism 142



Protestant Work Ethic versus Buddhist Conservation Work Ethic



The Protestant Work Ethic is an idea of Max Weber identified in his 1905 book, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, that hard work, discipline and frugality were values espoused by the Protestant faith.  Working long hours, sacrificing family life for more income, and having conspicuous consumption opportunities are all parts of the idea of the Protestant work ethic driving the success of western technologically-driven capitalism.



Buddhism makes the distinction between what is inside you and what is outside you.  This is the part about the inside of me, but most of this paper is going to be about how spirits connect, how outsides can be better than they are now.  I like to say that holistic health and environmental awareness are one layer apart in your consciousness, and they are separated by your skin: your body defines your physical reality, and the world you live in defines your options.  



This dichotomy of inner being and social/outside being has enormous political potential.



Buddha (563? – 483? BCE) and Confucius (551? – 479? BCE) were contemporaries.  To describe how complimentary they were, I like to spin my hands around at the wrists, and hold them back to back: with Buddha only this moment matters, and with Confucius, if you get your manners, and your policy and your calligraphy penmanship proper, then everything will turn out as it should.  While Buddha and Confucius were the opposite in their view of reality, they converge on how you actually live your life, connecting together moments in time.



Alas, the history of China, of India, of Southeast Asia, of Northern Asia, is a tragedy of violence and hierarchical domination.  The philosophy of the Chinese/Han people is: this rotten government will eventually collapse and be replaced by a different bad government.  Buddhism?  Confucism?  Both have led to just as much social destruction as Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.  I blame patriarchy.



Inside? The Buddha message has not changed in 4,000 years.  But Social/Outside? What works for social organization is a whole lot different now that we have the global internet.  



Buddhism for the Western Mind



Most of what I have seen written about Buddhism has a definite Oriental slant to it, maybe even a feeling.  Whatever it is, it doesn’t work for me.  Most of what I have seen has been from the perspective of a global awareness of life that most of us in the West are missing to begin with.  Western people are atomized.  We are individualized to a fault.  Part of the discovery I hope you will find in this paper is realizing that the western model of an individual leaves a lot to be desired, a real craving for guanxi (Chinese for “relations”), a need for a sense of social community support and interpersonal connection, what the church provided a thousand years ago.  But in the West, the church has lost its connection with spirituality.  Maybe it works for you, but for most people, what just happened in the National Football League, or the World Cup (football or fussball), is a lot more important than going to heaven.



In my wanderings, Herman Hesse, Alan Watts and others have helped put the ideas of spiritual discovery in some kind of perspective. 



One book, Why Buddhism is True, addresses many of my western concerns.  I think you would find it useful.  The main point is that the Buddhist word “dukka” is usually interpreted in the west as “to suffer” and so Buddhism is advertised as being about when you are in misery, on how to get out of your funk.  But “dukkha” also means “unsatisfactoriness,” to be out of synch between what you have and what you want.




So, when you are miserable, you can either change your situation, or accept it.




Buddhism is about three states of being: good, neutral and bad.  




When life is good, time just flies by.  You get a phone call from a friend, and when you hang up, an hour has disappeared.  That is the way most of your life is.




When something is wrong, time creeps along, and it seems that it will never improve.



When you find misery, seek neutrality.  Accept your pain, and live with it until you have dealt with it.  That is Buddhism.  End of story.  There really isn’t anything else that you need.  Most of the time, your life is going pretty well, and you are not in pain.  When you find yourself in pain, examine why, accept it, and work to move beyond it.



Why is Buddhism True was written for a class at Princeton University called “Buddhism and Modern Psychology.”  It was written for the western mind.  It spent some time on the New York Times best seller list, which means that some people in New York City are trying to learn how to chill.



As near as I can tell, what Buddhism is really all about is coming back to the moment.



Transactional Analysis as Buddhist Politics



Transactional Analysis was invented in the 1960s.  It was popularized by a book called “I’m OK, You’re OK”.  It provides a context for a post-Freudian political analysis.



The basis of Transactional Analysis is to see behavior as Adult, Parent or Child.  Most people are considered mature adults, and they act accordingly.  But sometimes, people do not act appropriately, and when they act like a “Child” then someone else must act as a “Parent” and take responsibility for the other person’s actions.



There was a time when there was consensus about what the rules of social behavior were.  We are now at a time when there is no longer an agreement about the social contract, in the U.S., and in relations between different countries.



Etzioni Hazel Henderson Schumacher Beer Li: Communitarian Economics 



The 20th century model of economics focuses on the nation, the multi-national corporation, and large institutions.  This 21st century communitarian model focuses on the individual community and the people who make it.



The communitarian thesis developed by Amitai Etzioni is that individual aspirations should be protected and cultivated into community efforts.  It provides an alternative to liberal individualism and a major counterpoint to authoritarian bureaucracy by stressing that strong rights presume strong responsibilities and that one should not be neglected in the name of the other.




Communities can be defined with reasonable precision as having two characteristics: first, a web of affect-laden relationships among a group of individuals, relationships that often crisscross and reinforce one another (as opposed to one-on-one or chain-like individual relationships); and second, a measure of commitment to a set of shared values, norms, and meanings, and a shared history and identity – in short, a particular culture.  A good society is based on a carefully crafted balance between liberty and social order, between individual rights and social responsibilities, and between pluralistic and socially established values.



I assume reality – social and economic – is best described by Hazel Henderson:



the economy can be graphically represented by a “cake chart,” a take-off on the pie charts economists use tirelessly to express percentages of this and that.  The top layer of the cake is the “private” sector: production, employment, consumption, investment, savings.   The next layer is the “public” sector: infrastructure, schools, municipal government and various services.  The third layer down is the underground economy including tax dodges, black market exchange, and the like.  



Beneath these three “monetized” layers, in which cash is used as a means of valuation and exchange, is the non-monetized layer, based on bartering, home-based production, “sweat equity,” and what she calls the “love economy” of volunteerism: working to support family and friends with vegetables, cleaning, baby sitting, medical advice, and so on.  In turn, this base layer of the human economy rests on the bottom layer of the cake, nature’s economy: the natural “resource base,” which not only ultimately provide everything basic to the human need for sustenance, but also serves to clean up our messes if we don’t get too far out of hand.  [From: Ecocities: Rebuilding Cities in Balance with Nature by Richard Register]



From Individual Profit to Community Sustainability: What is Human Nature?



Multinational corporate capitalism justifies its cutthroat dog-eat-dog approach to people and nature by saying that is the way nature taught us.



The word “economics” means management of the home.  Somehow capitalism lost sight of the need to do right things well, and how to make that an improving reality.  The internet, with 24/7 global instantaneous communication, allows us to think in terms of whole new ways of being.  Especially in terms of how we transact business, and how we arrange to produce goods and services, there are many new ways of creating economies, ways that the 20th century economy is preventing.



The battle for survival of the species into the 22nd century will depend on most of the 20th century economy – the automobile-driven suburbs – needs to disappear as inefficient.  People can live in the country ecologically, and in close proximity in urban areas connected with lots of transit options, but the suburbs create all kinds of ecological and economic problems that grow worse with scale.



The problem is that capitalism had the power to centralize, so they have centralized as much as they could.  The result at the local/community level is a selfish, inconsiderate economy.



I want to talk about the dismal science of economics, in a way that I hope is more democratic, using the language of political science to argue that we need to reconsider what we mean by economics.  Economics deals with 90 percent of a society’s here and now needs, and the clumsy, exploratory, always traditionalist political structure struggles with how to address the other ten percent, and are stuck with the economy’s problems: the sickness, the conflict, the destitute and the criminal.  Like a human skeleton, the political structure must define the status quo.  It is the last part of a society to change.



At the beginning of the 20th century, economics and political science were separated into different disciplines, with completely different views of human nature, different values and incongruent theories using different tools and methods.  Economics no longer reflects reality, it only reflects the numbers that happen to be collected.  This paper is about re-integrating economics and political science, focusing on the local level, the range in which an individual citizen can have an influence in creating economic activity as renewal and rejuvenation.



We need a system that respects the human condition while providing broad leeway for individual exploration and cultural expression. We need a system that works in Johannesburg, Moscow, Mecca or Shanghai, as well as Northern California.



Limits of Current Economic Thinking



Kenneth Boulding decried what he saw as the narrow focus on commodities as the primary abstraction in contemporary economics, completely neglecting the role of human values and preferences (not to mention other species) in its models of economic exchange:




Economists are understood




To study goods, if not the Good,




Although their goods, we often find




Are pale abstractions of the mind.



Boulding argues for a reexamination of the goals of economics and a reordering of the relative priorities of progress, stability, justice and freedom.



In John Kenneth Galbraith’s The Age of Uncertainty: A history of economic ideas and their consequences, (1985) he concludes his chapter on John Maynard Keynes: “There are other problems.  Keynesian support to the economy has come to involve heavy spending for arms.  This, we’ve seen, is blessed as sound while spending for welfare and the poor is always thought dangerous.  With time, too, it has become evident that Keynesian progress can be an uneven thing: many automobiles, too few houses; many cigarettes, too little health care.  The great cities are in trouble.  As these problems have obtruded, the confident years have come to an end.   The Age of Keynes was for a time but not for all time.”  This from the self-proclaimed Crown Prince of Keynesianism.  


In his chapter on Metropolis, Galbraith gets to the heart of our multi-pronged problem: “On two other matters the prospect is more grim.  First there is the fact that capitalism performs excellently in providing things – automobiles, disposable packaging, drugs, alcohol – that cause problems for the city.  But it is inherently incompetent in providing the things that city dwellers most urgently need.  Capitalism has never anywhere provided good houses at moderate cost.  Housing, it seems unnecessary to stress, is an important adjunct of a successful urban life.  Nor does capitalism provide good health services, and when people live close together with attendant health risks, these too are important.  They are made more urgent because, on coming to the city, people no longer accept as inevitable untended sickness and then a quiet death as they would in some lonesome sharecropper’s cabin.  Nor does capitalism provide efficient transportation for people – another essential of the life of the metropolis.



“In Western Europe and Japan the failure of capitalism in the fields of housing, health care and transportation is largely, though not completely, accepted.  There industries have been intensively socialized.  In the U.S. there remains the conviction that, however contrary to experience, private enterprise will eventually serve.  To assert that the inherently public character of these industries, even though the practice affirms it, still seems radical.  Nothing is now so important as to agree that the nature of these services is public and then to ensure that their performance is not merely a matter of adequacy but of pride.  City life will never be good while housing, health care and transportation are poor.



“There is a larger need.  That is to see far more clearly than at present the essentially social character of the metropolis.  In its days of greatest elegance, the city was a household, and extension of the domestic arrangements of the ruler.  No line then separated private from public tasks.  Construction, artistic embellishments and maintenance of the city – what would now be regarded as public tasks – may well have absorbed the larger share of the aggregate public and private income.  With the Industrial City it came to be assumed that the payment for public tasks – education, police protection, courts, sanitation, recreation, public entertainment, care of the old and impoverished – would be only a small subtraction from the total revenue.  The private household, no one doubted, had the major claim.



“This continues to be the assumption.  The consequences all recognize.  Among the affluent and even among the poor, services supplied out of private income are far more amply endowed than those provided by the city.  Houses are clean, streets are filthy.  Personal wealth expands; there are too few police officers to protect it.  Television sets are omnipresent; schools are deficient.



“Where capitalism is efficient, it adds to the public tasks of the city; it increases the number of automobiles that must be accommodated in and through the city, adds to the detritus that must be picked up from the streets and makes progressively more difficult the problem of keeping breathable the air and sustaining a minimum tranquility of life.



“This is another way of saying that the social aspect of modern metropolitan life is extremely expensive, far more expensive than we have yet imagined.”



The result at the local/personal level is an economy that is complete chaos.  Most people have a difficult time navigating the economy with their career.



Eric Fromm looks at the problems with current institutional reality, his conclusion from The Art of Loving, 1956.



"Here however, an important question arises.  If our whole social and economic organization is based on each one seeking his own advantage, if it is governed by principle of egotism tempered only by the ethical principle of fairness, how can one do business, how can one act within the framework of existing society and at the same time practice love?  Does the later not imply giving up all one's secular concerns and sharing the life of the poorest?  This question has been raised and answered in a radical way by the Christian monks, and by persons like Tolstoi, Albert Schweitzer, and Simone Weil.  There are others who share the opinion of the basic incompatibility between love and normal secular life within our society.  They arrive at the result that to speak of love today means only to participate in the general fraud; they claim that only a martyr or a mad person can love in the world of today, hence that all discussion of love is nothing but preaching.  This very respectable viewpoint lends itself readily to a rationalization of cynicism.  Actually it is shared implicitly by the average person who feels "I would like to be a good Christian - but I would have to starve if I meant it seriously."  This "radicalism" results in moral nihilism.  Both the "radical thinkers" and the average person are unloving automatons and the only difference between them is that the latter is not aware of it, while the former knows it and recognizes the "historical necessity" of this fact.



"I am of the conviction that the answer of the absolute incompatibility of love and "normal" life is correct only in an abstract sense.  The principle underlying capitalistic society and the principle of love are incompatible.  But modern society seen concretely is a complex phenomenon.  A salesman of a useless commodity, for instance, cannot function economically without lying; a skilled worker, a chemist, or a physician can.  Similarly, a farmer, a worker, a teacher, and many a type of businessman can try to practice love without ceasing to function economically.  Even if one recognizes the principle of capitalism as being incompatible with the principle of love, one must admit that "capitalism" is in itself a complex and constantly changing structure which still permits of a good deal of non-conformity and of personal latitude.



"In saying this, however, I do not wish to imply that we can expect the present social system to continue indefinitely, and at the same time to hope for the realization of the ideal of love for one's brother.  People capable of love, under the present system, are necessarily the exceptions; love is by necessity a marginal phenomenon in present-day Western society.  Not so much because many occupations would not permit of a loving attitude, but because the spirit of a production-centered, commodity-greedy society is such that only a non-conformist can defend himself successfully against it.



"Those who are seriously concerned with love as the only rational answer to the problems of human existence must, then, arrive at the conclusion that important and radical changes in our social structure are necessary, if love is to become a social and not a highly individualistic, marginal phenomenon.  The direction of such changes can, within the scope of this book, only be hinted at.  Our society is run by a managerial bureaucracy, by professional politicians; people are motivated by mass suggestion, their aim is producing more and consuming more, as purposes in themselves.  All activities are subordinated to economic goals, means have become ends; human is an automaton - well fed, well clad, but without any ultimate concern for that which is his peculiarly human quality and function.



"If human is to be able to love, he must be put in his supreme place.  The economic machine must serve him, rather than he serve it.  He must be enabled to share experience, to share work, rather than, at best, share in profits.



"Society must be organized in such a way that human's social, loving nature is not separated from his social existence, but becomes one with it.  If it is true, as I have tried to show, that love is the only sane and satisfactory answer to the problem of human existence, then any society which excludes, relatively, the development of love, must in the long run perish of its own contradiction with the basic necessities of human nature.  Indeed, to speak of love is not "preaching," for the simple reason that it means to speak of the ultimate and real need in every human being.  That this need has been obscured does not mean that it does not exist.  To analyze the nature of love is to discover its general absence today and to criticize the social conditions which are responsible for this absence.  To have faith in the possibility of love as a social and not only exceptional-individual phenomenon, is a rational faith based on the insight into the very nature of humanity."



What most people think of as 20th century economic reality does not have to be that way.  The internet gives us the power to decide to design parts of the economy, parts of the Visible Hand to work to protect everyone, and not just the top 1% the way it is now.



Where capitalism seems driven to find a machine process to substitute for human activity, the focus of the economy should instead be to be on meeting human needs on the production side with an emphasis on sustainability and reliance on renewable resource use, not an emphasis on profit.



Eric Fromm sounds Buddhist: “Care, responsibility, respect and knowledge are mutually interdependent. They are a syndrome of attitudes which are to be found in the mature person; that is, in the person who develops their own powers productively, who only wants to have that which they have worked for, who have given up narcissistic dreams of omniscience and omnipotence, who have acquired humility based on the inner strength which only genuine productive activity can give.”



Lewis Mumford points out that the real action is in The Culture of Cities (1938);



“The city, as one finds it in history, is the point of maximum concentration for the power and culture of a community…The city is a fact of nature, like a cave, a run of mackerel, or an ant heap.  But it is also a conscious work of art, and it holds within its communal framework many simpler and more personal forms of art.  Mind takes form in the city; and in turn, urban forms condition mind… With language itself, it remains man’s greatest work of art.  The nature of the city is not to be found simply in its economic base; the city is primarily a social emergent.  The mark of the city is its purposive social complexity.”



So the challenge is ecologically efficient social action.



The answer proposed in this paper is “decentralization” to the community level.  The underlying theme is that 5,000 years of centralization of power has created sequences of problems that can only be solved by finding the appropriate political and economic scale with communities of around 10,000 people, and then scaling up as needed.  “Gandhi once said it was foolish to dream of systems so perfect that people would no longer need to be good.  I would rather contemplate a system so simple that people would no longer need to be bad – that is to say, a system of support and sustenance, of rough equality and comfort, that would so guide and goad, chide and chivvy, prompt and protect, that individuals in it would be inclined out of sheer self- and community-interest toward morality and harmony.  The small community has provided such a system – not molded through any special design, nor guided by any millennial genius, nor organized by any party or sect, but simply by working out the rough, hard problems of existence as they have come along for many thousands of years.”  Kirkpatrick Sale, Human Scale 490



What Guanxi means: personal sense of community


My favorite word in Chinese is “guanxi” which literally translates into “relations” and I believe means the social community that makes up a person’s life.  This essay is an expansion of what I believe the word guanxi means.



The world of academic psychology in the 21st century is confused, chaotic and splintered in a million different directions.  The only thing you can be sure of about a psychology professor is that they are different from everybody else.  I blame that confusion on the mythological chaos of the thinking of Freud, which has dominated the political thinking of the 20th century.  I am using the term the 20th century to refer to the current obsession with technology, especially around the economic technology of money as though it has value.



Fritz Schumacher, Protégé to John Maynard Keynes



History goes in cycles, and this one started with East and West divergence about the time of the invention of gunpowder.  From 1700 on, the invention of new technology has driven the emergence of a global political economy.  The premier idea has been “capitalism,” which emphasizes profit for the top of the organization, then new equipment that improves productivity, at the expense of the other people in the organization who are expected to produce the finished product.  These new ideas are called “labor-saving” and that is the primary mechanism by which the values drive the growth machine called the economy.  



For 21st century psychology, we need a new mainstream view of human nature to replace Freud, which I believe the cognitive scientists have done.  To me, the most contemporary science on human behavior confirms the findings of the convergence of the Buddha and Confucius.  The leader of guanxi economics is Fritz Schumacher, who discovered that the people in Burma were not that materially modern, but they were happier than most people in modern society.  



Ernst Friedrich Schumacher was a German graduate student in economics who escaped to England from Nazi Germany in 1933.  He became the protégé of John Maynard Keynes.  After Germany was defeated, Fritz was part of the group that redesigned Germany.  My first video camera work was at Fritz’s 1977 press conference at the UCD Memorial Union; the memorable part was his description of how the US-UK-French Allies redesigned the German economy so that they could take it back in 24 hours.  So the German economy doesn’t have the vestiges of the past that haunt France and Italy: archaic family traditions dominated by the church and the mafia, which is why the German economy is the most responsive economy in the world.  Then for 20 years, Fritz was the chief economist for the British national coal board, when it controlled the production of coal for the country.



At the request of India’s leader Nehru, Fritz developed the idea of appropriate technology, and intermediate technology, rather than the obsession with large technology.  Fritz’s most basic idea is that a “tool” is something that a human can control, and a “machine” is something that is so big and dominant that it controls the thinking of the people who use it.  A tool serves people, and a machine forces people to serve it.



Based on Fritz’s ideas about work, I want to develop a 21st century economics where the religious focus shifts from money to community satisfaction as the highest value.  Communitarian economics.  To structure this analysis, I am making the distinction about 1) how traditional economists view human nature as male/rational, “machine,” 2) how the changes in big organizations have tried to cope with all the challenges forced by the 20th century Freudian model of human nature, as behavioral, “human,” and 3) how 21st century Buddhist consciousness view of human nature, female/comprehensive, “people.”  



This 1-machine, 2-human, 3-people distinction is the basic foundation of this essay.  The 20th century economic theories are all based on the 1-machine model of human nature.  That is so far from reality that it is hard to imagine who an economist is thinking about when they do their work.  Certainly not themselves or any of their colleagues, let alone anyone else in their families.  The 1-machine model of human nature is such a big problem with the design of the economy because it is fundamentally incongruent with human nature, so every day most people bump into the economy, and spend most of their workday fighting it.  Having a production oriented economic system actually doesn’t work for the rich any better than it does the working poor.  They just think they can afford to buy their way out of whatever mess they find themselves in.  The 1-machine economy has grown enormously expensive, complex, and destructive to the environment and society.  The 2-human economy isn’t much better.  Its philosophy is how to cope with the problems.  The 3-people economy focuses on meeting real personal needs, family needs and community needs.  Sustainability within the context of the current cultural environment.  That is very different than capitalism.



Basically Fritz believed that modest scale works much better than vast massive industrial concentration which entail imbalance, waste, ineptitude and diseconomies of scale – un-necessary long past the point of un-economical, called “too big to fail.”



The word “economics” means managing the home.  This essay is an exploration of what a 3-people oriented economic model would look like, compared to the 1-machine oriented model that justifies the 20th century economy we have today.



Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered: 25 Years Later with Commentaries by Fritz Schumacher



Buddhist Economics




Spiritual health and material well-being are not enemies: they are natural allies.  There is an optimal human scale, size, or relationship inherent in economic activity, a geometry of life that is independent of economic theory.  There are inherent thresholds in the scale of human activity that, when surpassed, produce second- and third-order effects that subtract if not destroy the quality of life.



The emerging global economy and the growing domination of science and technology are not only severing our connection to nature and to one another but also breaking down natural and cultural diversity.  In so doing, we are threatening our very existence.




It is in robust, local-scale economies that we find genuinely “free” markets; free of corporate manipulation, hidden subsidies, waste, and immense promotional costs that characterize today’s global market.




Decentralization is a prerequisite for rekindling of community in Western society.  Mobility erodes community, but as we put down roots and feel attachment to a place, our human relationships deepen, become more secure, and as they continue over time, more reliable. 



 
Great damage to human dignity has resulted from the misguided attempt of the social sciences to adopt and imitate the methods of the physical sciences.  Economics, and even more so applied economics, is not an exact science; it is in fact, or ought to be, something much greater: a branch of wisdom.




George McRobie: A Buddhist approach to economics would distinguish between misery, sufficiency, and surfeit or surplus.  Economic growth would be good only to the point of sufficiency.  Limitless growth and consumption would be disastrous.  Secondly, a Buddhist economics would be based squarely on renewable resources: an economics of permanence.  In contrast, Western economics is based on the ruthless exploitation of nonrenewable resources, and recognizes no limits to production and consumption – a nonsustainable system.



Traditional wisdom teaches that the function of work is at heart threefold: 1) to give a person a chance to utilize and develop his faculties; 2) to enable him to overcome his inborn egocentricity by joining with other people in a common task; and, 3) to bring forth the goods and services needed by all of us for a decent existence.




To organize work in such a manner that it becomes meaningless, boring, stultifying, or nerve-racking for the worker would be little short of criminal; it would indicate a greater concern with goods than with people, an evil lack of compassion and a soul-destroying degree of attachment to the most primitive side of this worldly existence.  Equally, to strive for leisure as an alternative to work would be considered a complete misunderstanding of one of the basic truths of human existence, namely that work and leisure are complementary parts of the same living process and cannot be separated without destroying the joy of work and the bliss of leisure. 




From the Buddhist point of view, there are therefore two types of mechanization which must be clearly distinguished: one that enhances a man’s skill and power and one that turns the work of man over to a mechanical slave, leaving man in a position of having to serve the slave.




It is clear, therefore, that Buddhist economics must be very different from the economics of modern materialism, since the Buddhist sees the essence of civilization not in the multiplication of wants but in the purification of human character.  Character, at the same time, is formed primarily by a man’s work.  And work, properly conducted in conditions of human dignity and freedom, blesses those who do it and equally their product.




It is standing the truth on its head to consider goods to be more important than people and consumption more important than creative activity.  While the materialist is mainly interested in goods, the Buddhist is mainly interested in liberation.  But Buddhism is “The Middle Way” and therefore in no way antagonistic to physical well-being.  It is not wealth that stands in the way of liberation but the attachment to wealth; not the enjoyment of pleasurable things but the craving for them.  The keynote of Buddhist economics, therefore, is simplicity and non-violence.  From an economist’s point of view, the marvel of the Buddhist way of life is the utter rationality of its pattern – amazingly small means leading to extraordinarily satisfactory results.




Buddhist economics is the systematic study of how to attain given ends with the minimum means.  Optimum rather than maximum. 



The Role of Economics  




Quality is much more difficult to “handle” than quantity, just as the exercise of judgment is a higher function than the ability to count and to calculate.  Quantitative differences can be more easily grasped and certainty more easily defined than qualitative differences; their concreteness is beguiling and gives them the appearance of scientific precision, even when this precision has been purchased by the suppression of vital differences of quality.  Numbers can only measure what is similar, at the expense of all the other ways that particular category are different.



Peace and Permanence




Economic growth, which viewed from the point of view of economics, physics, chemistry and technology, has no discernible limit, must necessarily run into decisive bottlenecks when viewed from the point of view of the environmental sciences.  An attitude of life which seeks fulfillment in the single-minded pursuit of wealth – in short, materialism – does not fit into this world, because it contains within itself no limiting principle, when the environment in which it is placed is strictly limited.  Already, the environment is trying to tell us that certain stresses are becoming excessive.  As one problem is being “solved, “ ten new problems arise as a result of the first “solution.”  As Professor Barry Commoner emphasizes, the new problems are not the consequences of incidental failure but of technological success.




The developments of science and technology over the last hundred years have been such that the dangers have grown even faster than the opportunities.




The idea of unlimited economic growth, more and more until everybody is saturated with wealth, needs to be seriously questioned on at least two counts: the availability of basic resources and, alternatively or additionally, the capacity of the environment to cope with the degree of interference implied.




There is need for a proper philosophy of WORK which understands work not as that which it has indeed become, an inhuman chore as soon as possible to be abolished by automation, but as something “decreed by Providence for the good of man’s body and soul.”  Next to the family, it is work and the relationships established by work that are the true foundation of society.  If the foundations are unsound, how can the society be sound?  And if society is sick, how could it fail to be a danger to peace?




Economically, our wrong living consists primarily in systematically cultivating greed and envy and thus building up a vast array of totally unwarrantable wants.  It is the sin of greed that has delivered us over into the power of the machine.  If greed were not the master of modern man – ably assisted by envy – how could it be that the frenzy of economism does not abate as higher “standards of living” are attained, and that it is precisely the richest societies which pursue their economic advantage with the greatest ruthlessness?  How could we explain the almost universal refusal on the part of the rulers of rich societies – whether organized along private enterprise or collectivist enterprise lines – to work towards the humanization of work?  It is only necessary to assert that something would reduce the “standard of living,” and every debate is instantly closed.  That soul-destroying, meaningless, mechanical, monotonous, moronic work is an insult to human nature which must necessarily and inevitably produce either escapism or aggression, and that no amount of “bread and circuses” can compensate for the damage done – these are facts which are neither denied nor acknowledged but are met with an unbreakable conspiracy of silence – because to deny them would be too obviously absurd and to acknowledge them would condemn the central preoccupation of modern society as a crime against humanity.



A Question of Size




William Rees: Urbanization blinds the modern eye to ecological reality by separating people both spatially and psychologically from the ecosystems that (still) support them.  The fact remains that cities require ever greater quantities of food, resource commodities, and energy – all often shipped great distances – to sustain the increasingly consumer lifestyles of their inhabitants.




The simplest things, which only 50 years ago one could do without difficulty, cannot get done any more.  The richer a society, the more impossible it becomes to do worthwhile things without immediate pay-off.




The economics of giantism and automation is a left-over of nineteenth century conditions and nineteenth century thinking, and it is totally incapable of solving any of the real problems of today.  An entirely new system of thought is needed, a system based on attention to people, and not primarily to goods – (the goods will look after themselves!).  It could be summed up in Gandhi’s phrase, “production by the masses, rather than mass production.”




What is the meaning of democracy, freedom, human dignity, standard of living, self-realization, fulfillment?  Is it a matter of goods, or of people?  Of course it is a matter of people.  But people can be themselves only in small comprehensible groups.  If economic thinking cannot grasp this it is useless.  If it cannot go beyond its vast abstractions, and make contact with the human realities, then let us scrap economics and start afresh.



Some of The Facts of Life




At present, there can be little doubt that the whole of humankind is in mortal danger, not because we are short of scientific and technological know-how, but because we tend to use it destructively without wisdom.  More education can help us only if it produces more wisdom.




David Orr: The heart of the modern predicament is not simply the problem of overcoming the gulf between scientists and everybody else, as C.P. Snow put it in “Two Cultures.”  It is rather a far deeper problem in which know-how has preceded know-why because our central convictions have been thrown into disorder.




Man, whether civilized or savage, is a child of nature – he is not the master of the universe.  He must conform his actions to certain normal laws if he is to maintain his dominance over his environment.  When he tries to circumvent the laws of nature, he usually destroys the natural environment that sustains him.  And when his environment deteriorates rapidly, his civilization declines.




What is “rational” and what is “sacred”?  Is man the master of nature or its child?  If it becomes “economical” to synthesize food from inorganic materials – “which is likely to happen sooner or later” – if we become independent of plants, the connection between topsoil and civilization will be broken.  Or will it? 




The most striking thing about modern industry is that it requires so much and accomplishes so little.  Modern industry seems to be inefficient to a degree that surpasses one’s ordinary powers of imagination.  Its inefficiency therefore remains unnoticed.



Technology with a Human Face




A technology with a human face, which, instead of making human hands and brains redundant, helps them to become far more productive than they have ever been before.




As Gandhi said, the poor of the world cannot be helped by mass production, only by production by the masses.  The system of mass production, based on sophisticated, highly capital-intensive, high energy-input dependent, and human labor-saving technology, presupposes that you are already rich, for a great deal of capital investment is needed to establish one single workplace.  The system of production by the masses mobilizes the priceless resources which are possessed by all human beings, their clever brains and skillful hands, and supports them with first-class tools.  The technology of mass production is inherently violent, ecologically damaging, self-defeating in terms of non-renewable resources, and stultifying for the human person.  The technology of production by the masses, making use of the best of modern knowledge and experience, is conducive to decentralization, compatible with the laws of ecology, gentle in its use of scarce resources, and designed to serve the human person instead of making him the servant of machines.




I have named it intermediate technology, to signify that it is vastly superior to the primitive technology of bygone ages but at the same time much simpler, cheaper, and freer than the super-technology of the rich.  One can also call it self-help technology, or democratic or people’s technology – a technology to which everybody can gain admittance and which is not reserved to those already rich and powerful.  




Although we are in possession of all requisite knowledge, it still requires a systematic, creative effort to bring this technology into active existence and make it generally visible and available.  It is rather more difficult to recapture directness and simplicity than to advance in the direction of ever more sophistication and complexity.



Social and Economic Problems Calling for the Development of Intermediate Technology




Maximize labor options rather than maximize output/person.




A new state of mind: a country where labor has become precious and must be put to the best possible use.  Maximize the work opportunities for the unemployed and the underemployed.




More labor using forms of organization.




Economic Development:



First, that workplaces have to be created in the areas where the people are living now, and not primarily in metropolitan areas into which they tend to migrate.



Second, that these workplaces must be, on average, cheap enough so that they can be created in large numbers without this calling for an unattainable level of capital formation and imports.



Third, that the production methods employed must be relatively simple, so that the demands for high skills are minimized, not only in the production process itself but also in matters of organization, raw material supply, financing, marketing, and so forth.



Fourth, that production should be mainly from local materials and mainly for local use.



Mark Roseland: The main goal of the Appropriate Technology movement is to enhance the self-reliance of people on the local level.  Characteristics of self-reliant communities that Appropriate Technology can help facilitate include: low resource usage coupled with extensive recycling; preference for renewable over nonrenewable resources; emphasis on environmental harmony; emphasis on small-scale industries; and a high degree of social cohesion and sense of community.




Much depends on geography and local circumstances.




Each “district,” ideally speaking, would have some sort of inner cohesion and identity and possess at least one town to serve as a district center.  There is need for a “cultural structure” just as there is need for an “economic structure”: thus, while every village would have a primary school, there would be a few small market towns with secondary schools, and the district center would be big enough to carry an institution of higher learning.  The bigger the country, the greater the need for internal “structure” and for a decentralized approach to development.  If this need is neglected, there is no hope for the poor.




George McRobie: Our starting point was that mass unemployment and rural misery could be overcome only by creating new workplaces in the rural areas – low-cost workplaces that could be created in large numbers, where production methods and associated services were relatively simple, and used local materials for local use.




We used the term “intermediate” to indicate that, in terms of cost per workplace, the technology appropriate to a poor country would be somewhere between the cost of a primitive hand tool, and the $40,000 cost of a combine harvester.  Thus if a developing country insisted on technologies that needed $40,000 for each new workplace, obviously, being short of capital, relatively few jobs could be created.  But with a technology that cost $500, the country could create 80 times as many jobs.  The best engineering talent available should be engaged in the task of creating low-cost technologies: tools and equipment that could be owned and controlled by the rural and urban poor with which they could work themselves out of poverty.




The idea of intermediate technology does not imply simply a “going back” in history to methods now outdated, although a systematic study of methods employed in the developed countries, say, a hundred years ago could indeed yield highly suggestive results.  It is too often assumed that the achievement of Western science, pure and applied, lies mainly in the apparatus and machinery that have been developed from it, and that a rejection of the apparatus and machinery would be tantamount to a rejection of science.  This is an excessively superficial view.  The real achievement lies in the accumulation of precise knowledge, and this knowledge can be applied in a great variety of ways, of which the current application in modern industry is one.  The development of intermediate technology, therefore, means a genuine forward movement into new territory, where the enormous cost and complication of production methods for the sake of labor saving and job elimination is avoided and technology is made appropriate for labor-surplus societies.




Economic development is something much wider and deeper than economics, let alone econometrics.  Its roots lie outside the economic sphere, in education, organization, discipline, and beyond that, in political independence and a national consciousness of self-reliance.  It cannot be “produced” by skillful grafting operations carried out by foreign technicians or an indigenous elite that has lost contact with the ordinary people.  It can succeed only if it is carried forward as a broad, popular “movement of reconstruction” with primary emphasis on the full utilization of the drive, enthusiasm, intelligence, and labor power of everyone.  Success cannot be obtained by some form of magic produced by scientists, technicians, or economic planners.  It can come only through a process of growth involving education, organization and discipline of the whole population.  Anything less than this will end in failure.




Economic development is primarily a question of getting more work done.  For this, there are four essential conditions.  First, there must be motivation; second, there must be some know-how; third, there must be some capital; and fourth, there must be an outlet: additional output requires additional markets.



A Machine to Foretell the Future?




Tempting as it may be to compare the ancient oracles and the modern computer, only a comparison by contrast is possible.  The former deal exclusively with qualities; the later with quantities.



Helena Norberg-Hodge: Our mainstream culture encourages a linear view of progress, one in which the goal is to free ourselves from our past and from the laws of nature.  The modern-day mantra, “we cannot go back, we cannot go back,” is deeply ingrained in our thinking.  Of course we could not go back, even if we wanted to, but our search for a future that works is inevitably bringing us back to certain fundamental patterns that are in greater harmony with nature – including human nature.




It is not so much forecasting technique, as a full understanding of the current situation that can help in the formation of a sound judgment of the future.




 Helena Norberg-Hodge: The fabric of industrial society is to a great extent determined by the interaction of science, technology, and a narrow economic paradigm – an interaction that is leading to ever-greater centralization and specialization.  Since the Industrial Revolution, the perspective of the individual has become more limited while political and economic units have grown larger.  I have become convinced that we need to decentralize our political and economic structures and broaden our approach to knowledge if we are to find our way to a more balanced and sane society.  In Ladakh, I have seen how human-scale structures nurture intimate bonds with the earth and an active and participatory democracy, while supporting strong and vital communities, healthy families, and a greater balance between male and female.  These structures in turn provide the security needed for individual well-being and paradoxically, for a sense of freedom.



Good Work, by Fritz Schumacher




Who, it may be asked, calls the tune?  Fundamentally, the technologist.  Whatever becomes technologically possible – within certain economic limits – must be done.  Society must adapt itself to it.  The question whether or not it does any good is ruled out on the specious argument that no one knows anyhow what is good or evil, wholesome or unwholesome, worthy of man or unworthy.




Professor A. Hill says in his book The Ethical Dilemma of Science: “To imagine that scientific and technical progress alone can solve all the problems that beset mankind is to believe in magic, and magic of the very unattractive kind that denies a place to the human spirit.”  What I wish to emphasize is that the modern industrial system does in fact just this and is effectively denying a place to the human spirit.  Too much contact with machinery has convinced the masters of the system that economic development is a mechanical, i.e., unalterable, process which could only be thrown into disorder but never stopped or modified by the intrusion of value judgments.




Modern industry, by producing comfort on a scale unheard of in human history yet almost destroying the real educational function of daily work, quite clearly sets the most difficult examination task: how not to lose sight of the spiritual in face of the these overwhelming temptations.




Why should industrial society fail?  Why should the spiritual evils it produces lead to worldly failure?  From a severely practical point of view, I should say this:



1. It has disrupted, and continues to disrupt, certain organic relationships in such a manner that world population is growing, apparently irresistibly, beyond the means of subsistence.



2. It is disrupting certain other organic relationships in such a manner as to threaten those means of subsistence themselves, spreading poison, adulterating food, etc.



3. It is rapidly depleting the earth’s nonrenewable stocks of scarce material resources – mainly fuels and metals.



4. It is degrading the moral and intellectual qualities of man while further developing a highly complicated way of life the smooth continuance of which requires ever-increasing moral and intellectual qualities.



5. It breeds violence – a violence against nature which at any moment can turn into violence against one’s fellow men, when there are weapons around which make nonviolence a condition of survival.




If our technology has been created mainly by the capitalist system, is it not probable that it bears the marks of its origin, a technology for the few at the expense of the masses, a technology of exploitation, a technology that is class-oriented, undemocratic, inhuman, and also unecological and unconservationist?




I do not wish to overstate the case: there is nothing absolutely clear-cut in this world and, no doubt, many different tunes can be played on the same piano; but whatever is played, it will be piano music.  I agree with the general meaning of Marx’s rhetorical question: Does it require deep intuition to comprehend that man’s ideas, views, and conceptions – in a word, man’s consciousness – changes with every change in the conditions of his material existence, in his social relations and in his social life?




Social context defines options and choices




Consider the effect of modern technology on human freedom.  This is undoubtedly a tricky subject.  What is freedom?  Instead of going into long philosophical discussions, let us ask the more or less rebellious young what they are looking for.




Their negations are such as these:



I don’t want to join the rat race.



Not be enslaved by machines, bureaucracies, boredom, ugliness.



I don’t want to become a moron, robot, commuter.



I don’t want to become a fragment of a person.



I want to do my own thing.



I want to live (relatively) simply.



I want to deal with people, not masks.



People matter.  Nature matters. Beauty matters. 



Wholeness matters.



I want to be able to care.



All this I call a longing for freedom.




Technology has taken the wrong turn in four directions:



1. A trend for everything to become bigger and bigger, a tendency towards giantism.



2. A tendency that things are becoming more complex, and therefore more likely to break down.



3. Things have become so capital costly that you have to be already rich and powerful before you can do anything.



4. A widening conception of violence induced by new technology is ecologically an ever increasing warfare against nature: the violent attitude that science can do everything.



 
If this is the correct diagnosis of the development of the last hundred years – ever-bigger size, ever-bigger complexity, ever-bigger capital intensity, and ever-bigger violence – then it would seem to follow that the cure must be sought in the opposite direction.  But the cure is not found necessarily in going back, because in a hundred years, in the only knowledge that can accumulate, namely scientific knowledge, knowledge of dead matter really – there will be a great deal of progress.  And things that were not possible to do very easily on a small scale in the 19th century we can do on a small scale now.  But not when the engineers have been brainwashed and educated all their lives in the opposite direction, so they don’t believe it.  It is possible to make things smaller – I’m not saying in every instance, but as regards all basic human requirements.




Second, it is possible to do many things in a much simpler way.  Any third-rate engineer can make a complicated apparatus more complicated, but it takes a touch of genius to find one’s way back to the basic principles, which are normally fairly simple.  Once we go and get down to work, we find we learn to distinguish what is essential and what are sort of almost cancerous growths.  If you think in these terms, and look at modern machine tools, you then learn to distinguish between the tool and the machine tool.  That, of course, should be the best that human ingenuity can make, and normally it is a very simple thing.




And third, if one realizes that the immense capital requirements are a principle of exclusion, are totally incompatible with any ideas of social justice or equality, then one will systematically search for cheaper ways of doing things.




And fourth, let’s look in the direction of non-violence.   This refers to modes of production which respect ecological principles and strive to work with nature instead of attempting to force their way through natural systems, in the conviction that unintended damage and unforeseen side effects can always be undone by the further application of violence.  All too often one problem is “solved” by creating several new ones.  




Experience shows that whenever you can achieve smallness, simplicity, capital cheapness and nonviolence, or, indeed, any one of these objectives, new possibilities are created for people, singly or collectively, to help themselves, and that the patterns that result from such technologies are more humane, more ecological, less dependent of fossil fuels, and closer to real human needs than the patterns (or life-styles) created by technologies that go for giantism, complexity, capital intensity and violence.  




We are not going to go on waiting for the central government.  We are going to stand on our own two feet and do within the context of our community what needs doing.  This sort of self-remembering is now coming, and people are realizing that in order to make what needs doing efficient and effective one must engage intellectual resources to create an appropriate, suitable technology.




Working the other side of the street from what Schumacher called “the people of the onward stampede” are what he called “homecomers,” people who more than anything else share a concern about the scale in their lives.  They want to bring the perimeters in.  Operate closer to home.  They want to take responsibility for their lives and the effects of their activities both direct and indirect, and hence they tend to direct energy and attention – once they have had the experience of the macrosystems – toward things they can affect directly.




The renewing economy sees a nearly limitless growth potential based on keeping the self-generating, self-regulating, self-disciplining productive capacities of human beings in full partnership with nature, where both are able to operate in accordance with the deepest laws governing their living and flowering.




Part of the problem comparing the conventional economy with the renewable economy is that the two economies use different yardsticks to judge things: one measures money, the other measures value.  For the conventional, exhausting economy, the gross national product is the standard indicator.  But the meta-economist would ask why the GNP would include a table you buy, but not a table you make.  Much of what a meta-economist values does not show up in the conventional indicators.



In the question periods after his talks, Schumacher would invariably get asked by someone in the audience, “But what can I do?”  His simple answer was “Do three things, one after the other, one leading into the other.  Inform yourself: Accept the necessity that you will have to begin consciously building your own new map of reality.  Support others who are already at work.  Initiate where you can and how you can.”  And then he said something else, “Start where you are.  But start.  Don’t wait for the perfect situation.”




Work is good when it engages what Huston Smith and others have called “the vertical dimension” of life, the deepest and highest values and motivations that underlie the universe and all human life and activity.  To see work as a day-to-day expression of value makes it of far more than economic significance.  Then it is no less than the place where our temporal and spiritual dimensions converge to create acts in the world



German Mark Stabilizes the World January 1, 2021



The Potential Collapse of the U.S. Dollar as the Dominant Foreign Exchange Reserve



Reserve currencies come and go. International currencies in the past have included the Greek drachma, coined in the fifth century B.C., the Roman denari, the Byzantine solidus and Arab dinar of the middle-ages, the Venetian ducato and the Florentine florin of the Renaissance, the seventeenth century Dutch guilder, and the French franc.



To understand the temporary power of the lifecycle of a global currency, the British Pound suggests the best pattern.  With the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588, the Great Britain ruled the seven seas.  




The British colonialization package included liberal democratic institutions and Christian missionaries in the name of free trade.  Beginning in 1700, the industrial revolution meant Britain expanded global markets for manufactured goods, and invented taxes to finance the permanent global Navy, as well as to finance wars.  Recall that the problems with the American colonies started over a stamp tax to finance the French & Indian War in North America.  



It was within this naval-industrial-commercial-military global domination that the British Pound became the global currency.  In 1860, over 60% of world trade was in Pound Sterling, which gave the United Kingdom great political power.




World War I had many costs for the UK, and the Pound suffered.  When the Depression hit, the Pound never really recovered.




World War II changed the map: US world military domination, undamaged industrial capacity, a million GIs returning to go to work – and the swagger to walk in the room expecting to get everything you want.  



The US Dollar ruled the world; it still does today.  But everything behind the Dollar has fallen apart.



The final year of US global economic dominance was 1973.  When OPEC came into being, the US became a trade net importer, and it has been every year since.  From 1974 to 1992, the US had a net surplus of services to compensate, but ever since Clinton became President, the US had been a net importer.



Every other country, including China, has presumed that the US Dollar would maintain its power so it is the reserve currency held in significant quantities by governments and institutions as over 60% of their total foreign exchange reserves today.  Over 70% of all trade transactions are in Dollars.



The pattern has been for the US to import $500 billion from China, and export $150 billion for a net import with China of about $350 billion a year. Trump’s plan is to force China to buy more US agriculture to make up some of the difference, but the problem is that the US consumes more than it makes, and it has for decades.  There is now an enormous imbalance because the US public presumes that its post-World War II conspicuous consumption lifestyle is its birthright.



The Inevitable Collapse of the US Dollar as the Global Currency



It is only a matter of time before the Tower of Babel that is the use of US Dollars by a majority of the foreign countries will end.



At the beginning of World War I, the power of the British Pound was shaky at best, based on the Gold Standard.   In 1944, at Bretton Woods where the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank were invented, the US Dollar pretty much replaced the Gold Standard.



One of many ways the world has changed since then is the instantaneous global communication has made decision making 24/7 rather than monthly and yearly, the way our government is organized.  So, as I forecast in 2008, “The time lag for the U.S. government to make a decision of consequence is months, and events are going to be emerging in time frames of days and even minutes around the world, and the Cheney/Bush administration is going to be mostly standing by helplessly.”



It is the potential of the US to maintain its power that is the source of the US Dollar’s power, but if you lose faith in its potential, then you want to use the US Dollar before it loses its value.  That is one of the most fundamental principles of the capitalist economy: buy cheap, sell dear.  If the US Dollar is no longer dear, then where do you go?


The Chinese are pushing that it be their yuan.  Their currency has been included in a market basket that includes the US Dollar and the European Union Euro.  But that is lumping the hidden, state-run Chinese economy along with the European Union that is unstable with Brexit.  All three currencies are equally unreliable.



DMark replaces Euro 



Most conventional wisdom about global economics went out the window during the September 2008 financial meltdown.  No one knows where globalization is heading, but Europe is no longer in charge of the global economy, and neither is the US.



The Euro was designed in a bygone era that will never be seen again.  The European economy is locked in a status quo defined by the Euro.  Every day, France and other Euro countries expect Germany to take on a larger burden because France and the other countries cannot live within the established EU fiscal boundaries.  Germany and Denmark are the only countries in the EU that are within the fiscal criteria of being a member of the EU.  France, Spain and Italy are a lot more like Greece than they are like Germany.  Any talk about the Euro becoming stronger is a joke.



At no point in time have a majority of the German people supported the Euro instead of the DMark.  Not in the 1990s when the European Union was agreed to; not in 2002 when the Euro was implemented; and not today.  In 2012, it was estimated that as many as 13.2 billion DMarks are in circulation (hidden in dresser drawers and mattresses).


Trump’s foreign policy is predicated on his personal belief that US deserves to have the rest of the world subservient to the US.  His single foreign policy strategy is to use tariffs to force US manufacturers to come home, and make foreign goods so much more expensive that the US somehow benefits.  What Trump refuses to understand, even though apparently everyone else in the White House is trying to explain it to Trump, is that the tariffs only mean the American consumer pays more and benefits less.  And it hurts the economies of every country.  Which is why you do trade agreements.  



But with Trump going twitter every morning, various countries’ financial ministers start looking for another place to invest their US Dollars.  There are two countries in the world that are relatively solvent and self-sufficient: Germany and Israel.



Because of its size, Germany becomes the primary beneficiary.  So many US Dollars and EU Euros shift in national central banks to German Bunds that the Deutsche Mark emerges.  Millions of D Marks come out of boxes under beds and in back closets.  



Lack of confidence in the US banking system forces every state to overnight create county-local vouchers/script that become currency that people can use as an interim medium of exchange because nobody can trust the Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, Jackson, Grant, Franklin, McKinley greenbacks any more.



The day Germany starts officially using the Deutsche Mark,  1/1/2021 is the day western civilization evolves from an anti-people, anti-ecology technological economy towards an economy that encourages humans beings to live in balance with the rest of nature.



Economists Fritz Schumacher and John Kenneth Galbraith were part of the team that came to Germany after World War II; Fritz said at UC Davis that the Allies designed the German economy so that “we” could take it back in 24 hours, so it is the only European economy that is totally post-World War II.  This is a plan to make all information in the German economy daily, as “real time.”  Then, every other country will have to go to daily statistics to compete as part of the new DMark denominated global economy.



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



The Economy should be able to encourage an individual and a family to have a middle class life style which is affordable and sustainable.  The Middle Class is no longer realistic in most European Union countries, especially for those under 30.  Even if you have graduated from college. 



Especially Spain, France and Italy; as well as all the other countries in the Euro, except for Germany.



Cost of doing business by the World Bank Group: US 7, UK 8, Germany 14, Japan 29, France 31, Spain 33, Italy 56, Greece 61, Vietnam 78, China 90, Egypt 112, Pakistan 128, India 142.  France, Spain and Italy have nothing to brag about.



In 2008, after the Lehman Brothers AIG meltdown, the Central Banks of the US, the European Union and China all threw trillions of dollars to bail out the banking industry.  From my standpoint, everything in the Bible in Revelation in the New Testament that John predicted about a coming apocalypse is already happening now.  What do we do?  Does it just keep getting worse and worse?  Or do we have the ability to become less toxic to the point where global weirding calms down to stable weather patterns?  I believe that Germany's return to the Deutsche Mark is the key to a sustainable global future.



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



From the European Union's very inception in the 1950s, the intention was to speak with one voice, and unite the buying power of all the countries that can compete with the population of the US. The dream of the EU was to have a monetary and a fiscal union, to be an economic superpower equal to the US.  The monetary part is the united currency, the Euro.  The fiscal part is that the countries of the European Union share domestic tax and spending policies, and that has not happened.  The reality of separate country identities has obstructed any real efforts at European political unification.  The EU is a giant debating club where each country goes home and continues to do it their own way.



The institutional symbol of EU unity is called “the convergence criteria.”  The EU policy is that every EU country is expected to convert to the Euro currency, as a step towards EU policy unity.  When the EU let the United Kingdom stick with the Pound, it meant that Brexit was ever immanent.



The Convergence Criteria stipulate the fiscal requirements for a country to join the EU, and the expectations for ongoing performance by all the countries in order to stay in the EU:  1) inflation upper limit of 1.7%; 2) government budget deficit limit of not more than 3% of the previous years gross domestic product; 3) ratio of government debt to GDP of not more than 60%, 4) exchange rate stability; 5) long-term interest rates no more than 2% higher than the average of the 3 EU countries with the lowest rates of inflation.  In the most recent information,



Germany and Luxembourg are the only EU countries in full compliance with the Convergence Criteria requirements to be a member of the EU.  By the way, the US and Great Britain are as “out of compliance” as other pathetic EU countries.



Basically, now and for the near future, every other country wants to join and be a part of the EU and eventually the Euro so that they can benefit from Germany's economic success.  How long are Germans willing to carry the rest of Europe?  How much guilt for World War II do the German people take before the German people decide to turn their back on the Euro and reclaim the Deutsche Mark?



- - - - - - - - - - - - - -



In Spain, the economy was based on housing growth, which died in 2008, never to return. Now there is 25% unemployment and a second decade of a generation without work experience. Not really much better than Africa. The forces for Spanish decentralization have reached political and media prominence.



In Italy, the Catholic Church and the Mafia do what the Army does in Egypt: manipulate the economy at great expense.  Suck the life out of it.  The Italian economy is the most old fashioned in the antique European economy; it is less competitive with the Asian globalization machine with each passing month.  Even if the governmental bureaucracy were efficient, the economy outside the industrial but polluted Po River Valley would have a difficult time competing in the future.  But the Italian bureaucracy rivals the Vatican in being obscure and unresponsive.



In the weeks after the September 2008 meltdown, US Treasury officials and the Fed did everything they could imagine to bring some kind of normalcy back.  Everything they could imagine. Every single arrow in their quiver.  They ran out of ideas; using absolutely everything they could think of.



US Federal Reserve Chair Ben Bernanke's lesson from his Ph.D. study of the Depression was that the Fed should pour money into the banking system, to flood the clogged up credit markets.  The problem is that Bernanke's whole strategy is predicated on the assumption that there is a bottom in the foreseeable future.  Before the September 2008 meltdown, banks were comfortable with as little as 5% capital to cover their leveraged outstanding assets; now 15% is probably not enough.  Big banks used federal bailout funds to build their capital reserves.  No matter how much the national governments flood money into the banking system, they cannot stop the hemorrhaging.  Banks keep legions of zombie firms on life support.  For lenders, the sheer scale of the debt means the lenders cannot allow bankruptcy without crippling their own survival. [This was written 13 months ago.]



When the interest rates did hit zero, the central banks (US, Japan, EU, China) were left with only one tool: artificially expanding the money supply, called quantitative easing.  Since European Central Bank's Mario Draghi said he would do everything necessary to protect the Euro, quantitative easing has become the only thing left, besides prayer.  All quantitative easing does is cheapen the money supply; it adds the façade of economic growth but no new wealth.  It is the same as the Chinese adding poison to food so it passes the scientific test for protein.  Since Clinton became President, the financial sector of the US economy has expanded from 5% of the GDP to 15% of the GDP, and consumers are paying bankers for the privilege.



The Day the Euro Snapped



It wasn't one day in particular that stood out in France.  The transit workers called a national demonstration, shutting down the subways, so business in the major cities pretty much froze.  Then the university students went on strike, and the culinary workers went on strike in solidarity.  At that point, the country that lives for its stomach started to panic.



In Italy, the banks froze.  The electronics that had been holding the country's banking system together started having glitches, and it set up a chain reaction.  It wasn't a physical run on the banks, but automatic transfers became blocked because of a blanket notice of insufficient funds.  That quickly spread to the other southern EU countries, and the value of the Euro dropped 10% in 24 hours.



The Spanish economy became fractionated, as the Catalonians demanded greater control of their region, fighting Madrid for autonomy.  The lack of loan funding in the Iberian peninsula became a constriction that stopped payroll.



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Any of a variety of unstable things could begin a new unraveling.



It took a couple weeks for it to re-stabilize. 



Week 1: Absolute chaos



Week 2: Everyone can see the same trends



Week 3: Everyone is on board



Week 4: New Sense of Stability and Sustainability



Spain falls;



Italy falls;



France falls;



Then Greece falls;



Romania,



Bulgaria,



And Hungary,



The next day.



Slovakia,



Then the Bear, Russia,



Then Czech Republic a week later.



Denmark, Norway, Sweden kind of hold their own for another week;



Great Britain goes crazy, becoming Northern Ireland, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, East Middle England, West Middle England, South England and Greater London.



Then China, last not because it is the biggest but because it is the most traditional, and the most internally deceitful.  Chinese business people are going to discover businesses that they didn't know they were part of.  Too much is deception long built into the Chinese conception of western business practice.



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



German DMark black market: compared to the Euro and compared to the US dollar, unlike most Euro country pre-Euro currencies, the Germans never established the time that the DMark would be out of circulation. 



There are lots of DMarks out there.  In mattresses and safety deposit boxes.  The first stage of the black market will start flashing DMarks, because they are cool.  Then it will become patriotic, to have some DMarks.  Then merchants will start accepting DMarks, first at twice the Euro value.  Then comes the real black market, when merchants start listing DMark prices as numbers one third Euro prices.  At that point, there is an exchange rate.  Then the black market for DMarks goes to 10 Euros to the DMark.  At that point, the Euro is the captive of the DMark and the German government is in a financial crisis.  Eventually it stabilizes at 12 Euros to the DMark.



That kind of transition, in today's instantaneous global economy could take as long as a week, but more likely such a transition would happen a lot faster this time.  The string of events that led to World War I took about a month to unfold, when daily newspapers were still the predominant form of communication.  Now, unstable communication structures operate in instantaneous over-reaction mode most of the time, and then they are forced to over-correct to accommodate for the mistakes of their initial poor response.  Several major over-reactive mistakes can happen in a 24-hour period.



At that point, an emerging majority of Germans support responsible action by bringing the DMark currency to life immediately. 



The Mechanics of the Elastic 30-Day/90-Day Transition Timeline to January 1, 2021



This crisis-response financial routine is built around the day, the week, the month, the three month quarter, and the annual calendar cycles.  The crux of this plan is the 30 day implementation cycle; the second phase, to fill the 90 day calendar, is mop-up; it is not part of the necessary decision process - it is absorbing the slack time. It allows everyone the chance to get back to a daily information cycle by the end of the 30 days, and then it just becomes the new daily routine.



This plan really only takes two weeks, but it is couched in absorbing communication time lags, so that people have a chance to figure out what they are doing and adjust.  Everyone should be on the same page within 15 days, and full implementation at 20 days, cleanup and formal evaluation within 25 days.  The plan is easy for someone to implement who cares about their own and their community's future.



The whole point of this plan is to give people the power to make effective economic decisions that the 20th Century economy prevents and obstructs.



There are two key decisions to be made by the German Bundestag:



- what to do in the four weeks following the decision to shift from the Euro to the Deutsche Mark (about 30 calendar days, 20 Monday through Friday work days), immediately following the decision; this will become a laundry list of 1) banking issues - like how to have a bank holiday, and how to distribute the loses, 2) new property laws that guarantee meeting immediate housing needs for renters and the homeless, and 3) economic mop up so that people can minimize conflict over excess material goods;



- what has to be done by the end of the current quarter, so that the formal transition goes into effect like clockwork at the beginning of the next quarter?



What do You DO?  



Everybody has to start over.



Life in the DMark Global Economy



Because German policy makers are frugal, practical, conservative, cautious (ungefahrlich), conservative, nature-loving, and work at being far-sighted, they were ready to implement the digital DMark “at a moment’s notice.”



Using a “computa” program format, the German government broadcast a simple computer program (also on its web site) for any individual on the planet to plug in to the DMark global economy.



Global economy converts to DMarks.  



Minimum wage:
1 DMark/hour



Maximum wage: 
5 DMarks/hour



The next day, the daily assessment of the economy (which replaces the Dow Jones and other obsolete stock market indicators) is: 



German economy: 10 trillion DMarks



US economy: 500 billion DMarks



Chinese economy: 400 billion DMarks



United Kingdom (no Brexit): 200 billion DMarks



Brexit: England: 60 billion DMarks, Wales 5 billion DMarks, Scotland 10 billion DMarks, United Ireland 20 billion DMarks



A month after the German government established the DMark, the exchange rates had stabilized, reflecting relative buying power:



In relation to one DMark, the other currency: 



1.5 Singapore Dollar, 2 Australian Dollar, 3 Canadian Dollar, 4 Israeli Shekel, 6 Chinese Yuan, 10 UK Pound, 12 Euro, 14 US Dollar, 14 Mexican Peso, 25 British Brexit Pound, 80 Russian Ruble, 120 Japanese Yen.



The whole US Dollar-based global economy, the stock markets, the budgets, the conspicuous consumption, the Visa/MasterCard/American Express credit card world just disappears.



China and the US are both tremendously in debt to the rest of the world, financially, as well as morally in terms of natural resources and human resources.  



Because the British, French and American Allies designed the West Germany economy to take it back over in 24 hours, Germany is now the most modern economy in the world, it will have the easiest time converting to daily reporting.  



Such disseminated regulation in real time will lead to greater responsiveness to incipient instability, which should improve sustainability at all levels.



Criteria for the XXIst Century Economy: Ecology/Economy/Equity: Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, William McDonough and Michael Braungart: 



We imagined a world of industry that made children the standard for safety. 



“Instead of “Reduce, reuse, recycle,” urged environmentalists, and doing more with less in order to minimize damage, architect Bill McDonough and chemist Michael Braungart argue this only perpetuates the one-way, “cradle to grave” manufacturing model, dating to the Industrial Revolution. It creates such fantastic amounts of waste and pollution. Why not challenge the belief that human industry must damage the natural order? In fact, why not take nature itself as our model for making things? 



“Waste equals food. 



“Guided by this principle, production can be redesigned from the outset so that, after their useful lives, they will provide nourishment for something new. They can be conceived as “biological nutrients” that will easily reenter the water or soil without depositing synthetic materials and toxins. Or they can be “technical nutrients” that will continually circulate as pure and valuable materials within closed-loop industrial cycles, rather than being “recycled” - really downcycled - into low-grade materials and uses. How to put this eco-effectiveness into practice is the question of the day. 



“Eco-Effectiveness “Eco-effectiveness sees commerce as the engine of change, and honors its need to function quickly and productively. But it also recognizes that if commerce shuns environmental, social, and cultural concerns, it will produce a large-scale tragedy of the commons, destroying valuable natural and human resources for generations to come. Eco-effectiveness celebrates commerce and the commonweal in which it is rooted. 



“Tool of Analysis: Ecology/Economy/Equity? “Start with a triangle, with Ecology, Economy and Equity at each of the corners. 



“The extreme lower right represents what we would call the Economy/Economy sector. Here we are in the realm of an extremely pure expenditure/cost/benefit, and the questions we ask would include: can I make or provide my product or service at a profit? If the answer is no, don't do it. The role of commerce is to stay in business as it transforms. It is a commercial company's responsibility to provide value and increase wealth - but not at the expense of the social structure and the natural world. How much do we have to pay people to get our product on the market and make a profit? 



“We move to the Economy/Equity sector, where we must consider questions of money and fairness; for instance, are employees earning a living wage? Moving into the Equity/Economy sector, the emphasis shifts more toward fairness, so that we are seeing Economy through the lens of Equity, in a sense. Here we might ask, are men and women being paid the same for the same work? In the extreme Equity/Equity corner, the questions are purely social: are people treating one another with respect? And no consideration of economics or ecology. This is where we can discuss issues of sexism and racism. 



“Moving up to the Ecology corner of the Equity sector, Equity is still in the foreground, and the question is: is it fair to expose workers or customers to toxins in the workplace or in the products? Is it fair to have workers in offices were undefined materials are off-gassing, exposing them to potential health risks? How is this product going to affect future generations' health? Continuing into Ecology/Equity, we consider questions of ecosystem effects, not just in the workplace or at home, but with respect to the entire ecosystem: is it fair to pollute a river or poison the air? 



“Now deep into the Ecology sector: are we obeying nature's laws? Does waste equal food? Are we using current solar income? Are we sustaining not only our own species but all species? Then we are around to Ecology/Economy, where money reenters the frame: is our ecological strategy economically fecund too? are we designing a building that harnesses solar flows to make more energy than it needs to operate? 



“Finally, Economy/Ecology: eco-efficiency: trying to do less bad, more with less. Still, eco-efficiency is a valuable tool in optimizing the broader eco-effectiveness approach. 



 “If humans are truly going to prosper, we will have to learn to imitate nature's highly effective cradle-to-cradle system of nutrient flow and metabolism, in which the very concept of waste does not exist. To eliminate the concept of waste means to design things - products, packaging, and systems - from the very beginning on the understanding that waste does not exist. It means that the valuable nutrients contained in the materials shape and determine the design: form follows evolution, not just function. We think this is a more robust prospect than the current way of making things. 



“There are two discrete metabolisms on the planet. The first is the biological metabolism, or the biosphere - the cycles of nature. The second is the technical metabolism, or the technosphere - the cycles of industry, including the harvesting of technical materials from natural places. With the right design, all of the products and materials manufactured by industry will safely feed these two metabolisms, providing nourishment for something new. 



“Products can be composed either of materials that biodegrade and become food for biological cycles, or of technical materials that stay in closed-loop technical cycles, in which they continually circulate as valuable nutrients for industry. In order for these two metabolisms to remain healthy, valuable, and successful, great care must be taken to avoid contaminating one with the other. Things that go into the organic metabolism must not contain mutagens, carcinogens, persistent toxins, or other substances that accumulate in natural systems to damaging effect. By the same token, biological nutrients are not designed to be fed into the technical metabolism, where they would not only be lost to the biosphere but would weaken the quality of technical materials or make their retrieval and reuse more complicated. 



“The vitality of ecosystems depends on relationships: what goes on between species, their uses and exchanges of materials and energy in a given place. A tapestry is the metaphor often invoked to describe diversity, a richly textured web of individual species woven together with interlocking tasks. In such a setting, diversity means strength, and monoculture means weakness. Remove the threads, one by one, and an ecosystem becomes less stable, less able to withstand natural catastrophe and disease, less able to stay healthy and to evolve over time. The more diversity there is, the more productive functions - for the ecosystem, for the planet - are performed. 



“Each inhabitant of an ecosystem is therefore interdependent to some extent with the others. Every creature is involved in maintaining the entire system; all of them work in creative and ultimately effective ways for the success of the whole. 



“Humans evolved on the Earth, and we are meant to be here. Its atmosphere, its nutrients, its natural cycles, and our own biological systems evolved together and support us here, now. Let's use our ingenuity here; to become, once again, native to this planet.” 



Building Sustainable Community


We are defining “community” within the context of the Beer-Li model introduced in issue #16: Present-Future: Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model & disseminated regulation in real time: How to Run a Country or a City:



The Beer-Li model is designed to help the mother support all of her child’s potential needs.  The model identifies all of our human needs, to build a personal map of the local economy, to help figure out how to meet those needs.  



Beer-Li Model: a computer information idea for creating a global grassroots economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life: income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment, taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood, 100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.  


Thomas Jefferson actually proposed dividing counties into wards of five or six square miles and to impart to these wards those portions of self-government for which they are best qualified, by confiding to them the care of their poor, their roads, police, elections, the nominations of jurors, administration of justice in small cases, elementary exercises of militia.  These wards are pure and elementary republics, the aim of all of which together composes the State, and will make of the whole a true democracy as to the business of the wards, which is that nearest and daily concern.



Within this community-sized focus, individuals can mobilize and have a greater impact.  Asking how can we improve the quality of life in cities (how can we make them healthier) can become the identified challenge of local groups and governments.



First off, the United States needs to recognize that energy consumption and waste generation are out of control, three times Europe’s, even though there is a comparable standard of living.  The difference is what Richard Register refers to as “access by proximity.”  Because most European cities were laid out before the automobile required an additional 70% space for its roads and parking, cities are much more compact, so they require less energy and resources to maintain.



The problem is the automobile.  The world has exceeded the peak oil point, the midpoint in our potential use of petroleum on the planet.  It is a finite resource, and eventually we will have used up most of it.  That is any where from twenty to a hundred years away, but perhaps even in our lifetimes, depending on how rapidly we continue to accelerate our use of it to drive cars.



Ivan Illich wrote in Energy & Equity in 1978 that “the exchange value of time is reflected in language: time is spent, saved, invested, wasted and employed.  As societies put price tags on time, equity correlates inversely with vehicular speed.  The order of magnitude of the top speed which is permitted within a transportation system determines the slice of its time budget that an entire society spends on traffic. The automobile, the accelerating individual capsule enables society to engage in a ritual of progressively paralyzing speed.



“The model American annually puts in 1,600 hours including work time to pay for the car and gas, as well as insurance and taxes to get 7,500 miles: less than five miles per hour.  In countries deprived of a transportation industry, people manage to do the same, walking wherever they go, and they allocate only three to eight percent of their society’s time budget to traffic instead of the 28 percent Americans sacrifice.  What distinguishes the traffic in rich countries from the traffic in poor countries is not more mileage per hour of lifetime for the majority, but more hours of compulsory consumption of high doses of energy, packaged and unequally distributed by the transportation industry.



“Self-Powered Mobility: Bicycles are not only thermodynamically efficient, they are also cheap.  With his much lower salary, the Chinese acquires his durable bicycle in a fraction of the working hours an American devotes to the purchase of his obsolescent car.  The cost of public utilities needed to facilitate bicycle traffic versus the price of an infrastructure tailored to high speeds is proportionately even less than the price differential of the vehicles used in the two systems.  In the bicycle system, engineered roads are necessary only at certain points of dense traffic, and people who live far from the surfaced path are not thereby automatically isolated as they would be if they depended on cars or trains.  The bicycle has extended man’s radius without shunting him onto roads he cannot walk.  Where he cannot ride his bike he can usually push it.”



Cities could be designed to work ecologically.  According to Richard Register in his book, Ecocities: Building Cities in Balance with Nature (2002), “The quality of life depends largely on how we build our cities.  Given that cities are so large, damaging and yet potentially beneficial, you’d think we would have long ago devised the science, study, discipline and art of ecologically-healthy city building.  The higher the density and diversity of a city, the less dependent on motorized transport, and the less resources it requires, the less the impact it has on nature”.  



The idea of Ecocities recognizes all these dilemmas and opportunities and the new realities of the twenty-first century, from rising atmospheric carbon dioxide, shrinking water tables, loss of agricultural land to sprawl – and energy wasting dead end of the automobile/highway/fossil-fueled industrial complex.  Yet there are signs of the transition to sustainable communities and cities, which we must make if we humans are to survive; so our goal is: cities that can actually build soil, cultivate biodiversity, restore lands and waters, and make a net gain for the ecological health of the Earth.



Hazel Henderson points out that we humans have spent 98% of our collective history together as gatherer-hunters in roving bands.  Yet we now comprise a six billion-person human family, living largely in huge mega-cities like Sao Paulo, Mexico City, Shanghai and Tokyo, with very little experience of managing our affairs at such a scale.  We are consuming some 40% of the entire planet’s primary biomass production.  This is accelerating the rate of extinction of our fellow species on which we are dependent, as we have migrated to the ends of the Earth.



According to Henderson, we have overshot the optimum in cars, suburbs, sprawl and its attendant patterns of energy waste, pollution and environmental destruction.  We have overshot the mark in losing community and identity among thousands of acres of huge tract homes in former family farms – with even more demand for more roads, concrete, parking lots and strip malls.



Henderson thinks the economy can be graphically represented by a “cake chart,” a take-off on the pie charts economists use tirelessly to express percentages of this and that.  The top layer of the cake is the “private” sector: production, employment, consumption, investment, savings.  The next layer is the “public” sector: infrastructure, schools, municipal government and various services.  The third layer down is the underground economy including tax dodges, black market exchange, and the like.  Beneath these three “monetized” layers, in which cash is used as a means of valuation and exchange, is the non-monetized layer, based on bartering, home-based production, “sweat equity,” and what she calls the “love economy” of volunteerism: working to support family and friends with vegetables, cleaning, baby sitting, medical advice, and so on.  In turn, this base layer of the human economy rests on the bottom layer of the cake, nature’s economy: the natural “resource base,” which not only ultimately provide everything basic to the human need for sustenance, but also serves to clean up our messes if we don’t get too far out of hand.  To which Register adds: Given the order, with the human edifice built upon the natural one, it is clear that if our rules differ markedly from nature’s we are likely to run into problems.



Back to Register: Cities are by far the largest creations of humanity.  Designing, building and operating them have the greatest destructive impact on nature of any human activity.  As we construct them today, cities also do little for social justice, not to mention for the grace and subtlety of human intercourse.  Yet our built communities, from village and town to city and megalopolis, also shelter and launch many of our most creative collaborations and cultural adventures and artifacts.  As we build automobile/sprawl/infrastructures, we create a radically different social and ecological reality than if we build closely-knit communities for pedestrians.  Contrast American sprawl with European traditional cities.



A study called The Cost of Sprawl was undertaken by three U.S. agencies – The Council on Environmental Quality, Housing and Urban Development, and the Environmental Protection Agency – and released in the spring of 1974.



The study compared low-, medium-, and high-density communities, and measured their impact on schools, fire and police services, governmental facilities, roads and utilities.  It demonstrated that higher-density communities required 50 percent less land and 45 percent less investment cost in infrastructure (buildings, roads, landscaping and utilities), caused 45 percent less air pollution and a similarly reduced amount of water pollution runoff, and used 14 to 44 percent less energy and 35 percent less water.  Costs of fire, police and other governmental services were similarly reduced in the higher-density community.



The high-density model was a mix far from the extremes of Manhattan, Hong Kong, or Paris.  It included two- to six-story buildings and nothing taller.  It left out the cost of the automobile entirely and it did not mention the savings from using transit in higher-density areas.  



As we build so shall we live.   The city, town or village – this arrangement of buildings, streets, vehicles and planned landscapes that serves as home – organizes our resources and technologies, and shapes our forms of expression.  It is the key to the future healthy evolution of our species and will determine the fate of countless other species as well.  The city, in fact, is the cornerstone of the civilization that currently embraces the entire planet.  Insofar as our civilization has gone awry, especially in regard to its impact on the environment, a very large share of the problem can be traced to its physical foundations.  Considering the crisis state of life systems on Earth – the collapse of whole habitats and the increasing rates of extinction of species – it follows then that cities need to be radically reshaped.  Cities need to be rebuilt from their roots in the soil, from their concrete and steel foundations on up.   They need to be reorganized and rebuilt upon ecological principles.



Recent trends have not been encouraging: In 1960 one-third of the citizens of the U.S. lived in cities, one-third in suburbs, and one-third in rural locations.  By 1990 well over half lived in suburbs.  Between 1970 and 1990 the population of California increased approximately 40 percent while the land area of cities and suburbs went up 100 percent.



By 1992, after a new wave of suburbanization, the U.S. was getting approximately 60 percent of its oil from the Middle East. The better the gas mileage, the more the suburbs sprawl out over vast landscapes, the more demand there is for cars and freeways, and the more cars are needed to service the expanding suburbia.  Ultimately and ironically, the more gasoline is needed.  Thus the energy-efficient car helps create the energy-inefficient city.  The car is part of a whole system of complex, necessarily interconnecting parts existing in an interdependent relationship with the total environment it helps create. Now that we have spent about half of the planet’s full endowment of petroleum resources, time to rely on petroleum is running out.



The bigger picture is far from encouraging.  China started closing Beijing’s streets to bicycles to make way for cars in 1998, and it is currently engaged in a massive highway-building program.  It plans enormous shifts of population from rural areas and farming to cities and manufacturing and business, and shifts from rail, bicycle and pedestrian cities to cities for motor vehicles on rubber tires – a colossal transformation in the wrong direction.   The arrow is in the direction of increasing problems for the Chinese: according to UC Davis China expert Don Gibbs, China uses seven times as much energy as Japan per unit of production, 3.5 times as much as the U.S., and they are designing an exclusively auto based transportation system with highways and little public transit.



As Ivan Illich says: “The automobile has created more distances than it has bridged,” and once created, rendered bridging those distances without the automobile virtually impossible.  Thus we have become structurally addicted to cars.  The structure of the city, even whole national transportation systems, have become thoroughly dependent upon cars”.



Register then quotes Jeff Kenworthy and Peter Newman, who studied thirty-two cities around the world and concluded: “Traffic engineers still claim freeways are better for fuel emissions, but the results of our study do not.  Economically, they also appear to have failed.  Our data show that, instead of people in cities with freeways saving time, and hence being more productive, they just spend more time in their cars.  Freeways space cities out and hence overall travel is increased.  Those cities which do not go for freeways but instead build up transit and bicycle access have gained economically and environmentally … Some short-term pain will be experienced as businesses and developers adjust their plans to a more transit-oriented city, but experience shows that the transition is worthwhile.”



Ecocity takes the idea of urban life in a new direction.  The truths from which the ecocity idea emerges are based on the human body – its size, speed and requirements for nourishment, shelter, procreative and creative excitement and fulfillment – and on the relations of living organisms to each other and their environment.



The density, diversity, form and function of cities, and the awareness of their citizens in this regard, are now key factors in evolution.  On the positive side, the very form of the city, by providing access to culture, resources and nature, has the potential to raise consciousness of evolution to new heights.  Though the effects on biology and evolution of today’s enormous sprawled cities are grim, learning about such cities and about the alternatives to them gives us the tools to solve many urban and evolution-sized problems.



Register’s favorite idea is “access by proximity,” that the easiest way to cut transportation costs is shorten the distance.  He really sees the solution as growing structures up that leave some room for other things besides work.



Register is advocating that we build tall compact buildings, and allow open space around them.  The size of the center is the horizontal multiplied by the vertical, and so a four-story height limit, though more dense than one or two, still forces horizontal development out several times over relative to a cluster of, say, ten- to twenty-story buildings, and eliminates the kind of civic focus that can produce grand plazas, parks, settings for sculptures and other special features.  The vertical dimension can multiply the center’s size several times without affecting whatever horizontal distance is being considered.  Tall centers are thus far richer culturally and economically than low rise ones.



In fact, given that building materials and construction techniques are easily able to support much taller building and that tens of millions of people are living or working at the fifth story or higher already and appreciating its benefits, it is nothing less than perverse for architects and theorists to refuse to explore the possibilities.  Some of the most beautiful buildings on Earth are taller than four stories.  Elevated gardens, art and public spaces on rooftops, terracing that could take rooftops up four stories at a step, bridges and rooftop streets that could make a real adventure of the third dimension – almost none of these are seeing serious experimentation.



The traditional village structure is one of the most profound inventions in history, and it applies to cities as well as villages.  In ecocity transformations there is a direction, scale and form seen here: toward the centers, and smaller and taller. 



The Beer-Li Model for Communities of 10,000 People



The challenge of Ecocities is to find community in harmony with nature.  For that, we need up to date information.



The biggest change of the last decade is the advancement of the Internet which has made communication and information sharing instantaneous.  The technical work requires creating an information grid to manage individual/community/city data, to protect privacy while at the same time allowing public and economic decision making to improve the local community.



We are defining “community” as around 10,000 people, usually in a larger population in an urban or suburban setting.    The information, data and ideas in a particular module of the matrix (neighborhood, food) is what you use to organize what you want to do. 



From the individual’s point of view, the computer information model needs to accommodate individuals’ lives to their convenience, and basically include what is called the Consumer’s Economic Space:



Housing, Education, Transportation, Food, Health, Media, Clothes, Energy, 



Recreation/Entertainment/Leisure, Management of the Economy/Banking, Public Assistance/Retirement/Social Security, Taxes/Public Service/Volunteering.



Current computer technology would allow the consolidation of the information flows so that any community could maintain its information base if there is local political will.  The existing city political structure creates two computer programs, called City Data and City Future.  Within them, they build the ground rules for how the local area creates its own future.



The next social science challenge is to identify how to improve quality, described on a personal level by Thomas Michael Power in The Economic Pursuit of Quality (1988), “Even in the commercial sector of the economy, what we really purchase is quality, not quantity.  Beyond a rather low level of income we do not spend our money mainly for pounds or calories of food, but for taste, nourishment, and variety.  Our clothing budget is not spent on homogeneous body covering, but for qualitatively distinctive and stylish clothes.  Many important qualities are supplied outside the commercial economy, such as clean air, scenic beauty, safety and a sense of community.  It is the sum of commercial and noncommercial qualities that accounts for total economic welfare.  These qualities are not independent of physical dimensions, but neither can they be reduced to physical dimensions alone.  Economic development is the increase in the sum of marketed and nonmarketed qualities available to individuals in the local community”.



Empirically, define local sustainability by means of quantifiable limits and safe minimum standards; establish an optimum scale that takes into account the physical carrying capacity of a defined area, then focus on developing statistics that measure welfare.



A local area should be evaluated in three categories: quality of life, cost of living and standard of living.  Together, these three commonly recognizable terms add up towards what Stafford Beer calls eudemony, or well-being.  They are a first draft at creating a quantifiable measure of “optimal community.”  Quality of life includes air and water quality, longterm health indicators, and intangibles of the natural environment.  Cost of living focuses on a market basket index of basic goods.  Standard of living includes measures of percent self-sufficiency, as well as the upper strata for the more high stepping.  Communities can compare their statistics with other areas, and gradually come up with standards, by decentralized agreement.  People looking for a new place to live will compare different communities’ statistics.  Long time residents will understand their own community’s unique idiosyncrasies.  And people will try to improve their numbers.



Most people care about their community, and take pride in it.  It is the major long term investment of their lives.  It would be nice to have an economic language that encourages community action that makes efficient use of scarce resources and is ecological. 



For a hands on manual for creating good politics around issues in your local community, Economic Renewal 



Guide: Collaborative Process for Sustainable Community Development, by Michael J. Kinsley, Rocky 



Mountain Institute, 1997
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TRANSFORMATION TO ECOTOPIA 



In 1975, Ernest Callenbach published a book called Ecotopia, about an ecologically-responsible society: “a few Ecotopian militants spread the point of view that economic disaster was not identical with survival disaster for persons – and that, in particular, a financial panic could be turned to advantage if the new nation could be organized to devote its real resources of personal energy, knowledge, skills, and materials to the basic necessities of survival.  If that were done, even a catastrophic decline in the GDP (which was, in their opinion, largely composed of wasteful activity anyway) might prove politically useful.



“What was at stake, informed Ecotopians insist, was nothing less than the revision of the Protestant work ethic upon which America had been built.  The consequences were plainly severe.  In economic terms, there was a drop in the Gross Domestic Product by more than a third.  But the profoundest implications of the decreased work week were philosophical and ecological: mankind, the Ecotopians assumed, was not meant for production, as the 19th and 20th centuries believed.  Instead, humans were meant to take their modest place in the seamless, stable-state web of living organisms, disturbing that web as little as possible.  This would mean sacrifice of present consumption, but it would ensure future survival – which became an almost religious objective, perhaps akin to earlier doctrines of “salvation.”  People were to be happy not to the extent they dominated their fellow creatures on the earth, but to the extent they lived in balance with them.  As a basic philosophy, the idea of political power is to put technology and social structure at the service of humankind, rather than the other way around.



“The Ecotopian economy must be considered a mixed one, but some elements of the mix are novel, and because of ecological and political considerations the balance of the mix is quite different.  During the economic transition, people realized that a new era was indeed upon them and began spontaneously taking over farms, factories and stores.  This process was chaotic, but it was not anarchic; it was controlled by the local governments and local courts.  Such take-overs set the tone for the ongoing tasks of production and distribution of essentials; and they worked.  But more massive and deliberate economic changes soon took place, above all in the diversion of money and manpower toward the construction of stable-state systems in agriculture and sewage practices, and in the scientific and technical deployment of a new plastics industry based upon natural-source, biodegradable plastics.  (The public transportation system, which remains an infringement on the stable-state principle, also consumed many resources.)



“The new tax system relies entirely on a corporation tax – that is, a tax upon production enterprises (including individuals).  It is based partly on net income, but also partly upon “turnover,” or gross income.  Like most functions of governing, tax-levying is carried out by the communities (mainly cities), which delegate very limited powers to the regional and national levels.  The reasoning behind this system is complex, but it turns upon the view that all taxes are fundamentally a means of the government seizing a share of economic output and putting it to publicly determined purposes – and that this seizure should therefore be at the immediate source, simple, understandable, just, and open to public view.  (Ecotopian tax returns are not confidential.)



“This tax policy includes laws that redefine the position of the employee.  The workers in an Ecotopian enterprise must now all be “partners”: a person cannot just set up a business, offer wages to employees, fire them when they are no longer needed, and pocket the profits.  There is no personal income, sales, or property taxes in Ecotopia.  Aside from personal articles, no Ecotopian can inherit any property at all.  There is a land tax that encourages concentration and probably accounts for the remarkable compactness of Ecotopian cities.  There is a widespread aversion to other types of tax on the grounds that they are either regressive or promote divisiveness among people – whereas the enterprise tax, bearing as it does on collective groups, is thought to promote solidarity, and competition between work groups.



“There is no super-rich class in Ecotopia.  Certain occupational groups, such as artists, scientists and some doctors, have slightly higher incomes, though national training policies deliberately seek to keep such differentials moderate.  But there are said to be no individuals in Ecotopia who grow personally rich because they control the means of production and hire other people’s labor power.



“Direct absentee investment by one enterprise or person in another enterprise is not permitted.  Surpluses can thus only be “invested” by lending them to the national banking system, which in turn lends funds to enterprises.  This gives the bank tremendous leverage on the economy; it appears to contradict many Ecotopian protestations of decentralization, even if the national bank does maintain regional branches that have great autonomy.



“Ecotopian enterprises generally behave much like capitalist enterprises: they compete with each other, and seek to increase sales and maximize profits, although they are hampered by a variety of ecological regulations.  The fact that the members of an enterprise actually own it jointly (each with one vote) puts certain inherent limits on what these enterprises do.  For instance, they do not tend to expand endlessly, since the practical maximum size of joint-ownership firms seems to be less than 300 people – beyond that they tend to break down into bureaucratic, inflexible forms and lose both their profitability and their members, who seek more congenial environments.  Also, the enterprises seem to be just as concerned with conditions of work as they are with profits, and in many instances members seem willing to accept lower profit and wage levels in exchange for a comfortable place to work or a way of organizing work which offers better relations among people doing it.



“The tax revenues are used by the community governments to support their recycling services, housing, power, water, telephone, medical services, police, courts and so on.  Education is financed as a free-market private enterprise.  A pro rata share of tax funds goes to the regional and national governments, to support operation of larger-scale systems such as the trains, defense, telecommunications, and most of the research establishment.



“Despite the importance Ecotopians attach to agriculture and other rural affairs, the Ecotopian constitution is city-based and not rural-based.  The Ecotopian main cities dominate their regions through a strict application of one-person-one-vote principles.  Furthermore, the county level of government is omitted entirely.



“There is a surprisingly small national welfare system, considering that Ecotopians enjoy a lifetime “guarantee” of minimal levels of food, housing, and medical care.  While some citizens, especially those working on untried developments in the arts, utilize this guarantee to exist without jobs, most people either feel the guarantee level is too abject to exist on, or find it’s desirable to work in order to provide themselves with a lively social life.  The old and disabled, of course, must survive by taking advantage of the guarantee; and, while low, is perhaps slightly higher than the U.S. Social Security system (which does not have the health, housing and food benefits of Ecotopia.)



“The Ecotopian government established long-range economic policies of diversification and decentralization of production in each city and region. Laws were introduced that flatly prohibited many types of highly polluting manufacturing and processing operations.  Since tens of thousands of employees were put out of work, the new government made two responses to this.  One was to absorb the unemployed in construction of a train network and of the sewage and other recycling facilities necessary to establish stable-state life systems.  The other move was to adopt 20 hours as the basic work week – which, in effect doubled the number of jobs but virtually halved individual income.  (There were, for several years, rigid price controls on all basic foods and other absolute necessities.)  



“Ecotopians spout statistics on social costs with reckless abandon, calculations that inevitably involve a certain amount of optimistic guesswork. Ecotopians claim their system is considerably cheaper, if all the costs are added – and not ignored, or passed on through subterfuge to posterity or the general public.  Acknowledging all the costs is necessary in order to achieve the stable-state life systems that are the fundamental ecological and political goal.  If, for instance, the practice of “free” disposal of wastes in watercourses was continued, sooner or later somebody else would have to calculate – and bear – the costs of the resulting dead rivers and lakes.  There is a relentless tendency to fix responsibility on producers.



“Ecotopian plastics are entirely derived from living biological sources (plants) rather than from fossilized ones (petroleum and coal).  Originally there were two major objects for the researchers.  One was to produce the plastics, at low cost and in a wide range of types: light, heavy, rigid, flexible, clear, opaque, and so on – and to produce them with a technology that was not itself a pollutant.  The other objective was to make them all biodegradable, that is, susceptible to decay.  This meant that they could be returned to the fields as fertilizer, which would nourish new crops, which in turn could be made into new plastics – and so on indefinitely, in what the Ecotopians call, with almost religious fervor, another steady-state system”.



Using the successful family farm as a definition of community sustainability



As we humans emerged at the end of the last Ice Age, 10,000 years ago, we discovered language as we learned how to gather food and to hunt.  But the hunter-gatherer society uses up whatever resources are available.  While most human societies have rewarded the hunters, everyone else is left to fend for themselves in a pretty rigid power structure:



Men in powerful positions, rich men, physically powerful men, business and white collar men, rich women, tradesmen, farmers, boys, women, girls, low income people, destitute, homeless, debtors, criminal.



Once the nobles had forced King John to sign the Magna Carta in 1215, it locked in a rigid class structure below it, reflected in the interpersonal relationships in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales before 1400.  Given the need for a division of labor, and the emergence of the trades to serve the growing commercial class, some class structure seemed inevitable.



People are going to compare themselves with others, no matter what.  If money is the criteria, and material goods follow wealth, then the rich should feel rewarded.  While that may have been true some of the time, it seems false.  In the new world of Climate Change, whatever you do has an environmental impact; the more you spend the greater your potential negative impact.



“Sustainable Agriculture” is the miner’s canary of coming back from pending destruction of the human environment.



We are never going to make farming easy.  It can be fulfilling, but it is hard work, day after day.  The sun comes up and you go to work.  The sun goes down, and you figure what you are going to do tomorrow, fix some dinner, try to sleep and stop worrying about all the things you should start doing first thing when the sun comes up again.



The Native American Pomo-Miwok word for “farmer” means “person who does a thousand things.”  To succeed in farming, you have to know all “thousand things” well, and when to do them.  The best is to watch while you are growing up, listening to adults so that next year you can explain that particular growing process as the miracle of nature unfolds.  That’s the fascinating and frustrating part: there is so much to take into account in farming.



The way the corporate farming economy “works” is with the elusive myth of scale.  If you could just get one more piece of machinery, maybe you could do a little better than break even.  “Growth” is the mainstream party line, but the machine trade-off is still to eliminate the need for labor.



The number of hours in the day are really a farmer’s biggest challenge.  Trying to get certain things done that have a sequence can sometimes complicate the rest of your life and what you were planning on getting accomplished before sundown.



Regulations are an enormous headache.  Too many regulations assume one size fits all, and that size is not the small farm.  Most farms do not have the resources to meet the workman’s comp and other paper work requirements that you simply have to stay up with.



Setting up a farm means hiring other people to help.  Finding labor that is willing to do a hard days work is difficult.  Most city people don’t understand much about farming, and don’t realize what a long day it is.  You don’t punch in at 8 am, go to lunch at noon, and clock out at 5.  You work until the sun goes down, and are thankful for the extra time.



Farming is the original definition of work.  Going back to sustainable farming as a criteria for evaluating the rest of the economy puts hard work in perspective.  We used to compare an engine to horsepower.  How about we call a difficult bureaucratic city job to be the equivalent of .5 farmer job.  With that kind of calculus, most farmers are underpaid, and most city workers are overpaid.



Farming is demanding, long term: physically, emotionally and mentally; farmers often are forced to limit their social activities because the farm work is so demanding; too many farm children won’t continue because it has taken such a heavy toll on their parents. 



Academics are pretty good on the science and even the business of farming, but what they teach now days does not really prepare for the life on the soil.  The key is to develop an attitude that small family farms are a viable way to maintain a sustainable lifestyle.



Farming requires people to be committed to what they are doing, in real terms not just words.  The county librarian was raised on a farm, went to school in LA, and then library school at UC Berkeley, and then came home to work.  She and her brothers continue to farm.  She was speaking critically, and with a snarl on the side of her mouth, said, “he’s a handshake farmer.”  I figured out that is in the middle of the continuum: what you want is the neighbor who says something, and you can count on it every time; and the other end is the neighbor who offers something, and you say “have your lawyer right it up and send it to my lawyer, and I will see you in court.”




We need to move more in the direction of people keeping their word.



While the message from the agricultural industry is to grow bigger for advantages in the market, it is best to create a business plan for a specific scale and stay small.  Get better at what you like to do and are good at.  It is hard to maintain and persevere as you age and change emotionally.  Continuing to farm is a blessing but only with perspective.



While machines are supposed to make work easier, the capitalist growth model intends machines to be a short-cut to minimize labor.  That is the point of the 20th century economy, leading to Artificial Intelligence as a machine substitute for human labor.



The first thing I learned in the third grade (when we came to California from Japan) was that Cyrus McCormick’s mechanical reaper in the 1830s cut farm jobs so much that people had to move to towns and cities.  President Abraham Lincoln established the USDA because over half the country’s population had moved to towns of 5,000 people or more.



In the USA, the rural population struggles to survive in the urban mechanized economy.



In China, it is even worse.  Some of the urban Chinese have the “Iron Rice Bowl” which is the equivalent of what I am proposing.  If you have the urban hukou designation, you have access to employment, housing, health care, education for your children, access to transit and entertainment.  In 1949, maybe 20% of the Chinese had hukou standing.  Now, with 50% of the Chinese population living in cities, half of the urban residents are former rural peasants looking for a better life in the city, but do not have hukou.  It is very difficult for the people without hukou to find work, or housing, health care or education for their children.  Every Chinese city has a second-rate economy to service and employ the urban non-hukou, who make up a quarter of the entire Chinese population.



As to size, the acre of land as the standard unit of measure, going back to the Greeks and Romans, is the amount of land a person should be expected to be able to plow with a team of oxen in a day.



The Polyface Farm described by Michael Pollan in Omnivore’s Dilemma is 550 acres, but 450 acres are woods, and the 100 acres is too rough for row crop farming.  So Polyface Farms is based on growing grass to feed the livestock in a way that improves the quality of the soil.



Improving the natural environment instead of damaging it is the minimum standard for the 21st century economy: improve the ecology.



Indifference to the consequences of toxics, pesticides, and social stress from bureaucratic regulation encourages even further complexification of the global economy.



The reason why the family farm struggles in this economy is partly because the Visible Hand of government regulation is dominated by big business so they designed the reward system to benefit themselves.



There probably should be an upper limit for the size of a farm.  Maybe 640 acres.  But it is hard to imagine a family farm being sustainable with more than Polyface’s 100 acres.



For the economy to reward the sustainable farm, the economy needs to stop underwriting massive corporate high mechanization industrial farming.



If the current economy seems to make it impossible for a small family farm to be successful for many generations, let’s turn that equation on its head: let’s build a global economic information accountability system around how effective each community is in supporting sustainable family farms: organic & ecologic, economic, emotional and educational; and in developing the community science of measuring and monitoring those as the blood pressure of our society.  So one working definition of “community” is a sustainable local economy based on viable family farms.



The science of community is clear: Walter Goldschimdt compared the towns of Arvin (corporate farm town) with Dinuba (family farm town).  As the economy went through its highs and lows, Arvin reflected the dysfunction of the larger economy, but Dinuba did a much better job of absorbing the lows and then recovering.  In Arvin, when the economy went sour, people were laid off, couldn’t pay their bills, and things went downhill.  In Dinuba, instead of laying off somebody, they moved into the barn until things improve.  It is a whole different philosophy of life: some things are more important than money.



The sustainable family farm requires a community of passionate people who are willing to support it.  That didn’t exist 40 years ago.  We have had to develop it, with education, good food and hard work.  



New people are coming into organic farming, with the hopes of making it sustainable.  The key is to start out small, with just a little bit of equipment.  The temptation is the need for capital, which is not low income.  Working within the market structure means having a farm that is meeting market demand, but it is not self-sustaining.  We need to move to where a market can support a self-sustaining farm.



Then we can use the rest of the economy to debate what a farmer should be paid, and what other people who work at relatively easier jobs in the city should be paid.
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The New Economy: The Chinese Iron Rice Bowl as the Global Standard: Hukou for Everyone



City Urban Living in China & US: Iron Rice Bowl standards: 



housing, job, transportation, food, energy (daily), social (daily), 



relax (weekly), vacation (annual +)



Health (daily) activity, injury prevention, recovery, annual checkups



The extravagance of the Chinese Communist Party gives 20% of the population HUKOU, at the expense of the 80% who do not have access.



HUKOU standards should be universal, globally.
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In Praise of the Automobile: A Eulogy



Here in California we have built our lifestyle and our economic system around the small, high-speed, independently operated vehicles we call automobiles.  Cars offer most adults a freedom of movement inconceivable over 100 years ago.  We enjoy the luxury of knowing we can come and go as we please – traveling many miles a day to do business, run errands around town, get from city to city for work or recreation, and sometimes get away to what remains of the peaceful countryside.  We can move independently with little need to be concerned about the destinations or activities of others who share our elaborate system of roads and freeways.



Many of us take pride in our particular type of car as a reflection of our individual personalities and accomplishments.  We appreciate the physical comforts of the interiors and sometimes outfit them with sophisticated electronics or otherwise personalize them.  We often take the opportunity of the car’s privacy to relax by ourselves, gather our thoughts, or simply get away from it all.



Our current state and local economies rely heavily on the use of cars and trucks.  Many jobs require a car either for access to the worksite or in the course of the work.  Most of our industries require trucks to haul goods to market.  And the fueling, maintenance, repair, insurance, selling, re-selling, and finally, the demolition of autos has generated a tremendous number of allied industries and employment skills to support and maintain the complex system of public support for the privately-owned car.  It is estimated that over 10% of the state’s workforce is employed in this continuing effort.



Unfortunately, the economics of the automobile are crumbling.  At this point we are so bought into cars that we don’t recognize their costs:



· already autos cost so much to purchase and maintain that they don’t deliver their supposed advantage, speed.  The time we spend supporting our car’s costs added to the travel time makes the true velocity 5 miles per hour or less.  Bicycles go faster.



· The energy expended to build an automobile is generally more than the auto will use during its lifetime.



· An electric car’s battery costs at least 5 years worth of petroleum energy to build.



· Freeways in urban areas cost more than the public can bare.  



· 80% of California’s covered space is devoted to supporting the automobile with roads, parking lots and rights of way.



HALF (really over 50% of climate weirdness is due to transit vehicles, cars, trucks). 



The public resources need to shift to the era after the automobile, and it needs to start now.  For personal transportation, we need to limit vehicles to maybe 500 pounds and 25 mph max.  (Cars now weigh at least 2,000 pounds, and they need a lot of steel for when they have high impact collisions.  All of which needs to be reduced or eliminated.)



1. On a personal level, talk with your family, friends and co-workers about how the end of the era of the automobile will change your lifestyle.  It may mean you want to change your place of residence or your place of work.



2. In downtown urban areas, the best short run step is to build “Transit Malls”, building jobs and high density housing close to transit stations.



3. Rejuvenate SB 50 to lead a discussion about how cities can change.



4. Most of the state, city and county bureaucrats are never going to need their offices again – they should be turned into housing, especially the state and city office buildings.



Compared to convenient public transit, walking, riding a bicycle, using Zoom, and working close to home, how much heartache is your car really worth?



Need More Of



Redesign MD



BA is social services



Ecologists



Plant scientists



Virologists



Epidemiologists



Decentralized global solar energy grid



Berlin’s Recovery of the Rubble at the end of the War: Teufelsberg: Devil’s Mountain 



In 1948, the Soviet blockade of Berlin forced West Berlin into isolation, daily recovering the badly damaged city.  As rubble accumulated, they had no place to ship it, so they piled it on top of never completed Nazi military-technical college designed by Albert Speer.  Called Devil’s Mountain (“Teufelsberg”), it is the highest point in Berlin.


A Caravan that starts at the Oregon border with a million people: ecological recovery of California to San Diego: It has to work in Los Angeles, then it will work worldwide.


Politics is the art of the POSSIBLE, not the insurmountable. What is possible?



Energy Conservation as a way of life: housing and transportation policies: AFTER THE AUTOMOBILE: better quality of life, improved standard of living, lower cost of living, lower energy usage, conserve non-renewable petrochemicals, healthier daily living


1. In each community, grassroots Ecotopian committees develop plans for how to make their community more sustainable and self-sufficient.



2. school children start extracurricular Ecotopia clubs that become environmental activist academies.  Students are first trained to understand how something is made, and what it will take to de-cycle it, break down its component parts, and move them through their own food chain.  Then learn how the economy of that industry works.  Then start to identify ways that particular industry pollutes.  So far, it is all education.  What a 3rd grader can learn and comprehend might amaze you.  At the Junior High School and High School level, it is about building an Ecotopian Economy in their community so that they have jobs.  The Ecotopian Economy is about breaking down the blighted parts of our cities and suburbs, and creating new ways of compensating people for moving things along the natural economy.



3. Ecotopian Committees meet in every Senate and Assembly district, to pursue grassroots support for a new Constitution.



4. January 2016, Ecotopian committees from all over the state of California converge along the California-Oregon border.  Each committee is part of an organic food chain that maintains its own support without having any tax on the local environment, and maintains support from its home base.  The committees help implement the local communities plans: most roads are dug up, and the concrete, asphalt and cement is recycled.  Many, many buildings constructed between 1940 and 1990 are dismantled, and their inner parts salvaged and recycled.



5. By Yreka, the mass of people has built into over 1 million and it has worked its way down the state of California to Sacramento.  It comes to freeways, roads and ugly buildings, and it leaves with pristine natural areas where there had been blight, and the rails for extensive light rail within urban populations, and lots of opportunities to accomplish things within walking distance for most people.



6. By the time the mass is in El Cerrito, and they are met by the Berkeley-Stanford led Bay Area mass, which has over a million people.  Since work had been going on in the Bay Area, it only took hours to tear down the MacArthur Freeway from Berkeley to San Jose, and the next day a rail track was laid that went from the North Coast to San Jose.



7. The Los Angeles and the San Diego Ecotopian committees are led by women from UCLA and UC San Diego.  When the mass got to Santa Barbara, the rail line was laid from San Diego through Orange County, Los Angeles, Ventura, and up the coast.



8. The winter was memorable because people met new people.  They didn’t spend Christmas driving around in their cars, they mostly walked.



California Environment: China +USA



California Today: CA VSM 1.0



California in transition: CA VSM 2.0



California as Ecotopia: CA VSM 3.0



Rediscover Nature: Robinson Crusoe in reverse. 



It has to work in Los Angeles, then it will work worldwide.


Twenty-five years ago, Willis Harmon wrote, “Modern times are fundamentally different than medieval times because the root metaphor of Western society has shifted.  The medieval metaphor was of the universe as a ‘great organism.’  After the scientific revolution, that was replaced by the metaphor of a ‘great machine,’ with all things happening in accordance with discoverable scientific laws.  The emerging root metaphor appears to be that of a universe as a ‘great thought.’  If things indeed turn out that way, the impact of this shift on all institutions of society, and on the course of history, will be as great as have been the effects of the scientific revolution.



“Regardless of whether the new metaphysic can be clearly identified, there will almost certainly be some fundamental transformation of modern society.  The demonstrated inadequacy of the present scientific worldview has produced an imperative.  It is impossible to create a well-working society on a knowledge base which is fundamentally inadequate, seriously incomplete, and mistaken in basic assumptions.  Yet that is precisely what the modern world has been trying to do.



“If these surmises are correct and the metaphysical assumptions underlying modern society are shifting at the same deep level that they did at the time of the scientific revolution, then the ‘trans-modern’ society of the 21st century is likely to be as different from modern society as that is from medieval times.”  Willis Harmon, (1989), Redefining the Possible: The Need for Restructuring Science, The Quest magazine


Conclusion: Nature Bats Last



 “No amount of sophistication is going to allay the fact that all your knowledge is about the past and all your decisions are about the future.” - Ian H. Wilson. 



“We are made wise not by the recollections of our past but by the responsibility for our future.” - George Bernard Shaw. 



 “It is the future that dictates the present.... People act in the present according to their judgment about what the future will hold.” - Gordon O. Pehrson, 



The collapse of nearly 90% took place between 1929 and 1932.



What should the future look like?



Appendices: January:



U.S. Universal Health Community Clinic System:



Discovering how to implement Universal Health Coverage in the United States



21 Monday Morning Weekly Report towards a June 1st Paper #21



This analysis looks at health issues, education, personnel and resources as part of a health system.  The United States has the worst health care delivery system in the modern world.  The GOP uses free market rhetoric to strangle health services. 




U.S. health care is overly complicated, expensive, inconsistent, crisis intervention biased, and anti-lifelong health.




With Universal Health Coverage, much of the administrative complexity caused by the financing the insurance industry disappears.  Because each person is treated as a unique individual with a goal of maximum life long health, the systemic approach maximizes consumer satisfaction, professional fulfillment and resource optimization.




We want to design the optimal governmental regulatory information structure at the national, state, regional, city and community level to maximize providing the best and highest level of health care at the community clinic level, and minimize the need for hospitals to the 15% of the situations where clinic care must be backed up.




The goal of this process is to bring to life HR 1384 (Jayapal) and S 1129 (Sanders), the Medicare for All Act:



Automatic enrollment of all individuals in the United States, cover items or services that are medically necessary or appropriate to maintain health or to diagnose, treat, or rehabilitate a health condition, including hospital services, prescription drugs, mental health and substance abuse treatment, dental and vision services, and long-term care.




The bill prohibits cost-sharing (e.g., deductibles, coinsurance and copayments) and other charges for covered services.  Private health insurers and employers may only offer coverage that is supplemental to, and not duplicative of, benefits provided under the program.  Health insurance exchanges and specified federal health programs terminate upon program implementation, replaced by capped single payer payroll and general taxes with global budgets; local services are managed with community global budgets.
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Appendices


#1 of 21: Lessons From the Dutch: Health Care that works for Everyone



The Europeans since the end of World War II have developed extensive social services that seem to work much better than the ineffective but much more expensive health and social services in the U.S.



What is it really like in Europe?  



The Netherlands (Holland, the Dutch) has 17 million people, 5 million under 25.  12 provinces, 393 cities.



It is the population/size of Los Angeles county, not quite as big as New York City.



Health Care in the Kingdom of the Netherlands



The Netherlands has 'a chaos system', meaning patients have a great degree of freedom from where to buy their health insurance, to where they get their healthcare service. The difference between the Netherlands and other countries is that the chaos is managed. Healthcare decisions are being made in a dialogue between the patients and healthcare professionals.


The Netherlands has a network of 160 acute primary care centers, open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, making an open clinic within easy reach for most people.  Acute primary care is offered by a combination of 121 general practice health centers, that are open outside office hours, and a total of 94 medical emergency units with surgery facilities, of which 90 are at hospital locations, open 24/7.  In 71 cases general practice services and emergency rooms are found in one hospital location, bringing the total number of locations where acute care is offered to 160. Analysis by the Netherlands National Institute for Public Health and the Environment showed that 99.8 percent of the people can be transported to an emergency unit / casualty ward, or a hospital offering emergency obstetrics within 45 minutes in 2015.



Most hospitals and health insurers in the Netherlands are privately run, non-profit foundations, whereas most healthcare insurers are non-profit companies.   There are some 90 hospital organizations in the Netherlands, with some of them running multiple actual physical hospitals, usually as a result of mergers of previously independent hospitals.



In general, there are three types of hospitals in the Netherlands: university hospitals, general hospitals, and a category in between that call themselves "top-clinical" teaching hospitals. There are eight academic hospitals, or university medical centers, each of which is directly connected with the medicine faculty of a major Dutch university. 



In 2016, the Netherlands maintained its number one position at the top of the annual Euro health consumer index (EHCI), which compares healthcare systems in Europe, scoring 916 of a maximum 1,000 points. The Netherlands has been among the top three countries in each report published since 2005. On 48 indicators such as patient rights and information, accessibility, prevention and outcomes, the Netherlands secured its top position among 37 European countries for six years in a row. The Netherlands was ranked first in a study in 2009 comparing the health care systems of the United States, Australia, Canada, Germany and New Zealand. 



Healthcare in the Netherlands is financed by a dual system that came into effect in January 2006. Long-term treatments, especially those that involve semi-permanent hospitalization, and also disability costs such as wheelchairs, are covered by a state-controlled mandatory insurance.


While Dutch residents are automatically insured by the government for long term care, everyone has to take out their own basic healthcare insurance (basisverzekering), except those under 18 who are automatically covered under their parents' premium. If a person decides not to carry out an insurance coverage, the person may be fined. Insurers have to offer a universal package for everyone over the age of 18 years, regardless of age or state of health – it's illegal to refuse an application or impose special conditions. In contrast to many other European systems, the Dutch government is responsible for the accessibility and quality of the healthcare system in the Netherlands, but not in charge of its management.


For all regular (short-term) medical treatment, there is a system of obligatory health insurance, with private health insurance companies. These insurance companies are obliged to provide a package with a defined set of insured treatments. This insurance covers 41% of all health care expenses.



Other sources of health care payment are taxes (14%), out of pocket payments (9%), additional optional health insurance packages (4%) and a range of other sources (4%).   Affordability is guaranteed through a system of income-related allowances and individual and employer-paid income-related premiums. 41+14+9+4+4= 72%, implies that long term care is 28%.



The Standard We are Using



In The Healing of America: A Global Quest for Better, Cheaper, and Fairer Health Care



T.R. Reid (2009) makes the case: 



“Universal Coverage



Universal coverage has to come first.  Universal coverage is an essential tool to control costs and maintain the overall quality of a nation’s health.  In a democracy, universal coverage helps create the political will to accept limitations and cost-control measures within the system.  Universal coverage also enhances health care results by improving the overall health of the nation.  If everyone has access to a doctor, then people can get the diagnostic and preventive treatment that will keep them healthy.



“A Unified System



A unified system makes it much easier to use digital record-keeping and smart cards like the carte vitale in France and the Gesundheitskarte in Germany.  These digital records cut administrative costs, and they make for better medical care as well, because the doctor or pharmacist can instantly see what other treatment, tests, and medications the patent has received.  (The French system was designed in the U.S.)



“Non-Profit Financing



It may be possible to finance fair and cost-efficient health care for all through profit-making health insurance.  It may be possible, but no country has ever made it work.  For-profit health insurance clearly hasn’t worked in the U.S., which spends more than any other country and still leaves millions without any coverage.  And no other developed country wants to try it.



“Given our country’s remarkable medical assets – the best-educated doctors and nurses, the most advanced facilities, the most innovative research on earth, a strong infrastructure of preventive medicine – the U.S. could be, and should be, providing its citizens the finest health care in the world.  We can heal America’s ailing health care system – and the world’s other industrialized democracies can show us how to do it.”



How This Works



My name is Jon Li.  I am the human in the middle of what we hope to be the organic national network to support and implement universal health care.  For 50 years, I have been in the middle of health administration, the consumer/health professional/policy/taxpayer debate about the future of the health care delivery system in the United States.



This is called a modified Delphi process, named after the ancient Greek oracle that was consulted about important decisions.  The idea is to stimulate an expanding but managed discussion towards a particular finished product, in this case, a paper on June 1st, that is something most people in the U.S. can relate to, about why universal health care supported by community clinics is better for them personally, and better for everyone else in the United States.



Each Monday for 20 weeks, we will have a new discussion about how to achieve our goals.  Peter Drucker’s Management by Objectives strongly influences this work.



The idea is to take the entire Dutch health care delivery system, as an idea, as a practical every day reality, and transfer it to overlay a similar population.



This is a systems analysis.



Holland has almost 18 million people.



Stage 1 analysis:



Beijing
, New York, Rio de Janeiro, Los Angeles, London, Washington State



Stage 2 analysis:



Shanghai
23,740,778



Beijing

20,383,994



Sao Paulo
21,066,245



Cairo

18,771,769



New York
18,593,220



Istanbul

15, 029, 231



Buenos Aires
15,180,176



Tokyo

13, 515, 271/38,000,000



Moscow

13, 200,000



Rio de Janeiro 
12,902,306



Los Angeles
12,309,530/17,000,000



Paris

10,843,285



London

10,313,307



Johannesburg
9,398,698



Washington State 7,310,300



Stage 3 analysis:



Northern California, San Francisco County, Sacramento County, Yolo County, Davis, Woodland, Winters, West Sacramento



Stage 4 analysis:



University of California, San Francisco Medical Center; On Lok SF Chinatown Multi-Service Senior Center; University of California, Davis Medical Center; Sutter Systemwide, Sutter Sacramento, Sutter-Davis; Woodland Hospital Dignity Health; Kaiser Sacramento, Kaiser Davis Outpatient Only; CommuniCare Davis, Woodland, West Sacramento; Winters Healthcare; Yolo County Adult Day Health Care



Stage 5 analysis:



The clinical setting: a regular six month check up, a family with three generations, an older person without any family, a homeless person, an orphan, a pregnancy, an abuse victim, an accident, a chronic illness, getting out of the hospital, post-hospital, the clinic health team.



Stage 6 cumulative synthesis:



That establishes all the layers to be able to lay out an effective, efficient information accountability network, nationally, each state, each region, each city, each community.



This is the second time we have done this process.  Last spring, we developed a design for a nation to have an ongoing discussion about how to improve the quality of care to enhance the quality of life.  Brazil has had a national health discussion for over a century, since Oswaldo Cruz, MD, put down an epidemic in Rio de Janeiro.  Since 1985, the Brazilian Constitution has guaranteed that Health Care is a Right, and the Government’s Responsibility.



This is our model: Brazil’s Path to a Healthier Global Future: Community Clinic Health Systems; to thoroughly understand it, you need to learn a little about the Viable System Model (google Jon Walker + VSM), but you will probably pick up the environment-organization-management information structure pretty quickly from our 14 layer analysis of how the health system works in Brazil.  Unfortunately, we also have an update of how the Bolsonaro Administration is impacting on the health system at each layer, so you can immediately appreciate the power of the VSM as a tool to describe policy challenges.



Brazilian Health VSM Fourteen Layer Analysis 1.0



VSM1 of conception of Brazil’s health (including voodoo, African, primitive, native, evangelical Christian)



VSM2 of Brazil’s health: Organized Happy Society



VSM3 of Brazil’s health care system resources: Organizing the system 



VSM State Level Health Care (Sao Paulo): Guarantee access to complex levels of care



VSM Basic Care Clinic (Basic Health Unit): Promote physical, mental and social well-being



VSM4A of Brazil’s unified health system (Sistema Unico de Saude): healthy populations and individuals



VSM4B Brazilian Private Health System: Healthy Individuals and Profit



VSM5 is in a particular State of Brazil: Sao Paulo: Guarantee Specialists Consultations 



VSM6 is the municipality’s total health resources: Guarantee Primary Care Full Coverage



VSM7 is the health service delivery area of the particular program: AIDS



VSM8 is the particular program: AIDS: Universal Access and Empowerment



VSM9 is the clinic: Healthy and happy population



VSM10 is the Health Family Team: population full coverage: physical, mental, social



VSM11 is the interaction with a particular patient.



We recommend that every health institution establish an Office of Epidemiological Accountability, begin to do a Viable System Model analysis of the institutions above and below them, and their dynamic, unstable, chaotic environments, and expect more change.  Instability and Uncertainty are the watchwords for 2020.



During the next 20 weeks, we will be building a dynamic conversation about how the nation can implement universal health care.  It is a different situation in every state, requiring adaptation and responsiveness.  We want to tie together the healthiness-encouraging consumer experience, a rewarding work life for the a rewarding work life for the various health professionals, an equitable, controlled funding-financing mechanism, regulated with management information for care-planning-administration-evaluation.



#2 of 21: Harvard’s Getting Health Reform Right: A Guide to Improving Performance & Equity



Marc Roberts, William Hsiao, Peter Berman & Michael Reich, Oxford, 2008.



“Not every reference to international experience represents disrespect or “intellectual imperialism.” Health-sector reform is so complex and difficult that self-critical openmindedness is an obligation of all who take the process seriously.  We hope that the fact that we come from an industrial country in the world that does a particularly poor job in this regard does not undermine our credibility on this point – for we are hardly defenders of the American system, in part because of its poor equity performance.”



“More money for primary care means less for inpatient hospital services.”



The Control Knob “Financing”: Resource Allocation and Rationing, page 180



“Embrace Politics: Successful reform thus is not just a matter of the merits of an argument: it is also a matter of symbolism and language, of political skill and personal commitment.”  313
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Our approach is based on looking at the health-care system as a means to an end.  Our method focuses on the need to identify goals explicitly, diagnose causes of poor performance systematically, and devise reforms that will produce real changes in performance.



This analysis is based on a policy reform cycle, presents ethical basis for evaluation, describes ongoing political analysis, sets core health system performance goals and intermediate performance measures, then presents an approach to health system diagnosis, laying out the framework for five “control knobs” that policy makers have to work to improve the health service delivery system.



We conceive of a health system “control knob” as something that can be adjusted by government action.  Furthermore, adjustments or changes in the control knob must be significant causal determinants of health system performance.  The control knobs describe discrete areas of health system structure and function that matter significantly for health system performance and are subject to change as part of health reform.  



The control knobs are: Financing, Payment, Organization, Regulation, Behavior



The Forces Driving Health Reform



Force #1: Rising Costs



Force #2: Rising Expectations



Force #3: Limited Capacity to Pay



Force #4: Skepticism of Conventional Ideas



2 The Health-Reform Cycle



Step #1: Problem Definition



Step #2: Diagnosing the Causes of Health-Sector Problems



Step #3: Policy Development: New Ideas, Looking Forward, The Design Process



Step #4: Political Decision



Step #5: Implementation



Step #6: Evaluation



3 Ethical Theory



Ethical Theory #1: Utilitarianism



Subjective Utilitarianism



Objective Utilitarianism



Some Utilitarianism Complications: Uncertainty and Time



Ethical Theory #2: Liberalism



Ethical Theory #3: Communitarianism



4 Agenda Setting for Health Reform



Politics of Health-Sector Reform



Political Analysis



Sources of Power and Influence



Position and Commitment



Political Strategies for Reform



Position Strategies: Bargain to Change the Position of Players



Power Strategies: Distribute Power Resources to Strengthen Friends and Weaken Enemies



Player Strategies: Change the Number of Players by Creating New Friends and Discouraging Foes



Perception Strategies: Change the Perception of the Problem and the Solution



5 Goals for Evaluating Health Systems



We propose a set of performance goals: (1) the health status of the population, (2) the satisfaction citizens derive from the system, and (3) the degree to which citizens are protected from the financial risks of ill health.



Choosing and Using Performance Goals



Health-Sector Performance Goals



Health Status



Citizen Satisfaction



Financial Risk Protection



The Role of Cost in Problem Definition



Analyzing the Distribution of Costs



The Cultural Context and the Political Process



6 Assessing Health-System Performance



· Efficiency



· Access



· Quality



· Developing a Strategic Performance Problem Focus 



7 From Diagnosis to Health-Sector Reform



The Genesis of Major Health-Sector Reform Efforts



Developing a Health-System Diagnostic Tree



Linking Diagnosis to the Control Knobs



The Process of Policy Development



Screening Tests for Policy Interventions



Implementability



Political Feasibility



Political Controllability



II The Control Knobs



8 Financing



The 5% or 10% of the people in any insurance pool who are the sickest often account for 60% to 70% of the total cost. 168



Private Insurance



Economic effects



One argument for private insurance is the claim that competitive insurance markets lower health-care costs.  The only health-care market that provides anything close to a test of this claim is the United States – which has primarily relied on private employer-purchased, competitive group insurance for the last 50 years.  In the 1990s, as competition among insurance plans increased, there was some impact on health-care costs, as predicted by economic theory.  But consumers became very unhappy with the limits on their ability to obtain care from the managed-care plans that came to dominate the market.  As a result, insurers have in recent years decreased their efforts to control providers, and costs in the United States have begun to increase at a rate of 10% to 15% per year.  Moreover, in part because of the very high transaction costs of a fragmented private insurance system, the United States does have the highest overall health-care costs of any nation in the world – by a substantial margin.  170 



Community Financing



In this financing method, communities operate and control the provision of their own primary care and secondary services through locally based prepayment schemes.  The essential idea is to raise and spend money for primary care locally, at the village level.  The theory is that local control will produce transparency and accountability.  This will, in turn, help ensure honest, efficient, and culturally competent services.  




A model community-financing scheme involves a combination of local political accountability, community-operated primary care, and nearly universal prepayment.  The concept is of a community-based, mini health-maintenance organization with salaried doctors.  Secondary (hospital) care is also contracted by some of these schemes, although it can be expensive and requires a large catchment area to be economically viable.  Universal (i.e., compulsory) membership is designed to get around free-riding by the well and adverse selection by the sick.  Community resources may also be mobilized in other ways; for example, by labor to construct buildings.  176



9 Payment



The Impact of Payment on Outcomes



On the supply side, payment influences how many providers enter the market and how services will be produced.  On the demand side, patients decide what to purchase and how much to consume, based on the amount they have to pay.  Payment is a key mechanism to ration scarce economic resources – it determines the production, distribution, and consumption of health services, drug utilization, and the pattern of capital investments.  Payments and their incentives play a critical role in determining health-system performance.  193



Global budget



This payment method sets an all-inclusive operating budget in advance.  Often the organization must meet certain output targets, like a number of bed days or outpatient visits, or face a penalty.  A global budget represents the broadest scope of bundling services.  Every service performed on every patient during one year is aggregated into a single payment.  Under a global budget system managers have an incentive to control their expenses while attaining their production targets, although the potential always exists to distort decisions to reach those targets.  202 



Payment Systems and Patients



Studies in developing countries consistently show that price elasticity is higher for lower-income households and for children.  Thus user fees have a greater adverse impact on the care, utilization, and the well-being of lower income households and children.  205 



10 Organization



Changing Who-Does-What



Restructuring the Public Sector 1: Decentralization



Technical education will not necessarily overcome a deficit in “social capital”: the willingness of citizens to cooperate in pursuit of their joint interest in ways that involve trust and reciprocal respect.  Double-entry bookkeeping can be taught much more easily than the attitudes required for successful democratic citizenship.  It can also be a mistake, however, to delay implementing decentralization until all training is “finished.”  That day may never come.  Moreover, the pressure of implementing decentralization can produce “teachable moments.”  That is, the need to perform can increase the receptivity of local and regional officials to acquiring new skills and concepts.




These observations about authority, redistribution, and local capacity-building illustrate our general contention that the outcome of a policy change will depend on the details of its design and implementation.  The many choices involved in decentralization need to be made in a consistent and coherent way if the potential benefits are to be realized.  For example, to improve efficiency or to produce services more closely tailored to local circumstances, local decision-takers need to have authority over personnel and budgets.  Otherwise, how can they hope to produce the desired results?




Once a program of decentralization is initiated, the role of the central bureaucracy changes.  The center now must advise instead of control, and train instead of command.  Regulatory or incentive devices many be needed to push local policy toward national goals.  233




Monitoring performance becomes especially important.  Otherwise, the effects of the new arrangements will remain obscure.  Needless to say, many central government units find this transformation difficult to accept.  




One final point involves the differences in local conditions and capacities among different regions, especially in large countries.  As a result, decentralization efforts might need to vary by region.  234  



11 Regulation



Regulation is often more effective when appropriate incentives and efforts to influence individual behavior complement regulatory initiatives. 




Regulation is not self-implementing, however.  The administrative and political tasks that must be accomplished for regulation to work effectively can be daunting.  Moreover, poorly designed regulation can make health systems perform worse, rather than better.  Policymakers therefore must understand the strengths and limitations of regulation, and what it takes to implement regulatory initiatives, if they are to use this tool successfully.  248



Defining and Justifying Regulation



Regulation and Health-System Objectives



Most regulation affects intermediate performance measures.  251



The Determinants of Regulatory Success



Effective regulation is a complex and demanding process.  First, an appropriate regulatory strategy needs to be developed – decision made about what and how to regulate.  Then agencies have to be established, including the recruitment of staff and the collection of data.  Then the detailed rules have to be written.  Next they have to be applied to specific cases.  Monitoring processes need to be established so that violators can be identified and either persuaded to change their behavior or penalized if they do not.  All of this must be done in a context in which those being regulated will protest and seek to influence the agency to treat them leniently.  Effective regulation thus requires a demanding combination of technical expertise, administrative capacity, and political support that is not always easy for nations to provide.  251 




Experience with regulatory interventions around the globe suggests that successful regulatory efforts depend on three key aspects of each nation’s situation: cultural attitudes, government competence, and political support.  All of these, we believe, need to be taken into account in designing regulatory institutions.  252



Cultural Attitudes



Reformers should realize that specific cultural norms and social beliefs influence the effectiveness of regulation.  Regulators and regulatees react differently, depending on whether they agree with the goal expressed by the regulation.  When legal restrictions are compatible with social beliefs, citizens are more likely to comply; otherwise, the regulated may try to evade the regulations.  252 



Capacity of Government



The operations of the regulatory agency are often a focus of controversy.  Because regulators are trying to change the behavior of specific groups, those being regulated have every reason to deflect or minimize the regulatory agency’s effectiveness.  Their efforts are likely to begin with trying to shape the design and wording of rules and administrative decisions, and continue through to all aspects of implementation.  The resulting efforts range from persuasion and influence, to political pressure, to outright corruption.  Inducement can come in many forms, from bribes, to gifts, to promises of lucrative post-government employment, to favors for the regulator’s relatives and friends.  How regulatory officials respond to pressure, persuasion, and bribery depends in part on the political structure and professionalism of the bureaucrats.




There are large variations in the nature and extent of corruption in different countries.  Political cultures vary.  In some societies, the failure of an officeholder to help family or clan members – or even college classmates – would be viewed as dishonorable.  Even within a country there can be significant interregional or intersectoral variations.  253



Correct Market Failures and Provide Public and Merit Goods



Protect buyers from poor quality:



In terms of forms of quality control, we can think of government as regulating the inputs, the processes, or the outcomes of health services.  Regulation of inputs is easiest to establish and enforce, so it is the most prevalent.  It does not necessarily ensure better outcomes, however.  Regulating the processes of care is much more difficult, and the responsibility for doing so is often assigned to the medical profession.  Regulation of outcomes may seem ideal, because outcomes are what society should be most concerned with.  But because patients may respond to treatment differently, depending on the severity of their disease and their particular physiology, sophisticated sampling and severity adjustment is likely to be required – which is technically very challenging.  In addition, the medical profession generally resists regulation based on outcomes as an infringement on its clinical autonomy.  This resistance is important, because to succeed, quality regulation must be acceptable to the medical profession.  261



Summary 



Health-sector reformers who want to make a real difference need to think carefully about the likely enforcement process, the available resources, legal capacity, political support, data and monitoring systems, and the incentives that regulation will generate, before pursuing the regulatory route.



12 Behavior



Categories of Individual Behavior



Where can the behavior-change control knob be used in health-reform efforts?  Here it is important to consider four categories of individual behavior:



· Treatment-Seeking Behaviors



· Health Professional Behaviors



· Patient Compliance Behaviors



· Lifestyle and Prevention Behaviors



Each Category can be related to important objectives for health-sector reform, including core criteria and intermediate criteria.



Treatment-Seeking Behaviors



Consumer decisions on when, where, and how to seek treatment are an important area for improving health-system performance.  These treatment-seeking decisions include the kind of health professional (e.g., specialist versus generalist), the level of health facility (primary care versus teaching hospital), the timing and location of the treatment, and the use of traditional versus Western medicine.  These consumer behaviors often involve interaction with a health professional, including physicians, midwives, traditional healers, and private drug sellers.  Treatment-seeking behaviors are important for acute health problems (e.g., traumas and fevers) as well as chronic health problems (e.g., diabetes and health disease).  285



Health Professional Behaviors



Provider decisions about treatment represent a second important category of individual behavior that can be addressed through this control knob.  Important provider decisions include the nature of the treatment, including adherence to practice guidelines; the amount of attention given to preventative care; the location of treatment (a public hospital versus the provider’s private office); and the referral of patients to other providers.  Nor is government the only potential actor here, since issues of professional ethics can be addressed by behavior-change campaigns directed at professional societies and targeted at their members.  286



Patient Compliance Behaviors



The third category of individual behavior involves patient decisions on whether to follow the treatment instructions of health professionals.  These behaviors include the use of pharmaceutical prescriptions, pursuing referrals to other health providers, and other kinds of treatment-following behaviors.  One study found the interesting result that behaviors like breastfeeding emerged from a complex social network.  Therefore, attempts to change the breastfeeding habits of mothers need to take into account the attitudes and influence of husbands and elders, and especially the mothers of those childbearing mothers.  287 



Lifestyle and Prevention Behaviors



The fourth category of individual behaviors is consumer decisions on lifestyle habits that have major impacts on their health, especially in preventing disease.  Examples of these behaviors include individual decisions about exercise patterns, food consumption, smoking, sexual relations, and contraceptive usage.  These behaviors do not necessarily involve interaction with a health professional or a health facility.  Indeed, they are often subject to a complex set of influences, from modern commercial marketing to the force of traditional cultural expectations.  288



13 Conclusions



Critical Tasks



Clarify Your Goals



Carry out an Honest Diagnosis



Develop a Plan that can Be Expected to Work in Your National Context



Embrace Politics



Focus on Implementation



Successful implementation requires performance measurement.  Here again, realism is critical.  Lean too hard on a measurement system and you risk dishonesty in reporting or unintended distortions in behavior.  Focus on performance, not reports; on outcomes, not inputs; on results, not merely efforts made.  




Institutions (and people) resist change out of both self-interest and anxiety.  Staffs need to be helped through the reform process by leaders who are both credible and committed and who understand the dynamics of organizational change.  Implementation does not just happen; it needs to be planned and guided.  Critical tasks need to be identified and likely obstacles anticipated – although, of course, not everything can be.  Managers need to adapt as experience accumulates.  314



Learn from Your Mistakes



Lessons from the Control Knobs



Financing



Even with an optimally designed financing system, a healthy citizen with an average income will have to pay, directly or indirectly, the costs of their own routine care, plus something for risk-pooling and an amount for redistribution to the poor as well.  How much such an individual can and will pay is obviously limited by their economic circumstances.




In general we observed that to truly provide risk protection, a universal system based on ability to pay is required.  That allows the rich to cross-subsidize the poor and the healthy to pay for the sick.  It is no surprise, then, that middle- and upper-income countries mostly rely on social insurance or general revenue to finance their health-care systems.  As countries move up the development scale, social insurance is often especially attractive because the social contract implicit in such a system often improves tax compliance.  315




Finally, we view with some trepidation the growth of private insurance in upper-middle-income nations.  Such systems have very high transaction costs, require sophisticated regulation, and offer only limited risk-sharing – especially where they allow individuals to withdraw from social insurance pools.  We realize that many countries are under pressure from their own elites to allow the creation of such schemes, which give the rich access to better care than the public system can offer.   316



Payment



Our general advice to reformers is to try to avoid fee-for-service reimbursement for physician services, in order to minimize the inflationary effects of supplier-induced demand.  Similarly, per diem payments for hospital care encourage overly long lengths of stay, even as traditional budget systems create few incentives to improve quality.  We do realize the political and technical difficulties of more-sophisticated alternatives – like capitation or per admission payments where the money follows the patients – but we believe they are preferable on incentive grounds in many situations.




Then there is the question of payment levels.  International experience suggests that providers are never satisfied with their level of payment – no matter what they are paid.  The resulting conflicts over payment levels should be anticipated by reformers and considered in the institutional design of the payment-setting process.  316



Organization



Many reorganization proposals such as autonomization, decentralization or purchaser-provider separation pose distinct challenges for central administrative agencies.  Their functions will not end, but they will be transformed.  And the new skills and attitudes that will be required are often not easy for ministries to develop.




The same can be said at the institutional level of the changes that are required to improve the functioning of the usual type of public-sector institution.  These are both obvious and fly in the face of profound political objections because they undermine the patronage structure characteristic of many public delivery systems.  317



Regulation



Regulation is often difficult to implement exactly because it involves using the coercive power of the state to get people to do what they do not want to do.  Instead, they resist – and seek to capture, corrupt, or otherwise undermine the process.  Thus regulation works best when most of the society, including both regulators and regulatees, sees the goal of the process as generally legitimate.  This greatly facilitates voluntary compliance, which in turn significantly increases the deterrence effect of enforcement efforts.  For the same reason, ongoing political support is likely to be required to preserve a regulatory agency’s effectiveness.  318



Behavior



We stressed throughout the need for a customer-focused approach to behavior change.  Reformers need to market their ideas in ways that meet or resonate with customers’ existing needs and values.  This means they have to begin with empirical research on those customers and learn how they vary so that appropriate market segments can be identified.  Then a plan that unites the four Ps (place, product, price and promotion) can be developed.  Such plans require skill and sophistication to develop – whether aimed at individual patients or at providers within the health-care system.  319



Final Thoughts




If health-sector reform is so difficult and demands so much from reformers, why take on the challenge?




First, health is an important component of both opportunity and well-being for all individuals in a society.  So those who work to improve health status are doing genuinely important work from almost any ethical perspective.  The same goes for efforts to protect individuals against the financial risks of illness – risks that can cause great anxiety and deprivation for those who lack such protection.




Second, providing such gains to those who are most vulnerable in society is, in terms of our own ethics, an especially urgent and praiseworthy task.  Improving access to the extraordinary advances of modern medical science could make an enormous difference to the lives of millions, if not billions of our fellow human beings.  We hope that the fact that we come from an industrial country in the world that does a particularly poor job in this regard does not undermine our credibility on this point – for we are hardly defenders of the American system, in part because of its poor equity performance.




Third, for all of its difficulty and frustration, health-sector reform, we believe, is an arena in which intelligence, energy, passion and critical thinking can make a difference.  It is an arena that calls upon many aspects of a person – analytical and intra-personal, creative and purposive.  It requires an appreciation of many aspects of human life – from politics and economics to cultural forces, biological processes, and philosophical commitments.  It offers opportunities for leadership and craftsmanship, for doing work that is truly worth doing.  For those who choose to participate, we hope this book can serve as a handbook and guide, as tool kit and design manual, and that the methods and observations we have offered will improve your chances of getting health reform right in the years ahead.   319
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Stafford Beer’s Health & Quiet Breathing (1970)



The Sixteenth Centre Lunch Talk, given at the Hospital Centre, London, on the 25th November, 1970.  



Published in Platform for Change, (1975, 1994), reader’s guide by Jon Li, John Wiley, Chichester


To talk within this compass about the management of a business which is now in the top ten largest financial operations in the whole world, a business which employs 3½% of the national labor force, is daunting.  Certainly I have no pet or pat solutions to the problems that beset the National Health Service.  What I do have is an approach to problems called operational research, and I can perhaps suggest a few clues that point to its effective use.



What Operational Research Is and Isn’t



O.R. exists to solve management problems by the knowledge and methods of science.  Management problems – financial, medical, administrative – are all about people.  A problem should be studied in the context of the system generating it.  Science is more than labeled topics – it is a codified understanding of how things are and how things work: insight made rigorous; the general educed from particulars.



An O.R. team is multidisciplinary, to deal with problems, but one never knows what kind of scientific insight or skill might be needed next.



O.R. works by constructing models, expressing a dynamic system to explore the workings of the system under different conditions.  The first thing you discover in addressing a problem of top policy in a large enterprise is that no-one dares to experiment with the system as a whole, and rightly so.  Then the model stands as surrogate for the system, and you can experiment with the model all you want.



Inside a computer model, we can simulate existing conditions, which should result in outputs recognized as normal, which helps validate the model.  Then submit the model to all variety of possible perturbations that might in future occur, which will give a sensitive measure of the system’s structure to varying degrees of stress and the vulnerability of the management strategies currently used to a range of possible futures.  Third, we can change both the structure and the management strategies (still within the model) about how things might be better, and see what happens.



So O.R. is an interdisciplinary and an experimental activity, dealing in the behavior of large and complicated systems.  You shall see the kinds of model I should like the Health Service to create later on.  They are systemic, and they deal in measures of information.  They are not embodiments of mathematical tricks for cutting costs.



What a Health Service Is and Isn’t



First, there are three monolithic blocks: the hospitals, general practices, and local health authorities.  Then we have an organization frozen out of the past; we have institutionalized a set of historical accidents.  The result is a structure where the lowest organizational crossover point is the Minister themself.  There is an exception, though: a healthy-looking low-level link between general practices and local authorities called a Health Centre, like this one I am speaking in now.



You may recognize a study by Curwen and Brookes (Lancet No 7627) that this approach to integration is 50 years old, and yet there are only a hundred centers, and it doesn’t seem to be making much headway.  There appear to be no arrangements for the purposeful study of how the whole thing works – in the course of fifty years the vision itself has leaked away at the seams.



Second, there seems to be a tremendous spate of commissions, committees, inquiries, white papers, green papers and even Bills, going where?  Cross the boundaries of the three monoliths of hospitals, general practices and local authorities with area boards, which the doctors don’t like.  Hospitals?  Fanatical conservatism.



And yet, we should surely all agree that the actual provision of our health service is a matter for some satisfaction.  (You should hear me boasting about the British National Health Service in the United States – where I suspect they have hit on a brilliant system of prophylaxis: you frighten folk into good health by the cost of being ill.)  The puzzle I put to you is that in a year’s quite intensive reading about organization, statistics, financing, costs, staffing and so forth, your objective observer has not once come across any reference to what the health service is about – namely people who are well or ill.



Here is the distinction, then, drawn like this.  On the one hand is the ostensible reality: an introverted organization, preoccupied with its own antecedents, its internal power struggles, its levels of status, its costs and its wages, which solves its management problems in equations of political factors and psychological stress.  On the other hand is the notion of a health service, to which surely many people in fact dedicate their lives, conceived as a national system for promoting healthiness.



An O.R. Approach to Any Large Enterprise



If you really want to solve major problems, it is no use tinkering.  For one thing, O.R. is a scarce resource.  For another, the piecemeal approach takes way too long.  Secondly, it is not a question of cost-effectiveness, as much as how to utilize the resources available now.  If you were starting from scratch, knowing the current state of the art, having nearly a million staff of various qualifications and the best part of two thousand million pounds to spend, do you think you would come up with a system remotely resembling the one we have today?



It is always good O.R. advice to say: work out your objectives, evaluate your resources, take account of real constraints (but not mere prejudices), create and test a system for the purpose, then say what you want to do.  Compare the answer with the answer you already have.  If it is overwhelmingly better, as well it might be, then stop messing about with making the existing rotten arrangements more efficiently rotten, and get cracking on the plan which can take you from where you are to where you want to be.  



Concepts of Health Management



What do we think about the objectives?  Originally founded at a time of great need for curative medicine, our medical services have brought disease under control, and added a structure of preventative medicine and health education.  



Think of the health service as regulative.  We look for a stable society, in which factors affecting healthiness are under control.  Our objective is ‘health and quiet breathing’ (from Keats’s Endymion).  Society is a very large system, made up of individuals.  We can define the health status of every person, beginning by calling each one ‘ill’ or ‘not ill;’ but of course a good recording system would offer a much richer account.  The account could exist, but it does not, because of organizational fragmentation and archaic methods of recording and storing medical facts.



Suppose one said: let us consolidate all this.  What is the state of the art?  Do we need costly and inefficient clerical processes spread all over the fragments of the total system?  No.  If a scientist can have ready access to a computer terminal, then so can a physician.  When you want to retrieve something from the record, you can find it and you can read it.  I am fully aware of the problems of confidentiality posed by effective and consolidated electronic files.  They can and will be solved.  You must admit that it would be ludicrous if the only valid means we had to defend our personal freedom in the face of electronic competence were to have a system of personal records so inefficient that no-one could actually use it…



So I am beginning to paint the picture of a locality with a proper health center, with proper records about the health status of every resident, and containing all medical facilities for out-patient treatment of every kind.  The first recommendation is that an O.R. study be done.  Let us work towards the notion that a health locality is defined in terms of packages of information about its individual residents, constantly updated, and that enquires into the nature of the total local system can be made by simulating its integral behavior through a model mounted on a computer.



We stand to learn so much about how that system works that we don’t know now, and how environments affect the people in them.  We shall know too not only the sorts of disease that patients have, but the sort of patient that has a disease – which Parry of Bath set out to learn two hundred years ago.



Next, if a patient does arrive at a hospital (where a majority of our health money is spent) they will obviously arrive enveloped in an infinitely better aura of information that they do today.  This package of information has got to undergo a set of transformations: that makes a perfectly good definition of the reason the patient has come.  



Some of the variables quantifying the parameters of healthiness are out of their limits.  They must be brought back to normal.  Every stage of the patient’s handling and treatment can be regarded as applying a transformation to their data-set, and the result will be a new data-set – recognizably better or worse than before, or indistinguishable from before, by recognized medical criteria. The model includes uncertainties for both physician and patient, including ‘don’t know’ and ‘something is missing’ as valid data in the information-theoretic model that helps define what needs to be learned.



This is the beginning of a reformation of how hospitals are run – a reformation based on the notion that what happens in a hospital is all about information and its transformations.  If you could study the hospital wearing spectacles which allowed you to see the movement of information and nothing else, you would understand both the medicine and the administration – and just how the two fail to interact.  You would understand the progress of the illness, and of its therapy.  You would trace the loops of information that culminated in a very ill patient crawling out of bed to a public telephone – to ring up the hospital and ask how they were.  You would trace the loops whereby relatives make enquiries, and you would mark the information filters which substitute ‘as well as can be expected’ for actual information.  You would trace the information network by which nurses and sisters know what to do for their patients.



The cost of a hospital is clearly correlated with the length of inpatient stay: the length of in-patient stay varies very widely between hospitals for the same types of case, and is directly correlated with the rate of staff turnover as all levels.  The explanation is: the linking factor is the availability of nursing information – which affected both the length of stay and nursing morale.  When the information flow was bad, no-one knew what was happening.  Patients remained in their beds until someone found out.  Meanwhile, the nursing staff were made profoundly uneasy by a sense of inadequacy in the care they could offer, and their loss of morale spread throughout the hospital at every level.  The converse is also true: improved nursing communication means greater confidence in co-workers.



The second recommendation is that these old studies be newly validated, and extended in terms of new ideas and modern facilities.  The uses of electronics for patient monitoring, preliminary diagnosis, the computation of diets and therapies, are all known about – but they are not at all integrated within any ‘total systems’ concept of information flow.  If the concept is regulative, this is the prerequisite.  The hospital is indeed a vast interactive control system for regulating both illness and its own effective performance.  That system needs to be modeled, studied, experimented with through the model, and – finally – changed.



Models of the System



O.R studies of the nature of a possible modern health centre and of a possible modern hospital, both conceived in terms of information flow rather than any other commodity (such as money) would unite readily – because they would both be undertaken with the patient providing the unit data-set.  It is the same person who is well, who is exposed to risk, who develops pre-symptoms and then symptoms, who is diagnosed, who is treated at the health centre, then at the hospital, and who finally returns to a pool of the relatively healthy.  Transformations of their data-set.  Then what happens to society itself is to be understood, planned for, legislated for, by enquiring into the interactions of these transformations.



Third, if we wish a service which is regulative of societary health, then we must also build a scientific model of the way in which people flow around this entire system, interacting as they do, and absorbing resources – of skill, equipment, drugs and money – as they go.  This big model should be built.  Its data base today would have to be rough and ready – because we do not have the channels of information in the locality and in the hospital (which I have proposed) to tap.  This paucity of data has always been used as an excuse for not getting on with the job.  



The excuse is feeble.  O.R. studies can show what the optimal organizational structure should be.   It is from these studies that civilized people should tease out the best way of organizing things – and in general of managing the world’s tenth largest business – in the best interests of health and quiet breathing.



Economist January 25, page 16: Letters



Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model



Your essay on “cybernetic dictatorship” was excellent (“Beware the Borg”, December 21st).  However, Chile’s “Project Cybersyn” in the early 1970s was not a design of a command-control economy.  It was based on Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model (VSM), which specifies a recursive, hierarchical, distributed and decentralized control system. Each VSM is managed locally and has local autonomy.



Factory data were centrally analyzed in Project Cybersyn and the results sent directly back to the factory managers for their consideration.  The model explicitly incorporated the market mechanism, which is the environment (directly or indirectly) of each factory.



Beer was a passionate advocate for democracy, publishing a book on this titled “Designing Freedom”.  He argued that it is possible to have effective and efficient control of economies democratically.  The VSM was designed to do just that.
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Abstract



Health care costs determine defacto health priorities.  The U.S. health financing system is mostly private, profit driven.  Insurance has historically evolved to managed care, which has some financial efficiencies but often include questionable quality, health professional dissatisfaction, and a significant percentage of uninsured in the larger population.  As an alternative, we start with a goal of optimal care, and look for components of a delivery system which will most effectively encourage healthy individuals and communities.
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“Our leaders should reject market values as a framework for health care and the market-driven mess into which our health system is evolving.  We gave up too easily; we must make another serious attempt to formulate a national policy that will provide health care to all”.




--Jerome P. Kassirer, editor, New England Journal of Medicine, 6/6/951




1. Introduction




The U.S. spends $1 trillion annually on health care, far more per capita than any other country, and yet has inconsistent quality.  At least 14% of the population is not covered at all.  The U.S. is the only major industrial nation which does not have universal health care coverage and uses private, for profit insurance to allocate health care funds.  Most other developed nations have stabilized their health spending at 9% or less of GNP, while U.S. spending continues to soar -- climbing to above 14% of GNP.  Canada spends about 1% of its health care dollar on administration; the U.S. spends over 10% (private insurance is 14%, Medicaid is 4%, Medicare is 2%).  



During the past five years, Managed Care has replaced fee-for-service billing as the dominant financing structure in U.S. health care.  During the 20th century, physician reimbursement has shifted from produce and chickens, to direct payment, to fee-for-service billing, to insurance with consumer     co-payments, to Managed Care with fixed monthly premiums without regard to services provided.



While Bill and Hillary Clinton were not successful in implementing their dream of universal coverage, they deserve credit for putting health care high on the priority list of U.S. domestic policy.  The fee-for-service insurance process has become so complicated that the health care industry is shifting to managed care even though they politically fought the Clintons’ proposal.  




Americans are signing up for Managed Care coverage at a rate of 5 million more a year.  But the U.S. shift to Managed Care has provided less than satisfactory results: duplicated local resource expenditure by competing health plans, poor consumer routing, lots of “lost in the cracks” cases, and exasperated health professionals - primary care providers doubling their burden while specialists lose their caseloads. 




This paper examines the complexities of Managed Care, and then presents a model for comprehensive, universal coverage with a single payer financing structure.  As comprehensive policy, forms of single payer have been proven to work in Canada and in Germany (since 1880).  By comparison, Managed Care is still an untested experiment by the insurance industry.  Its performance should be evaluated against the standards that define single payer policy: quality of care, cost containment, access, availability, and infrastructure support, as well as health professional satisfaction.



Information about money and quality need to be better intertwined.  New economic models need to be developed around high standards of resource use and positive consumer outcomes.  This paper explores a context for moving toward a more efficient administrative structure, and the use of computers to decentralize power to the individual health consumer and her or his local team of health professionals and special resources.





2. Sources of Systemic Problems



Before Managed Care, most doctors didn’t like health administration complexities, and felt that society didn’t respect them enough for all their hard work.  They would have felt ok, if their bills weren’t so high, if people didn’t complain so much about what seemed to be excessively high fees and if there weren’t so much paper work.  The doctor kind.  Ten percent plus of medicine is the paper work, and a nurse can tell a good doctor right away by how frequently they get behind in their chart notes.  If a third of health care is what a doctor does, the billing kind of paper work takes you to a half, and the other half of medicine is a quarter nursing and a quarter every thing else.  It is the boring paper work that is a challenge for general systems theory.



3. The Drive for Managed Care 



A. Problems with Fee-For-Service




Fee-for-Service is a payment scheme that was designed by M.D.s serving on the boards of young health insurance companies.  As the society became more urbanized, the customers no longer had a chicken or a basket of potatoes to give the doctor as payment for care.  The insurance companies sold group policies to unions, and tried to spread the costs of care among a large, healthy population, which is the whole point of insurance.  



Fee-for-Service developed problems that grew in severity.  The first is the lack of control of costs.  Health care cost increases have exceeded inflation most years since World War II, driving up the risks to insurance companies.  Medicare brought doctors the right to bill whatever they want, allowing them to define the “usual, customary and reasonable fees” in their area.  Health insurance companies rarely broke even, and were primarily a tax management agreement between the AMA, Congress and the management of corporate America concerned about the cost of health benefits for their labor force.  Fee-for-service worked as long as the health insurance companies’ cashflow provided a fund to invest in the stock market for a high profit.  During the 1980s, the chances of a health insurance company turning a profit disappeared as the cost of care skyrocketed (even though premiums were climbing in price at annual double digit inflationary rates).




A second cost problem is the increase in awards for medical malpractice. Awards have frequently been millions of dollars because juries have to assume that the victim cannot count on the health system to keep costs under control.




A third cost problem is complexity.  On a case by case basis, billing by item made sense to justify each cost.  But with each added bill or item, complications set in.  As health services became more technological, and medical specialists charged more to supervise the technicians who ran the machines, the cost of producing the bills grew.  The average cost of care in an acute care hospital rose from under a $100 a day to over a $1000.  Billing became so complicated that a physician needed to have a billing clerk for each nurse, a computer, and hours of headaches trying to figure out how to get the forms back to the insurance company in the correct fashion so the physician would be reimbursed for services provided.  Each insurance company was different, and there seemed to be new ones all the time.  There are now around 1,500 health insurance companies, each with their own forms and idiosyncrasies.



A fourth cost problem is the worship of the profit motive, meaning that the prioritization of care is secondary to monetary considerations.  In evaluating different health care proposals, the money filter is the first and last criteria for comparing proposed changes.



A fifth cost problem is the overbuilding of hospitals, which means that the cost of care is higher per unit because each hospital is underutilized.  Standards of practice and new micro-technology now allow doctors to perform many procedures in the office or surgi-center where the person stays less than 24 hours.  Break even for an acute care hospital is 70% occupancy.  Hospitals lost patient days to the point where many for profit hospitals are at 50% occupancy or less, which means costs are higher than revenues, and there is a growing deficit.



Finally, the overall complexity of health care administration and the merciless time demands on individual doctors have forced most M.D.s into some type of group practice.  What this means for 99% of the M.D.s is the end of the image/reality of the single individual free-enterprise doc working stand alone with his “black bag”; it had become obsolete.  For these M.D.s, Managed Care was an appealing alternative: a comprehensive institutional relationship that was just around the corner.



3.B. Managed Care Roots before the Clintons




Managed Care is the direction health care is headed in the U.S., even though it has never been shown to work as a public policy, in this country or any other. There is a shift in emphasis in health care from being a service to being a commodity.  The fundamental unit of Managed Care is the Health Maintenance Organization or HMO, which is the concept of integrating doctors, hospitals, and other health resources into one organization.  Where the fee-for-service system scattered doctors’ responsibilities, the HMO coordinates resources more efficiently.  The problem with HMOs is that they must be exclusive to be cost effective.



“Clinton’s pro-managed care, pro-competition strategy represents merely an intensification of government and corporate policies that commenced with Richard Nixon’s HMO Act of 1973.  Indeed, Paul Ellwood coined the term “HMO” in the early 1970s, and personally sold Nixon on the concept as a counter to Ted Kennedy’s single payer national health insurance proposal”2-187



Ellwood wrote in 1971 that he hoped HMOs would create a “change in the health industry that would have some of the classical aspects of the industrial revolution: conversion to larger units of production, technological innovation, division of labor, substitution of capital for labor, vigorous competition, and profitability as the mandatory conditions for survival”.2-236


The HMO is a historical shift in emphasis from a “doctor and his black bag” and a free-standing hospital which legally could not hire the doctor; to an integrated set of doctors, hospitals, and other health resources that is coordinated financially and administratively to provide comprehensive modalities of care.  The goals are improving the patient’s health knowledge and increasing the chances of preventing the need to use health resources and therefore saving costs.



The original HMO is U.S. military medicine: in the short run, help every body (but put effort into who can be helped the most).



The name “Managed Care” is an improvement in U.S. health care policy over fee-for-service (which rewards specialists and leaves the consumer without a primary provider).  Managed Care shifts the responsibility to a primary care giver who is supposed to be the consumer’s advocate.  Problems with this situation will be discussed later on.



Kaiser HMO offered an excellent role model for comparison within the U.S.  Since most of Kaiser’s client pool consist of employed workers and their families, Kaiser can emphasize prevention to an already healthy group, and minimize their need for medical intervention.  By and large, fee-for-service clients, even with insurance, tend to put off health care until the last moment, increasing the eventual cost of intervention. Recognizing this, Kaiser uses preventive care and education, to minimize the need for higher cost hospital care down the road.  Health education is the most efficient use of the health dollar.  Kaiser is stingy about using their resources.  People wait a long time on the phone to get an appointment.  But appointments seem prompt; when you need care, they are ready.



HMO fast facts: 



· 10 insurers control 70% of the HMO market nationwide (including Aetna, Prudential, Cigna, Met Life, Traveler’s and Blue Cross)



· the minimum feasible population to support an HMO is 200,000 enrollees



· the profit strategy is to “cream off the top” the healthiest customers (who will cost the least) and ignore the rest




3.C. Clintons’ Proposal for Transforming Health Care: Managed Competition



Just before the New Hampshire primary in 1992, Bill and Hillary Clinton spent a Sunday in a hotel room in Boston with Ira Magaziner developing a health policy strategy which would dominate the first two years of their term.  They decided to make health care the hallmark of their domestic economic policy.  Costs had continued to rise, and the industry had grown so complicated that it seemed out of control.  Insurance helps pay the bills for many, but over 14% of the population – the underemployed and working poor and their families – are without any coverage.  The costs of care have grown so much as to take up 14% of the GNP, eating a chunk out of the profits of many corporations and an evergrowing share of the federal, state and local governmental budgets.



Bill and Hillary decided that the U.S. was not ready politically for single payer health financing, so they decided to develop a goal of universal coverage, around the idea of Managed Care, then a foreign idea to most voters and the insurance industry.  Bill explained his idea for risk pools, health alliances and other esoteric policy wonk terms.  When the Clintons were elected, they took it as a mandate to tackle health care policy using Managed Care.



Managed Care is a California-grown idea.  Managed Care was initially popularized in the early 1980s by Alain Entoven, a Stanford economist.  It was developed as an excellent example of Reaganomics.  The idea is to control costs by restricting how and where people seek medical attention by putting the emphasis on market decisions and competition.  It is social darwinism which drives into prominence the HMOs with the best package for the lowest price.  Less concern is given for the not-so-efficient, and there is no concern at all for the sensitivities of the consumer at large.



The Clintons’ wrinkle on Managed Care was to require the insurance companies to work together — to share the risk pool and coordinate the design of information forms.  The Administration thought they could put together a package which enough interest groups would support that the insurance industry would buckle under and comply.  They didn’t want to kill the health insurance industry, just make it more efficient and responsive.  



In the name of less complexity, the Clintons introduced an 1100-page proposal which lost sight of its goal.  In Congress and the national media (the TV ads with Harry and Louise), the health insurance industry battled back.  With each proposal in Congress, they whittled away at the Clintons’ plan.  And the seniors, nurses and other special interest groups from whom the Clintons had hoped for support instead were making new demands to specialize the proposal which would make it even longer and more complicated.  Not one health care reform bill made it to the President’s desk for signature.  Bill Clinton’s  September 1993 speech on health care may have been the high point of his first term, but his threat to veto a lousy health bill became an idle threat.



3.D. Transition in the Marketplace



While the insurance industry was doing everything it could to kill the Clintons’ plan in Congress and the national media, they were implementing Managed Care in the marketplace. Their desperate need for cost controls was the driving force.  The transition had two stages: (1) shift from specialist care to primary care via the gatekeeper, and (2) create an HMO oligopoly, and only pay for services given by preferred providers.



1) Gatekeeper/Costcutter: since World War II, most health innovation involved medical specialists and technology in hospitals, continually driving up the cost of care using the fee-for-service system.  Health insurance is risky, even with a healthy pool of insureds who are hardworking premium payers.  A few days in the hospital, surgery, and doctors bills can add up to more than all the paid premiums in a hurry.  Health insurers have found that they must control their costs, so they keep setting limits.  Sometime before Harry and Louise hit the TV airwaves, health insurance companies decided to shift to total cost control rather than itemized fee-for-service billing to control costs.  They anointed a primary care doctor with all of a patient’s responsibility — for their care and the cost of their care, including hospitals, specialists, drugs and whatever other services the patient needs.  The primary care provider, be it an internist, general practitioner, family practice, or obstetrician/gynecologist, was given the title of  “Gatekeeper”.  The insurance companies give the Gatekeeper the cost control responsibility, who in return receives a regular payment from the insurance company.  



If the patient’s cost of care is less than the insurance payment, then the Gatekeeper comes out ahead.  If not, the Gatekeeper eats it.  This is a better deal for the insurance company because they can manage their financial risk.  But for the doctors, it is terrible — the primary care doctors are at the low end of the M.D. income scale, and they have become burdened with inevitable bankruptcy-level risk.  If a patient needs a referral to a specialist, the Gatekeeper must arrange, coordinate and pay for it.  So it is in the best interest of the Gatekeeper to minimize referrals.  It has the docs shaking. The specialists have found their consulting and referral income drying up, with primary providers unwilling to refer patients when the cost comes out of their own pockets, not the insurance company’s.




These Gatekeeper responsibilities were forcing free-standing individual doctors into an increasingly difficult administrative work environment with more paperwork and reduced job satisfaction.



2) Shift from Solo and Small Group Practice to PPOs and HMO Oligopoly: In reaction to the scattered chaos of the fee-for-service system, the larger insurance companies like Blue Cross/Blue Shield created “Preferred Provider Organizations” (PPOs) which are pools of physicians who are willing to accept an established lower rate of reimbursement in exchange for being part of the designated pool of available physicians.  If the physician is not a part of the pool, the patient has to find a different insurance company, pay out of pocket, or find a new physician from within the accepted pool.




At the same time that the Clintons were promoting this new idea of HMOs, large insurance buyers were cutting deals to lower the cost they pay for their members to receive hospital, doctor and pharmaceutical services.  Most famous is the California Public Employment Retirement System (CalPERS) which is able to negotiate significant savings because they have such a large pool of fairly healthy members.  In California in the greater Sacramento area, the San Francisco bay region and Southern California, Kaiser has been around for years, so many people feel comfortable about signing on.  In the Sacramento area, it is estimated that 80% of the population is now covered by one of 12 HMOs or 15 PPOs. 




As the Clintons were losing in the Congress, their idea was taking hold as the only hope for the insurance industry.  Of course, the industry wasn’t worried about Universal Care, or covering people with prior conditions.  They were mostly interested in the wealthy well who are willing to pay high monthly premiums and rarely need to use the services.




4. Problems with Emerging Managed Care Industry in California




What we are now seeing is a market industry squeezed by the big players in the oligopoly.  It is an interesting social problem because oligopolies create the worst of Jungle Capitalism.  The antiquated governmental regulatory structure was designed to police individual doctors who have free-standing businesses, and hospitals.  HMOs have emerged in the 1990s and are swamping the health industry with a new set of problems the government is not set up to deal with.  The regulation of HMOs is a side-action, even though it is eating up a growing portion of the U.S. dollar.



Onus on the Gatekeeper: The Gatekeeper forces the fiscalization of health care.  While the financial decisions were a competing concern for the clinician, now too often the primary decision is “Can we afford this cost ?”  The change in orientation to monetary accounting forces the primary care providers to be the fiscal watchdogs even if they only keep silent about the patient’s options outside their particular HMO. 



HMOs governed as corporations, not health providers.  In California, the fledging HMO industry achieved a major victory in 1974 when the law governing HMOs put the regulation of HMOs in the state department of Corporations rather than Health Services.  Called the Knox-Keene law after its two authors, the legislation focuses government regulation on the paperwork requirements of a large public corporate business, and virtually ignores service and quality of care issues.



Public Sector Efforts.  At the same time (mid-1970s), California tried an experiment with public HMOs to provide services to MediCal recipients, called “Prepaid Health Plans” or PHPs.  A major concern was to provide the same consistent quality to low income individuals as is provided to the rich or people with regular insurance.  Started during Governor Reagan’s administration, the effort was considered a failure and was killed halfway through Jerry Brown’s 8 years.  Questionable business and marketing practices during Reagan’s term tainted the experiment.



During the 1980s, California set up a committee with a MediCal Rate Czar, who negotiates secret rates with hospitals for MediCal patients.  This has resulted in enormous savings for the state.



In the past two years, California has embraced Managed Care as the best way to offer services to low income people.  Most counties with large populations are now part of an experiment to offer competing Managed Care plans.  The results so far are not pretty.  Thousands of people forced to change doctors, and go to giant confusing clinics and wait long hours.  It is cost savings by burdening the patient.



The State Department of Health Services has jurisdiction and they are developing program and outcome audits.  



Consumer evaluation: low income health consumers are being asked to evaluate the quality of service they received, and many consider it unsatisfactory.  Within the egocentric profession-driven health industry, the opportunity for a consumer to actually criticize medical care is heresy.   



The adjacent table identifies the results of a recent survey of some of the 150,000 public aid recipients in Sacramento County who were shifted from MediCal to HMOs.  These HMOs are being paid $200 million in state and federal funds to provide care.  There is lots of room for improvement, even with Kaiser, which is clearly the best in the bunch.



Consumer Abuse: This transition to managed care is forcing many patients to change doctors, and to change doctors again, and often in the future.  It is inherently unstable and not conducive to good longterm care.  Most patients do not get to choose their new doctor, only which plan they are channeled through like cattle.  The structure of care is away from small offices towards larger impersonal clinics.



Loss of Full Freedom of Choice: Doctors have always prided themselves on their independence.  But now we find, in terms of both physician autonomy and consumer independence, single payer is far better than fee-for-service, and Managed Care is the most restrictive of all.  



M.D.s Squeezed: For most of this century, doctors have commanded economic control of their own work environment more than people in most other areas of the economy. But with Managed Care, the insurance industry bean counters have taken control of the doctors’s daily lives. Doctors are forced to spend less time with patients, use specialists sparingly, and limit the use of health resources.



Primary care providers accustomed to serving about 250 patients a year in individual practice are expected to serve 400 to 600 patients a year, and some are expected to serve as many as 1200 patients - in which case there is no way a doctor can remember one patient from another. 



It is almost impossible now for a new M.D. to start her or his own free-standing private practice.  Most solo and small group practices are being swallowed up by HMOs which control the insurance income flows to the doctors.  Without regular income from several insurers, a doctor must sign on with one insurer in particular and become a cog in the corporate machine.  Suddenly M.D.s are finding themselves in a flooded labor market, which they had never even imagined possible.  Perhaps doctors are hurt even more than consumers by the insensitivities of Managed Care.



Insurance Companies buy into HMOs: The HMO gets around the whole doctor-hospital legal problem by being an organization the hires both.  Basically the HMO internalizes all the fee-for-service costs, and charges one monthly premium per person (often with a copayment).  It ties together what the insurance company does and what the hospital and doctors do.  Before the Clintons’ national proposal, most HMOs were started by labor groups and were inherently consumer responsive.  The Clintons sold the HMO concept to the insurance industry which went out and bought hospitals, hired half the doctors, and created integrated delivery systems exclusively for their population of service.  The idea is a consumer could get all their lifelong health care needs met by one organization.  Single payer for the few.



Actually, the HMO is a descendent of the oldest form of socialized medicine in the U.S., military medicine.  Why is Congress so lackadaisical about health care ?  Because they are covered just like the military.  They go to Walter Reed Army Hospital.  Many HMO doctors and administrators come straight out of the military. 



The idealized objective of the insurance industry is to expand Managed Care: to create 10 Kaisers which provide good care for everyone.  Instead, according to longtime professional health policy advocate Emery Soap Dowell, we have seen the quality of Kaiser lowered, and the creation of 9 Walmarts - cheap imitations of Kaiser that claim to have Kaiser level services without the quality control, the range of coverage, the institutional experience, memory or tradition.  (See the consumer evaluation table shown.)



No proof of HMO cost control: In California, HMO costs “are 19% above the national average and rising more rapidly.  Massachusetts and Minnesota, the second and third highest penetration states, have similarly undistinguished cost records”.2-188


Non-health costs of Managed Care: As economics columnist Robert Kuttner has pointed out, “Every entrepreneur who profits from a new Managed Care company or network, every case reviewer who second-guesses the doctor, every billing clerk who struggles with insurance forms, every TV commercial trying to divert market share is one more cost to the system that adds nothing to medical care.”4


Quality gives way to the Profit Motive: Kaiser and the other early HMOs worked because they emphasized primary care and efficient use of health resources by good communication among an organized team of health professionals.  The bottom line of the profit motive for any quarter is much less forgiving, sensitive or responsive than a health professional making an on the spot decision.



Who Wins: the investors looking for a short term profit, insurance executives and the HMO marketing people are raking in quick money.  As much as 1% of the U.S. Gross Domestic Product is being shifted from health care to the marketing and profits for HMOs (7% of 14% of the GNP).  This is money coming in the front end for services expected.  If the services are not needed, and the resources are not expended, then a minimal health delivery system is necessary for the people covered by that HMO.  Minimum cost, maximum profit.



Who Loses: if the services are not provided, or there is great demand for limited services, the consumers lose big time, as do the doctors and nurses. If several HMOs are in the same area, the duplication of service and resource is an added expense, a waste of scarce resources, and a source of greater complexity.  Managed Care may be a success in terms of cost containment and being a short term profit engine, but as a policy with a social purpose, Managed Care is a failure because of denial of care, frustration by health professionals, duplication of services and waste of resources, and confusion among consumers. Compared to universal care provided in most modern countries, U.S. care is disorganized and inefficient.



· Other Countries by Comparison: Germany and Canada




Other countries do not have the U.S. problem of inconsistent service and poor quality.



Germany, for example, has had a national health care system written into law since 1880.  Each patient is allowed to choose her or his own physician who is given a voucher by the patient which records details of every visit.  Every three months, the doctor sends these vouchers to a regional physicians association and is paid a lump sum.  Hospitals get a fixed amount for every day a patient stays, no matter the diagnosis, from a regional non-profit insurance group.  Costs grow only 3% more than the GNP. The comparable U.S. figure is 33%, Japan 15%.3


Canada has socialized insurance: universal comprehensive coverage under a single publicly administered health insurance program in each province.  The government pays about 80% of the cost of care for everyone out of taxes, and the government sets all fees charged by doctors and hospitals.  People choose their own doctors and hospitals.  Canada spends 40 percent less per person on health care than the U.S., yet Canadians visit their doctor more often than people in the U.S.  And far fewer Canadians go without care.  Furthermore, nearly all expectant mothers in Canada receive prenatal care.  In the U.S. recently, only 76% of women who had live births received such care starting in the first trimester.2-91, 255


Most Canadian consumers are satisfied, most American consumers are not. Eighty-five percent of the Canadian doctors prefer the Canadian system over the U.S. non-system.2-265


Canadians requiring attention within 24 hours receive care at least as quickly as Americans.  For elective surgery, Canadians have consolidated many procedures to a limited number of regional hospitals.  So, while there are waiting lists for elective surgery, the quality of care is superior because each center performs a large number of procedures and so is better able to maintain competence, while minimizing the costs by avoiding the unnecessary duplication of expensive facilities.2-99


6. Changing the debate to Quality & Establishing Standards for Organized Care



While Americans claim to have the best health care in the world, there is open debate.  According to U.S. health policy analyst Roger Bolger, “there is embarrassing little the U.S. or any other country can say on this point.  Even though this is the information age, we have scant information to determine whether individuals, groups or the nation as a whole are getting a level of care commensurate with the amount we spend on it.



“What this nation sorely lacks is a reasonably comprehensive source of information that will enable us to detect unmet health needs, identify cost-effective providers and services, document expenditures on inappropriate procedures, and, ultimately, evaluate and improve our health care.  This kind of information is essential if health care reform is to succeed.



“Advances in information technology offer a way to meet this need.  A network of health data organizations is being established that would collect medical information in states and regions across the country.  This information could then be used to keep tabs on the health of the health system.



"These organizations would gather secondary health data - not the primary data in physicians’ records - from such sources as insurance claims, hospital discharge records and pharmacy records.  The data would be used to understand and improve the performance of the health care system.



“Topics of investigation could range from the national to the individual, from the effectiveness of a new heart medication to the performance of individual clinics, hospitals and physicians.”5


It used to be that the accreditation of the American Hospital Association for a hospital and the renewed license of an M.D. were accepted evaluations of the quality of care.  The inadequacy of fee-for-service and HMOs raises serious questions about establishing higher standards for organized health care.



And we must balance our wants and wishes with the reality of finite resources.  If the health system in the U.S. is inefficient and extravagant, what would work better ?  Especially keeping in mind economist Jane Bryant Quinn’s observation that “as more and more people are swept into cost cutting HMOs, there will be more lawsuits over denied high tech treatments.  Any kind of a health care system can give all possible treatments to a limited number of people or limited treatment to a large number of people.  But we can’t afford all possible treatment for everyone.  No system can afford that.  This is the American delusion right now that we can afford that”.



A coalition of national church groups developed a group of principles to apply in evaluating any proposals: “access to quality health care for everyone in the U.S.; comprehensive coverage, including long-term care; progressive financing based on ability to pay, through a special tax program involving personal and corporate income; cost containment through simplified administrative procedures; advance budgeting for hospitals and other health institutions, providing them with dependable income based on their past and prospective levels of service; and solutions to reduce the malpractice costs now passed on to consumers.”3  And some choice by physicians and other health professionals about where they work and what they do, and by the consumer about which health professional they get.



7. Best Possible System



Management Scientist Stafford Beer (British/Welsh/Canadian) gave a lunch talk called “Health & Quiet Breathing” at the Hospital Centre in London which is recorded in Platform for Change: “If you were starting from scratch, knowing the current state of the art,….do you think you would come up with a system remotely resembling the one we have today ?  We have an organization frozen in the past; we have institutionalized a set of historical accidents.



“The health service should be redesigned in terms of information about healthiness, and see the health service as an indicator of societal health.”6


What are the optimum characteristics of a health system ?



The Neighborhood Health Clinic (NHC): You are welcomed; you receive immediate attention, your comforts matter.  The health professional already knows you and your history, lifestyle, occupation, preferences, and they assume that you take responsibility for your own body (and theirs is a second opinion).  If you need special care, you get it.  This would require shifting resources to small neighborhood clinics and closing hospitals, empowering nurses, and focusing on primary care, prevention and health education.  Most places in Cuba have this type of primary care, which is arguably the best in the world.



Using Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model, Clare Strawn has built on this idea: “The neighborhood health center (NHC) would be geographically distributed similar to the elementary school system.  NHCs would be autonomous but cooperative with the schools to facilitate health education efforts, connection with families and access to the community.  The centers would be responsible for primary care in conjunction with local doctors, midwives, dentists, mental health counselors and holistic practitioners.  The centers would have a coordinating function between their different services, with other community agencies such as the schools and welfare, with primary care providers and the regional hospital centers.  They would be autonomously administered and maintained.  They would also function to channel feedback from the community to develop proposals to meet its needs through continuous and future development.  The NHCs would be directed by community boards comprised of local professionals and representatives of the community base, ensuring community control of health care.  The community control board would set goals and direction for the center.



“The next level of service would be the Hospital Service Centers (HSC), which would be distributed according to demographics similar to the high schools.  The outpatient burden on the hospitals and expensive inappropriate use of emergency rooms would be alleviated by the decentralized services of the NHCs.  In addition to the operational functions of the hospital, the HSC would serve as technical and resource support for the NHCs, for instance providing diagnostic services and health education resources.  The HSC would serve as areawide inter-NHC coordination centers and have programs addressing regional concerns such as occupational and environmental health.  They would utilize a participatory management system and a minimal administrative staff to maintain operations.  HSCs connected with their serviced community directly and through their area NHCs would also have a research and future development function which would make proposals to the national budgeting and coordinating facility.  HSCs would be directed by boards comprised of delegates from the community, hospital staff and regional representatives.  The board’s primary responsibility would be to ensure that the practice of the system was coherent with its philosophy and goals.



“The third subsystem of the Viable Health Care System would be focused on human, scientific and technological development of health care services.  This function would be associated with the universities and would also be geographically dispersed.  The operations of this function would be on educating doctors and other medical personnel, medical and technical research and development, and specialty high-tech care.  These centers would be connected with NHCs and HSCs through coordination of services and exchange of personnel.  A scholarship-for-service system would feed ethnically diverse peer-providers and community educators from the NHCs into the medical schools and bring resident doctors from the medical schools back into the communities.



“The entire system would be directed by state and national level boards who would administer and appropriate funds.  The state and national boards would have cross-level representation.  They would be charged with carrying out the philosophical imperative of the system, accountable to and in response to the communities which it serves.  They would be responsible for appropriation of funds on the state and federal levels to ensure services.  Where ethical considerations arise as a basis for decision making, they would initiate a participatory educational process throughout the system to the neighborhood level in order to delegate the decisions to the appropriate lower level or to come up with a regional or national consensus.



“This proposal demands democratic participation; integration of health, education and welfare services; human rather than technological focus.  According to the Viable Systems Model of Stafford Beer, each level of the system has an operations, coordination, internal/maintenance, external/development, and identity cohesion function.  As a whole system, the NHCs represent the operations function, the HSCs cover the coordination and internal maintenance functions, the medical centers do the future development function, and the state/national boards provide whole system cohesiveness and identity.  These recursive functions maintain a homeostasis between the system and its environment, attend to immediate and future needs, and also create autonomy and coordination within the system.”7



8. Pressing Concerns



-- Personal Health Information: Currently, information about a person is considered the proprietary property of the doctor and the hospital, not the person.  If you want to know what the doctors wrote about you in their medical records, you have to get a good attorney to ask your insurance company to get a copy of the records - because the way the current law is interpreted, that may be the only way to get them.  Asking the doctor would be easier, and your doctor actually giving you your own medical records is such a radical idea that I think it should be a consumer’s right.  To their own medical record.  The consumer would walk in, usually, give the clinician a computer diskette in a uniform format, and the consumer gets an updated copy of their record.  What if they try to spare or deceive the consumer ?  Those are always critical ethical questions, which the health insurance industry has made necessary, as well as perverse and bizarre for an M.D. who has to try to manipulate the insurance information to match the consumer’s particular situation.  



If the consumer maintains a master file at home, they can always add to it.  If they lose the master, they can go beg their individual health providers to give them another copy but it is the patient’s responsibility to retain their own master.  We have designed health information for hospitals and insurance companies with paper approval rather than for electronic information and fund transfers.  The patient is essentially  assumed to be anonymous.  By redesigning the structure for protected universal information sharing, better data can be maintained.



-- Aggregate Health Information: putting aside the privacy and confidentiality issues for only a sentence, wouldn’t it be interesting if one could access the health information of most of the people of say, the State of California, or even a small town ?  The census tracts are large enough that it is hard to figure out who an individual is, and any aggregate methodology would need to build in some lower limits.  Using a statistical cohort for each actual person would allow some types of realistic longitudinal studies, as well as provide a database for cases with similar symptoms.  Assume that as much as 60% of the population might be willing to use the full range of connection with the Information Superhighway, and would allow some of their own self-selected demographic information to be retained as part of the larger information base.  The potential for research by clinicians and the public is enormous.  And so are the ethical questions.  These questions must be faced, because the information net is inevitable.  It will only be controlled if people politically figure out how to manage the system.



-- Consumer Evaluation: Consumers should be able to provide feedback to the system in a way that is taken seriously.  Simple questions could include: was your care good or poor ?  How could it have been improved ?  Were you treated with courtesy ?  Promptly ?  How would you rank your caregiver ?  The receptionist ?  The place ? The very best ?  Just good enough ?  Not Acceptable ?  Not Available ?  Not Affordable ?  Problems ?  If we evaluate every single unit of health care provided, and then tabulate the results with a monthly and annual report, much of what is male-domination and misinformation will become identified and stop.  The current methods of policing hospitals and M.D.s are not good enough.



-- Looking at the bigger picture of the Administrative structure, an alternative to what is being discussed is a radical version of the Single Payer plan.  Successful options of national single payer abound.  (Unlike Managed Care, which is an unproven experiment.)  



Nothing is said in the U.S. media about the German or Cuban systems, which are both quite different from Canada’s and yet all work quite well to provide universal coverage for a third less GNP per capita than the U.S.  



-- A  central issue is control and management of the resources and money.  I recommend locally elected health boards, which elect regional boards and a state board.  Groups of health workers, or individuals, would contract to provide services and coordination.  All hospitals and labs would contract with the local boards.



-- The Expenditure Side of the Ledger: Funding would need to be an alternative to the fee-for-service system.  An equitable alternative is per capita payments to the local  board with some kind of group responsibility for populations of people to assure universal coverage and promotion of prevention.




-- The Income Side of the Ledger: The most equitable financing would be a progressive payroll tax, to include paying for the quarter of the population who cannot afford to pay for their own health care.  I think there should still be tax breaks if the employer pays for a substantial portion of the employee’s health care.




-- Single Payer encourages cost containment: “A single payer system facilitates cost containment in three ways.  First, it can achieve substantial administrative savings that are not attainable under a multi-payer system.  Second, the single payer is easily able to set and enforce overall budgetary limits, which is extremely difficult under our multi-payer system.  Finally, a single payer system facilitates health planning to eliminate duplication of facilities and expensive technology that often wastes money and sometimes worsens quality”.2-118-9



“As reported in the New Yorker, this is a case where you can get more, better, and cheaper, all at once”.2-248




Conclusion: The politics of getting from here to there




When Bill and Hillary Clinton started, they rejected Single Payer as politically unacceptable to Corporate America in general and the insurance industry and the medical profession in particular.  But as their Managed Care proposal was being soundly rejected in the Congress as not being good enough, more and more of the Administration’s subtextual message was “This is not quite Single Payer, but…”  




Many consumers are hearing for the first time that Canadian care is considered quite satisfactory by a majority in Canada, as well as a majority of their health workers, and a majority of the country’s employers.  In the U.S. there is less than 10% satisfaction.



Then the market place quickly shifted to Managed Care for the affluent and wealthy, and now government is using it for low income people to control costs.  Doctors are finding that large HMOs are insensitive to their needs and wishes.  Doctors are realizing that we will never go back to the single practitioner with just a black bag.  Recent polls suggest that a majority of the members of the AMA are not satisfied with the working conditions provoked by HMOs.  



Some states may move to single payer, with potential the greatest in California, Minnesota, New York and Massachusetts because they have the highest HMO enrollments.  Ultimately, organized health care will only happen in the U.S. when doctors are willing to help by working with consumer groups.  The key is to network the families of the U.S. to demand restructuring of the entire health care non-system.  “Grassroots community organizing would be necessary to win any political campaign to establish such a system.  The community organizing would develop a base for the community participation necessary to implement this system.  While the medical and corporate establishment are split on their support of reform based on their own conflicting interests, to the users of the health care system it is a life or death issue.”7  (Emphasis added.)



Physicians need an institutional environment in which they can nurture health as well as battle illness.  We need a system that works.



Jon Li has been writing about health policy and general systems theory for over 40 years.
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Ecotopia: evolving to a healthier future with US-global universal health care





 VSM1: Conceptions of Health – Brazil  Purpose: Health for all (perspectives) and maintenance of culture and beliefs.





ENVIRONMRENT 


POPULATION LEVEL – 


- 208 million inhabitants 


- High inequity & sociocultural diversity


- High religious syncretism - 44% population consider to have more than one religion; 49% changed religion since birth.





COMMUNITY LEVEL – 


Variety:





45% catholic;


19% protestants;


8% atheists/ agnostics;


2% spiritist;


Other: Jeová Testimonies (0.7%),


Amerindian beliefs (o,47%); 


Afro-Brazilian religions (umbanda, candomblé, 0.3%),


Other: Jewish, Budhist, Messianic, other (islamism, hinduism, neo-paganism, Santo Daime).





INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


People with Afro-Brazilian and Amerindian beliefs have lower socioeconomic level. 








OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES:


First category – Catholics, protestants and spiritists use our “traditional/ occidental” health system (SUS and private – clinics and hospitals), but disease from religious perspective is highly associated with culpability (mostly Christian- Jewish culture) or /and revenge of Gods. Atheists and formally educated religious prioritize biomedical perspectives of health. 


Second category – Afro-Brazilian matrices – Health status relates to energy of life (“axé”); or balanced body, mental and spiritual forces.  Systematic collective meetings in “terreiros” (clays).  Traditional medicine uses shells (read the health status, present/future), offers (food and animals), herbs, teas, baths and counselling from priest/priestesses (that incorporate Gods/ Goddesses).


Third category– Amerindian matrices – Individual health related to balanced:  ecology, social relationships and cosmos (which include origin, structure of the universe and the steps of ancestors). Traditional medicine has medicines (cultivated and collected), enchantments, and rites to deal with disease. Infanticide sometimes accepted to guarantee survival of the group.











METASYSTEM:


S5 - Main principles: Ministry of Health runs the Unified Health System and establishes channels of dialogue with other concepts derived from religious matrices. National System for Indigenous People Health (sub-system). National Policy for Black People´s Health. 


S4 - Technical committee for Black People´s Health (Ministry of Health). Ministry of Health Indigenous Secretariat. District/State/National Councils for Indigenous Health. Non-Governmental and Research Institutions that develop health actions inside indigenous communities. 


S3 - Traditional medicine = Priests/ priestesses (afro-Brazilian). Xamans and Community leaders (Amerindian). Central = Ministry of Health database systems. Technical committee for Black People´s Health (ministry of Health). Ministry of Health Indigenous Secretariat.


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Indian Health Agents and Indian Sanitation Agents (establish links between traditional and official care), inside indigenous sanitary districts. National Network of Afro-Brazilian Religions and Health (establish links between traditional and official care). 
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ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


- Innequity & sociocultural diversity increase


- High religious sincretism


Disrespect towards diversity of beliefs.


Blindness for scientific inputs.


COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Ortodox- hypocrite moralist patterns dictate behaviour, high policy influence - mainly from protestant leaders, not necessarily practitioners of good will);


Rate practices aiming Afro-Brazilian religions.


INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


Genocide attitude against indigenous people and the poor. 





METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Main principles: Athough health concepts derive from Science, culture and religious perspectives, moralist principles are guiding lots of policy decisions (no matter the Earth is round) Ministry of Health runs the Unified Health System and establishes channels of dialogue with private sector (diversity out of agenda). 


S4  Technical committees (black people health or Indigenous Health) and non-governmental Institutions have been mistreated by the government (government says they are communists).


S3  - POlicy of depletion of Technical committees (black people health or Indigenous Health). Other religious perspectives not considered priority.


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Other religious perspectives not considered priority.


 Indian Health Agents and Indian Sanitation Agents and National Network of Afro-Brazilian Religions and Health (establish links between traditional and oficial care) still exist, but as a form of cultural resistance.


OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES:


First category – Traditional religious opinions begin to obstruct scientific reccommendations. Positioning about abortion is polarized by religious opinions. Curative perspective predominates.





Second category – Afro-brazilian matrices – Health status relates to energy of life (“axé”); or balanced body, mental and spiritual forces.  Intensification of poverty increases disease frequency.





Third category– Amerindian matrices – there are 305 ethnic groups/ 274 differing languages (thus, diverse cosmogonies). Individual health related  to balanced:  ecology, social relationships and cosmos (which include origin, structure of the universe and the steps of ancestors). RISK of GENOCIDE through economic use of their lands.


VSM1: Conceptions of Health – Brazil – Purpose : Health for all (perspectives) and maintenance of culture and beliefs.











ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


Middle-high income country, recently industrialized.


High iniquity (income and education)


Continental dimension (multitude of ecosystems)


COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Multi-cultural and multi-ethnic.


Immature democracy; multiple political parties.





Political Conjuncture/ Constraints:


New government (2019)  far right-winged; anti-democratic ethos; weapon and torture friendly. Disrespects social demands (culture, health and education) and minorities.


Brazilian population pollarize: for and against the government.


Fire in the Amazon! Oil at Northeast coast; Agrotoxins in South/ Southeast/ Center-West. HELP!!!











                                  METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Federal Republic (States have autonomy); Presidentialist. Legislative power and the Supreme Court may impose some limits to government goals of unilimitted power. Corruption.


S4  - 22 Ministries with commanders-in-chief chosen by the president (Sectors: Economy, Health, Education, Justice, Agriculture, and so on). Violent threats against organized social groups (governamental and non-governamental institutions; which include universities). 


S3  - Ministry of Economy decides about the budget for each sector, which is annualy proposed by the parliament (National Congress). Chicago School neoliberal reform in place. Ministry of Health has the highest budget; about 8% of GDP. Government dimininhes the relevance of heath scientific institutions and data research. Public positions chosen by ideological positionings, and not by technical knowledge. 


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: 1988 Constitution and States Organic Laws impose some limits to government goals. 


OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES (determinants of health status):


Social/PEOPLE: 208 million inhabitants (22% below 14 years-old; but ageing); 86% living in urban áreas.


Economic: GDP 3.2 tri (8th economy worlwide). Emphasis on farming and cattle activities (poor policy for agrotoxins, deforestation and mining of Amazon rainforest). Poverty increases due to fiscal measures but economic indicators and unnemployment rates ammeliorate very slowly. 


Geographic: 5 Regions (North and Northeast are the poorest). 23 States & capital (Federal District)/ 5,570 Municipalities (49% below 10,000 inhabitants). The 17 most populous cities comprise 22.2% Brazilian population. 


Epidemiology: Triple burden of disease (chronic-degenerative - cardiovascular and cancer - prevail, infectious, violence). The forth is ignorance!!!!


VSM 2 – BRAZIL´s Health: Purpose  Organized ?, Happy Society ?.











ENVIRONMRENT 


Ageing Population





Epidemiology: Birth rate: 13.9 births/1,000 population; Death rate: 6.7 deaths/1,000 population Maternal mortality rate: 44 deaths/100,000 live births; Infant mortality rate: total: 16.9 deaths/1,000 live births Life expectancy at birth: 74.3 years Main Causes of death: Cardiovascular 31%/ Cancer 19%/ External causes (Violence- accidents) 13%. Vehicle high speed fees abolished! New laws that facilitate gun use are in place!!! Notification for female abuse or violence abolished!!!


- Scientific studies show increase in mortality rates after economic austerity.





Economic challenges persist: 


Public depth ; Unnemployment





Weak Policies for the ecosystem: agrotoxins, deforestation of Amazon rainforest/ North Ragion and Center-West Region due to farming and cattle activities.














METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Ministry of Health subsidized by the National Health Council .


S4  - Ministry of Health. Councils composed of population/health professionals/ health managers at all levels (districts, states, federal/National Health Council). Municipal and State Health Secretariats Councils. Councils, public health researchers and academic institutions being weakened (they play a real resistance).


S3  - Ministry of Health organizes expenses and establishes rules. Union, States and Municipalities contribute to social security budget. A Primary Care Financing reform is in place to enhance the budget at this level. Ministry of Economy wants to abolish the rule for minimum budget for health in municipalities/ states.   Judiciary evaluates how the health budget is spent (Court of Audits). Still, there is corruption. Constitutional Emmendment 95 assumes that health budget only increases the same proportion of inflation (risk!). 


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Although provision of health care is a tripartite responsibility, municipalities are given the primary role in the organization of health service delivery and implementation of health policies  (Decentralization). Sanitary Regions (municipalities´ networks – Regionalization) offer all levels of care. Contitutional ammendment (29) says 15% and 12% of total municipal and state budget, respectivelly, should be expent with health activities. 


OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES:


- HEALTH PROFESSIONALS: 404,000 physicians; 205,000 nurses; 448,000 nurse assistants. Health workers’ shortage, particularly doctors (2.1/ 10,000 population), limits the expansion in access to health services. Mal-distribution (concentrated in urban and richer areas)


-FACILITIES: 37,480 Basic Health Units; 8,938 Primary Health Care Clinics; 6,069 Hospitals; 667 Day Clinics. Hospital bed density: 2.2 beds/1,000 population (low for WHO parameters)


- “Mais médicos” (more doctors) program,  that had the support of Cuba government for placement of doctors in distant regions was abolished, leaving many rural  facilities without coverage.


VSM 3 – Brazilian Health Care System Resources: Purpose  Organizing the system.














ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


- 208 million inhabitants 


- Middle- income country


- High innequity (income and education)


- Continental dimension (diverse ecosystems)


- Weak ecologic policies





COMMUNITY LEVEL –


- Rich in arts, social activities


- Benchmark for tobacco control and immunization programmes.


- Triple burden of disease (infectious, chronic-degenerative prevail, violence)








INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


The greatest determinant for health 


status is the individual/ community 


socio-economic status.








METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Main principles: UNIVERSAL, COMPREHENSIVE CARE; EMPHASYS ON PRIMARY CARE and PARTICIPATORY MECHANISMS. Responsability:  Ministry of Health, subsidized by the National Health Council, runs the policy.


S4  - INPUT FROM POPULATION, HEALTH MANAGERS AND ACADEMY – State and Municipal Councils. Municipal and State Health Secretariats Councils. Comittees for inter-level transactions. Public health researchers and institutions.  (WEAKENED, difficult relationship between academy and government)


S3  - Ministry of Health´s ADMINISTRATIVE DATABASES to subsidize Regulation and Quality Control. Sub-financing and Inefficiency co-exist! SUSTAINABILITY RISK! PERSIST. There is a study to drain the budget from  private sector tax exemptions. There is a tendency to increase private capital and introduction of payment by performance.


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS:  Annual plans and pannel of indicators . Regulation centrals to coordinate the flow of patient inside the system. Decentralization (Municipalities are operational basis). Regionalization - Sanitary Regions (municipalities´ networks to offer all levels of care). 


OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES:


Hierarchy 1 – Primary Care – Municipalities organize:  (Health Family Strategy based on Community Clinics/ Posts and multidisciplinary teams; role of Community Health Agents). Issue: Mal-distribution of human resources between levels, medical schools prioritize especalist formation. Cubans that were present in isolated areas have been expelled, without reposition by Brazilian doctors. Emphasis on increasing budget at this level.


Hierarchy 2 – Secondary Care (specialist consults and hospitals) – States organize (also, big municipalities). Emphasis on increasing efficiency for the same budget.


Hierarchy 3 – High Complexity Care (hospital-based) – Federal Union credentiates. The most efficient hospitals use more resources, but produce much more outputs. Quality of care associated with volume of procedures. Inequity for access.





VSM 4 A – Framework for Brazilian Unified Health System/ SUS: Purpose  Healthy populations and individuals 











ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


About 48 million covered (about 25% population)


3 million got out in the last 3 years (economic crisis)


Just people who can afford (private employer plans 67%).


Concentrated in South and Southeast (60%)











COMMUNITY LEVEL –


The richest Brazilians.


Low Inequity  


-      Urban only


Chronic Diseases prevail.








INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


-  Lifestyle and genetic traits are determinants for health.





METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Main principles: Investment and Profit. Supposed to cover the gaps and reduce demands from the public sector. Tax exemptions for those who pay for it (from public health budget, under scrutiny, but there is a great lobby against it).


S4  - Managers and Consulting Companies.  Great interest in Investing in Public Market (offering cheap consults/exams, controlling Helth Organizations HMO)???? External capital beginning to buy companies.


S3  - ANS (National Health Agency) – for individual plans, managed by private representants; ANVISA (National Agency for Sanitary Surveillance) – products & services´quality;  SBDC (Brazilian System for competition control).


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS:  Procedure Authorization. Cost control. Co-payments. Beginning primary care activities to control costs.


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:


Categories: Private employer plans (67% contracts), public employer plans and individual plans (the richer and elder that can afford).


Types: Insurance companies; Cooperatives; Self-Management.


Provision of Services: mostly curative (medical): ambulatory consults, exams and hospital (some provide only out-of-hospital procedures). Private facilities have agreement with the plan (variety of offered quality). Amenities better than the public. Private specialized facilities predominate in all Regions.


HRH: some have agreement with the private plan (fee-for service payment). Some have not: they use the contracted facilities but are paid directly from the patient (particular; market values). Some work in public facilities too. Highest quality: works in public and private (only particular)


Patient: choose his/her own entrance and itinerary inside the system





VSM 4 B - Framework for Brazilian (competing) Private Health System: Purpose  Healthy individuals & Profit


Two systems: people with insurance and the general public














ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


44 millions, 22% Brazilian population (12.1 inside capital: São Paulo)


60% population  depend on public health system


32% of Brazilian admissions.


Highest GDP.


Total Health Expenditure (public)= 250 US$/ year (30% from State´s taxes)








COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Inequity


Chronic-degenerative diseases prevail.





INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


-  Lifestyle and genetic traits are determinants for health. 


METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Main principles: Ethos – Guarantee medium and high complexity care to all state citizens who need; State´s Health Secretariat runs the policy.





S4  - Planning Department from State´s Health Secretariat. Receive inputs from municipal and state´s councils; universities; other.





S3  - Database from Department from State´s Health Secretariat. Financing (federal/state) resources only if municipalities and institutions fill the databases timely and correct. State´s expenditure  concentrated on outpatient and inpatient services.





S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Comittees for inter-level transactions (Bipartite; Tripartite). Annual plans between municipalities and State. Regulation centrals to coordinate the flow of patient inside the system. Management contracts between State health managers and hospitals. “More doctors” and “more specialists” programs (since 2013). More doctors does not exist anymore, and its surrogate did not guarantee the presence of doctors in isolated and poorer regions.


Frequent transactions with Health non-for-profit Organizations to manage hospitals / clinics with private rules/ laws (professional contracts; purchases)


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:


-     645 municipalities; 17 sanitary regions.


4,787 Community-Clinics (Basic Health Units, public/ and health non-for-profit organizations); 46 public health laboratories (specialized in infectious diseases).


4,500 laboratories for diagnostic / treatment support; 11,500 specialized clinics (mostly private). 117 AMA (outpatient medical care units; unscheduled consults/ emergency; mainly  health not-for-profit organizations)


AME (Medical Especialist Ambulatory; mostly health non-for-profit organizations)


893 hospitals (26% public; 32% private; 42% non-for-profit); some excel in high complexity procedures and receive pacients from other states. 55 teaching hospitals.


VSM5 is in a particular State of Brazil; São Paulo: Purpose  Guarantee Specialist Consults and Admissions (Hierarchy 2/3). 











ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


       5,570 municipalities


25% below 5,000 habitants (part of them, not viable)


24% 5,000-10,000


25% 10,000-20,000


17% 20,000-50,000


5% 50,000-100,000


3% 100,000-500,000


1% above 500,000





COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Inequity/ Diversity





INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


Socio-economic level, lifestyle and genetic traits are 


       determinants for health. 


METASYSTEM: 





S5  - Main principles: Ethos – Guarantee 100% Primary Care Coverage and medium and high complexity care to those who need (transfereing or not, according to its size); Municipal Health Secretariat runs the policy.





S4  - Municipal Health Secretariat. Receive inputs from municipal council; universities; other.





S3  - Database from Municipal Health Secretariat. Municipalities´ expenditure concentrated in outpatient and inpatient services (even in small municipalities, versus primary health care expenditure). Wages are 51% of primary care expenses. 


PHC reform under way. Academy resists the increase of private capital and new regulatory mechanisms; financing will mix capitation (adjested by socioeconomic status), fee-for-service and payment by performance.


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Municipalities are the operational basis of the system. Family Health Strategy (entrance door to the system). Reference population (for each unit).  


Population participatory mechanisms. Centrals to guarantee referral to specialists/ admissions, when needed.


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:


Basic Health Units – (Health Posts and Primary Health Care Clinics are old facilities adapted as Basic Units, after SUS), basis for Health Family Teams.


Not only preventive/educative, but also curative practices (solve 80% clinical problems).


Health Family Teams (1: 3,500 population): at least, one psysician, one nurse, one nurse assistant, community health agents (maximum, 1:750 population). May aggregate: dentist, dentist assistant, endemic agents (Malaria in North Region).


Family Health Support Teams: to one or more Units; extended medical staff ( acupunture, homeopathy,   general medicine, geriatritian, paediatrician, gynecologist; psychiatrist), social worker; physical educator; pharmaceutic; physioterapist; phono-audiologists; nutritionist; psychologist; ocupational therapist; veterinary, art educator. 


VSM6 is the municipality’s total health resources Purpose  Guarantee Primary Care Full Coverage (Hierarchy 1). 











ENVIRONMRENT 





Lifestyle influences (sex, drugs), defining some vulnerable groups


Health care influences (blood transfusions)


 Cultural influences (many women cases transmitted from husbands)





METASYSTEM: 





S5  - Ministry of Health.





S4  - Ministry of Health. Society´s non-government  Organizations (voices weakened).





S3  - Ministry of Health; Disease Surveillance Secretariat. The specific sector for AIDS has been merged with the one of hepatitis.





S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Decentralization. Government and Non-government Organizations work together. Permanent education for infectologists, general medicine physicians, nurses, communitary health agents, other. Patient´s Safety programs inside hospitals. Manuals dor transgender have been censored.


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:





Streets: Massive campaigns. (prejudice against talking about sex and drugs)


Distribution of condoms in popular events: carnival, for instance. (reduced)


Basic Health Units: Disease surveillance and counselling. Distribute condoms and medications.


Public Health laboratories: free testing.


General and Specialized Hospitals: for those who need.


VSM7 Health service delivery area of the particular program – AIDS.


Purpose  Universal Access and Disease Control












ENVIRONMRENT 





High magnitude (frequency) and regional diversity





HIV/AIDS - adult prevalence rate: 0.6%





 People living with HIV/AIDS: 860,000








METASYSTEM: 





S5  - Ministry of Health.





S4  - Ministry of Health. Society´s non-government  Organizations (weakened).





S3  - Ministry of Health. Society´s non-government Organizations. In 1998, AIDS program consumed 1% of total health spending.





S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Decentralization of actions. International cooperation. Respect to human rights and dialogue with Society. Government and Non-government Organizations work together. Universal access to medications. Struggle against prejudice (prejudice increased). 





OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:





Coordinated Prevention/ Curative actions (free medicines).


Lab testing easiness.


Popular education/ massive campaigns, especially with vulnerable groups.


Distribution of free condoms.


Integrated actions to reduce vertical transmission - from mothers to babies.


Policy for drug abuse.


National production of medicines.


VSM8 AIDS Program.


Purpose  Universal Access and Population Empowerment.












ENVIRONMRENT 





POPULATION  LEVEL – 


Target - Part of the whole (municipality level – diverse municipalities´sizes: from less than 5,000 to 12,000,000 population).


Alltogether, the clinics may cover 100% population.





COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Target population: One clinic covers about 10,000 inhabitants


Reduced level of Inequity inside a target group;


High variation across groups (from slums to high socioeconomic status)


Cultural barriers to preventive care.








INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


-  Lifestyle,  socioeconomic status and genetic traits are determinants for health.





METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Main principles: responsability of Municipal Health Secretariat. Ethos: Universal and human (warm) care with participatory mechanisms (population define needs)





S4  - Medical and/or Nurse Coordinators to guarantee:  territory responsability, planning, information, participative decisions from staff & population. Local management council (with managers/ health professionals/ population; monthly meetings to diagnose present and envision future; choose representatives for the Municipal Council). 





S3  - Local Regulation teams (evaluate need for other levels of care). Weekly staff meetings to discuss cases from all teams. Ombudsman.





S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: ). Local Information System – scheduled consults/ digilalized record (same identity number at all levels).  Professional permanent education (technical/about the system). Continuity of care (same professionals)/ Action- research inside the community (role of medical/ health professional schools). Telemedicine/ Tele-health.


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1: reduced HRH, mainly in rural areas. Poor infrastructure and lack of medical devices.


One Community Clinic for 12,000 inhabitants, at maximum (3,500-12,000). 


Openned on daily basis; on call (night duty) services for admissions *


Team Work/ Multidisciplinary. Good to have grad students/ residents.


Operational basis for Family Health Teams – Community Health Agents (home care & visits) - 1up to 4 in each Community clinic (basic health unit). 


Reception and welcome room. Meeting room.


Rooms (basic): Procedure (X-Ray, US; inhalation; curative/ bandage/ immunization)/ Pharmaceutical / Emergency/ Consults.


Main activities: Disease Surveillance; Medical – Nurse – dental consults; Immunization; Home visits (100% pop); Health Education & Arts activities (talkings; schools, parks). Medicine dispensation (prevalent diseases).








VSM9 Community Clinic. 


Purpose  Healthy and happy populations.











ENVIRONMRENT 








COMMUNITY LEVEL –


Target – one team for 1,000 househols (about 3,500 persons)


Alltogether, the teams may cover 100% population inside the community.


Cultural barriers to preventive care.








INDIVIDUAL LEVEL


-  Lifestyle,  socioeconomic status and genetic traits are determinants for health.





METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Population empowered to define needs.


S4  - Multidisplinary team; Health Basic Unit managers and local council.


S3  - Multidisplinary team; Health Basic Unit managers and local council.


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Territorial assignment (based on proximity of residency or work). Continuity of care (same team). Multidisciplinary teams . Domiciliary visits. Cultural sensibility. Truth bonds with the community. Permanent education. Family Health Support Teams (extended professionals support many teams)


OPERATION UNITS & ACTIVITIES – S1:


Family Health Teams – working in the Health Unit/ households/ communitary spaces (schools, squares).


One physician, one nurse, one nurse assistant, community health agents. May aggregate: dentist, dentist assistant, endemic agents (Malaria in North Region). 


Community Health Agents- link between health units and population (one agente to 320:750 habitants). Register, educate and and visit (always with a nurse assistant; sometimes with nurses/ physicians)


Weekly meetings to discuss cases and social needs (S3/S4).


Reduced coverage in remote areas  or places with high population density.


HRH (human health resources) tend to complain and divulge the observed local problems , and are sometimes considered “enemies” for the government.


VSM10 is the team (Health Family Team). Purpose  Population full coverage (physical, mental, social)














ENVIRONMRENT 





Socio-cultural origins


(economic, religious, epidemiologic profile)





Personal Experiences 


with health care (good/bad\–


 the patient brings into consultation





Strained and tensioned 


realities influence 


subjectiveness and full conversations.











 











METASYSTEM: 


S5  - Patient Needs (clinical and social)


S4  Patient & Health Professional (team/ group)


S3  - Patient & Health Professional – Ombudsman – Health Facility managers


S2 – ORGANIZATIVE TOOLS: Schedulling, Ammenities, Comfort, 


Deep Hearing, Empathy, Communication, Warm reception.


OPERATION UNITS and ACTIVITIES:


Patient X Physician encounter


Patient X Nurse 


Patient X Patient (groups of patients with health professional facilitator)


Patient X Health Team


VSM 11 - Interaction with a particular patient. Purpose  Individual / or group  full coverage (physical, mental,spiritual, social)
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What does your city’s revenue stream look like?  It is probably in the toilet.  Except for the
federal bailout.  A lot of good that is going to do you: it is one time money, a pittance
compared to the growing gap between your expectations and what is happening.


 


Your budget for Fiscal Year 2020-21 that is scheduled to start July 1 is a fraud. It doesn’t
work as an idea.  You are going to be in so much uncertainty that you are going to need
shocking daily updates.  Disappointing, disastrous, acceleratingly bad daily updates.  


 


You can try to ignore the escalating problems, but if you had been reading the left wing press
since Marx, you would have seen this coming ever since the environmental movement.  The
“novel”, unusual, human-loving Covid-19 virus is just another symptom of the industrial and
social problems that the corporate economy has forced on the world.


 


The next time you check, every day from now until the November election is going to be more
bad news for the US economy, and the US power image.  The US dollar is so over-extended
that it is going to crash, along with the banking system – making the 1929 crash and the
Depression look like a picnic.  When that happens, probably sometime in October, your State
is going to have to authorize your City to issue script unique to your city, because the
electronic banking system is full of misinformation.  The German Mark will stabilize the
global economy beginning January 1, 2021, but the time from now until then will be traumatic
in just about every way possible.


 


Due to a legacy of greed, the US period of power is coming to an end.  Some of that is due to
the irresponsible egos of Trump nationally, and some local incumbents like Lucas Frerichs of
the Davis city council who feel that they should continue to be in charge of the gravy
train.  The days of government giveaways are over.


 


On March 11th, when the World Health Organization declared a global pandemic, it signaled
the end of the 20th century, dominated by using electricity to run machines to make
money.  The Society, the Ecology, and finally, the Economy have paid a tremendous price and
been badly abused; the Coronavirus has forced the world to stop it. 


 







The health care delivery system is getting worse.  The fee-for-service insurance system cannot
respond to the needs of the pandemic, so it is like throwing away food when people are
hungry, there are health professionals idled or laid off, while their hospital is going bankrupt.


 


How are we going to survive?  Well, most of us will live through this.  What do we do from
now on?  


 


A hundred years ago, at the end of World War I, there was a two year long pandemic that
killed an estimated 20 to 100 million people, in waves over two years, in Europe, in Asia, and
in the Western Hemisphere.  It resulted in the most significant breakthrough in public health
history:  building sewers to carry away human waste instead of letting it sit there and attract
disease.  The obsession with consumption has driven a bloated economy of disease.


 


We need to build a new economy, from the grassroots up, based on HEALTH instead of
money.  This is a toolkit for you to lead your City or Town in a serious conversation for where
do we go from here.


 


1. Shift all government to the Community within a City level.  Counties were designed to run
rural areas, and property.  Counties don’t do health and human services well.  The social
support people need is at the community level.  This is a shift in governance to the Community
of 10,000 people level, with all the other levels just looking at what the numbers mean, within
the context of the real world:


Village-Neighborhood-Community-District-Region-Area-State-Federal-International


 


2. Consequences:


Current Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent: 80,000 people


2022-23 Federal H&HS Full Time Equivalent: less than 1,000 people


 


3. Health & Human Services in the 21st Century: every community of up to 10,000 people
receives an annual allocation of $25 million to provide care coordinated by a clinic and an







elected 7-member locally-elected board, with daily accountability to national
standards.  Hospitals and Medical Schools are run from a separate pot of federal money
allocated to each clinic for their decisions.  Hospitals should only be providing the 15% of the
services that they are best designed to serve.  Current medical practice is primary care about
30%; this is a shift to much more emphasis on healing (where fee for service insurance
rewards surgery). Most health care should be provided in clinics, in the community and in the
home.


 


4. Establish an Office of Epidemiological Accountability at each level, to monitor areas of
concern, daily.  At each level (clinic/community, city, Health Service Area, state, and federal
station): there is a station with an Administrative Team of “Reporters” for Health & Human
Services with seven, and only seven, positions: 2 Health, 2 Behavioral Health, 2 Social
Services, 1 Team Leader-Servant.


 


 


5. New Social Science Technology to Monitor the Uncertainty of the Future: this toolkit of
governance technology is based on the work of Stafford Beer, especially the analytical
metaphor called “the Viable System Model” and its application, the Social Economy
Quantitative Flow Chart.  This is called “Disseminated Regulation in Real Time”.   Decide
what matters, monitor statistics that measure the important, fast changing things daily, and
argue about what the numbers mean.


 


6. Applying the Model to the Real World: The Beer-Li Model:


WikiEconomy: a computer information idea for creating a global grassroots
economy.  Basically it is a dynamic information catalogue for all the parts of a woman's life:
income, food, housing, health care, transportation, clothing, education, media, entertainment,
taxes, managing the economy, public services, infrastructure, utilities.  That information
matrix has components that scale up physically/geographically: family, 10; neighborhood,
100; village, 1,000; community, 10,000; district, 100,000; and region, 1,000,000.  Unlike
counties, these can be compared.


 


This computer model does not exist yet.  It still needs to be built.  Needed features include: a
model for today’s city, real time and up to date, called “CityData,” to be interactive and user
friendly, with numbers easily converging for analysis; plus “CityFuture” which focuses on the
future, identifying options and even assessing the probability of their outcome.







 


WikiLife/WikiEconomy: decentralized economic information system: built up from the
individual


Most of the global economy is hidden, and in a lot of trouble.  This is a mechanism to turn the
global economy inside out, so that most of it is transparent, and manageable.  Anatomically, a
fig fruit has all of its fruit inside the skin; turn it inside out, and it looks like a
strawberry.  WikiLife is like the strawberry: you can see everything you want to look for.  It is
an information structure that allows many people to fill in the beginning of cells of a
decentralized economy at the neighborhood, village & community levels locally, while other
people will discover what is actually happening in the larger economy at the regional, state,
national, continental and global levels.


 


This is a few orders of magnitude more complex than Linux or Wikipedia, but it is organized
to evolve in a similar fashion.  Each cell of the economy will be governed by people who
participate in it.  Cells at each level will have similar information challenges, and common
approaches will emerge when they succeed.  The idea is to build a grass roots global economy.


 


If it is as complex as possible now, what would be the simplest? 


 


7. Matrilineal?


Let’s face it: 3000+ years of patriarchy has failed.  Socially, ecologically and
evolutionarily.  The pursuit of material wealth and power has led us to a downward spiral of
decay, social and environmental damage.  How can we break out of it?


 


A Real World Example


From what I understand, the Danes have an excellent prototype in use as their national
information system now.  To the extent this is not true of the Danes, this is what I envision:


 


One computer information network unifies the entire country.  Each person in the society has
an ongoing account, and it includes all of their personal, business, social and commercial
activities.


         A primary job of people who work in the government is to assist people in accessing







their individual computer information; if there is some kind of bureaucratic complication
preventing someone from doing what they want, to assist them in clearing up the
problem.  Since this account includes all of the individual’s banking data, when a person is
making a business or commercial proposal, there is no question as to the source of the
information, and the quality can be determined.


 


How it would feel physically:


You custom design your own web page.  It includes a portal to your business accounts, which
are firewalled.  Complete audit trail of anyone who goes in and what they do.  You buy a
bicycle; it is documented.  Included is the annual public fee, which will continue to be charged
as long as you own the bike.  When you get rid of the bike, you make a data change as
documentation, the fee stops, and changes are reflected in other parts of your web sites, and
the relevant community statistics about number of bikes owned.


         If something is improper, you go to a community official, who you have spoken with
before and built some trust, and the official helps you through your difficulty.  Public officials
who do inappropriate things will be identified and handled, and prevented.  Most people will
see the information system for what it is, a valuable public service that allows them to get on
with their lives, get their needs met, and have control of their personal economy.


 


Public Policy Analysis/Academic/Scientific Research


The aggregate data becomes the fuel to drive the public policy debate.  Social scientists can
focus more on population behavior instead of needing to worry about methodological
nightmares.  Part of the debate always remains about protecting individuals from data diving
for manipulative commercial purposes.  Within the ground rules for data use, it becomes an
ongoing census and the basis for public policy debate, decision taking, and ongoing societal
evaluation.


 


You have many new and growing challenges.  You need to get on with the practical work of
moving forward.  Here is the toolkit and analysis:


 


Rebuilding Your City Towards Healthiness: Establish a City Office of Epidemiological
Accountability, and Clinics in Every Community of 10,000 People


 


I. Rebuilding the 21st Century City







1. Managing Uncertainty


2. New Federalism: Useful Community-City Governance for the XXIst Century


3. Sustainable City as Regulator and Mediator of Community Health          


4. The Computerized Community (1970, 2011, 2019)


 


II. US Health & Human Services Challenges


5. Planning for the Future: Evolving a U.S. Universal Health System


6. Reducing Unnecessary Complications: Nature’s Efficient Complexity vs 20th Century
Complicated Bureaucratic Institutions from too much Variety


7. The Human Cost of U.S. Health Insurance: Physician Time: 48% computer, 26% patient
care:


Primitive US Health Insurance vs Sophisticated European Non-Profit Universal Coverage


 


III. US Health & Human Services for the 21st Century


8. U.S. Universal Health Care with 40,000 Community Clinics that is better than Private
Insurance:


The Community Health Clinic: The Central Resource for Community Centered Health &
Wellness Clinical Care, Michelle S. Famula, M.D.


9. Human Support Services: How to Make the Welfare System Work              


10. Embracing Long Term Service and Support from a Next Friend’s Perspective


11. Create an Office of Epidemiological Accountability at Your Level


 


IV. Making It Work Administratively


12. U.S. Universal Health Care: Brazilian Design, Dutch Administration, Daily
Accountability: Optimize Primary Care systemwide in every State in the U.S.: 75 FQHC
Community Clinics with $25 million annual budget in each Congressional District


13. Warm Data                   


14.Present-Future: Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model & disseminated regulation in real
time: How to Run a Country or a City


15. U.S. Universal Health Care: Budget 2021-2 through 2024-5, The Political Strategy
and Implementation Timeline







 


The Global Economic Problems


16. German Mark Stabilizes the World January 1, 2021: G-Curve: Trump Monthly Hockey
Sticks; Biden Election; CCP Dissolves into history 11/15/22; Green New Deal save the World


 


Appendices: Presented to the Berkeley meeting of the Physicians for a National Health
Program 1/24/2020, and the Healthy California for All Commission 1/27/2020:


#1: Lessons From the Dutch: Health Care that works for Everyone


The Standard We Are Using


How This Works


Brazilian Health VSM Twelve Layer Analysis 1.0


#2: Harvard’s Getting Health Reform Right: A Guide to Improving Performance & Equity


#3: Systems Science Spectacles: London Clinic: Stafford Beer’s Health & Quiet
Breathing (1970);


Economist January 25, page 16: Letters: Stafford Beer’s Viable System Model


#4: Systemic Trauma: The Troubled Prospects for Managed Care in California & the United
States (1996)


 


Attached: Stella’s Brazilian Health VSM Twelve Layer Analysis 1.0 & Bolsonaro 2.0    


 


This is the new US Revolution: rebuilding our society and creating a new social contract for
the 21st century.  Please start a US Universal Health Care “Committee of Correspondence
network among the cities in your state.  This requires a grass roots effort of mutual support.


 


David Brooks, in Friday’s New York Times: “America is a diverse country joined more by a
common future than by common pasts.  In times of hardships real leaders re-articulate the
purpose of America, why we endure these hardships and what good we will make out of
them.  Right now, science and the humanities should be in lock step: science producing
vaccines, with the humanities stocking leaders and citizens with the capacities of resilience,
care and collaboration until they come.  One of the lessons of this crisis is that help isn’t







coming from some centralized place at the top of society.  If you want real leadership, look
around you.”


 


Today is the first day of a sustainable human 21st Century. 


 Let me know if you want some help figuring this stuff out.


 


Jon Li, social systems scientist.


Institute for Public Science & Art


A physician, or anyone else, should be able to explain an idea so it becomes useful.
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TOP NEWS


Berkeley Law Follows Harvard With Fully Online Fall Semester
The Bay Area-based U.C. Berkeley School of Law announced Friday it will
follow the lead of its Bay State-based peer Harvard Law School in planning
for a fall semester conducted entirely remotely in an attempt to keep students
and staff safe amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Read full article »


9th Circ. Says Trump Can't Divert Funds For Border Wall
The Trump administration does not have the authority to transfer $2.5 billion
in defense funds to finance construction of the president's long-promised
border wall, the Ninth Circuit held Friday.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Calif. Judge Orders Detained Migrant Kids Released
A California federal judge ordered U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement on Friday to release migrant children who have been detained
longer than 20 days by July 17, following claims from advocates that the
government is holding the children unnecessarily.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Justin Bieber Sues Over 'Despicable' Sex Assault Accusations
Pop singer Justin Bieber on Thursday called recent sexual assault
accusations against him "despicable, blatantly false" and "outrageous,"
lodging a $20 million defamation suit against the anonymous social media
accounts behind the claims in Los Angeles County Superior Court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Juice Heirs Add $7M Fees To $9M Win Against Coke, Monster
Coca-Cola and Monster Energy owe $7 million for the legal fees of an old
Hollywood juice maker's grandchildren, on top of the recent $9.6 million jury
verdict against the companies for building their Hubert's Lemonade around
the juice maker's name and origin story, a San Diego judge has ruled.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


Stan Lee's Daughter Sanctioned $1M After Losing Pow IP Suit
A California federal judge Thursday tossed Stan Lee's daughter's lawsuit
aiming to regain the late comic book legend's intellectual property rights from
his former partners and sanctioned her $1 million for frivolous and improper
filings, making her attorneys jointly liable for $250,000 of the sanctions.


 Order attached | Read full article »
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REAL ESTATE & DEVELOPMENT


Real Estate Rumors: Jesus Gonzalez Pereda, Blackstone, L&L
Florida developer Jesus Gonzalez Pereda is reportedly hoping to build an
eight-story apartment complex in Miami, Blackstone is said to be in late-stage
talks to form a $1.4 billion venture with Hudson Pacific Properties to build out
multiple L.A. studios, and an L&L Holding venture is reportedly buying a
Miami site with plans for a mixed-use project there.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


Calif. Eyes Zero-Emission Fleets In New 'Clean Trucks' Rule
All commercial trucks sold in California must start transitioning to electric in
the next few years and be completely zero-emission by 2045 under a first-of-
its-kind rule adopted by the California Air Resources Board on Thursday.
Read full article »


INSURANCE


Court Urged Not To Ax Underpayment Suits Against Cigna
A behavioral health patient's mother and a group of health providers have
urged a California federal court not to toss their proposed class actions
claiming a Cigna unit colluded with a cost-containment middleman to
underpay for out-of-network mental health and addiction care.


 4 documents attached | Read full article »


PRIVACY & CONSUMER PROTECTION


Calif. Gov. Urged To Scrap July 1 Start For CCPA Enforcement
A leading advertising trade group is taking its fight to temporarily halt
enforcement of California's Consumer Privacy Act to the state's governor,
arguing that the attorney general's pending regulations on how companies
should implement the law contain unconstitutional requirements that exceed
the regulator's authority.


 Letter attached | Read full article »


Analysis
Surveillance Reformers Seize Moment Amid Protests, Virus
A growing movement for police reform and added scrutiny of privacy in the
age of COVID-19 have combined to add momentum to the push for limits on
government surveillance.  
Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


COVID-19 IP Catch-Up: Mask Sales & Remote Source Codes
A Texas federal judge authorized a novel way of reviewing source code
during the pandemic, mask makers are still bringing trademark suits, and
patent litigation between drugmakers in New York is finally ready to go to
trial. Here are some recent intellectual property updates tied to the outbreak
that you may have missed.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Data Scraper Asks High Court To Leave LinkedIn Ruling Alone
Data analytics startup hiQ Labs Inc. has urged the U.S. Supreme Court not to
review a Ninth Circuit ruling that made way for the startup to scrape
LinkedIn's publicly available information in order to resell it, arguing that the
appeals court's reading of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act to exclude
viewing and gathering public information is correct.


 Brief attached | Read full article »
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Frida Kahlo Corp. Fights TM Suit By Artist Booted Off Zazzle
Panama-based Frida Kahlo Corp. urged a California federal judge Friday to
toss a trademark suit brought by a California artist who says her artwork
depicting the Mexican painter was wrongly booted off the online marketplace
Zazzle, saying it had nothing to do with the move.
Read full article »


MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT


Del. Court Tosses Perlman's Vox Media Defamation Claims
Internet and technology entrepreneur Stephen G. Perlman lost a second
major round in his more than five-year defamation battle with Vox Media, as
a Delaware Superior Court judge found that the truth shielded Vox from the
only claim not barred by statutes of limitations.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


WHITE COLLAR


Chinese Prof Guilty Of Economic Espionage Over Phone Tech
A professor at a Chinese university was found guilty of economic espionage,
theft of trade secrets and conspiracy on Friday in California federal court
following a bench trial over allegations he stole trade secrets from Avago
Technologies and Skyworks Solutions Inc.
Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


Qualcomm Wants Investor Suit Over Broadcom Deal Nixed
Qualcomm Inc. asked a California federal judge Thursday to dismiss a
proposed class action that claims the company misled investors about a
possible takeover, calling shareholders' arguments a "distraction" that doesn't
make the case that the company lied to or misled them.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


Ex-Crypto COO Agrees To Digital Offerings Ban, SEC Says
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on Thursday asked a federal
judge in California to approve a settlement for a one-time principal of a
cryptocurrency company accused of playing a role in a fraudulent sales pitch
for the company's digital assets.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


9th Circ. Won't Save LG, Samsung Workers' Antitrust Suit
A group of LG and Samsung workers has failed to persuade the Ninth Circuit
to breathe new life into their claims that the mobile tech giants used no-poach
deals to stand in the way of labor competition.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Calif. AG Blasts Sutter's Bid To Delay $575M Deal Amid Virus
California's attorney general has urged a state court not to postpone final
approval for Sutter Health's $575 million antitrust settlement, arguing that any
COVID-19 impacts on the hospital system can be assessed after the deal is
cleared.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Snubbed CRT Buyers Can't Delay Deals' Approval
A California federal judge has refused to delay the approval of more than
$500 million worth of price-fixing settlements between certain groups of
cathode ray tube buyers and electronics companies, rejecting a request from
CRT buyers who were excluded from the settlement class.
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 Order attached | Read full article »


DEALS


Weil, Cadwalader Steer Bid Valuing CoreLogic At $7B
Weil-led Cannae Holdings and Cadwalader-guided Senator Investment
Group on Friday made an unsolicited offer to take CoreLogic private at what
they said was a 37% premium in a deal valuing the California-based real
estate analytics business at $7 billion.
Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


5 Tech And Life Sciences Cos. Raise Nearly $1B Total In IPOs
Five tech and life sciences companies, spanning from Chinese software and
cryptocurrency mining companies to North American drug developers, made
their public markets debuts Friday after raising nearly $1 billion in combined
initial public offerings, capping a busy week for IPOs.
Read full article »


IMMIGRATION


DHS Tells Social Media Sites To Police Protest Posts
The acting head of the Department of Homeland Security has sent letters to
Facebook, Twitter, Snap, Google and Apple asking them to stop people from
using their platforms to "organize, facilitate or incite dangerous or deadly
riots" in the wake of police brutality protests across the country.
Read full article »


9th Circ. Revives Syrian Christian's Bid For Removal Relief
The Ninth Circuit revived a Syrian man's request for deportation relief, ruling
that the Board of Immigration Appeals incorrectly passed over evidence of
the Syrian government's human rights abuses against Syrian Christians.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


CANNABIS


Group Asks Court To Pause LA's Minority Pot Licensing
A group whose bids for Los Angeles social equity cannabis licenses were
rejected at an early stage has renewed its effort to pause the city's
processing of applications while they pursue a do-over of what they allege
was a botched and unfair system for awarding the licenses.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


TAX


CPA Says Her Advice Not To Blame For Bungled Golf Deal
An Ohio accountant asked a federal court to halt a California health club
company's arbitration seeking almost $1 million for what the company calls
misrepresentation of finances, including tax data, of golf courses it planned to
acquire, dooming the deal.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Taxation With Representation: Simpson, Cadwalader, Latham
In this week's Taxation With Representation, private investors take a $20
billion stake in the state-owned Abu Dhabi National Oil Co., a blank-check
company breaks records going public, and Gilead takes a stake in a cancer
treatment company.
Read full article »


Will Spotlight On Racial Justice Force More Diverse Juries?
Experts are expressing confidence that the civil unrest gripping the nation
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over racial tensions will refuel the push to make juries more diverse, a
problem that has vexed the legal industry long before the killings of George
Floyd and others by white police officers.
Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Enforcement Takeaways From State AGs' COVID-19 Focus
Christopher Allen at Cozen O'Connor examines how the COVID-19 crisis has
expanded state attorneys general's focus on consumer rights, data privacy,
price-gouging and false claims, and explains what increased enforcement
could mean for businesses.
Read full article »


Health Info Interoperability Rule Raises Privacy Concerns
A new Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology
rule requires health care providers to supply patients' health information upon
request, but compliance may be complicated when patient privacy laws
prohibit information sharing, say Elizabeth Hein and Cynthia Haines at Post &
Schell.
Read full article »


Virus, Regs Highlight Need For Model State Whistleblower Law
The North American Securities Administrators Association's recently
proposed model state whistleblower law could be a timely weapon against
securities misconduct in light of the new and unique opportunities COVID-19
presents for fraudsters, and certain federal registration exemptions that may
soon be relaxed, says attorney Patrick McCloskey.
Read full article »


High Court's SEC Enforcement Ruling Has Tax Consequences
In light of the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision in Liu v. Securities and
Exchange Commission, taxpayers whose pre-Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
disgorgement deductions were rejected should consider contesting the
Internal Revenue Service's determination, say attorneys at Chamberlain
Hrdlicka.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Opinion
To Achieve Diversity, Law Firms Must Reinvent Hiring Process
If law firms are truly serious about making meaningful change in terms of
diversity, they must adopt a demographically neutral, unbiased hiring
equation that looks at personality traits with greater import than grades and
class rank, says Thomas Latino at Florida State University College of Law.
Read full article »
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LEGAL INDUSTRY


Law Leaders On Managing Through A Crisis — Again
Some law firm leaders are facing their second major crisis while at the helm,
after being around for the upheaval of the 2008-09 recession. Here's what
they think is different this time around.
Read full article »


NYT Staffers' Court Access Suspended Over Zoom Screenshot
The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan on Friday
suspended three New York Times staff members that it says violated its rules
on photography by posting screenshots from a Zoom hearing earlier this
month.
Read full article »


Analysis
Outside Pa.'s Big Cities, A Look At Trial Work In The Pandemic
While judges in Pennsylvania's legal epicenters of Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh eye the fall for a potential return to jury trials after courts were
largely closed in March due to the coronavirus pandemic, a handful of
smaller counties are providing a blueprint of sorts after trying cases this
month with a slew of new safety measures.
Read full article »


Ill. Court Revives Chicago Firm's $9.8M Divorce Case Fee Bid
An Illinois state appellate panel revived a Chicago law firm's bid for $9.75
million in unpaid fees from a former client Thursday, saying the lower court
had not given the parties' fee agreement proper consideration before tossing
the firm's suit.
Read full article »


Legal Assistant Cops To Fraud Using Firm's Postage Meter
An assistant at a North Carolina law firm has pled guilty to defrauding the
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United States by running a scheme using the firm's postal meter and racking
up tens of thousands in charges to the firm.
Read full article »


Legal Tech Download: Hogan Lovells, Eversheds, UnitedLex
The world of legal technology is evolving quickly, with new products coming
to market in rapid succession. Here, Law360 takes a look at five recent
developments.
Read full article »


GC Cheat Sheet: The Hottest Corporate News Of The Week
California's landmark consumer privacy law gathered enough signatures to
qualify for November's election ballot, and the European Commission urged
privacy enforcers to more consistently ensure companies follow the bloc's
General Data Protection Regulation. These are some of the stories in
corporate legal news you may have missed in the past week. 
Read full article »


In Case You Missed It: Hottest Firms And Stories On Law360
For those who missed out, here's a look back at the law firms, stories and
expert analyses that generated the most buzz on Law360 last week.
Read full article »


Podcast
Law360's Pro Say: BigLaw V. BigLandlord
A landlord claims that Jenner & Block LLP owes almost $4 million in unpaid
rent on its Chicago office, but the firm responded this week that its lease was
effectively broken by the COVID-19 pandemic thanks to a special provision in
its contract.
Read full article »
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How Durham built behavioral
‘nudges’ into its reopening plans
When it comes to implementing public-health guidelines, some businesses are
taking things like social distancing and wearing face masks seriously, and
others aren't. While many local governments are focusing on fining, shaming,
or shutting down businesses for COVID noncompliance, Durham, N.C., is
taking a different approach. It’s focused on creating a standard of excellence
for businesses to aspire to, and giving them tools to get there—and it's
informed from top to bottom by behavioral science.


Catch up on all of our COVID-19 coverage below, and get news on the latest
city actions by subscribing to our City Hall COVID-19 Update.


Read More
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Youth summer jobs go virtual
Reopening City Hall — safely
A local jobs program’s lessons for how to put people to work


MEET PETRA DZUROVCINOVÁ
Title: Chief Innovation Officer
City: Bratislava, Slovakia


A few years ago, Petra Dzurovcinová suggested that
Slovakia’s capital city needed a separate department to
drive innovation in city government, with the budget
and staff necessary to produce results. As an active
member of the local tech scene, she knew what it takes
to turn ideas into real accomplishments. “When you
don’t have all these components, innovation is never a


priority,” she said. So when Matúš Vallo became mayor and asked her to start
the office she’d imagined, Dzurovcinová jumped at the chance. 


One of Dzurovcinová’s projects she calls a “living lab”—it’s a test bed for the
city to try out new technologies or ways of solving problems before investing in
them. The lab is currently experimenting with 600 small sensors to see if they
could help the city enforce its new short-term street-parking policy by
identifying how long cars have occupied a space. This test-and-learn
philosophy is helping the city define exactly what problem it’s trying to solve
with the technology. “The city is approached with different offers from tech
companies,” Dzurovcinová said, “and if you don’t know what problem you’re
trying to solve, there is no framework for saying yes or no."


A second major focus is overhauling the ways residents access services online,
a push that is accelerating through the city’s participation in a Bloomberg
Philanthropies initiative to help European capital cities improve their digital
services. The city already makes it possible to pay property taxes, register a
child for school, and do other tasks online, but few residents use the digital
options. To fix this, Dzurovcinová’s team is starting out by doing deep-dive
interviews with residents and the front line city employees who interact with
them to understand what they need before building solutions. 


“Sometimes when you’re working in City Hall, people say they have to do
things a certain way because that is the way it’s always been done,”
Dzurovcinová said. “We're trying to go back three steps and ask: ‘Why not?’”
 
Pro tip:  “Listen to your users, and test out the
solutions you build. Then prototype, redefine, and do it
again. With digital services, it should never be ‘launch
it and it’s done.’ You always need to work on it.”
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WHAT WE’RE READING
PUBLIC SPACE: The COVID-19 pandemic has given cities the opportunity to
reduce the number of cars on streets and reclaim those spaces for pedestrians
and cyclists. (The New York Times) 


FOOD SECURITY: A new soil-free urban farm in Paris may show cities a new
way to overcome threats to their food supplies. (The Guardian)


CONTACT TRACING: As COVID-19 cases continue to spike in Florida, mayors
from 5 cities–Miami, Miami Beach, Miami Gardens, Pinecrest,
and Hialeah–call for an additional 500 contact tracers to help slow the spread
of the virus. (CBS Miami)


RACIAL INEQUITIES: Chicago’s COVID-19 recovery plan not only focuses on
the immediate issues sparked by the pandemic but offers guidance on how the
city can address historical wealth disparities and racial inequities. (Fast
Company)


RENEWABLE ENERGY: Adelaide, Australia, becomes the first city in its state
to power 100 percent of all city operations using renewable energy. (PV
Magazine)
 


NETWORK NEWS
LEARNING OPPORTUNITY: Join experts from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health for a briefing on what it will take to safely reopen K-12
schools this fall on Thursday, July 16, at 1:15 p.m. EDT. Contact Gabby
O’Brien at covidresponse@burness.com by 3 p.m. EDT on Wednesday, July 15,
to receive the Zoom link and password. Please send questions in advance.


JOB OPPORTUNITY: The city of Baltimore is hiring a CitiStat Analyst to use
data to improve how the city delivers services to residents.


JOB OPPORTUNITY: Bloomberg Philanthropies' Government Innovation Team
is hiring a program manager to help oversee two programs: the Bloomberg
Harvard City Leadership Initiative and the What Works Cities initiative.


Contact us to share events and job postings with the Bloomberg Cities
network.
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Governor Dials Back Reopening:
What Your Business Needs to Know


Yesterday, Governor Gavin Newsom and the California Department of Public Health
(CDPH) released guidance directing that counties on the County Monitoring List for three
or more consecutive days to close indoor operations for sectors that promote the mixing of
populations beyond households and create environments where physical distancing and
wearing face coverings is difficult. The Santa Barbara County Health Officer, Dr. Henning


From: Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce
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Subject: Governor Dials Back Reopening - What Your Business Needs to Know
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 1:04:18 PM
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Ansorg, will issue a health officer order mandating the closure of the following industries:


Bars, breweries, pubs, and brewpubs
Indoor Dine-in restaurants
Indoor Wineries and Tasting Rooms
Indoor Family Entertainment Centers
Indoor Movie Theaters
Indoor Zoos and Museums
Indoor Cardrooms


The health officer order will be finalized and issued later today, July 2 with further details.
Once the health order is released, you can find it here. Closures will take full effect as
early as July 2, 2020 at 5 p.m. Emergency permits for food service will no longer be
allowed in any of the listed sectors. This guidance is to stay in place for a minimum of three
weeks and is subject to extension based on epidemiologic indicators.


Temporary Allowances/Modifications for Businesses


The City and County are allowing a number of business
modifications, including the expansion of outdoor seating
for restaurants:


City of Santa Maria temporary business
allowances
Information on how to get a no-fee
encroachment permit for the unincorporated
areas of Santa Barbara County.


Putting Health & Safety First Over the Holiday Weekend


Dignity Health - Fourth of July Reminder:
Coronavirus is Still Prevalent


 As we near the Fourth of July holiday, Dignity Health
Central Coast wants to remind our community how to
stay safe and protected. While we may be growing tired
of the disruption coronavirus has on our daily lives, the
COVID-19 pandemic is not behind us, and we urge
community members to continue to make their health


Read the County Press Release
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and safety a priority. The more people an individual
interacts with at a gathering and the longer that
interaction lasts, the higher the potential risk of
becoming infected with COVID-19 and spreading the
virus to others. Read More


Chamber Encourages Community to Protect.
Respect. Wear Your Mask.


The Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce is proud
to partner with Allan Hancock College and other local
community leaders in the "Protect. Respect. Wear Your
Mask." Campaign. The PR campaign highlights the
importance of keeping yourself and the community safe
by wearing a face mask when you are in public to help
slow the spread of COVID-19. Read More


COVID-19 Business Impact Survey


The Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce is
asking the business community for their input on how
COVID-19 is affecting their business. Once a month, a
brief survey will be sent to gather information on the
effects of COVID-19 on local business, the needs of the
business community and the confidence businesses
have in our local economy.


Take the July survey: English Spanish


Upcoming Events


July 8th: Business Liability, Best Practices, Safe &
Smart Santa Barbara County Workshop Webinar


Join us Wednesday July 8th at 4:00 p.m. for a webinar
workshop on business liability during COVID-19, as well
as the measures that businesses are undertaking to
ensure a Safe & Smart Santa Barbara reopening. Trevor
Large of Fauver Large Archbald & Spray LLP will take
businesses through some step-by-step protocols to
assist with navigating customer interactions in light of
the COVID-19 Pandemic. Learn More & Register
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July 16th: Virtual Chamber Mixer


The Chamber's monthly mixer has gone virtual and we
invite you to be a part!
Come together some networking and social
engagement, while continuing to Stay home, Stay
Healthy! Enjoy an evening of networking, prizes and
more with your fellow Chamber business
professionals! Learn More & Register.


News this week from Chamber Members


Innovative Farmworker Housing by PSHH Set to Open Soon
Local Organizations Help Businesses Navigate Reopening and Recovery
Incoming Board Chair Plans to Help Businesses Navigate Change, Expand
Latino Business Outreach
Santa Maria is Safe & Open for Business
Chamber Encourages Community to Protect. Respect. Wear Your Mask.
Chamber Welcomes 2020 - 2021 Board of Directors
Caltrans: Sell Goods And Contract With The State Of California
City Receives Large Donation of Hand Sanitizer
Dignity Health - Fourth of July Reminder: Coronavirus is Still Prevalent


CASA: This crisis has been really tough on our kids.
Peoples’ Self-Help Housing Announces Retirement of Longest-Serving Staff
Member
Shaklee introduces New & Tasty Life Shakes
Building a more positive workplace culture in 90 days
Dignity Health Central Coast Hospitals Now Accepting Coronavirus Pandemic
Support Grant Applications
California CORE Program
Call Krista: Three ways Technology can assist you in the Purchasing and
Selling of Real Estate!
Poisoned Trees Investigation
Marian Regional Medical Center to Host Annual Residency Program Class
Graduation


Read More Chamber Member News
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Member Testimonial


“The SMV Chamber has helped amplify our agency’s
marketing efforts and given us opportunities to promote
our business in areas that we otherwise wouldn’t be
able. We are in constant contact with our Chamber
representatives ensuring we are maximizing our
membership so we don’t miss out on a golden
opportunity. They are always there to help guide,
promote, and see to it that we continue to remain top of
mind.”


- Morris & Garritano Insurance
 


Thank You Chamber Investors


Join the Chamber
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Wednesday, June 3, 2020


TOP NEWS


Boies Schiller Reps Google Users In Massive Privacy Suit
Google LLC users, represented by Boies Schiller Flexner LLP, hit the search
giant with a putative class action in California federal court Tuesday that
accuses the company of violating user privacy by tracking their browser
searches and other user activity, and seeks potentially billions of dollars.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Calif. AG Finalizes Privacy Law Despite Unresolved Issues
California's attorney general on Monday submitted final rules for the Golden
State's landmark privacy law that gives Californians the right to stop
businesses from selling and storing their information, while leaving
unresolved legal issues experts say could be significant.
Read full article »


LA Courts To Launch New Remote Appearance System
The Los Angeles County Superior Court announced Tuesday that it is
deploying a new court-developed remote appearance system for civil suits
and other matters, available beginning the week of June 22 to attorneys and
self-represented litigants to help fight the COVID-19 health crisis.
Read full article »


Calif. Judge Johnson Removed Over Sexual Misconduct
California's Commission on Judicial Performance removed a state appellate
justice from office Monday after finding he exhibited a pattern of inappropriate
behavior toward women and was "intentionally dishonest" in his testimony
before a disciplinary panel.


 Decision attached | Read full article »


Analysis
9th Circ. Leaves VW Bracing For Post-Sale Tampering Claims
The Ninth Circuit has poked holes in a federal shield that allowed
Volkswagen to dodge claims that it violated two U.S. counties' anti-tampering
laws during its 2015 clean diesel emissions-cheating scandal, exposing the
German automaker to additional damages and prolonged legal battles.
Read full article »


Monsanto Says $78M Roundup Verdict Barred By Federal Law
Monsanto urged a California appeals court Tuesday to undo its $78 million
loss in the first trial on allegations its weedkiller Roundup causes cancer,
arguing that a school groundskeeper's claim is preempted by federal law
because it focuses only on Roundup's labeling — which is the purview of
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federal regulators.
Read full article »


POLICY & REGULATION


Coronavirus Regulations: A State-By-State Week In Review
While the nation's collective consciousness largely shifted this week from the
COVID-19 pandemic to rage over the killing of George Floyd by Minneapolis
police, state leaders grappling with sometimes violent protests still continued
to map out life after the coronavirus.
Read full article »


REAL ESTATE & DEVELOPMENT


Real Estate Rumors: UCSF, Douglas Elliman, Prominence
University of California, San Francisco reportedly cannot break ground on a
$275 million project due to a dispute over removing seven additional trees
from the site, Douglas Elliman is said to be closing three offices in South
Florida and Prominence Hospitality is reportedly hoping to sell a hotel near
O'Hare International Airport.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


DHS Can Exempt Immigration Programs From Enviro Review
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security can exclude certain immigration
policies from review over environmental harm after a California federal judge
ruled that the exemption doesn't lead to higher immigration numbers, let
alone population-driven ecological degradation.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Feds, Industry Oppose Bid To Block Trump's Water Rule
The federal government, business groups and a coalition of states have said
the Trump administration's rule narrowing the scope of the Clean Water Act's
jurisdiction was a reasonable move that shouldn't be halted just because
some states like California disagree with the result.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


State Farm Shorted Insured Drivers On Calif. Fees, Suit Says
State Farm "systematically and uniformly" underpaid potentially 100,000
insured California car owners by failing to fully pay state-mandated regulatory
fees to those who lost their insured vehicles, according to a putative class
action brought against the insurance giant Tuesday in California federal
court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


PERSONAL INJURY & MEDICAL MALPRACTICE


Calif. Hospital Preserves Win In ER Patient Death Suit
A California appeals court has affirmed the dismissal of a suit seeking to hold
a hospital liable for an emergency room patient's death, saying the evidence
showed that the hospital's nursing staff did not breach the standard of care.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Franzia Settles Trademark Fight Over 'Buttery' Chardonnay
Franzia has reached a settlement to end a lawsuit that accused the boxed-
wine giant of infringing trademarks by using "buttery" on chardonnay labels,
less than two months after a judge said he was worried a smaller winery was
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aiming to "monopolize" the term.
 Settlement attached | Read full article »


Monster Energy Sued By Rival Over Product 'Knock-Offs'
A competing energy drink company hit Monster Energy with a trade dress
infringement and unfair competition lawsuit in California federal court on
Monday, alleging that Monster's Reign Inferno canned energy drink
intentionally rips off the look of VPX Sports' Bang energy drink to confuse
customers.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT


LGBTQ Bias Suit Against YouTube Faces Skeptical Judge
A California magistrate judge appeared open Tuesday to tossing a
discrimination lawsuit alleging YouTube and its parent Google are violating
the First Amendment and civil rights statutes by censoring LGBTQ content
creators, saying the Ninth Circuit's recent ruling in Prager University v.
Google Inc. seems to be dispositive.
Read full article »


Quibi Urges Judge To Ax 'Absurd' Eko Infringement Suit
Short-form video streaming service Quibi on Monday urged a California
federal judge to dismiss a patent, trademark and contract suit against it and
its Hollywood powerhouse founder Jeffrey Katzenberg by tech rival Eko,
saying a recent amendment to the suit "only magnifies the pleading defects."


 Motion attached | Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


DOL Can't Skirt States' Effort To Sink Joint Employer Rule
The U.S. Department of Labor must face claims by a coalition of Democratic
state attorneys general that a recently finalized joint employer rule is
unlawful, a New York federal judge has ruled, saying the states have
standing because the regulation might sap them of tax revenue and hike
enforcement-related costs.


 Order attached | Read full article »


AGs Say Walmart Employees Need More Virus Protections
A dozen U.S. attorneys general are pushing Walmart to beef up protections
for its employees during the COVID-19 pandemic, saying they have received
reports of stores with people too close to one another and locations not being
properly cleaned.


 Letter attached | Read full article »


Health Care Co. Hit With ERISA Suit Over $227M ESOP Deal
A former KPC Healthcare worker has hit the company with a proposed
ERISA class action in California federal court, claiming that the company's
founder sold all of its stock to an employee retirement plan at a vastly inflated
price of more than $227.1 million.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


WageWorks Must Face Investors' Claims It Misreported Profits
Benefits administrator WageWorks Inc. and its leadership can't shake a
proposed securities fraud class action accusing the company of padding its
revenue reports with money it was never supposed to get, a California
federal judge said Monday.


 Order attached | Read full article »
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Acadia Can't Slip Investor Suit Over Parkinson's Drug Deaths
Acadia Pharmaceuticals escaped part of the securities fraud claims lodged in
a proposed class action over its alleged cover-up of fatality risks associated
with its Parkinson's disease treatment, but it must still face the bulk of the
suit, a California federal court ruled Monday.


 Order attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


Telescope Buyer Hits Celestron With $350M Antitrust Suit
An amateur astronomer has leveled a $350 million antitrust lawsuit accusing
California-based telescope maker Celestron of illegally teaming up with a
rival to pad prices, a conspiracy claim that has already won over a federal
jury and saddled industry players with millions in damages.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


9th Circ. Told Axon Must Go Through FTC Before Courts
The Federal Trade Commission urged the Ninth Circuit on Monday to reject
police body camera and nonlethal weapon maker Axon Enterprise's
constitutional challenge to the agency's in-house merger challenge process,
arguing that such arguments most go through the FTC first.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


Calif. Dental Board Says SmileDirect Claims Still Not Straight
SmileDirectClub didn't learn the lesson it should have when a California
federal court dismissed the first iteration of its antitrust suit because the new
version has all the same issues, according to the state dental board.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


BANKRUPTCY


PG&E Resolves Fire Victims' Ch. 11 Plan Objections
PG&E Corp. and a committee representing victims of wildfires blamed on the
utility told a California bankruptcy court Tuesday that they had resolved the
committee's objections to PG&E's Chapter 11 plan, including a stock
valuation question.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


ZoomInfo, Pliant Therapeutics Bulk Up IPOs Before Pricing
Sales and marketing intelligence company ZoomInfo and biopharmaceutical
company Pliant Therapeutics on Tuesday upsized their expectations for their
upcoming initial public offerings, with ZoomInfo saying it now expects an
$868 million IPO and Pliant prepping a $135 million offering.
Read full article »


PE Firm Says Property Fraud Fight Should Play Out In Mexico
A private equity firm again urged a California court Monday to toss or compel
arbitration of a recently reopened dispute with a Mexican industrial real
estate buyer over the sale of a $15 million manufacturing facility.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


RETAIL & E-COMMERCE


RJ Reynolds Says Federal Law Bars LA County Vape Ban
R.J. Reynolds asked a California federal judge on Monday to block a Los
Angeles County ordinance that banned flavored vapes when it took effect last
month, saying the prohibition was both overly severe and preempted by
federal law.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »
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Pet Cos. Accused Of Puppy Mill Sales Can't Dodge Claims
A California federal judge refused to toss a lawsuit Monday alleging a fake
animal rescue group is brokering the sale of puppies from commercial
breeders to Golden State pet stores, which then advertise the puppies as
rescues, finding that enough has been alleged at this early stage of the case.


 Order attached | Read full article »


NATIVE AMERICN


Groups Support Review Of 9th Circ. Ariz. Voting Regs Ruling
More than a dozen groups have urged the U.S. Supreme Court to review a
Ninth Circuit majority's ruling in favor of the Democratic National Committee
that found two Arizona voting regulations to be discriminatory. 


 Brief attached | Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Opinion
Lawyers Must Address Racial Injustice With Radical Candor
The legal industry is uniquely positioned, and indeed obligated, to respond to
the racial disparities made clear by the recent killings of George Floyd and
Breonna Taylor, but lawyers must be willing to be uncomfortable, says Tiffani
Lee at Holland & Knight.
Read full article »
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Titan Of The Plaintiffs Bar: Miner Barnhill's Robert Libman
It was 2005, and Robert S. Libman waited in a small, crowded courtroom in
Cook County, Illinois, to make his first appearance in a lawsuit accusing more
than four dozen of the world's most powerful drug companies of manipulating
drug prices to rip off Illinois' Medicaid program by tens of millions of dollars.
Read full article »


Skadden, Clio Open Checkbooks Amid George Floyd Protests
Amid protests and unrest over the killing of George Floyd and other black
Americans by police, some in the legal industry, including Skadden, legal
tech company Clio and Morrison & Foerster LLP, have responded with
donations to groups focused on racial justice and criminal justice reform.
Read full article »


Pryor Cashman Suspends Atty Charged In Molotov Attack
Pryor Cashman LLP on Tuesday said it has suspended an associate who's
charged in connection with a Molotov cocktail attack on a New York City
Police Department vehicle amid the recent wave of protests, while New York
federal prosecutors asked the Second Circuit to stay a court's order granting
him bail.
Read full article »


How Public And Private Cos. Use Their GCs Differently
General counsel are part of the executive management teams of a large
majority of public companies, while private companies are much less apt to
follow the same practice, a report released on Tuesday found.
Read full article »


NY Judge Who Called Atty C-Word Says It Was 'Compliment'
A New York state judge facing removal for using sexist slurs against a female
lawyer, and others, told the state's highest court on Tuesday that a judicial
watchdog had wrongly concluded his remarks indicated he was sexist.
Read full article »


Firm Says Atty Behind Sex Bias Suit Drove Client Away
Levi & Korsinsky LLP is hitting back at a female ex-partner accusing the
securities litigation firm of sex discrimination, claiming she sabotaged a
valuable client relationship and funneled that client's business to a competing
firm she wanted to join.
Read full article »


Counsel Who Care: How Attys Are Helping During A Crisis
As coronavirus cases have spread, law firms across the nation have been
stepping up to help, from providing pro bono legal assistance to fundraisers
and donations.
Read full article »


These Firms Are Handling The Most Product Liability Cases
Weitz & Luxenberg handled the most product liability cases on behalf of
plaintiffs in recent years, while Shook Hardy & Bacon represented the most
cases for defendants, according to a report released Monday by legal
analytics firm Lex Machina.
Read full article »
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TOP NEWS


Calif. Chief District Judge Departs After 'Street-Smart' Remark
Chief Judge of the Central District of California Cormac J. Carney has left
that role but will remain on the bench in the Southern District after
acknowledging that he'd made an "insensitive" statement to a Black court
clerk, according to a report from the Los Angeles Times.
Read full article »


Calif. Justices Say United, Delta Pilots Entitled To Wage Rights
The California Supreme Court found Monday that the Golden State's labor
code and minimum wage laws apply to United and Delta pilots who are
based in the state, rejecting the companies' arguments the workers spend
most of their time in federal airspace and can't be subject to the state laws.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Kozinski Moves To Nix Atty's Suit Over Porn Complaints
The Judicial Council of the Ninth Circuit and 10 judges and court officials,
including former Chief Judge Alex Kozinski, have moved to throw out a suit
by an attorney who claims he faced retaliation after complaining about
Kozinski's alleged posting of pornographic material, telling a California
federal court that the suit was nothing but "recycled versions" of the lawyer's
past complaints.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


High Court Says CFPB Director Can Be Fired
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled Monday that the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau's structure unconstitutionally insulates the agency from
presidential oversight and must be altered, rejecting a limit that the Dodd-
Frank Act placed on the president's ability to fire the head of the agency.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Calif. University Says It Paid $1.14M In Ransomware Attack
The University of California, San Francisco said Friday that it paid hackers
$1.14 million earlier this month to resolve a ransomware attack and unlock
encrypted data on servers within the School of Medicine, an incident that
reflects a growing number of malware attacks.
Read full article »


Court Accused Of Blocking Public Access To Trials Amid
Virus
A California court is violating the First Amendment by placing undue
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restrictions on the public for accessing judicial proceedings during the
COVID-19 pandemic, the American Civil Liberties Union has alleged in
California federal court.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


LEGAL ETHICS & MALPRACTICE


Justices Refuse To Hear Monster Energy Arbitrator Bias Case
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused to consider a Ninth Circuit
ruling vacating an award issued to Monster Energy after an arbitrator failed to
disclose his ownership interest in JAMS, the alternative dispute resolution
provider that had administered the arbitration.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


Coalition Says Trump Can't Strip Calif. Emissions Authority
A California-led coalition told the D.C. Circuit on Monday that the federal
government overreached when it departed from long-standing practice and
rescinded a Clean Air Act waiver that allowed California to set its own
greenhouse gas standards and run a zero-emissions vehicle program.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Justices Won't Hear Enviros' Challenge To Navajo Coal Plant
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused to take up a yearslong battle by
environmental groups challenging the federal government's decision to grant
lease extensions to a New Mexico power plant and nearby coal mine partly
owned by the Navajo Nation.
Read full article »


Sierra Club Asks Justices To Leave Water Permit Ban In Place
Environmental groups including the Sierra Club and Natural Resources
Defense Council on Monday urged the U.S. Supreme Court to leave intact a
Montana federal judge's decision to prohibit new oil and gas pipeline projects
from using an expedited Clean Water Act permitting process.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


CrossFit Rival And Insurer Must Wait For Coverage Ruling
A California federal judge on Monday denied dueling bids for summary
judgment by National Strength and Conditioning Association and its insurer,
National Casualty Co., in a suit over coverage of NSCA's false ad fight with
CrossFit, saying she can't resolve the issue until there's a final judgment on
the sanctions that spurred the suit in the first place.


 Order attached | Read full article »


PRIVACY & CONSUMER PROTECTION


Calif. Privacy Law Expansion Would Hurt EdTech, Group Says
A technology industry trade association is warning that a proposal to expand
California's landmark consumer privacy law that is slated to go before voters
in November would put companies that handle students' personal data
through partnerships with educational institutions in a bind and harm both in-
person and distance learning. 
Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Napster Knocks 'Wildly Inflated' Fee Bid By Songwriters' Attys
The company behind Napster has urged a California federal judge to reject a
"wildly inflated" request for $6.1 million in attorney fees lodged by songwriters
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as part of a settlement aiming to end claims that Napster failed to pay
millions in so-called mechanical royalties.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


HEALTH


Justices Seek SG Input On Chemical Co.'s Tribal Fee Fight
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday asked the U.S. solicitor general to
weigh in on chemical company FMC Corp.'s petition to overturn a ruling that
required it to pay the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes of Ohio a $1.5 million waste
storage fee every year. 


 Order List attached | Read full article »


9th Circ. Told To Dig Into 'Tribunal' Meaning In Discovery Fight
The former owner of a Chinese hospital has further urged the Ninth Circuit to
block an "intrusive and unwarranted" discovery order to hand over
documents in a $20 million arbitration initiated by three investors ousted from
an in vitro fertilization project. 


 Brief attached | Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


Biz Groups Get OK To Enter Fight Over Joint Employer Rule
A New York federal judge on Monday let a business coalition join the U.S.
Department of Labor in defending the agency's recently finalized joint
employer rule from a legal attack from 18 Democratic state attorneys general.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Ex-Vivint Worker Wins Revival Of Calif. PAGA Claims
A California appeals court has brought back to life a former Vivint Inc.
employee's proposed wage and hour class action, ruling the home
automation and security company's ex-technician has standing to bring
claims under the Private Attorneys General Act.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


9th Circ. Gives Dad Another Shot At Union Benefits Plan Suit
The Ninth Circuit has revived a father's bid to get a treatment for his son's
rare medical condition covered by an entertainment industry union health
plan, telling a lower court to provide more clarity on certain Anthem Inc.
subsidiaries' roles in the decision to deny benefits.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


SECURITIES & BANKING


High Court Won't Hear Monex Challenge To $290M CFTC Suit
The U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission's $290 million fraud case
against metals brokerage Monex Deposit Co. will go forward after the U.S.
Supreme Court declined on Monday to review a Ninth Circuit finding that the
company's trading platform is subject to the Commodity Exchange Act.


 Order List attached | Read full article »


Volkswagen Says DOJ Deal Bars SEC Emissions Fraud Claims
Volkswagen told a California federal judge Friday that its upfront disclosures
and an earlier settlement with the U.S. government bar the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission's claims that the automaker knowingly misled
bond investors by not revealing its "clean diesel" emissions cheating scheme.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


Calif. Senate Advances Health Care Competition Bill


Sonosky Chambers
Sullivan & Cromwell
Venable LLP
Winston & Strawn
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A California bill that aims to crack down on anti-competitive behavior and
over-consolidation within the state's health care system cleared the state's
Senate on Friday, earning praise from California Attorney General Xavier
Becerra.


 Bill attached | Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


Simpson, Gibson Aid Blackstone's $1.65B Studio Investment
Simpson Thacher represented Blackstone in connection with its purchase of
a minority stake in a trio of Hollywood studios from Gibson Dunn-counseled
Hudson Pacific Properties in a deal that values the properties at $1.65 billion,
a transaction the companies announced on Monday.
Read full article »


IMMIGRATION


High Court Won't Touch Trump's Border Wall Waivers
The U.S. Supreme Court on Monday refused to take up environmental
groups' challenge to the Trump administration's power to bypass federal and
local laws for the expedited construction of portions of the border wall.
Read full article »


Tesla Factory Workers Denied Default Win In Visa Fraud Suit
Workers at a Tesla manufacturing plant can't win a default judgment against
certain overseas subcontractors in a suit alleging they illegally procured low-
cost foreign labor for the plant, a California federal judge ruled Friday, saying
the workers haven't shown the court can grant their request.


 Order attached | Read full article »


9th Circ. Says Mexican Woman A Target For Cartel Retribution
In a published decision, the Ninth Circuit has ruled that a lesbian Mexican
woman is entitled to deportation relief, finding that Mexico's efforts to quell
cartel violence couldn't guarantee her safety after she sent an operative, her
abuser, to prison.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


NATIVE AMERICAN


9th Circ. Shuts Down Tribes' Challenge To Wash. Jurisdiction
The Ninth Circuit on Monday upheld a Washington federal judge's finding that
the state has jurisdiction over any crime involving non-Indians on the Yakama
Nation's reservation, in a ruling that hung on the definition of the word "and"
in a 2014 document.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


CANNABIS


Calif. Delays Pot Licensing Fees Amid Pandemic
California's marijuana regulators on Monday said they are extending a policy
giving businesses with expiring licenses the opportunity to defer the cost of
their renewal by 60 days, citing the industry's lack of access to coronavirus-
pandemic-related financial assistance from banks or the federal government.
Read full article »


PEOPLE


Jenner & Block Snags Telecom Attorney From Davis Wright
Jenner & Block LLP has convinced a communications pro to make the jump
over from Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, though the pandemic may keep the
regulatory whiz from making it into the firm's Los Angeles office anytime
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soon.
Read full article »


Venable Adds 3 Former Schiff Hardin Partners
Venable LLP is snagging three partners from Schiff Hardin LLP as part of a
move to bolster the firm's commercial litigation practice expansion on the
West Coast.
Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Opinion
Calif. Must Clarify Independent Counsel Rates For Insurers
California law provides little predictability on the hourly rates that insurers are
required to pay independent counsel selected by the insured in disputes, but
a few amendments to Section 2860 can help, say attorneys at Covington.
Read full article »


Justices' Asylum Ruling Further Limits Migrant Protections
The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision in Thuraissigiam v. Barr
eliminates the only avenue for challenging the propriety of early denials in the
asylum process at a time when the standards for determining a migrant's
credible fear of persecution are increasingly uncertain, says former
immigration judge Jeffrey Chase.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Mass. Court Deadline Tolling Will Cause Problems For Years
While Massachusetts' 106-day tolling period for all civil statutes of limitations
ends Tuesday, the pandemic-related pause will complicate calculation of
limitations periods and have ripple effects in many jurisdictions for years to
come, says Christian Stephens at Eckert Seamans.
Read full article »


EPA Limits On States' Project Reviews Likely To Face
Lawsuits
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's recently announced rule limiting
the scope of states' reviews of planned energy infrastructure projects will
likely mean more litigation between states and the federal government — and
more uncertainty for businesses and other stakeholders, says Philip Sholtz at
Goldberg Segalla.
Read full article »


Addressing Facial Recognition Tech's Discriminatory Potential
Recent civil rights groups' objections, industry statements and proposed bills
on the use of facial recognition technology highlight several problematic
concerns, including that it lacks accuracy in identifying nonwhite individuals
and may play a role in racially discriminatory policing, say Laura Jehl
and Amy Pimentel at McDermott.
Read full article »
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LexisNexis


LEGAL INDUSTRY


2nd Atty Denies Molotov Charges As Supporters Flood Call
A second attorney charged with firebombing a vacant NYPD vehicle pled not
guilty Monday in Brooklyn federal court during an at-times cacophonous
conference call that was mobbed by more than 360 listeners.
Read full article »


St. Louis Injury Attys Point Guns At Protesters Outside Home
A prominent St. Louis personal injury attorney and his wife, also a partner at
his firm, brandished an assault rifle and a handgun while confronting
protesters marching outside their home on Sunday, according to photos and
videos widely spread on social media.
Read full article »


Katten To Lay Off Some Workers Furloughed Amid Pandemic
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP announced at a town hall meeting Monday
that it will lay off some of the employees that it had furloughed in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic at the end of July.
Read full article »


Feature
May It Please The Camera: Zoom Trials Demand New Skills
As masses of legal work shift online, trial lawyers are turning on their
webcams and realizing their old courtroom skills are no longer enough. But
recent remote proceedings are already showing that online trials can actually
work — with the right considerations.
Read full article »


Outcry Over Fla.'s In-Person Bar Exam Intensifies
A petition to halt Florida's in-person July bar examination due to COVID-19
has gained more than 1,300 signatures and the support of some law school
deans and legislators, but for now the state's bar exam authority is not
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changing its plans.
Read full article »


Texas Courts Re-Closing Amid COVID-19 Spike
The Texas Supreme Court on Monday afternoon extended the prohibition on
jury trials in the state through Sept. 1, just days after the chief federal judge in
Houston shut down public access to courthouses in Houston and Galveston
amid a regional COVID-19 spike.
Read full article »


Fed. Circ. Allows Courthouse Access On Case-By-Case Basis
The Federal Circuit announced Monday that it is modifying its access
restrictions and will consider requests to enter the National Courts Building
on a case-by-case basis.
Read full article »


Boies Schiller Exits Continue With Litigator's Jump To Mintz
Mintz Levin Cohn Ferris Glovsky and Popeo PC announced Monday that it
hired a New York-based complex civil litigator from Boies Schiller Flexner
LLP, becoming the latest law firm to score talent from the litigation boutique
amid its restructuring.
Read full article »


Texas Prosecutor Resigns After Facebook Post About Nazis
A Houston-area prosecutor resigned Monday after sharing a Facebook post
appearing to compare protesters demonstrating against police brutality and
racial inequality to Nazis who "banned free speech" and "tore down statues,"
emails from the Harris County District Attorney's Office show.
Read full article »


Justices Won't Hear Ex-Greenberg Atty's Fight With OCC
The U.S. Supreme Court declined Monday to review a D.C. Circuit decision
that dismissed an ex-Greenberg Traurig LLP partner's First Amendment
claims over allegations that the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
brought an unconstitutional enforcement action against him.
Read full article »


Litigious Porn Studio Ends Battle With Former Law Firm
Malibu Media, a pornography studio that's filed thousands of copyright cases
against internet downloaders, has reached a settlement to resolve
accusations that the company owed a former law firm nearly $300,000 in
unpaid bills.
Read full article »


Atty Says Founders Left Online Legal Marketplace In Ruins
An attorney with an ownership stake in the online legal platform UpCounsel
Inc. filed a derivative suit Saturday in Delaware Chancery Court against the
company's founders, asserting they stripped the company of value and left it
in shambles before bolting to take jobs at LinkedIn.
Read full article »


The Top In-House Hires Of June
Legal department hires during the first month of summer included high-profile
appointments at Valero Energy, Denny's and Zoom. Here, Law360 looks at
some of the top in-house announcements from the past few weeks.
Read full article »


Interview
15 Minutes With Toyota Material Handling's General Counsel
Lea Ann King says one of her pet peeves with outside counsel is that she still
has to ask for diversity when firms staff her matters or represent her
company, which manufactures and sells Toyota-branded forklifts. Here, she
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shares what she's doing to prevent diversity and inclusion efforts from
backsliding, as well as how the pandemic has affected her role and legal
team.
Read full article »
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Cruel family separation policies are tearing too many families
apart. This Father’s Day, let’s honor them by sharing the


#PowerOfAFathersLove.


LEARN MORE >>
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Coronavirus Special Report


Thursday, June 25, 2020


TOP NEWS


Baker McKenzie Delays First-Year Associate Program
Baker McKenzie has postponed the start date for its 2020 U.S. associate
class by four months amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the law firm said on
Wednesday, becoming the latest shop to have its plans disrupted.


Coronavirus: How Law Firms Are Handling The Downturn
UPDATED June 25, 2020, 12:44 PM EDT | The spreading coronavirus
pandemic has upended the legal industry, forcing firms to cut salaries, lay off
attorneys and make changes to summer associate programs. Here is a
roundup of how law firms are responding. 


Ex-BigLaw Atty's In-Person Depo Bid Tossed As 'Tomfoolery'
A New York federal judge on Wednesday ripped a fired King & Spalding
associate's demand for in-person depositions in his wrongful termination suit
against the law firm as "tomfoolery," saying the current coronavirus health
crisis makes such in-person meetings too dangerous.


Chuck E. Cheese Hits Ch. 11 Following COVID-19 Closures
The parent company of children's entertainment destination Chuck E. Cheese
filed for Chapter 11 protection in Texas after closing its hundreds of locations
in response to COVID-19 business restrictions.


McDonald's Told To Give Ill. Workers More Virus Protections
McDonald's Illinois operations and a McDonald's franchise owner should be
doing more to protect employees at their restaurants as they continue to work
amid the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, an Illinois state court judge said
Wednesday.


CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS


Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED June 25, 2020, 1:54 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


Coronavirus: The Latest EU Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED June 25, 2020, 10:34 AM GMT | As courts across the region take
measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


Mass. Courts Target July 13 For 1st Reopening Phase
State courts in Massachusetts will open to the public for limited purposes on
July 13, the Supreme Judicial Court said Wednesday, outlining the two-phase
restarting of some in-person proceedings across the state during the
coronavirus pandemic.


Texas Attorneys, Jurors Want Temp. Checks, Masks In Court
A large majority of Texas attorneys and potential jurors said courthouses
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would have to conduct temperature screenings for every visitor, provide
ample hand sanitizer and enact universal face mask requirements for them to
feel comfortable enough to return to in-person proceedings, survey results
released Wednesday show.


WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS


SEC Urges Cos. To Stay On Top Of COVID-19 Disclosures
With the second quarter nearing its end, U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission officials are urging public companies to thoroughly update their
disclosures so investors have a clear picture about corporations' financial
health and whether they can survive pandemic-related disruptions.


US Immigration Agency Risks Furloughs Amid Financial Woes
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services is preparing to furlough more than
70% of its workforce by the end of the summer unless Congress steps in to
help as the agency hurtles toward a rapidly approaching budget shortfall.


Choosing Between Pandemics, Judge Halts Drug Injection Site
A Pennsylvania federal judge who previously approved a supervised drug
injection site in Philadelphia halted the facility's opening while the government
appeals that decision, saying on Wednesday that the opioid epidemic has
been overshadowed by the coronavirus pandemic.


McDermott Atty Faults Vets Home's 'Baffling' Virus Response
The leadership of the Holyoke Soldiers' Home in Massachusetts made
"baffling" decisions as it struggled to respond to a COVID-19 outbreak that
killed 76 veterans in the long-term care facility, according to a state-ordered
report by McDermott Will & Emery LLP partner Mark W. Pearlstein that was
released Wednesday.


Cuomo's Eviction Moratorium Went Too Far, Landlords Say
New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo overstepped his authority when issuing a 60-
day moratorium on evictions amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
governor's order denies landlords their contractual right to court, a lawyer
representing landlords challenging the order told a federal judge on
Wednesday.


NY, NJ, Conn. To Require Quarantine For Virus Hotbed Visitors
Travelers coming into New York, New Jersey and Connecticut will have to
quarantine for two weeks if they are arriving from areas hit especially hard by
coronavirus pandemic, the governors of the three states announced
Wednesday.


Ex-Marine Aims To Kill 3M Suit Alleging Massive N95 Scam
A former Marine urged a Minnesota federal judge Wednesday to toss a suit
brought by 3M alleging he attempted a multibillion-dollar scam involving the
purchase of N95 respirators and fake ties to Bill Gates, arguing the court has
no jurisdiction over him because of his slim Minnesota connections.


State Farm Faces Suit By Chiropractor Over 'Virus Exclusion'
A Michigan chiropractor has hit State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
with a proposed class action alleging it wrongfully applied a "virus exclusion"
to deny revenue loss claims from COVID-19-related state-ordered closures,
arguing the exclusion was unrelated to its loss.


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Ill. Force Majeure Ruling Could Be Problematic For Landlords
Businesses considered nonessential during the pandemic may be able to look
to an Illinois bankruptcy court's recent ruling in Hitz Restaurant Group to
invoke a force majeure defense and get excused for rental obligations during
the time they were unable to operate, say attorneys at Saul Ewing.
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An Inside Look At DOJ Fight Against COVID-19 Price-Gouging
New Jersey U.S. Attorney Craig Carpenito and Assistant U.S. Attorney
Nicholas Grippo share how the U.S. Department of Justice is combating
hoarding and price-gouging of medical supplies and analyze some of the
prosecutions a new task force has brought during the pandemic.
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From: DJ Scott Topper
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Music News with DJ Scott Topper Ep.1
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Music News with DJ Scott Topper


Hi I'm DJ Scott Topper with this week's Music
News from your favorite bands, djs, and rock
venues.


Bob Dylan is finding ways to keep busy during
the pandemic. For the third time in a month,
he dropped a new original song "False
Prophet," and releases a new album, Rough
and Rowdy Ways June 19.
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New music from Drake. The Toronto singer
and rapper released a 14-song mixtape, Dark
Lane Demo Tapes, promising his sixth studio
album later this summer.
Newport Folk Festival and Jazz Festival both
announced cancellations for 2020 due to
Coronavirus and are scheduled to return
summer 2021.


Finally, The Rolling Stones released a brand-
new song “Living in a Ghost Town” until
they’re able to reschedule their "No Filter
Tour." Let's give it a listen!


It’s their first original composition since two
originals were recorded on their 2012
compilation album named GRRR!


That's this week's "Music News" brought to
you by Scott Topper DJ Productions...until
next time!







Music News with DJ Scott Topper
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Sincerely,


The Scott Topper Productions Team
818-640-6100 Los Angeles 


805-965-7978 Santa Barbara
scott@scotttopperproductions.com


scotttopperproductions.com


Now booking 2021 DJ Events.  Click here to contact us now!


 FUN DJ Dance Party Music Entertainment
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Private and Corporate Events Since 2002
See what's happening on our social sites:


   


DJs - MCs - Lighting - Classic 1951 Ford Farm Truck
- Karaoke - Photo Booths - Silent Disco - Uplighting


Scott Topper Productions | 315 Meigs Rd., Santa Barbara, CA 93109


Unsubscribe apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
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From: Melissa James
To: aliddico@calpoly.edu; jkrelle@fziomed.com; Aaron.ide@fourseasons.com; aaron@gravesinvestments.com;


achill29@hotmail.com; adam@firestonebeer.com; admin@SLOcountyBID.com; afleisch@calpoly.edu;
agent775@aol.com; aj@ranchoguadalupe.com; alan@capitolhardware.com; aquiroz@iqms.com;
alfonsocurti@yahoo.com; Alison@sbcountywines.com; abowman@ammcglaw.com; amanda@apwinery.com;
amber@lompoc.com; amy.kardel@cleverducks.com; amy@plumgoodsstore.com;
Sue.Andersen@DignityHealth.org; nanderson@countyofsb.org; Andrew Hackleman;
andrew@stoneparkcapital.com; athulin@calpoly.edu; andy.rice@berry.net; andymangano7@gmail.com;
angarcia@smjuhsd.org; angelica_gutierrez@mechanicsbank.com; ann@ncrccpc.org; Anne@fessparker.com;
Annie.Frew@sen.ca.gov; Alice Patino; AristonJ@chcc.org; arpalazz@calpoly.edu; baburton@calpoly.edu;
barrett@miramarsb.com; Barry.dorsey@thegoodland.com; rrbasu@deloitte.com; bhiggins@hearst.com;
bibritto@calpoly.edu; greg.bland@bofa.com; blue2020@me.com; bmann@mbdevcompany.com;
boakley@wspa.org; bob.crockett@proofofconceptllc.com; bob@wemanage.org; nelsonomics@gmail.com;
bpryor@arroyogrande.org; bradb@wallacegroup.us; brad@finneyscrafthouse.com; brendan@scrg.com;
bmorris@morrisgarritano.com; brian@talleyvineyards.com; bgibson@co.slo.ca.us; bryan@idlershome.com;
bthoma@thomaelec.com; btietje@calpoly.edu; BTuler@radiusgroup.com; bwilde@miravistaholdings.com;
bwise@ppbi.com; Caitlin.Cox@mail.house.gov; calarcon@reliantnotaryservices.com; camstephens@smtire.com;
ccrye@farmsupplycompany.com; crayrussom@arroyogrande.org; carrie@babefarms.com;
CathyD@seymourduncan.com; cayucahini@gmail.com; cberg@co.slo.ca.us; cbryson@atascadero.org;
cchirgwin@lanspeed.com; cdudley@pacificwesternbank.com; chelsea.bein@mindbodyonline.com;
visci805@gmail.com; chris@richardsonproperties.com; Chris.Inman@hilton.com; chris@mesaburger.com;
theo@calpoly.edu; chuck@slocal.com; claire.wineman@grower-shipper.com; clare@edcollaborative.com;
clint@madonnaproperties.com; clohr@jlohr.com; cmurillo@santabarbaraca.gov; cmurph18@calpoly.edu;
colleen.huther@belmond.com; Coolmont@yahoo.com; ronald.cortopassi@us.af.mil; costaa@lvcho.org;
ckienow@calpoly.edu; cpene@co.slo.ca.us; ccrue@deloitte.com; crystalcutshair@gmail.com; cvvilla@calpoly.edu;
Dale@CatalystConsulting.biz; Dan.gabie@logmein.com; dan@danblough.com; dan@kivasb.com;
dan@slochamber.org; daniel_troy1@cuesta.edu; daniel.ohare@glennburdette.com; darin@calpoly.edu;
darrens@compass-health.com; dave@davegarth.com; daved@ci.carpinteria.ca.us;
david.juhnke@mccormickbarstow.com; dboulanger@co.slo.ca.us; dbarry@quintron.com; dblow@orcutt-
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dkettle@goventura.org; Donna.Lewis@rate.com; donna@reddogmgmnt.com; Doug.madey@procore.com;
dzachmey@calpoly.edu; dsmith@hotel-slo.com; dstroud@travelpaso.com; dwendt@calpoly.edu;
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guadalupealvarez@msn.com; gsavage@co.slo.ca.us; tony.guy@safrangroup.com; shamilton@deloitte.com;
hamish@slobrew.com; jHartmann@countyofsb.org; hmoreno@atascadero.org; Heidiismighty@gmail.com;
heidi@cfsloco.org; hemant96@yahoo.com; henry.yang@ucsb.edu; hillary@ifixit.com; hollys@cityofbuellton.com;
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Cc: Suzanne Singh
Subject: Canceled: REACH Weekly Leaders Townhall


The REACH Weekly Leaders calls will take a break for the month of July. 


----


Topic: REACH Weekly Leaders Call 


Given the quickly evolving COVID-19 crisis, we at REACH want to ensure that key leaders from business, government, and education in the region to
have the opportunity to hear directly from federal, state and county leaders on the actions being taken to address the public health and economic
challenges across the Central Coast region.  
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You are invited to join a weekly call on Monday’s from 11am -11:30am.  The agenda, speakers and format will flex to immediate needs.


 


The goal is to provide 30 minutes to huddle as a region to understand needs, challenges and opportunities.  


Please click the link below to join the webinar: 


https://zoom.us/j/195064787


Or iPhone one-tap :


    US: +16699006833,,195064787# or +13462487799,,195064787# 


Or Telephone:


    Dial US: +1 669 900 6833  


Webinar ID: 195 064 787








From: Cisek, Kathie (CEO Dept)
To: Anderson, Nancy; Angela Braun; Ariston, Julian; Bertrand, Ethan; Bodem, Todd; bradford, xenia; Brandt,


Spencer; Brown, Bill; Casey, P; Channell, Becca; Cisek, Kathie (CEO Dept); Berg, Cliff; Collier, Leigh;
cunningham, jordan; Davidson, Sasha; DePinto, Gina; Do-Reynoso, Van; Joyce Dudley; D, Dave; Ebadi, Jesse;
Ellestad, Reese; Enos, Woody; Farris, Matthew; Frapwell, Jeff; Gallegher, Kristina; Gilchrest, Don; Greene, M;
Joyce, James; Hartwig, Mark; Heitman, Tanja; Hubbard, Kelly; Kevin Huddle; Hudson, Brad; Janabajab, Alma;
Johnston, Stewart (BOS); Kintz, Ryan; Limón, Monique; Lopez, Vianey; Macuga, Tracy; Maus-Nisich, Terri;
McDonald, Ray; Melekian, Barney; Mirman; Miyasato, Mona; Motta, Wendy; Murillo, Cathy; Nelson, Bob;
Nomura, Wade; Brian Olmstead; Osborne, Jenelle; Darrel Parker; Alice Patino; Perotte, P; Reyes, Erica; Salcido,
Susan; Scott Wolfe; Sierra, Holly; Silva, Stacy - OEM; Sol Linver; Jason Stilwell; Adam, Peter; Hart, Gregg;
Throop, Jim; Tittle, Jeremy; Toussaint, Ryan


Subject: Legislative Briefing Notes 07-02-20
Date: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:22:10 PM
Attachments: 070220 Legislative Call.pdf


Please see attached.
 
Kathie Cisek
County of Santa Barbara Executive Office
105 East Anapamu Street, Suite 406
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
805-568-3400
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Legislative Call Agenda: 2JUL2020 @ 1430 
 



 



Participants: 



 



Senator Feinstein 



Senator Harris 



Rep. Carbajal 



Senator Jackson 



A/M Limon 



A/M Cunningham 



 



County: 



 



Supervisor Hart 



Supervisor Adam 



City of Buellton 



City of Carpinteria 



City of Goleta 



City of Guadalupe 



City of Lompoc 



City of Santa Barbara 



City of Santa Maria 



City of Solvang 



Isla Vista Community Service District 



 



Cliff Berg 



Don Gilchrest 



 



Public Health – Van Do Reynoso 



 268 new cases; 44% community acquired 



 CDPH is monitoring all counties for increased hospitalizations etc.  



 We are on the watch list; SB County was mandated to close bars, movie theatres, 



restaurants, etc.  



 Temporary of closure of all beaches due to fear of spread, effective July 3rd, except for 



physical activity and motion 



 



EOC – Kelly Hubbard 



 Project RoomKey was extended for another 30 days 



 Thanking all partners with respect to beaches and parks and the help around enforcing the 



health orders. 



 



Homeless Issues – Terri Maus-Nisich 



 52 individuals at the Peppertree in South County, 8 have been placed into transitional 



housing. 











 Working with Good Samaritan in the north county, they have one positive test from that 



shelter 



 



Communications – Terri Maus-Nisich 



 Updating in various forms of messaging; changing the format of the graphs for next 



week. 



 We are going to create an e-blast to provide a clearer picture of the spread of the disease 



as well as create a video 



 We need to find alternative methods to reach people  



 



Public Safety Briefing  



 



Law Enforcement – Sheriff Brown / Undersheriff Linver 



 Additional custody staff have tested positive for COVID19 



 1 custody deputy infected on military leave and an additional custody deputy was 



asymptomatic and received a false negative. He worked at the Psychiatric Health Facility 



(PHF); however, there is no evidence of spread in the PHF. 



 Testing regimen at the jail -we have tested all staff at least once and are starting a second 



round. We have tested 225 inmates, but we ran out of test kits. 



 To date we have 19 infected persons; 1 hospitalized and 9 returned to work. 



 Extra patrols on beaches this weekend. 



 



Court Update – Darrel Parker 



 Civil courts are open, but working virtually. 



 All persons in court must wear masks and temperatures are taken. 



 Courts have requested another extension of time within which to try cases for additional 



30 days. If granted, this would allow the court to continue a case until mid-August. 



 



Economic Recovery – Nancy Anderson  



 35 business have submitted attestations 



 All indoor sectors are closed for indoor operations for a minimum of three weeks 



 



Roundtable (Q & Comment) 



 



Carbajal: Expressed concerns about the beaches being open. How aggressive is our 



education/outreach to Spanish speaking/Mixtec communities given this outbreak?  Van- We 



have been engaged on this issue from the beginning of the pandemic (Immigrant Health Task 



Force). Description of various tactical responses. Going to Santa Maria city council on Tuesday 



 



Do beach closures apply to the cities? Yes 



 



Jackson: Relieved about the beaches being closed. How quickly will the information be 



transmitted to the people of LA and Ventura?  We just posted the order on the website and 



launched a social media campaign. 



Whom did you talk with at the state? Greg Martin the state park representative. 











What are the enforcement procedures?  Under Sheriff Linver described the enforcement 



processes: city and state partners are coming in with resources  



 



Limon: concerned about the increased rise in cases among farmworkers throughout the state. 



What is the county’s position with respect to industries that haven’t reopened (e.g. performing 



arts)?  We have a team with Environmental Health to help provide state guidance to those 



sectors that are open. With respect to those that aren’t, we can only ask that they comply with 



state guidelines. Nancy Anderson: we can create roundtables to help those groups figure out 



how to cope. 



 



Hart: Is there guidance available for businesses who have an employee who tests positive? Yes 



 



Buellton: Didn’t get the list of Ambassadors and it would be helpful 



 



Carpinteria:  Can restaurants go back to take out and/or outdoor dining? Yes 



Can breweries continue to stay open if they serve food? Yes 



 



Goleta: We will be closing our beach parking lots. 



 



Lompoc: Thank you for the updated health order. 



 



Santa Barbara: Thank you for all the hard work. Our beach parking lots will also be closed. 



 



Santa Maria: What about parks?  Parks are allowed to remain open, but the signage will be 



reinforced. 



How are farmworkers who test positive being quarantined?  We have hotel isolations available.  



How are you working with growers and contractors? The Ag Commissioner and I have been 



working with a variety of groups to get the message out. 



 



IVCSD:  Do bars that serve food have to close?  No, but they must operate within the guidelines. 



 



 



Information for the group about how the public can file complaints about businesses that are not 



complying with the Health Officer Order (HOO). 



 Business complaints can be submitted through an online form. Complaints will be routed 



to the appropriate agency for follow-up. Follow-up will be done the next business day. 



The direct link to the complaint form is  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/COSB-



COVID19 . This form is currently found at the bottom of the www.recoverysbc.org 



website. The county is working to enhance the visibility of this link.   



 



 





https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/COSB-COVID19


https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/COSB-COVID19


http://www.recoverysbc.org/
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Governor Dials Back Reopening:
What Your Business Needs to Know


Yesterday, Governor Gavin Newsom and the California Department of Public Health
(CDPH) released guidance directing that counties on the County Monitoring List for three
or more consecutive days to close indoor operations for sectors that promote the mixing of
populations beyond households and create environments where physical distancing and
wearing face coverings is difficult. The Santa Barbara County Health Officer, Dr. Henning


From: Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Governor Dials Back Reopening - What Your Business Needs to Know
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 1:03:32 PM
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Ansorg, will issue a health officer order mandating the closure of the following industries:


Bars, breweries, pubs, and brewpubs
Indoor Dine-in restaurants
Indoor Wineries and Tasting Rooms
Indoor Family Entertainment Centers
Indoor Movie Theaters
Indoor Zoos and Museums
Indoor Cardrooms


The health officer order will be finalized and issued later today, July 2 with further details.
Once the health order is released, you can find it here. Closures will take full effect as
early as July 2, 2020 at 5 p.m. Emergency permits for food service will no longer be
allowed in any of the listed sectors. This guidance is to stay in place for a minimum of three
weeks and is subject to extension based on epidemiologic indicators.


Temporary Allowances/Modifications for Businesses


The City and County are allowing a number of business
modifications, including the expansion of outdoor seating
for restaurants:


City of Santa Maria temporary business
allowances
Information on how to get a no-fee
encroachment permit for the unincorporated
areas of Santa Barbara County.


Putting Health & Safety First Over the Holiday Weekend


Dignity Health - Fourth of July Reminder:
Coronavirus is Still Prevalent


 As we near the Fourth of July holiday, Dignity Health
Central Coast wants to remind our community how to
stay safe and protected. While we may be growing tired
of the disruption coronavirus has on our daily lives, the
COVID-19 pandemic is not behind us, and we urge
community members to continue to make their health


Read the County Press Release
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and safety a priority. The more people an individual
interacts with at a gathering and the longer that
interaction lasts, the higher the potential risk of
becoming infected with COVID-19 and spreading the
virus to others. Read More


Chamber Encourages Community to Protect.
Respect. Wear Your Mask.


The Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce is proud
to partner with Allan Hancock College and other local
community leaders in the "Protect. Respect. Wear Your
Mask." Campaign. The PR campaign highlights the
importance of keeping yourself and the community safe
by wearing a face mask when you are in public to help
slow the spread of COVID-19. Read More


COVID-19 Business Impact Survey


The Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce is
asking the business community for their input on how
COVID-19 is affecting their business. Once a month, a
brief survey will be sent to gather information on the
effects of COVID-19 on local business, the needs of the
business community and the confidence businesses
have in our local economy.


Take the July survey: English Spanish


Upcoming Events


July 8th: Business Liability, Best Practices, Safe &
Smart Santa Barbara County Workshop Webinar


Join us Wednesday July 8th at 4:00 p.m. for a webinar
workshop on business liability during COVID-19, as well
as the measures that businesses are undertaking to
ensure a Safe & Smart Santa Barbara reopening. Trevor
Large of Fauver Large Archbald & Spray LLP will take
businesses through some step-by-step protocols to
assist with navigating customer interactions in light of
the COVID-19 Pandemic. Learn More & Register
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July 16th: Virtual Chamber Mixer


The Chamber's monthly mixer has gone virtual and we
invite you to be a part!
Come together some networking and social
engagement, while continuing to Stay home, Stay
Healthy! Enjoy an evening of networking, prizes and
more with your fellow Chamber business
professionals! Learn More & Register.


News this week from Chamber Members


Innovative Farmworker Housing by PSHH Set to Open Soon
Local Organizations Help Businesses Navigate Reopening and Recovery
Incoming Board Chair Plans to Help Businesses Navigate Change, Expand
Latino Business Outreach
Santa Maria is Safe & Open for Business
Chamber Encourages Community to Protect. Respect. Wear Your Mask.
Chamber Welcomes 2020 - 2021 Board of Directors
Caltrans: Sell Goods And Contract With The State Of California
City Receives Large Donation of Hand Sanitizer
Dignity Health - Fourth of July Reminder: Coronavirus is Still Prevalent


CASA: This crisis has been really tough on our kids.
Peoples’ Self-Help Housing Announces Retirement of Longest-Serving Staff
Member
Shaklee introduces New & Tasty Life Shakes
Building a more positive workplace culture in 90 days
Dignity Health Central Coast Hospitals Now Accepting Coronavirus Pandemic
Support Grant Applications
California CORE Program
Call Krista: Three ways Technology can assist you in the Purchasing and
Selling of Real Estate!
Poisoned Trees Investigation
Marian Regional Medical Center to Host Annual Residency Program Class
Graduation


Read More Chamber Member News
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Member Testimonial


“The SMV Chamber has helped amplify our agency’s
marketing efforts and given us opportunities to promote
our business in areas that we otherwise wouldn’t be
able. We are in constant contact with our Chamber
representatives ensuring we are maximizing our
membership so we don’t miss out on a golden
opportunity. They are always there to help guide,
promote, and see to it that we continue to remain top of
mind.”


- Morris & Garritano Insurance
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Importance: High


 


ACTION ALERT!!
 


 
CARES Act Budget Request


 
BACKGROUND:
 
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, cities have been coordinating across
jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus
pandemic, taking action to protect residents and small businesses, and incurring significant
unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy.
 
These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions
come at a cost.
 
CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic faster, and
reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core city
services. 
 
The League requests that the Legislature and the Governor:


 
1.     Increase the state’s CARES Act funding allocation to cities to $500 million to support


local COVID-19 expenses; and
 


2.     Establish a minimum allocation of $50,000 to all cities.
 
ACTION:
All California cities, regardless of population, urgently need CARES Act funding to help
continue to fight COVID-19 and protect residents through the summer months and beyond.
No city can be left behind. Cities can help in the following ways:
 


1)     Send a formal city letter to your Assembly Member and Senator as soon as possible.
(See attached sample letter)
 


2)     Call your Assembly Member and Senator to inform them of the importance of
receiving CARES Act funding to continue to fight COVID-19. Please refer to the
talking points on the next page for additional guidance.
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Total fund $450,000,000
Total Group A Group B 50.0% Group C 50.0%



5/20/2020 $1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $225,000,000



Population 4/20 Allocation A Per Capita Allocation B Per Capita Allocation C Per Capita
LOS ANGELES 4,040,079 $706,500,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN DIEGO 1,420,572 $248,400,000 $174.86 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN JOSE 1,043,058 $182,400,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN FRANCISCO 883,869 $154,200,000 $174.46 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
FRESNO 536,683 $93,900,000 $174.96 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SACRAMENTO 508,172 $88,900,000 $174.94 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
LONG BEACH 475,013 $40,504,207 $85.27 $0 $0.00
OAKLAND 432,897 $36,912,989 $85.27 $0 $0.00
BAKERSFIELD 389,211 $33,187,898 $85.27 $0 $0.00
ANAHEIM 359,339 $30,640,722 $85.27 $0 $0.00
SANTA ANA 337,716 $28,796,936 $85.27 $0 $0.00
RIVERSIDE 328,101 $27,977,068 $85.27 $0 $0.00
STOCKTON 316,410 $26,980,180 $85.27 $0 $0.00
IRVINE 280,202 $0 $0.00 $2,828,762 $10.10
CHULA VISTA 271,411 $0 $0.00 $2,740,013 $10.10
FREMONT 232,532 $0 $0.00 $2,347,512 $10.10
SAN BERNARDINO 219,233 $0 $0.00 $2,213,253 $10.10
SANTA CLARITA 218,103 $0 $0.00 $2,201,845 $10.10
MODESTO 215,201 $0 $0.00 $2,172,548 $10.10
FONTANA 212,078 $0 $0.00 $2,141,020 $10.10
OXNARD 209,879 $0 $0.00 $2,118,820 $10.10
MORENO VALLEY 208,297 $0 $0.00 $2,102,849 $10.10
GLENDALE 206,283 $0 $0.00 $2,082,517 $10.10
HUNTINGTON BEACH 203,761 $0 $0.00 $2,057,056 $10.10
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 179,412 $0 $0.00 $1,811,243 $10.10
ONTARIO 178,268 $0 $0.00 $1,799,694 $10.10
OCEANSIDE 178,021 $0 $0.00 $1,797,200 $10.10
SANTA ROSA 175,625 $0 $0.00 $1,773,011 $10.10
GARDEN GROVE 175,155 $0 $0.00 $1,768,266 $10.10
ELK GROVE 174,025 $0 $0.00 $1,756,859 $10.10
CORONA 168,101 $0 $0.00 $1,697,053 $10.10
SALINAS 162,797 $0 $0.00 $1,643,507 $10.10
LANCASTER 161,604 $0 $0.00 $1,631,463 $10.10
HAYWARD 159,433 $0 $0.00 $1,609,546 $10.10
PALMDALE 157,854 $0 $0.00 $1,593,605 $10.10
SUNNYVALE 155,567 $0 $0.00 $1,570,517 $10.10
POMONA 154,310 $0 $0.00 $1,557,827 $10.10
ESCONDIDO 152,739 $0 $0.00 $1,541,967 $10.10
TORRANCE 148,054 $0 $0.00 $1,494,670 $10.10
PASADENA 146,312 $0 $0.00 $1,477,084 $10.10
FULLERTON 142,824 $0 $0.00 $1,441,871 $10.10
ORANGE 141,691 $0 $0.00 $1,430,433 $10.10
ROSEVILLE 139,643 $0 $0.00 $1,409,757 $10.10
VISALIA 138,207 $0 $0.00 $1,395,260 $10.10
CONCORD 129,889 $0 $0.00 $1,311,286 $10.10
THOUSAND OAKS 129,557 $0 $0.00 $1,307,935 $10.10
SANTA CLARA 128,717 $0 $0.00 $1,299,454 $10.10



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [1]



Source: CaliforniaCityFinance.com  May 22, 2020











Total fund $450,000,000
Total Group A Group B 50.0% Group C 50.0%



5/20/2020 $1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $225,000,000



Population 4/20 Allocation A Per Capita Allocation B Per Capita Allocation C Per Capita



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [1]



SIMI VALLEY 127,716 $0 $0.00 $1,289,349 $10.10
VICTORVILLE 126,543 $0 $0.00 $1,277,507 $10.10
BERKELEY 123,328 $0 $0.00 $1,245,050 $10.10
VALLEJO 119,544 $0 $0.00 $1,206,849 $10.10
MURRIETA 118,125 $0 $0.00 $1,192,524 $10.10
EL MONTE 117,204 $0 $0.00 $1,183,226 $10.10
FAIRFIELD 117,149 $0 $0.00 $1,182,670 $10.10
CLOVIS 117,003 $0 $0.00 $1,181,197 $10.10
COSTA MESA 115,830 $0 $0.00 $1,169,355 $10.10
CARLSBAD 115,241 $0 $0.00 $1,163,408 $10.10
DOWNEY 114,212 $0 $0.00 $1,153,020 $10.10
ANTIOCH 113,901 $0 $0.00 $1,149,880 $10.10
TEMECULA 113,826 $0 $0.00 $1,149,123 $10.10
INGLEWOOD 112,549 $0 $0.00 $1,136,231 $10.10
CHICO 112,111 $0 $0.00 $1,131,810 $10.10
RICHMOND 110,436 $0 $0.00 $1,114,900 $10.10
DALY CITY 109,122 $0 $0.00 $1,101,634 $10.10
SAN BUENAVENTURA 108,170 $0 $0.00 $1,092,024 $10.10
WEST COVINA 108,116 $0 $0.00 $1,091,478 $10.10
SANTA MARIA 107,356 $0 $0.00 $1,083,806 $10.10
RIALTO 107,271 $0 $0.00 $1,082,948 $10.10
NORWALK 106,744 $0 $0.00 $1,077,627 $10.10
JURUPA VALLEY 106,318 $0 $0.00 $1,073,327 $10.10
BURBANK 105,952 $0 $0.00 $1,069,632 $10.10
EL CAJON 105,559 $0 $0.00 $1,065,664 $10.10
SAN MATEO 104,570 $0 $0.00 $1,055,680 $10.10
VISTA 101,987 $0 $0.00 $1,029,603 $10.10
VACAVILLE 98,807 $0 $0.00 $997,500 $10.10
COMPTON 98,711 $0 $0.00 $996,531 $10.10
SAN MARCOS 98,369 $0 $0.00 $993,078 $10.10
SOUTH GATE 96,777 $0 $0.00 $977,006 $10.10
MISSION VIEJO 96,434 $0 $0.00 $973,543 $10.10
HESPERIA 96,362 $0 $0.00 $972,817 $10.10
CARSON 93,604 $0 $0.00 $944,973 $10.10
SANTA MONICA 93,593 $0 $0.00 $944,862 $10.10
SANTA BARBARA 93,532 $0 $0.00 $944,246 $10.10
MENIFEE 93,452 $0 $0.00 $943,439 $10.10
REDDING 92,839 $0 $0.00 $937,250 $10.10
TRACY 92,800 $0 $0.00 $936,857 $10.10
WESTMINSTER 92,610 $0 $0.00 $934,938 $10.10
LIVERMORE 91,039 $0 $0.00 $919,079 $10.10
CHINO 89,829 $0 $0.00 $906,863 $10.10
SAN LEANDRO 89,825 $0 $0.00 $906,823 $10.10
INDIO 89,406 $0 $0.00 $902,593 $10.10
CITRUS HEIGHTS 88,095 $0 $0.00 $889,358 $10.10
HAWTHORNE 87,854 $0 $0.00 $886,925 $10.10
WHITTIER 87,526 $0 $0.00 $883,613 $10.10



Source: CaliforniaCityFinance.com  May 22, 2020
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CARES Act - city allocation scenario [1]



NEWPORT BEACH 87,180 $0 $0.00 $880,120 $10.10
MERCED 87,110 $0 $0.00 $879,414 $10.10
ALHAMBRA 86,931 $0 $0.00 $877,607 $10.10
LAKE FOREST 86,346 $0 $0.00 $871,701 $10.10
REDWOOD CITY 85,319 $0 $0.00 $861,333 $10.10
HEMET 84,754 $0 $0.00 $855,629 $10.10
CHINO HILLS 84,364 $0 $0.00 $851,692 $10.10
SAN RAMON 83,957 $0 $0.00 $847,583 $10.10
MANTECA 83,781 $0 $0.00 $845,806 $10.10
BUENA PARK 83,384 $0 $0.00 $841,798 $10.10
MOUNTAIN VIEW 81,992 $0 $0.00 $827,745 $10.10
TUSTIN 81,369 $0 $0.00 $821,456 $10.10
LAKEWOOD 81,352 $0 $0.00 $821,284 $10.10
PLEASANTON 80,492 $0 $0.00 $812,602 $10.10
FOLSOM 79,835 $0 $0.00 $805,969 $10.10
NAPA 79,490 $0 $0.00 $802,486 $10.10
ALAMEDA 79,316 $0 $0.00 $800,730 $10.10
UPLAND 78,481 $0 $0.00 $792,300 $10.10
BELLFLOWER 78,308 $0 $0.00 $790,554 $10.10
BALDWIN PARK 77,286 $0 $0.00 $780,236 $10.10
PERRIS 76,971 $0 $0.00 $777,056 $10.10
MILPITAS 76,231 $0 $0.00 $769,585 $10.10
UNION CITY 74,916 $0 $0.00 $756,310 $10.10
RANCHO CORDOVA 74,471 $0 $0.00 $751,817 $10.10
TURLOCK 74,471 $0 $0.00 $751,817 $10.10
APPLE VALLEY 73,464 $0 $0.00 $741,651 $10.10
PITTSBURG 72,541 $0 $0.00 $732,333 $10.10
REDLANDS 71,839 $0 $0.00 $725,246 $10.10
LYNWOOD 71,343 $0 $0.00 $720,239 $10.10
WALNUT CREEK 70,121 $0 $0.00 $707,902 $10.10
CAMARILLO 69,880 $0 $0.00 $705,469 $10.10
DAVIS 69,761 $0 $0.00 $704,268 $10.10
PALO ALTO 69,397 $0 $0.00 $700,593 $10.10
ROCKLIN 69,249 $0 $0.00 $699,099 $10.10
YORBA LINDA 68,706 $0 $0.00 $693,617 $10.10
REDONDO BEACH 68,473 $0 $0.00 $691,265 $10.10
LODI 68,272 $0 $0.00 $689,236 $10.10
YUBA CITY 67,536 $0 $0.00 $681,805 $10.10
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO 67,078 $0 $0.00 $677,182 $10.10
TULARE 66,967 $0 $0.00 $676,061 $10.10
LAGUNA NIGUEL 66,748 $0 $0.00 $673,850 $10.10
MADERA 66,419 $0 $0.00 $670,529 $10.10
EASTVALE 66,078 $0 $0.00 $667,086 $10.10
SANTA CRUZ 65,807 $0 $0.00 $664,350 $10.10
SAN CLEMENTE 65,405 $0 $0.00 $660,292 $10.10
DUBLIN 64,577 $0 $0.00 $651,933 $10.10
MONTEBELLO 64,247 $0 $0.00 $648,602 $10.10



Source: CaliforniaCityFinance.com  May 22, 2020
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PICO RIVERA 64,033 $0 $0.00 $646,441 $10.10
BRENTWOOD 63,662 $0 $0.00 $642,696 $10.10
LA HABRA 63,542 $0 $0.00 $641,484 $10.10
ENCINITAS 63,390 $0 $0.00 $639,950 $10.10
LAKE ELSINORE 62,949 $0 $0.00 $635,498 $10.10
NATIONAL CITY 62,307 $0 $0.00 $629,016 $10.10
PETALUMA 62,247 $0 $0.00 $628,411 $10.10
MONTEREY PARK 61,828 $0 $0.00 $624,181 $10.10
GARDENA 61,042 $0 $0.00 $616,246 $10.10
LA MESA 60,820 $0 $0.00 $614,005 $10.10
WOODLAND 60,292 $0 $0.00 $608,674 $10.10
PORTERVILLE 60,260 $0 $0.00 $608,351 $10.10
SAN RAFAEL 60,046 $0 $0.00 $606,191 $10.10
CUPERTINO 59,879 $0 $0.00 $604,505 $10.10
HUNTINGTON PARK 59,350 $0 $0.00 $599,164 $10.10
ARCADIA 58,891 $0 $0.00 $594,530 $10.10
SANTEE 58,408 $0 $0.00 $589,654 $10.10
HANFORD 58,105 $0 $0.00 $586,595 $10.10
DIAMOND BAR 57,495 $0 $0.00 $580,437 $10.10
FOUNTAIN VALLEY 56,652 $0 $0.00 $571,927 $10.10
GILROY 55,928 $0 $0.00 $564,618 $10.10
HIGHLAND 55,778 $0 $0.00 $563,103 $10.10
PARAMOUNT 55,497 $0 $0.00 $560,267 $10.10
ROSEMEAD 55,097 $0 $0.00 $556,228 $10.10
CATHEDRAL CITY 54,907 $0 $0.00 $554,310 $10.10
YUCAIPA 54,844 $0 $0.00 $553,674 $10.10
COLTON 54,391 $0 $0.00 $549,101 $10.10
NOVATO 54,115 $0 $0.00 $546,315 $10.10
DELANO 53,936 $0 $0.00 $544,508 $10.10
WEST SACRAMENTO 53,911 $0 $0.00 $544,255 $10.10
PALM DESERT 53,625 $0 $0.00 $541,368 $10.10
WATSONVILLE 53,021 $0 $0.00 $535,270 $10.10
PLACENTIA 52,333 $0 $0.00 $528,325 $10.10
GLENDORA 52,122 $0 $0.00 $526,194 $10.10
ALISO VIEJO 51,372 $0 $0.00 $518,623 $10.10
AZUSA 51,313 $0 $0.00 $518,027 $10.10
CERRITOS 50,711 $0 $0.00 $511,950 $10.10
POWAY 50,320 $0 $0.00 $508,002 $10.10
CYPRESS 49,833 $0 $0.00 $503,086 $10.10
LA MIRADA 49,558 $0 $0.00 $500,310 $10.10
CERES 49,510 $0 $0.00 $499,825 $10.10
RANCHO SANTA MARGARIT 48,960 $0 $0.00 $494,273 $10.10
SAN JACINTO 48,878 $0 $0.00 $493,445 $10.10
COVINA 48,876 $0 $0.00 $493,425 $10.10
PALM SPRINGS 48,733 $0 $0.00 $491,981 $10.10
NEWARK 48,712 $0 $0.00 $491,769 $10.10
BEAUMONT 48,401 $0 $0.00 $488,629 $10.10
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LINCOLN 48,277 $0 $0.00 $487,377 $10.10
SAN LUIS OBISPO 46,802 $0 $0.00 $472,487 $10.10
COACHELLA 46,351 $0 $0.00 $467,934 $10.10
EL CENTRO 46,248 $0 $0.00 $466,894 $10.10
MORGAN HILL 45,742 $0 $0.00 $461,786 $10.10
BREA 45,606 $0 $0.00 $460,413 $10.10
DANVILLE 45,270 $0 $0.00 $457,020 $10.10
SAN BRUNO 45,257 $0 $0.00 $456,889 $10.10
LOMPOC 43,649 $0 $0.00 $440,656 $10.10
ROHNERT PARK 43,339 $0 $0.00 $437,526 $10.10
CAMPBELL 43,250 $0 $0.00 $436,628 $10.10
BELL GARDENS 42,972 $0 $0.00 $433,821 $10.10
RANCHO PALOS VERDES 42,560 $0 $0.00 $429,662 $10.10
CALEXICO 42,198 $0 $0.00 $426,007 $10.10
LA QUINTA 42,098 $0 $0.00 $424,998 $10.10
LOS BANOS 41,898 $0 $0.00 $422,979 $10.10
OAKLEY 41,759 $0 $0.00 $421,575 $10.10
SAN GABRIEL 41,178 $0 $0.00 $415,710 $10.10
LA PUENTE 40,795 $0 $0.00 $411,843 $10.10
CULVER CITY 40,173 $0 $0.00 $405,564 $10.10
HOLLISTER 40,149 $0 $0.00 $405,322 $10.10
MONTCLAIR 39,563 $0 $0.00 $399,406 $10.10
STANTON 39,307 $0 $0.00 $396,821 $10.10
PACIFICA 38,674 $0 $0.00 $390,431 $10.10
MONROVIA 38,529 $0 $0.00 $388,967 $10.10
MARTINEZ 38,490 $0 $0.00 $388,573 $10.10
MOORPARK 37,020 $0 $0.00 $373,733 $10.10
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO 36,821 $0 $0.00 $371,724 $10.10
WEST HOLLYWOOD 36,660 $0 $0.00 $370,099 $10.10
TEMPLE CITY 36,583 $0 $0.00 $369,321 $10.10
BELL 36,556 $0 $0.00 $369,049 $10.10
CLAREMONT 36,511 $0 $0.00 $368,595 $10.10
WILDOMAR 36,066 $0 $0.00 $364,102 $10.10
MANHATTAN BEACH 35,922 $0 $0.00 $362,648 $10.10
MENLO PARK 35,790 $0 $0.00 $361,316 $10.10
ADELANTO 35,136 $0 $0.00 $354,713 $10.10
PLEASANT HILL 35,055 $0 $0.00 $353,896 $10.10
BEVERLY HILLS 34,627 $0 $0.00 $349,575 $10.10
SAN DIMAS 34,584 $0 $0.00 $349,141 $10.10
DANA POINT 34,249 $0 $0.00 $345,759 $10.10
SEASIDE 33,776 $0 $0.00 $340,984 $10.10
FOSTER CITY 33,693 $0 $0.00 $340,146 $10.10
LAWNDALE 33,436 $0 $0.00 $337,551 $10.10
LA VERNE 33,201 $0 $0.00 $335,179 $10.10
GOLETA 32,759 $0 $0.00 $330,716 $10.10
SAN PABLO 31,817 $0 $0.00 $321,207 $10.10
LAGUNA HILLS 31,572 $0 $0.00 $318,733 $10.10
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ATWATER 31,470 $0 $0.00 $317,703 $10.10
SARATOGA 31,407 $0 $0.00 $317,067 $10.10
EL PASO DE ROBLES 31,244 $0 $0.00 $315,422 $10.10
LOS ALTOS 31,190 $0 $0.00 $314,877 $10.10
BANNING 31,044 $0 $0.00 $313,403 $10.10
LOS GATOS 30,988 $0 $0.00 $312,837 $10.10
SANTA PAULA 30,779 $0 $0.00 $310,727 $10.10
WALNUT 30,551 $0 $0.00 $308,426 $10.10
EAST PALO ALTO 30,499 $0 $0.00 $307,901 $10.10
ATASCADERO 30,405 $0 $0.00 $306,952 $10.10
BURLINGAME 30,317 $0 $0.00 $306,063 $10.10
SAN CARLOS 29,864 $0 $0.00 $301,490 $10.10
RIDGECREST 29,712 $0 $0.00 $299,956 $10.10
SUISUN CITY 29,447 $0 $0.00 $297,280 $10.10
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 29,251 $0 $0.00 $295,302 $10.10
TWENTYNINE PALMS 28,958 $0 $0.00 $292,344 $10.10
WINDSOR 28,565 $0 $0.00 $288,376 $10.10
MONTEREY 28,448 $0 $0.00 $287,195 $10.10
MAYWOOD 27,971 $0 $0.00 $282,379 $10.10
WASCO 27,955 $0 $0.00 $282,218 $10.10
BENICIA 27,570 $0 $0.00 $278,331 $10.10
IMPERIAL BEACH 27,448 $0 $0.00 $277,100 $10.10
BRAWLEY 27,337 $0 $0.00 $275,979 $10.10
LEMON GROVE 27,208 $0 $0.00 $274,677 $10.10
EUREKA 27,191 $0 $0.00 $274,505 $10.10
BELMONT 27,174 $0 $0.00 $274,333 $10.10
SANGER 27,094 $0 $0.00 $273,526 $10.10
NORCO 27,063 $0 $0.00 $273,213 $10.10
REEDLEY 26,666 $0 $0.00 $269,205 $10.10
GALT 26,489 $0 $0.00 $267,418 $10.10
LAFAYETTE 26,327 $0 $0.00 $265,783 $10.10
LEMOORE 26,257 $0 $0.00 $265,076 $10.10
SOUTH PASADENA 26,245 $0 $0.00 $264,955 $10.10
HERCULES 26,224 $0 $0.00 $264,743 $10.10
PARADISE 26,218 $0 $0.00 $264,682 $10.10
SOLEDAD 26,079 $0 $0.00 $263,279 $10.10
EL CERRITO 25,459 $0 $0.00 $257,020 $10.10
DINUBA 25,328 $0 $0.00 $255,697 $10.10
RIVERBANK 25,318 $0 $0.00 $255,596 $10.10
SEAL BEACH 25,073 $0 $0.00 $253,123 $10.10
SELMA 25,045 $0 $0.00 $252,840 $10.10
LATHROP 24,936 $0 $0.00 $251,740 $10.10
SAN FERNANDO 24,918 $0 $0.00 $251,558 $10.10
CORCORAN 24,813 $0 $0.00 $250,498 $10.10
CORONADO 24,697 $0 $0.00 $249,327 $10.10
LOMA LINDA 24,335 $0 $0.00 $245,672 $10.10
CUDAHY 24,264 $0 $0.00 $244,956 $10.10
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CALABASAS 24,239 $0 $0.00 $244,703 $10.10
BARSTOW 24,150 $0 $0.00 $243,805 $10.10
OAKDALE 23,807 $0 $0.00 $240,342 $10.10
PATTERSON 23,764 $0 $0.00 $239,908 $10.10
PORT HUENEME 23,526 $0 $0.00 $237,505 $10.10
LAGUNA BEACH 23,358 $0 $0.00 $235,809 $10.10
MILLBRAE 23,154 $0 $0.00 $233,750 $10.10
MARINA 22,957 $0 $0.00 $231,761 $10.10
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 22,800 $0 $0.00 $230,176 $10.10
ARVIN 22,178 $0 $0.00 $223,897 $10.10
YUCCA VALLEY 22,050 $0 $0.00 $222,604 $10.10
DUARTE 21,952 $0 $0.00 $221,615 $10.10
OROVILLE 21,773 $0 $0.00 $219,808 $10.10
SOUTH EL MONTE 21,293 $0 $0.00 $214,962 $10.10
SHAFTER 20,886 $0 $0.00 $210,853 $10.10
AGOURA HILLS 20,842 $0 $0.00 $210,409 $10.10
BLYTHE 20,817 $0 $0.00 $210,157 $10.10
LOMITA 20,763 $0 $0.00 $209,612 $10.10
AMERICAN CANYON 20,629 $0 $0.00 $208,259 $10.10
LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE 20,602 $0 $0.00 $207,986 $10.10
IMPERIAL 19,929 $0 $0.00 $201,192 $10.10
HERMOSA BEACH 19,847 $0 $0.00 $200,364 $10.10
DIXON 19,794 $0 $0.00 $199,829 $10.10
PINOLE 19,498 $0 $0.00 $196,841 $10.10
ORINDA 19,475 $0 $0.00 $196,609 $10.10
ALBANY 19,393 $0 $0.00 $195,781 $10.10
CHOWCHILLA 18,742 $0 $0.00 $189,209 $10.10
RANCHO MIRAGE 18,489 $0 $0.00 $186,655 $10.10
SANTA FE SPRINGS 18,261 $0 $0.00 $184,353 $10.10
COALINGA 18,087 $0 $0.00 $182,596 $10.10
ARCATA 18,078 $0 $0.00 $182,505 $10.10
GREENFIELD 18,009 $0 $0.00 $181,809 $10.10
SUSANVILLE 17,947 $0 $0.00 $181,183 $10.10
ARROYO GRANDE 17,876 $0 $0.00 $180,466 $10.10
EL SEGUNDO 17,066 $0 $0.00 $172,289 $10.10
MORAGA 16,939 $0 $0.00 $171,007 $10.10
ARTESIA 16,919 $0 $0.00 $170,805 $10.10
RIPON 16,613 $0 $0.00 $167,716 $10.10
LAGUNA WOODS 16,518 $0 $0.00 $166,756 $10.10
TRUCKEE 16,434 $0 $0.00 $165,908 $10.10
UKIAH 16,296 $0 $0.00 $164,515 $10.10
PARLIER 16,151 $0 $0.00 $163,051 $10.10
FILLMORE 15,925 $0 $0.00 $160,770 $10.10
PACIFIC GROVE 15,883 $0 $0.00 $160,346 $10.10
LA PALMA 15,820 $0 $0.00 $159,710 $10.10
AVENAL 15,505 $0 $0.00 $156,530 $10.10
KERMAN 15,495 $0 $0.00 $156,429 $10.10
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CLEARLAKE 15,250 $0 $0.00 $153,955 $10.10
MCFARLAND 15,242 $0 $0.00 $153,875 $10.10
CALIFORNIA CITY 15,000 $0 $0.00 $151,432 $10.10
LIVINGSTON 14,811 $0 $0.00 $149,524 $10.10
KING CITY 14,724 $0 $0.00 $148,645 $10.10
HAWAIIAN GARDENS 14,690 $0 $0.00 $148,302 $10.10
MILL VALLEY 14,675 $0 $0.00 $148,151 $10.10
TEHACHAPI 14,414 $0 $0.00 $145,516 $10.10
AUBURN 14,392 $0 $0.00 $145,294 $10.10
RED BLUFF 14,250 $0 $0.00 $143,860 $10.10
SOLANA BEACH 13,933 $0 $0.00 $140,660 $10.10
CARPINTERIA 13,680 $0 $0.00 $138,106 $10.10
PALOS VERDES ESTATES 13,544 $0 $0.00 $136,733 $10.10
GROVER BEACH 13,533 $0 $0.00 $136,622 $10.10
LINDSAY 13,358 $0 $0.00 $134,855 $10.10
SAN MARINO 13,352 $0 $0.00 $134,794 $10.10
COMMERCE 13,021 $0 $0.00 $131,453 $10.10
SAN ANSELMO 12,902 $0 $0.00 $130,251 $10.10
GRASS VALLEY 12,860 $0 $0.00 $129,827 $10.10
GRAND TERRACE 12,654 $0 $0.00 $127,748 $10.10
MALIBU 12,645 $0 $0.00 $127,657 $10.10
HALF MOON BAY 12,631 $0 $0.00 $127,515 $10.10
MARYSVILLE 12,627 $0 $0.00 $127,475 $10.10
LARKSPUR 12,578 $0 $0.00 $126,980 $10.10
HEALDSBURG 12,501 $0 $0.00 $126,203 $10.10
KINGSBURG 12,392 $0 $0.00 $125,103 $10.10
MENDOTA 12,315 $0 $0.00 $124,325 $10.10
FORTUNA 12,084 $0 $0.00 $121,993 $10.10
SCOTTS VALLEY 12,082 $0 $0.00 $121,973 $10.10
EMERYVILLE 11,885 $0 $0.00 $119,984 $10.10
SIGNAL HILL 11,795 $0 $0.00 $119,076 $10.10
HILLSBOROUGH 11,769 $0 $0.00 $118,813 $10.10
NEWMAN 11,738 $0 $0.00 $118,500 $10.10
LOS ALAMITOS 11,721 $0 $0.00 $118,329 $10.10
CLAYTON 11,653 $0 $0.00 $117,642 $10.10
SONOMA 11,556 $0 $0.00 $116,663 $10.10
PIEDMONT 11,420 $0 $0.00 $115,290 $10.10
FARMERSVILLE 11,358 $0 $0.00 $114,664 $10.10
CANYON LAKE 11,285 $0 $0.00 $113,927 $10.10
SIERRA MADRE 11,135 $0 $0.00 $112,413 $10.10
EXETER 11,002 $0 $0.00 $111,070 $10.10
PLACERVILLE 10,917 $0 $0.00 $110,212 $10.10
MORRO BAY 10,439 $0 $0.00 $105,386 $10.10
ANDERSON 10,431 $0 $0.00 $105,306 $10.10
SHASTA LAKE 10,275 $0 $0.00 $103,731 $10.10
CAPITOLA 10,240 $0 $0.00 $103,377 $10.10
CORTE MADERA 10,047 $0 $0.00 $101,429 $10.10
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ORANGE COVE 9,975 $0 $0.00 $100,702 $10.10
TAFT 9,430 $0 $0.00 $95,200 $10.10
RIO VISTA 9,416 $0 $0.00 $95,059 $10.10
TIBURON 9,362 $0 $0.00 $94,513 $10.10
CLOVERDALE 9,257 $0 $0.00 $93,453 $10.10
CALIMESA 9,159 $0 $0.00 $92,464 $10.10
WATERFORD 9,100 $0 $0.00 $91,868 $10.10
LIVE OAK 8,840 $0 $0.00 $89,244 $10.10
LOS ALTOS HILLS 8,785 $0 $0.00 $88,688 $10.10
GONZALES 8,677 $0 $0.00 $87,598 $10.10
WESTLAKE VILLAGE 8,378 $0 $0.00 $84,580 $10.10
ORLAND 8,337 $0 $0.00 $84,166 $10.10
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES 8,247 $0 $0.00 $83,257 $10.10
PISMO BEACH 8,239 $0 $0.00 $83,176 $10.10
MAMMOTH LAKES 8,234 $0 $0.00 $83,126 $10.10
FIREBAUGH 8,132 $0 $0.00 $82,096 $10.10
HUGHSON 8,017 $0 $0.00 $80,935 $10.10
IONE 7,991 $0 $0.00 $80,673 $10.10
COTATI 7,919 $0 $0.00 $79,946 $10.10
WOODLAKE 7,891 $0 $0.00 $79,663 $10.10
SEBASTOPOL 7,885 $0 $0.00 $79,603 $10.10
GUADALUPE 7,839 $0 $0.00 $79,138 $10.10
OJAI 7,769 $0 $0.00 $78,431 $10.10
ESCALON 7,765 $0 $0.00 $78,391 $10.10
YREKA 7,765 $0 $0.00 $78,391 $10.10
FAIRFAX 7,721 $0 $0.00 $77,947 $10.10
CALIPATRIA 7,705 $0 $0.00 $77,785 $10.10
CORNING 7,663 $0 $0.00 $77,361 $10.10
CRESCENT CITY 7,643 $0 $0.00 $77,159 $10.10
FORT BRAGG 7,478 $0 $0.00 $75,494 $10.10
WINTERS 7,417 $0 $0.00 $74,878 $10.10
SAUSALITO 7,416 $0 $0.00 $74,868 $10.10
HURON 7,308 $0 $0.00 $73,777 $10.10
GRIDLEY 7,224 $0 $0.00 $72,929 $10.10
ATHERTON 7,070 $0 $0.00 $71,375 $10.10
LOOMIS 6,887 $0 $0.00 $69,527 $10.10
HOLTVILLE 6,779 $0 $0.00 $68,437 $10.10
FOWLER 6,605 $0 $0.00 $66,680 $10.10
WILLOWS 6,282 $0 $0.00 $63,420 $10.10
COLUSA 6,255 $0 $0.00 $63,147 $10.10
SainT HELENA 6,133 $0 $0.00 $61,915 $10.10
VILLA PARK 5,933 $0 $0.00 $59,896 $10.10
GUSTINE 5,884 $0 $0.00 $59,402 $10.10
SOLVANG 5,822 $0 $0.00 $58,776 $10.10
WOODSIDE 5,615 $0 $0.00 $56,686 $10.10
DOS PALOS 5,541 $0 $0.00 $55,939 $10.10
WILLIAMS 5,527 $0 $0.00 $55,797 $10.10
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LA HABRA HEIGHTS 5,485 $0 $0.00 $55,373 $10.10
BIG BEAR LAKE 5,461 $0 $0.00 $55,131 $10.10
CALISTOGA 5,453 $0 $0.00 $55,050 $10.10
BUELLTON 5,453 $0 $0.00 $55,050 $10.10
INDIAN WELLS 5,445 $0 $0.00 $54,970 $10.10
NEEDLES 5,085 $0 $0.00 $51,335 $10.10
WILLITS 4,996 $0 $0.00 $50,437 $10.10
SONORA 4,903 $0 $0.00 $49,498 $10.10
LAKEPORT 4,806 $0 $0.00 $48,519 $10.10
JACKSON 4,770 $0 $0.00 $48,155 $10.10
BRISBANE 4,691 $0 $0.00 $47,358 $10.10
PORTOLA VALLEY 4,659 $0 $0.00 $47,035 $10.10
DEL MAR 4,451 $0 $0.00 $44,935 $10.10
SAN JOAQUIN 4,216 $0 $0.00 $42,562 $10.10
CARMEL 3,987 $0 $0.00 $40,251 $10.10
BISHOP 3,899 $0 $0.00 $39,362 $10.10
AVALON 3,845 $0 $0.00 $38,817 $10.10
ANGELS CAMP 3,840 $0 $0.00 $38,766 $10.10
MONTE SERENO 3,787 $0 $0.00 $38,231 $10.10
WHEATLAND 3,703 $0 $0.00 $37,383 $10.10
MOUNT SHASTA 3,394 $0 $0.00 $34,264 $10.10
RIO DELL 3,368 $0 $0.00 $34,001 $10.10
NEVADA CITY 3,122 $0 $0.00 $31,518 $10.10
WEED 2,967 $0 $0.00 $29,953 $10.10
YOUNTVILLE 2,933 $0 $0.00 $29,610 $10.10
ALTURAS 2,827 $0 $0.00 $28,540 $10.10
SUTTER CREEK 2,559 $0 $0.00 $25,834 $10.10
ROSS 2,526 $0 $0.00 $25,501 $10.10
WESTMORLAND 2,461 $0 $0.00 $24,845 $10.10
BELVEDERE 2,148 $0 $0.00 $21,685 $10.10
PORTOLA 2,104 $0 $0.00 $21,241 $10.10
SAN JUAN BAUTISTA 2,081 $0 $0.00 $21,009 $10.10
COLFAX 2,073 $0 $0.00 $20,928 $10.10
BIGGS 2,066 $0 $0.00 $20,857 $10.10
ROLLING HILLS 1,939 $0 $0.00 $19,575 $10.10
HIDDEN HILLS 1,885 $0 $0.00 $19,030 $10.10
DEL REY OAKS 1,734 $0 $0.00 $17,505 $10.10
DUNSMUIR 1,650 $0 $0.00 $16,657 $10.10
COLMA 1,512 $0 $0.00 $15,264 $10.10
IRWINDALE 1,506 $0 $0.00 $15,204 $10.10
MONTAGUE 1,443 $0 $0.00 $14,568 $10.10
FERNDALE 1,371 $0 $0.00 $13,841 $10.10
BLUE LAKE 1,253 $0 $0.00 $12,650 $10.10
MARICOPA 1,240 $0 $0.00 $12,518 $10.10
BRADBURY 1,077 $0 $0.00 $10,873 $10.10
PLYMOUTH 1,012 $0 $0.00 $10,217 $10.10
TULELAKE 1,010 $0 $0.00 $10,196 $10.10
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DORRIS 939 $0 $0.00 $9,480 $10.10
ISLETON 871 $0 $0.00 $8,793 $10.10
LOYALTON 769 $0 $0.00 $7,763 $10.10
ETNA 737 $0 $0.00 $7,440 $10.10
FORT JONES 710 $0 $0.00 $7,168 $10.10
POINT ARENA 463 $0 $0.00 $4,674 $10.10
INDUSTRY 451 $0 $0.00 $4,553 $10.10
TEHAMA 418 $0 $0.00 $4,220 $10.10
SAND CITY 397 $0 $0.00 $4,008 $10.10
TRINIDAD 367 $0 $0.00 $3,705 $10.10
VERNON 301 $0 $0.00 $3,039 $10.10
AMADOR 188 $0 $0.00 $1,898 $10.10



California Total $33,358,415 $225,000,000 $225,000,000
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LOS ANGELES 4,040,079 $706,500,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN DIEGO 1,420,572 $248,400,000 $174.86 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN JOSE 1,043,058 $182,400,000 $174.87 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SAN FRANCISCO 883,869 $154,200,000 $174.46 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
FRESNO 536,683 $93,900,000 $174.96 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
SACRAMENTO 508,172 $88,900,000 $174.94 $0 $0.00 $0 $0.00
LONG BEACH 475,013 $40,504,207 $85.27 $0 $0.00
OAKLAND 432,897 $36,912,989 $85.27 $0 $0.00
BAKERSFIELD 389,211 $33,187,898 $85.27 $0 $0.00
ANAHEIM 359,339 $30,640,722 $85.27 $0 $0.00
SANTA ANA 337,716 $28,796,936 $85.27 $0 $0.00
RIVERSIDE 328,101 $27,977,068 $85.27 $0 $0.00
STOCKTON 316,410 $26,980,180 $85.27 $0 $0.00
IRVINE 280,202 $0 $0.00 $3,442,206 $12.28
CHULA VISTA 271,411 $0 $0.00 $3,334,211 $12.28
FREMONT 232,532 $0 $0.00 $2,856,593 $12.28
SAN BERNARDINO 219,233 $0 $0.00 $2,693,218 $12.28
SANTA CLARITA 218,103 $0 $0.00 $2,679,336 $12.28
MODESTO 215,201 $0 $0.00 $2,643,686 $12.28
FONTANA 212,078 $0 $0.00 $2,605,321 $12.28
OXNARD 209,879 $0 $0.00 $2,578,307 $12.28
MORENO VALLEY 208,297 $0 $0.00 $2,558,872 $12.28
GLENDALE 206,283 $0 $0.00 $2,534,131 $12.28
HUNTINGTON BEACH 203,761 $0 $0.00 $2,503,149 $12.28
RANCHO CUCAMONGA 179,412 $0 $0.00 $2,204,028 $12.28
ONTARIO 178,268 $0 $0.00 $2,189,974 $12.28
OCEANSIDE 178,021 $0 $0.00 $2,186,940 $12.28
SANTA ROSA 175,625 $0 $0.00 $2,157,506 $12.28
GARDEN GROVE 175,155 $0 $0.00 $2,151,732 $12.28
ELK GROVE 174,025 $0 $0.00 $2,137,850 $12.28
CORONA 168,101 $0 $0.00 $2,065,075 $12.28
SALINAS 162,797 $0 $0.00 $1,999,917 $12.28
LANCASTER 161,604 $0 $0.00 $1,985,261 $12.28
HAYWARD 159,433 $0 $0.00 $1,958,591 $12.28
PALMDALE 157,854 $0 $0.00 $1,939,194 $12.28
SUNNYVALE 155,567 $0 $0.00 $1,911,098 $12.28
POMONA 154,310 $0 $0.00 $1,895,657 $12.28
ESCONDIDO 152,739 $0 $0.00 $1,876,357 $12.28
TORRANCE 148,054 $0 $0.00 $1,818,803 $12.28
PASADENA 146,312 $0 $0.00 $1,797,403 $12.28
FULLERTON 142,824 $0 $0.00 $1,754,554 $12.28
ORANGE 141,691 $0 $0.00 $1,740,636 $12.28
ROSEVILLE 139,643 $0 $0.00 $1,715,476 $12.28
VISALIA 138,207 $0 $0.00 $1,697,836 $12.28
CONCORD 129,889 $0 $0.00 $1,595,651 $12.28
THOUSAND OAKS 129,557 $0 $0.00 $1,591,573 $12.28
SANTA CLARA 128,717 $0 $0.00 $1,581,253 $12.28
SIMI VALLEY 127,716 $0 $0.00 $1,568,956 $12.28
VICTORVILLE 126,543 $0 $0.00 $1,554,546 $12.28
BERKELEY 123,328 $0 $0.00 $1,515,051 $12.28
VALLEJO 119,544 $0 $0.00 $1,468,566 $12.28
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MURRIETA 118,125 $0 $0.00 $1,451,134 $12.28
EL MONTE 117,204 $0 $0.00 $1,439,819 $12.28
FAIRFIELD 117,149 $0 $0.00 $1,439,144 $12.28
CLOVIS 117,003 $0 $0.00 $1,437,350 $12.28
COSTA MESA 115,830 $0 $0.00 $1,422,940 $12.28
CARLSBAD 115,241 $0 $0.00 $1,415,704 $12.28
DOWNEY 114,212 $0 $0.00 $1,403,063 $12.28
ANTIOCH 113,901 $0 $0.00 $1,399,243 $12.28
TEMECULA 113,826 $0 $0.00 $1,398,322 $12.28
INGLEWOOD 112,549 $0 $0.00 $1,382,634 $12.28
CHICO 112,111 $0 $0.00 $1,377,253 $12.28
RICHMOND 110,436 $0 $0.00 $1,356,676 $12.28
DALY CITY 109,122 $0 $0.00 $1,340,534 $12.28
SAN BUENAVENTURA 108,170 $0 $0.00 $1,328,839 $12.28
WEST COVINA 108,116 $0 $0.00 $1,328,176 $12.28
SANTA MARIA 107,356 $0 $0.00 $1,318,839 $12.28
RIALTO 107,271 $0 $0.00 $1,317,795 $12.28
NORWALK 106,744 $0 $0.00 $1,311,321 $12.28
JURUPA VALLEY 106,318 $0 $0.00 $1,306,088 $12.28
BURBANK 105,952 $0 $0.00 $1,301,592 $12.28
EL CAJON 105,559 $0 $0.00 $1,296,764 $12.28
SAN MATEO 104,570 $0 $0.00 $1,284,614 $12.28
VISTA 101,987 $0 $0.00 $1,252,883 $12.28
VACAVILLE 98,807 $0 $0.00 $1,213,817 $12.28
COMPTON 98,711 $0 $0.00 $1,212,638 $12.28
SAN MARCOS 98,369 $0 $0.00 $1,208,437 $12.28
SOUTH GATE 96,777 $0 $0.00 $1,188,879 $12.28
MISSION VIEJO 96,434 $0 $0.00 $1,184,666 $12.28
HESPERIA 96,362 $0 $0.00 $1,183,781 $12.28
CARSON 93,604 $0 $0.00 $1,149,900 $12.28
SANTA MONICA 93,593 $0 $0.00 $1,149,765 $12.28
SANTA BARBARA 93,532 $0 $0.00 $1,149,015 $12.28
MENIFEE 93,452 $0 $0.00 $1,148,032 $12.28
REDDING 92,839 $0 $0.00 $1,140,502 $12.28
TRACY 92,800 $0 $0.00 $1,140,023 $12.28
WESTMINSTER 92,610 $0 $0.00 $1,137,689 $12.28
LIVERMORE 91,039 $0 $0.00 $1,118,389 $12.28
CHINO 89,829 $0 $0.00 $1,103,525 $12.28
SAN LEANDRO 89,825 $0 $0.00 $1,103,476 $12.28
INDIO 89,406 $0 $0.00 $1,098,328 $12.28
CITRUS HEIGHTS 88,095 $0 $0.00 $1,082,223 $12.28
HAWTHORNE 87,854 $0 $0.00 $1,079,263 $12.28
WHITTIER 87,526 $0 $0.00 $1,075,233 $12.28
NEWPORT BEACH 87,180 $0 $0.00 $1,070,983 $12.28
MERCED 87,110 $0 $0.00 $1,070,123 $12.28
ALHAMBRA 86,931 $0 $0.00 $1,067,924 $12.28
LAKE FOREST 86,346 $0 $0.00 $1,060,737 $12.28
REDWOOD CITY 85,319 $0 $0.00 $1,048,121 $12.28
HEMET 84,754 $0 $0.00 $1,041,180 $12.28
CHINO HILLS 84,364 $0 $0.00 $1,036,389 $12.28
SAN RAMON 83,957 $0 $0.00 $1,031,389 $12.28
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MANTECA 83,781 $0 $0.00 $1,029,227 $12.28
BUENA PARK 83,384 $0 $0.00 $1,024,350 $12.28
MOUNTAIN VIEW 81,992 $0 $0.00 $1,007,249 $12.28
TUSTIN 81,369 $0 $0.00 $999,596 $12.28
LAKEWOOD 81,352 $0 $0.00 $999,387 $12.28
PLEASANTON 80,492 $0 $0.00 $988,822 $12.28
FOLSOM 79,835 $0 $0.00 $980,751 $12.28
NAPA 79,490 $0 $0.00 $976,513 $12.28
ALAMEDA 79,316 $0 $0.00 $974,376 $12.28
UPLAND 78,481 $0 $0.00 $964,118 $12.28
BELLFLOWER 78,308 $0 $0.00 $961,993 $12.28
BALDWIN PARK 77,286 $0 $0.00 $949,438 $12.28
PERRIS 76,971 $0 $0.00 $945,568 $12.28
MILPITAS 76,231 $0 $0.00 $936,477 $12.28
UNION CITY 74,916 $0 $0.00 $920,323 $12.28
RANCHO CORDOVA 74,471 $0 $0.00 $914,856 $12.28
TURLOCK 74,471 $0 $0.00 $914,856 $12.28
APPLE VALLEY 73,464 $0 $0.00 $902,485 $12.28
PITTSBURG 72,541 $0 $0.00 $891,147 $12.28
REDLANDS 71,839 $0 $0.00 $882,523 $12.28
LYNWOOD 71,343 $0 $0.00 $876,429 $12.28
WALNUT CREEK 70,121 $0 $0.00 $861,417 $12.28
CAMARILLO 69,880 $0 $0.00 $858,457 $12.28
DAVIS 69,761 $0 $0.00 $856,995 $12.28
PALO ALTO 69,397 $0 $0.00 $852,523 $12.28
ROCKLIN 69,249 $0 $0.00 $850,705 $12.28
YORBA LINDA 68,706 $0 $0.00 $844,035 $12.28
REDONDO BEACH 68,473 $0 $0.00 $841,172 $12.28
LODI 68,272 $0 $0.00 $838,703 $12.28
YUBA CITY 67,536 $0 $0.00 $829,661 $12.28
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO 67,078 $0 $0.00 $824,035 $12.28
TULARE 66,967 $0 $0.00 $822,671 $12.28
LAGUNA NIGUEL 66,748 $0 $0.00 $819,981 $12.28
MADERA 66,419 $0 $0.00 $815,939 $12.28
EASTVALE 66,078 $0 $0.00 $811,750 $12.28
SANTA CRUZ 65,807 $0 $0.00 $808,421 $12.28
SAN CLEMENTE 65,405 $0 $0.00 $803,483 $12.28
DUBLIN 64,577 $0 $0.00 $793,311 $12.28
MONTEBELLO 64,247 $0 $0.00 $789,257 $12.28
PICO RIVERA 64,033 $0 $0.00 $786,628 $12.28
BRENTWOOD 63,662 $0 $0.00 $782,070 $12.28
LA HABRA 63,542 $0 $0.00 $780,596 $12.28
ENCINITAS 63,390 $0 $0.00 $778,729 $12.28
LAKE ELSINORE 62,949 $0 $0.00 $773,311 $12.28
NATIONAL CITY 62,307 $0 $0.00 $765,425 $12.28
PETALUMA 62,247 $0 $0.00 $764,688 $12.28
MONTEREY PARK 61,828 $0 $0.00 $759,540 $12.28
GARDENA 61,042 $0 $0.00 $749,884 $12.28
LA MESA 60,820 $0 $0.00 $747,157 $12.28
WOODLAND 60,292 $0 $0.00 $740,671 $12.28
PORTERVILLE 60,260 $0 $0.00 $740,278 $12.28
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SAN RAFAEL 60,046 $0 $0.00 $737,649 $12.28
CUPERTINO 59,879 $0 $0.00 $735,597 $12.28
HUNTINGTON PARK 59,350 $0 $0.00 $729,099 $12.28
ARCADIA 58,891 $0 $0.00 $723,460 $12.28
SANTEE 58,408 $0 $0.00 $717,526 $12.28
HANFORD 58,105 $0 $0.00 $713,804 $12.28
DIAMOND BAR 57,495 $0 $0.00 $706,310 $12.28
FOUNTAIN VALLEY 56,652 $0 $0.00 $695,954 $12.28
GILROY 55,928 $0 $0.00 $687,060 $12.28
HIGHLAND 55,778 $0 $0.00 $685,218 $12.28
PARAMOUNT 55,497 $0 $0.00 $681,766 $12.28
ROSEMEAD 55,097 $0 $0.00 $676,852 $12.28
CATHEDRAL CITY 54,907 $0 $0.00 $674,518 $12.28
YUCAIPA 54,844 $0 $0.00 $673,744 $12.28
COLTON 54,391 $0 $0.00 $668,179 $12.28
NOVATO 54,115 $0 $0.00 $664,788 $12.28
DELANO 53,936 $0 $0.00 $662,589 $12.28
WEST SACRAMENTO 53,911 $0 $0.00 $662,282 $12.28
PALM DESERT 53,625 $0 $0.00 $658,769 $12.28
WATSONVILLE 53,021 $0 $0.00 $651,349 $12.28
PLACENTIA 52,333 $0 $0.00 $642,897 $12.28
GLENDORA 52,122 $0 $0.00 $640,305 $12.28
ALISO VIEJO 51,372 $0 $0.00 $631,091 $12.28
AZUSA 51,313 $0 $0.00 $630,366 $12.28
CERRITOS 50,711 $0 $0.00 $622,971 $12.28
POWAY 50,320 $0 $0.00 $618,168 $12.28
CYPRESS 49,833 $0 $0.00 $612,185 $12.28
LA MIRADA 49,558 $0 $0.00 $608,807 $12.28
CERES 49,510 $0 $0.00 $608,217 $12.28
RANCHO SANTA MARGARIT 48,960 $0 $0.00 $601,460 $12.28
SAN JACINTO 48,878 $0 $0.00 $600,453 $12.28
COVINA 48,876 $0 $0.00 $600,428 $12.28
PALM SPRINGS 48,733 $0 $0.00 $598,672 $12.28
NEWARK 48,712 $0 $0.00 $598,414 $12.28
BEAUMONT 48,401 $0 $0.00 $594,593 $12.28
LINCOLN 48,277 $0 $0.00 $593,070 $12.28
SAN LUIS OBISPO 46,802 $0 $0.00 $574,950 $12.28
COACHELLA 46,351 $0 $0.00 $569,409 $12.28
EL CENTRO 46,248 $0 $0.00 $568,144 $12.28
MORGAN HILL 45,742 $0 $0.00 $561,928 $12.28
BREA 45,606 $0 $0.00 $560,257 $12.28
DANVILLE 45,270 $0 $0.00 $556,130 $12.28
SAN BRUNO 45,257 $0 $0.00 $555,970 $12.28
LOMPOC 43,649 $0 $0.00 $536,216 $12.28
ROHNERT PARK 43,339 $0 $0.00 $532,408 $12.28
CAMPBELL 43,250 $0 $0.00 $531,315 $12.28
BELL GARDENS 42,972 $0 $0.00 $527,899 $12.28
RANCHO PALOS VERDES 42,560 $0 $0.00 $522,838 $12.28
CALEXICO 42,198 $0 $0.00 $518,391 $12.28
LA QUINTA 42,098 $0 $0.00 $517,163 $12.28
LOS BANOS 41,898 $0 $0.00 $514,706 $12.28
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OAKLEY 41,759 $0 $0.00 $512,998 $12.28
SAN GABRIEL 41,178 $0 $0.00 $505,861 $12.28
LA PUENTE 40,795 $0 $0.00 $501,156 $12.28
CULVER CITY 40,173 $0 $0.00 $493,514 $12.28
HOLLISTER 40,149 $0 $0.00 $493,220 $12.28
MONTCLAIR 39,563 $0 $0.00 $486,021 $12.28
STANTON 39,307 $0 $0.00 $482,876 $12.28
PACIFICA 38,674 $0 $0.00 $475,100 $12.28
MONROVIA 38,529 $0 $0.00 $473,318 $12.28
MARTINEZ 38,490 $0 $0.00 $472,839 $12.28
MOORPARK 37,020 $0 $0.00 $454,781 $12.28
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO 36,821 $0 $0.00 $452,336 $12.28
WEST HOLLYWOOD 36,660 $0 $0.00 $450,358 $12.28
TEMPLE CITY 36,583 $0 $0.00 $449,412 $12.28
BELL 36,556 $0 $0.00 $449,081 $12.28
CLAREMONT 36,511 $0 $0.00 $448,528 $12.28
WILDOMAR 36,066 $0 $0.00 $443,061 $12.28
MANHATTAN BEACH 35,922 $0 $0.00 $441,292 $12.28
MENLO PARK 35,790 $0 $0.00 $439,670 $12.28
ADELANTO 35,136 $0 $0.00 $431,636 $12.28
PLEASANT HILL 35,055 $0 $0.00 $430,641 $12.28
BEVERLY HILLS 34,627 $0 $0.00 $425,383 $12.28
SAN DIMAS 34,584 $0 $0.00 $424,855 $12.28
DANA POINT 34,249 $0 $0.00 $420,740 $12.28
SEASIDE 33,776 $0 $0.00 $414,929 $12.28
FOSTER CITY 33,693 $0 $0.00 $413,909 $12.28
LAWNDALE 33,436 $0 $0.00 $410,752 $12.28
LA VERNE 33,201 $0 $0.00 $407,865 $12.28
GOLETA 32,759 $0 $0.00 $402,435 $12.28
SAN PABLO 31,817 $0 $0.00 $390,863 $12.28
LAGUNA HILLS 31,572 $0 $0.00 $387,853 $12.28
ATWATER 31,470 $0 $0.00 $386,600 $12.28
SARATOGA 31,407 $0 $0.00 $385,826 $12.28
EL PASO DE ROBLES 31,244 $0 $0.00 $383,824 $12.28
LOS ALTOS 31,190 $0 $0.00 $383,161 $12.28
BANNING 31,044 $0 $0.00 $381,367 $12.28
LOS GATOS 30,988 $0 $0.00 $380,679 $12.28
SANTA PAULA 30,779 $0 $0.00 $378,112 $12.28
WALNUT 30,551 $0 $0.00 $375,311 $12.28
EAST PALO ALTO 30,499 $0 $0.00 $374,672 $12.28
ATASCADERO 30,405 $0 $0.00 $373,517 $12.28
BURLINGAME 30,317 $0 $0.00 $372,436 $12.28
SAN CARLOS 29,864 $0 $0.00 $366,871 $12.28
RIDGECREST 29,712 $0 $0.00 $365,004 $12.28
SUISUN CITY 29,447 $0 $0.00 $361,748 $12.28
DESERT HOT SPRINGS 29,251 $0 $0.00 $359,341 $12.28
TWENTYNINE PALMS 28,958 $0 $0.00 $355,741 $12.28
WINDSOR 28,565 $0 $0.00 $350,913 $12.28
MONTEREY 28,448 $0 $0.00 $349,476 $12.28
MAYWOOD 27,971 $0 $0.00 $343,616 $12.28
WASCO 27,955 $0 $0.00 $343,420 $12.28
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BENICIA 27,570 $0 $0.00 $338,690 $12.28
IMPERIAL BEACH 27,448 $0 $0.00 $337,191 $12.28
BRAWLEY 27,337 $0 $0.00 $335,828 $12.28
LEMON GROVE 27,208 $0 $0.00 $334,243 $12.28
EUREKA 27,191 $0 $0.00 $334,034 $12.28
BELMONT 27,174 $0 $0.00 $333,825 $12.28
SANGER 27,094 $0 $0.00 $332,842 $12.28
NORCO 27,063 $0 $0.00 $332,462 $12.28
REEDLEY 26,666 $0 $0.00 $327,585 $12.28
GALT 26,489 $0 $0.00 $325,410 $12.28
LAFAYETTE 26,327 $0 $0.00 $323,420 $12.28
LEMOORE 26,257 $0 $0.00 $322,560 $12.28
SOUTH PASADENA 26,245 $0 $0.00 $322,413 $12.28
HERCULES 26,224 $0 $0.00 $322,155 $12.28
PARADISE 26,218 $0 $0.00 $322,081 $12.28
SOLEDAD 26,079 $0 $0.00 $320,373 $12.28
EL CERRITO 25,459 $0 $0.00 $312,757 $12.28
DINUBA 25,328 $0 $0.00 $311,148 $12.28
RIVERBANK 25,318 $0 $0.00 $311,025 $12.28
SEAL BEACH 25,073 $0 $0.00 $308,015 $12.28
SELMA 25,045 $0 $0.00 $307,671 $12.28
LATHROP 24,936 $0 $0.00 $306,332 $12.28
SAN FERNANDO 24,918 $0 $0.00 $306,111 $12.28
CORCORAN 24,813 $0 $0.00 $304,821 $12.28
CORONADO 24,697 $0 $0.00 $303,396 $12.28
LOMA LINDA 24,335 $0 $0.00 $298,949 $12.28
CUDAHY 24,264 $0 $0.00 $298,077 $12.28
CALABASAS 24,239 $0 $0.00 $297,770 $12.28
BARSTOW 24,150 $0 $0.00 $296,676 $12.28
OAKDALE 23,807 $0 $0.00 $292,463 $12.28
PATTERSON 23,764 $0 $0.00 $291,934 $12.28
PORT HUENEME 23,526 $0 $0.00 $289,011 $12.28
LAGUNA BEACH 23,358 $0 $0.00 $286,947 $12.28
MILLBRAE 23,154 $0 $0.00 $284,441 $12.28
MARINA 22,957 $0 $0.00 $282,021 $12.28
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 22,800 $0 $0.00 $280,092 $12.28
ARVIN 22,178 $0 $0.00 $272,451 $12.28
YUCCA VALLEY 22,050 $0 $0.00 $270,878 $12.28
DUARTE 21,952 $0 $0.00 $269,674 $12.28
OROVILLE 21,773 $0 $0.00 $267,475 $12.28
SOUTH EL MONTE 21,293 $0 $0.00 $261,579 $12.28
SHAFTER 20,886 $0 $0.00 $256,579 $12.28
AGOURA HILLS 20,842 $0 $0.00 $256,038 $12.28
BLYTHE 20,817 $0 $0.00 $255,731 $12.28
LOMITA 20,763 $0 $0.00 $255,068 $12.28
AMERICAN CANYON 20,629 $0 $0.00 $253,422 $12.28
LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE 20,602 $0 $0.00 $253,090 $12.28
IMPERIAL 19,929 $0 $0.00 $244,822 $12.28
HERMOSA BEACH 19,847 $0 $0.00 $243,815 $12.28
DIXON 19,794 $0 $0.00 $243,164 $12.28
PINOLE 19,498 $0 $0.00 $239,528 $12.28
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ORINDA 19,475 $0 $0.00 $239,245 $12.28
ALBANY 19,393 $0 $0.00 $238,238 $12.28
CHOWCHILLA 18,742 $0 $0.00 $230,240 $12.28
RANCHO MIRAGE 18,489 $0 $0.00 $227,132 $12.28
SANTA FE SPRINGS 18,261 $0 $0.00 $224,331 $12.28
COALINGA 18,087 $0 $0.00 $222,194 $12.28
ARCATA 18,078 $0 $0.00 $222,083 $12.28
GREENFIELD 18,009 $0 $0.00 $221,236 $12.28
SUSANVILLE 17,947 $0 $0.00 $220,474 $12.28
ARROYO GRANDE 17,876 $0 $0.00 $219,602 $12.28
EL SEGUNDO 17,066 $0 $0.00 $209,651 $12.28
MORAGA 16,939 $0 $0.00 $208,091 $12.28
ARTESIA 16,919 $0 $0.00 $207,845 $12.28
RIPON 16,613 $0 $0.00 $204,086 $12.28
LAGUNA WOODS 16,518 $0 $0.00 $202,919 $12.28
TRUCKEE 16,434 $0 $0.00 $201,887 $12.28
UKIAH 16,296 $0 $0.00 $200,192 $12.28
PARLIER 16,151 $0 $0.00 $198,411 $12.28
FILLMORE 15,925 $0 $0.00 $195,634 $12.28
PACIFIC GROVE 15,883 $0 $0.00 $195,118 $12.28
LA PALMA 15,820 $0 $0.00 $194,344 $12.28
AVENAL 15,505 $0 $0.00 $190,475 $12.28
KERMAN 15,495 $0 $0.00 $190,352 $12.28
CLEARLAKE 15,250 $0 $0.00 $187,342 $12.28
MCFARLAND 15,242 $0 $0.00 $187,244 $12.28
CALIFORNIA CITY 15,000 $0 $0.00 $184,271 $12.28
LIVINGSTON 14,811 $0 $0.00 $181,949 $12.28
KING CITY 14,724 $0 $0.00 $180,880 $12.28
HAWAIIAN GARDENS 14,690 $0 $0.00 $180,463 $12.28
MILL VALLEY 14,675 $0 $0.00 $180,278 $12.28
TEHACHAPI 14,414 $0 $0.00 $177,072 $12.28
AUBURN 14,392 $0 $0.00 $176,802 $12.28
RED BLUFF 14,250 $0 $0.00 $175,057 $12.28
SOLANA BEACH 13,933 $0 $0.00 $171,163 $12.28
CARPINTERIA 13,680 $0 $0.00 $168,055 $12.28
PALOS VERDES ESTATES 13,544 $0 $0.00 $166,384 $12.28
GROVER BEACH 13,533 $0 $0.00 $166,249 $12.28
LINDSAY 13,358 $0 $0.00 $164,099 $12.28
SAN MARINO 13,352 $0 $0.00 $164,026 $12.28
COMMERCE 13,021 $0 $0.00 $159,959 $12.28
SAN ANSELMO 12,902 $0 $0.00 $158,498 $12.28
GRASS VALLEY 12,860 $0 $0.00 $157,982 $12.28
GRAND TERRACE 12,654 $0 $0.00 $155,451 $12.28
MALIBU 12,645 $0 $0.00 $155,340 $12.28
HALF MOON BAY 12,631 $0 $0.00 $155,168 $12.28
MARYSVILLE 12,627 $0 $0.00 $155,119 $12.28
LARKSPUR 12,578 $0 $0.00 $154,517 $12.28
HEALDSBURG 12,501 $0 $0.00 $153,571 $12.28
KINGSBURG 12,392 $0 $0.00 $152,232 $12.28
MENDOTA 12,315 $0 $0.00 $151,286 $12.28
FORTUNA 12,084 $0 $0.00 $148,449 $12.28
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SCOTTS VALLEY 12,082 $0 $0.00 $148,424 $12.28
EMERYVILLE 11,885 $0 $0.00 $146,004 $12.28
SIGNAL HILL 11,795 $0 $0.00 $144,898 $12.28
HILLSBOROUGH 11,769 $0 $0.00 $144,579 $12.28
NEWMAN 11,738 $0 $0.00 $144,198 $12.28
LOS ALAMITOS 11,721 $0 $0.00 $143,989 $12.28
CLAYTON 11,653 $0 $0.00 $143,154 $12.28
SONOMA 11,556 $0 $0.00 $141,962 $12.28
PIEDMONT 11,420 $0 $0.00 $140,292 $12.28
FARMERSVILLE 11,358 $0 $0.00 $139,530 $12.28
CANYON LAKE 11,285 $0 $0.00 $138,633 $12.28
SIERRA MADRE 11,135 $0 $0.00 $136,790 $12.28
EXETER 11,002 $0 $0.00 $135,157 $12.28
PLACERVILLE 10,917 $0 $0.00 $134,112 $12.28
MORRO BAY 10,439 $0 $0.00 $128,240 $12.28
ANDERSON 10,431 $0 $0.00 $128,142 $12.28
SHASTA LAKE 10,275 $0 $0.00 $126,226 $12.28
CAPITOLA 10,240 $0 $0.00 $125,796 $12.28
CORTE MADERA 10,047 $0 $0.00 $123,425 $12.28
ORANGE COVE 9,975 $0 $0.00 $122,540 $12.28
TAFT 9,430 $0 $0.00 $115,845 $12.28
RIO VISTA 9,416 $0 $0.00 $115,673 $12.28
TIBURON 9,362 $0 $0.00 $115,010 $12.28
CLOVERDALE 9,257 $0 $0.00 $113,720 $12.28
CALIMESA 9,159 $0 $0.00 $112,516 $12.28
WATERFORD 9,100 $0 $0.00 $111,791 $12.28
LIVE OAK 8,840 $0 $0.00 $108,597 $12.28
LOS ALTOS HILLS 8,785 $0 $0.00 $107,921 $12.28
GONZALES 8,677 $0 $0.00 $106,595 $12.28
WESTLAKE VILLAGE 8,378 $0 $0.00 $102,921 $12.28
ORLAND 8,337 $0 $0.00 $102,418 $12.28
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES 8,247 $0 $0.00 $101,312 $12.28
PISMO BEACH 8,239 $0 $0.00 $101,214 $12.28
MAMMOTH LAKES 8,234 $0 $0.00 $101,152 $12.28
FIREBAUGH 8,132 $0 $0.00 $99,899 $12.28
HUGHSON 8,017 $0 $0.00 $98,487 $12.28
IONE 7,991 $0 $0.00 $98,167 $12.28
COTATI 7,919 $0 $0.00 $97,283 $12.28
WOODLAKE 7,891 $0 $0.00 $96,939 $12.28
SEBASTOPOL 7,885 $0 $0.00 $96,865 $12.28
GUADALUPE 7,839 $0 $0.00 $96,300 $12.28
OJAI 7,769 $0 $0.00 $95,440 $12.28
ESCALON 7,765 $0 $0.00 $95,391 $12.28
YREKA 7,765 $0 $0.00 $95,391 $12.28
FAIRFAX 7,721 $0 $0.00 $94,850 $12.28
CALIPATRIA 7,705 $0 $0.00 $94,654 $12.28
CORNING 7,663 $0 $0.00 $94,138 $12.28
CRESCENT CITY 7,643 $0 $0.00 $93,892 $12.28
FORT BRAGG 7,478 $0 $0.00 $91,865 $12.28
WINTERS 7,417 $0 $0.00 $91,116 $12.28
SAUSALITO 7,416 $0 $0.00 $91,104 $12.28
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Total fund $500,000,000
5/22/2020 Total Group A Group B 45.0% Group C 55.0%



$1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $275,000,000
minimum $50,000



Population 4/20 R Allocation A Per Allocation Per Capita Allocation Per Capita



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]



HURON 7,308 $0 $0.00 $89,777 $12.28
GRIDLEY 7,224 $0 $0.00 $88,745 $12.28
ATHERTON 7,070 $0 $0.00 $86,853 $12.28
LOOMIS 6,887 $0 $0.00 $84,605 $12.28
HOLTVILLE 6,779 $0 $0.00 $83,278 $12.28
FOWLER 6,605 $0 $0.00 $81,141 $12.28
WILLOWS 6,282 $0 $0.00 $77,173 $12.28
COLUSA 6,255 $0 $0.00 $76,841 $12.28
SainT HELENA 6,133 $0 $0.00 $75,342 $12.28
VILLA PARK 5,933 $0 $0.00 $72,885 $12.28
GUSTINE 5,884 $0 $0.00 $72,283 $12.28
SOLVANG 5,822 $0 $0.00 $71,522 $12.28
WOODSIDE 5,615 $0 $0.00 $68,979 $12.28
DOS PALOS 5,541 $0 $0.00 $68,070 $12.28
WILLIAMS 5,527 $0 $0.00 $67,898 $12.28
LA HABRA HEIGHTS 5,485 $0 $0.00 $67,382 $12.28
BIG BEAR LAKE 5,461 $0 $0.00 $67,087 $12.28
CALISTOGA 5,453 $0 $0.00 $66,989 $12.28
BUELLTON 5,453 $0 $0.00 $66,989 $12.28
INDIAN WELLS 5,445 $0 $0.00 $66,890 $12.28
NEEDLES 5,085 $0 $0.00 $62,468 $12.28
WILLITS 4,996 $0 $0.00 $61,375 $12.28
SONORA 4,903 $0 $0.00 $60,232 $12.28
LAKEPORT 4,806 $0 $0.00 $59,040 $12.28
JACKSON 4,770 $0 $0.00 $58,598 $12.28
BRISBANE 4,691 $0 $0.00 $57,628 $12.28
PORTOLA VALLEY 4,659 $0 $0.00 $57,235 $12.28
DEL MAR 4,451 $0 $0.00 $54,679 $12.28
SAN JOAQUIN 4,216 $0 $0.00 $51,792 $12.28
CARMEL 3,987 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $12.54
BISHOP 3,899 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $12.82
AVALON 3,845 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.00
ANGELS CAMP 3,840 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.02
MONTE SERENO 3,787 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.20
WHEATLAND 3,703 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $13.50
MOUNT SHASTA 3,394 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $14.73
RIO DELL 3,368 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $14.85
NEVADA CITY 3,122 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $16.02
WEED 2,967 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $16.85
YOUNTVILLE 2,933 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $17.05
ALTURAS 2,827 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $17.69
SUTTER CREEK 2,559 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $19.54
ROSS 2,526 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $19.79
WESTMORLAND 2,461 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $20.32
BELVEDERE 2,148 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $23.28
PORTOLA 2,104 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $23.76
SAN JUAN BAUTISTA 2,081 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.03
COLFAX 2,073 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.12
BIGGS 2,066 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $24.20
ROLLING HILLS 1,939 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $25.79
HIDDEN HILLS 1,885 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $26.53
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Total fund $500,000,000
5/22/2020 Total Group A Group B 45.0% Group C 55.0%



$1,474,300,000 amount $225,000,000 amount $275,000,000
minimum $50,000



Population 4/20 R Allocation A Per Allocation Per Capita Allocation Per Capita



CARES Act - city allocation scenario [3]



DEL REY OAKS 1,734 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $28.84
DUNSMUIR 1,650 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $30.30
COLMA 1,512 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $33.07
IRWINDALE 1,506 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $33.20
MONTAGUE 1,443 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $34.65
FERNDALE 1,371 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $36.47
BLUE LAKE 1,253 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $39.90
MARICOPA 1,240 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $40.32
BRADBURY 1,077 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $46.43
PLYMOUTH 1,012 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $49.41
TULELAKE 1,010 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $49.50
DORRIS 939 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $53.25
ISLETON 871 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $57.41
LOYALTON 769 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $65.02
ETNA 737 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $67.84
FORT JONES 710 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $70.42
POINT ARENA 463 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $107.99
INDUSTRY 451 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $110.86
TEHAMA 418 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $119.62
SAND CITY 397 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $125.94
TRINIDAD 367 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $136.24
VERNON 301 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $166.11
AMADOR 188 $0 $0.00 $50,000 $265.96



California Total 33,358,415      $225,000,000 $275,000,000
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***City Letterhead***





DATE








Your Assembly Member


State Capitol, Rm ____


Sacramento, CA 95814


VIA Email:





Your Senator


State Capitol, Room ____


Sacramento, CA 95814


VIA Email: 


 


Dear Assembly Member ______ and Senator _______:





The City/Town of ___________ thanks you for your efforts to protect and support Californians during this unprecedented public health crisis. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, cities have been coordinating across jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, taking action to protect individuals and small businesses, and incurring significant unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy. These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions come at a cost.





The City/Town of ___________ appreciates the May Revision allocation of $450 million of the state’s CARES Act funding to cover COVID-19-related costs by cities. However, under the current formula our city will only receive __________. This is not nearly enough to provide adequate levels of personal protective equipment to front line workers, to disinfect and sanitize public facilities, or to take other needed public health actions to begin the process of reopening.  





We are calling on the Legislature and the Governor to increase the state’s CARES Act funding allocation to cities to $500 million and establish a floor allocation of $50,000 per city. Cities need additional funding and a minimum allocation to ensure that CARES Act funding is distributed fairly and equitably, and is a meaningful amount for all jurisdictions.





CARES Act funding will help our city recover from this pandemic faster, and reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core city services.  





It is important to note that CARES Act funding is only for COVID-19-related expenses. Our city still needs direct state and federal funding to address the devastating impact stay-at-home orders have had on our budget and local economy. In total, cities around the state are facing a nearly $7 billion revenue shortfall over the next two years, and this shortfall grows by billions of dollars as modified stay-at-home orders extend into the summer months and beyond.





The City/Town of ___________ appreciates your consideration of our budget requests and looks forward to further discussing how together we can continue to best protect Californians and reopen our economy. Thank you again for your leadership and partnership during these uncertain times. 








Sincerely, 


 





NAME


TITLE


CITY/TOWN of ______________








Cc:	Governor Gavin Newsom: ExternalAffairs@gov.ca.gov


Your League Regional Public Affairs Manager (via email)


Meg Desmond, League of California Cities, cityletters@cacities.org










ACTION ALERT!!








CARES Act Budget Request





BACKGROUND: 





Since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, cities have been coordinating across jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, taking action to protect residents and small businesses, and incurring significant unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy.





These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions come at a cost.





CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic faster, and reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core city services.  





The League requests that the Legislature and the Governor: 





1. Increase the state’s CARES Act funding allocation to cities to $500 million to support local COVID-19 expenses; and





2. Establish a minimum allocation of $50,000 to all cities.





			ACTION:


All California cities, regardless of population, urgently need CARES Act funding to help continue to fight COVID-19 and protect residents through the summer months and beyond. No city can be left behind. Cities can help in the following ways:





1) Send a formal city letter to your Assembly Member and Senator as soon as possible. (See attached sample letter)





2) Call your Assembly Member and Senator to inform them of the importance of receiving CARES Act funding to continue to fight COVID-19. Please refer to the talking points on the next page for additional guidance. 




















Attached to this you will find a breakdown of the CARES Act funding per city as proposed in the May Revision and a breakdown of the CARES Act funding as proposed by the League of California Cities ($500 million total allocation, and $50,000 minimum per city).





Also attached are guidelines and Q&A from the US Treasury that provide additional information on how CARES Act funds can be expended by cities. 














TALKING POINTS:





California’s 482 cities are on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic, protecting residents and incurring additional expenses as they work to prevent further transmission. 


· Since the beginning of this outbreak, cities have been coordinating across jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, taking action to protect individuals and small businesses, and incurring significant unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy.


· These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions come at a cost.





Cities appreciate the Governor’s allocation of $450 million of the state’s CARES Act funding to cover COVID-19-related costs by cities, but when under the current formula, some cities will receive as little as $3,000 to respond to COVID-19 in their communities.


· All California cities, big and small, are feeling the severe financial impacts of this pandemic. 


· Nine out of 10 cities are buying personal protective equipment.


· Nine out of 10 cities report increased spending to disinfect and sanitize public facilities. 


· 12 percent of cities report spending more than $500,000 to address the outbreak in their communities.  





We are calling on the Legislature and the Governor to increase the state’s CARES Act funding allocation to cities to $500 million and establish a floor allocation of $50,000 per city. 


· Cities need additional funding and a minimum allocation to ensure that CARES Act funding is distributed fairly and equitably, and is a meaningful amount for all jurisdictions.


· CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic faster, and reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core city services.  


· Providing funding to cities is not optional – a safe, equitable, and expedited economic recovery depends on it.





CARES Act funding is only for COVID-19-related expenses. Cities still need direct state and federal funding to address the devastating impact stay-at-home orders have had on city budgets and local economies. 


· As unanticipated emergency costs continue to grow, resources to fund core local


services are plummeting. Cities are facing a nearly $7 billion revenue shortfall over the next two years, and this shortfall grows by billions of dollars as modified stay-at-home orders extend into the summer months and beyond.


· CARES Act funding can only be used for COVID-19 related expenses, and will not help address the $7 billion general revenue shortfall facing cities. Without additional funding, essential city services that residents depend on face significant impacts, and may be reduced or even eliminated.


· That’s why the League is asking for direct and flexible funding from state and federal governments to help cities respond to, and recover from, this crisis. 
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Coronavirus Relief Fund  
Frequently Asked Questions 
Updated as of May 28, 2020 



The following answers to frequently asked questions supplement Treasury’s Coronavirus Relief Fund 
(“Fund”) Guidance for State, Territorial, Local, and Tribal Governments, dated April 22, 2020, 
(“Guidance”).1 Amounts paid from the Fund are subject to the restrictions outlined in the Guidance and 
set forth in section 601(d) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 5001 of the Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”). 



Eligible Expenditures 



Are governments required to submit proposed expenditures to Treasury for approval?  



No.  Governments are responsible for making determinations as to what expenditures are necessary due to 
the public health emergency with respect to COVID-19 and do not need to submit any proposed 
expenditures to Treasury.   



The Guidance says that funding can be used to meet payroll expenses for public safety, public health, 
health care, human services, and similar employees whose services are substantially dedicated to 
mitigating or responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency.  How does a government 
determine whether payroll expenses for a given employee satisfy the “substantially dedicated” 
condition? 



The Fund is designed to provide ready funding to address unforeseen financial needs and risks created by 
the COVID-19 public health emergency.  For this reason, and as a matter of administrative convenience 
in light of the emergency nature of this program, a State, territorial, local, or Tribal government may 
presume that payroll costs for public health and public safety employees are payments for services 
substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency, unless the 
chief executive (or equivalent) of the relevant government determines that specific circumstances indicate 
otherwise. 



The Guidance says that a cost was not accounted for in the most recently approved budget if the cost is 
for a substantially different use from any expected use of funds in such a line item, allotment, or 
allocation.  What would qualify as a “substantially different use” for purposes of the Fund eligibility? 



Costs incurred for a “substantially different use” include, but are not necessarily limited to, costs of 
personnel and services that were budgeted for in the most recently approved budget but which, due 
entirely to the COVID-19 public health emergency, have been diverted to substantially different 
functions.  This would include, for example, the costs of redeploying corrections facility staff to enable 
compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions through work such as enhanced sanitation or 
enforcing social distancing measures; the costs of redeploying police to support management and 
enforcement of stay-at-home orders; or the costs of diverting educational support staff or faculty to 
develop online learning capabilities, such as through providing information technology support that is not 
part of the staff or faculty’s ordinary responsibilities.   



Note that a public function does not become a “substantially different use” merely because it is provided 
from a different location or through a different manner.  For example, although developing online 
instruction capabilities may be a substantially different use of funds, online instruction itself is not a 
substantially different use of public funds than classroom instruction. 



                                                            
1 The Guidance is available at https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Coronavirus-Relief-Fund-Guidance-for-
State-Territorial-Local-and-Tribal-Governments.pdf. 





https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Coronavirus-Relief-Fund-Guidance-for-State-Territorial-Local-and-Tribal-Governments.pdf


https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/Coronavirus-Relief-Fund-Guidance-for-State-Territorial-Local-and-Tribal-Governments.pdf
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May a State receiving a payment transfer funds to a local government? 



Yes, provided that the transfer qualifies as a necessary expenditure incurred due to the public health 
emergency and meets the other criteria of section 601(d) of the Social Security Act.  Such funds would be 
subject to recoupment by the Treasury Department if they have not been used in a manner consistent with 
section 601(d) of the Social Security Act.   



May a unit of local government receiving a Fund payment transfer funds to another unit of 
government?     



Yes.  For example, a county may transfer funds to a city, town, or school district within the county and a 
county or city may transfer funds to its State, provided that the transfer qualifies as a necessary 
expenditure incurred due to the public health emergency and meets the other criteria of section 601(d) of 
the Social Security Act outlined in the Guidance.  For example, a transfer from a county to a constituent 
city would not be permissible if the funds were intended to be used simply to fill shortfalls in government 
revenue to cover expenditures that would not otherwise qualify as an eligible expenditure. 



Is a Fund payment recipient required to transfer funds to a smaller, constituent unit of government 
within its borders?     



No.  For example, a county recipient is not required to transfer funds to smaller cities within the county’s 
borders.   



Are recipients required to use other federal funds or seek reimbursement under other federal programs 
before using Fund payments to satisfy eligible expenses?   



No.  Recipients may use Fund payments for any expenses eligible under section 601(d) of the Social 
Security Act outlined in the Guidance.  Fund payments are not required to be used as the source of 
funding of last resort.  However, as noted below, recipients may not use payments from the Fund to cover 
expenditures for which they will receive reimbursement.   



Are there prohibitions on combining a transaction supported with Fund payments with other CARES 
Act funding or COVID-19 relief Federal funding? 



Recipients will need to consider the applicable restrictions and limitations of such other sources of 
funding.  In addition, expenses that have been or will be reimbursed under any federal program, such as 
the reimbursement by the federal government pursuant to the CARES Act of contributions by States to 
State unemployment funds, are not eligible uses of Fund payments.   



Are States permitted to use Fund payments to support state unemployment insurance funds generally?  



To the extent that the costs incurred by a state unemployment insurance fund are incurred due to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency, a State may use Fund payments to make payments to its respective 
state unemployment insurance fund, separate and apart from such State’s obligation to the unemployment 
insurance fund as an employer.  This will permit States to use Fund payments to prevent expenses related 
to the public health emergency from causing their state unemployment insurance funds to become 
insolvent.   
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Are recipients permitted to use Fund payments to pay for unemployment insurance costs incurred by 
the recipient as an employer?  



Yes, Fund payments may be used for unemployment insurance costs incurred by the recipient as an 
employer (for example, as a reimbursing employer) related to the COVID-19 public health emergency if 
such costs will not be reimbursed by the federal government pursuant to the CARES Act or otherwise.  



The Guidance states that the Fund may support a “broad range of uses” including payroll expenses for 
several classes of employees whose services are “substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to 
the COVID-19 public health emergency.”  What are some examples of types of covered employees?  



The Guidance provides examples of broad classes of employees whose payroll expenses would be eligible 
expenses under the Fund.  These classes of employees include public safety, public health, health care, 
human services, and similar employees whose services are substantially dedicated to mitigating or 
responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency.  Payroll and benefit costs associated with public 
employees who could have been furloughed or otherwise laid off but who were instead repurposed to 
perform previously unbudgeted functions substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency are also covered.  Other eligible expenditures include payroll and 
benefit costs of educational support staff or faculty responsible for developing online learning capabilities 
necessary to continue educational instruction in response to COVID-19-related school closures.  Please 
see the Guidance for a discussion of what is meant by an expense that was not accounted for in the budget 
most recently approved as of March 27, 2020.   



In some cases, first responders and critical health care workers that contract COVID-19 are eligible 
for workers’ compensation coverage.  Is the cost of this expanded workers compensation coverage 
eligible? 



Increased workers compensation cost to the government due to the COVID-19 public health emergency 
incurred during the period beginning March 1, 2020, and ending December 30, 2020, is an eligible 
expense. 



If a recipient would have decommissioned equipment or not renewed a lease on particular office space 
or equipment but decides to continue to use the equipment or to renew the lease in order to respond to 
the public health emergency, are the costs associated with continuing to operate the equipment or the 
ongoing lease payments eligible expenses? 



Yes.  To the extent the expenses were previously unbudgeted and are otherwise consistent with section 
601(d) of the Social Security Act outlined in the Guidance, such expenses would be eligible. 



May recipients provide stipends to employees for eligible expenses (for example, a stipend to employees 
to improve telework capabilities) rather than require employees to incur the eligible cost and submit for 
reimbursement? 



Expenditures paid for with payments from the Fund must be limited to those that are necessary due to the 
public health emergency.  As such, unless the government were to determine that providing assistance in 
the form of a stipend is an administrative necessity, the government should provide such assistance on a 
reimbursement basis to ensure as much as possible that funds are used to cover only eligible expenses.    
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May Fund payments be used for COVID-19 public health emergency recovery planning? 



Yes.  Expenses associated with conducting a recovery planning project or operating a recovery 
coordination office would be eligible, if the expenses otherwise meet the criteria set forth in section 
601(d) of the Social Security Act outlined in the Guidance. 



Are expenses associated with contact tracing eligible? 



Yes, expenses associated with contract tracing are eligible. 



To what extent may a government use Fund payments to support the operations of private hospitals? 



Governments may use Fund payments to support public or private hospitals to the extent that the costs are 
necessary expenditures incurred due to the COVID-19 public health emergency, but the form such 
assistance would take may differ.  In particular, financial assistance to private hospitals could take the 
form of a grant or a short-term loan. 



May payments from the Fund be used to assist individuals with enrolling in a government benefit 
program for those who have been laid off due to COVID-19 and thereby lost health insurance? 



Yes.  To the extent that the relevant government official determines that these expenses are necessary and 
they meet the other requirements set forth in section 601(d) of the Social Security Act outlined in the 
Guidance, these expenses are eligible. 



May recipients use Fund payments to facilitate livestock depopulation incurred by producers due to 
supply chain disruptions? 



Yes, to the extent these efforts are deemed necessary for public health reasons or as a form of economic 
support as a result of the COVID-19 health emergency. 



Would providing a consumer grant program to prevent eviction and assist in preventing homelessness 
be considered an eligible expense? 



Yes, assuming that the recipient considers the grants to be a necessary expense incurred due to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency and the grants meet the other requirements for the use of Fund 
payments under section 601(d) of the Social Security Act outlined in the Guidance.  As a general matter, 
providing assistance to recipients to enable them to meet property tax requirements would not be an 
eligible use of funds, but exceptions may be made in the case of assistance designed to prevent 
foreclosures. 



May recipients create a “payroll support program” for public employees? 



Use of payments from the Fund to cover payroll or benefits expenses of public employees are limited to 
those employees whose work duties are substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency.   



May recipients use Fund payments to cover employment and training programs for employees that 
have been furloughed due to the public health emergency?  



Yes, this would be an eligible expense if the government determined that the costs of such employment 
and training programs would be necessary due to the public health emergency. 
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May recipients use Fund payments to provide emergency financial assistance to individuals and 
families directly impacted by a loss of income due to the COVID-19 public health emergency?   



Yes, if a government determines such assistance to be a necessary expenditure.  Such assistance could 
include, for example, a program to assist individuals with payment of overdue rent or mortgage payments 
to avoid eviction or foreclosure or unforeseen financial costs for funerals and other emergency individual 
needs.  Such assistance should be structured in a manner to ensure as much as possible, within the realm 
of what is administratively feasible, that such assistance is necessary. 



The Guidance provides that eligible expenditures may include expenditures related to the provision of 
grants to small businesses to reimburse the costs of business interruption caused by required closures.  
What is meant by a “small business,” and is the Guidance intended to refer only to expenditures to 
cover administrative expenses of such a grant program? 



Governments have discretion to determine what payments are necessary.  A program that is aimed at 
assisting small businesses with the costs of business interruption caused by required closures should be 
tailored to assist those businesses in need of such assistance.  The amount of a grant to a small business to 
reimburse the costs of business interruption caused by required closures would also be an eligible 
expenditure under section 601(d) of the Social Security Act, as outlined in the Guidance.   



The Guidance provides that expenses associated with the provision of economic support in connection 
with the public health emergency, such as expenditures related to the provision of grants to small 
businesses to reimburse the costs of business interruption caused by required closures, would 
constitute eligible expenditures of Fund payments.  Would such expenditures be eligible in the absence 
of a stay-at-home order?  



Fund payments may be used for economic support in the absence of a stay-at-home order if such 
expenditures are determined by the government to be necessary.  This may include, for example, a grant 
program to benefit small businesses that close voluntarily to promote social distancing measures or that 
are affected by decreased customer demand as a result of the COVID-19 public health emergency.   



May Fund payments be used to assist impacted property owners with the payment of their property 
taxes? 



Fund payments may not be used for government revenue replacement, including the provision of 
assistance to meet tax obligations.    



May Fund payments be used to replace foregone utility fees?  If not, can Fund payments be used as a 
direct subsidy payment to all utility account holders?  



Fund payments may not be used for government revenue replacement, including the replacement of 
unpaid utility fees.  Fund payments may be used for subsidy payments to electricity account holders to the 
extent that the subsidy payments are deemed by the recipient to be necessary expenditures incurred due to 
the COVID-19 public health emergency and meet the other criteria of section 601(d) of the Social 
Security Act outlined in the Guidance.  For example, if determined to be a necessary expenditure, a 
government could provide grants to individuals facing economic hardship to allow them to pay their 
utility fees and thereby continue to receive essential services.   
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Could Fund payments be used for capital improvement projects that broadly provide potential 
economic development in a community?  



In general, no.  If capital improvement projects are not necessary expenditures incurred due to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency, then Fund payments may not be used for such projects. 



However, Fund payments may be used for the expenses of, for example, establishing temporary public 
medical facilities and other measures to increase COVID-19 treatment capacity or improve mitigation 
measures, including related construction costs. 



The Guidance includes workforce bonuses as an example of ineligible expenses but provides that 
hazard pay would be eligible if otherwise determined to be a necessary expense.  Is there a specific 
definition of “hazard pay”? 



Hazard pay means additional pay for performing hazardous duty or work involving physical hardship, in 
each case that is related to COVID-19.  



The Guidance provides that ineligible expenditures include “[p]ayroll or benefits expenses for 
employees whose work duties are not substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to the 
COVID-19 public health emergency.”  Is this intended to relate only to public employees? 



Yes.  This particular nonexclusive example of an ineligible expenditure relates to public employees.  A 
recipient would not be permitted to pay for payroll or benefit expenses of private employees and any 
financial assistance (such as grants or short-term loans) to private employers are not subject to the 
restriction that the private employers’ employees must be substantially dedicated to mitigating or 
responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency. 



May counties pre-pay with CARES Act funds for expenses such as a one or two-year facility lease, 
such as to house staff hired in response to COVID-19? 



A government should not make prepayments on contracts using payments from the Fund to the extent that 
doing so would not be consistent with its ordinary course policies and procedures.   



Must a stay-at-home order or other public health mandate be in effect in order for a government to 
provide assistance to small businesses using payments from the Fund? 



No. The Guidance provides, as an example of an eligible use of payments from the Fund, expenditures 
related to the provision of grants to small businesses to reimburse the costs of business interruption 
caused by required closures.  Such assistance may be provided using amounts received from the Fund in 
the absence of a requirement to close businesses if the relevant government determines that such 
expenditures are necessary in response to the public health emergency.   
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Should States receiving a payment transfer funds to local governments that did not receive payments 
directly from Treasury? 



Yes, provided that the transferred funds are used by the local government for eligible expenditures under 
the statute.  To facilitate prompt distribution of Title V funds, the CARES Act authorized Treasury to 
make direct payments to local governments with populations in excess of 500,000, in amounts equal to 
45% of the local government’s per capita share of the statewide allocation.  This statutory structure was 
based on a recognition that it is more administratively feasible to rely on States, rather than the federal 
government, to manage the transfer of funds to smaller local governments.  Consistent with the needs of 
all local governments for funding to address the public health emergency, States should transfer funds to 
local governments with populations of 500,000 or less, using as a benchmark the per capita allocation 
formula that governs payments to larger local governments.  This approach will ensure equitable 
treatment among local governments of all sizes. 



For example, a State received the minimum $1.25 billion allocation and had one county with a population 
over 500,000 that received $250 million directly.  The State should distribute 45 percent of the $1 billion 
it received, or $450 million, to local governments within the State with a population of 500,000 or less.   



May a State impose restrictions on transfers of funds to local governments?  



Yes, to the extent that the restrictions facilitate the State’s compliance with the requirements set forth in 
section 601(d) of the Social Security Act outlined in the Guidance and other applicable requirements such 
as the Single Audit Act, discussed below.  Other restrictions are not permissible. 



If a recipient must issue tax anticipation notes (TANs) to make up for tax due date deferrals or revenue 
shortfalls, are the expenses associated with the issuance eligible uses of Fund payments? 



If a government determines that the issuance of TANs is necessary due to the COVID-19 public health 
emergency, the government may expend payments from the Fund on the accrued interest expense on 
TANs and unbudgeted administrative and transactional costs, such as necessary payments to advisors and 
underwriters, associated with the issuance of the TANs.   



May recipients use Fund payments to expand rural broadband capacity to assist with distance learning 
and telework? 



Such expenditures would only be permissible if they are necessary for the public health emergency.  The 
cost of projects that would not be expected to increase capacity to a significant extent until the need for 
distance learning and telework have passed due to this public health emergency would not be necessary 
due to the public health emergency and thus would not be eligible uses of Fund payments.   



Are costs associated with increased solid waste capacity an eligible use of payments from the Fund? 



Yes, costs to address increase in solid waste as a result of the public health emergency, such as relates to 
the disposal of used personal protective equipment, would be an eligible expenditure. 



May payments from the Fund be used to cover across-the-board hazard pay for employees working 
during a state of emergency?   



No.  The Guidance says that funding may be used to meet payroll expenses for public safety, public 
health, health care, human services, and similar employees whose services are substantially dedicated to 
mitigating or responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency.  Hazard pay is a form of payroll 
expense and is subject to this limitation, so Fund payments may only be used to cover hazard pay for such 
individuals.     
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May Fund payments be used for expenditures related to the administration of Fund payments by a 
State, territorial, local, or Tribal government?    



Yes, if the administrative expenses represent an increase over previously budgeted amounts and are 
limited to what is necessary.  For example, a State may expend Fund payments on necessary 
administrative expenses incurred with respect to a new grant program established to disburse amounts 
received from the Fund.    



May recipients use Fund payments to provide loans? 



Yes, if the loans otherwise qualify as eligible expenditures under section 601(d) of the Social Security Act 
as implemented by the Guidance.  Any amounts repaid by the borrower before December 30, 2020, must 
be either returned to Treasury upon receipt by the unit of government providing the loan or used for 
another expense that qualifies as an eligible expenditure under section 601(d) of the Social Security Act.  
Any amounts not repaid by the borrower until after December 30, 2020, must be returned to Treasury 
upon receipt by the unit of government lending the funds. 



May Fund payments be used for expenditures necessary to prepare for a future COVID-19 outbreak?  



Fund payments may be used only for expenditures necessary to address the current COVID-19 public 
health emergency.  For example, a State may spend Fund payments to create a reserve of personal 
protective equipment or develop increased intensive care unit capacity to support regions in its 
jurisdiction not yet affected, but likely to be impacted by the current COVID-19 pandemic. 



 



Questions Related to Administration of Fund Payments   



Do governments have to return unspent funds to Treasury? 



Yes. Section 601(f)(2) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 5001(a) of the CARES Act, 
provides for recoupment by the Department of the Treasury of amounts received from the Fund that have 
not been used in a manner consistent with section 601(d) of the Social Security Act. If a government has 
not used funds it has received to cover costs that were incurred by December 30, 2020, as required by the 
statute, those funds must be returned to the Department of the Treasury. 



What records must be kept by governments receiving payment? 



A government should keep records sufficient to demonstrate that the amount of Fund payments to the 
government has been used in accordance with section 601(d) of the Social Security Act. 



May recipients deposit Fund payments into interest bearing accounts?   



Yes, provided that if recipients separately invest amounts received from the Fund, they must use the 
interest earned or other proceeds of these investments only to cover expenditures incurred in accordance 
with section 601(d) of the Social Security Act and the Guidance on eligible expenses.  If a government 
deposits Fund payments in a government’s general account, it may use those funds to meet immediate 
cash management needs provided that the full amount of the payment is used to cover necessary 
expenditures.  Fund payments are not subject to the Cash Management Improvement Act of 1990, as 
amended. 



May governments retain assets purchased with payments from the Fund? 



Yes, if the purchase of the asset was consistent with the limitations on the eligible use of funds provided 
by section 601(d) of the Social Security Act.  
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What rules apply to the proceeds of disposition or sale of assets acquired using payments from the 
Fund? 



If such assets are disposed of prior to December 30, 2020, the proceeds would be subject to the 
restrictions on the eligible use of payments from the Fund provided by section 601(d) of the Social 
Security Act. 



Are Fund payments to State, territorial, local, and tribal governments considered grants?    



No.  Fund payments made by Treasury to State, territorial, local, and Tribal governments are not 
considered to be grants but are “other financial assistance” under 2 C.F.R. § 200.40.  



Are Fund payments considered federal financial assistance for purposes of the Single Audit Act? 



Yes, Fund payments are considered to be federal financial assistance subject to the Single Audit Act (31 
U.S.C. §§ 7501-7507) and the related provisions of the Uniform Guidance, 2 C.F.R. § 200.303 regarding 
internal controls, §§ 200.330 through 200.332 regarding subrecipient monitoring and management, and 
subpart F regarding audit requirements. 



Are Fund payments subject to other requirements of the Uniform Guidance? 



Fund payments are subject to the following requirements in the Uniform Guidance (2 C.F.R. Part 200): 2 
C.F.R. § 200.303 regarding internal controls, 2 C.F.R. §§ 200.330 through 200.332 regarding subrecipient 
monitoring and management, and subpart F regarding audit requirements. 



Is there a Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) number assigned to the Fund? 



Yes. The CFDA number assigned to the Fund is 21.019, pending completion of registration.  



If a State transfers Fund payments to its political subdivisions, would the transferred funds count 
toward the subrecipients’ total funding received from the federal government for purposes of the 
Single Audit Act? 



Yes.  The Fund payments to subrecipients would count toward the threshold of the Single Audit Act and 2 
C.F.R. part 200, subpart F re: audit requirements.  Subrecipients are subject to a single audit or program-
specific audit pursuant to 2 C.F.R. § 200.501(a) when the subrecipients spend $750,000 or more in federal 
awards during their fiscal year. 



Are recipients permitted to use payments from the Fund to cover the expenses of an audit conducted 
under the Single Audit Act? 



Yes, such expenses would be eligible expenditures, subject to the limitations set forth in 2 C.F.R. § 
200.425. 



If a government has transferred funds to another entity, from which entity would the Treasury 
Department seek to recoup the funds if they have not been used in a manner consistent with section 
601(d) of the Social Security Act? 



The Treasury Department would seek to recoup the funds from the government that received the payment 
directly from the Treasury Department.  State, territorial, local, and Tribal governments receiving funds 
from Treasury should ensure that funds transferred to other entities, whether pursuant to a grant program 
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or otherwise, are used in accordance with section 601(d) of the Social Security Act as implemented in the 
Guidance. 



 



 













   



 
 



 
   



     
    



        
      



     
 



        



  
 



   
  



  
 



 
 



      
      



   
     



    
  



       
    



  



    
 



    
 



 
   



      



                                                            
                



Coronavirus Relief Fund  
Guidance for State, Territorial, Local, and Tribal Governments  



April 22, 2020  



The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to recipients of the funding available under section 
601(a) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 5001 of the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic 
Security Act (“CARES Act”).  The CARES Act established the Coronavirus Relief Fund (the “Fund”) 
and appropriated $150 billion to the Fund.  Under the CARES Act, the Fund is to be used to make 
payments for specified uses to States and certain local governments; the District of Columbia and U.S. 
Territories (consisting of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, Guam, 
American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands); and Tribal governments. 



The CARES Act provides that payments from the Fund may only be used to cover costs that— 



1. are necessary expenditures incurred due to the public health emergency with respect to 
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19); 



2. were not accounted for in the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020 (the 
date of enactment of the CARES Act) for the State or government; and 



3. were incurred during the period that begins on March 1, 2020, and ends on December 30, 
2020.1 



The guidance that follows sets forth the Department of the Treasury’s interpretation of these limitations 
on the permissible use of Fund payments. 



Necessary expenditures incurred  due to the  public  health emergency  



The requirement that expenditures be incurred “due to” the public health emergency means that 
expenditures must be used for actions taken to respond to the public health emergency.  These may 
include expenditures incurred to allow the State, territorial, local, or Tribal government to respond 
directly to the emergency, such as by addressing medical or public health needs, as well as expenditures 
incurred to respond to second-order effects of the emergency, such as by providing economic support to 
those suffering from employment or business interruptions due to COVID-19-related business closures. 



Funds may not be used to fill shortfalls in government revenue to cover expenditures that would not 
otherwise qualify under the statute. Although a broad range of uses is allowed, revenue replacement is 
not a permissible use of Fund payments. 



The statute also specifies that expenditures using Fund payments must be “necessary.”  The Department 
of the Treasury understands this term broadly to mean that the expenditure is reasonably necessary for its 
intended use in the reasonable judgment of the government officials responsible for spending Fund 
payments. 



Costs  not accounted for in the budget  most recently approved as  of March 27, 2020  



The CARES Act also requires that payments be used only to cover costs that were not accounted for in 
the budget most recently approved as of March 27, 2020.  A cost meets this requirement if either (a) the 
cost cannot lawfully be funded using a line item, allotment, or allocation within that budget or (b) the cost 



1 See Section 601(d) of the Social Security Act, as added by section 5001 of the CARES Act. 
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is for a substantially different use from any expected use of funds in such a line item, allotment, or 
allocation.  



The “most recently approved” budget refers to the enacted budget for the relevant fiscal period for the 
particular government, without taking into account subsequent supplemental appropriations enacted or 
other budgetary adjustments made by that government in response to the COVID-19 public health 
emergency. A cost is not considered to have been accounted for in a budget merely because it could be 
met using a budgetary stabilization fund, rainy day fund, or similar reserve account. 



Costs  incurred during the  period that  begins on March 1, 2020,  and ends on December 30, 2020  



A cost is “incurred” when the responsible unit of government has expended funds to cover the cost. 



Nonexclusive examples  of eligible expenditures  



Eligible expenditures include, but are not limited to, payment for: 
1.  Medical expenses  such as:  



• COVID-19-related expenses of public hospitals, clinics, and similar facilities. 
• Expenses of establishing temporary public medical facilities and other measures to increase 



COVID-19 treatment capacity, including related construction costs. 
• Costs of providing COVID-19 testing, including serological testing. 
• Emergency medical response expenses, including emergency medical transportation, related 



to COVID-19. 
• Expenses for establishing and operating public telemedicine capabilities for COVID-19-



related treatment.  
2. Public health  expenses such as:  



• Expenses for communication and enforcement by State, territorial, local, and Tribal 
governments of public health orders related to COVID-19. 



• Expenses for acquisition and distribution of medical and protective supplies, including 
sanitizing products and personal protective equipment, for medical personnel, police officers, 
social workers, child protection services, and child welfare officers, direct service providers 
for older adults and individuals with disabilities in community settings, and other public 
health or safety workers in connection with the COVID-19 public health emergency.  



• Expenses for disinfection of public areas and other facilities, e.g., nursing homes, in response 
to the COVID-19 public health emergency. 



• Expenses for technical assistance to local authorities or other entities on mitigation of 
COVID-19-related threats to public health and safety. 



• Expenses for public safety measures undertaken in response to COVID-19. 
• Expenses for quarantining individuals. 



3.  Payroll  expenses  for public safety, public health, health care,  human services, and similar  
employees whose services are substantially dedicated to mitigating or responding to the COVID-
19 public health emergency.  
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4.  Expenses of actions to facilitate compliance with COVID-19-related public health measures,  such  
as:  
• Expenses for food delivery to residents, including, for example, senior citizens and other 



vulnerable populations, to enable compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions. 
• Expenses to facilitate distance learning, including technological improvements, in connection 



with school closings to enable compliance with COVID-19 precautions. 
• Expenses to improve telework capabilities for public employees to enable compliance with 



COVID-19 public health precautions. 
• Expenses of providing paid sick and paid family and medical leave to public employees to 



enable compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions. 
• COVID-19-related expenses of maintaining state prisons and county jails, including as relates 



to sanitation and improvement of social distancing measures, to enable compliance with 
COVID-19 public health precautions. 



• Expenses for care for homeless populations provided to mitigate COVID-19 effects and 
enable compliance with COVID-19 public health precautions. 



5.  Expenses associated with the provision  of  economic support  in connection with the COVID-19 
public  health emergency,  such as:  
• Expenditures related to the provision of grants to small businesses to reimburse the costs of 



business interruption caused by required closures. 
• Expenditures related to a State, territorial, local, or Tribal government payroll support 



program. 
• Unemployment insurance costs related to the COVID-19 public health emergency if such 



costs will not be reimbursed by the federal government pursuant to the CARES Act or 
otherwise. 



6.  Any other  COVID-19-related  expenses  reasonably  necessary to the function of  government that  
satisfy the Fund’s eligibility criteria.  



Nonexclusive examples of ineligible expenditures2  
The following is a list of examples of costs that would not be eligible expenditures of payments from the 
Fund. 



1. Expenses for the State share of Medicaid.3 



2. Damages covered by insurance. 
3. Payroll or benefits expenses for employees whose work duties are not substantially dedicated to 



mitigating or responding to the COVID-19 public health emergency. 



2 In addition, pursuant to section 5001(b) of the CARES Act, payments from the Fund may not be expended for an 
elective abortion or on research in which a human embryo is destroyed, discarded, or knowingly subjected to risk of 
injury or death. The prohibition on payment for abortions does not apply to an abortion if the pregnancy is the result 
of an act of rape or incest; or in the case where a woman suffers from a physical disorder, physical injury, or 
physical illness, including a life-endangering physical condition caused by or arising from the pregnancy itself, that 
would, as certified by a physician, place the woman in danger of death unless an abortion is performed. 
Furthermore, no government which receives payments from the Fund may discriminate against a health care entity 
on the basis that the entity does not provide, pay for, provide coverage of, or refer for abortions. 
3 See 42 C.F.R. § 433.51 and 45 C.F.R. § 75.306. 
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4. Expenses that have been or will be reimbursed under any federal program, such as the 
reimbursement by the federal government pursuant to the CARES Act of contributions by States 
to State unemployment funds. 



5. Reimbursement to donors for donated items or services. 
6. Workforce bonuses other than hazard pay or overtime. 
7. Severance pay. 
8. Legal settlements. 
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ACTION ALERT!! 
 



 
CARES Act Budget Request 



 
BACKGROUND:  
 
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, cities have been coordinating across 
jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus 
pandemic, taking action to protect residents and small businesses, and incurring significant 
unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy. 
 
These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions come 
at a cost. 
 
CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic faster, and reopen 
our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core city services.   
 
The League requests that the Legislature and the Governor:  



 
1. Increase the state’s CARES Act funding allocation to cities to $500 million to support 



local COVID-19 expenses; and 
 



2. Establish a minimum allocation of $50,000 to all cities. 
 
ACTION: 
All California cities, regardless of population, urgently need CARES Act funding to help 
continue to fight COVID-19 and protect residents through the summer months and beyond. No 
city can be left behind. Cities can help in the following ways: 
 



1) Send a formal city letter to your Assembly Member and Senator as soon as possible. 
(See attached sample letter) 
 



2) Call your Assembly Member and Senator to inform them of the importance of receiving 
CARES Act funding to continue to fight COVID-19. Please refer to the talking points on 
the next page for additional guidance.  



 
 



 
 
Attached to this you will find a breakdown of the CARES Act funding per city as proposed in the 
May Revision and a breakdown of the CARES Act funding as proposed by the League of 
California Cities ($500 million total allocation, and $50,000 minimum per city). 
 
Also attached are guidelines and Q&A from the US Treasury that provide additional information 
on how CARES Act funds can be expended by cities.  
 
 
 











 
TALKING POINTS: 
 
California’s 482 cities are on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic, protecting 
residents and incurring additional expenses as they work to prevent further 
transmission.  



• Since the beginning of this outbreak, cities have been coordinating across jurisdictional 
lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the coronavirus pandemic, 
taking action to protect individuals and small businesses, and incurring significant 
unplanned expenses to protect public health and the economy. 



• These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these actions 
come at a cost. 
 



Cities appreciate the Governor’s allocation of $450 million of the state’s CARES Act 
funding to cover COVID-19-related costs by cities, but when under the current formula, 
some cities will receive as little as $3,000 to respond to COVID-19 in their communities. 



• All California cities, big and small, are feeling the severe financial impacts of this 
pandemic.  



o Nine out of 10 cities are buying personal protective equipment. 
o Nine out of 10 cities report increased spending to disinfect and sanitize public 



facilities.  
o 12 percent of cities report spending more than $500,000 to address the outbreak 



in their communities.   
 



We are calling on the Legislature and the Governor to increase the state’s CARES Act 
funding allocation to cities to $500 million and establish a floor allocation of $50,000 per 
city.  



• Cities need additional funding and a minimum allocation to ensure that CARES Act 
funding is distributed fairly and equitably, and is a meaningful amount for all jurisdictions. 



• CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic faster, and 
reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and threatening core 
city services.   



• Providing funding to cities is not optional – a safe, equitable, and expedited economic 
recovery depends on it. 



 
CARES Act funding is only for COVID-19-related expenses. Cities still need direct state 
and federal funding to address the devastating impact stay-at-home orders have had on 
city budgets and local economies.  



• As unanticipated emergency costs continue to grow, resources to fund core local 
services are plummeting. Cities are facing a nearly $7 billion revenue shortfall over the 
next two years, and this shortfall grows by billions of dollars as modified stay-at-home 
orders extend into the summer months and beyond. 



• CARES Act funding can only be used for COVID-19 related expenses, and will not help 
address the $7 billion general revenue shortfall facing cities. Without additional funding, 
essential city services that residents depend on face significant impacts, and may be 
reduced or even eliminated. 



• That’s why the League is asking for direct and flexible funding from state and federal 
governments to help cities respond to, and recover from, this crisis.  
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Attached to this you will find a breakdown of the CARES Act funding per city as proposed in
the May Revision and a breakdown of the CARES Act funding as proposed by the League of
California Cities ($500 million total allocation, and $50,000 minimum per city).
 
Also attached are guidelines and Q&A from the US Treasury that provide additional
information on how CARES Act funds can be expended by cities.
 
 
TALKING POINTS:
 
California’s 482 cities are on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic, protecting
residents and incurring additional expenses as they work to prevent further
transmission.


Since the beginning of this outbreak, cities have been coordinating across
jurisdictional lines, enacting emergency measures to slow the spread of the
coronavirus pandemic, taking action to protect individuals and small businesses,
and incurring significant unplanned expenses to protect public health and the
economy.
These actions have saved lives and serve as a model for the country. But, these
actions come at a cost.


 


Cities appreciate the Governor’s allocation of $450 million of the state’s CARES Act
funding to cover COVID-19-related costs by cities, but when under the current formula,
some cities will receive as little as $3,000 to respond to COVID-19 in their
communities.


All California cities, big and small, are feeling the severe financial impacts of this
pandemic.


Nine out of 10 cities are buying personal protective equipment.
Nine out of 10 cities report increased spending to disinfect and sanitize
public facilities.
12 percent of cities report spending more than $500,000 to address the
outbreak in their communities. 


 
We are calling on the Legislature and the Governor to increase the state’s CARES Act
funding allocation to cities to $500 million and establish a floor allocation of $50,000
per city.


Cities need additional funding and a minimum allocation to ensure that CARES
Act funding is distributed fairly and equitably, and is a meaningful amount for all
jurisdictions.
CARES Act funding provides cities the ability to recover from this pandemic
faster, and reopen our communities without furthering city revenue shortfalls and
threatening core city services. 
Providing funding to cities is not optional – a safe, equitable, and expedited
economic recovery depends on it.







 
CARES Act funding is only for COVID-19-related expenses. Cities still need direct state
and federal funding to address the devastating impact stay-at-home orders have had
on city budgets and local economies.


As unanticipated emergency costs continue to grow, resources to fund core local


services are plummeting. Cities are facing a nearly $7 billion revenue shortfall
over the next two years, and this shortfall grows by billions of dollars as modified
stay-at-home orders extend into the summer months and beyond.


CARES Act funding can only be used for COVID-19 related expenses, and will
not help address the $7 billion general revenue shortfall facing cities. Without
additional funding, essential city services that residents depend on face significant
impacts, and may be reduced or even eliminated.
That’s why the League is asking for direct and flexible funding from state and
federal governments to help cities respond to, and recover from, this crisis.


 
 
Don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
 
 
David Mullinax
Regional Public Affairs Manager
League of California Cities / Channel Counties Division
c. 805.797.3530
dmullinax@cacities.org | www.cacities.org


  


Strengthening California Cities
Through Education & Advocacy
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Subject: What You Need To Know: United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement Enters Into Force (TODAY, Wednesday, July
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State and Local Leaders –
 
TODAY, Wednesday, July 1, the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(USMCA) enters into force. The USMCA delivers on President Trump’s promise to
replace the outdated North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with a 21st century
trade deal that marks the beginning of a historic new chapter for North American trade
by supporting more balanced, reciprocal trade, leading to freer markets, fairer trade, and
robust economic growth in North America (read U.S. Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer: USMCA, Replacing NAFTA Today, Is the Model for All Future
Trade Agreements). The Agreement contains significant improvements and modernized
approaches to rules of origin, agricultural market access, intellectual property, digital trade,
financial services, labor, and numerous other sectors. These enhancements will deliver
more jobs, provide stronger labor protections, and expand market access, creating new
opportunities for American workers, farmers, and ranchers. You can also find additional
details on the U.S. Customs & Border Protection work to implement USMCA here.  
 
We hope that you will join with us TODAY in highlighting the USMCA’s
importance to your States and communities by sharing an Op-Ed, statement,
press release, and/or social media post (Twitter, Facebook)– and encourage
your colleagues to join with you in championing the agreement as well. Below,
find additional information on the USMCA, helpful graphics to amplify your message, and
statements of support from State and local leaders from across the country.
 



mailto:William.F.Crozer@who.eop.gov
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https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2020/april/usmca-enter-force-july-1-after-united-states-takes-final-procedural-steps-implementation

https://triblive.com/opinion/robert-lighthizer-usmca-replacing-nafta-today-is-the-model-for-all-future-trade-agreements/

https://triblive.com/opinion/robert-lighthizer-usmca-replacing-nafta-today-is-the-model-for-all-future-trade-agreements/

https://triblive.com/opinion/robert-lighthizer-usmca-replacing-nafta-today-is-the-model-for-all-future-trade-agreements/

https://www.cbp.gov/trade/priority-issues/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/USMCA#:~:text=Entry%2Dinto%20Force,rules%20will%20continue%20to%20apply.







 
Key Takeaways


 
The USMCA is a complete overhaul of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
with modern, strengthened, and rebalanced rules of trade and investment for North
America. This 21st Century trade agreement sets high standards in areas that are crucial to
America’s continued growth, including manufacturing, digital trade, financial services,
agriculture, and small business. And it’s innovative provisions will help grow the economy
and support additional jobs here in the United States, particularly in the manufacturing
sector. 
 
With today’s entry into force, the USMCA will help address longstanding trade imbalances.
Key provisions include:


ü  More North American Auto Content: Under USMCA’s rules vehicles must be
built with at least 75 percent of parts made in North America in order to qualify for
zero tariffs, up from 62.5 percent under NAFTA. Also, 40 to 45 percent of an auto
will have to be made by workers earning at least $16 an hour. Recent USTR analysis
estimates that these rules will incentivize billions in new U.S. automotive investment
and in new purchases of U.S.-made auto parts, and support tens of thousands of
additional jobs in the U.S. automotive sector. Read the analysis here.


ü  Increased Agricultural Market Access: The USMCA provides the U.S. with
greater access to Canada’s dairy, poultry, and egg markets. Combined with other
agricultural provisions in the agreement, the independent International Trade
Commission estimates that, as a result of USMCA, U.S. agricultural exports to
Canada and the rest of the world would increase by $2.2 billion.


ü  Small and Medium Sized Businesses: The USMCA contains the first chapter of
any trade agreement dedicated to Small and Medium Enterprises. The chapter will
enforce new intellectual property provisions, bolster innovation, and support small
businesses engaging in digital trade. Additionally, USMCA removes burdensome
regulations, reduces duplicative red tape, and lowers costs that will help the 30
million U.S. small businesses that employ half the private-sector workforce and
create two-thirds of all new jobs, to better compete globally. 


ü  Enhanced Labor and Environmental Rights: The USMCA makes a number of
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significant upgrades to NAFTA’s environmental and labor provisions, incorporates
them into the core of the agreement, and makes them fully enforceable, which will
help level the playing field for U.S. workers and businesses.


ü  Addresses Non-Market Practice and Unfair Subsidies: The agreement
includes countless rules that directly address the pernicious and growing challenge
of unfair subsidies and non-market practices that have the potential to disadvantage
U.S. workers and businesses. These include new and enforceable provisions covering
state-owned enterprises, currency manipulation, anticorruption, and combatting
duty evasion.


ü  Increased Intellectual Property Protections: USMCA dramatically enhances
intellectual property protections. It contains a modernized, high-standard IP
chapter that provides strong and effective protection and enforcement of IP rights
critical to driving innovation, creating economic growth, and supporting American
jobs.


ü  Strongest Provisions on Digital Trade: The USMCA includes a first-of-its-kind
chapter on digital trade that – among other things – ensures data can be transferred
across borders and cracks down on data localization measures used to restrict where
data can be stored and processed.


 


 
More on USMCA: Canada and Mexico are our first and third largest exports markets for
United States food and agricultural products, making up 28 percent of total food and
agricultural exports in 2017.  These exports support more than 325,000 American jobs. In
November 2018, President Trump signed the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(USMCA) delivering on his promise to renegotiate the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and protect American farmers, ranchers, businesses, and workers. The
USMCA is a 21st century, high-standard agreement that modernizes the 25-year-old
NAFTA and supports mutually beneficial trade leading to freer markets, fairer trade, and
robust economic growth in North America. can find the Agreement’s Text here,
pertinent Fact Sheets here, and Support from State and Local Elected Officials
here and here.
 
Key Milestones
November 30, 2018 –Initially Signing by the United States, Mexico & Canada
December 10, 2019 – Final Agreement Signed by the United States, Mexico & Canada
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December 19, 2019 – U.S. House of Representatives Passes USMCA 385 to 41
January 16, 2020 – U.S. Senate Passes USMCA 89 to 10
January 29, 2020 – United States Ratifies USMCA
March 13, 2020 – Canada Ratifies USMCA
April 3, 2020 – Mexico Ratifies USMCA
July 1, 2020 – USMCA Entry Info Force
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Channel Counties Cities:
 
Attached you will find a list of priority bills for the remainder of the legislative session.  Earlier
in the year there were over 2,600 bills introduced and made it past the first deadline.  Because
of Covid-19 the list of bills have been pared back dramatically.
 
As of today, there are a limited number of bills the League has taken a position on.  Next week
on June 4-5 The League will be conducting Policy Committees via Zoom taking positions on
bills and determining priority action Items.  We will send out sample letters with targeted lists
at that point.
 


LAO Budget Highlights
 
Analysis Indicated a Likely Budget Problem Under Two Recession Scenarios


·       Somewhat Optimistic: U-shaped recession—$18 billion budget problem.
·       Somewhat Pessimistic: L-shaped recession—$31 billion budget problem.


 
Revenue Declines Drive the Budget Problem in Both Scenarios


·       U-shaped recession: $26 billion revenue decline. „
·       L-shaped recession: $39 billion revenue decline


                                                                                                    
LAO Budget Analysis
https://lao.ca.gov/Budget?year=2020&subjectArea=May
 
LAO Fiscal Outlook
https://lao.ca.gov/Publications/Report/4228
 
 


SUPPORT LOCAL RECOVERY COALITION
 
The statewide coalition continues to grow with local officials, cities, business and labor
groups.  The coalition will be the main vehicle in lobbying our elected officials at the state and
federal level.  On Tuesday, Senate Leader McConnell did concede that another round of fiscal
stimulus targeting state and local governments will probably be necessary although no $$
figures were mentioned. 
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California


			*All data reflects estimated awards, actual award may vary. Estimates are based on data from CRS, Census Bureau, and HUD


			*2021 state allocation assumes equal unemployment distribution and that labor force shares remain constant


			*Entitlement community and county data is based on the 2019 Census


			*Nonentitlement communities allocation data is based on the 2018 Census, estimates reflect the total nonentitlement that underlying population generates - overlapping jurisdictions may reduce amounts provided to governments, and town totals will not sum to total allocation


			State Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			State of California			21,490,000,000			25,929,000,000


			Local Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			Local total estimates			30,513,000,000			15,257,000,000


			Adelanto city			11,243,183			5,621,591


			Agoura Hills city			6,738,010			3,369,005


			Alameda			55,536,937			27,768,469


			Alameda County			637,359,158			318,679,579


			Albany city			6,552,379			3,276,190


			Alhambra			48,498,450			24,249,225


			Aliso Viejo			10,515,455			5,257,728


			Alpine County			423,281			211,641


			Alturas city			825,795			412,897


			Amador City city			62,535			31,268


			Amador County			14,903,707			7,451,853


			American Canyon city			6,700,818			3,350,409


			Anaheim			206,258,689			103,129,345


			Anderson city			3,447,997			1,723,999


			Angels city			1,282,631			641,316


			Antioch			41,400,374			20,700,187


			Apple Valley			28,538,070			14,269,035


			Arcadia city			19,290,484			9,645,242


			Arcata city			6,008,981			3,004,490


			Arroyo Grande city			5,953,028			2,976,514


			Artesia city			5,512,977			2,756,489


			Arvin city			7,083,600			3,541,800


			Atascadero city			9,982,603			4,991,302


			Atherton town			2,365,479			1,182,739


			Atwater city			9,702,511			4,851,256


			Auburn city			4,641,762			2,320,881


			Avalon city			1,225,362			612,681


			Avenal city			4,350,480			2,175,240


			Azusa city			16,442,825			8,221,413


			Bakersfield			184,732,134			92,366,067


			Baldwin Park			45,915,688			22,957,844


			Banning city			10,286,393			5,143,196


			Barstow city			7,889,976			3,944,988


			Beaumont city			16,206,837			8,103,419


			Bell city			11,759,263			5,879,632


			Bell Gardens city			13,932,528			6,966,264


			Bellflower			43,751,717			21,875,859


			Belmont city			8,923,782			4,461,891


			Belvedere city			694,141			347,071


			Benicia city			9,316,438			4,658,219


			Berkeley			130,953,384			65,476,692


			Beverly Hills city			11,250,753			5,625,376


			Big Bear Lake city			1,738,151			869,076


			Biggs city			567,425			283,713


			Bishop city			1,232,932			616,466


			Blue Lake city			415,366			207,683


			Blythe city			6,569,165			3,284,583


			Bradbury city			356,780			178,390


			Brawley city			8,631,842			4,315,921


			Brea city			14,350,527			7,175,264


			Brentwood city			20,998,684			10,499,342


			Brisbane city			1,544,621			772,311


			Buellton city			1,681,540			840,770


			Buena Park			41,859,385			20,929,692


			Burbank			49,979,834			24,989,917


			Burlingame city			10,027,694			5,013,847


			Butte County			82,176,591			41,088,295


			Calabasas city			7,884,051			3,942,026


			Calaveras County			17,210,572			8,605,286


			Calexico city			13,211,069			6,605,534


			California City city			4,679,284			2,339,642


			Calimesa city			2,941,461			1,470,731


			Calipatria city			2,439,534			1,219,767


			Calistoga city			1,751,646			875,823


			Camarillo			15,636,982			7,818,491


			Campbell city			13,976,961			6,988,481


			Canyon Lake city			3,708,341			1,854,171


			Capitola city			3,317,660			1,658,830


			Carlsbad			25,662,341			12,831,170


			Carmel-by-the-Sea city			1,270,124			635,062


			Carpinteria city			4,429,143			2,214,571


			Carson			38,444,014			19,222,007


			Cathedral City			29,329,646			14,664,823


			Ceres city			16,051,486			8,025,743


			Cerritos city			16,608,708			8,304,354


			Chico			41,657,186			20,828,593


			Chino			26,865,870			13,432,935


			Chino Hills			19,938,668			9,969,334


			Chowchilla city			6,178,155			3,089,078


			Chula Vista			116,714,239			58,357,119


			Citrus Heights			30,569,474			15,284,737


			Claremont city			12,006,113			6,003,056


			Clayton city			4,012,789			2,006,395


			Clearlake city			5,063,382			2,531,691


			Cloverdale city			2,922,043			1,461,021


			Clovis City			35,868,856			17,934,428


			Clovis city			36,870,135			18,435,067


			Coachella city			15,087,127			7,543,563


			Coalinga city			5,441,885			2,720,942


			Colfax city			658,266			329,133


			Colma town			495,016			247,508


			Colton city			18,017,068			9,008,534


			Colusa city			1,945,505			972,753


			Colusa County			8,078,340			4,039,170


			Commerce city			4,215,535			2,107,768


			Compton			72,293,948			36,146,974


			Concord			50,685,806			25,342,903


			Contra Costa County			449,900,582			224,950,291


			Corcoran city			7,134,286			3,567,143


			Corning city			2,485,941			1,242,971


			Corona			59,743,024			29,871,512


			Coronado city			7,040,154			3,520,077


			Corte Madera town			3,226,161			1,613,081


			Costa Mesa			54,359,042			27,179,521


			Cotati city			2,501,082			1,250,541


			Covina city			15,786,205			7,893,103


			Crescent City city			2,239,750			1,119,875


			Cudahy city			7,841,922			3,920,961


			Culver City city			12,906,621			6,453,310


			Cupertino City			18,618,114			9,309,057


			Cypress city			16,113,692			8,056,846


			Daly City			51,402,012			25,701,006


			Dana Point city			11,101,655			5,550,828


			Danville town			14,695,788			7,347,894


			Davis			35,580,097			17,790,048


			Del Mar city			1,430,741			715,371


			Del Norte County			10,427,196			5,213,598


			Del Rey Oaks city			549,323			274,661


			Delano City			27,240,424			13,620,212


			Desert Hot Springs city			9,507,006			4,753,503


			Diamond Bar city			18,521,958			9,260,979


			Dinuba city			8,003,198			4,001,599


			Dixon city			6,746,239			3,373,119


			Dorris city			296,878			148,439


			Dos Palos city			1,816,814			908,407


			Downey			52,347,724			26,173,862


			Duarte city			7,085,246			3,542,623


			Dublin city			20,881,842			10,440,921


			Dunsmuir city			517,397			258,699


			East Palo Alto city			9,715,676			4,857,838


			Eastvale city			21,335,058			10,667,529


			El Cajon			65,252,447			32,626,224


			El Centro			27,101,975			13,550,987


			El Cerrito city			8,426,133			4,213,067


			El Dorado County			72,300,148			36,150,074


			El Monte			83,686,536			41,843,268


			El Paso de Robles (Paso Robles) city			10,602,032			5,301,016


			El Segundo city			5,502,774			2,751,387


			Elk Grove			44,178,973			22,089,487


			Emeryville city			3,983,826			1,991,913


			Encinitas			17,033,096			8,516,548


			Escalon city			2,497,132			1,248,566


			Escondido			86,988,374			43,494,187


			Etna city			236,317			118,159


			Eureka city			8,885,932			4,442,966


			Exeter city			3,466,758			1,733,379


			Fairfax town			2,486,600			1,243,300


			Fairfield			41,223,761			20,611,881


			Farmersville city			3,541,142			1,770,571


			Ferndale city			448,937			224,469


			Fillmore city			5,203,263			2,601,632


			Firebaugh city			2,743,653			1,371,826


			Folsom city			26,008,746			13,004,373


			Fontana			100,408,635			50,204,318


			Fort Bragg city			2,422,090			1,211,045


			Fort Jones city			227,760			113,880


			Fortuna city			4,041,753			2,020,876


			Foster City city			11,240,220			5,620,110


			Fountain Valley			17,217,504			8,608,752


			Fowler city			2,221,977			1,110,988


			Fremont			80,895,933			40,447,966


			Fresno			340,152,078			170,076,039


			Fresno County			374,580,101			187,290,051


			Fullerton			66,620,776			33,310,388


			Galt city			8,702,276			4,351,138


			Garden Grove			97,092,403			48,546,201


			Gardena			30,117,206			15,058,603


			Gilroy City			22,395,797			11,197,898


			Glendale			95,526,514			47,763,257


			Glendora City			14,568,506			7,284,253


			Glenn County			10,645,023			5,322,511


			Goleta			10,785,994			5,392,997


			Gonzales city			2,758,793			1,379,396


			Grand Terrace city			4,141,809			2,070,905


			Grass Valley city			4,250,423			2,125,212


			Greenfield city			5,808,539			2,904,269


			Gridley city			2,176,556			1,088,278


			Grover Beach city			4,452,511			2,226,255


			Guadalupe city			2,509,639			1,254,819


			Gustine city			1,927,074			963,537


			Half Moon Bay city			4,269,842			2,134,921


			Hanford			26,446,122			13,223,061


			Hawaiian Gardens city			4,711,539			2,355,769


			Hawthorne			62,719,231			31,359,615


			Hayward			73,348,076			36,674,038


			Healdsburg city			3,983,826			1,991,913


			Hemet			44,105,277			22,052,639


			Hercules city			8,426,133			4,213,067


			Hermosa Beach city			6,406,573			3,203,287


			Hesperia			48,874,247			24,437,124


			Hidden Hills city			624,694			312,347


			Highland city			18,235,942			9,117,971


			Hillsborough town			3,766,598			1,883,299


			Hollister city			13,082,707			6,541,353


			Holtville city			2,197,950			1,098,975


			Hughson city			2,485,283			1,242,642


			Humboldt County			50,823,019			25,411,510


			Huntington Beach			59,168,519			29,584,259


			Huntington Park			61,028,857			30,514,429


			Huron city			2,398,721			1,199,361


			Imperial Beach city			9,033,713			4,516,856


			Imperial city			5,824,008			2,912,004


			Imperial County			67,940,612			33,970,306


			Indian Wells city			1,790,483			895,242


			Indio City			41,653,265			20,826,632


			Industry city			66,485			33,242


			Inglewood			67,272,708			33,636,354


			Inyo County			6,763,131			3,381,565


			Ione city			2,752,539			1,376,270


			Irvine			102,032,630			51,016,315


			Irwindale city			481,522			240,761


			Isleton city			277,788			138,894


			Jackson city			1,573,585			786,792


			Jurupa Valley			57,145,102			28,572,551


			Kerman city			4,949,173			2,474,586


			Kern County			337,501,170			168,750,585


			King City city			4,615,432			2,307,716


			Kings County			57,339,829			28,669,915


			Kingsburg city			3,963,090			1,981,545


			La Cañada Flintridge city			6,657,373			3,328,686


			La Habra			32,533,541			16,266,771


			La Habra Heights city			1,761,849			880,924


			La Mesa			21,333,347			10,666,674


			La Mirada city			16,023,181			8,011,590


			La Palma city			5,123,942			2,561,971


			La Puente city			13,135,039			6,567,519


			La Quinta city			13,670,538			6,835,269


			La Verne city			10,600,057			5,300,028


			Lafayette city			8,728,936			4,364,468


			Laguna Beach city			7,567,096			3,783,548


			Laguna Hills city			10,211,022			5,105,511


			Laguna Niguel			15,810,055			7,905,028


			Laguna Woods city			5,281,268			2,640,634


			Lake County			24,139,416			12,069,708


			Lake Elsinore city			22,441,274			11,220,637


			Lake Forest			24,574,114			12,287,057


			Lakeport city			1,624,600			812,300


			Lakewood			23,570,632			11,785,316


			Lancaster			71,077,076			35,538,538


			Larkspur city			4,057,551			2,028,776


			Lassen County			11,462,342			5,731,171


			Lathrop city			7,663,532			3,831,766


			Lawndale city			10,780,422			5,390,211


			Lemon Grove city			8,876,387			4,438,194


			Lemoore city			8,713,466			4,356,733


			Lincoln city			15,791,142			7,895,571


			Lindsay city			4,434,738			2,217,369


			Live Oak city			2,886,825			1,443,413


			Livermore			20,882,323			10,441,162


			Livingston city			4,748,401			2,374,201


			Lodi			30,955,123			15,477,562


			Loma Linda city			8,024,920			4,012,460


			Lomita city			6,754,138			3,377,069


			Lompoc			25,306,581			12,653,290


			Long Beach			294,195,405			147,097,703


			Loomis town			2,245,674			1,122,837


			Los Alamitos city			3,794,574			1,897,287


			Los Altos city			10,048,759			5,024,379


			Los Altos Hills town			2,817,049			1,408,525


			Los Angeles			2,598,485,741			1,299,242,870


			Los Angeles County			3,749,171,518			1,874,585,759


			Los Banos city			13,189,675			6,594,838


			Los Gatos town			10,097,800			5,048,900


			Loyalton city			230,064			115,032


			Lynwood			54,222,553			27,111,277


			Madera			43,601,981			21,800,991


			Madera County			58,984,591			29,492,295


			Malibu city			4,205,332			2,102,666


			Mammoth Lakes town			2,674,864			1,337,432


			Manhattan Beach city			11,694,753			5,847,377


			Manteca city			26,854,618			13,427,309


			Maricopa city			392,656			196,328


			Marin County			97,038,307			48,519,153


			Marina city			7,417,012			3,708,506


			Mariposa County			6,449,700			3,224,850


			Martinez city			12,639,365			6,319,682


			Marysville city			4,120,087			2,060,043


			Maywood city			8,984,672			4,492,336


			McFarland city			4,996,897			2,498,448


			Mendocino County			32,523,688			16,261,844


			Mendota city			3,753,432			1,876,716


			Menifee			24,976,694			12,488,347


			Menlo Park city			11,371,215			5,685,608


			Merced			53,756,416			26,878,208


			Merced County			104,106,995			52,053,497


			Mill Valley city			4,704,956			2,352,478


			Millbrae city			7,424,253			3,712,126


			Milpitas City			32,348,512			16,174,256


			Mission Viejo			18,269,624			9,134,812


			Modesto			90,910,484			45,455,242


			Modoc County			3,314,643			1,657,321


			Mono County			5,415,303			2,707,652


			Monrovia city			12,084,117			6,042,059


			Montague city			462,103			231,051


			Montclair city			12,980,017			6,490,009


			Monte Sereno city			1,147,687			573,843


			Montebello			31,819,248			15,909,624


			Monterey			12,426,248			6,213,124


			Monterey County			162,736,914			81,368,457


			Monterey Park			31,766,929			15,883,464


			Moorpark city			12,038,368			6,019,184


			Moraga town			5,823,021			2,911,510


			Moreno Valley			97,350,937			48,675,469


			Morgan Hill city			14,855,417			7,427,709


			Morro Bay city			3,482,556			1,741,278


			Mount Shasta city			1,081,860			540,930


			Mountain View			28,347,971			14,173,986


			Murrieta city			37,845,356			18,922,678


			Napa City			28,237,260			14,118,630


			Napa County			51,642,588			25,821,294


			National City			37,722,642			18,861,321


			National City city			20,218,968			10,109,484


			Needles city			1,639,741			819,870


			Nevada City city			1,034,136			517,068


			Nevada County			37,399,860			18,699,930


			Newark city			15,863,551			7,931,776


			Newman city			3,837,032			1,918,516


			Newport Beach			17,830,125			8,915,062


			Norco city			8,758,229			4,379,114


			Norwalk			60,774,388			30,387,194


			Novato city			18,317,896			9,158,948


			Oakdale city			7,719,814			3,859,907


			Oakland			368,510,044			184,255,022


			Oakley city			13,866,043			6,933,022


			Oceanside			64,100,424			32,050,212


			Ojai city			2,467,181			1,233,590


			Ontario			89,171,522			44,585,761


			Orange			57,391,154			28,695,577


			Orange County			1,199,734,886			599,867,443


			Orinda city			6,518,808			3,259,404


			Orland city			2,515,892			1,257,946


			Oroville city			6,320,670			3,160,335


			Oxnard			123,116,529			61,558,265


			Pacific Grove city			5,116,701			2,558,351


			Pacifica city			12,756,865			6,378,433


			Palm Desert			19,603,998			9,801,999


			Palm Springs			21,475,192			10,737,596


			Palmdale			76,033,945			38,016,973


			Palo Alto			23,976,606			11,988,303


			Palos Verdes Estates city			4,411,698			2,205,849


			Paradise			8,117,580			4,058,790


			Paramount City			37,959,274			18,979,637


			Parlier city			5,031,127			2,515,563


			Pasadena			100,205,720			50,102,860


			Patterson city			7,356,780			3,678,390


			Perris City			43,654,731			21,827,365


			Petaluma			16,791,204			8,395,602


			Pico Rivera			29,801,809			14,900,904


			Piedmont city			3,698,796			1,849,398


			Pinole city			6,358,191			3,179,095


			Pismo Beach city			2,703,169			1,351,585


			Pittsburg			29,129,935			14,564,968


			Placentia city			17,006,630			8,503,315


			Placer County			149,340,374			74,670,187


			Placerville city			3,636,261			1,818,131


			Pleasant Hill city			11,487,728			5,743,864


			Pleasanton City			16,365,909			8,182,955


			Plumas County			7,051,067			3,525,533


			Plymouth city			340,324			170,162


			Point Arena city			149,097			74,549


			Pomona			99,334,565			49,667,282


			Port Hueneme city			7,297,866			3,648,933


			Porterville			39,761,506			19,880,753


			Portola city			635,885			317,942


			Portola Valley town			1,513,353			756,677


			Poway city			16,359,226			8,179,613


			Rancho Cordova City			30,354,124			15,177,062


			Rancho Cucamonga			49,168,937			24,584,468


			Rancho Mirage city			6,034,982			3,017,491


			Rancho Palos Verdes city			13,799,888			6,899,944


			Rancho Santa Margarita			9,926,938			4,963,469


			Red Bluff city			4,701,006			2,350,503


			Redding			36,375,786			18,187,893


			Redlands city			23,561,313			11,780,657


			Redondo Beach			13,689,604			6,844,802


			Redwood City			36,423,705			18,211,853


			Reedley city			8,418,892			4,209,446


			Rialto			58,071,493			29,035,746


			Richmond city			36,252,681			18,126,341


			Ridgecrest city			9,525,108			4,762,554


			Rio Dell city			1,115,761			557,880


			Rio Vista city			3,040,860			1,520,430


			Ripon city			5,231,898			2,615,949


			Riverbank city			8,155,915			4,077,958


			Riverside			152,095,868			76,047,934


			Riverside County			937,292,880			468,646,440


			Rocklin City			13,347,857			6,673,928


			Rohnert Park city			14,400,555			7,200,278


			Rolling Hills city			614,491			307,246


			Rolling Hills Estates city			2,679,472			1,339,736


			Rosemead			36,069,476			18,034,738


			Roseville			33,933,817			16,966,908


			Ross town			811,313			405,656


			Sacramento			233,313,271			116,656,635


			Sacramento County			599,867,443			299,933,721


			Salinas			96,805,461			48,402,731


			San Anselmo town			4,120,416			2,060,208


			San Benito County			23,547,796			11,773,898


			San Bernardino			162,878,418			81,439,209


			San Bernardino County			824,817,734			412,408,867


			San Bruno city			14,168,187			7,084,094


			San Buenaventura			36,882,477			18,441,239


			San Carlos city			9,993,794			4,996,897


			San Clemente			17,030,370			8,515,185


			San Diego			587,275,420			293,637,710


			San Diego County			1,237,226,601			618,613,301


			San Dimas city			11,184,597			5,592,298


			San Fernando city			8,067,049			4,033,525


			San Francisco			892,057,873			446,028,936


			San Francisco County			330,507,840			165,253,920


			San Gabriel city			13,275,579			6,637,789


			San Jacinto city			16,083,741			8,041,871


			San Joaquin city			1,327,064			663,532


			San Joaquin County			285,742,357			142,871,179


			San Jose			427,893,099			213,946,550


			San Juan Bautista city			646,746			323,373


			San Juan Capistrano city			11,853,066			5,926,533


			San Leandro			36,743,358			18,371,679


			San Luis Obispo city			15,616,043			7,808,022


			San Luis Obispo County			106,143,170			53,071,585


			San Marcos City			34,671,496			17,335,748


			San Marino city			4,339,947			2,169,974


			San Mateo			35,765,031			17,882,515


			San Mateo County			287,401,366			143,700,683


			San Pablo city			10,243,935			5,121,967


			San Rafael city			19,321,422			9,660,711


			San Ramon city			24,961,116			12,480,558


			Sand City city			130,995			65,497


			Sanger city			8,331,343			4,165,672


			Santa Ana			274,293,179			137,146,590


			Santa Barbara			43,149,713			21,574,857


			Santa Barbara County			167,400,133			83,700,067


			Santa Clara			49,730,529			24,865,265


			Santa Clara County			712,342,589			356,171,294


			Santa Clarita			69,569,580			34,784,790


			Santa Cruz			28,735,103			14,367,552


			Santa Cruz County			102,432,240			51,216,120


			Santa Fe Springs city			5,869,099			2,934,550


			Santa Maria			77,903,418			38,951,709


			Santa Monica			56,214,406			28,107,203


			Santa Paula city			9,877,610			4,938,805


			Santa Rosa			69,882,490			34,941,245


			Santee			13,178,322			6,589,161


			Saratoga city			10,071,140			5,035,570


			Sausalito city			2,336,844			1,168,422


			Scotts Valley city			3,897,593			1,948,796


			Seal Beach city			7,938,358			3,969,179


			Seaside			16,248,885			8,124,442


			Sebastopol city			2,556,705			1,278,352


			Selma city			8,164,802			4,082,401


			Shafter city			6,601,749			3,300,875


			Shasta County			67,515,081			33,757,540


			Shasta Lake city			3,372,955			1,686,477


			Sierra County			1,126,626			563,313


			Sierra Madre city			3,593,145			1,796,572


			Signal Hill city			3,803,132			1,901,566


			Simi Valley			29,723,522			14,861,761


			Siskiyou County			16,323,518			8,161,759


			Solana Beach city			4,403,470			2,201,735


			Solano County			167,829,039			83,914,519


			Soledad city			8,561,736			4,280,868


			Solvang city			1,933,985			966,993


			Sonoma city			3,702,088			1,851,044


			Sonoma County			185,335,045			92,667,523


			Sonora city			1,602,878			801,439


			South El Monte city			6,835,105			3,417,552


			South Gate			71,120,882			35,560,441


			South Lake Tahoe city			7,252,774			3,626,387


			South Pasadena city			8,429,425			4,214,712


			South San Francisco			23,604,443			11,802,221


			St. Helena city			2,024,826			1,012,413


			Stanislaus County			206,451,879			103,225,939


			Stanton city			12,584,070			6,292,035


			Stockton			163,956,075			81,978,038


			Suisun City city			9,779,528			4,889,764


			Sunnyvale			56,661,079			28,330,540


			Susanville city			4,991,302			2,495,651


			Sutter County			36,356,091			18,178,046


			Sutter Creek city			859,695			429,848


			Taft city			3,092,533			1,546,267


			Tehachapi city			4,091,781			2,045,891


			Tehama city			138,565			69,282


			Tehama County			24,401,108			12,200,554


			Temecula			26,758,697			13,379,348


			Temple City city			11,888,283			5,944,142


			Thousand Oaks			27,641,808			13,820,904


			Tiburon town			3,000,047			1,500,024


			Tracy city			30,218,357			15,109,179


			Trinidad city			117,500			58,750


			Trinity County			4,605,857			2,302,929


			Truckee town			5,450,771			2,725,386


			Tulare			34,112,581			17,056,291


			Tulare County			174,784,502			87,392,251


			Tulelake city			325,183			162,592


			Tuolumne County			20,424,737			10,212,368


			Turlock			31,447,563			15,723,781


			Tustin			40,555,330			20,277,665


			Twentynine Palms city			8,695,035			4,347,518


			Ukiah city			5,324,384			2,662,192


			Union City			26,224,125			13,112,062


			Upland			30,545,657			15,272,829


			Vacaville			24,147,241			12,073,620


			Vallejo			50,260,606			25,130,303


			Ventura County			317,182,160			158,591,080


			Vernon city			36,863			18,431


			Victorville			65,892,471			32,946,235


			Villa Park city			1,921,807			960,904


			Visalia			62,433,963			31,216,981


			Vista			51,176,715			25,588,358


			Walnut city			9,875,964			4,937,982


			Walnut Creek			16,370,835			8,185,417


			Wasco city			9,207,824			4,603,912


			Waterford city			2,948,044			1,474,022


			Watsonville			36,094,009			18,047,005


			Weed city			889,976			444,988


			West Covina			38,518,236			19,259,118


			West Hollywood city			12,129,867			6,064,933


			West Sacramento			22,348,643			11,174,321


			Westlake Village city			2,748,919			1,374,459


			Westminster			47,784,634			23,892,317


			Westmorland city			747,132			373,566


			Wheatland city			1,279,998			639,999


			Whittier			36,007,640			18,003,820


			Wildomar city			12,270,077			6,135,039


			Williams city			1,752,304			876,152


			Willits city			1,624,271			812,136


			Willows city			1,981,381			990,690


			Windsor town			9,166,024			4,583,012


			Winters city			2,398,063			1,199,031


			Woodlake city			2,514,576			1,257,288


			Woodland			24,554,650			12,277,325


			Woodside town			1,813,523			906,761


			Yolo County			82,669,232			41,334,616


			Yorba Linda city			22,310,937			11,155,469


			Yountville city			981,475			490,737


			Yreka city			2,486,929			1,243,464


			Yuba City			31,891,701			15,945,850


			Yuba County			29,493,983			14,746,991


			Yucaipa city			17,668,517			8,834,258


			Yucca Valley town			7,150,743			3,575,372













CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES ARE ESSENTIAL 
TO AMERICA’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY.  
WITHOUT SUPPORT FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, MUNICIPALITIES MAY MOVE FROM BEING 
PART OF THE ECONOMIC SOLUTION, TO BECOMING A MAJOR OBSTACLE TO LONG-TERM 
STABILIZATION AND RECOVERY.



The negative effects of the coronavirus pandemic on local communities are severe and will 
continue long after this year.  



Every city, town and village in every state across America will feel the 
dire economic consequences of this pandemic. 



SOME WILL REACH UP TO 40% 
IN TOTAL REVENUE LOSS. 



2020



-$134 B



2021 2022



-$117 B -$110 B



Cities alone will experience a total



revenue loss of up to 



$134 billion
this year - equaling a 
21.6% loss of revenue. 



And they will experience a 



total loss of over 



$360 billion 
over the next 3 years 



Total Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages ($ billion)











Learn more  https://covid19.nlc.org/cities-are-essential/  



WE NEED YOUR VOICE



Top 10 states with the most impacted municipalities: 



PENNSYLVANIA  40.2% revenue loss 



KENTUCKY  39.1% revenue loss 



HAWAII   38.2% revenue loss 



MICHIGAN  37.3% revenue loss 



NEVADA  36.8% revenue loss 



WASHINGTON  32.7% revenue loss 



LOUISIANA  32.2% revenue loss 



GEORGIA  31.0% revenue loss 



OHIO   30.4% revenue loss 



RHODE ISLAND 29.3% revenue loss 



In 2020, 
the unemployment rate will be



7.2 percent greater than expected  
as a direct cause of the coronavirus pandemic.



For every 1% increase in unemployment, 
municipalities will experience an additional 3% loss of revenue.  



 



We need to ensure the American way of life continues. 
Funding will help us support the hospitals, roads and crucial repairs to our nation’s 



infrastructure that could face closure and abandonment without funding.



WE NEED A UNITED NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP TO GET 
BACK TO A SAFE, HEALTHY, PROSPEROUS LIFE. 
WE RISE TOGETHER, WE REBUILD TOGETHER. 



JOIN US FIGHTING AT THE FRONT LINE.



Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages as a Share 
of Total Own-Source Revenue by State, 2020



9%-14%



15%-20%



20%-30%



30%-40%



Revenue Loss for Cities, Towns and Villages as a Share 
of Total Own-Source Revenue by State, 2020



Source: National League of Cities analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data (2017 total own-source revenues for municipal and township governments), adjusted for inflation, with unemployment projections provided by the 
Congressional Budget O�ce and unemployment claims by the Department of Labor. 










California


			*All data reflects estimated awards, actual award may vary. Estimates are based on data from CRS, Census Bureau, and HUD


			*2021 state allocation assumes equal unemployment distribution and that labor force shares remain constant


			*Entitlement community and county data is based on the 2019 Census


			*Nonentitlement communities allocation data is based on the 2018 Census, estimates reflect the total nonentitlement that underlying population generates - overlapping jurisdictions may reduce amounts provided to governments, and town totals will not sum to total allocation


			State Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			State of California			21,490,000,000			25,929,000,000


			Local Coronavirus Relief Fund			2020 Allocation			2021 Allocation


			Local total estimates			30,513,000,000			15,257,000,000





			Arroyo Grande 			5,953,028			2,976,514


			Atascadero 			9,982,603			4,991,302


			Buellton 			1,681,540			840,770


			Camarillo			15,636,982			7,818,491


			El Paso de Robles (Paso Robles) 			10,602,032			5,301,016


			Fillmore 			5,203,263			2,601,632


			Goleta			10,785,994			5,392,997


			Grover Beach 			4,452,511			2,226,255


			Guadalupe 			2,509,639			1,254,819


			Lompoc			25,306,581			12,653,290


			Moorpark 			12,038,368			6,019,184


			Morro Bay 			3,482,556			1,741,278


			Ojai 			2,467,181			1,233,590


			Oxnard			123,116,529			61,558,265


			Pismo Beach 			2,703,169			1,351,585


			Port Hueneme 			7,297,866			3,648,933


			San Buenaventura			36,882,477			18,441,239


			San Luis Obispo 			15,616,043			7,808,022


			San Luis Obispo County			106,143,170			53,071,585


			Santa Barbara			43,149,713			21,574,857


			Santa Barbara County			167,400,133			83,700,067


			Santa Paula 			9,877,610			4,938,805


			Simi Valley			29,723,522			14,861,761


			Solvang city			1,933,985			966,993


			Thousand Oaks			27,641,808			13,820,904


			Ventura County			317,182,160			158,591,080










League of California Cities


Priority Bill List


(As of May 22,2020) 


Environmental Quality


 


California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)


SB 950 (Jackson) California Environmental Quality Act. Housing and Land Use


This measure would make numerous changes to CEQA, including changes to tolling agreements, the CEQA initiative process, and what information is included in the “administrative record.”  


League Position: Oppose Unless Amended





Climate Change:


 


AB 3256 (E. Garcia) Climate Risks. Bond Measure


This measure is the vehicle for the Assembly’s climate resiliency bond measure. This measure would enact the Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Climate Resilience, Drought Preparation, and Flood Protection Bond Act of 2020. If approved by the voters, would authorize a $6.980 billion bond for a wildfire prevention, safe drinking water, climate resilience, drought preparation, and flood protection program. The Legislature has until June 25 to place this bond measure on the November 2020 ballot.


League Position: Watch


 


SB 45 (Allen) Wildfire Prevention, Safe Drinking Water, Drought Preparation, and Flood Protection Bond Act of 2020


This measure is the vehicle for the Senate’s climate resiliency bond measure. This measure would authorize the issuance of $5.51 billion in bonds for wildfire prevention, safe drinking water, drought preparation, and flood protection programs. The Legislature has until June 25 to place this bond measure on the November 2020 ballot.


League Position: Watch


 


Emergency/Disaster Preparedness and Response:


 


AB 2178 (Levine) Emergency Services


This measure would amend the California Emergency Services Act to additionally include deenergization, defined as a planned public safety power shutoff, within those conditions constituting a state of emergency and a local emergency. Similar to SB 862 (Dodd).


League Position: Pending


 


SB 378 (Wiener) Electrical Corporations. Deenergization Events. Procedures. Allocation of Costs. Reports


This measure requires electrical corporations, such as Pacific Gas and Electric; Southern California Edison; and San Diego Gas and Electric; to collect more data on their electrical corporation equipment and ensure that costs accrued by local governments and customers during a utility-initiated power shutoff are recovered in a timely manner. This measure also establishes a civil penalty imposed on electrical corporations during a de-energization event as determined by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC). Electrical corporations must also notify cities and counties as early as possible of any utility-initiated power shutoff, and provide all specific local information.


League Position: Support


 


SB 862 (Dodd) Planned Power Outage. Public Safety


This measure would do the following:


· Amend the California Emergency Services Act to additionally include a deenergization event within a sudden and severe energy shortage constituting a state of emergency and a local emergency;


· Require an electrical corporation, as a part of its wildfire mitigation plan, to include protocols that deal specifically with access and functional need individuals, including those individuals who are enrolled in the California Alternative Rates for Energy program;


· Require an electrical corporation to coordinate with local governments in its service territory to identify sites within those jurisdictions where community resource centers can be established and operated during a deenergization event and the level of services that will be available at those centers; 


· Require the electrical corporation to perform additional duties in coordination with local governments, including performing any necessary electrical upgrades to ensure that a mobile backup generator can be located at, and provide the necessary electricity for, the community resource center during a deenergization event; and is similar to AB 2178 (Levine).


League Position: Pending


 


Energy and Utilities:


 


SB 1215 (Stern) Mircogrids


This measure would make a number of changes to who can build and operate a mircogrid. Additionally, this bill would direct Cal OES to develop a database of critical infrastructure to determine if they are in high fire threat areas.


League Position: Watch





SB 1312 (McGuire) Electrical Corporations. Deenergization


This measure would create a framework to shorten and decrease utility initiated power shutoff events and to ultimately reduce their use. This measure also requires Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) to take both short and long-term steps to harden their infrastructure and reduce the impacts of PSPS events on Californians. In doing so, it requires IOUs to prioritize public health and safety as well as uphold the belief that Californians today should have the right to reliable electrical service.


League Position: Support


 


Community Services


 


Disaster Preparedness and Community Resiliency:


 


AB 2064 (Patterson) Emergency Preparedness. Access and Functional Needs


This measure would amend the California Emergency Services Act to require Cal OES to include best practices, including needs for access and function needs populations, in the next update of the existing State Emergency Plan. 


League Position: Pending


 


AB 2213 (Limon) Office of Emergency Services: Model Guidelines  


This measure requires the California Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES) to develop model guidelines for local governments and other local entities active in disasters to identify, type, and track community resources that could assist in responding to or recovering from disasters.


League Position: Watch


 


Tobacco, E-Cigarettes, and Vaping:


 


SB 793 (Hill) Flavored Tobacco Products


This measure would prohibit a tobacco retailer from selling a flavored tobacco product. The measure would make a violation of this prohibition an infraction punishable by a fine of $250 for each violation. This measure would also state the intent of the Legislature that these provisions not be construed to preempt or prohibit the adoption and implementation of local ordinances related to the prohibition on the sale of flavored tobacco products.


League Position: Watch


Public Safety


 


AB 2122 (Rubio, Blanca) Unlawful Cannabis Activity. Enforcement.


This measure would allow local government agencies to impose a civil penalty on persons aiding and abetting unlicensed commercial cannabis activity of up to $30,000 for each violation. 


League Position:  Support


 


AB 2481 (Lackey) Sexual Assault Forensic Evidence. Testing.


This bill would require law enforcement agencies, for any sexual assault forensic evidence received by the law enforcement agency prior to January 1, 2016, to submit that evidence to the crime lab on or before January 20, 2021. The bill would additionally require the crime labs, for any sexual assault forensic evidence received by the lab prior to January 1, 2016, to process that evidence no later than May 20, 2021. 


League Position:  Watch


 


AB 2532 (Irwin) Firearms. Gun Violence Restraining Orders.


This bill would add both a district attorney and city attorney to the list of persons authorized to request the issuance or renewal of a gun violence restraining order.


League Position:  Watch


 


AB 2617 (Gabriel) Firearms. Prohibited Persons.


This bill specifies that any person who owns or possesses a firearm, and is subject to an out-of-state issued gun violence restraining order (GVRO), is prohibited from having custody or control of, or attempting to purchase or receive, a firearm or ammunition for a 5-year period, commencing upon the expiration of the existing GVRO. 


League Position:  Watch


 


AB 3330 (O'Donnell) Cannabis. Advertising and Marketing. Penalties


This measure would prohibit a person from collecting a fee or any other form of compensation for advertising or marketing the sale or provision of unlicensed cannabis products. The measure would allow a city attorney or city prosecutor to bring an action for a violation of these provisions, subjecting violators of these provisions to a criminal penalty and a civil penalty of up to $30,000.


League Position:  Support


Revenue & Taxation





SB 1049 (Glazer)   Local Ordinances. Short-term Rentals.  


This measure would authorize a city to impose a fine of up to $5,000 for a violation of a short-term rental ordinance.This measure would also define “short-term rental” for these purposes as a residential property that is rented to a visitor for fewer than 30 days through a centralized online platform where the rental is advertised and payments for the rental are securely processed.


League Position:  Watch


 


SB 1431 (Glazer) Property Taxation. Reassessment. Disaster Relief. 


This measure would require county assessors to reassess certain types of properties based on their ability to generate income from renters during the COVID-19 emergency. This measure would be retroactive to April 5, 2020.


League Position:  Oppose


 


SB 1441 (McGuire) Local Prepaid Mobile Telephony Services Collection Act. 


This measure would remove the sunset on local governments’ ability to collect Utility User Taxes (UUTs) from retail sales of prepaid wireless telecommunication products and services and would assist the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration (CDTFA) with administration of the program.


League Position:  Support


Transportation, Communications, Public Works


  


AB 2421 (Quirk) Land Use. Permitting. Wireless Communications.


This measure would require local agencies to adopt completed permit applications to install an emergency standby generators within the physical footprint of a macro cell tower site within 60 days of submittal of the application. If a local agency has not approved or denied such permit applications within 60 days, the permit will be deemed approved.


League Position: Concerns





AB 3116 (Irwin) Mobility Devices. Personal Information.


This measure limits the type of data local agencies receive from mobility service providers, operating in their jurisdictions, to aggregated deidentified data. The bill would authorize a public agency to share anonymized trip data with a contractor, agent, or other public agency only if specified conditions are met. AB 3116 is not limited to data for micromobility, but also future modes of transit.


· “Aggregated” – Data reflects average information, including trip length, trip duration, approximate trip, and location of no less than five separate trips by no less than five separate users.


· “Deidentified” – Information that cannot reasonably identify, relate to, describe, be capable of being associated with, or be linked, directly or indirectly, to a particular user or trip.


League Position: Oppose


 


SB 794 (Jackson) Emergency Services. Telecommunications.


This measure would authorize cities to enter into agreements with their own social services departments and/or public utility or to utilize its own records to automatically enroll their residents into the city or county-operated public emergency warning system. The measure requires local governments that exercise this authority to provide an opt-out for residents that do not wish to be enrolled in the system.


League Position: Support


 


SB 865 (Hill) Excavations. Subsurface Installations.


This measure would strengthen safe excavation practices by increasing collaboration between excavators and operators, requiring data sharing amongst key stakeholders, and moving the Dig Safe Board to the Office of Energy Infrastructure Safety. Entities that violate the requirements of SB 865 will face civil penalties. The funds collected through these penalties will be deposited into the Safe Energy Infrastructure and Excavation Fund to fund public education and outreach programs designed to promote excavation safety around subsurface installations.


League Position: Support


 


SB 1058 (Hueso) Communications. Moore Universal Telephone Service Act and Internet Service Providers.


This measure would require the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to evaluate the extent to which federal reductions in lifeline telephone service subsidies and the lack of access to reliable, affordable broadband voice service would result in rates limiting access to basic voice service. This bill would also require the commission to direct every internet service provider, to file an annual emergency operations plan.


League Position: Support 


 


SB 1130 (Gonzalez) Telecommunications. California Advanced Services Fund


This measure would require the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)  to develop, implement, and administer the California Advanced Services Fund program to encourage deployment of 21st century-ready communications. The bill would provide that the goal of the program is to approve funding for infrastructure projects that will provide high-capacity, future-proof infrastructure to unserved areas or unserved high-poverty areas.


League Position: Support





Governance, Transparency, and Labor Relations


 


AB 664 (Cooper) Workers’ Compensation. Injury. Communicable Disease. 


This measure would define “injury,” for certain state and local firefighting personnel, peace officers, certain hospital employees, and certain fire and rescue services coordinators who work for the Office of Emergency Services to include being exposed to or contracting, on or after January 1, 2020, a communicable disease, including coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), that is the subject of a state or local declaration of a state of emergency that is issued on or after January 1, 2020. The bill would create a conclusive presumption, as specified, that the injury arose out of and in the course of the employment. The bill would apply to injuries that occurred prior to the declaration of the state of emergency. The bill would also exempt these provisions from the apportionment requirements.


League Position:  Watch


 


AB 2473 (Cooper) Public Investment Funds. 


This measure would exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records specified records regarding an internally managed private loan made directly by a public investment fund, including quarterly and annual financial statements of the borrower or its constituent owners, unless the information has already been publicly released by the keeper of the information.


League Position:  Support


 


AB 2999 (Low) Employees. Bereavement Leave. 


This measure would enact the Bereavement Leave Act of 2020. The bill would require an employer to grant an employee up to 10 business days of unpaid bereavement leave upon the death of a spouse, child, parent, sibling, grandparent, grandchild, or domestic partner, in accordance with certain procedures, and subject to certain exclusions. The bill would prohibit an employer from interfering with or restraining the exercise or attempt to exercise the employee’s right to take this leave. This bill would authorize an employee who has been discharged, disciplined, or discriminated against for exercising their right to bereavement leave to file a complaint with the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement or bring a civil action against their employer for reinstatement, specified damages, and attorney’s fees.


League Position:  Oppose


 


AB 3216 (Kalra) Employee Leave. Authorization. 


This measure would revise and recast provisions under the the Moore-Brown-Roberti Family Rights Act, or California Family Rights Act (CFRA), to make it an unlawful employment practice for any employer to refuse grant a request by an employee, with qualified employment service, to take up to 12 workweeks of unpaid protected leave during any 12-month period for family care and medical leave, including birth of the employee’s child or adoption, to care for the employee’s own medical condition, or for a child, parent, grandparent, grandchild, sibling, spouse, or domestic partner, as specified. The bill would also make it an unlawful business practice for an employer to refuse to grant an employee up to 12 workweeks of leave in a 12-month period for emergency leave, as defined.


League Position:  Oppose


  


SB 1159 (Hill) Workers’ Compensation. COVID-19. Critical Workers. 


This measure would, until an unspecified date, define “injury” for a critical worker, as specified, to include illness or death that results from exposure to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) under specified circumstances. The bill would create a disputable presumption, as specified, that an injury that develops or manifests itself while a critical worker is employed arose out of and in the course of the employment.


League Position:  Note Concerns


 


SB 1173 (Durazo) Public Employment. Labor Relations. Employee Information. 


This measure would generally authorize an exclusive representative to file a charge of an unfair labor practice with the Public Employment Relations Board, as specified, alleging a violation of the requirements to provide employee information. Current law requires public employers to provide certain labor representatives with the names and home addresses of newly hired employees, as well as their job titles, departments, work locations, telephone numbers, and personal email addresses, within 30 days of hire or by the first pay period of the month following hire. Current law also requires the public employers to provide this information for all employees in a bargaining unit at least every 120 days, except as specified.


League Position:  Oppose


Housing, Community and Economic Development


 


Planning and Zoning


 


AB 725 (Wicks) Housing Element. Moderate-income and Above Moderate-income Housing.


This measure would require incorporated areas within a metropolitan jurisdiction, at least 25% of the jurisdiction's share of the regional housing need for both the moderate-income and above moderate-income housing categories must be allocated to sites with zoning that allows at least two units of housing, but no more than 35 units of housing per acre.


League Position: Pending


 


AB 1279 (Bloom) Housing Developments. High-resource Areas.


This measure would require HCD to designate areas in this state as high-resource areas by January 1, 2021, and every 5 years thereafter. In any area designated as a high-resource area, this measure would require cities, at the request of a developer, to allow up to fourplexes in single-family zones and up to 100 units per acre in commercial zones.  These projects shall receive ministerial approval (use by right).


League Position: Pending


 


AB 1851 (Wicks) Faith-based Organizations.  Housing Developments. Parking Requirements.


This measure would, upon the request of a developer of a housing development project, require a local agency to ministerially approve a request to that local agency to reduce or eliminate any parking requirements that would otherwise be imposed by that local agency on the development if the housing development project qualifies as a faith-based organization affiliated housing development project. This measure would prohibit a local agency from requiring the replacement of religious-use parking spaces proposed to be eliminated by a faith-based organization’s housing project or from requiring the curing of any preexisting deficit of religious-use parking as a condition of approval of a faith-based organization affiliated housing development project.


League Position: Pending


 


AB 2345 (Gonzalez) Planning and Zoning. Density Bonus.


This measure would greatly expand Density Bonus law and allow developers to receive up to five concessions and incentives from local governments and up to 50% more density.


League Position: Pending


 


AB 2580 (Eggman) Conversion of Motels and Hotels. Streamlining.


This measure would authorize a development proponent to submit an application for a development for the conversion of a motel, hotel, or commercial use into multifamily housing units to be subject to a streamlined, ministerial approval process, provided that development proponent reserves at least 20% of the proposed housing units for persons and families of low or moderate income. The measure would require a local government to notify the development proponent in writing if the local government determines that the development conflicts with any of those objective standards within 30 days of the application being submitted; otherwise, the development would be deemed to comply with those standards.


League Position: Pending


 


AB 3040 (Chiu) Local Planning.  Regional Housing Need.


This measure would create a voluntary program to incentivize local governments to allow four units per parcel, by-right, in exchange for additional credit towards the city or county’s share of the regional housing need allocation for each site identified under these provisions.  The measure would prohibit the cumulative credit received by a city or county from exceeding more than 25% of the total units needed to meet its regional housing needs allocation.


League Position: Support in concept.


 


AB 3107 (Bloom) Planning and Zoning. Housing Developments.


This measure would require, notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of a city’s or county’s general plan, specific plan, zoning ordinance, or regulation, a housing development in which at least 20 percent of the units have an affordable housing cost or affordable rent for lower income households shall be an allowable use on a site designated in any element of the general plan for commercial uses.


League Position: Pending


 


SB 899 (Wiener) Housing Development. Nonprofit Hospitals or Religious Institutions.


This measure would require that a housing development project be a use by right upon the request of a nonprofit hospital, nonprofit diagnostic or treatment center, nonprofit rehabilitation facility, nonprofit nursing home, or religious institution that partners with a qualified developer on any land owned in fee simple by the applicant if the development satisfies specified criteria.


League Position: Pending


 


SB 902 (Wiener) Neighborhood Multifamily Project.  Use By Right.


This measure would also allow a local government to pass an ordinance, notwithstanding any local restrictions on adopting zoning ordinances enacted by the jurisdiction, including restrictions enacted by a local voter initiative, that limit the legislative body’s ability to adopt zoning ordinances, to zone any parcel for up to 10 units of residential density per parcel, at a height specified by the local government in the ordinance, and not be subject to CEQA.


League Position: Watch


 


SB 1085 (Skinner) Density Bonus Law. Housing for Lower-income Students.


This measure would require a city or county to grant one incentive or concession for a project that will contain a specified percentage of units for lower income students in a student housing development.


League Position: Pending





SB 1120 (Atkins) Subdivisions. Tentative Maps.


This measure would build off state Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) law that allows for at least three units per parcel to further encourage development in single-family neighborhoods by creating a ministerial approval process for duplexes and lot splits that meet local zoning, environmental and tenant displacement standards.    





SB 1138 (Wiener) Housing Element. Emergency Shelters. Zoning of Sites.


This measure would revise the requirements of the housing element, as described above, in connection with identifying zones or zoning designations that allow residential use, including mixed use, where emergency shelters are allowed as a permitted use without a conditional use or other discretionary permit.  This would also, for the 6th and each subsequent revision of the housing element, require that a local government that fails to adopt a housing element that the Department of Housing and Community Development has found to be in substantial compliance with state law within 120 days of the statutory deadline to complete the rezoning no later than one year (instead of three years under current law) from the statutory deadline for the adoption of the housing element.


League Position: Pending


 


SB 1299 (Portantino) Housing Development. Incentives. Rezoning of Idle Retail Sites.


This measure would, upon appropriation by the Legislature, require HCD to administer a program to provide incentives in the form of grants allocated as provided to local governments that rezone idle sites used for a big box retailer or a commercial shopping center to instead allow the development of workforce housing.


League Position: Support


 


SB 1385 (Caballero) Local Planning. Housing in Commercial Zones.


This measure, the Neighborhood Homes Act, would deem a housing development project, as defined, an authorized use on a neighborhood lot that is zoned for office or retail commercial use under a local agency’s zoning code or general plan. The measure would require the density for a housing development under these provisions to meet or exceed the density deemed appropriate to accommodate housing for lower income households according to the type of local jurisdiction, including a density of at least 20 units per acre for a suburban jurisdiction.


League Position: Watch


 


Homelessness


 


ACA 10 (Bonta) Personal Rights. Right to Housing.


This measure would declare that the fundamental human right to housing exists in this state. The measure would declare that this right is exclusively enforceable by a public right of action. The measure would specify that it is the shared obligation of state and local jurisdictions to respect, protect, and fulfill this right through progressively implemented measures, consistent with available resources, within an aggressive but reasonable time frame.


League Position: Pending





AB 2405 (Burke) Housing. Homelessness. Children and Families.


This measure would require local jurisdictions to, on or before January 1, 2022, establish and submit to the Department of Housing and Community Development an actionable plan to house their homeless populations based on their latest point-in-time count.


League Position: Watch





AB 3269 (Chiu) State and Local Homelessness Plans.


This measure, upon appropriation by the Legislature, would require the Homeless Coordinating and Financing Council to conduct, or contract with an entity to conduct, a statewide needs and gaps analysis to identify, among other things, state programs that provide housing or services to persons experiencing homelessness and funding required to move persons experiencing homelessness into permanent housing.  This measure would also state the intent of the Legislature that each state and local agency aim to reduce homelessness within its jurisdiction by 90% by December 31, 2028.


League Position: Pending


 


AB 3300 (Santiago) Homelessness Grant Funds.


This measure would appropriate, commencing with the 2020–21 fiscal year and every fiscal year thereafter, without regard to fiscal year, $2 billion from the General Fund to the Department of Housing and Community Development for the purpose of providing local jurisdictions and other specified entities with ongoing grant funds to sustain or expand efforts to address their immediate and long-term homelessness challenges. The measure would require $1.1 billion to be distributed to counties and continuums of care, $800 million to be distributed to cities with a population of at least 300,000, and $100 million to nonprofit housing developers for specified purposes relating to the provision of housing. The measure would require the method of allocation to be based on a formula that considers specified data.


League Position: Pending


 


Mitigation Fees/Development Fees


 


AB 1484 (Grayson) Mitigation Fee Act.


This measure would prohibit a local agency from imposing a housing impact requirement adopted by the local agency on a housing development project unless specified requirements are satisfied by the local agency, including that the housing impact requirement be roughly proportional in both nature and extent to the impact created by the housing development project.


League Position: Oppose


 


Miscellaneous


 


SB 795 (Beall) Affordable Housing and Community Development Investment Program.


This measure would invests $2 billion annually for 5 years into the immediate construction of affordable housing units and programs that address and prevent homelessness. Additionally, this measure creates two new programs administered by the Office of Business and Economic Development Office (GoBiz) to help local governments with their economic recovery and natural disaster preparedness. 


 


Of the $2 billion, $1.15 billion shall be used to construct affordable housing, spur economic development and create jobs through infrastructure and employment programs. Funds will be distributed as follows: 1) Multi-family Housing Program—$500 million (25%); 2) Infill Incentive Grant Program-- $300 (15%) million; 3) Local Housing Trust Fund Matching Grant Program- $200 million (10%); 4) Cal Home Program $75 million (3.75%); 5) Joe Serna, Jr. Farmworker Housing Grant Fund--$75 million (3.75%)


League Position: Support
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The attached EXCEL document shows city-by-city allocations under the House version (Heroes
ACT).  The Senate version will undoubtedly have a different figure and then it’s all about
political horse-trading.
 
There hasn’t been a lot of detail yet on how the money would be allocated, which is why we
need to have as broad and diverse of a coalition as possible in order to effectively lobby
officials at the federal and state level over the next couple of months.  In order to do so we
need to build a broad-based and active coalition that will stay educated and engaged with
lobbying our elected officials to ensure local governments receive much-needed recovery
funds.
 
So we need everyone to do a couple of things over the coming weeks.
 


ACTION REQUEST
 


·       Join the Support Local Recovery coalition as an elected official by going to
https://www.cacities.org/Policy-Advocacy/Hot-Issues/Support-Local-Recovery


·       Have your city join the coalition.
·       We’re requesting every Channel Counties official reach out to 1 or 2 organizations in


your community to join the coalition (Targets include business groups like local
chambers, labor groups such as public safety and SEIU and other bargaining units). 
You will see a growing list of organizations joining the coalition on the website.


 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
 
 
David Mullinax
Regional Public Affairs Manager
League of California Cities / Channel Counties Division
c. 805.797.3530
dmullinax@cacities.org | www.cacities.org


  


Strengthening California Cities
Through Education & Advocacy
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COVER STORY
After learning of a 2020 settlement involving Santa
Ynez Valley Union High School District
Superintendent Scott Cory, a concerned parent
started digging for answers
MALEA MARTIN
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News: County successfully lobbies state to allow for faster reopening


NEWS
County successfully lobbies state to
allow for faster reopening
Zac Ezzone


After a few weeks of uncertainty,
Santa Barbara County finally
appears ready to begin moving
faster through a roadmap that
outlines modifications in the existing
COVID-19 stay...


CANARY
CANARY: Totally RAD
THE CANARY


I was too busy flying off the handle about the Lompoc
prison situation last week to utter a twitter about
another lousy local situation.  The Old Town Market in
Orcutt...


ARTS
Ian M. Hassett Foundation
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High school districts in the county
plan virtual and postponed
ceremonies, drive-through
celebrations, to honor graduating
seniors
Malea Martin


The Santa Maria Joint Union High
School District’s four schools are
celebrating their seniors with a mix
of virtual graduation ceremonies,
drive-though celebrations, and...


Buellton considers joining Monterey
Bay Community Power
Zac Ezzone


Two years after opting not to pursue joining a
community choice aggregation program, the city of
Buellton is reconsidering.  During its meeting on May
14, the Buellton C...


New school named to honor former
Boys and Girls Club director
Malea Martin


On May 13, the Santa Maria-Bonita
School District (SMBSD) board of
education unanimously voted to
name the district’s new elementary
school after Bill Libbon, who
worked...


Guadalupe's LeRoy Park,
community center project could
receive funding boost
Malea Martin


Guadalupe recently applied for more
funding to rehabilitate LeRoy Park
and its community center. The park
project, along with the city’s
community resilience plan, al...


Substance abuse treatment
providers adapt to virtual care
Zac Ezzone


For people living with addiction,
being isolated during the COVID-19
pandemic is especially difficult. But


announces 2020 Memorial Art
Award winners


The Ian M. Hassett Foundation has
announced the winners of this year’s
Ian Hassett Memorial Art Award:
Grace Schlereth (pictured), an
Ernest Righetti High School
student...


Gunpowder Press seeks Santa
Barbara County poets for new book
Gunpowder Press invites poets from Santa Barbara
County and adjacent counties to submit one to three
poems inspired by photographs in the Santa Barbara
Public Library’s ...


Santa Maria Public Library
customizes van into new
bookmobile


The Santa Maria Public Library is
currently customizing a Freightliner
Sprinter van into its new
bookmobile. The van is expected to
be ready to offer library services
througho...


PCPA carries on with virtual content
as the COVID-19 crisis proves to be
its fiercest showstopper
CALEB WISEBLOOD


Despite the cancellation of its last
two spring productions (the
remaining performances of The
Tragedy of Julius Caesar and the
formerly upcoming The Sound of
Music), leaders ...


Lompoc father-and-son duo, Gary
and Caleb Criscione, collaborate on
new music while stuck at home
together
CALEB WISEBLOOD


Imagine (pun intended) if John
Lennon and Paul McCartney were
advised to shelter in place with each
other prior to The Beatles’ breakup
—how many new songs would th...
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that’s the reality many have faced
over the last two months. ...


Political Watch: May 21, 2020
• Gov. Gavin Newsom announced in a May 12 press
release that the state has so far administered more
than 1 million COVID-19 tests. Daily testing now
averages at more than...


COMMENTARY
The elusive California tiger
salamander costs a pretty penny to
protect
RON FINK


The California tiger salamander is an elusive creature
that has been causing local ranchers, vintners, farmers,
and developers a collective migraine for decades. The
U.S. Fis...


LETTERS
Physicians stand with public health
officials
Kevin Casey, MD & Thomas Hale, MD,
Central Coast Medical Association


The Central Coast Medical Association stands firmly in
support of our public health servants and their
recommendations throughout the coronavirus
pandemic. Based solely on sci...


Cannabis is a promising industry for
the county
Veronica Benton, Lompoc


I’m writing in response to the article your paper recently
published about the so-called “Coalition for
Responsible Cannabis” filing a lawsuit against the co...


County's cannabis ordinance gave
us hope
Jack Motter, Ellwood Canyon Farms, Goleta


This letter is in response to your paper’s article about
the lawsuit filed against the county of Santa Barbara
attacking its cannabis regulations (“Battle in the v...


CalGEM rules offer critical buffers in


FILM
Amazon Primeâ€™s rotoscoped
animated series Undone serves up
magical realism with a mental
illness twist


FLAVOR
Sweet Baking Co. in
Lompoc had to make
some changes because


of the pandemic and found sweet
success
CAMILLIA LANHAM


From day one, Missy Morales knew
she was sure about one thing.  No
cartoon character cakes.  “I can do
it. I won’t do it. I didn’t want to be ...


HOT DATES
BIRD IS THE WORD


The Wildling Museum of Art and
Nature in Solvang is currently
accepting submissions to its 11th
biannual Nature Photography
Competition. The theme of the
contest is Critters o...


UNITED WE READ
The Santa Maria Public Library
Valley Reads Book Club holds its
next over-the-phone meeting on
May 26. Club members meet
virtually to discuss books on the
fourth Tuesday of ev...


WORLD WIDE WORKOUT
Misha Bechtolsheim (pictured),
owner of Central Core in Pismo
Beach, leads a free workout
webinar, Brain-based Exercises for
Mental and Physical Health, on May
23, from 10:30 ...


WINE ONLINE
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Cat Canyon
Seth Steiner, Los Alamos


CalGEM is embarked on an effort to write new rules.
These will impact the health and well-being of all who
live, work, play, and attend school in Cat Canyon. The
creation of ...


Cass Winery in Paso Robles hosts
Ted Ed, a virtual wine tasting with
Ted Plemons, on May 22 and May
29, from 4 to 5 p.m. both days. The
tasting package, which costs $275,
incl...
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From: Santa Maria Elks Rodeo
To: Elks Recreation, Inc.
Date: Friday, June 19, 2020 12:58:06 PM
Attachments: Press.zip


Good afternoon to all,


We received a few calls that some of you had not received the press release and the photos and bios of
our 2020 Elks Rodeo Queen Candidates that were sent out earlier this week, so we are resending the
information out again today.  The folder includes the Press Release, the five candidate's photos along
with their bios.  Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns or need any additional
information!


Thank you again for all your support during these unprecedented times!


Tina Tonascia
Elks Recreation, Inc.                                                    
2325 Skyway Drive Suite H
Santa Maria, CA  93455
(805) 264-2463 Cell Phone
(805) 925-4125 - Telephone
(805) 925-4578 - Facsimile
elksrodeo@elksrec.com - Email
www.elksrec.com - Website


Notice:  This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected
from disclosure.  Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the
information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or
agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited.  If
you have received this email in error, please immediately notify us by calling (805) 925-
4125.
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From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - May 23
Date: Saturday, May 23, 2020 9:39:26 AM
Attachments: ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200523_FINAL.pdf


COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_5.23.20.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Office of Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 23, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response


Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task Force; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.


Topline messaging includes:


On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds
to skilled nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic.
This funding will be used to support nursing homes suffering from significant
expenses or lost revenue attributable to COVID-19.


On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief
Fund to the Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health
centers to support the tribal response to COVID-19. Combined with previous
funding, this distribution brings the total amount of new resources to the Indian
health system to $2.4 billion dollars.


On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released
recommendations to help address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth
face coverings, disinfectants, and sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture
industry during the COVID-19 pandemic.


On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The
guidance is meant to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Saturday, May 23, 2020 



“WHEN THE INVISIBLE ENEMY STRUCK OUR COUNTRY, MY ADMINISTRATION QUICKLY SECURED VA MEDICAL 



FACILITIES...  WE’RE PROTECTING THOSE WHO SACRIFICED SO MUCH TO PROTECT US.”     



        – PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP   



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ As of May 22, FEMA has made 645 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes in 52 of 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ As of May 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 84.4 million N95 respirators, 144.2 million surgical masks, 12.0 million 



face shields, 28.9 million surgical gowns, and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ FEMA has procured and delivered 7.5 million swabs and 4.1 million units of media so far in the 



month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing initiative, FEMA is procuring 



specimen collection supplies to supplement the supplies states and healthcare providers are 



procuring from the private market.    



▪ As of May 22, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 13.5 million samples. 



 As of May 22, the FDA has issued 109 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and 1 antigen test.  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-nearly-4.9-billion-distribution-to-nursing-facilities-impacted-by-covid19.html
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https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0522-cdc-releases-recommendations-faith.html
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By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 72 tribes working directly with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct 



recipient with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that 



are direct recipients with emergency declarations and 30 tribes that are recipients under 



state declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 22, 212,508 samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 



and 342,227 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and 7 have closed in consultation 



with the states. 1 additional site is in progress. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 410 live sites in 45 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $99.77 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 14,882 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 22, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,708 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 7.1 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 1.8 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 3,065 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 22, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $620 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $15 million 



▪ As of May 22, 92 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 272 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through June 24. 



 As of May 22, 40,220 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 893 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ The CDC has nearly 4,600 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



▪ As of May 22, 605 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 1,000 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 142.7 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 22, Project Air Bridge has completed 166 flights with an additional 56 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 222 flights.   



 Three flights landed yesterday, May 22: two in Los Angeles and one in New York City (JFK). 



 One flight is scheduled to land in Chicago today, May 23. 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 22:  



 Nearly 1.4 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 107.8 million surgical masks 



 23.6 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2 million face shields 



 654,600 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ Since April 12, 45 non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 49 million FEMA-procured masks and 



respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ Three non-airbridge flights of FEMA-procured Hanes gowns are scheduled to land today, May 23: 



two in Miami and one in New York City (JFK). Since May 20, four non-airbridge flights carrying 



over 45,000 gowns have landed in the U.S. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, FEMA’s National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 



COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



▪ FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to 



execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety of 



the American people. 



FEMA 



▪ On March 13, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to the Stafford Act. 



 All 10 Regional Response Coordination Centers and emergency operations centers in all 



states and territories are active and supporting response efforts across the country.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. The FEMA-sourced material will be 



provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in 



support of their individualized plans.  



▪ FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective equipment to 



all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to 



supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states 



and the District of Columbia to support programs providing free, confidential counseling through 



community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-alternate-care-site-acs-warm-sites


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/04/fema-announces-supplemental-funding-through-cares-act
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 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/21/trump-administration-accelerates-astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-to-be-available-beginning-in-october.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/20/hhs-provides-225-million-for-covid19-testing-in-rural-communities.html


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/19/hhs-industry-partners-expand-us-based-pharmaceutical-manufacturing-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/18/hhs-delivers-funding-to-expand-testing-capacity-for-states-territories-tribes.html


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/


https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/13/hhs-awards-15-million-to-support-telehealth-providers-during-covid19-pandemic.html
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▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 



▪ On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 



million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 



and respond to COVID-19. 



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 



remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 



recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 



Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID-19 



testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 



▪ On April 27, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), launched a 



new COVID-19 Uninsured Program Portal, allowing health care providers who have conducted 



COVID-19 testing or provided treatment for uninsured COVID-19 individuals on or after Feb. 4 to 



submit claims for reimbursement. 



▪ On April 24, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) 



announced an additional $250 million in emergency COVID-19 funding to increase access to and 



improve the quality of community mental and substance use disorder treatment services through 



the expansion of Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics (CCBHC).  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-deploys-new-portable-dialysis-machines-to-new-york-for-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/covid-19-funding-available-to-minority-rural-and-socially-vulnerable-communities-for-linkages-to-services-information-and-education.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/hhs-begins-distribution-of-payments-to-hospitals-with-high-covid-19-admissions-rural-providers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-mobilizes-national-innovation-initiative-covid-19-diagnostics


https://www.hrsa.gov/coviduninsuredclaim
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-



19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 



approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures, and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ The nation’s Slow the Spread campaign ended April 30. CDC continues to recommend that 



everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where other social distancing measures are 



difficult to maintain. 



▪ On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 



guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 



step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 and stay 



safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



▪ CDC continues to encourage use of personal protective equipment optimization strategies for 



healthcare providers to optimize resources, deal with limited resources, and make contingency 



plans or alternative strategies when supplies are limited. 



▪ On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released 



targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement infection control 



practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from COVID-19 in these facilities. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ FDA launched the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program (CTAP) to speed approval of 



drugs and therapies. 72 therapies are now being tested, including hydroxychloroquine, and 



another 211 are in active planning for clinical trials. 



▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 





https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0520-cdc-resources-open.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-administrators-college-higher-education.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html


https://www.coronavirus.gov/


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/ppe-strategy/index.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/meat-poultry-processing-workers-employers.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/meat-poultry-processing-workers-employers.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/path-forward-coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program


https://www.fda.gov/drugs/coronavirus-covid-19-drugs/coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program-ctap


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-new-actions-accelerate-development-novel-prevention-treatment
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new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



▪ On April 28, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining Emergency Use Authorizations 



(EUAs), one of several tools FDA uses to help make important medical products available quickly 



during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 EUAs provide more timely access to drugs, diagnostic tests and/or other critical medical 



products that can help diagnose, treat and/or prevent COVID-19.  



▪ On April 27, the FDA released two new fact sheets for the food and agriculture sector outlining 



guidelines on use of disposable facemasks and cloth coverings, as well as summarizing key 



steps employers and coworkers can take to stay open, continue to slow the spread and support 



continuity of essential operations. 



▪ During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, FDA Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced 



approval the first COVID-19 home collection test kit. 



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-antigen-test-help-rapid-detection-virus-causes


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-19.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-diagnostic-test-using-home-collection-saliva


https://www.fda.gov/media/137564/download


https://youtu.be/iGkwaESsGBQ


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-daily-roundup-april-27-2020


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/use-respirators-facemasks-and-cloth-face-coverings-food-and-agriculture-sector-during-coronavirus


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/what-do-if-you-have-covid-19-confirmed-positive-or-exposed-workers-your-food-production-storage-or


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/what-do-if-you-have-covid-19-confirmed-positive-or-exposed-workers-your-food-production-storage-or


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-test-patient-home-sample-collection


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/21/usda-provide-1-billion-loan-guarantees-rural-businesses-and-ag


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-supporting-nations-farmers-ranchers-food-supply-chain/


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/19/usda-announces-details-direct-assistance-farmers-through
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▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  



▪ On May 4, the Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that agricultural businesses are 



now eligible for the SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans as part of the Paycheck Protection 



Program and Healthcare Enhancement Act.  



▪ On May 3, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 2.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total.  



▪ On April 28, President Trump signed an executive order to keep meat processing plants open to 



ensure the continued supply of beef, pork, and poultry to the American people. The order uses the 



Defense Production Act to classify meat processing as critical infrastructure. 





https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0
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communities of faith and to keep their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as
they exercise their faith.


As of May 22, FEMA has made 645 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
in 52 of 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-
day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 22, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 84.4 million N95 respirators, 144.2 million
surgical masks, 12.0 million face shields, 28.9 million surgical gowns, and over 1
billion gloves.


FEMA has procured and delivered 7.5 million swabs and 4.1 million units of media
so far in the month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing
initiative, FEMA is procuring specimen collection supplies to supplement the
supplies states and healthcare providers are procuring from the private market.  


As of May 22, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 13.5 million samples.


As of May 22, the FDA has issued 109 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and 1 antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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From: DJ Scott Topper
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Have a Safe July 4th Independence Day!
Date: Friday, July 3, 2020 10:02:13 AM



mailto:scott@scotttopperproductions.com

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org





Wishing you and your Family a Safe 4th of July!

Enjoy Katy Perry - Firework (Official) video below...







Katy Perry - Firework (Official)


If you need fun DJ Music, L.E.D. Uplighting, Moving Dance Floor Lighting or a
lively Action Photo Booth with Props for your Wedding, Corporate Event,


Mitzvah, Fundraiser, Gala, or upcoming Dance Party, please give us a call for
pricing and availability. I would love to be your MC/DJ.


Let's schedule a free music consultation today.
I hope to hear from you soon!


DANCE PARTY DJ's
Click here to contact us now!



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vsSFND0BD37dA1Bia_hKaOkq1_CZFagYPugyhnBtosPJXVb9tkmoDs_jbm0I0lw1j928plmENtF3o_Y7OJdUnFAPN8yku1KQoIbiKNTHzr3QUKedkIKQOw4zLky7cy-9Rn4YVV8kycfLnk8zD8EPhw==&c=K6gk6onh7giGRJ5LecsmsQFpMPag4qFfBRiVY7n-NEaCBecsm_HeNg==&ch=VuVlzIQqrGEgyywNQyS8jwDFAWyGRVUS3UoFNraij0uS8rTSAHcIUg==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vsSFND0BD37dA1Bia_hKaOkq1_CZFagYPugyhnBtosPJXVb9tkmoDr7h8Z4NmwYw-juh_xy-_5aVKjuexCV1Zf8ZmWD7_T4c8x4xAvxqWjiFmnB6q4_SDhDdVNSphBVbMCum92BgPvckMAy9Z4t_XWh6RD5owWrgySoOBRsuCzg=&c=K6gk6onh7giGRJ5LecsmsQFpMPag4qFfBRiVY7n-NEaCBecsm_HeNg==&ch=VuVlzIQqrGEgyywNQyS8jwDFAWyGRVUS3UoFNraij0uS8rTSAHcIUg==





Sincerely,


The Scott Topper Productions Team
818-640-6100 Los Angeles 


805-965-7978 Santa Barbara
scott@scotttopperproductions.com


scott@actionphotobooth.com
scotttopperproductions.com


Be sure to watch "Party Time with Scott Topper" TV
Show EVERY Wednesday night at 11PM and Sunday
Nights at 8PM on COX 17 TV and on YouTube!



mailto:scott@scotttopperproductions.com

mailto:scott@actionphotobooth.com

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001vsSFND0BD37dA1Bia_hKaOkq1_CZFagYPugyhnBtosPJXVb9tkmoDr7h8Z4NmwYwXlt1M0RYr8yN-U_zU3bQ02vYCzzBPhsUqc2f908STJGU__DkIsIwqQrHkmYlFZDQuUlGDyg8iICTpa4ZpZSlT1hdf6b_TvZd&c=K6gk6onh7giGRJ5LecsmsQFpMPag4qFfBRiVY7n-NEaCBecsm_HeNg==&ch=VuVlzIQqrGEgyywNQyS8jwDFAWyGRVUS3UoFNraij0uS8rTSAHcIUg==





Party Time with Scott Topper 2016 Show Open


Ready to book your 2021 special event? Click here to contact us
now!


 Our Los Angeles mailing address is:
Scott Topper DJ Productions and Action Photo Booth


11684 Ventura Blvd., Suite #870
Studio City, CA 91604


See what's happening on our social sites:
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55 Fiction COVER STORY
55 Fiction


TOP 5 ARTICLES
Art: Elverhoj Museum of History and Art reflects on traditional Solstice
Sundowner fundraiser over the years
News: Grand jury criticizes county's cannabis regulations in recent report
News: Buellton joins Monterey Bay Community Power
Cover Story: 55 Fiction
News: Political Watch: July 9, 2020


NEWS
Grand jury criticizes county's
cannabis regulations in recent
report
Zac Ezzone


Echoing many of the talking points
of the local anti-cannabis crowd, the
Santa Barbara County grand jury
recently released a scathing report
in which it criticized county offi...


Santa Barbara County picked for
challenge to reduce youth
homelessness
Malea Martin


CANARY
CANARY: Aggresive much?
THE CANARY


Hey, you guys! It turns out that a bunch of retirees who
have an extra 20 hours a week on their hands to do
research and write reports don’t actually like
marijuana.&nbs...


ARTS
County Arts Commission, Santa
Barbara Bowl Foundation launch
artist awards
The Santa Barbara County Arts Commission
announced it will award up to 20 stipends of $500 each
to local artists who have created work in response to
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The Santa Maria/Santa Barbara County Continuum of
Care and 20 local stakeholders launched a 100-Day
Challenge to reduce youth homelessness in Santa
Barbara County at the end o...


County begins drafting plan to
reach 2030 emission reduction goal
Zac Ezzone


Over the next two years, the county of Santa Barbara
will develop a plan identifying programs and policies
the jurisdiction can pursue to meet its greenhouse gas
reduction goa...


Local organizations call for action
over farmworker conditions during
COVID-19
Malea Martin


With about 20 percent of Santa Maria’s COVID-19
cases being among farmworkers, Central Coast
Alliance United for a Sustainable Economy (CAUSE)
and Mixteco Indigena Commu...


Buellton joins Monterey Bay
Community Power
Zac Ezzone


In June, the city of Buellton became
the latest jurisdiction to opt into
joining Monterey Bay Community
Power, a community choice
aggregation agency that has
expanded along th...


After a few weeks of not quite
normal operations, many
businesses in the county shut down
for a second time
ZAC EZZONE


Amid a surge of COVID-19 cases,
Gov. Gavin Newsom recently
required many businesses in Santa
Barbara County to fully or partially
close, a few weeks after many
reopened from t...


Political Watch: July 9, 2020
• U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara) released
a statement acknowledging a $1.5 trillion infrastructure
plan that the U.S. House of Representatives passed on


circumstances of the COVI...


Dana Adobe and Cultural Center's
new exhibit showcases paintings by
the late Milford Zornes


The Dana Adobe and Cultural
Center will open its upcoming
paintings exhibition, All About Trees,
on July 15. This group show will
showcase about 20 to 25 different
painting...


Elverhoj Museum of History and Art
reflects on traditional Solstice
Sundowner fundraiser over the
years
CALEB WISEBLOOD


In an alternate reality devoid of
COVID-19, June 20 would have
marked the eighth annual Solstice
Sundowner Benefit Party—
traditionally hosted by the Elverhoj
Museum of H...


With the official cancellation of
Solvang Danish Days, IDK Events
proposes an alternative lineup of
celebratory options
CALEB WISEBLOOD


For Max Hanberg, owner of Solvang
Shoe Store, the cancellation of this
year’s Solvang Danish Days Festival
(originally scheduled to take place
Sept. 18 through 20) is di...


FILM
Perry Mason is a stylish origin story
for the famed criminal defense
attorney


FLAVOR
Tastry takes small
wineries to the next
level, while making the


Central Coast the epicenter of wine
innovation
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July ...


COMMENTARY
Not everyone has access to nature,
and that needs to change
MARITZA OROPEZA


In typical Latino culture, daughters are taught how to
clean and cook to keep their men happy. Not me, I was
raised by a single mom who worked two jobs and
cleaned houses on t...


LETTERS
We need intellect over instinct
Colleen Campbell Murr, Santa Maria


Regarding the catastrophe of this pandemic—the
anger, insecurity, and fear of the unknown is bringing
out the baser behavior in man. The difficulties of no
income genera...


BETH GIUFFRE


Katerina Axelsson was tinkering in a
wine lab when she unlocked the
flavor matrix for wine.  She’s always
been fascinated by human biology—
particularly biote...


HOT DATES
LEARNING TO FLY


The application period to join Pacific
Conservatory Theatre’s (PCPA) two-
year Technical Theatre Training
Program runs through Tuesday,
Sept. 15. Students in the
program&...


CAPED CRUSADERS
Performance Athletics Gymnastics
in SLO is implementing CDC and
SLO Public Health Department
protocols during its Summer
Gymnastics Camp, which began
Monday, July 6, and will ...


TELL ME WHAT YOU SEE
Marie Ramey Fine Art in Atascadero
will host Exploring Abstract Art, a
drawing and painting workshop, on
Saturday, July 11, from 1 to 4 p.m.
Local artist Vicky Hoffman will in...


SHOWER POWER
Sunday, July 5, marked the return of
Shower the People, a nonprofit
dedicated to providing
complimentary warm showers to
homeless or critically low-income
individuals, at the ...
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Law360 California
CALIFORNIA


Wednesday, May 20, 2020


TOP NEWS


Apple, Cisco Get $4.2M In Fees After Rebuke For 'G-R-E-E-D'
Apple and Cisco will be walking away from a patent dispute with less than
half the attorney fees they originally requested, after U.S. District Judge
William Alsup subjected them to a severe dressing-down earlier this month
over their "G-R-E-E-D" regarding compensation.


 Decision attached | Read full article »


Workers Call McDonald's 'Public Nuisance' In Virus Safety Suit
Lax safety standards at several Chicago-area McDonald's restaurants during
the novel coronavirus pandemic have created a public health risk, a group of
workers said in a class action Tuesday, citing a dearth of clean protective
gear and a lack of safety training as among the biggest problems.


 4 documents attached | Read full article »


Calif. High Court Mulls Suspects' Right To Facebook Data
Facebook urged the California Supreme Court Tuesday to conclude that
social media platforms are not legally required to hand over user posts and
account information to criminal defendants, arguing that the companies are
exempt under the federal Stored Communications Act and that such
defendants have no constitutional right to pretrial discovery.
Read full article »


Santander Inks $550M Subprime Loan Settlement In 34 States
A Santander Group consumer finance unit reached a $550 million settlement
with 34 states over allegations that it pushed risky subprime auto loans
without adequate oversight, creating higher chances that consumers would
default and have their vehicles repossessed, a coalition of state attorneys
general announced Tuesday.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Trucking Group's Challenge To Calif. Classification Law Stalls
The Western States Trucking Association can't block California from
enforcing parts of a recent law raising the bar to classify workers as
independent contractors because the state hasn't threatened to wield the law
against the group's truckers, a California federal judge said Tuesday.


 Order attached | Read full article »


LEGAL ETHICS & MALPRACTICE


Akin Gump Escapes Sanctions Bid In Hotel Developer Fight


Sponsored by
PatentSight


LAW FIRMS
Akin Gump
Altshuler Berzon
Argentum Partners
Arnold & Porter
Baker Botts
Beaumont Costales
Bosse Rollman
Bradley Arant
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
Buchanan Ingersoll
Carr & Ferrell
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Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP has dodged a sanctions bid over its
representation of a hotel developer alleging that a rival brought sham suits
against competitors to extort multimillion-dollar ransoms, after a California
federal judge ruled that the developer has made legitimate claims at this
point in the proceedings.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Calif. Atty Must Pay $1.4M For Role In Vexatious Suits
A California attorney slapped with a $1.4 million judgment for aiding
vexatious litigants in frivolous suits must pay up after a state appeals court
found that his purported mental illness was no excuse for skipping his trial.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


POLICY & REGULATION


Coronavirus Regulations: A State-By-State Week In Review
In signs of hope this week that COVID-19 won't totally sabotage the
summer's economy, four coastal states announced the reopening of beaches
and Delaware lifted the ice cream truck moratorium, marking a sweet
development in pandemic recovery efforts.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


Gov't Says It's Following Plan To Protect Salmon
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and the National Marine Fisheries Service
are urging a California federal court to reject the Yurok Tribe's bid to lift a stay
so it can pursue a temporary restraining order to protect a species of salmon
from the impacts of an irrigation project on the Klamath River.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


Yahoo Asks 9th Circ. For Contract Damages In Insurance Fight
Yahoo Inc. urged the Ninth Circuit on Monday to tack contract damages onto
its jury win against an AIG subsidiary that found the insurer breached its
policy by failing to cover Yahoo's costs to defend underlying privacy class
actions.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


PRODUCT LIABILITY


Carrier HVAC Buyers Lose 2nd Cert. Bid Over Valve Failures
Consumers who blamed Carrier Corp. and related companies for an
allegedly faulty valve in their heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems
lost another attempt to pursue their claims as a class action Monday, after a
California federal judge said the cases need individual scrutiny.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Acura Drivers Fight Bid To Arbitrate 'Infotainment' Glitch Suit
Drivers told a California federal judge that Honda missed its shot to arbitrate
proposed class claims it sold Acura RDX vehicles with glitchy "infotainment"
systems that could freeze or crash, creating a safety hazard and distracting
drivers.


 Response attached | Read full article »


PRIVACY & CONSUMER PROTECTION


McDonald's Beats ADA Class Action Over Drive-Thru Access
An Illinois federal judge nixed a putative class action from a visually impaired
customer who claims her inability to access McDonald's during drive-thru-
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only hours is a violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act, finding
Tuesday that driving itself is not a protected "major life activity" under the
ADA.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


AT&T Customer's Crypto Theft Suit Survives Dismissal Bid
A federal judge in California has trimmed some claims from an Emmy Award-
winning technology consultant's suit accusing AT&T of failing to prevent
hackers' "SIM swap" theft of $1.8 million in cryptocurrency from him.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Securus To Add Privacy Tools On Jail Calls To End Class Suit
Prison telephone company Securus Technologies Inc. has agreed to revamp
its privacy protocols and submit twice yearly compliance reports as part of a
deal brokered to end a class action by former prisoners and criminal defense
attorneys alleging the firm illegally tapped private prison calls.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


WherezHemp Latest Cannabis Co. Hit With TCPA Suit
WherezHemp, a business directory of hemp and CBD companies, was
slapped with a proposed class action in California federal court Monday,
becoming the latest cannabis company sued for Telephone Consumer
Protection Act violations for allegedly sending spam text messages to
consumers who never provided their phone numbers.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Apple Nears Win In Suit Over 'Red Squiggly' Line Patent
A California federal judge on Tuesday appeared open to tossing a lawsuit
alleging Apple's use of a "red squiggly" line spell-check feature in its products
infringes a former business partner's two patents, saying the infringement
argument "seems like a stretch."
Read full article »


Nike Denied Full Win In Kawhi Leonard Logo IP Fight
An Oregon federal judge on Monday refused to grant Nike a quick win on
claims that Kawhi Leonard infringed its copyright for a "Claw" logo based on
Leonard's notably large hands, after previously tossing claims by the NBA
Finals MVP — who left Nike for rival New Balance — that he is the true
owner of the design.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Broad, UC Each Tell PTAB It Invented CRISPR First
A Patent Trial and Appeal Board panel has given few hints about which way
it is leaning in a hotly contested fight over whether the University of California
or the Broad Institute invented the breakthrough gene-editing technology
CRISPR first.
Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


Five Guys Workers Take 2nd Shot At Wage Class Action Deal
The lead plaintiff of a wage class action against Five Guys on Monday again
asked a California federal judge to grant preliminary approval of a $1.2
million class action settlement after a previous motion was rejected for
"notable failures," including excessive attorney fees and a lack of detail.


 Notice attached | Read full article »


19 AGs Ask 9th Circ. To OK Wash. Airline Workers' Sick Time
Democratic attorneys general from 18 states and the District of Columbia
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have urged the Ninth Circuit to uphold a federal judge's ruling that the state of
Washington's paid sick leave law applies to airline employees, saying the law
is more important than ever during the coronavirus crisis.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


WHITE COLLAR


BitMEX Racketeering And Manipulation 'Staggering,' Suit Says
Large crypto derivatives exchange BitMEX is facing a lawsuit in California
federal court alleging the company engaged in "truly staggering" unlawful
activities including racketeering and cryptocurrency manipulation.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


9th Circ. Says Reno Immune To Recycle Co.'s Antitrust Claims
Reno can wash its hands of a suit accusing the Nevada city of restraining
competition for recycling collection services after the Ninth Circuit found
Monday that a dispute over what constitutes "waste" was better sorted out
locally.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


DEALS


Real Estate Rumors: Kushner, Zaragon, JP Morgan
Kushner Cos. is reportedly subleasing 20,500 square feet at the General
Motors Building in Manhattan, Zaragon is said to have paid $7.55 million for a
Miami industrial building, and JP Morgan has reportedly provided $600
million of CMBS financing for two San Francisco office towers.
Read full article »


IMMIGRATION


9th Circ. Wary Of Scrapping Protections For Migrant Children
The Ninth Circuit appeared unlikely Tuesday to nix a decades-old court
settlement establishing protections for migrant children in government
custody, pressing the federal government on the rationale behind expanding
family detention.
Read full article »


CANNABIS


34 AGs Press For Pot Banking Reforms In Virus Relief Bills
A group of 34 attorneys general on Tuesday urged Congress to include
protections for banks that serve marijuana clients in upcoming coronavirus
relief legislation, with seven Republicans joining the call in a break with GOP
leadership.


 Letter attached | Read full article »


Arbitrator Right To Dissolve Pot Partnership Forged In Fraud
A California state appellate court on Monday upheld an arbitrator's decision
to split a joint venture between two cannabis companies after seven years of
acrimony, saying the arbitrator was right to dissolve the partnership because
it was formed based on a fraud.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Cannabis Co. Seeks Nix Of Suit Over Scheme To Devalue Rival
A cannabis company accused of plotting to bankrupt a body care product
company so it could cheaply take it over urged a Florida federal judge to drop
the suit Monday, arguing that the case has no connection to the Sunshine
State and belongs in a California court.
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 Motion attached | Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Toward A Good Faith Version Of The Ministerial Exception
The U.S. Supreme Court in 2012 unanimously blessed the idea of a
"ministerial exception" to employment discrimination laws, but last week's
arguments in Our Lady of Guadalupe School v. Morrissey-Berru make clear
that the court won't be issuing a unanimous decision on the scope of this
exemption, says R. Scott Oswald at The Employment Law Group.
Read full article »


Gov't Amicus Efforts Show Antitrust Policy Via Advocacy
Under President Donald Trump, the U.S. Department of Justice's Antitrust
Division has filed an increasing number of amicus briefs in an effort to
influence antitrust law, revealing enforcement priorities and policy positions
even where they don't persuade courts, say attorneys at McDermott.
Read full article »


Key Return-To-Work Considerations For Law Firms
There may be precious little notice before the legal community ramps up, so
it's important to have return-to-work plans that address the unique challenges
law firms will face in bringing employees back to offices, say attorneys Daniel
Gerber, Barbara O'Connell and Richard Tucker.
Read full article »
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Jones Day Trims Some Claims In Attys' Gender Bias Suit
A D.C. federal judge on Tuesday trimmed a slew of claims from six female
attorneys whose putative class action accuses Jones Day of gender
discrimination, but he kept other claims alive, including allegations of a "black
box" compensation system that undercuts women in pay and promotions.
Read full article »


Senate Returns To Judges, Confirming Ariz. Trial Court Pick
The Senate on Tuesday approved a state judge to Arizona's federal court
with a relatively bipartisan vote, kicking off a week with four trial court
confirmations scheduled as Republicans resume their drive to reshape the
judiciary after the coronavirus pandemic forced a nearly three-month hiatus
of confirmations.
Read full article »


DC Circ. Pick Plans To Stay In Federalist Society
U.S. District Judge Justin R. Walker, a young nominee to the D.C. Circuit,
has given senators more details about his connections with the conservative
Federalist Society and suggested he would remain a member even if a
judicial ethics board advises against it.
Read full article »


Troutman Sanders Institutes Voluntary Leave During COVID-19
Atlanta-based Troutman Sanders LLP has reportedly implemented a
voluntary temporary leave of absence program for its professional staff,
joining a growing list of firms that have made cost-cutting moves in the face
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Read full article »


Pond Lehocky To Cut Roughly 25% Of Staff Amid COVID-19
Prominent Philadelphia-based workers' compensation firm Pond Lehocky
Giordano LLP confirmed on Tuesday that it was laying off approximately a
quarter of its workforce after the end of the month as the firm deals with
economic fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Read full article »


Crowell & Moring Latest Firm To Shorten Summer Program
Crowell & Moring LLP is the latest law firm to confirm changes to its summer
associate program, which has been further delayed to July, the firm said on
Tuesday.
Read full article »


Counsel Who Care: How Attys Are Helping During A Crisis
As coronavirus cases have spiked, law firms across the nation have been
stepping up to help, from providing pro bono legal assistance to fundraisers
and donations.
Read full article »


Metals Co. Sued For Firing Atty Who Contracted COVID-19
A New York attorney claims he was fired from his counsel position with a
metals company after he contracted the novel coronavirus and asked to work
remotely in Europe while he recovered, according to a lawsuit filed Tuesday
in Pittsburgh federal court.
Read full article »


Houston Attys Asked For Input On In-Person Proceedings
Houston judges are turning to the attorneys who practice in their courts for
feedback on in-person proceedings during the COVID-19 pandemic, asking
them to weigh in on what a return to usual courthouse operations should look
like.
Read full article »
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Flynn Asks DC Circ. To Toss Case, Reassign 'Biased' Judge
Former Donald Trump national security adviser Michael Flynn mounted an
emergency court action Tuesday asking the D.C. Circuit to order a district
judge to immediately grant the U.S. Department of Justice's request to throw
out his prosecution and to assign a new judge to handle any further
proceedings.
Read full article »


Zenith Can't Get Extra Docs In Law Firm Negligence Case
A London judge on Tuesday denied a request from Zenith Insurance for
additional documents from a British law firm it's suing for negligence after the
company paid out claims for an auto accident purportedly involving
individuals who later said they weren't involved in a crash.
Read full article »


Libra Taps Ex-FinCEN, OFAC Director As General Counsel
The Libra Association announced Tuesday that former FinCEN and OFAC
director Robert Werner has been appointed general counsel as the group
behind the Libra digital currency fills out its top positions.
Read full article »


New York Life Promotes Former Debevoise Atty As GC
New York Life has promoted its deputy general counsel to serve as the
insurance company's general counsel, elevating an attorney who once
worked with Debevoise & Plimpton LLP, the company announced on
Tuesday.
Read full article »
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From: Valerie Mercado
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Campgrounds Open!
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 4:30:54 PM


Having trouble viewing this email? Click here


Small Business Help!


The Vacation Trailer
RV Rental Company


www.pasoroblesRVrentals.com


Event Venue
Fresh Produce & Local Products,


Gift shop &
Critter Coral for the Kids.


  


Home Repairs
Text 661-549-6843


Click on the Videos, Links or Logos for More Info


Harry's nonessential
brings you LIVE MUSIC!


Please join us in helping local bands
survive the Coronavirus pandemic.


We hope to see you all soon! ROCK ON!!


 


 _   


Who is Ready to Camp?
www.pasoroblesrvrentals.com


Give us a Call today to start booking
888-898-2267


KOA Avila/Pismo Beach
Pismo Sands RV Restort
Now taking reservations
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Click Here and take
advantage TODAY!


 


 


Dentistry For Children


 


caferunner


 


Mission Community Services Corp
Register Here!


 


Dentistry for Children!
* OPENS MAY 27 2020 *


805-922-3530
Visit Website here


Taking precautions in
Pismo Beach!
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Click Here and take
advantage TODAY!


 


Call for Your Free Estimate!


California Governors
Office of Business


Book A Stay Today!!!
The Pismo Beach Hotel


 


Affordable pictures


Pismo Beach Take-Out


Pismo Beach Take-Out


open for curbside pick-up
CoolCatCafe.com


OPEN
NORMAL HOURS MONDAY-SATURDAY 8AM-5PM


For all of your pet and farm animal needs!
Santa Ynez Feed


Santa Ynez Mill & Feed


Did you have to cancel your wedding due to
Coronavirus?  


Are you now looking for an affordable option
for your wedding?


We are happy to help!
Windmill Farms, AG
Book your next event or quinceanera!
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Office of Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 26, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response


 


Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task Force; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.


Topline messaging includes:


As of May 25, Small Business Administration has approved 430,906 Economic
Injury Disaster Loan applications resulting in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds
available to assist businesses and their employees. The SBA has also approved over
4.4 million Paycheck Protection Program applications resulting in $511.2 billion
available to assist businesses and their employees.


On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state,
local, tribal, and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to
adjust community mitigation measures.


The Community Mitigation decision support tool puts the data for each metric
in the President’s Guidelines for Opening Up America Again in one easy-to-
access place – the Gate Indicators tab and sub-tabs.
Officials can view their influenza- and coronavirus-like illnesses, case and
death data, as well as a range of information on hospital capacity to determine
whether community mitigation should be adjusted.
The tool also has a variety of other data available outlined in greater detail
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Tuesday, May 26, 2020 



“IN RECENT MONTHS, OUR NATION AND THE WORLD HAVE BEEN ENGAGED IN A NEW FORM OF BATTLE AGAINST 



AN INVISIBLE ENEMY...  TENS OF THOUSANDS OF SERVICE MEMBERS AND NATIONAL GUARDSMEN ARE ON THE 



FRONTLINES OF OUR WAR AGAINST THIS TERRIBLE VIRUS — CARING FOR PATIENTS, DELIVERING CRITICAL 



SUPPLIES, AND WORKING NIGHT AND DAY TO SAFEGUARD OUR CITIZENS.”  – PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP   



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ As of May 25, Small Business Administration has approved 430,906 Economic Injury Disaster 



Loan applications resulting in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist businesses 



and their employees. The SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck Protection Program 



applications resulting in $511.2 billion available to assist businesses and their employees. 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



 The Community Mitigation decision support tool puts the data for each metric in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening Up America Again in one easy-to-access place – the 



Gate Indicators tab and sub-tabs.  



 Officials can view their influenza- and coronavirus-like illnesses, case and death data, as 



well as a range of information on hospital capacity to determine whether community 



mitigation should be adjusted.  



 The tool also has a variety of other data available outlined in greater detail below. An 



account is required for access, and government officials can get one by applying here.  



▪ As of May 22, FEMA has made 645 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes in 52 of 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ As of May 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 89.4 million N95 respirators, 135.2 million surgical masks, 15.0 million 



face shields, 32.4 million surgical gowns, and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 4.9 million units of media so far in the 



month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing initiative, FEMA is procuring 



specimen collection supplies to supplement the supplies states and healthcare providers are 



procuring from the private market.    



▪ As of May 23, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 13.6 million samples. 



 As of May 22, the FDA has issued 109 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and 1 antigen test.  
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By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 75 tribes working directly with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct 



recipient with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that 



are direct recipients with emergency declarations and 33 tribes that are recipients under 



state declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 25, 210,113 samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 



and 383,662 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and 7 have closed in consultation 



with the states. 1 additional federally run site is operational. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 410 live sites in 45 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $99.77 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 15,939 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 22, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.4 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 1.5 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 3,000 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 22, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $620 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $15 million 



▪ As of May 26, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 275 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through June 24. 



 As of May 22, 40,220 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 893 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 25, the CDC has 5,073 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



▪ As of May 24, 605 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 1,000 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 159.1 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 25, Project Air Bridge has completed 172 flights with an additional 54 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 226 flights.   



 Five flights landed over the past two days, May 24 and 25: two in New York City (JFK), one 



in Los Angeles, one in Chicago and one in Columbus, OH. 



 One flight is scheduled to land in Chicago today, May 26. 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 23:  



 Nearly 1.4 million N95 respirators 



 947 million gloves  



 107.8 million surgical masks 



 23.9 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2 million face shields 



 654,600 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ Since April 12, 45 non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 49 million FEMA-procured masks and 



respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ Two non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed in New York City (JFK) over 



the past two days, May 24 and 25. Two more flights are scheduled to land today, May 26: two in 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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Miami and one in New York City (JFK). Since May 20, eight non-airbridge flights carrying more 



than 245,000 gowns have landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, the National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 



COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



▪ FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to 



execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety of 



the American people. 



FEMA 



▪ On March 13, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to the Stafford Act. 



 All 10 Regional Response Coordination Centers and emergency operations centers in all 



states and territories are active and supporting response efforts across the country.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. The FEMA-sourced material will be 



provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in 



support of their individualized plans.  



▪ FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective equipment to 



all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to 



supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states 



and the District of Columbia to support programs providing free, confidential counseling through 



community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203
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https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/04/fema-announces-supplemental-funding-through-cares-act
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 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-nearly-4.9-billion-distribution-to-nursing-facilities-impacted-by-covid19.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-500-million-distribution-to-tribal-hospitals-clinics-and-urban-health-centers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/21/trump-administration-accelerates-astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-to-be-available-beginning-in-october.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/20/hhs-provides-225-million-for-covid19-testing-in-rural-communities.html


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/19/hhs-industry-partners-expand-us-based-pharmaceutical-manufacturing-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/18/hhs-delivers-funding-to-expand-testing-capacity-for-states-territories-tribes.html


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/
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▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 



▪ On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 



million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 



and respond to COVID-19. 



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 



remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 



recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 



Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID-19 



testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 





https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-



19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 



approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures, and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ The nation’s Slow the Spread campaign ended April 30. CDC continues to recommend that 



everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where other social distancing measures are 



difficult to maintain. 



▪ On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 



guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 



step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 and stay 



safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



▪ CDC continues to encourage use of personal protective equipment optimization strategies for 



healthcare providers to optimize resources, deal with limited resources, and make contingency 



plans or alternative strategies when supplies are limited. 



▪ On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released 



targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement infection control 



practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from COVID-19 in these facilities. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 





https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0522-cdc-releases-recommendations-faith.html
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▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



▪ On April 28, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining Emergency Use Authorizations 



(EUAs), one of several tools FDA uses to help make important medical products available quickly 



during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 EUAs provide more timely access to drugs, diagnostic tests and/or other critical medical 



products that can help diagnose, treat and/or prevent COVID-19.  



▪ On April 27, the FDA released two new fact sheets for the food and agriculture sector outlining 



guidelines on use of disposable facemasks and cloth coverings, as well as summarizing key 



steps employers and coworkers can take to stay open, continue to slow the spread and support 



continuity of essential operations. 



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used
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since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  



▪ On May 4, the Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that agricultural businesses are 



now eligible for the SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans as part of the Paycheck Protection 



Program and Healthcare Enhancement Act.  



▪ On April 28, President Trump signed an executive order to keep meat processing plants open to 



ensure the continued supply of beef, pork, and poultry to the American people. The order uses the 



Defense Production Act to classify meat processing as critical infrastructure. 
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below. An account is required for access, and government officials can get one
by applying here.


As of May 22, FEMA has made 645 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
in 52 of 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-
day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 23, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 89.4 million N95 respirators, 135.2 million
surgical masks, 15.0 million face shields, 32.4 million surgical gowns, and over 1
billion gloves.


FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 4.9 million units of media
so far in the month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing
initiative, FEMA is procuring specimen collection supplies to supplement the
supplies states and healthcare providers are procuring from the private market.  


As of May 23, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 13.6 million samples.


As of May 22, the FDA has issued 109 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and 1 antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.


# # #
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From: The Land Trust for Santa Barbara County
To: Alice Patino
Subject: The Lowdown from Your Local Land Trust
Date: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 11:31:52 AM
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video


Carrie Mullen Named Interim Executive
Director


The Board of Trustees has named Development Director Carrie Mullen the Interim Executive
Director of the Land Trust while the search for an Executive Director continues to go well. We look
forward to sharing more details in the fall! For now, the staff and board are working remotely and
connecting via Zoom and sometimes at physically distanced outdoor meetings. Your land trust is
forging ahead with multiple conservation projects throughout the county and we are grateful for your
ongoing support.
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In Farm & Ranch Magazine
Central Coast Farm & Ranch Magazine recently featured the success story of the conservation
easement at Campbell Ranch with the Land Trust and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Click
below to read the Campbell family's take on the process and the outcome that ensured the
futures of both their multi-generation family farm operations and that of endangered California
tiger salamanders.


Read Article


Summer Hours at Arroyo Hondo Preserve
1st & 3rd Weekends Monthly: 10am-4pm


Mondays & Wednesdays: 10am-1pm
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Advanced reservations are required and
can be made online Monday-Friday. In an
effort to manage high demand, reservations
are limited to 30 visitors per open date time
slot through the summer.


Dates subject to change according to
CDC, state, and county guidelines.
Social distancing required.
No swimming in creek.
No pets.


Thanks for doing your part to keep Arroyo
Hondo open to the public this summer!


REGISTER NOW


Santa Barbara County Produce Guide
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With long lines at grocery stores and public health officials recommending staying at home and
avoiding crowds, outdoor farmers markets and farm stands are some of the best sources for
healthy food that supports our local economies and reduces everyone's exposure. Weekly visits
to your closest local farm stand are a great way to get to know the farmers feeding your
community. Click on the farm stands below for more details- many farms have adapted their
stands for physical distancing and some also offer CSA boxes with no contact pick up or
delivery options.


Santa Barbara County Farm Stands & Markets


Orcutt Certified Farmers Market, Santa Maria


Blosser Urban Garden, Santa Maria


Campbell Ranches Produce Stand, Lompoc


Finley Farms, Santa Ynez


Something Good Organics, Buellton
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Folded Hills Farmstead, Gaviota


Santa Barbara Blueberries U-Pick, Gaviota


Fairview Gardens, Goleta


Lane Farms, Noleta


Santa Barbara Farmer's Market, Solvang, Goleta, Santa Barbara, Montecito, Carpinteria


Farm Cart Organics, Carpinteria


Trap Cam: Cooper's Hawk Close Up


video


Above, a Cooper's hawk perches and preens in front of Stuart and Callan Halewood's trap cam
along the lower creek at Arroyo Hondo. The Halewoods' motion-sensitive wildlife camera caught
plenty of great new footage that we've added to our Vimeo channel!


Check out the AHP Trap Cam Vimeo channel here.


Not a member? Click for information on membership options and benefits. Unsure if you
are current? Contact Jennifer Stroh: (805) 966-4520 jstroh@sblandtrust.org


The Land Trust for Santa Barbara County conserves
natural resources, agricultural land, and open spaces


for the benefit of present and future generations.
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www.sblandtrust.org ~ 805-966-4520 ~ info@sblandtrust.org


Like us on Facebook @LandTrustSBCo landtrustsbco


Unsubscribe


This message was sent to apatino@cityofsantamaria.org from kszabo@sblandtrust.org


The Land Trust for Santa Barbara County
PO Box 91830


Santa Barbara, CA 93190


- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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From: Alice Patino
To: Diana Reed
Subject: FW: SMPD Policy/Training Information
Date: Monday, June 15, 2020 2:12:17 PM


please print


From: Marc Schneider
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 2:10 PM
To: Alice Patino
Cc: Phillip Hansen; Jack Dunn; Jason Stilwell
Subject: SMPD Policy/Training Information


Hi Mayor,
I am following up with you on the questions you asked earlier today regarding some
of our Department policies and training. The Chief is going to disseminate a more
comprehensive document in the near future which will include the below information.
If you have any additional questions please let me know.  
 
1. Require de-escalation – YES
 
SB 230 and SMPD Polices 300, 409, and 430 require that officers utilize de-
escalation techniques, crisis intervention tactics, and other alternatives to force when
feasible. SMPD mandates officers to conduct all duties in a manner that is fair and
unbiased. SMPD officers are trained in alternatives to deadly force, de-escalation
techniques, and crisis intervention strategies. In addition, this month, all officers will
receive respiratory distress training.
 
2. Require warning before shooting – YES
 
AB 392 and SMPD Policy 300.4 require, “where feasible, a peace officer shall, prior to
the use of force, make reasonable efforts to identify themselves as a peace officer
and to warn that deadly force may be used, unless the officer has objectively
reasonable grounds to believe the person is aware of those facts.” This requirement
is consistent with federal case law.
 
3. Duty to intervene – YES
 
SB 230 and SMPD Policy 300.2 sets forth a “requirement that an officer intercede
when present and observing another officer using force that is clearly beyond that
which is necessary, as determined by an objectively reasonable officer under the
circumstances.” This provision is consistent with federal law.
 
4. Require use of force reporting – YES
 
SB 230 and SMPD Policy 300.5 require comprehensive and detailed requirements for
prompt and internal reporting and notification regarding a use of force incident. SB
230 and SMPD Policy 300.2.1 also require officers to report excessive force they
witness.
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5. Ban chokeholds and strangleholds – Use is restricted   
SMPD Policy does not allow chokeholds or strangleholds as a control technique.
They would be considered deadly force. SMPD Policy 300.3.5 does allow the use of
the Carotid control hold, but its use is restricted to violent or physically resisting
individuals. It may not be used against pregnant females, juveniles, elderly, or those
with neck deformities. This technique has only been used successfully twice, and
attempted two other times, in the past four years. None of these occasions caused
injuries.
 
As of Friday June 5th, consistent with orders from the California Governor, SMPD will
no longer instruct officers in the use of this technique in its POST certified courses.
It’s anticipated state law will eliminate the use of this technique in the near future.
 
6. Ban shooting at moving vehicles – Restricted, not banned.
An outright prohibition in all circumstances does not account for situations where the
driver of a vehicle may be threatening death or great bodily injury to others. For
example, a driver intentionally trying to run over pedestrians at a farmer’s market at
high speed might necessitate a deadly force response from police to save lives of
innocent users of the roadway.
 
SMPD Policy 300.4.1, requires officers to move out of the way of an approaching
vehicle instead of discharging their firearms, except when there are no other
reasonable means to avert the threat.
 
7. Require a use of force continuum – No
The use of force continuum is an outdated model that has proven impractical, even
dangerous, when applied to real life situations. The continuum as instructed required
an officer to attempt the lowest level of force sequentially, when responding to a
threat. It is often impractical to adhere to this requirement. For example, if a suspect
is wielding a firearm, an officer should not have to begin to addresses the threat by
using hands-on techniques. Instead, SMPD training and policy focus on creating
space and separation in an attempt to utilize de-escalation techniques. The
appropriate and reasonable force option is chosen based on the level of the threat
presented to the officer.
 
8.  Require exhausting all alternatives before shooting
Words like all, always, and never, rarely work well in real-world applications of policy.
Some force options might be impractical, dangerous, or unsuited to the threat facing
the officer. For example, an officer confronting a man with a gun, should not be
required to attempt to tackle the suspect, or use a baton. This type of policy could
cause an officer to suffer great bodily injury of death.
 
Thank you,
 
Marc








Fixing Infrastructure Issues Could Help Bail Out  
the U.S. Economy


We are amid a pandemic-induced economic crisis. It’s time to address two overarching


societal issues that will in turn, help each other: skyrocketing unemployment and failing


infrastructure. We have neglected infrastructure (roads, water facilities, power supplies,


electrical grids) and that is taking a toll on the American economy. According to


AmericanInfrastructure.com, Ignoring the nation’s crumbling infrastructure could result in


businesses suffering from higher costs that will be passed on to consumers. Michael Kern,


From: Lindy Hatcher, Executive Director HBACC
To: Alice Patino
Subject: HBACC Weekly Update 5-29-2020
Date: Friday, May 29, 2020 5:52:16 PM
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author and editor at safehaven.com, oilprice.com, and macroinvesting.com affirmed,


“Spending on public projects helped pull the United States out of the Great Depression and


created a lasting network of employment that helps support America even today.”  


 


This is a bipartisan concern. President Trump and New York Governor Andrew Cuomo are


scheduled to discuss ways to help New York’s struggling infrastructure. Cuomo elaborated,


“There is no better time to build than right now. You need to restart the economy, you need


to create jobs. And you need to renew and repair the economy. Now is the time to do it,”


Let’s put Americans back to work. It is common sense.” Pres. Trump is a major advocate


of the infrastructure battle, too. He asked lawmakers to allocate as much as $2 trillion to


address this imminent, nation-wide infrastructure crisis with estimated financial outlay of up


to $3.9 trillion. Seems a no-brainer to inject money into our economy and solve our


compounding infrastructure needs.


SLO City Building Division Now Offers Virtual Interactive
Inspection Program


The City of San Luis Obispo Building Division is excited to announce that we
are now offering a virtual interactive inspection program using Google Duo. Our
goal with this program is to allow construction to progress while maintaining a
safe environment for our staff and our community through social and physical
distancing, with specific focus on occupied structures. If you have questions or
when you are ready to schedule a virtual interactive inspection, please call our
inspection line at (805) 781-7180. Please let our staff know the type of
inspection you are requesting, that you would like this to be completed using
the virtual interactive inspection program, and the contact number to use.  For
additional information about this new program, please click here.
 
TYPES OF INSPECTIONS OFFERED


Water heater replacement                         
Interior lath / shower pan / tub
Window / door replacement
Insulation
Drywall
Sewer laterals/clean out/ backwater
Simple re-inspection of previously provided corrections
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Minor framing
Under-slab piping
Water services
Gas line
Furnaces
Fireplace inserts
Smoke & CO alarms


For more information from the City’s response to COVID-19, please
visit www.slocity.org/covid19. The City is committed to keeping our community
informed. To receive updates from the City regarding COVID-19, please
register for City News e-notifications on the City’s website at www.slocity.org or
follow the City of San Luis Obispo on social media.


HBACC Advocacy in Action


San Luis Obispo County: The South County Chambers held a Governmental Affairs


meeting with SLO County District 4  update from Supervisor Compton City updates and


uestions Legislative update from Dave Mullinax/League of CA Cities Update from Farm


Bureau - Brent Burchett of Tenet Health. If you missed it, check out their website.


SLO County Chamber is offering their first virtual Legislative Event. They will
address employer considerations for reopening. In this legislative event,
employment law experts Kathy Eppright and Dave Juhnke will share how
you can and should still apply certain best practices for your business and
employees as you reopen. Join us next Thursday to learn how COVID-19 has
affected current employment law practices and the way we do business. 


Santa Barbara County: Strategic Vitality, LLC and Allan Hancock College partnered


with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to hold a Rural Community Prosperity Online


Summit. The Summit was designed to foster hope and opportunity, asset building, and


wealth creation in communities across the country. The Summit will convene state, federal,


Hispanic Serving Institutions, tribal colleges, faith leaders, veterans, and other strategic


partners to:• Assist communities in the development of local prosperity councils, create


wealth and build assets • Illustrate successful practices for developing key partnerships •


Connect attendees to USDA and other relevant federal programs, and • Model success for


communities and future generations of communities. HBACC Members Joe Halsell and
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Derek Hansen participated in the Housing: Needs; Infrastructure & Other Challenges;


Potential Models and Solutions segment. Lindy Hatcher discussed Economic Workforce


Opportunities, Barriers, and Solutions within our industry. If you missed it, visit


StrategicVitalityLLC.com after June 1, to view the recording of it. 


CBIA: The Judicial Council on April 6 adopted Emergency Rule 9 that tolled the statute of


limitations for CEQA and land use legal challenges. Under the original rule, statute of


limitations  were tolled until 90 days after the Governor’s declaration of an emergency is


lifted.  Declarations of emergency typically last for years – some up to 8 years – since they


are a prerequisite for federal funding.  Many shovel-ready projects were being held up by


the delay caused by the rule. 


Today, the Judicial Council announced that the tolling period will end on August 3.  This is


a big improvement from the original rule.  


NAHB: Now more than ever, elected officials, at the federal, state, or local level, need to


hear from us about issues before the housing industry.  We believe the House and Senate


will be in heavy negotiations on the next comprehensive economic stimulus legislative


package during the last two weeks of June and into July; the timing for NAHB’s virtual


legislative conference (June 22-24) couldn’t be better.


The NAHB reported that the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)


reversed a policy decision on an employer’s obligation to record work-related COVID-19


cases on OSHA Injury and Illness logs starting May 26, we follow CalOSHA. They have
not changed their Building Industry reporting requirements. Follow this link to the


most recent CalOSHA posting for construction industry that also includes helpful tips to


keep workers safe at jobsites and more: https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/coronavirus/COVID-


19-Infection-Prevention-in-Construction.pdf


Save the Dates:


June 10: The HBACC and EVC will hold another Joint Building Industry Webinar on June


10, at 9:30 AM. The program will include Nick Thompkins to discuss his perspective on the


future of Commercial Real Estate and Bruce Buckingham and Janet Reese to give an


update on Grover Beach's new ADU Ordinance and Housing Element. We will send an


updated link to join the zoom meeting to follow next week


June 22: The HBACC is joining the Santa Maria based Economic Vitality, LLC's monthly
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webinar series to bring you a webinar update on the Building Industry in the
Santa Maria area June 22, at 2:00 PM. Vicky Connor (EV) and Lindy Hatcher
have lined up four guest speakers: CBIA Executive Director Dan Dunmoyer for
a statewide update, HBACC's Lindy Hatcher for a SLO and SB County industry
update, Joe Halsell of Halsell Builders for a Builder Update, and Laurie Tamura
of Urban Planning Concepts for a local Santa Maria building industry
perspective. Stay tuned for more details


Do your part – Take the Census!
Deadline Extended


You matter, so get counted. Asside from altruistic reasons to participate in the
census, there are financial benefits for our local area. Want to help support local
programs? Take five minutes to do your part! For each person not counted,
communities will lose an average of $1,000 per person, per year, for 10
years! The Census determines federal funding to the state, which helps fund
programs, determine representation in Washington, D.C, and identify need to secure
services for: families, roads, schools, safety, housing and homelessness, and more.


 
Complete the questionnaire by phone (844-330-2020 for English / 844-468-2020 for
Spanish) or go online now. It is private, safe, and easy to complete. Be sure to count
everyone living with you on your Census Questionnaire, no matter their age or
citizenship status. Visit CaliforniaCensus.org to learn more about the 2020 Census.
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From: Masha V. Chernyak
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Love Not Fear in Action
Date: Tuesday, June 30, 2020 1:31:50 PM


Dear Patino,


Courageous. Hopeful. Determined. That is what it looks like to show up
with love, not fear. 


Over the past three months, you - the Latino Community Foundation family-
have shown up strong. You have demonstrated your commitment to
community and to social change. 


Since March, our collective efforts have grown the Love Not Fear Fund
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to $1.5 million with contributions still coming in from across the nation.
To date, we have invested more than $500,000 into 40+ organizations doing
vital life-saving work. These nonprofits stand alongside our undocumented,
farmworker, and senior members of our community. They are on the defense
and the offense-- supporting families while making time to organize and
radically re-imagine our world. Here is a snapshot of some of our funded
partners: 


In Bakersfield, Oxnard, and Salinas - the United Farmworker
Foundation has served 110,000 meals, shared critical resources, and
are now leading federal advocacy for the FARM Laborers Protection
Act because agricultural relief funds did not require recipients to take
any particular steps to support their workers.


In Fresno, Cultiva La Salud is providing healthy food delivery, medical
supplies, and weekly check-ins with immigrant women over the age of
65 who have limited family support. 


In Eastern Coachella Valley, Alianza is supporting families by providing
door-to-door food distribution, healthcare advocacy, and connecting
immigrant families to critical resources. 


These efforts are possible because of your love and generosity. This Fund
has also inspired our Latino Giving Circle Network to take action. Twelve
of our Circles have made more than $100,000 in rapid relief grants to support
grassroots efforts for immediate relief.


However, this work is far from over. In California, coronavirus cases are
surging and the toll on Latino communities is only getting worse. That's why
the third phase of Love not Fear Fund will focus on dismantling deeply
inequitable and racist systems. We will invest in community organizing, art as
activism, and multi-racial power building to re-imagine our collective future.


The pandemic has created fear and great uncertainty. At LCF, we remain
focused on and guided by love. With your partnership, we will continue to
show up stronger and more powerful than ever. Thank you for investing in
change, not charity.


Let's do this!


Masha and your LCF Familia


CLICK HERE TO WATCH OUR LOVE NOT FEAR VIDEO! 
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The Latino Community Foundation (LCF) exists to unleash the
power of Latinos in California. Learn more at www.latinocf.org


Join our community!


      


Latino Community Foundation, 235 Montgomery St., Ste. 1160, San Francisco, CA 94104


SafeUnsubscribe™ apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
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From: Foodbank of Santa Barbara County
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Foodbank News: Families need you
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 9:00:40 AM
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On a central coast farm, a farmer pulls a head of fresh lettuce from the ground
and adds it to an order of produce for the Foodbank of Santa Barbara County. 


The lettuce arrives at our warehouse, where volunteers sort it into boxes
for struggling neighbors. Our small fleet of trucks deliver the boxes to
community centers, churches and homes across the county, from New Cuyama
to Carpinteria. 


When our truck arrives at Orcutt Presbyterian Church with oranges, lettuce,
carrots and onions, families are waiting. Before the COVID crisis, 70 families
came here for food; today, 600 showed up. 


Families rely on the Foodbank to transport food safely across the county. To do
that, we need safe, reliable trucks. 


Donate now to ensure essential food can reach those who need it most.  







Looking for food? Please visit https://foodbanksbc.org/get-help/


Local updates and recommendations regarding COVID-19 are available from
the Santa Barbara County Public Health Department.
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Best regards,


Erik Talkin, CEO Foodbank
Blog: www.hungerintohealth.com


Have you remembered the Foodbank in your
will? https://foodbanksbc.org/planned-giving/


Facebook Twitter Website Instagram
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From: California Law360
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Calif. Leads Coalition Challenging Trump Fuel Economy Rule
Date: Thursday, May 28, 2020 12:46:26 AM


Law360 California
CALIFORNIA


Thursday, May 28, 2020


TOP NEWS


Calif. Leads Coalition Challenging Trump Fuel Economy Rule
A coalition of more than 20 states and local governments led by California
challenged the Trump administration's new greenhouse gas and fuel
economy standards in the D.C. Circuit on Wednesday, arguing they are an
unlawful retreat on a major climate change policy that will make public health
worse.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


PG&E's $58B Ch. 11 Confirmation Enters Final Stretch
A bench trial on whether to confirm Pacific Gas and Electric Co.'s $58 billion
bankruptcy reorganization plan kicked off Wednesday with opponents raising
questions about a possible conflict of interest by the consulting firm that
solicited fire survivors' votes on the proposal.
Read full article »


Convicted Ex-Bumble Bee CEO Dodges Civil Suit For Now
A California federal judge on Tuesday tossed a Kansas wholesale
distributor's canned tuna price-fixing claims against convicted former Bumble
Bee Foods CEO Chris Lischewski, saying the suit doesn't sufficiently connect
his actions to the filing jurisdiction, but would allow the distributor to try again
in another court.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Analysis
5 Takeaways From The 9th Circ.'s Climate Suit Ruling
The Ninth Circuit's rulings this week that federal law wasn't implicated in
litigation seeking to hold fossil fuel companies accountable for climate-
change-related infrastructure damage add to the legal momentum to keep
the latest wave of climate torts in state courts. Here are five takeaways from
the Ninth Circuit's decisions.
Read full article »


Sorrento Sued Over COVID-19 'Cure' Comment To Fox News
Sorrento Therapeutics Inc. was hit with a stock-drop suit on Tuesday over
statements its CEO made to Fox News in mid-May that allegedly referred to
a recent breakthrough in the company's COVID-19 treatment research as a
"cure."


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Facebook Wants Full 9th Circ. To Reconsider Wiretap Ruling
Facebook on Tuesday urged the full Ninth Circuit to reconsider a panel's
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ruling last month that users could move forward with several wiretap and
privacy claims, arguing that the panel's finding "conflicts with precedent and
fundamentally changes the definition of 'wiretapping.'"


 Petition attached | Read full article »


INSURANCE


Insurer Can't Recoup Settlement Payment In Lyft Crash Suit
A California appeals court has rejected a bid from Tokio Marine Specialty
Insurance Co. to get reimbursement for a settlement reached by Lyft Inc. in a
suit alleging one of its drivers hit another vehicle, confirming an arbitrator's
decision against the insurer.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


PRODUCT LIABILITY


Honda Inks $1.9M Deal Over Lawn Tool Engine Emissions
American Honda Motor Co. has agreed to pay $1.9 million to resolve claims
by the California Air Resources Board that the automaker violated the state's
clean air laws by manufacturing engines for generators and lawn equipment
that exceed emissions limits.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


Plantronics Can't Duck Cisco's Trade Secret Suit
A California federal judge refused a request by electronics company
Plantronics and one of its executive vice presidents to dismiss Cisco's trade
secret suit, but did dismiss claims against two other ex-Cisco employees and
sent claims against a third to arbitration.


 Order attached | Read full article »


9th Circ. Says Jim Beam Rival Can't Revive Lipstick Logo Suit
The Ninth Circuit ruled Wednesday that Johnny Love Vodka can't revive its
lawsuit alleging lipstick logos on Jim Beam flavored vodkas infringe its
trademark, saying the lower court judge hadn't made an obvious mistake
when she nixed Johnny Love's case.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Retired Prof Asks Fed. Circ. To Revive Lyft Patent Dispute
A retired Georgia Tech professor is urging the Federal Circuit to revive his
patent lawsuit against Lyft over ride-sharing technology, folding in
comparisons to lasagna while arguing that a lower court improperly analyzed
a key algorithm in his patent.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT


'Potterhead' Group Wants To End Warner Bros. TM Lawsuit
A fitness-oriented charity group is asking a California federal judge to toss
out a lawsuit that claims it violated Warner Bros.' "Harry Potter" trademarks
by offering a "Potterhead Running Club."


 Motion attached | Read full article »


Clear Channel, SF Mayor Beat Suit Over Nixed Billboards
Clear Channel Outdoor LLC and San Francisco Mayor London Breed have
won the dismissal of a suit filed by Breed's opponent in last year's mayoral
race, who had claimed Clear Channel and Breed violated her First
Amendment rights by censoring her campaign billboards.


 Order attached | Read full article »
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SECURITIES & BANKING


Investor Looks To Freeze Tech Co.'s US Bank Accounts
A British Virgin Islands-based investor in a tech company that was found to
be secretly running malware in people's mobile phones has asked a
California federal judge to block the company from depleting its U.S. bank
accounts as it pursues arbitration in Hong Kong to recover a nearly $14
million investment.  


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


All-Star Gym Hits Cheerleading Org. With Antitrust Suit
A California competitive cheerleading gym filed a class action suit against
sport giant Varsity Brands LLC and the sport's governing body, U.S. All Star
Federation Inc. (USASF), on Tuesday, claiming the two entities worked
together to monopolize the all-star cheer competition and apparel market.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


TECHNOLOGY


3D-Printed Gun Firm Urges 9th Circ. To Revive Blueprint Deal
An organization that develops blueprints for 3D-printed guns has urged the
Ninth Circuit to reinstate a deal with the U.S. Department of State allowing it
to publish the firearm schematics online, calling states' challenge to the
agreement a move against its First Amendment rights.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


DEALS


Gilead Forges $375M 10-Year Partnership With Biopharma Co.
Gilead Sciences Inc. said Wednesday it has formed a 10-year, $375 million
partnership with Arcus Biosciences Inc., with Gilead paying the company to
participate in certain treatment programs and pass various development
milestones.
Read full article »


CANNABIS


Dispensary Tells 9th Circ. Pot Biz Tax Law Is Unconstitutional
California cannabis dispensary Harborside is urging the Ninth Circuit to strike
down a clause in the tax code that bars companies like it from taking
business deductions, arguing in a brief filed late Tuesday that the clause is
unconstitutional.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


NATIVE AMERICAN


9th Circ. Won't Revive Challenge To Calif. Tribe's Casino
The Ninth Circuit has affirmed a lower court decision siding with the U.S.
Department of the Interior in two California card rooms' suit challenging a
proposed tribal casino on off-reservation land, saying the interior secretary
didn't violate the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act when approving the project.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


How Rules Are Changing For California Physician Assistants
California's recent waiver of certain key physician assistant supervision
requirements during the pandemic adds to a recent trend toward greater PA
autonomy, says David Balfour at Nossaman.
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Read full article »


Wash. ERISA Ruling Paves Way For Access To Health Benefits
A Washington federal court’s recent decision that a hotel industry health care
ordinance is not preempted by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
in ERISA Industry Committee v. Seattle is a critical step toward making
health care universally available, particularly for low-wage, nonunion
employees, says Mark DeBofsky at DeBofsky Sherman.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Telework Transition Holds Key Lessons For Public Agencies
Public agencies’ shift to remote work arrangements due to the pandemic
highlights important lessons on policies, protocols and workplace safety that
can help them prepare for challenges as telework becomes the new norm,
say Oliver Yee and Alysha Stein-Manes at Liebert Cassidy.
Read full article »


5 Ways To Reduce Post-Pandemic Legal Malpractice Exposure
History suggests that legal malpractice claims will rise following the current
economic downturn, and while a certain percentage of the claims will be
unavoidable, there are prophylactic steps that law firms can take, says John
Johnson at Cozen O'Connor.
Read full article »
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LEGAL INDUSTRY


Titan Of The Plaintiffs Bar: Berger Montague's Eric L. Cramer
The chairman of Philly-based Berger Montague was in California to represent
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direct buyers accusing capacitor manufacturers of a price-fixing conspiracy
when a San Francisco federal court decided to suspend all jury proceedings
following the coronavirus outbreak.
Read full article »


Pierce Bainbridge Founder Cops To New $4M Unpaid Debt
Pierce Bainbridge's founder John Pierce has admitted he owes a New York
City-based lender nearly $4 million for a loan he defaulted on, heading off
what would have been the fourth lawsuit over unpaid small-business loans
Pierce and his ailing law firm have been hit with in recent weeks.
Read full article »


WilmerHale, Toyota Agency Posted Sealed Info, Loses Gag Bid
A Manhattan federal judge on Wednesday criticized a legal staffing agency's
lack of evidence against a former employee it accused of leaking sensitive
information, rejecting a bid to gag the attorney and noting the agency itself
had posted sealed documents on the public docket.
Read full article »


How COVID-19 Is Pushing Down Filings Across Practices
Federal court filings in many practice areas saw declines last month as the
legal system continues to grapple with the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic, with tax and copyright cases experiencing the most dramatic
drops, according to data released Tuesday by Lex Machina.
Read full article »


Feature
Varnum Partner Flies High For COVID-19 Relief
Some remote areas of Michigan are more than a seven-hour drive through
vast expanses of national forest from the state's capital, where COVID-19
testing kits are being distributed, making the delivery and retrieval of the kits
a major logistical challenge for the Michigan State Police.
Read full article »


Duane Morris, Cleary Confirm More Summer Program Tweaks
Duane Morris LLP and Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP on Wednesday
confirmed changes to their summer associate programs, the latest in a long
list of adjustments firms are making to their programs in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Read full article »


Pa. Will Lift Statewide COVID-19 Court Closures On June 1
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania announced Wednesday it would end the
statewide judicial emergency order closing courts during the coronavirus
pandemic on June 1, but will allow individual districts' chief judges to extend
court closures as needed.
Read full article »


Lieff Cabraser, Others To Lead U. Mich. Sex Assault Cases
A Michigan federal judge on Tuesday tapped three attorneys from the firms
Lieff Cabraser Heimann & Bernstein LLP, The Miller Law Firm PC and
Sauder Schelkopf LLC to lead a series of lawsuits against the University of
Michigan over alleged sexual assaults by a former sports doctor.
Read full article »


Interview
Law Firm Leaders: Phillips Nizer's Marc Landis
Marc Landis is entering his sixth year as the managing partner of New York-
based Phillips Nizer LLP, a 75-lawyer firm founded in 1926 by attorneys
Louis Phillips and Louis Nizer.
Read full article »
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mitchell@bouchonsantabarbara.com; mmiyasato@countyofsb.org; MKirn@sbcag.org; molly@slochamber.org;
mmmolina@calpoly.edu; mtorell@co.slo.ca.us; mq@quaglino.com; MRZ1@pge.com; msell@pacwest.com;
myraline@ccchotels.com; nancy@smvdiscoverymuseum.org; nick@nktcommercial.com;
nick@trumpetvinecatering.com; jnisbet@DELOITTE.com; noreenm@martinresorts.com;
office@campbellranches.com; parnold@covelop.net; patrick@compass-health.com;
paul@pasorobleschamber.com; Paul.Clayton@flir.com; paul.d.vu.mil@mail.mil;
paul@islandbrewingcompany.com; paul@schipperconstruction.com; paulnlvranch@earthlink.net;
pborenstein@co.slo.ca.us; pcasey@santabarbaraca.gov; personryan@aol.com; peter.adam@countyofsb.org;
peter.rupert@ucsb.edu; peterL@nyla.cc; Benjamin.Peterson@asm.ca.gov; pfryer@slocoe.org;
pgomez@sbfoundation.org; pjw@calpoly.edu; pperotte@cityofgoleta.org; pr@rademakerdesign.com;
prodgers@slocog.org; pstegner@calpoly.edu; rrickard@atascadero.org; Randyberg@transphormusa.com;
r.mcdonald@sbcsocialserv.org; rblock@sbzoo.org; rbrust@aeraenergy.com; rcaird@porlamarnursery.com;
rdunn@mantiscomposites.com; reyesmartin@sbcc.edu; reynaldosdiane3@hotmail.com; rflamm@thunder30.com;
Richard.Spitzer@karlstorz.com; rick.stollmeyer@mindbodyonline.com; Rick@longoriawine.com; rob@rossi-
ent.com; rcrocket@calpoly.edu; rodney@nextintent.com; rpersons@santamariafairpark.com;
rreijope@calpoly.edu; rrust@aeraenergy.com; RBachmann@specialtyconstruction.com; rupert@econ.ucsb.edu;
ryan.caldwell@wackerwealthpartners.com; rdunn@mantiscomp.com; ryukelson@wilshirehcs.org; Sally Buffalo
Taylor; samantha@bluemangomanagement.com; sandi.sigurdson@gmail.com; sandrad@ypp.com;
shayter@co.slo.ca.us; scohen@santaynezchumash.org; scollins@morrobayca.gov; scott.gold@hotelcorque.com;
scott@ccsurf.com; scott@cityofbuellton.com; scramer@cfl-usa.com; service@syvcomputer.com;
sharding@americanrivierabank.com; ssmith@slocoe.org; sidney@deorodevices.com;
sknuckles@morrobayca.gov; slomullen@hotmail.com; smartin@prcity.com; sonnen@sbairbus.com;
ssalcido@sbceo.org; ssingleton@pismobeach.org; sspaulding@sbcag.org; staceyw@modeassociates.com;
srosebor@calpoly.edu; sjacob@solterrastrategies.com; sstanwyc@slocity.org; stephanie@sbchamber.org;
stephenpdesign@aol.com; stephstackhouse@gmail.com; steve.lavagnino@countyofsb.org;
Steven.janicek@ritzcarlton.com; surfconnectionlompoc@gmail.com; svillanueva@acmehospitality.com;
t.edwards@vedwards.com; tbodem@ci.guadalupe.ca.us; tduncan@rustyspizza.com; theo@paradiseretreats.com;
Therese.Cron@JamestownLP.com; thibeault@ece.ucsb.edu; edwathomas@deloitte.com;
Tim.Dossa@glennburdette.com; tim.williams@digitalwest.com; tim@sm4.org; tmadden@ammcglaw.com;
toddc@tiltonracing.com; TFrutchey@prcity.com; tom.gulliver@farmcreditwest.com;
toussaint.ryan@cityofsolvang.com; tpatton@sbramada.com; tpinner@bssmco.com; Tracy@solvangchamber.com;
tritchie@homemotors.net; tstrickin@aol.com; ty.safreno@trustautomation.com; ugoswami@sbcc.edu;
vjanssen@co.slo.ca.us; V.Conner@StrategicVitalityLLC.com; Diana.Villanueva@mail.house.gov;
vivian@vhvrealestate.com; vvulture@hwy246.net; whorton@co.slo.ca.us; WadeNomura@ci.carpinteria.ca.us;
wallacen@lompocvmc.com; Wayne.Hurte@chumashcasino.com; wborgsmiller@acijet.com;
wildcatlounge@cox.net; brian.n.wintzer.mil@mail.mil; wiseguy2256@yahoo.com;
wnocon@thehotelcalifornian.com; wphales4545@gmail.com; xeniab@cityofsolvang.com; z@carnaclaw.com;
mark.kula@whitefoxdefense.com; Andy.dambrosio@whitefoxdefense.com; Christina.Chattman@wonderful.com;
michele@dc2slo.com; brobeson@arroyogrande.org; wmcdonald@arroyogrande.org; sseifert@smvymca.org;
cbaughman@sunsethonda.com; wmacfadyen@noozhawk.com; dchristensen@cityofgoleta.org;
iparkinson@co.slo.ca.us; jillseltzer@me.com; Christi Brizzolara; Clarence.Chia@fijiwater.com;
aaron@calwisespirits.com


Cc: Suzanne Singh
Subject: Canceled: REACH Weekly Leaders Townhall


Topic: REACH Weekly Leaders Call 


Given the quickly evolving COVID-19 crisis, we at REACH want to ensure that key leaders from business, government, and education in the region to
have the opportunity to hear directly from federal, state and county leaders on the actions being taken to address the public health and economic
challenges across the Central Coast region.  


 


You are invited to join a weekly call on Monday’s from 11am -11:30am.  The agenda, speakers and format will flex to immediate needs.


 


The goal is to provide 30 minutes to huddle as a region to understand needs, challenges and opportunities.  
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Please click the link below to join the webinar: 


https://zoom.us/j/195064787


Or iPhone one-tap :


    US: +16699006833,,195064787# or +13462487799,,195064787# 


Or Telephone:


    Dial US: +1 669 900 6833  


Webinar ID: 195 064 787








View this email in your browser


Dear Central Coast family,


By now, you’re probably aware that the Governor’s Office has


From: Alice Patino
To: Jason Stilwell
Subject: Fwd: UPDATE: California has changed its COVID-19 mandates
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 2:20:51 PM


Alice Patino


From: Heidi Harmon, Mayor <heidi@heidiharmon.org>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:59:31 AM
To: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: UPDATE: California has changed its COVID-19 mandates
 



https://mailchi.mp/heidiharmon/update-california-has-changed-its-covid-19-mandates?e=94a35f9615
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modified California's pandemic mandates state-wide. In SLO,
indoor service at restaurants, wineries, movie theaters, and museums
will have to be put on pause and bars will need to close temporarily to
ensure our community stays in compliance. 


This is not easy. We now know exactly how hard not going out can be.
But we did it before. I have faith in all of us that this time we’ll come
through even stronger.


On a personal note, know that I am here for you — even if it has to be
virtually. You can always reach out to me by replying to this email
directly or emailing me at my city email: Hharmon@slocity.org.


In addition to complying with changes to the Phase I ordinance,
we're asking you all to do some extra things that might help. First,
please remember that all residents of SLO need to wear face masks or
coverings anytime you leave your home. This is a statewide mandate
from Governor Newsom's Office.


Something as simple as “masking up” can make an enormous
difference in protecting the health and wellbeing of our most
vulnerable and it’s on all of us to protect those who are most at risk.


Personally, I’ve also always been a big fan of the wash-your-hands
policy. If you do go somewhere — come home and wash your hands
before touching your face or the other objects around you. Maintaining
social distancing, hand washing, and wearing your face mask will help
us make progress against COVID-19.


While we don’t know how long we’ll have to stay in a revised Phase I,
if we all keep doing our part, we’ll soon be able to safely return to
the activities, the businesses, and the lives that help make our
SLO community thrive.
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I’ll be here to help you through this and will continue to take steps to
help fill our souls, give us hope, and remind us why we’ve got this
SLO!


In the next few days, I’ll be sending out additional resources to help
you better navigate our modified Phase I environment. And I’ll be
asking to hear from you about what you need for the city. We’re here
not just to help, but most importantly, to listen.


We can do Hard things,
Heidi


Heidi Harmon
Mayor, San Luis Obispo


Heidi has been participating in the TRUCK to TRUNK Food Box Drive Thru and will







be serving our community again tomorrow. 
 


Canyon Hills San Luis Obispo
525 Cerro Romauldo Avenue


Every Tuesday | 10AM | While Supplies Last
 


CityServe, San Luis Obispo, and Canyon Hills San Luis Obispo have teamed up with the USDA
Farmers to Families to give away 20lb. produce boxes of fresh vegetables and fruits weekly in our


community for FREE. There are no eligibility requirements to receive a box.


Stay connected with Heidi


Make sure to stay connected with me on social
media—I update my Facebook and instagram
regularly with new content!


Be on the look out for questions and
opportunities for collaboration, every voice
matters!


Facebook Twitter Instagram Snapchat


For more information about Heidi Harmon
please contact: heidi@heidiharmon.org


Paid for by Heidi Harmon for Mayor 2018 F.P.P.C. # 1388334


You are receiving this email because you opted in either at our website or an event.  
Want to change how you receive these emails?


You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list
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From: web@santamariasun.com
To: Alice Patino
Subject: SantaMariaSun - Weekly Newsletter
Date: Thursday, June 4, 2020 5:31:21 AM


SUMMER GUIDE 2020 COVER STORY
SUMMER GUIDE 2020
CALEB WISEBLOOD


TOP 5 ARTICLES
News: Rancho Laguna Farms workers allegedly faced retaliation for striking
News: Two oil projects proposed in Cat Canyon have been canceled within
the last two months
News: County faces another lawsuit over Santa Ynez cannabis farm
Spotlight: Solvang funeral director helps bury those who died from COVID-
19 in New York City
Art: With a teen and a preteen as my guides, I venture into the pixel
playground known as Minecraft


NEWS
Santa Maria City Council approves
local emergency orders
Malea Martin


Santa Maria City Council approved a
resolution Tuesday confirming local
emergency orders and actions of the
city’s director of emergency services
regarding the COVID-19 ...


County faces another lawsuit over
Santa Ynez cannabis farm
Zac Ezzone


CANARY
CANARY: Off-kilter
THE CANARY


There’s nothing I can say to heal the fissures exposed
in this country right now. The whole thing is a bit
bananas.  With advocates in the streets protesting
aga...


ARTS
Orcutt artist Lori Mole accepts
commissions, announces new
online gallery
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A group of Santa Barbara County residents recently
filed a second lawsuit over the county’s decision to
approve another cannabis project in the Santa Ynez
Valley. The c...


U.S. prisons implement security
measures in response to nationwide
protests
Malea Martin


After a weekend of protests and unrest nationwide, the
federal Bureau of Prisons told the Sun that it is
implementing “an additional, temporary security
measure” w...


County studies potential trail along
Santa Maria River
Zac Ezzone


The Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors
greenlit a study to identify a possible walking and biking
path along the Santa Maria River that would connect
the cities of Sant...


Public health officer loosens
restrictions on graduation
ceremonies
Malea Martin


After speaking with concerned school administrators,
district officials, and parents, county Supervisor-elect
Bob Nelson sent a letter to public health officials on
May 22 ask...


Two oil projects proposed in Cat
Canyon have been canceled within
the last two months
ZAC EZZONE


In March 2019, the Sun ran a cover
story titled “Carbon evolution” that
explored the contentious debate
taking place in Santa Barbara
County over three large-scale...


Rancho Laguna Farms workers
allegedly faced retaliation for
striking
MALEA MARTIN


As the work day nears an end on


Lori Mole’s last public exhibition was
held in the Santa Maria Public
Library’s Shepard Hall in 2019, but
on Thursday, May 28, the Central
Coast painter announced ...


Elverhoj Museum hosts talk with
artist Isabella Kelly-Ramirez


The Elverhoj Museum of History of
Art kicked off its Artist Q-and-A
Instagram series on Wednesday,
June 3, and will continue the series
with guest artist Isabella Kelly-
Ramire...


Orcutt artist and photographer
Alexandra Wallace mingles with
single-line portraits
CALEB WISEBLOOD


When COVID-19 mitigation
measures first went into effect, a
landslide of wedding postponements
left professional photographer
Alexandra Wallace with plenty of
downtime. Armed ...


With a teen and a preteen as my
guides, I venture into the pixel
playground known as Minecraft
ANDREA ROOKS


It’s the last Sunday of May, and it’s
perfectly cloudy outside—excellent
weather for the adventure my
daughters and I are about to begin
here in our living r...


FILM
The High Note is pay-per-view
charmer


FLAVOR
Santa Barbara County
wineries could reopen
to the public at the end


of May as long as they serve food,
too
CAMILLIA LANHAM
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May 28, a small gathering arrives at
Driscoll’s Santa Maria office. The
company’s large green cursive logo
—“Driscoll&rs...


Political Watch: June 4, 2020
• On May 22, Gov. Gavin Newsom announced the
launch of California Connected, a contact tracing
program and public awareness campaign. The program
will connect public heal...


COMMENTARY
But foresight was desperately
needed in the case of COVID-19
RON FINK


This has been a very chaotic couple of weeks on the
COVID-19 front. I am surprised but happy at the pace
that Gov. Newsom and Santa Barbara County have
adopted in reopening mo...


Winery visitors get the option of
wines by the glass or wines by the
bottle these days.  But that’s only if
they also purchase food.  And as
long as the alco...


HOT DATES
BETWEEN THE LINES


Gallery Los Olivos’ latest exhibition
is an interactive coloring book, which
premiered online on the gallery’s
website in mid-May. The book is
made up of original ...


THE TREE THAT KEEPS ON GIVING
The San Luis Obispo Museum of Art
(SLOMA) posts a new art activity for
children on its website every
Monday. Children can complete
each activity from the comfort of
their own ...


SAND SLAM
Photo submissions to the Oceano
Beach Community Association’s
inaugural Oceano Beach Sand
Castle Building Contest are due
online by Sunday, June 7. Winners
of the compet...


THE WOLF AMONG US
The Morro Coast Audubon Society
presents The Wolves of
Yellowstone, a virtual community
program, on Monday, June 15, at 7
p.m. Biologist Dave Clendenen will
discuss the role w...
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From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - May 22
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 10:36:40 AM
Attachments: COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_5.22.20.pdf


ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200522_FINAL.pdf
ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200522_RegionalSupplemental_FINAL.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 22, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response


Attached you will find today’s Daily Briefing Points and the Regional Supplemental for the
Whole-of-America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain
Task Force; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and
Guidance from Federal Agencies. The Regional Supplemental highlights the updated
numbers by states and regions.


Topline messaging includes:


On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees
available to help rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the
coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, agriculture providers that are not eligible for
USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive funding under USDA Business &
Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES Act.


On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the
2020 Hurricane Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best
prepare for disasters, while continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.


The guide describes anticipated challenges to disaster operations posed by
COVID-19, as well as actions emergency managers and public officials can
take to prepare for those challenges.
By creating a shared understanding of expectations among FEMA and state,
local, tribal and territorial partners prior to hurricane season, the nation will be
better positioned to achieve operational outcomes in disaster response and
recovery efforts.



mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic 
Whole-of-America Response 



Friday, May 22, 2020 
“THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION IS MAKING MULTIPLE MAJOR INVESTMENTS IN DEVELOPING AND MANUFACTURING 



PROMISING VACCINES LONG BEFORE THEY’RE APPROVED SO THAT A SUCCESSFUL VACCINE WILL REACH THE 



AMERICAN PEOPLE WITHOUT A DAY WASTED.”    – HHS SECRETARY ALEX AZAR   



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 
 On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 
agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 
funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 
Act.  



 On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 
Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 
continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



 The guide describes anticipated challenges to disaster operations posed by COVID-19, as 
well as actions emergency managers and public officials can take to prepare for those 
challenges. 



 By creating a shared understanding of expectations among FEMA and state, local, tribal 
and territorial partners prior to hurricane season, the nation will be better positioned to 
achieve operational outcomes in disaster response and recovery efforts. 



 As of May 21, FEMA has made 588 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes in 52 of 53 
states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 
protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 
shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



 As of May 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 
are currently shipping: 83.4 million N95 respirators, 140.2 million surgical masks, 11.9 million 
face shields, 28.6 million surgical gowns, and over 1 billion gloves.  



 FEMA has procured and delivered 7.5 million swabs and 4.0 million units of media so far in the 
month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing initiative, FEMA is procuring 
specimen collection supplies to supplement the supplies states and healthcare providers are 
procuring from the private market.    



 As of May 21, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 
than 12.9 million samples. 



 As of May 20, the FDA has issued 105 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 
test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and 1 antigen test.  



  





https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/21/usda-provide-1-billion-loan-guarantees-rural-businesses-and-ag


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203
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By the Numbers 
 All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   
 To date, there are 72 tribes working directly with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct 



recipient with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that 
are direct recipients with emergency declarations and 30 tribes that are recipients under 
state declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 
a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



 As of May 21, 200,562 samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 
and 321,604 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 
run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and 7 have closed in consultation 
with the states. 1 additional site is in progress. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 
accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 
page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 409 live sites in 45 states 
and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



 Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $87.5 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



 The federal government has approximately 13,968 total ventilators available in the Strategic 
National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 
agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



 As of May 21, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,708 ventilators from the Strategic National 
Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



 In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 
coordinated shipments of more than 6.1 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 1.5 
million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities across the country.  



 FEMA has 3,087 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 
agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



 As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 
includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 
services:  $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals:  $1.5 billion 
 National Guard:  $1.3 billion 
 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE):  $489 million 
 Commodities:  $27 million 
 Crisis Counseling: $15 million 



 As of May 22, 92 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 
territory have sent a total of 270 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 
other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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 To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 
of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 
National Guard orders through June 24. 



 As of May 21, 39,983 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 896 
troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 
efforts.  



 The CDC has nearly 4,600 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



 The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 
support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



 As of May 22, 605 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 
than 1,000 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



 To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 
other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 142.7 million cloth face coverings for 
critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 
 FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 
U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



 As of May 21, Project Air Bridge has completed 163 flights with an additional 59 scheduled, or in 
transit, for a total of approximately 222 flights.   



 Four flights landed yesterday, May 21: two in Los Angeles, one in Columbus, OH, and one 
in New York City (JFK). 



 Three flights are scheduled to land today, May 22: two in Los Angeles and one in New 
York City (JFK). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 
schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



 Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 
manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 21:  



 Nearly 1.4 million N95 respirators 
 937 million gloves  
 103.8 million surgical masks 
 23.3 million surgical gowns 
 More than 2.4 million thermometers 
 More than 2 million face shields 
 Over 654,000 coveralls 
 109,000 stethoscopes 
 370,000 oxygen masks 
 More than 160,000 cannulas 



 Since April 12, 45 non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 49 million FEMA-procured masks and 
respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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 Two non-airbridge flights of FEMA-procured Hanes gowns landed yesterday, May 21, in 
Dallas/Fort Worth. Since May 20, four non-airbridge flights carrying over 45,000 gowns have 
landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 
arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



 The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 
and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 
resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, FEMA’s National 
Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available COVID-
19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 
urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 
prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 
 FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to 



execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety of 
the American people. 



FEMA 
 On March 13, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to the Stafford Act. 



 All 10 Regional Response Coordination Centers and emergency operations centers in all 
states and territories are active and supporting response efforts across the country.  



 To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 
material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. The FEMA-sourced material will be 
provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in 
support of their individualized plans.  



 FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective equipment to 
all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to 
supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



 On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 
outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA’s Public Assistance 
Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 
and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



 On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 
internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 
Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



 As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states 
and the District of Columbia to support programs providing free, confidential counseling through 
community-based outreach and educational services. 



 On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES act for grants 
through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/12/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-alternate-care-site-acs-warm-sites


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
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 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 
$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 
assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 
 On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 
development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 
will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 
this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 
 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



 On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 
funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 
Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 
Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



 As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 
HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 
Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of32 products supported under 
public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 
deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



 On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 
Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 
medicines needed during the COVID1-9 response and future public health emergencies. 



 On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 
testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 
territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 
reopen. 



 On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 
program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 
vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 
Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 
for Americans by January 2021. 



 On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 
million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 
intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



 On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 
million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 
increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/21/trump-administration-accelerates-astrazeneca-covid-19-vaccine-to-be-available-beginning-in-october.html
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https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/18/hhs-delivers-funding-to-expand-testing-capacity-for-states-territories-tribes.html


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-vaccine-development/


https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/13/hhs-awards-15-million-to-support-telehealth-providers-during-covid19-pandemic.html
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 On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 
nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



 On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 
to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 
caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 
dialysis in some ICU cases. 



 On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 
CARES act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 
response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 
to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 
coronavirus response efforts.  



 On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 
coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 
deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 
communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



 On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 
numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 
support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 
by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 
and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 
address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 
the CARES Act. 



 On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 
million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 
and respond to COVID-19. 



 On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 
remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 
recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



 On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 
Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID 19 
testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 



 On April 27, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), launched a 
new COVID-19 Uninsured Program Portal, allowing health care providers who have conducted 
COVID-19 testing or provided treatment for uninsured COVID-19 individuals on or after Feb. 4 to 
submit claims for reimbursement. 



 On April 24, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) 
announced an additional $250 million in emergency COVID-19 funding to increase access to and 
improve the quality of community mental and substance use disorder treatment services through 
the expansion of Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinics (CCBHC).  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-awards-more-than-half-billion-across-the-nation-to-expand-covid19-testing.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/07/hhs-deploys-new-portable-dialysis-machines-to-new-york-for-covid-19-response.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/covid-19-funding-available-to-minority-rural-and-socially-vulnerable-communities-for-linkages-to-services-information-and-education.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/01/hhs-begins-distribution-of-payments-to-hospitals-with-high-covid-19-admissions-rural-providers.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/30/hhs-awards-20-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-through-telehealth.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-mobilizes-national-innovation-initiative-covid-19-diagnostics


https://www.hrsa.gov/coviduninsuredclaim
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



 On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 
organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 
considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 
safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



 The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-
19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 
approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 
institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



 On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 
how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 
faculty and staff.  



 On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 
departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 
measures, and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed COVID-
19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



 The nation’s Slow the Spread campaign ended April 30.  CDC continues to recommend that 
everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where other social distancing measures are 
difficult to maintain. 



 On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 
guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 
step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID 19 and stay 
safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



 CDC continues to encourage use of personal protective equipment optimization strategies for 
healthcare providers to optimize resources, deal with limited resources, and make contingency 
plans or alternative strategies when supplies are limited. 



 On April 26, CDC and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) released 
targeted guidance to help meat and poultry processing facilities implement infection control 
practices to reduce the risk of transmission and illness from COVID-19 in these facilities. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
 FDA launched the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program (CTAP) to speed approval of 



drugs and therapies. 72 therapies are now being tested, including hydroxychloroquine, and 
another 211 are in active planning for clinical trials. 



 FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 
uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 
the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



 On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for COVID-
19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for the 
Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



 On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 
guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 





https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0520-cdc-resources-open.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-administrators-college-higher-education.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html


https://www.coronavirus.gov/


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/ppe-strategy/index.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/meat-poultry-processing-workers-employers.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/meat-poultry-processing-workers-employers.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/path-forward-coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program


https://www.fda.gov/drugs/coronavirus-covid-19-drugs/coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program-ctap


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-new-actions-accelerate-development-novel-prevention-treatment
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new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 
design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for COVID-
19. 



 On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 
new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 
produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 
millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



 On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 
for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 
states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 
end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 
over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 
states. 



 On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 
saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



 On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 
remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 
children hospitalized with severe disease. 



 On April 28, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining Emergency Use Authorizations 
(EUAs), one of several tools FDA uses to help make important medical products available quickly 
during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 EUAs provide more timely access to drugs, diagnostic tests and/or other critical medical 
products that can help diagnose, treat and/or prevent COVID-19.  



 On April 27, the FDA released two new fact sheets for the food and agriculture sector outlining 
guidelines on use of disposable facemasks and cloth coverings, as well as summarizing key 
steps employers and coworkers can take to stay open, continue to slow the spread and support 
continuity of essential operations. 



 During the April 24 White House Press Briefing, FDA Commissioner Dr. Stephen Hahn announced 
approval the first COVID-19 home collection test kit. 



Other Federal Agencies 
 On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 
Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 
impacted by COVID-19. 



 On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 
reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 
employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



 On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 
national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-antigen-test-help-rapid-detection-virus-causes


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-19.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-diagnostic-test-using-home-collection-saliva


https://www.fda.gov/media/137564/download


https://youtu.be/iGkwaESsGBQ


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-daily-roundup-april-27-2020


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/use-respirators-facemasks-and-cloth-face-coverings-food-and-agriculture-sector-during-coronavirus


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/what-do-if-you-have-covid-19-confirmed-positive-or-exposed-workers-your-food-production-storage-or


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/what-do-if-you-have-covid-19-confirmed-positive-or-exposed-workers-your-food-production-storage-or


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-test-patient-home-sample-collection


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-supporting-nations-farmers-ranchers-food-supply-chain/


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/19/usda-announces-details-direct-assistance-farmers-through


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-ensuring-strong-national-stockpile-industrial-base-needed-meet-challenge/
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 On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 
estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 
relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 
persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



 On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 
likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 
warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 
they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



 On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 
and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 
President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 
President on April 27.  



 On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 
meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 
provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



 On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 
Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 
Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 
total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



 On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 
a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 
update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  



 On May 4, the Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that agricultural businesses are 
now eligible for the SBA Economic Injury Disaster Loans as part of the Paycheck Protection 
Program and Healthcare Enhancement Act.  



 On May 3, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 
funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 2.2 million loans to small businesses 
since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 
available for the loan program in total.  



 On April 28, President Trump signed an executive order to keep meat processing plants open to 
ensure the continued supply of beef, pork, and poultry to the American people. The order uses the 
Defense Production Act to classify meat processing as critical infrastructure. 





https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2020/05/13/news-release-st-launches-indoor-predictive-modeling-tool-coronavirus-stability


https://www.cisa.gov/news/2020/05/13/fbi-and-cisa-warn-against-chinese-targeting-covid-19-research-organizations


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/united-states-built-worlds-leading-coronavirus-testing-system/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-approves-12-billion-contracts-farmers-families-food-box-program?fbclid=IwAR21FQ6_maDGtF1Uu_u9EQtrtSaldTAw1N8JkWckZz0MwTLvOHIZYwkWcSA


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A


https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sba-make-economic-injury-disaster-loans-available-us-agricultural-businesses-impacted-covid-19


https://home.treasury.gov/news/secretary-statements-remarks/joint-statement-by-treasury-secretary-steven-t-mnuchin-and-sba-administrator-jovita-carranza-on-the-success-of-the-paycheck-protection-program


https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sbas-paycheck-protection-program-small-businesses-affected-coronavirus-pandemic-launches


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-taking-action-ensure-safety-nations-food-supply-chain/
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: 



Daily Briefing Points Supplemental 



Friday, May 22, 2020 



Regional Response  



Region I 



Connecticut  



Critical supplies delivered: 251,186 N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 194,469 face shields, 



806,534 surgical masks and 350 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $27.6 million in federal support to Connecticut. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the New Britain/New 



Haven area.  



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Maine 



Critical supplies delivered: 263,787 N95 respirators, 230,914 gloves, 42,801 face shields and 



204,393 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $10.6 million in federal support to Maine. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Massachusetts 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 564,408 gloves, 369,557 face shields, 



737,120 surgical masks and 400 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $62.0 million in federal support to Massachusetts. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Boston/Somerville area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Hampshire  



Critical supplies delivered: 263,442 N95 respirators, 217,612 gloves, 42,697 face shields and 



203,849 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $17.5 million in federal support to New Hampshire. 



▪ New Hampshire’s stay at home order has been extended to May 31. 



Rhode Island 



Critical supplies delivered: 213,487 N95 respirators, 376,926 gloves, 69,905 face shields, 338,003 



surgical masks and 100 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $21.6 million dollars in federal support to Rhode 



Island. 
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▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the North 



Kingston/Providence area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Vermont 



Critical supplies delivered: 182,940 N95 respirators, 384,368 gloves, 67,875 face shields and 



315,940 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $9.4 million in federal support to Vermont. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended until June 15. 



Region 2 



New York 



Critical supplies delivered: 9.6 million N95 respirators, 2.9 million gloves, 539,294 face shields, 2.6 



million surgical masks and 4,430 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $1.1 billion in federal support to New York. 



▪ As of May 21, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in New York. 



▪ New York’s stay at home order extended until June 13, except in areas upstate that have 



reached benchmarks for reopening. 



New Jersey 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.5 million N95 respirators, 7.6 million gloves, 851,393 face shields, 1.3 



million surgical masks and 1,065 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated more than $436.0 million in federal support to New Jersey. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Meadowlands. 



▪ New Jersey’s stay at home order remains in effect until terminated. 



Puerto Rico 



Critical supplies delivered: 213,634 N95 respirators, 299,706 gloves, 143,723 face shields and 



344,275 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $43.8 million in federal support to Puerto Rico. 



▪ Puerto Rico’s stay at home order remains in effect until May 24. 



U.S. Virgin Islands 



Critical supplies delivered: 34,521 N95 respirators, 48,760 gloves, 8,730 face shields and 89,054 



surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $15.8 million in federal support to U.S. Virgin Islands. 



▪ USVI stay at home order remains in effect until June 1. 



Region 3 



Delaware 



Critical supplies delivered: 77,434 N95 respirators, 591,008 gloves, 72,343 face shields, 184,665 



surgical masks and 50 ventilators. 
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▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $5.0 million in federal support to Delaware. 



▪ Delaware stay at home orders in effect until May 31, or until the health threat is eliminated. 



Maryland 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.4 million N95 respirators, 593,681 gloves, 278,789 face shields, 



660,438 surgical masks and 470 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $53.6 million in federal support to Maryland. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Baltimore. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway, with restrictions in place for Montgomery and Prince George’s 



counties. 



Pennsylvania 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.5 million N95 respirators, 797,846 gloves, 575,471 face shields and 



916,130 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $73.6 million in federal support to Pennsylvania. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Harrisburg/Glenn Mills 



area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 545,020 N95 respirators, 632,976 gloves, 101,035 face shields and 



610,221 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $165.8 million in federal support to Virginia. 



▪ As of May 21, three Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Blacksburg, Hampton 



and Richmond areas. 



▪ Virginia’s stay at home order ends on June 10, a phased reopening is underway with restrictions 



remaining in place for Northern Virginia. 



Washington D.C. 



Critical supplies delivered: 754,677 N95 respirators, 789,242 gloves, 71,201 face shields, 417,582 



surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $56.2 million in federal support to the District of Columbia. 



▪ USACE awarded contracts for two alternate care facilities in the District of Columbia at United 



Medical Center and the Walter Washington Convention Center. 



▪ As of May 19, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Washington, DC.  



▪ The Washington D.C. stay at home order ends on June 8, or until any emergency date extension 



is issued. 



West Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 178,488 N95 respirators, 231,206 gloves, 81,459 face shields and 



320,539 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $11.7 million in federal support to West Virginia. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Region 4 



Alabama 



Critical Supplies to Alabama: 502,473 N95 respirators, 337,541 gloves, 77,021 face shields and 



362,582 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $27.9 million in federal support to Alabama. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Birmingham. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Florida 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 977,872 gloves, 227,699 face shields, 1.1 



million surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $114.5 million in federal support to Florida. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Miami. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Georgia 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 1.4 million gloves, 184,105 face shields, 



768,836 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $95.4 million in federal support to Georgia. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Kenshaw. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Kentucky 



Critical supplies delivered: 797,082 N95 respirators, 521,202 gloves, 69,079 face shields and 



342,922 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $17.4 million in federal support to Kentucky. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Louisville. 



▪ A phased reopening underway. 



Mississippi 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 259,438 gloves, 59,983 face shields and 



421,711 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $22.4 million in federal support to Mississippi. 



▪ As of May 19, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jackson. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



North Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 905,492 N95 respirators, 425,854 gloves, 114,427 face shields and 



580,551 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $24.5 million in federal support to North Carolina. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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South Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 394,762 N95 respirators, 301,448 gloves, 71,575 face shields and 



355,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $69.4 million in federal support to South Carolina. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Eastover. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Tennessee 



Critical supplies delivered: 758,438 N95 respirators, 657,302 gloves, 117,799 face shields and 



677,882 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $127.5 million in federal support to Tennessee. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Lebanon. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 5 



Illinois 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.6 million N95 respirators, 7.0 million gloves, 545,230 face shields, 1.5 



million surgical masks and 620 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $234.5 million in federal support to Illinois. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Waukegan.  



▪ Illinois stay at home order is extended to May 29. 



Indiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 860,534 gloves, 172,793 face shields and 



440,683 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $39.6 million in federal support to Indiana. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Indianapolis. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Michigan 



Critical supplies delivered: 8.6 million N95 respirators, 758,930 gloves, 311,571 face shields, 



740,018 surgical masks and 700 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $224.5 million in federal support to Michigan. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Detroit. 



▪ Michigan stay at home orders are extended to May 28. 



Minnesota 



Critical supplies delivered: 467,019 N95 respirators, 323,640 gloves, 77,497 face shields and 



519,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $2.4 million in federal support to Minnesota. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Ohio 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.8 million N95 respirators, 6.3 million gloves, 182,291 face shields and 



672,263 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $40.6 million in federal support to Ohio. 



▪ As of May 19, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Columbus. 



▪ Ohio stay at home orders are extended until May 29. 



Wisconsin 



Critical supplies delivered: 601,748 N95 respirators, 487,346 gloves, 80,839 face shields and 



504,163 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $57.5 million in federal support to Wisconsin. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Madison. 



▪ Wisconsin stay at home orders are extended to May 26, with some restrictions currently lifted. 



Region 6 



Arkansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 259,947 N95 respirators, 514,682 gloves, 112,762 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $402,426 in federal support to Arkansas. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Little Rock. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Louisiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 1.6 million gloves, 104,147 face shields, 



494,800 surgical masks and 370 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $150.2 million in federal support to Louisiana. 



▪ Baton Rouge General Medical Center Mid-City Hospital mission extended to June 15. The center 



has seen 144 patients. 



▪ As of May 19, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the New Orleans/Slidell area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oklahoma 



Critical supplies delivered: 385,706 N95 respirators, 279,304 gloves, 63,947 face shields and 



685,447 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $18.3 million in federal support to Oklahoma. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Mexico 



Critical supplies delivered: 176,868 N95 respirators, 265,430 gloves, 59,179 face shields and 



237,889 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $24.8 million in federal support to New Mexico. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Rio Rancho. 



▪ Stay at home order extended to May 31. 
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Texas 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 390,647 face shields and 



1.7 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $515.7 million in federal support to Texas. 



▪ As of May 21, five Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Austin, Corpus Christie, 



Dallas, El Paso and Houston areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 7 



Iowa 



Critical supplies delivered: 148,368 N95 respirators, 345,442 gloves, 84,577 face shields and 



451,235 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $148.8 million in federal support to Iowa. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders issued, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Kansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 516,976 N95 respirators, 2.8 million gloves, 116,842 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $48.7 million in federal support to Kansas. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Topeka/Kansas City area. 



▪ A phased reopening with local restrictions is underway. 



 



Missouri 



Critical supplies delivered: 913,789 N95 respirators, 359,996 gloves, 84,399 face shields and 



518,001 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $28.7 million in federal support to Missouri. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jefferson City. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Nebraska 



Critical supplies delivered: 95,788 N95 respirators, 250,930 gloves, 62,147 face shields and 



227,217 surgical masks and five Powered Air Purifying Respirators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $16.9 million in federal support to Nebraska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 8 



Colorado 



Critical supplies delivered: 563,122 N95 respirators, 623,136 gloves, 115,305 face shields and 



617,524 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $216.7 million in federal support to Colorado. 



▪ As of May 21, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Denver area. 
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▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Montana 



Critical supplies delivered: 147,486 N95 respirators, 224,326 gloves, 40,611 face shields and 



188,859 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $12.5 million in federal support to Montana. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Helena. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway at local level. 



North Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 216,890 N95 respirators, 616,300 gloves, 37,077 face shields and 



174,337 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $12.0 million in federal support to North Dakota. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Bismarck. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



 



South Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 90,074 N95 respirators, 209,886 gloves, 121,313 face shields and 



182,077 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $10.1 million in federal support to South Dakota. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Utah 



Critical supplies delivered: 216,714 N95 respirators, 254,284 gloves, 55,329 face shields and 



270,189 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $2.8 million in federal support to Utah. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Wyoming 



Critical supplies delivered: 136,534 N95 respirators, 198,538 gloves, 36,125 face shields and 



169,343 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $42,663 in federal support to Wyoming. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Region 9 



American Samoa 



Critical supplies delivered: 39,039 N95 respirators, 76,470 gloves, 8,286 face shields, 38,422 



surgical masks and 10 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $1.1 million in federal support to American Samoa. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended to May 31.  
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Arizona 



Critical supplies delivered: 542,215 N95 respirators, 482,208 gloves, 91,993 face shields and 



436,477 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $33.6 million in federal support to Arizona. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Phoenix. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



California 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.6 million N95 respirators, 1.8 million gloves, 508,442 face shields, 3.8 



million surgical masks and 170 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $1.0 billion in federal support to California. 



▪ As of May 14, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Los Angeles and 



Fairfield/Fremont areas. 



▪ The USNS Mercy hospital ship has finished its mission in Los Angeles, and departed for her San 



Diego homeport on May 15. Some USNS Mercy personnel continue to provide medical teams for 



assessment, training and patient support to local skilled nursing facilities in Los Angeles. USNS 



Mercy onshore mission extended to June 15. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway. 



Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 



Critical supplies delivered: 25,029 N95 respirators, 74,430 gloves, 8,272 face shields, 55,948 



surgical masks and 25 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $5.1 million in federal support to CNMI. 



▪ Stay at home orders in effect until emergency concludes.  



Guam 



Critical supplies delivered: 38,317 N95 respirators, 84,904 gloves, 13,560 face shields, 283,440 



surgical masks and 59 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $10.8 million in federal support to Guam. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended until May 30, phased reopening underway with local restrictions. 



Hawaii 



Critical supplies delivered: 148,122 N95 respirators, 218,724 gloves, 43,079 face shields and 



205,857 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $39.7 million in federal support to Hawaii. 



▪ Stay at home orders end May 31, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Nevada 



Critical supplies delivered: 643,707 N95 respirators, 286,680 gloves, 54,775 face shields and 



297,285 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $36.4 million in federal support to Nevada. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Las Vegas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Region 10 



Alaska 



Critical supplies delivered: 74,114 N95 respirators, 286,252 gloves, 68,605 face shields, 176,063 



surgical masks and 60 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $6.0 million in federal support to Alaska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Idaho 



Critical supplies delivered: 121,090 N95 respirators, 223,974 gloves, 44,887 face shields and 



315,357 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $1.1 million in federal support to Idaho. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Idaho Falls. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oregon 



Critical supplies delivered: 598,920 N95 respirators, 616,724 gloves, 130,643 face shields, 



319,101 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $53.9 million in federal support to Oregon. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Eugene/Wilsonville area. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Washington 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 983,890 gloves, 127,201 face shields, 



841,348 surgical masks and 500 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 21, FEMA has obligated $60.6 million in federal support to Washington. 



▪ As of May 21, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Tacoma. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 












As of May 21, FEMA has made 588 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
in 52 of 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-
day supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 21, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 83.4 million N95 respirators, 140.2 million
surgical masks, 11.9 million face shields, 28.6 million surgical gowns, and over 1
billion gloves.


FEMA has procured and delivered 7.5 million swabs and 4.0 million units of media
so far in the month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing
initiative, FEMA is procuring specimen collection supplies to supplement the
supplies states and healthcare providers are procuring from the private market.  


As of May 21, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 12.9 million samples.


As of May 20, the FDA has issued 105 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and 1 antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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MEET JOHN A. PÉREZ
CHAIR, UC BOARD OF REGENTS


UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA


John A. Pérez, Speaker Emeritus of the
California Assembly, was appointed to the
University of California Board of Regents in
November 2014 by Governor Edmund G. Brown,
Jr.


In May 2019, John’s colleagues on the Board of
Regents elected him to serve as Chair.


As a UC Regent, John has been committed to
working toward “a more perfect university.” As
Chair, John is focusing on ensuring UC provides
an elite education without elitist barriers that keep
qualified students out, having the cost of education
at UC be affordable, equitable, and predictable,
empowering individual campuses and chancellors,
building upon the university’s model of shared
governance, turning UC into the kind of employer
the university encourages others to be, and
making sure every cohort at UC better reflects the
people of California.


As Board Chair, John assisted in creating five
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Regental working groups, including the Working
Group on Innovation Transfer & Entrepreneurship,
which is tasked with optimizing how UC moves
discoveries from the laboratory to the marketplace,
in addition to enhancing the monetization of UC’s
vast intellectual property assets.


Coming out of a Labor background, John took part
in contract negotiations for UC with the American
Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME), who represent 16,000
patient care and 10,000 service workers at UC. He
was instrumental in helping reach an agreement
swiftly after more than two years of negotiations.


In September 2019, after UC President Janet
Napolitano announced her retirement, John
appointed a Special Committee to consider the
selection of a President, the university’s most
diverse selection committee ever, to make
recommendations to the Regents. John serves as
an ex-officio member of that committee.


In 2008, John was elected to the California
Assembly, representing downtown Los Angeles
and surrounding communities. In 2010, his peers
elected him Speaker of the Assembly, making him
the first openly LGBTQ person to serve in that
position.


Read more ...


JOHN A. PÉREZ SWORN IN
CHAIR BY ART TORRES


John A. Pérez being sworn in by former State
Senator Art Torres on July 1, 2019.


“I am honored to serve as chair of the board and
continue advocating for our students and their
families, in addition to the UC community at large,”
Pérez said in the press release.


Seven of 26 University of California Regents are Hispanic


John A. Pérez, Speaker Emeritus and Chair of the UC Regents - Term Ends 2024
Maria Anguiano, Arizona State's Senior Vice President for Strategy - Term Ends 2028
Eloy Ortiz Oakley, Chancellor of the CA Community Colleges - Term Ends 2024
Charlene Zettel, former CEO, Donate Life California - Term ends 2021
Anthony Rendon, Speaker of the State Assembly - Ex Officio Regent
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Tony Thurmond, State Superintendent of Public Instruction - Ex Officio Regent
Art Torres, former State Senator - Alumni Regent (Begins in July 2020)
Alexis Zaragoza, 2021-22 UC student regent


Note: California has a population of 40% Hispanic, the largest group in California, thus, the UC Regents
should increase its Hispanic representation by four more Hispanics to mirror the State's population.


MEET THE TOP UC LEADERSHIP TEAM


John A. Pérez


Chair of the
Board of Regents


regentsoffice@ucop.edu


Kum-Kum Bhavnani


Chair of the
Academic Senate


kum-kum.bhavnani@ucop.edu


Janet Napolitano


President of the
University of California


president@ucop.edu


TOP UC Hispanic Executives Reporting to the President or Provost


Dr. Carrie L. Byington
Executive Vice President


UC Health


Dr. Carrie L. Byington, born in
Bryan and raised in South Texas,
was the first Hispanic woman to
serve as dean of a U.S. medical
school at Texas A&M College of
Medicine.


As of October 31, 2019, Dr.
Byington oversees UC's five
medical schools and hospitals
and is the top medical educator in
California.


Alexander Bustamante
Senior Executive Vice


President & Chief Compliance
& Audit Officer


Alexander Bustamante was
appointed chief compliance and
audit officer by the UC Regents
on July 13, 2017.


Since 2011, Bustamante had
been the inspector general for the
Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD), responsible for providing
oversight of the department and
its 12,000 employees.


Theresa Maldonado, Ph.D.
Vice President


Office of Research and
Innovation


On March 10, Michael T. Brown,
provost and executive vice
president, Academic Affairs,
announced the appointment of
Theresa Maldonado, Ph.D., as
the new vice president of the
Office of Research and
Innovation. She comes from the
University of Texas, El Paso
where she served as dean and
Riter professor in engineering.
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Read more ... Read more ... Read more ...


TEN UC CAMPUSES SERVE 285,216 STUDENTS
FIVE ARE DESIGNATED HISPANIC SERVING INSTITUTIONS


(HSI)
HSI means the institution has a 25% enrollment of Latino students and qualifies for extra funding from the
U.S. Department of Education. Five UC campuses have been designated HSIs and three are are close to
meeting the criteria (UC Davis, UC Los Angeles and, UC San Diego).


UC BERKELEY - Chancellor Carol Christ
UC DAVIS - Chancellor Gary S. May
UC IRVINE - Chancellor Howard Gillman - Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)
UC LOS ANGELES - Chancellor Gene Block
UC MERCED - Chancellor Dr. Juan Sánchez Muñoz - Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)
UC RIVERSIDE - Chancellor Kim A. Wilcox - Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)
UC SAN DIEGO - Chancellor Pradeep K. Khosla
UC SAN FRANCISCO - Chancellor Sam Hawgood
UC SANTA BARBARA - Chancellor Henry T. Yang - Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)
UC SANTA CRUZ - Chancellor Cynthia K. Larive - Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI)


Note: Three more Hispanic Chancellors would mirror the State's population.


Former Lt. Governor
Cruz M. Bustamante


Ensured Creation of UC Merced


Former Lt. Governor Cruz M. Bustamante (D)
and Speaker Emeritus, was instrumental in
securing the UC 10th campus; UC Merced.


UC Merced is located in the Central Valley of
California, a region known as America's bread
basket with a $50 billion agricultural industry and
home to Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers
Union (UFW). It has a large presence of farm-
working Mexican American families.


Mr. Bustamente was the first Latino Assembly
Speaker and first Latino elected to statewide office
in 100 years of California history.
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Pérez Honored For His Leadership
In UC Providing Access To Quality


"Education" For All Californians


“Chair John A. Pérez, is the right person to lead
the UC system into the 2020 decade.


He has exemplary professional and leadership
qualifications, a legislative track record in Higher
Education, is an advocate for diversity and
inclusion in the UC system, but more importantly,
he is a champion for all students," said Neptaly
Aguilera, Co-Chair, Statewide UC Chicanx Latinx
Alumni Association (CLAA)


UC Latinx Quick Facts:


• Approximately 201,000 (10%) Latinx Alumni of
the total 2 million UC Alumni 
• Approximately 21% of all statewide UC
graduates were Latinx students in 2018-19
• Approximately 60,000 Latinx students are
enrolled in the UC System


Neptaly Aguilera and Lupe Gallegos-Díaz
Co-Chairs, Statewide UC CLAA, present John A.
Pérez (center) an award for being a champion of
inclusion and diversity in the UC system.


------ ABOUT THE UC CLAA ------


The statewide UC Chicanx Latinx Alumni Association (CLAA) honored John A. Pérez, Chair, Board of UC
Regents at their quarterly Summit Meeting at UC Casa California in Mexico City, Mexico, for his
exemplary public service and leadership in Higher Education.


The UC CLAA meets quarterly at one of the ten UC campuses. A key objective is to advocate for
increased hiring of Latinx leadership, faculty, staff and support programs for the growing number of Latinx
students in the UC system statewide. 


"It is very exciting to see all the 'great' work the respective UC CLAAs are doing in each UC campus to
engage alumni, faculty, staff and the Latino community," said Neptaly Aguilera.


The UC CLAA hopes to schedule their next Summit Meeting at UC Merced to celebrate and welcome
Chancellor Juan Sánchez Muñoz, with community leaders, elected officials and statewide UC CLAA
representatives.


José Medina
Member of the State Assembly (D-61)


Joaquín Arambula, MD
Member of the State Assembly (D-31)
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Mr. Medina, as chair, Higher Education
Committee in the Assembly, has
championed diversity and inclusion in
California's higher education system and
held a series of hearings. Click here to
review.


Dr. Arambula has championed the medical
doctor training in the California Central
Valley and engaged the UC to enhance the
Prime-US Program in partnership with the
UCSF Medical Education School of
Medicine to better serve the Central Valley.


TELACU (The East Los Angeles Community Union) Education Foundation is America's premier effort
to recruit, develop and support Latinos as they earn their advanced degrees such as MD, JD, University
Professorship, STEM, and other notable degrees. This is the only one of its kind in America.


A close examination reveals that TELACU students have attended top schools in America for decades
and many now hold high-ranking positions in government, the private sector and academia.


TELACU is uniquely recognized for "Building the Dream". Here are a few of the hundreds of impressive
dream builders ... recent TELACU graduates from the UC system or in graduate programs now.


Angélica Gutiérrez, PhD
Organizational Management


UC Los Angeles
MPP, University of Michigan


BA, Political Science and


Brian Ramírez, PhD
Mechanical Engineering


UC Los Angeles
MS, Mechanical Engineering


UC Los Angeles


Nathalie Camarena, JD
UC Hastings College of Law


BA, Political Science
CSU Northridge
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Sociology
UC Los Angeles


BS, Mechanical Engineering
Cal Poly Pomona


Bianca Lizárraga, MD,
MPH


UC Los Angeles
BS, Psychobiology


UC Los Angeles


Damian León, MTM
Bioengineering and Biomedical


Engineering
UC Berkeley


BS, Mechanical Engineering
UC Santa Barbara


Emily Moreno, PhD
Biomedical Engineering


UC Davis
BS, Bioengineering


UC San Diego


The Campaign for
College Opportunity


LEFT OUT
California's Higher Education Governing Boards Do
Not Reflect the Ethnic, Racial and Gender Diversity
of California and its Student Body


This study reveals the need to realign governance in
higher education to more adequately represent
California's population demographics.


It is a great resource for those who want to propose
solutions or strategies to help with that realignment.


For more information please go to visit their website at
by clicking here.


SELECT STORIES - Week of June 15, 2020


COVID-19
World's latest count by country


USA latest county by state
Canada
Mexico


Europe: Post-COVID World Already Here
Quarantine has changed us - and it's not all that bad
Major San Jose State University employer furloughs hundreds of students


ECONOMY & BUSINESS
Mnuchin: U.S. Can't Shut Economy Again Even if COVID Resurges
Stocks suffer their worst day since March, with the Dow plunging more than 1,800 points
The Illusion of a Rapid U.S. Recovery
U.S. consumer spending sinks by record 13.6% in face of virus
Fed vows to support U.S. economy's 'long road' to recovery after dire 2020
Key gauge of inflation falls three straight months for the first time in history
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WASHINGTON D.C.
Battle brewing over removal of Capitol's Confederate statues
Ocasio-Cortez primary opponent Caruso-Cabrera goes on fierce attack in debate: 'AOC is always MIA'


LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Leaders push to name new BART station after ex-San Jose, CA, mayor Ron Gonzales


2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Biden needs to follow Sanders' playbook with Latinos
Stacey Abrams says she hasn't heard from the Biden campaign about VP search
Barr claims social media platforms 'censoring particular viewpoints and putting their own content in there'


LOCAL POLICE
Many Hispanic and other minority owned small businesses destroyed or damaged by riots in Minneapolis
Ex-Minneapolis cop's lawyer says bystanders should have helped George Floyd
Seattle Police Chief Carmen Best: City Leaders Have Failed, Abandoning Precinct "Was Not My
Decision"
'They don't belong': calls grow to oust police from U.S. labor movement
Chuck Schumer blocks resolution opposing 'defund the police' movement
America, We Are Leaving
George Floyd County Autopsy Report Released Reveals Positive COVID-19 Test In April
Ilhan Omar: Minneapolis Police Department "Rotten To The Root," Must Be Dismantled And Replace
Seven Minneapolis police officers resign after George Floyd protests, citing lack of support from city
leaders


EDUCATION
Results Are In for Remote Learning: It Didn't Work
Is California Ready To Abolish Anti-Affirmative Action Proposition 209?
The Misguided Progressive Attack on Charters


ENERGY
Climate Extremism Is Dividing Democrats
U.S. Shale Isn't Losing Sleep Over The 2020 Elections
Are The Oil Giants Rising To Shareholder Demands And Cutting CO2 Levels?
How Virginia's Green New Deal Will Add to Residents' COVID-19 Costs
Trump Issues Emergency Executive Order On Pipelines
Fossil Fuel Divestment: A Costly and Ineffective Investment Strategy
Green New Deal Champion AOC Will Serve On Biden Climate Panel


ENVIRONMENT WATER MANAGEMENT
Miami Will Be Underwater Soon. Its Drinking Water Could Go First.
As businesses reopen, they should flush water lines as part of safe reopening


MEXICO / CANADA
Pandemic Kills Lopez Obrador's Big Plans For Mexico
Canadian Foreign Policy in the Post-COVID World
Pandemic making the opioid crisis worse


PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL
RCP President Trump Job Approval
RCP Betting Odds


Read Past Issues of the Latino Journal Digital Weekly



Chair Rebecca Cameron Valcq, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin
Arizona Commissioner Lea Marquez Peterson, AZCC
Commissioner Maria S. Bocanegra, Illinois Commerce Commission
California Commissioner Martha Guzman Aceves, CPUC
Meet Utility Commissioner Sadzi Martha Oliva, Illinois Commerce Commission
Meet Commissioner Valerie Espinoza from New Mexico Public Regulatory Commission Dist 3
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From: Diana Reed
To: Alice Patino; Mike Cordero; Michael Moats; Gloria Soto; Etta Waterfield
Cc: Toni Lane; City Manager - City Clerk
Subject: Public Comments Received
Date: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:41:29 PM
Attachments: FW Fireworks in the city.msg


FW My public comment for tonight"s City Council Meeting.msg
FW Public Comment - Covid 19.msg
FW Public Comment for 07-07-2020 Meeting - Gerardo Lorenz.msg


Good afternoon,
 
Please find attached emails received for public comment at tonight’s meeting.  There
will be hard copies of these on the dais for each of you as well.
 
Thank you,
 
Diana Reed
Secretary to the City Manager/City Manager’s Office/City of Santa Maria
110 E. Cook St, Room 1/Santa Maria, CA  93454/805-925-0951 Ext. 2202/  dreed@cityofsantamaria.org
Our Mission: “To provide the highest quality service in the most efficient, cost-effective, and courteous manner
possible.”
 



mailto:dreed@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:mcordero@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:mmoats@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:gsoto@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:ewaterfield@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:tlane@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:CityManager-CityClerk@cityofsantamaria.org



FW: Fireworks in the city


			From


			Beth Cleary


			To


			Diana Reed; Toni Lane


			Recipients


			dreed@cityofsantamaria.org; tlane@cityofsantamaria.org





I will print these and make copies for the Council meeting if you'd like to forward....or wait until we have a bunch to combine.  







Beth Cleary, CMC



Deputy City Clerk / City of Santa Maria / Records-City Clerk Division / 110 E. Cook Street, Rm. 3, Santa Maria, CA 93454



Phone: 805-925-0951, Ext. 2305 / Fax: 805-925-2243 / Email:bcleary@cityofsantamaria.org



Our Mission: “To provide the highest quality service in the most efficient, cost-effective and courteous manner possible.”















-----Original Message-----



From: Deborah Jonas [mailto:drjonas1995@att.net] 



Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:44 AM



To: Web-City Clerk <clerkweb@cityofsantamaria.org>



Subject: Fireworks in the city











This 4th of July was the worse we have seen since moving here in 2014.  Actually as everyone knows, it’s been going on for months now.  The illegal fireworks are unbelievable.  We confronted our back neighbor on Friday the 3rd, as he was setting off fireworks.  He then accused us of “picking” on just him.  He was letting them off in the early evening and our dog was going crazy.   This has to stop.











Debbie Jonas



643 El Acebo



Santa Maria, CA  93455



8056238049



 












FW: My public comment for tonight's City Council Meeting


			From


			Beth Cleary


			To


			Diana Reed; Toni Lane


			Recipients


			dreed@cityofsantamaria.org; tlane@cityofsantamaria.org





 







 







Beth Cleary, CMC
Deputy City Clerk / City of Santa Maria / Records-City Clerk Division / 110 E. Cook Street, Rm. 3, Santa Maria, CA 93454
Phone: 805-925-0951, Ext. 2305 / Fax: 805-925-2243 / Email:bcleary@cityofsantamaria.org







Our Mission: “To provide the highest quality service in the most efficient, cost-effective and courteous manner possible.”







 







 







 







From: Cliff Solomon [mailto:cliff_solomon@msn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Web-City Clerk <clerkweb@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: My public comment for tonight's City Council Meeting







 







City Council should show leadership:







My message is simple. All City Council members should show leadership in these dangerous times, by wearing masks when in public. Since our leaders don’t follow the recommended guidelines for prevent the spread of Covid-19, how can we expect our community to be safe.







 







--Cliff Solomon







 







Sent from Mail for Windows 10







 
















FW: Public Comment - Covid 19


			From


			Beth Cleary


			To


			Diana Reed; Toni Lane


			Recipients


			dreed@cityofsantamaria.org; tlane@cityofsantamaria.org





 







 







Beth Cleary, CMC
Deputy City Clerk / City of Santa Maria / Records-City Clerk Division / 110 E. Cook Street, Rm. 3, Santa Maria, CA 93454
Phone: 805-925-0951, Ext. 2305 / Fax: 805-925-2243 / Email:bcleary@cityofsantamaria.org







Our Mission: “To provide the highest quality service in the most efficient, cost-effective and courteous manner possible.”







 







 







 







From: Audralyn Macdonald [mailto:macdonald.audy@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:58 PM
To: Web-City Clerk <clerkweb@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Public Comment - Covid 19







 







Hello,







 







The number of Covid cases in Santa Maria is staggering.  We have close to 1000 more cases than the city of Santa Barbara, with "community transmission" being the top method in which it is spread.  This directly translates to people not not wearing masks when within close proximity of others.  Many businesses are now open, but if we don't require AND HOLD ACCOUNTABLE employees and customers alike, then we are collectively adding to the problem.  Please figure out ways to combat this, we need to hear more from the City of Santa Maria regarding the importance of wearing masks and social distancing.  Too many people out there are either not understanding the gravity of Covid, or are ignoring it.  Please do more to help our community lower our numbers! 







 







Thank you.







Audy Macdonald
















FW: Public Comment for 07-07-2020 Meeting - Gerardo Lorenz


			From


			Beth Cleary


			To


			Diana Reed; Toni Lane


			Recipients


			dreed@cityofsantamaria.org; tlane@cityofsantamaria.org





From: Gerardo Lorenz [mailto:gerardo.lorenz@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 2:57 PM
To: Web-City Clerk <clerkweb@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Public Comment for 07-07-2020 Meeting - Gerardo Lorenz







 







Hello, 







Below is a public comment I would like to submit for today's meeting. 







 







--------







Through my work that is focused on communicating with farm workers because of the type of format of the radio station I work in, I’ve become aware of what I consider to be one of the reasons  for the increase in the number of COVID-19 cases in farm workers.







 







We know that locally based on occupation, agricultural workers make up to 20% of the Santa Maria COVID-19.







 







I would like to call two things to your attention. Some farm workers  have pointed out to me that their employers are not following safety procedures, and that what they are most concerned about is harvest productivity and not about practicing measures to avoid contagion. (Of course not every employer, but these testimonials have been frequent). I have learned about employers that are following the safety protocols, but every employer should, not just some. You need to hold them accountable. 







 







If the employers and local leaders are not following safety protocols themselves, such as wearing masks, then the general public disbelieves the coronavirus is real, at least that's been the argument that some people have used to excuse themselves for not wearing a mask. 







 







There are several people with whom I have spoken of different agricultural companies that allude to the fact that President Trump does not wear a mask, and that they see that as “proof” that the coronavirus doesn’t  exist, because if it did, then why isn’t the president wearing one? 







 







Therefore, I propose that the city carries out a trilingual media campaign, and share the testimonies of people who have had the coronavirus, who were in intensive care and managed to recover, and to introduce themselves like this:







 







"My name is:   ————.







I had the coronavirus and this was my experience, etc. Then have them close by saying something along these lines: “The coronavirus is real. Let’s avoid getting infected by practicing social distance and the measures that prevent the spreading and that the health authorities indicate". 







 







Sharing the testimonies of those who have recovered from coronavirus validates their experience and I think will encourage people to practice safety measures to prevent the number of cases from growing. 







 







I volunteer to carry out video/audio productions, if the city helps me connect with those who want to share their story, so they can be published as soon as possible.







 







###







 







Gerardo Lorenz







(818) 231 9380



















From: Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (IGA)
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America Response - June 3
Date: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 3:29:45 PM
Attachments: ESF15_DailyBriefingPoints_20200603_FINAL.pdf


NATIONAL_COVID-19_By_the_Numbers_06.03.20.pdf


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


June 3, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response
Attached you will find today’s FEMA Daily Briefing Points for the Whole-of-America
response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing points include Topline
Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain Task Force; FEMA and
Department of Health and Human Services Response; and Guidance from Federal
Agencies.


Topline messaging includes:


On June 2, HHS announced that it is providing an additional $250 million in CARES
Act funding to aid U.S. health care systems treating patients and responding to the
COVID-19 pandemic.


The funds will support hospitals and other health care entities to train
workforces, expand telemedicine and the use of virtual healthcare, procure
supplies and equipment, and coordinate effectively across regional, state and
jurisdictional, and local health care facilities to respond to COVID-19.
In addition to directly supporting health care capacity for COVID-19 patient
surge, this funding will advance the mission of the National Special Pathogen
System to enhance national capacity and capability to respond to highly
infectious diseases now and in the future.


On June 1, FEMA published a third letter from Administrator Gaynor to emergency
managers that highlights the importance of all-hazards preparedness in a COVID-19
environment, particularly as the nation enters hurricane season. The letter addresses
the release of the COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane
Season, the All-Hazards Preparedness in a Pandemic Exercise Starter Kit and the
Exercise Starter Kit for Reconstituting Operations.



mailto:IGA@messages.dhs.gov

mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org
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Coronavirus Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Wednesday, June 3, 2020 



“WHILE OUR COUNTRY MOURNS THOSE WE HAVE LOST FROM THIS PANDEMIC, WE CONTINUE TO SUPPORT 



AMERICA’S HOSPITALS AND HEROIC FRONTLINE HEALTHCARE WORKERS WHO ARE TREATING COVID-19 



PATIENTS AND SAVING AMERICAN LIVES.” – HHS SECRETARY ALEX AZAR 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ On June 2, HHS announced that it is providing an additional $250 million in CARES Act funding 



to aid U.S. health care systems treating patients and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 The funds will support hospitals and other health care entities to train workforces, 



expand telemedicine and the use of virtual healthcare, procure supplies and equipment, 



and coordinate effectively across regional, state and jurisdictional, and local health care 



facilities to respond to COVID-19. 



 In addition to directly supporting health care capacity for COVID-19 patient surge, this 



funding will advance the mission of the National Special Pathogen System to enhance 



national capacity and capability to respond to highly infectious diseases now and in the 



future. 



▪ On June 1, FEMA published a third letter from Administrator Gaynor to emergency managers that 



highlights the importance of all-hazards preparedness in a COVID-19 environment, particularly as 



the nation enters hurricane season. The letter addresses the release of the COVID-19 Pandemic 



Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane Season, the All-Hazards Preparedness in a 



Pandemic Exercise Starter Kit and the Exercise Starter Kit for Reconstituting Operations. 



▪ As of June 2, FEMA has made 8,276 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to all 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes. 



▪ As of June 2, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 92.2 million N95 respirators, 149.2 million surgical masks, 13.9 million 



face shields, 36.8 million surgical gowns and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. 



 FEMA has procured and delivered 13.2 million swabs and 8.8 million units of media. 



 The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited 



duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their individualized plans.  



▪ As of June 2, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 17.6 million samples. 



 As of June 1, the FDA has issued 117 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and one antigen test.  





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/06/02/hhs-provides-additional-250-million-help-us-health-care-systems-respond-covid-19.html


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/06/01/fema-administrator-june-1-2020-letter-nations-emergency-managers


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188454


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188454


https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188077


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/30/personal-protective-equipment-medicare-and-medicaid-nursing-homes


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.fda.gov/medical-devices/emergency-situations-medical-devices/emergency-use-authorizations
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By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 80 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 42 tribes that are direct 



recipients with emergency declarations and 37 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of June 3, 228,925 samples were processed at federally run Community-Based Testing Sites 



and 484,740  samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community-Based Testing Sites, 13 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and eight have closed in 



consultation with the states.  



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 437 live sites in 48 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $104.8 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 19,802 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of June 2, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.6 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 514,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,788 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of June 2, FEMA has obligated $6.3 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $617 million 



 Commodities: $27 million 



 Crisis Counseling: $17 million 



▪ As of June 3, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 288 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 66 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html


https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through mid-August. 



 As of June 2, 36,861 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 617 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 30, the CDC has 5,224 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ As of June 3, 102 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with 317 



personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 205.6 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of June 2, Project Air Bridge has completed 195 flights with an additional 38 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 233 flights.   



 Five flights landed yesterday, June 2: three in New York City (JFK) and two in Chicago. 



 Three flights are scheduled to land today, June 3: one in Chicago and two in New York City 



(JFK). 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through June 2:  



 Nearly 1.5 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 112.6 million surgical masks 



 31.6 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2.5 million face shields 



 771,200 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ One non-Airbridge flight carrying FEMA-procured N95 respirators from 3M landed in Chicago 



yesterday, June 2. Since April 12, 49 non-airbridge flights carrying over 59 million FEMA-procured 



masks and respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ Three non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed yesterday, June 2: one in 



Chicago, one in Los Angeles and one in Newark. Four flights are scheduled to arrive today, June 



3: one in Chicago, one in Miami, one in Newark and one in New York City (JFK). Since May 20, 29 



non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 2.6 million gowns have landed in the U.S. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 



▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



FEMA and HHS Response 



FEMA 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Local governments can make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA 



Regions through the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 31, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 46 states, 



the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico to support programs providing free, confidential 



counseling through community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  



 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On June 1, HHS announced a task order with Emergent BioSolutions to advance manufacturing 



capabilities for a potential COVID-19 vaccine as well as therapeutics.  Under the order, Emergent 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell


https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/26/distribution-infrared-thermometers


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
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https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/188203
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/
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will commit contract development and manufacturing organization drug substance and drug 



product manufacturing capacity valued at approximately $542.75 million for production of 



COVID-19 vaccine candidates through 2021. 



▪ On May 28, the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 million in CARES Act 



funding to 52 Tribes, Tribal organizations, urban Indian health organizations and other health 



services providers to Tribes across 20 states to prepare, prevent and respond to COVID-19 in 



rural tribal communities. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/28/hhs-awards-15-million-to-combat-covid19-pandemic-in-rural-tribal-communities.html
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 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 



▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the  



COVID-19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays 



out approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  
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▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ CDC continues to recommend that everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where 



other social distancing measures are difficult to maintain. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On June 1, the FDA took additional action to help ensure widespread access to hand sanitizers 



during the COVID-19 public health emergency. 



▪ On May 30, the FDA took steps to further support the development of COVID-19 tests for at-



home self-collection by posting a voluntary emergency use authorization (EUA) template for at-



home sample collection kits to its website. The template outlines the data and information that 



developers should submit to facilitate the EUA process. 



▪ On May 28, the FDA announced a reference panel to evaluate diagnostic tests for COVID-19. 



Reference panels are an additional step to ensure the quality of the tests, validation of new 



assays, test calibration and monitoring of assay performance. 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ The FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The 



program uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, 



while at the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 



▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) announced that it is setting aside $10 



billion of round two funding for the Paycheck Protection Program to be lent exclusively by 



Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). 





https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w
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 CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in low-income communities by providing 



access to financial products and services for local residents and businesses. 



 The dedicated funds will further ensure that the funding reaches all communities in need 



of relief during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ On May 28, the U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration has 



issued an alert that lists steps employers can follow to implement social distancing in the 



workplace and to help protect workers from exposure to the coronavirus. 



▪ As of May 25, SBA has approved 430,906 Economic Injury Disaster Loan applications resulting 



in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist businesses and their employees. The 



SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck Protection Program applications resulting in 



$511.2 billion available to assist businesses and their employees. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 



since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 
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▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  





https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm998
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As of June 2, FEMA has made 8,276 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
to all 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day
supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of June 2, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 92.2 million N95 respirators, 149.2 million
surgical masks, 13.9 million face shields, 36.8 million surgical gowns and over 1
billion gloves.


To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and
procure testing material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media.


FEMA has procured and delivered 13.2 million swabs and 8.8 million units of
media.
The FEMA-sourced material will be provided to states, territories and tribes for
a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in support of their
individualized plans.


As of June 2, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 17.6 million samples.


As of June 1, the FDA has issued 117 individual emergency use authorizations
(EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests
and one antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.


# # #
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From: Alice Patino
To: patinoalice@gmail.com
Subject: FW: Farmworkers got their raise! We did it!
Date: Monday, June 29, 2020 12:19:01 PM


From: Maricela Morales, CAUSE [maricela@causenow.org]
Sent: Monday, June 29, 2020 8:10 AM
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Farmworkers got their raise! We did it!


Dear CAUSE Friends,


We did it! Together we celebrate that in response to farmworker demands, Rancho Laguna
Farms, a supplier of Driscoll's has increased wages to $2.10 per box of strawberries!


See a video on our facebook page about this win here!


This raise wouldn’t have been possible without a month of incredible worker organizing. In



mailto:apatino@cityofsantamaria.org

mailto:patinoalice@gmail.com

https://causenow.org/sites/all/modules/civicrm/extern/url.php?u=1539&qid=1108364





early May, farmworkers organized walk outs for higher pay due to increased health risks and
higher costs of groceries and childcare. Despite being met with blatant retaliation when the
company called the Sheriff's Department when they asked for safer working conditions and
higher pay, workers persisted. They filed a charge with the Agricultural Labor Relations
Board and launched a public campaign to address not only their wages but other grievances,
including COVID-19 safety protocols.


These brave and essential workers collected 75 worker signatures, shared their story with
the press, and garnered massive public support with over 61,000 online petition signatures.
They got a meeting with the President of Driscoll's, the world's biggest berry distributor, to
demand that the corporation hold its supplier accountable.


Finally last week, workers met with Larry Ferini, owner of Rancho Laguna Farms and
successfully negotiated for a raise! Rancho Laguna Farms also pledged to train foremen and
supervisors in better communication skills and triple the amount of shade so workers can
properly social distance during breaks.


Thank you to everyone who supported these efforts and congratulations to the workers! This
is the power of organized workers united with community support!


We at CAUSE will continue to do everything we can to fight for and defend farmworker rights
on the Central Coast! If you would like to help us continue our work of organizing working
class families you can donate here.


Si Se Puede!


Maricela
Executive Director
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY


Intergovernmental Affairs


Please see the below, and attached, information from our partners in the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) regarding an update on the Whole-of-America response to COVID-19.


May 27, 2020


FEMA Advisory
Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: Whole-of-America


Response
Attached you will find today’s Daily Briefing Points and the Regional Supplemental for the
Whole-of-America response to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. These briefing
points include Topline Messages, as well as information By the Numbers; Supply Chain
Task Force; FEMA and Department of Health and Human Services Response; and
Guidance from Federal Agencies. The Regional Supplemental highlights the updated
numbers by states and regions.


Topline messaging includes:


On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-
contact infrared thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s
workplaces and restarting of the American economy.


The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for
businesses and employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for
identifying potentially ill individuals including employees, customers, vendors
or other visitors.
FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and
territorial locations in late May 2020.
Additional NCIT are expected to be available in June. Local governments can
make requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA Regions through
the FEMA Resource Request Form (RRF) process.


As of May 26, FEMA has made 977 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes
to all 53 states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day
supply of personal protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-
certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic 



Whole-of-America Response 



Wednesday, May 27, 2020 



“BECAUSE OF THE COOPERATION AND COMPASSION OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, WE’RE GETTING THERE. ALL 



ACROSS AMERICA WE SEE NEW HOSPITALIZATIONS CONTINUING TO DECLINE AND MOST IMPORTANTLY WE 



WELCOME WORD THAT FATALITIES ARE ALSO DECLINING EVERYWHERE.” – VICE PRESIDENT MIKE PENCE 



Topline Briefing Points and Messages 



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced that the federal government will distribute non-contact infrared 



thermometers to support phased reopening of the Nation’s workplaces and restarting of the 



American economy. 



 The thermometers should be used in accordance with CDC guidance for businesses and 



employers and OSHA guidance for preparing workplaces for identifying potentially ill 



individuals including employees, customers, vendors or other visitors. 



 FEMA will coordinate initial distribution and delivery to state, tribal and territorial 



locations in late May 2020. 



 Additional NCIT are expected to be available in June. Local governments can make 



requests of states, with states making requests of FEMA Regions through the FEMA 



Resource Request Form (RRF) process. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has made 977 deliveries of medical supplies to nursing homes to all 53 



states and territories. FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal 



protective equipment to all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The 



shipments are meant to supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ As of May 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the delivery of or 



are currently shipping: 91.5 million N95 respirators, 144.3 million surgical masks, 12.5 million 



face shields, 31.1 million surgical gowns, and over 1 billion gloves.  



▪ FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 4.9 million units of media so far in the 



month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing initiative, FEMA is procuring 



specimen collection supplies to supplement the supplies states and healthcare providers are 



procuring from the private market.    



▪ As of May 26, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have tested more 



than 14.1 million samples. 



 As of May 22, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use authorizations (EAU) for 



test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12 antibody tests and 1 antigen test.  



By the Numbers 



▪ All 50 states, five territories, the Seminole Tribe of Florida, and Washington, D.C. have been 



approved for major disaster declarations to assist with additional needs identified.   



 To date, there are 75 tribes working with FEMA, with one tribe that is a direct recipient 



with a major disaster declaration and an emergency declaration, 41 tribes that are direct 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/26/distribution-infrared-thermometers


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html


https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
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recipients with emergency declarations and 33 tribes that are recipients under state 



declarations. 



 A tribal government may choose to be a subrecipient under a state that has chosen to be 



a recipient of FEMA assistance, or choose to be a direct recipient of FEMA. 



▪ As of May 27, 211,976samples were processed at federally run Community Based Testing Sites 



and 388,565 samples were processed at public-private partnership testing sites. 



 Out of 41 original Community Based Testing Sites, 14 continue to operate as federally 



run sites, 20 have transitioned to state management, and 7 have closed in consultation 



with the states. 1 additional federally run site is operational. 



 HHS has established a public-private partnership with pharmacy and retail companies to 



accelerate testing. To find locations, visit the COVID-19 Community-Based Testing Site 



page.  



 Under the CBTS public-private partnership, there are currently 414 live sites in 45 states 



and Washington, D.C. conducting testing.  



▪ Combined, FEMA and HHS have obligated $99.7 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts.  



▪ The federal government has approximately 15,938 total ventilators available in the Strategic 



National Stockpile. HHS issued the Department of Defense a fulfillment letter for the ventilator 



agreement releasing 1,082 ventilators back to the Department of Defense. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA and HHS have provided 10,709 ventilators from the Strategic National 



Stockpile and the Defense Department to states, tribes and territories.  



▪ In support of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and our nation’s veterans, FEMA has 



coordinated shipments of more than 6.4 million respirator masks, 500,000 surgical masks, 



more than 3.3 million gloves, 424,000 face shields and 30,000 surgical gowns to facilities 



across the country.  



▪ FEMA has 2,968 employees supporting COVID-19 pandemic response out of a total 20,605 



agency employees ready to respond to other emergencies should they occur. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $6.2 billion in support of COVID-19 efforts. This support 



includes:  



 Temporary Medical Facilities including medical personnel, mortuary and ambulance 



services: $2.4 billion. 



 PPE including medical supplies and pharmaceuticals: $1.6 billion. 



 National Guard: $1.4 billion. 



 Public Assistance Emergency Protective Measures (Non-PPE): $620 million. 



 Commodities: $27 million. 



 Crisis Counseling: $15 million. 



▪ As of May 26, 93 agencies across 29 states, the District of Columbia, two tribes and one U.S. 



territory have sent a total of 276 alerts containing information on COVID-19 to cell phones and 



other wireless devices via the WEA system, and 63 alerts to radios/televisions via EAS. 



▪ To date, the President has approved 50 National Guard requests for federal support for the use 



of National Guard personnel in a Title 32 duty status. 



 Through this order, the federal government will fund 100 percent of the cost for T-32 



National Guard orders through June 24. 





https://www.hhs.gov/coronavirus/community-based-testing-sites/index.html
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 As of May 26, 40,114 National Guard troops have activated in T-32 duty status and 926 



troops have activated in State Active Duty status to help with testing and other response 



efforts.  



▪ As of May 25, the CDC has 5,073 personnel supporting the outbreak response. 



▪ The U.S. Public Health Service Commissioned Corps has deployed more than 3,470 officers in 



support of nation-wide efforts to mitigate the virus’ potential spread. 



▪ As of May 27, 580 USACE personnel are activated to support the COVID-19 mission, with more 



than 500 personnel engaged in additional response efforts. 



▪ To date, FEMA, HHS and the Cybersecurity Infrastructure and Security Agency (CISA) along with 



other federal agencies are processing and distributing over 159.1 million cloth face coverings for 



critical infrastructure workers. 



Supply Chain Task Force 



▪ FEMA continues to expedite movement of commercially pre-sourced and commercially procured 



critical supplies from the global market to medical distributors in various locations across the 



U.S. through Project Airbridge.  



▪ As of May 26, Project Air Bridge has completed 173 flights with an additional 53 scheduled, or in 



transit, for a total of approximately 226 flights.   



 Two flights landed in Chicago yesterday, May 26. 



 Three flights are scheduled to land today, May 27: two in Chicago and one in Pittsburgh. 



 It is important to note that any number of variables can affect international flight 



schedules, causing unexpected delays or cancellations. 



▪ Through Project Air Bridge, the following supplies have been delivered from overseas 



manufacturers to the U.S. and into private sector supply chains from March 29 through May 26:  



 Nearly 1.4 million N95 respirators 



 937 million gloves  



 107.8 million surgical masks 



 25.7 million surgical gowns 



 More than 2.4 million thermometers 



 More than 2 million face shields 



 654,600 coveralls 



 109,000 stethoscopes 



 370,000 oxygen masks 



 More than 160,000 cannulas 



▪ Two non-Airbridge flights carrying FEMA-procured 3M masks are scheduled to land in Columbus, 



OH today, May 27. Since April 12, 45 non-airbridge flights carrying nearly 49 million FEMA-



procured masks and respirators from 3M have landed in the U.S.  



▪ Two non-Airbridge flights of FEMA-procured gowns from Hanes landed yesterday, May 26:  one in 



Miami and one in New York City (JFK). Two flights are scheduled to land today, May 27: one in 



New York City (JFK) and one in Newark. Since May 20, nine non-airbridge flights carrying more 



than 400,000 gowns have landed in the U.S. 



 FEMA-procured items, including 3M masks and Hanes gowns, are inventoried upon 



arrival before being distributed to prioritized areas determined by FEMA and HHS. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/08/fema-covid-19-supply-chain-task-force-supply-chain-stabilization
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▪ The strategy to allocate medical supplies and equipment is based on COVID-19 disease activity 



and its effects, as well as the need to facilitate distribution of limited supplies to areas where 



resources are needed most urgently.  



 Leveraging quantitative data sets provided by FEMA, HHS and CDC, the National 



Resource Prioritization Cell combines these data streams, analyzes the available 



COVID-19 disease activity data to determine current and potential future areas that most 



urgently require resources.  



 The team of experts works through this process every seven days to ensure resource 



prioritization recommendations are driven by the best available or most current data. 



FEMA and HHS Response 



▪ FEMA, HHS, and our federal partners work with state, local, tribal and territorial governments to 



execute a whole-of-America response to COVID-19 pandemic and protect the health and safety of 



the American people. 



FEMA 



▪ On March 13, President Trump declared a nationwide emergency pursuant to the Stafford Act. 



 All 10 Regional Response Coordination Centers and emergency operations centers in all 



states and territories are active and supporting response efforts across the country.  



▪ To support the Administration’s Testing Blueprint, FEMA is working to source and procure testing 



material – specifically, testing swabs and transport media. The FEMA-sourced material will be 



provided to states, territories and tribes for a limited duration to help increase testing capacity in 



support of their individualized plans.  



▪ FEMA is coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective equipment to 



all 15,400 Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. The shipments are meant to 



supplement existing efforts to provide equipment to nursing homes.  



▪ On May 26, FEMA announced it will continue the temporary suspension on rent for disaster 



survivors in California, Florida and Texas who are living in FEMA temporary housing. The 



suspension applies to rent only. FEMA will mail a letter to all affected occupants to inform them 



of the rent suspension.  



▪ On May 20, FEMA released COVID-19 Pandemic Operational Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane 



Season to help emergency managers and public health officials best prepare for disasters, while 



continuing to respond to and recover from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 12, FEMA released guidance to state, local, tribal and territorial governments that 



outlines how they may be able to request reimbursement through FEMA Public Assistance 



Program for costs associated with keeping Alternate Care Sites open. This includes temporary 



and expanded facilities that may be minimally operated when COVID-19 cases decrease. 



▪ On May 12, FEMA released an Exercise Starter Kit to help organizations facilitate their own 



internal workshops based on reconstitution planning principles and the White House’s 



Guidelines for Opening Up America Again. 



▪ As of May 13, crisis counseling service grants have been made available to a total of 45 states 



and the District of Columbia to support programs providing free, confidential counseling through 



community-based outreach and educational services. 



▪ On May 4, FEMA announced $200 million in supplemental funding from the CARES Act for grants 



through its Emergency Food and Shelter Program.  





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/04/18/coronavirus-covid-19-pandemic-national-resource-prioritization-cell
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 Combined with the $120 million in annual funding appropriated by Congress, a total of 



$320 million will be distributed beginning in early June to human service organizations 



assisting those in need throughout the country. 



U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Agencies and Offices 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced it began distributing billions in additional relief funds to skilled 



nursing facilities to help combat the devastating effects of the pandemic. This funding will be 



used to support nursing homes suffering from significant expenses or lost revenue attributable to 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 22, HHS announced $500 million in payments from the Provider Relief Fund to the 



Indian Health Service and tribal hospitals, clinics and urban health centers to support the tribal 



response to COVID-19. Combined with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount 



of new resources to the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars. 



▪ On May 21, HHS announced a collaboration between the company AstraZeneca and the 



Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) to accelerate the 



development and manufacturing of an investigational vaccine, AZD1222. HHS and AstraZeneca 



will make at least 300 million doses of the vaccine, the first of which will be delivered as early as 



this October.  



 Phase 3 clinical studies are set to begin this summer. 



 This vaccine is the fourth vaccine candidate to receive BARDA support for late-state 



development and manufacturing under Operation Warp Speed.  



▪ On May 20, the Health Resources and Services Administration announced $225 million in 



funding through the Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act to Rural 



Health Clinics for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support over 4,500 Rural Health 



Clinics across the country with expanding access to testing in rural communities. 



▪ As of May 20, the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) within the 



HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) has a COVID-19 



Medical Countermeasure Portfolio that includes development of 32 products supported under 



public-private partnerships.  



 Of these, 17 are diagnostics, seven are treatments, four are vaccines, and two rapidly 



deployable capabilities to help protect the American people from COVID-19.  



▪ On May 19, HHS announced a partnership with a team of private industry partners, led by Phlow 



Corporation, to expand pharmaceutical manufacturing in the United States for use in producing 



medicines needed during the COVID-19 response and future public health emergencies. 



▪ On May 18, HHS announced $11 billion in funding to states, territories and tribes to support 



testing for COVID-19. This funding is part of the Administration’s efforts to ensure that states, 



territories, and tribes have the resources necessary to meet their testing goals as they begin to 



reopen. 



▪ On May 15, President Trump announced Operation Warp Speed. The goal of this national 



program is to accelerate the development, manufacturing, and distribution of COVID-19 



vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics. 



 Operation Warp Speed is a public-private partnership between components of HHS, the 



Department of Defense, private firms and other federal agencies. 



 The program aims to have substantial quantities of a safe and effective vaccine available 



for Americans by January 2021. 





https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/22/hhs-announces-nearly-4.9-billion-distribution-to-nursing-facilities-impacted-by-covid19.html
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▪ On May 13, the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration announced $40 



million in emergency funding for a grant program to suicide prevention. The grant funding is 



intended to help with the increase in mental health needs as a result of COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration awarded $15 



million in CARES Act funding to 159 organizations across five health workforce programs to 



increase telehealth capabilities in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.  



▪ On May 7, HHS, through the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), awarded 



nearly $583 million to 1,385 HRSA-funded health centers in all 50 states, the District of 



Columbia, and eight U.S. territories to expand COVID-19 testing. 



▪ On May 7, HHS announced the deployment of 50 portable kidney dialysis machines and supplies 



to New York City and Long Island Intensive Care Units (ICU) to provide surge capacity for facilities 



caring for patients with COVID-19, which has caused acute kidney injury and therefore required 



dialysis in some ICU cases. 



▪ On May 5, the Treasury Department began distributing $4.8 billion in critical funds from the 



CARES Act to tribal governments. 



 The CARES Act provides a total of $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, 



response, and recovery for American Indians and Alaska Natives. 



 The Administration has allocated over $1 billion through the Indian Health Service (IHS), 



to support tribes, tribal organizations, and Urban Indian Organizations in their 



coronavirus response efforts.  



▪ On May 1, HHS announced $40 million of available funding for the development and 



coordination of a strategic network of national, state, territorial, tribal and local organizations to 



deliver important COVID-19 related information to minority, rural, and socially vulnerable 



communities hardest hit by the pandemic. 



▪ On May 1, HHS began processing payments from the Provider Relief Fund to hospitals with large 



numbers of COVID-19 inpatient admissions through April 10, as well as to rural providers in 



support of the national response to COVID-19. 



 These payments are being distributed to healthcare providers who have been hardest hit 



by the virus. Facilities admitting large numbers of COVID-19 patients received $12 billion 



and providers in rural areas received $10 billion. 



 An additional $50 billion is being distributed throughout the healthcare system to help 



address the impact of COVID-19 to the entire healthcare system.  



 $61 billion has been delivered to healthcare providers within 40 days of the passage of 



the CARES Act. 



▪ On April 30, HHS through the Health Resources and Services Administration, awarded $20 



million to increase telehealth access and infrastructure for providers and families to help prevent 



and respond to COVID-19. 



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced positive results of a trial using 



remdesivir;  patients with advanced COVID-19 and lung involvement who received remdesivir 



recovered, on average, faster than similar patients who received placebo.  



▪ On April 29, the National Institutes of Health announced a new initiative, Rapid Acceleration of 



Diagnostics; aimed at speeding innovation, development, and commercialization of COVID-19 



testing technologies and funded by $1.5 billion from federal stimulus. 





https://www.samhsa.gov/newsroom/press-announcements/202005131138
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https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/04/29/secretary-azar-statement-on-positive-results-from-nih-remdesivir-trial.html


https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-mobilizes-national-innovation-initiative-covid-19-diagnostics
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 



▪ On May 22, FEMA, HHS and the CDC announced release of a tool to support state, local, tribal, 



and territorial government officials with needed data as they continue to adjust community 



mitigation measures. 



▪ On May 22, the CDC released recommendations for communities of faith. The guidance is meant 



to help prevent exposures to COVID-19 in facilities used by communities of faith and to keep 



their staff and attendees as healthy as possible as they exercise their faith. 



▪ On May 20, the CDC released a set of documents for summer camps, schools, youth sports 



organizations, institutes of higher education, and restaurants and bars that are open. The health 



considerations documents provide concrete, actionable resources on four categories of 



safeguard for these businesses and organizations.   



▪ CDC has expanded its Caring for Children web resources with resources for parents including 



Help Children Learn at Home and Help Stop the Spread of COVID-19 in Children. This web 



section also includes a new page with important information about Multisystem Inflammatory 



Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) associated with COVID-19. 



▪ The CDC published a document summarizing CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-



19 Response and the President’s Plan for Opening America Up Again. This document lays out 



approaches that state, local, territory and tribal authorities as well as businesses, and other 



institutions can use to assess when to move from one phase to another. 



▪ On May 13, President Trump and the CDC released guidance for colleges and universities on 



how to develop, implement and maintain a plan to ensure the health and safety of students, 



faculty and staff.  



▪ On May 6, CDC published a report on COVID-19 in correctional and detention facilities.  



 CDC recommends that facility administrators, with the support of local health 



departments and partners, prepare for potential transmission, implement prevention 



measures and follow guidance for the management of suspected and confirmed  



COVID-19 cases to prevent further transmission.  



▪ The nation’s Slow the Spread campaign ended April 30. CDC continues to recommend that 



everyone use a cloth face covering in public settings where other social distancing measures are 



difficult to maintain. 



▪ On April 28, the Centers for Disease Control and the Environmental Protection Agency issued 



guidance on for cleaning and disinfecting spaces when reopening America; the guidance offers 



step by step instructions on how Americans can reduce risk of exposure to COVID-19 and stay 



safe in public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and homes. 



▪ CDC continues to encourage use of personal protective equipment optimization strategies for 



healthcare providers to optimize resources, deal with limited resources, and make contingency 



plans or alternative strategies when supplies are limited. 



Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 



▪ On May 22, the FDA and the U.S. Department of Agriculture, released recommendations to help 



address shortages of personal protective equipment, cloth face coverings, disinfectants, and 



sanitation supplies in the food and agriculture industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. 



▪ FDA published a new blog post on the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program. The program 



uses every available method to move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, while at 



the same time finding out whether the treatments are helpful or harmful. 





https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/22/community-mitigation-decision-support-tool


https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0522-cdc-releases-recommendations-faith.html


https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0520-cdc-resources-open.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/caring-for-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/learning.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/protect-children.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/daily-life-coping/children/mis-c.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/php/CDC-Activities-Initiatives-for-COVID-19-Response.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/guidance-administrators-college-higher-education.pdf


https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6919e1.htm?s_cid=mm6919e1_w


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-detention.html


https://www.coronavirus.gov/


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/cloth-face-cover.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/reopen-guidance.html


https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/ppe-strategy/index.html


https://www.fda.gov/food/food-safety-during-emergencies/food-and-agriculture-considerations-prioritization-ppe-cloth-face-coverings-disinfectants-and


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/fda-voices-perspectives-fda-leadership-and-experts/path-forward-coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program


https://www.fda.gov/drugs/coronavirus-covid-19-drugs/coronavirus-treatment-acceleration-program-ctap
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▪ On May 16, the FDA announced the authorization of an at-home sample collection kit for  



COVID-19 diagnostic testing. The emergency use authorization was issued to Everlywell, Inc. for 



the Everlywell COVID-19 Test Home Collection Kit. 



▪ On May 11, the FDA released new guidance to improve the efficiency of clinical trials.  These 



guidance documents aim to make the process for submitting applications to initiate studies for 



new drugs and biological products more efficient and outline recommendations for ways to 



design clinical trials to evaluate safety and effectiveness of these medical products for 



COVID-19. 



▪ On May 9, the FDA issued the first emergency use authorization for a COVID-19 antigen test, a 



new category of tests designed for rapid detection of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



 Antigen tests can play a critical role in the fight against COVID-19 due to their ability to be 



produced at a lower cost than other tests. Antigen tests can also potentially scale to test 



millions of Americans a day due to their simpler design. 



▪ On May 9, HHS announced the allocation plan for the drug remdesivir. The Assistant Secretary 



for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) expects supplies of the drug to be delivered to all 50 



states, five territories, the Veterans Health Administration and the Indian Health Service by the 



end of the week.  



 Gilead Sciences, Inc. is donating approximately 607,000 vials of the experimental drug 



over the next six weeks. 



 State health departments will distribute the doses to appropriate hospitals within their 



states. 



▪ On May 8, the FDA authorized the first diagnostic test with the option of using home-collected 



saliva samples for COVID-19 testing.  



▪ On May 1, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization for the investigational antiviral drug 



remdesivir for the treatment of suspected or laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 in adults and 



children hospitalized with severe disease. 



▪ On April 28, the FDA issued a new video resource explaining Emergency Use Authorizations 



(EUAs), one of several tools FDA uses to help make important medical products available quickly 



during public health emergencies like the COVID-19 pandemic. 



 EUAs provide more timely access to drugs, diagnostic tests and/or other critical medical 



products that can help diagnose, treat and/or prevent COVID-19.  



Other Federal Agencies 



▪ As of May 25, U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) has approved 430,906 Economic Injury 



Disaster Loan applications resulting in $37.8 billion in disaster loan funds available to assist 



businesses and their employees. The SBA has also approved over 4.4 million Paycheck 



Protection Program applications resulting in $511.2 billion available to assist businesses and 



their employees. 



▪ On May 21, the USDA announced that it is making $1 billion in loan guarantees available to help 



rural businesses meet their working capital needs during the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, 



agriculture providers that are not eligible for USDA Farm Service Agency loans may receive 



funding under USDA Business & Industry Cares Act Program provisions included in the CARES 



Act.  



▪ On May 20, the U.S. Department of Treasury and the SBA announced that the second round of 



funding for the Paycheck Protection Program processed 4.2 million loans to small businesses 





https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-standalone-home-sample-collection-kit-can-be-used


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-takes-new-actions-accelerate-development-novel-prevention-treatment


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-antigen-test-help-rapid-detection-virus-causes


https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/05/09/hhs-ships-first-doses-of-donated-remdesivir-for-hospitalized-patients-with-covid-19.html


https://www.fda.gov/news-events/press-announcements/coronavirus-covid-19-update-fda-authorizes-first-diagnostic-test-using-home-collection-saliva


https://www.fda.gov/media/137564/download


https://youtu.be/iGkwaESsGBQ


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/21/usda-provide-1-billion-loan-guarantees-rural-businesses-and-ag


https://home.treasury.gov/news/secretary-statements-remarks/joint-statement-by-treasury-secretary-steven-t-mnuchin-and-sba-administrator-jovita-carranza-on-the-success-of-the-paycheck-protection-program


https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1018
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since it launched on April 27. Including the previous funding bill, more than $670 billion is 



available for the loan program in total, and $520 billion in loans have been made.   



▪ On May 19, President Trump announced efforts to support the nation’s farmers, ranchers and 



food supply chain. The USDA will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments as part of the 



Coronavirus Food Assistance Program, which will deliver relief to America’s farmers and ranchers 



impacted by COVID-19. 



▪ On May 19, U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Safety and Health Administration 



announced revised policies for enforcing requirements with respect to coronavirus as economies 



reopen in states throughout the country. The revised enforcement policies help to ensure 



employers are taking action to protect their employees. 



▪ On May 14, President Trump announced continued efforts to ensure a fully stocked, resilient 



national stockpile and the strong domestic industrial base needed to confront COVID-19. 



▪ On May 13, the DHS Science and Technology Directorate released a predictive modeling tool to 



estimate natural decay of the virus that causes COVID-19 under a range of temperatures and 



relative humidity. The tool is designed to assist response efforts and estimate the environmental 



persistence of the virus under certain combinations of temperatures and humidity. 



▪ On May 13, the FBI and CISA issued a warning to organizations researching COVID-19 of the 



likely targeting and network compromise by the People’s Republic of China. The guidance 



warned healthcare, pharmaceutical and research sectors working on COVID-19 response that 



they are the prime targets of activity and should protect their systems.  



▪ On May 11, President Trump announced additional efforts to ensure that every state, territory 



and tribe has the resources they need to meet the robust testing plans described in the 



President’s Guidelines for Opening up America Again and the Testing Blueprint unveiled by the 



President on April 27.  



▪ On May 9, the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced $3 billion in contracts to buy dairy, 



meat, and produce from U.S. farmers, ranchers, and specialty growers; the goods will be 



provided to support food lines and kitchens and the Farmers to Families Food Box Program. 



▪ On May 6, the Department of Labor awarded an additional $10 million in Dislocated Worker 



Grants in response to the coronavirus public health emergency. The funding is from the CARES 



Act and is intended to help address the workforce-related impacts of COVID-19. This brings the 



total amount of Dislocated Worker Grants awarded to states and territories to $171 million.  



▪ On May 5, CISA, along with the United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), released 



a joint advisory to international healthcare and medical research organizations providing an 



update on ongoing malicious cyber activity and new cyber threats related to COVID-19.  



▪ On April 28, President Trump signed an executive order to keep meat processing plants open to 



ensure the continued supply of beef, pork, and poultry to the American people. The order uses the 



Defense Production Act to classify meat processing as critical infrastructure. 





https://www.sba.gov/about-sba/sba-newsroom/press-releases-media-advisories/sbas-paycheck-protection-program-small-businesses-affected-coronavirus-pandemic-launches


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-supporting-nations-farmers-ranchers-food-supply-chain/


https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/05/19/usda-announces-details-direct-assistance-farmers-through


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/osha/osha20200519-0


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-ensuring-strong-national-stockpile-industrial-base-needed-meet-challenge/


https://www.dhs.gov/science-and-technology/news/2020/05/13/news-release-st-launches-indoor-predictive-modeling-tool-coronavirus-stability


https://www.cisa.gov/news/2020/05/13/fbi-and-cisa-warn-against-chinese-targeting-covid-19-research-organizations


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/united-states-built-worlds-leading-coronavirus-testing-system/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/openingamerica/


https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Testing-Blueprint.pdf


https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-approves-12-billion-contracts-farmers-families-food-box-program?fbclid=IwAR21FQ6_maDGtF1Uu_u9EQtrtSaldTAw1N8JkWckZz0MwTLvOHIZYwkWcSA


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.dol.gov/newsroom/releases/eta/eta20200506-0


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A


https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/AA20126A


https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/president-donald-j-trump-taking-action-ensure-safety-nations-food-supply-chain/
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic: 



Daily Briefing Points Supplemental 



Wednesday, May 27, 2020 



Regional Response  



Region I 



Connecticut  



Critical supplies delivered: 251,186 N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 194,469 face shields, 



806,534 surgical masks and 350 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $27.6 million in federal support to Connecticut. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the New Britain/New 



Haven area.  



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Maine 



Critical supplies delivered: 263,787 N95 respirators, 230,914 gloves, 42,801 face shields and 



204,393 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $10.6 million in federal support to Maine. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Massachusetts 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 564,408 gloves, 369,557 face shields, 



737,120 surgical masks and 400 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $62.0 million in federal support to Massachusetts. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Boston/Somerville area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Hampshire  



Critical supplies delivered: 263,442 N95 respirators, 217,612 gloves, 42,697 face shields and 



203,849 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $17.5 million in federal support to New Hampshire. 



▪ New Hampshire’s stay at home order has been extended to May 31. 



Rhode Island 



Critical supplies delivered: 213,487 N95 respirators, 376,926 gloves, 69,905 face shields, 338,003 



surgical masks and 100 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $21.6 million dollars in federal support to Rhode 



Island. 
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▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in the North 



Kingston/Providence area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Vermont 



Critical supplies delivered: 182,940 N95 respirators, 384,368 gloves, 67,875 face shields and 



315,940 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $9.8 million in federal support to Vermont. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended until June 15. 



Region 2 



New York 



Critical supplies delivered: 9.6 million N95 respirators, 3.0 million gloves, 539,294 face shields, 2.6 



million surgical masks and 4,430 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $1.1 billion in federal support to New York. 



▪ As of May 26, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in New York. 



▪ New York State has begun reopening, with some areas remaining under stay at home orders 



until June 13. 



New Jersey 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.5 million N95 respirators, 7.6 million gloves, 851,393 face shields, 1.3 



million surgical masks and 1,065 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated more than $436.0 million in federal support to New Jersey. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Meadowlands. 



▪ New Jersey’s stay at home order remains in effect until terminated. 



Puerto Rico 



Critical supplies delivered: 212,434 N95 respirators, 299,706 gloves, 143,723 face shields and 



344,275 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $45.3 million in federal support to Puerto Rico. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



U.S. Virgin Islands 



Critical supplies delivered: 34,521 N95 respirators, 48,760 gloves, 8,730 face shields and 89,054 



surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $15.8 million in federal support to U.S. Virgin Islands. 



▪ USVI stay at home order remains in effect until June 1. 



Region 3 



Delaware 



Critical supplies delivered: 77,434 N95 respirators, 691,008 gloves, 72,343 face shields, 209,665 



surgical masks and 50 ventilators. 
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▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $5.0 million in federal support to Delaware. 



▪ Delaware stay at home orders in effect until May 31, or until the health threat is eliminated. 



Maryland 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.6 million N95 respirators, 593,681 gloves, 278,789 face shields, 



660,438 surgical masks and 470 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $54.3 million in federal support to Maryland. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Baltimore. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway, with restrictions in place for Montgomery and Prince George’s 



counties. 



Pennsylvania 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.4 million N95 respirators, 797,846 gloves, 575,471 face shields and 



916,130 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $73.6 million in federal support to Pennsylvania. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Harrisburg/Glenn Mills 



area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 291,357 N95 respirators, 632,976 gloves, 101,035 face shields and 



610,221 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $165.8 million in federal support to Virginia. 



▪ As of May 26, three Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Blacksburg, Hampton 



and Richmond areas. 



▪ Virginia’s stay at home order ends on June 10, a phased reopening is underway with restrictions 



remaining in place for Northern Virginia. 



Washington D.C. 



Critical supplies delivered: 754,677 N95 respirators, 789,242 gloves, 71,201 face shields, 417,582 



surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $56.2 million in federal support to the District of Columbia. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Washington, DC.  



▪ The Washington D.C. stay at home order ends on June 8, or until any emergency date extension 



is issued. 



West Virginia 



Critical supplies delivered: 178,488 N95 respirators, 231,206 gloves, 81,459 face shields and 



320,539 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $11.7 million in federal support to West Virginia. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Region 4 



Alabama 



Critical Supplies to Alabama: 502,473 N95 respirators, 337,541 gloves, 77,021 face shields and 



362,582 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $27.9 million in federal support to Alabama. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Birmingham. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Florida 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 977,872 gloves, 227,699 face shields, 1.1 



million surgical masks and 200 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $114.5 million in federal support to Florida. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Miami. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Georgia 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.7 million N95 respirators, 1.4 million gloves, 184,105 face shields, 



768,836 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $95.4 million in federal support to Georgia. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Kenshaw. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Kentucky 



Critical supplies delivered: 797,082 N95 respirators, 521,202 gloves, 69,079 face shields and 



342,922 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $17.4 million in federal support to Kentucky. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Louisville. 



▪ A phased reopening underway. 



Mississippi 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 259,438 gloves, 59,983 face shields and 



421,711 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $22.4 million in federal support to Mississippi. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jackson. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



North Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 903,992 N95 respirators, 426,154 gloves, 114,427 face shields and 



580,551 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $24.5 million in federal support to North Carolina. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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South Carolina 



Critical supplies delivered: 394,762 N95 respirators, 301,448 gloves, 71,575 face shields and 



355,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $69.4 million in federal support to South Carolina. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Eastover. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Tennessee 



Critical supplies delivered: 756,938 N95 respirators, 657,302 gloves, 117,799 face shields and 



677,882 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $127.6 million in federal support to Tennessee. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Lebanon. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 5 



Illinois 



Critical supplies delivered: 4.6 million N95 respirators, 7.0 million gloves, 547,230 face shields, 1.5 



million surgical masks and 620 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $234.5 million in federal support to Illinois. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is operational in Waukegan.  



▪ Illinois stay at home order is extended to May 29, with phased reopening at local levels. 



Indiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 860,534 gloves, 172,793 face shields and 



440,683 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $39.6 million in federal support to Indiana. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Indianapolis. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Michigan 



Critical supplies delivered: 8.6 million N95 respirators, 801,930 gloves, 311,571 face shields, 



740,018 surgical masks and 700 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $224.5 million in federal support to Michigan. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Detroit. 



▪ Michigan stay at home orders are extended to May 28. 



Minnesota 



Critical supplies delivered: 463,519 N95 respirators, 325,640 gloves, 77,497 face shields and 



519,505 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $2.4 million in federal support to Minnesota. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Ohio 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.8 million N95 respirators, 6.3 million gloves, 182,291 face shields and 



672,263 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $40.6 million in federal support to Ohio. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Columbus. 



▪ Ohio stay at home orders are extended until May 29. 



Wisconsin 



Critical supplies delivered: 450,548 N95 respirators, 487,346 gloves, 150,639 face shields and 



504,163 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $57.5 million in federal support to Wisconsin. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Madison. 



▪ No statewide stay at home order, phased reopening underway at local levels. 



Region 6 



Arkansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 259,947 N95 respirators, 514,682 gloves, 112,762 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $402,426 in federal support to Arkansas. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Little Rock. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Louisiana 



Critical supplies delivered: 2.0 million N95 respirators, 1.6 million gloves, 104,147 face shields, 



494,800 surgical masks and 370 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $150.2 million in federal support to Louisiana. 



▪ Baton Rouge General Medical Center Mid-City Hospital mission extended to June 20. The center 



has seen 158 patients. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the New Orleans/Slidell area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oklahoma 



Critical supplies delivered: 385,706 N95 respirators, 279,304 gloves, 63,947 face shields and 



685,447 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $18.3 million in federal support to Oklahoma. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Muskogee. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



New Mexico 



Critical supplies delivered: 176,868 N95 respirators, 301,430 gloves, 59,179 face shields and 



237,889 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $24.8 million in federal support to New Mexico. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Rio Rancho. 
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▪ Stay at home order extended to May 31. 



Texas 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.3 million N95 respirators, 2.0 million gloves, 390,647 face shields and 



1.7 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $515.7 million in federal support to Texas. 



▪ As of May 26, five Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Austin, Corpus Christie, 



Dallas, El Paso and Houston areas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 7 



Iowa 



Critical supplies delivered: 148,368 N95 respirators, 345,442 gloves, 84,577 face shields and 



451,235 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $150.1 million in federal support to Iowa. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders issued, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Kansas 



Critical supplies delivered: 516,976 N95 respirators, 2.8 million gloves, 116,842 face shields and 



651,434 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $48.9 million in federal support to Kansas. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Topeka/Kansas City area. 



▪ A phased reopening with local restrictions is underway. 



 



Missouri 



Critical supplies delivered: 909,289 N95 respirators, 359,996 gloves, 84,399 face shields and 



518,001 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $29.9 million in federal support to Missouri. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Jefferson City. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Nebraska 



Critical supplies delivered: 95,788 N95 respirators, 250,930 gloves, 62,147 face shields and 



227,217 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $16.9 million in federal support to Nebraska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Region 8 



Colorado 



Critical supplies delivered: 560,122 N95 respirators, 623,136 gloves, 115,305 face shields and 



617,524 million surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $216.7 million in federal support to Colorado. 
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▪ As of May 26, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Denver area. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Montana 



Critical supplies delivered: 147,486 N95 respirators, 224,326 gloves, 40,611 face shields and 



188,859 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $12.5 million in federal support to Montana. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Helena. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway at local level. 



North Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 216,890 N95 respirators, 616,300 gloves, 37,077 face shields and 



174,337 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $12.0 million in federal support to North Dakota. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Bismarck. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



 



South Dakota 



Critical supplies delivered: 90,074 N95 respirators, 209,886 gloves, 121,313 face shields and 



182,077 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $10.1 million in federal support to South Dakota. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Utah 



Critical supplies delivered: 215,214 N95 respirators, 254,284 gloves, 55,329 face shields and 



270,189 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $2.8 million in federal support to Utah. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Wyoming 



Critical supplies delivered: 136,534 N95 respirators, 198,538 gloves, 36,125 face shields and 



169,343 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $42,663 in federal support to Wyoming. 



▪ No statewide stay at home orders, a phased reopening is underway at local levels. 



Region 9 



American Samoa 



Critical supplies delivered: 39,039 N95 respirators, 76,470 gloves, 8,286 face shields, 38,422 



surgical masks and 10 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $1.1 million in federal support to American Samoa. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended to May 31.  
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Arizona 



Critical supplies delivered: 537,715 N95 respirators, 482,208 gloves, 91,993 face shields and 



436,477 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $33.6 million in federal support to Arizona. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Phoenix. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



California 



Critical supplies delivered: 3.0 million N95 respirators, 1.8 million gloves, 508,442 face shields, 3.8 



million surgical masks and 170 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $1.0 billion in federal support to California. 



▪ As of May 26, two Battelle N95 decontamination units are located in the Los Angeles and 



Fairfield/Fremont areas. 



▪ The USNS Mercy hospital ship has finished its mission in Los Angeles, and departed for her San 



Diego homeport on May 15. Some USNS Mercy personnel continue to provide medical teams for 



assessment, training and patient support to local skilled nursing facilities in Los Angeles. USNS 



Mercy onshore mission extended to June 15. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) 



Critical supplies delivered: 25,029 N95 respirators, 74,430 gloves, 8,272 face shields, 55,948 



surgical masks and 25 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $5.1 million in federal support to CNMI. 



▪ Stay at home orders in effect until emergency concludes.  



Guam 



Critical supplies delivered: 38,317 N95 respirators, 84,904 gloves, 13,560 face shields, 283,440 



surgical masks and 59 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $11.0 million in federal support to Guam. 



▪ Stay at home orders extended until May 30, phased reopening underway with local restrictions. 



Hawaii 



Critical supplies delivered: 146,622 N95 respirators, 224,724 gloves, 43,079 face shields and 



205,857 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $39.7 million in federal support to Hawaii. 



▪ Stay at home orders end May 31, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Nevada 



Critical supplies delivered: 642,207 N95 respirators, 286,680 gloves, 54,775 face shields and 



297,285 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $36.4 million in federal support to Nevada. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Las Vegas. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 
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Region 10 



Alaska 



Critical supplies delivered: 74,114 N95 respirators, 286,252 gloves, 68,605 face shields, 176,063 



surgical masks and 60 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $6.1 million in federal support to Alaska. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Idaho 



Critical supplies delivered: 121,090 N95 respirators, 223,974 gloves, 44,887 face shields and 



315,357 surgical masks. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $1.1 million in federal support to Idaho. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Idaho Falls. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 



Oregon 



Critical supplies delivered: 598,920 N95 respirators, 616,724 gloves, 130,643 face shields, 



319,101 surgical masks and 150 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $55.3 million in federal support to Oregon. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in the Eugene/Wilsonville area. 



▪ No official expiration date, a phased reopening is underway with local restrictions. 



Washington 



Critical supplies delivered: 1.5 million N95 respirators, 983,890 gloves, 127,201 face shields, 



841,348 surgical masks and 500 ventilators. 



▪ As of May 26, FEMA has obligated $75.0 million in federal support to Washington. 



▪ As of May 26, one Battelle N95 decontamination unit is located in Tacoma. 



▪ A phased reopening is underway. 












provide equipment to nursing homes.


As of May 26, FEMA, HHS, and the private sector combined have coordinated the
delivery of or are currently shipping: 91.5 million N95 respirators, 144.3 million
surgical masks, 12.5 million face shields, 31.1 million surgical gowns, and over 1
billion gloves.


FEMA has procured and delivered 9.9 million swabs and 4.9 million units of media
so far in the month of May. In support of the White House Task Force’s testing
initiative, FEMA is procuring specimen collection supplies to supplement the
supplies states and healthcare providers are procuring from the private market.  


As of May 26, CDC, state, and local public health labs and other laboratories have
tested more than 14.1 million samples.


As of May 22, the FDA has issued 113 individual emergency use
authorizations (EAU) for test kit manufacturers and laboratories, including 12
antibody tests and 1 antigen test.


Follow Us


Follow FEMA on social media at: Visit the FEMA Blog, follow @FEMA or
@FEMAEspanol on Twitter, FEMA or FEMA Espanol on Facebook, @FEMA on
Instagram, and view videos on the FEMA YouTube channel, and Administrator Pete
Gaynor on Twitter @FEMA_Pete.


FEMA Mission


Helping people before, during, and after disasters.
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State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
 
Thank you to everyone that joined the White House COVID-19 National Briefing Call with
State, Local, and Tribal Leaders on Wednesday, May 20. We were honored to be joined by
First Lady Melania Trump, who discussed her BE BEST Initiative and the
Administration’s commitment to ensuring the physical and mental wellbeing of all
Americans, including vulnerable children (see attached). You can find a readout of the First
Lady’s remarks here (Readout from the State and Local Stakeholder Call on
COVID-19 Response). We were also joined by Brooke Rollins (Assistant to the President
for Strategic Initiatives and Acting Director of the Domestic Policy Council), HHS Secretary
Alex Azar, FDA Commissioner Stephen Hahn, and Rosemary Lahasky (Special Assistant to
the President and Director of Domestic Initiatives).


We appreciate your partnership in this All-of-America response and look forward to
continued engagement and robust coordination. In the past month alone, President Trump
and Vice President Pence have collectively met in-person with 13 Governors (AR, CO, FL,
GA, IA, KS, LA, MN, ND, NJ, NY, TN) illustrating the Administration’s ongoing
commitment to work in a bipartisan fashion with State, local, and Tribal officials. And on
Thursday, May 21, President Trump joined African American leaders in Detroit, Michigan
for a roundtable discussion on community revitalization, particularly in distressed
communities and those disproportionately impacted by COVID-19. Below, please find a
recap of this week’s briefing call. We would also like to highlight several recent important
announcements from the White House and Federal agencies.
 


·         President Trump Issues Proclamation on Honoring the Victims of the
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WELL-BEING 
 



Well-being focuses on children’s emotional, social, and physical health, all of which may be 
affected by the changes that result from the response to COVID-19 



 The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an increase in anxiety, depression, loneliness, 



isolation, and fear for many Americans, including children 



 



 Children need the support of healthy, caring adults who can help them understand the 



changes in the world around them as we begin to safely reopen our country 



 



 Supporting the emotional well-being of all Americans during COVID-19 will help 



protect children from the effects of opioid addiction and overdose and from domestic 



violence, child abuse, and suicide 



 



 The Trump Administration has increased resources to support mental health and well-



being during this difficult time, recognizing that emotional and social well-being are as 



much of a priority as physical health and safety 



 



 HHS and SAMHSA have released emergency grant funding to states, tribes, and 



territories for substance use disorder treatment, mental health services, and suicide 



prevention during the COVID-19 pandemic 



 



 The Trump Administration has made child welfare a priority by providing guidance 



and best practices for remote or virtual court hearings in child welfare cases and 



supporting caseworkers by allowing videoconferencing for monthly visits 



 



 Free and confidential help is always available through the Disaster Distress Helpline, 



National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, National Runaway Safeline, National Domestic 



Hotline, and National Human Trafficking Hotline  











The Trump Administration is Ensuring  
Resources For Mental Health During COVID-19



COVID-19 RESPONSE



Emergency Hotlines



Funding, Resources, and Guidance



DISASTER DISTRESS  
HELPLINE



 24/7, 365-day-a-year, national hotline 
 dedicated to providing immediate crisis 



counseling for those experiencing  
emotional distress:



CALL                
1-800-985-5990



TEXT
TalkWithUs to 66746



NATIONAL SUICIDE  
PREVENTION LIFELINE 



24/7, free and confidential  
support for people in distress  



who may be experiencing  
suicidal thoughts:



CALL
 1-800-273-8255



$110 MILLION
released by HHS and SAMHSA 



across the Nation in emergency 
grant funding to States, tribes 



and territories to provide 
Americans with substance 



use disorder treatment and 
mental health services during 



the COVID-19 pandemic



CRISIS CENTER  
GUIDANCE



SAMHSA provided 
guidance for Crisis Centers 



and clinicians who are 
managing treatment of 



alcohol or benzodiazepine 
withdrawal to help with 



medical needs of  
those experiencing  



these conditions



CRISIS 
COUNSELING 



SERVICE GRANTS
FEMA crisis counseling 



service grants have 
been made available 
to a total of 48 States 
and D.C. to support 



programs providing free, 
confidential counseling 
to residents struggling 
with stress and anxiety



TECHNICAL TRAINING  
AND ASSISTANCE



SAMHSA has provided technical 
assistance and training 



webinars for implementing 
telehealth and how to use it for 



mental health services  
and substance use disorder 



services, including medication-
assisted treatment



SERVICE WITHOUT  
INTERRUPTION



SAMHSA issued  
guidance to ensure that  
substance use disorder  
treatment services are 



uninterrupted during this  
public health emergency



$15 MILLION
sent by HHS and SAMHSA 



to 154 current Tribal 
Behavioral Health (TBH) 



grantees to address 
tribal needs related 



to mental health and 
substance use disorder 
crises during COVID-19



$40 MILLION 
funding opportunity 



announcement  
released by HHS  
and SAMHSA to  
prevent suicide 



 during COVID-19; 
applications are  



due May 22



HOSPITAL  
GUIDANCE



HHS and SAMHSA 
provided information on 



how State Psychiatric 
Hospitals can help 
keep patients and 



healthcare staff safe 
during COVID-19











The Trump Administration is Ensuring  
Resources for Child Welfare During COVID-19



COVID-19 RESPONSE



Resources for the Vulnerable



Clearing the Way for Support Systems



$390 MILLION 
Over $300M in enhanced Federal 
match for foster care, adoption, 
and guardianship services; $45M 
in formula grants to support the 
child welfare needs of families; 
and $45M to provider services 



for victims through using 
Family Violence Prevention and 



Services Act formula grants



HEARINGS 
GUIDANCE



Provided guidance 
and best practices 



for remote or virtual 
court hearings in child 



welfare cases



CASEWORKER 
SUPPORT
Issued policy  



changes  to allow 
 videoconferencing  



for monthly  
caseworker visits



PPE ACCESS
Letter urging governors 
to classify child welfare 



workers and service 
providers as level 1 



emergency providers 
to allow greater 



access to personal 
protective equipment



THE NATIONAL  
RUNAWAY SAFELINE



 24/7 hotline for runaway  
and homeless youth  



providing crisis intervention, 
information, and referrals,  



and other resources:



CALL                
1-800-RUNAWAY  
(1-800-786-2929)



ONLINE
1800runaway.org  



and select “Chat Now”



THE NATIONAL HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING HOTLINE 
24/7, confidential, multilingual 



hotline for victims, survivors, and 
witnesses of human trafficking.  



The hotline can be reached:



CALL
1-888-373-7888



TEXT
HELP to 233733 (BEFREE)



EMAIL  
 help@humantraffickinghotline.org



THE NATIONAL DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE HOTLINE 



Open 24/7 to respond to calls, chats, 
and texts for anyone  



needing help:



CALL
1-800-799-7233 (SAFE)



TEXT
LOVEIS to 22522



Already responded to over 5,900 
COVID-related interactions; 



$2 million in supplemental funding


















Novel Coronavirus Pandemic: On Friday, May 22, President Trump issued a
Presidential Proclamation honoring the victims of the novel coronavirus
pandemic. In honoring all of those that have lost their lives, the proclamation orders
that the flag of the United States shall be flown at half-staff at the White House and
upon all public buildings and grounds of the Federal Government in the District of
Columbia and throughout the United States and its Territories and possessions until
sunset, May 24, 2020.


·         President Trump Signs Executive Order on Regulatory Relief to Support
Economic Recovery: On May 19, President Trump signed an executive order to
slash red tape in order to revitalize the economy and get Americans back to work.
The Executive Order builds on continuing Administration efforts to put people over
paperwork. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic alone, the Administration has
taken over 600 regulatory actions, including suspensions, waivers, and enforcement
discretions. With the executive order, President Trump is directing agencies to use
all emergency authorities to identify regulations that can be withdrawn or waived to
promote job creation and economic growth. Read more here (WSJ: The Covid-19
Deregulation). We look forward to continuing to work with State, local, and Tribal
partners on promoting deregulation and/or smart regulation.


·         American Workforce Advisory Board Releases Recommendations on
Building a Resilient and Agile Workforce: On May 19th, the American
Workforce Policy Advisory Board, made up of members including the CEOs of
Apple, Walmart, IBM, governors, mayors, education and non-profit leaders, put
forth a set of recommendations for how to build a resilient and agile workforce
powered by our greatest asset -- skilled American workers. The COVID-19 pandemic
is underscoring the wide-ranging impact of existing disparities in access to
technology, broadband, and digital literacy from how and whether students can
access remote learning options to an individual’s ability to access telehealth, access
new opportunities previously unavailable, and engage regularly in the digital
economy. Companies and educational institutions must be nimble and flexible in the
delivery systems of high quality, relevant, affordable, and verified skills training.
Find the Call to Action here. Learn more about the American Workforce Policy
Advisory Board here. Also see Ivanka Trump, All-Star Group Advise Aiding
American Workers with ‘Unprecedented Investment’ in Technology.


·         USDA To Provide $1 Billion in Loan Guarantees for Rural Businesses
and Ag Producers: On May 22, USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue announced that
the Department is making available up to $1 billion in loan guarantees to help rural
businesses meet their working capital needs during the COVID-19 pandemic. More
here. Additionally, agricultural producers that are not eligible for USDA Farm
Service Agency loans may receive funding under USDA Business & Industry CARES
Act Program provisions. More here.


·         USDA Updates Guidance for the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program
(CFAP): On April 17, USDA announced the Coronavirus Food Assistance Program
(CFAP), which will provide up to $16 billion in direct payments to deliver relief to
farmers and ranchers across the country impacted by COVID-19. USDA will begin
accepting CFAP applications on May 26. In addition to this direct support to farmers
and ranchers, USDA’s Farmers to Families Food Box program is partnering
with regional and local distributors, whose workforces have been significantly
impacted by the closure of many restaurants, hotels, and other food service entities,
to purchase $3 billion in fresh produce, dairy, and meat and deliver boxes to
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Americans in need. Find approved contractors for the program here and a list of
FAQ’s here.


·         U.S. Department of the Treasury Delivering Millions of Economic
Impact Payments by Prepaid Debit Card: On May 18, Treasury and the IRS
began sending nearly 4 million Economic Impact Payments (EIPs) by prepaid
debit card. EIP Card recipients can make purchases, get cash from in-network
ATMs, and transfer funds to their personal bank account without incurring any
fees. Treasury has already delivered more than 140 million Economic Impact
Payments worth $239 billion to Americans by direct deposit to accounts at financial
institutions, Direct Express card accounts, and by check.


·         U.S. Department of Energy Announces $53 Million for Small Business
Research and Development Grants: On May 21, the U.S. Department of Energy
announced 256 grants totaling $53 million to 211 small businesses in 35 States and
the District of Columbia. The Phase I grants will allow small businesses to research
technical feasibility of new innovations that advance the mission of the Department. 


·         DHS Announces Extension of Agreements with Canada and Mexico to
Limit All Non-Essential Cross-Border Travel: On May 20, the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security announced the extension of non-essential
travel across the U.S.-Mexico and U.S. Canada borders in order to limit the further
spread of the Coronavirus. These measures were implemented on March 21, 2020
and were originally in place for 30 days, subject to reevaluation and further
extension in light of the fluid nature of the coronavirus pandemic.  On April 20,
2020, these measures were extended for an additional 30 days and, on May 19,
2020, these measures were once again extended until June 22, 2020.


·         FEMA Releases COVID-19 Pandemic Operation Guidance for the 2020
Hurricane Season: In preparing for the 2020 hurricane season, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency released guidance to State, local, Tribal, and
Territorial officials to help them prepare for response and recovery operations.
While the document focuses on hurricane season preparedness, most planning
considerations can also be applied to any disaster operation in the COVID-19
environment, including no-notice incidents, spring flooding and wildfire seasons,
and typhoon response. 


 
Sincerely,
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs


White House COVID-19 National Briefing
Call Readout


May 20, 2020
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Additional Guidance & Resources


 


·         HHS Announces $500 Million Distribution to Tribal Hospitals, Clinics,
and Urban Health Centers: On May 22, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) announced $500 million in payments from the CARES Act
Provider Relief Fund to the Indian Health Service (IHS) and tribal hospitals, clinics,
and urban health centers to support the tribal response to COVID-19. This funding
provides vital support to these healthcare facilities, which in some cases may be the
only healthcare facility within a day's traveling distance for those served. Combined
with previous funding, this distribution brings the total amount of new resources to
the Indian health system to $2.4 billion dollars.


·         HHS Provides $225 Million for COVID-19 Testing in Rural
Communities: On May 20, HHS announced the distribution of $225 million to
Rural Health Clinics (RHCs) for COVID-19 testing. These investments will support
over 4,500 RHCs across the country to support COVID-19 testing efforts and expand
access to testing in rural communities. Rural Health Clinics are a special designation
given to health care practices in underserved rural areas by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS) that help ensure access to care for rural residents. 


·         CDC Issues Additional Reopening Guidance to Assist State, Local, and
Tribal Leaders: CDC has issues a set of health considerations to be used by
summer camps, schools, youth sports organizations, institutes of higher
education, and restaurants and bars, that are open. Decisions and strategies
about how to operate are implemented at the state, tribal, local, and territorial levels
because every locale is different, and individual jurisdictions have the authority and
local awareness needed to protect their communities.


·         CDC Outlines Resources to Assist States to Open: On May 20, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention released a summary of CDC’s initiatives,
activities, and tools in support of the whole-of-government response to COVID-19.
The document includes information on general and healthcare surveillance as well
as previously posted guidance on infection control, contact tracing, and
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testing. Additionally, the document includes a standardized way to look at the gating
criteria in the Opening Up America Again guidance and tools to assist
establishments after they open.


·         DOEd Releases Considerations for Institutes of Higher Education: On
May 21, the U.S. Department of Education, in coordination with the CDC, outlined
considerations for some institutes of higher education (IHE) to help protect
students and employees. IHEs vary considerably in geographic location, size, and
structure. As such, IHE officials can determine, in collaboration with state and local
health officials, whether and how to implement these considerations while adjusting
to meet the unique needs and circumstances of the IHE and local community.


·         FEMA Issues Updated Guidance on PPE Packages for Nursing Homes:
Under the direction of the White House Coronavirus Task Force, FEMA is
coordinating two shipments totaling a 14-day supply of personal protective
equipment (PPE) to nearly 15,000 nursing homes across the Nation. The mission
supplements existing efforts to ensure nursing homes across the country have PPE
during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. FEMA is coordinating shipping of
PPE to Medicaid- and Medicare-certified nursing homes based on input from the
American Health Care Association to serve as a bridge between other PPE
shipments. More here.


 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)


·         President Donald Trump Announces Operation Warp Speed To Develop
Coronavirus Vaccine: On May 15 in the White House Rose Garden, President
Trump announced the launch of Operation Warp Speed to deliver safe and
effective coronavirus treatments and vaccines as quickly as possible. Operation
Warp Speed marks a massive science, industrial, and logistical endeavor unlike
anything the country has seen since the Manhattan Project. President Trump has
directed nearly $10 billion to Operation Warp Speed through funding that was
included in the CARES Act.


·         President Trump Announces Additional Resources for States,
Territories, and Tribes to Meet Testing Goals: On Monday, May 11, President
Donald J. Trump announced additional actions to ensure States, Territories, and
Tribes have the resources they need to meet their testing goals. These additional
resources include $11 billion in combined stimulus funding as well as approximately
12 million swabs to supplement private sector resources. By the end of the week,
more than 300 retail testing sites will be operational to serve Americans in 47 States
and D.C., prioritizing access to underserved communities. More here (The United
States Has Built the World’s Leading Coronavirus Testing System).


·         HHS and Federal Government Continue to Partner with Private Sector
in Supporting Community-Based Testing Sites for COVID-19: HHS has
partnered with pharmacy and retail companies to accelerate testing for more
Americans in more communities across the country. This includes helping stand-up
more than 300 community-based testing sites in 44 states. Learn more and find a
community-based testing site near you here.


·         FDA Continues to Expand COVID-19 Testing: The dedicated staff at FDA has
been working around the clock focusing on facilitating medical countermeasures to
diagnose, treat and prevent the disease, and surveilling the medical product and
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food supply chains for potential shortages or disruptions and helping to mitigate
such impacts, as necessary to protect the health of Americans. Every action the FDA
has taken during this public health emergency to address the COVID-19 pandemic
has balanced the urgent need to make tests available with the most appropriate level
of oversight that ensures accurate tests are being deployed. As of May 20, FDA has
granted more than 104 emergency use authorizations, which include the first
antigen test, 91 molecular tests, and 12 antibody tests. Importantly, FDA has posted
a list of antibody tests that are being removed from the “notification list” of tests
being offered under the Policy for Coronavirus Disease-2019 Tests During the Public
Health Emergency. More here.


 
U.S. Department of the Treasury (DT)


·         Treasury Begins Distribution of Coronavirus Relief Fund Dollars to
Native American Tribes: The President signed the CARES Act into law,
providing $8 billion to address coronavirus preparedness, response, and recovery
for American Indians and Alaska Natives. On May 5, Treasury and the U.S.
Department of the Interior announced initial allocations of this funding, totaling
nearly $5 billion, which represents one of the largest programmatic investments in
Indian County in our Nation’s history.


·         Treasury Updates Guidance and FAQ’s for States, Tribes, and Local
Governments: On May 4, Treasury released an updated list of Frequently Asked
Questions regarding the distribution and use of Coronavirus Relief Fund funds.
Among other updates, Treasury provides that “as a matter of administrative
convenience in light of the emergency nature of this program, a State, territorial,
local, or Tribal government may presume that payroll costs for public health and
public safety employees are payments for services substantially dedicated to
mitigating or responding to the CVOID-19 public health emergency.” The updated
FAQ’s can be found here. More information on the Coronavirus Relief Fund can be
found here.


·         Treasury Updates Guidance and FAQ’s for Economic Impact Payments:
Millions of Americans have already received their Economic Impact Payments
authorized by the CARES Act. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) continues to
calculate and automatically send the Payments to most eligible individuals, however
some may have to provide additional information to the IRS to get their Payments.
More information here.


 
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)


·         SBA Continues to Deliver Unprecedented Relief to the Nation’s Small
Businesses: Through the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) authorized
under the CARES Act, the SBA is delivering unprecedented relief to the Nation’s
Small Businesses. In the first round of funding alone, the agency processed
more than 14 years’ worth of loans in less than 14 days. With an additional $310
billion in authorized funding, SBA continues to authorize PPP loans. In Round
II, 5,425 lenders have approved over 2.4 million loans averaging $74,304 per
loan. More here. A list of frequently asked questions can be found here.
Additional questions should be referred to local and regional offices (here).


·         Treasury and SBA Release New Information Regarding the Paycheck Protection
Program:
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·         SBA Announces Reopening of Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL)
Program and Makes Available to U.S. Agricultural Businesses
Impacted by COVID-19 Pandemic: On May 4, SBA announced the
reopening of the EIDL program and EIDL Advance programs and expanded
eligibility to agricultural businesses impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. More
here. More on SBA coronavirus relief options, including EIDL, here.
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Marijuana use up 19 percent in just one year among California’s young
adults
A new study by researchers Ying-Ying Meng and Ninez A. Ponce of UCLA shows
past-month marijuana use surged 19 percent among young adults (ages 18-25)
between 2017 and 2018. The state legalized marijuana for recreational use in 2016,
effective January 1, 2018.
 
More than one-third (36 percent) of this age group, or 1.66 million young adults,
reported current use of a cigarette, e-cigarette, or marijuana product in 2018. E-
cigarette use climbed sharply by 48 percent, but only one in five users vaped an e-
cigarette to quit, replace, or reduce cigarette smoking. Eight in ten e-cigarette users
vaped flavored products, while four in ten cigarette smokers used menthol flavored
cigarettes.
 
There was no statistically significant difference in cigarette use among young adults
during this period.
 
Underage use (ages 18-20) is shocking: nearly half (48 percent) of e-cigarette users
were underage, as were 40 percent of marijuana users, and 28 percent of cigarette
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smokers.
 
The researchers suggest a number of policy changes that the state could make,
based on tobacco control research findings, to protect the health of young adults.
 
Read this Health Policy Brief from the UCLA Center for Health Policy Research here:
 
Our thanks to Lynn Silver, MD, for bringing this paper to our attention.
 


CANNABIDIOL (CBD)


CBD companies using “research” as marketing tool could mislead
consumers and risk public health
Consumers for Safe CBD, an outgrowth of the National Consumers League, has
released a white paper on CBD that shows how companies are allowing the public to
assume their CBD products are federally regulated when that is true of only one
company. It also points out how some companies are marketing alliances they have
forged with respected research universities, as if such alliances were equivalent to
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research demonstrating safety and efficacy, to further mask the lack of FDA approval
of their CBD products.
 
The white paper explains that Congress legalized hemp, defined as containing three-
tenths of one percent (0.03%) or less THC, in the 2018 Farm Bill. But it preserved
the authority of FDA to regulate products containing cannabis or cannabis
derivatives, whether they are classified as marijuana or hemp. Therefore, it is
unlawful to include either THC or CBD in food or dietary supplements.
 
An infographic accompanying the white paper concludes, “When it comes to the
research and study behind FDA-approved CBD products and research involved in
marketing unregulated CBD products, there is no comparison. More work must be
done to ensure that CBD products are safe, effective and ethically marketed. We
must do more to protect consumers.”
 
Read Consumer’s for Safe CBD white paper here.  
Download Consumer’s for Safe CBD Infographic here.
 


Doing it the right way: GW Pharmaceuticals announces
plans to test new CBD/THC drug in US for FDA approval
The only CBD product FDA has approved to date is Epidiolex to
treat rare forms of epilepsy. Epidiolex is made by GW
Pharmaceuticals of Great Britain, which yesterday announced a
strategy to apply for FDA approval of its THC/CBD drug nabiximols


(tradename Sativex). This drug comes in the form of a mouth spray and has been
approved in several countries to treat spasticity associated with multiple sclerosis.
 
GW also plans to test Sativex to treat two other conditions, spinal cord injury and
post traumatic stress disorder.
 
Listen to a Webcast of GW’s announcement here. 
Read GW’s press release here.
 
Disclosure: The executive editor of The Marijuana Report holds stock in GW
Pharmaceuticals.
 


Fake ads? Yes. Tom Hanks has never endorsed a CBD
product 
A reader writes that he received three emails in just two weeks with
celebrity endorsements of CBD products. Endorsers include Tom
Hanks, Oprah, Dr. Phil, and others. “Are these legit?” he asks.
 


Today, whose co-host Savannah Guthrie experienced a similar situation, asked Tom
Hanks the same question.
 
His answer? “This is false and an intentional hoax. I’ve never said this and would
never make such an endorsement. Come on, man!” Hanks has the distinction of
never having endorsed not one, but two different CDB products.
 
View Today video clip here.
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Correction
Last week, in our summary of “Assessment of incorporation of lessons from tobacco
control in city and county laws regulating legal marijuana in California,” we wrote,
“One county prohibited any health warnings in any context.”


The sentence should have read, “One county prohibited any health claims in any
context.” We regret the error.







Your opinion matters to us!
Tell us what else you'd like to see in The Marijuana Report.


CLICK HERE!
 


Parenting just got a lot harder
with legal marijuana


 
Are you in yet? Take the "I'm in"
pledge to join Parent Movement
2.0! To sign, click here.


What should I know about marijuana?
 


National Families in Action recorded 25 podcasts
with world renowned marijuana scientists.
 
Listen to Dr. Marilyn Huestis on "More on
Executive Function" here.
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Every dollar you contribute to National
Families in Action supports The
Marijuana Report e-newsletter.


Thank you for your donation!


More resources from National Families in Action


Visit The Marijuana Report’s Facebook page on FB at nationalfamilies.
Find past issues of The Marijuana Report here.
Check out The Marijuana Report website here.


The Marijuana Report is a weekly e-newsletter published
by National Families in Action in partnership with SAM (Smart
Approaches to Marijuana).


Visit National Families in Action's website, The Marijuana
Report.Org, to learn more about the marijuana story unfolding
across the nation.


Subscribe to The Marijuana Report e-newsletter.


The Marijuana Report Staff
Executive Editor, Sue Rusche. Editor, Nicole Carter. Proofreading, Harry Rusche, Professor Emeritus. IT
Consultant, Lee Clontz. Social Media Coordinators, Margarita Eberline, Shannon Murphy, MD, FAAP, and
Nicole Carter.
National Families in Action Board of Directors
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Atlanta. Richard L. Brown, Secretary, Attorney (Ret.), Founder & Chairman, Sudden Cardiac Arrest
Association, Lakewood Ranch, Florida. Jeannine F. Adams, Director, President and CEO, J. Addams &
Partners, Atlanta. Jack L. Arbiser, MD, PhD, Director, Thomas J. Lawley Professor of Dermatology,
Winship Cancer Institute, Emory University, Atlanta. LLP, Atlanta. Debbie Berndt, Director, Parent
Movement 2.0, Walnut Creek, California. Margarita Eberline, Director, Strategy Director, Ultim Marketing,
Atlanta. Robert Margolis, PhD, Director, Founder, Caron Solutions Intensive Outpatient Program, Roswell,
Georgia. Shannon Murphy, MD, FAAP, Director, Birmingham, Alabama.
Senior Adviser
Kent “Oz” Nelson, Chairman and CEO (Ret.), United Parcel Service, Atlanta. 
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Coronavirus Special Report


Thursday, May 21, 2020


TOP NEWS


The New Normal In SDNY Will Include 'Lots Of Plexiglass'
As the COVID-19-stricken greater New York City area inches toward
reopening for business, a platoon of workers at the Southern District's federal
courthouses is readying a transformation that will include enhanced social
distancing for jurors, controlled access and clear barriers to shield workers
and trial witnesses.


Judges Prefer Zoom And WebEx As Courtrooms Go Virtual
Zoom and WebEx are the online platforms of choice for judges throughout the
country in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to the National
Judicial College's polling of hundreds of judges.


Women Justices Cut Off More, Spoke Less In Phone Hearings
Women justices participating in the U.S. Supreme Court's first-ever
teleconference hearings were interrupted significantly more often than their
male colleagues and were given less overall speaking time, according to a
report published Tuesday.


Texas Supreme Court Justice Tests Positive For COVID-19
Texas Supreme Court Justice Debra Lehrmann said Thursday that she has
tested positive for COVID-19.


Coronavirus: How Law Firms Are Handling The Downturn
UPDATED May 21, 2020, 11:41 AM EDT | The spreading coronavirus
pandemic has upended the legal industry, forcing firms to cut salaries, lay off
attorneys and make changes to summer associate programs. Here is a
roundup of how law firms are responding. 


BakerHostetler, Kramer Levin Shorten Summer Programs
BakerHostetler and Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP are among the latest
law firms to adjust their summer associate programs due to the COVID-19
pandemic, on Wednesday confirming they had reduced this year's programs
to four weeks and five weeks, respectively.


CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS


Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED May 21, 2020, 2:13 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


Coronavirus: The Latest EU Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED May 21, 2020, 4:11 PM GMT | As courts across the region take
measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS


LAW FIRMS
Akerman LLP
Akin Gump
Allen & Overy
Arent Fox
Arnold & Porter
Baker Botts
Baker Donelson
Baker McKenzie
BakerHostetler
Ballard Spahr
Belkin Burden
Blank Rome
Boies Schiller
Brown Rudnick
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
Buchanan Ingersoll
Burns White
Cadwalader Wickersham
Cahill Gordon
Cleary Gottlieb
Clifford Chance
Covington & Burling
Cozen O'Connor
Cravath Swaine
Crowell & Moring
DLA Piper
Davis Polk
Davis Wright Tremaine
Day Pitney
Debevoise & Plimpton
Dechert
Dentons
Dickinson Wright
Dinsmore & Shohl
Dorsey & Whitney
Duane Morris
Eckert Seamans
Edelson PC
Eversheds Sutherland
Faegre Drinker
Fennemore Craig
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4 Things To Know About Plan To Speed COVID-19 Patent Apps
A new U.S. Patent and Trademark Office program will prioritize the
examination of COVID-19-related patent applications from small businesses,
and while it could result in patents issuing very quickly, applicants need to
make sure the program makes sense for their invention. Here are the top
things to consider.


Apple, Google Launch COVID-19 Exposure Notification Tool
Apple and Google released software Wednesday that could allow
governments across the globe to help track the spread of COVID-19 with
smartphone apps that would alert users who come in close contact with
someone who tested positive for the novel coronavirus.


NY Judge Won't Require In-Person Testimony In IP Bench Trial
A New York federal judge said Wednesday she won't require witnesses to
testify in person in an upcoming July bench trial over a patent dispute
between two drugmakers involving the nighttime urination medication
Nocdurna, noting that many witnesses in the case are older people who are
skittish about traveling.


House Set To Approve Flexibility For PPP Small-Biz Loans
The House is expected to vote next week on a narrow bipartisan bill that
would give more flexibility to small businesses that receive forgivable loans
from the Paycheck Protection Program, removing certain requirements and
extending several deadlines.


USDA Says $19B Virus Aid Program Won't Cover Hemp Yet
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has denied hemp farmers initial access to
$19 billion in emergency coronavirus aid, though the agency said Wednesday
the crop could become eligible if its price is severely impacted by the
pandemic.


Virus Pushes Green Growth To Insolvency Filing In Canada
Long-struggling cannabis company Green Growth Brands received insolvency
protection from a Canadian court Wednesday, telling the judge it was pushed
to financial ruin by the COVID-19 pandemic.


States Join Bid For Virus Delay In Purdue Pharma Bankruptcy
Two dozen states and the District of Columbia have joined calls for a New
York federal court to push back the cutoff date for filing claims in the
bankruptcy of Purdue Pharma LP, citing the obstacles created by the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic.


Fed. Judge Remands COVID-19 Coverage Case To State Court
A Pennsylvania federal judge quickly sent a Pittsburgh restaurant's lawsuit
seeking coverage for coronavirus-related losses back to state court Tuesday,
reasoning that there weren't any state court rulings on similar claims the
federal court could rely on.


Tesla Drops Suit Against Calif. County Over Lockdown Order
Tesla Inc. dropped its lawsuit against Alameda County in California federal
court on Wednesday, 11 days after filing the suit, which alleged that the
county made an unconstitutional "power grab" when it initially prevented the
electric car manufacturer from reopening its Fremont, California, plant.


EXPERT ANALYSIS


7 Steps To Romancing The Virtual Classroom
For professors, trainers, lawyers, students and businesses grappling with the
unexpected challenges of distance learning, trial attorney and teacher James
Wagstaffe offers best practices for real-time online instruction.


Contingent Fees A Great Option For Cos. During Downturn
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In-house counsel may assume that "elite" law firms will turn up their noses at
the idea of contingent fees, but such arrangements, whether pure or hybrid,
are offered by many firms — even to defendants — and may be the answer to
tight litigation budgets, say attorneys at Fish & Richardson.


What COVID-19 Means For The M&A Insurance Market
Alvin Reynolds and Richard French at Atlantic Global Risk address the impact
of COVID-19 on M&A insurance market dynamics, policy terms and claims,
and explain new applications to support distressed transactions. 


No Joy In Mudville For Minor League Baseball
While the possibility of Major League Baseball resuming games in July is
certainly welcome news, the pandemic has thrown a beanball at the minor
league clubs and the thousands of employees who depend on them for their
livelihoods, says Kenneth Jacobsen, director of the sports law program at
Temple University Beasley School of Law.
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ESSAY
When San Francisco Tried to Be the World’s 'Queer
Sanctuary' for Refugees and Asylum Seekers
In the 2010s, the Bay Area Worked to Resettle LGBTQ People
Fleeing Persecution—but Then Policies Changed


by TOM SHEPARD


Early one morning in 2012, Subhi Nahas
woke up in a hospital bed near Idlib, Syria.
The bright, boyishly handsome 22-year-old
couldn’t remember how he’d gotten there.
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The day before, his father had slammed
Nahas’s head into the kitchen counter so
hard that he had to be ...


READ MORE


EVENT: STREAMING ONLINE
Thursday, July 16, 2020, 6:30 PM PDT
How Can Humans Coexist With Monster Wildfires?
A Zócalo/Huntington-USC Institute on California and the West Event


Moderated by Nathan Rott, National
Desk Correspondent, NPR


Historical ecologist Jared Dahl Aldern,
CSU Long Beach American Indian Studies
professor Theresa Gregor, and Fernanda
Santos, The Fire Line author and
Professor of Practice at the Walter Cronkite
School of Journalism and Mass
Communication, visit Zócalo to examine
how and whether human beings can
coexist with megafires.


REGISTER HERE


READINGS
Zócalo's 2020 Summer Reading List Suits a Time Devoid
of the Usual Escapes
From Why We Started Calling Ourselves 'America' to Brains With a
Mind of Their Own, These 15 Books Examine Essential Questions
About Who We Are


The Zócalo 2020 Summer Reading List
provides some unexpected and fascinating
windows into the big questions of our time
—including the impact of our racial history
on the present and the toll of displacement
on asylum seekers—as well as some
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quirky and hopeful (but also smart) stories
—like the tale of a British farm ...


READ MORE


GLIMPSES
Where Tulare Lake Once Was, a New Telling of California’s
History
Jesse Amble White’s Photographs Show Modern Landscapes That
‘Push Back at the Moment’ 


by RICHARD WHITE


All but one of these photographs of
California by Jesse White come
from California Exposures, a book that he
and I, his father, did together. Like all
photographs, they don’t speak for
themselves. They demand a thousand
words. They are part of a conversation ...


READ MORE


CONNECTING CALIFORNIA
The Shiny Sacramento Statue That Reflects California’s
Failures
As the State Continues to Expand Its Authority, Local and Regional
Communities—Including the Capital Itself—Suffer


by JOE MATHEWS


There may be no better symbol of
Sacramento’s failure as California’s capital
than the 18-foot-tall stainless-steel
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sculpture outside the city’s downtown
sports arena. The work, by famed
contemporary artist Jeff Koons, cost the
city and the arena’s tenant ...


READ MORE
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Watch and share the webinar recording and continue the plastics reduction conversation.


View this email in your browser


See CEC's 2020 Impact Report here.


Eating, Drinking
and Breathing Plastic


Webinar Recording & Resources


From: Kathi King, Community Environmental Council
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Eating, Drinking and Breathing Plastic - Recording, Presentation and Additional Resources
Date: Friday, July 10, 2020 4:36:56 PM
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Thank you to everyone who attended – and special thanks to co-host Penny Owens,
Santa Barbara Channelkeeper Education and Community Outreach Director; guest
speaker Toni Marietti, UC Santa Barbara Environmental Studies student and
CALPIRG Plastic-Free Seas Campaign coordinator; and our host Nadra
Ehrman, CEC Board Member and Residential Community Manager at the Towbes
Group. We are pleased that more than 150 individuals joined us for this important
discussion about how we consume plastics.


During the pandemic, we have taken solace in the evidence that nature has been
given a break from human activity but the climate crisis – and plastic crisis – is not
on hold. As I discuss in my blog, thousands of metric tons of microplastic particles
are falling from the sky, the plastics industry avoids responsibility for disposal of their
waste, and we are literally eating, drinking and breathing plastic. 


Through CEC's work, we know that advocating for policy change can significantly
reduce our region's plastic consumption and is key to combating the plastic crisis.
Individual actions are also critical and there are many ways each of us can make a
positive impact – during Plastic Free July – and beyond. We hope you will join us
on July 29 for our next plastics webinar, Getting Real About Plastic and
Recycling, to learn more about how you can recycle film plastics locally and the dos
and don'ts of our blue recycle bins.


Here are some resources shared during the event that will help you stay
engaged:


Read Where’s Airborne Plastic? Everywhere, Scientists Find to learn why
there is “no nook or cranny” on the planet where plastics do not exist.
Visualize the amount of microplastic we eat in this Reuters article, A Plateful
of Plastic.
Read how COVID-19 brought a sudden and dramatic halt to our
environmental positive streak and how we can balance the need to protect
human health while working toward a more sustainable world.
Peruse this year-long series of reports from Reserve, Louisiana, where the
risk of cancer is 50 times the national average for the United States.


Watch or Share the Recording


Download the Presentation
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Better understand why more than 125 virologists, epidemiologists, and
health experts from 18 different countries say it is safe to use reusable
plastics during the pandemic. 
Read the AB-1080 Solid Waste law, written to position California to be on the
forefront of reducing pollution from plastic packaging and disposal. 
Listen to The Safety and Future of Reuse on the Indisposable podcast to
learn how reuse solutions and systems can help save businesses money, get
people back to work, protect public health, and drastically reduce plastic
pollution.
Consider contacting Trader Joe's (select sustainability from feedback
dropdown) and Costco (click on feedback in sidebar) to request that they
reduce their plastic packaging.


Tips for #PlasticFreeJuly – and beyond:


Ask the cashier to put your items back into the cart instead of into fresh
grocery bags – and transfer them to reusable bags outside.
Encourage stores to resume accepting reusable bags – even if it means
you have to bag items yourself. Tri-County Produce has allowed reusable bags
throughout the pandemic and the Santa Barbara Farmers Market allows
reusable bags at most stands.
Review the items in your cart before checkout – identify one or two that are
packaged in plastic and try to find a similar product in alternative packaging.
Avoid the "Big Four" – bottled water, plastic bags, straws and coffee cups.
Check with your favorite coffee shop to see if they are accepting reusable cups
again – and request that they consider doing so if they are not. 


Additional actions you can take:


Take the Plastic Free Pledge to reduce your plastic consumption during the
month of July – and beyond.
Attend our July 29 webinar to learn more about how Ablitt's film plastic
program is changing and the harsh realities of plastic recycling.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for plastic reduction ideas
and additional resources.
Promote Plastic Free July on your personal or organization social media
channels. See our Plastic Free July Social Media Toolkit for resources.
Enter CEC's #PlasticFreeJuly Social Media Contest – see graphic below for
more info.


Together, we can #ditchplastic to reduce waste and build climate resilience on the
Central Coast.
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Wishing you well,


Kathi King
Director of Outreach and Education
Community Environmental Council


More ways to connect, engage,
and learn.


CEC Webinar Series: Getting Real About Plastic and Recycling – Wednesday,
July 29
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.


Labeling a product “recyclable” does not guarantee that it will be recycled. This is
particularly true with plastic, which has many different forms – some more easily
recycled than others. Of the estimated 35 million tons of plastic waste the U.S.
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generates each year, only 8.4% is recycled. 


The Community Environmental Council (CEC) and Santa Barbara Channelkeeper
(SBCK) have worked for more than a decade to reduce the Central Coast’s
dependence on single use plastic. Together, we led a local coalition on regulatory
advocacy, resulting in seven regional laws that reduce the distribution of plastic
bags, straws, and Styrofoam food containers. We have also partnered with Ablitt’s
Fine Cleaners and Tailors to expand the impact of their film plastic collection
program by nearly fivefold.


Join us to learn about updates to the Ablitt’s program and review the dos and don’ts
for our blue recycling bins. As we close out Plastic Free July, help us ensure the
continued success of these programs. Learn more.


In Case You Missed It
Plastic: We Are What We Eat and Breathe explores the plastics crisis and
how it has been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Watch and sing along to David Segall's Touch of Love, produced in
conjunction with CEC and Santa Barbara Channelkeeper. The music video
features Adams Elementary School's Ocean Guardians and their ocean
conservation and single use plastic reduction work.
Creating a Shock-Proof Local Food System, our most recent food systems
webinar, explored how CEC’s Food Rescue program and other local efforts
are working to support those most vulnerable to hunger.
CEC’s CEO Sigrid Wright recently discussed the Five Important Trends for
the Climate as part of TEDxSantaBarbara’s Making Waves: Conversations
with Influencers and Disrupters.


DOUBLE Your Support for CEC's Critical Work
CEC creates sustainable solutions for climate resilience in our region. See
our Impact Report to learn how. Donations made by July 31, 2020 will be
DOUBLED by CEC’s Leadership Match Fund. Text GIVE to 805-600-3360 or visit
us at www.cecsb.org/give.


Donate
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Facebook LinkedIn Twitter Instagram Website


Plastic Free July Social Media Toolkit
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From: Valerie Mercado
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Campgrounds Open!
Date: Friday, May 22, 2020 4:30:48 PM


Having trouble viewing this email? Click here


Small Business Help!


The Vacation Trailer
RV Rental Company


www.pasoroblesRVrentals.com


Event Venue
Fresh Produce & Local Products,


Gift shop &
Critter Coral for the Kids.


  


Home Repairs
Text 661-549-6843


Click on the Videos, Links or Logos for More Info


Harry's nonessential
brings you LIVE MUSIC!


Please join us in helping local bands
survive the Coronavirus pandemic.


We hope to see you all soon! ROCK ON!!


 


 _   


Who is Ready to Camp?
www.pasoroblesrvrentals.com


Give us a Call today to start booking
888-898-2267


KOA Avila/Pismo Beach
Pismo Sands RV Restort
Now taking reservations
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqrb97rKg4WeWoKL0gNuqNUn9FyhpJ8HhgZIi368S4j9ZzmUBZNv1lcKSNfmTlsMRxepUhKcFO9pIie1pzmkLnOQDUyuj4XFDxs61SgvzNeKLLy0Q8Xa42OaqJrlBm2Q5O5hGZXVkoX7HhEj_v4Brkpk=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqrb97rKg4WeWoKL0gNuqNUn9FyhpJ8HhgZIi368S4j9ZzmUBZNv1lcKSNfmTlsMRxepUhKcFO9pIie1pzmkLnOQDUyuj4XFDxs61SgvzNeKLLy0Q8Xa42OaqJrlBm2Q5O5hGZXVkoX7HhEj_v4Brkpk=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqgstl6iX0RNb6fToLECLhQExuA4I9Rfrx5Q4nPY08Sq_fq2wBzJGAVSWmN0jwVsvWzPI_otGs_wQzfGGPGt3L2Rrc3sWUylRQeWIulb6y_j9b2Jyg8eyEIGp-4H4vqk588BWvlpp9zwF&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqgh8pRBnRi6B7mWv019XZkPMo_iQB2rpxzYBeluOpT5FcFdYqve9nH9FCMFmmX6UMqMUjEr-DoXGAVPZrmmOfAz_8x4JSl_qnWL2A9Qocg4W4ejWbb_v6PJkst8U9jLGK5Zd_FVTscT-&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqgh8pRBnRi6BrMx5qoTimJNMOVOe2PZMSNXgptE1BDoZbJGlG71XZVMZhM0TTnwV-ykMkSc12erNt9SGVyeV-eSGbQSjMzNYvPpVnOu5uW5AvwrXhxb_erKdL0rFz8_8gA==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==





  


Click Here and take
advantage TODAY!


 


 


Dentistry For Children


 


caferunner


 


Mission Community Services Corp
Register Here!


 


Dentistry for Children!
* OPENS MAY 27 2020 *


805-922-3530
Visit Website here


Taking precautions in
Pismo Beach!



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqvKoivnDhbtgpBsaSNReIApTCjJQ8oOf2lL1b_YNn0CZ0zJ6BurMlHHYcV0vKpJNST2aMXo5KnxXfTQKKv85zifvi2ad9zh1XwsWdFsXHxkIvvIq4G0qfmZOKSd8mZEhcZ1Guod_M9DWFcWN_twSyf4A_iUtqRtl9Febc876otDAsS_0-lzM_8x06t_IuKYIhGikID9I-ORvUmdiIgF8uaw42crOFchkhQ==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqh-RnUb-nVjrPammVbTEbFhDRrFUMosmJryevrRWGcfiyJKUHEI91iBnWjiyLPlwuQNQGMUUHBJHXBLrRAN6eUR05xntpaOk5HkIVoAl6r9XT7hhPhNClX-0MFlNmt2Zy1sxAmM1X_GXDHJgDeidD8F7IvoffnYBuKdxNWsHPJOnFQ11jirEkcA=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGquJVNkBq5-Uq_Mf1D9sxEoCBO0SpxiLZP7At71s5HC0VE1J0_2wnjA1MPOODqRYstCGwPLb7ZAscxLsLGvSwoV0EIwmP7gVHySCrFlFXwh3sxxdODaW0rNTJaOsUxEYqvS2cZmXTtKp70hh2SFEXxoY=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqp5chrnzPqqkRiuG5uVH95Sy4rplmS6tUhXRUcoxRe4mvVCdYE5VIxHEl9zEuLndoVTAUd_ZQcplTezzoswZ13elMgwC0K5QU7LKQ2L1uJBDrKAOdk4vT04=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqtVaIoixgdV-azh8IuJzJQfIUXki8x5TrMQlj-0q84NSWJ6RaLlxTC-_haKlNrPG6KidnUKxrj87tP-GmGNvGpr9zgxAM4-bJvG6Z_BE2qi1_lnyo2o0cF-pF5p1hvMMpuNBgVpBENgeBXASbIVAEiM=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqsOQ27fI9lJre0eCCrZDAQysgYjd6WoolePrOeaiejEzMu4d9QUeykFgf4oFk3X-a4LHJJdsFf-DswlBplMT7FivgfrwiC0a44aMRucqTwA7Dha_MYZBn0s=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqizjftjYTkFOCIXdQjHr3aBXO_ajt7VwnSeCyc-fEZ1tF4ErKfNsYFDaV5tBzvtVBd2JLdE1N_szSmGDc7SizaI5K6OZCAYbEctyF1Z58gFibSbDhacO22A6aJ5KPHrBtwdNssFnLVeF49qsROOq1khxgs78AV-I6FIDcrfGCzDAbNLCOIxfn7U=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqjnd2s6k3PgEBea2E7KOc-ZkShrgGO7W8yj7uAWUEZkMW9lV2-owbyhRR7Br433RSD8PvWtyrteesI-c2xhY6OuysiJJ9VEsRP6gadui7KxQrBo3eKgR5oYcHaqzYTeu_4Y6I4rccZ7eK7PmDPRfJn0tIT3nLXsAQT6OsY5DOLXH00LJMbDrdZl5dZpue-jNPlkWohnpCwxgYx3sY6ND9w-OXQ5aREUzM0xSbiiWOqmTyL4-SILxuV0=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqjnd2s6k3PgE4UPQTDK-Mv7zrI4rPGxmKQAzEQJ9OfZ5d8mTo2MrA3w3YPsOKPgIx91Rmax6XH0DktYN46A1Mvr7xQNK9HrFrPLjC7VlDtXhLIKKbx-kQthXJLlO_EbyC47T5MEmeWVPFFW76fxtr9y0CbOb-SybCA==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqp5chrnzPqqkRiuG5uVH95Sy4rplmS6tUhXRUcoxRe4mvVCdYE5VIxHEl9zEuLndoVTAUd_ZQcplTezzoswZ13elMgwC0K5QU7LKQ2L1uJBDrKAOdk4vT04=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqizjftjYTkFORs3ufaKxTR-bAMl__zA00-v427yYSfgY9NerBjRPEZPPl36ptKM4t8JG43NxtJEm1TuVPoq5Y0w5Ii_7018JqzrupB9_wMbb36-ZqwoYYFdc3CpOMFsruh6OEEfLegreuTfw1EbLKXRreZUSvbWPRuD2-umMWfOj&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==





Click Here and take
advantage TODAY!


 


Call for Your Free Estimate!


California Governors
Office of Business


Book A Stay Today!!!
The Pismo Beach Hotel


 


Affordable pictures


Pismo Beach Take-Out


Pismo Beach Take-Out


open for curbside pick-up
CoolCatCafe.com


OPEN
NORMAL HOURS MONDAY-SATURDAY 8AM-5PM


For all of your pet and farm animal needs!
Santa Ynez Feed


Santa Ynez Mill & Feed


Did you have to cancel your wedding due to
Coronavirus?  


Are you now looking for an affordable option
for your wedding?


We are happy to help!
Windmill Farms, AG
Book your next event or quinceanera!



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqh-RnUb-nVjrPammVbTEbFhDRrFUMosmJryevrRWGcfiyJKUHEI91iBnWjiyLPlwuQNQGMUUHBJHXBLrRAN6eUR05xntpaOk5HkIVoAl6r9XT7hhPhNClX-0MFlNmt2Zy1sxAmM1X_GXDHJgDeidD8F7IvoffnYBuKdxNWsHPJOnFQ11jirEkcA=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqkr-P52iSjwi3nasoWSJu9SMoix0me56W0wHBGQ0rBsEtJJ3ujT-d0cQBAeYXCxMXG0nAkE94qCo5BhP8Q9okSBa0C4Bo1zQ1LUhDlFiKhKGZIZdsPbwTZbE4FvZal6xpLyVxqxhOILrS6yDHGWZyIiQvYy08j6hShJmwet7NjeEE7foMuLkkt4=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqqJOoFSl42mvQgexL_mB3pLmwYh2bQlD5in1v6PgH44tYusHTRMMSfVOgjAkD2yWmOJEhhsdCd1rX0eFh8xtdN39e9WkldYkyVAIlzJjM5BuZ9bfAPNmyV74oNFT2XkY6g==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqh-RnUb-nVjrU3e2XdvvOswGOMOQ2m9y60kusfIU0SrSE4xeg07fcASFMLDRZPdeGIUAtWg63ZCU4ZYDE3tvhleWRF0JZ4YOU_XMChu2RLPEHgtc3aVfFpuZ7H2-1Hnj40vtxjJbZE3Q9NvBmBLBkLc=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqqXHurBbyYwpV5FGr_dYhnZfZej_qSJqPAdXd4yB8zrOTGrHAAWVbbdWuQKx6A4ZOJwNl7-JDsMIcKZElHMKauyJSwyw_ejVgE1e2_di0y1KDHC2_rHa8vicVSFSBQhXMoh51bGktJpy&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqqrzk0AvBsMPjfEacz4jnfyOCeBni-HjHCbHwnHtuJiddwVtGfRixs6A1VIRKXz8tXN8PudUPWs0EyvEc0You1D9SOsGYbTsh3HrYiecNBka3uTkGLrIyqfUJmfGqtqSkYJVaBcSicPG&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqrD43tAE0QwxSmUVcQTGHUj_EMHctuJsODZfyPUeAiHHaAc4xJ4oaPcUGRHe6vfODl1AHIsBl1sfrcLuuSpAtoWbazzgvUvV3GBBXIozfZuQ3yOfty9SYvCjfYGxOPr-zud66OtjB8THCCZrS6AeslQ=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqtLglHLa7k7XLLW8em2PPX5dJGSxmn3YsJFwueiDZAZWp49hnShx5oWsYKuYpPELl3HSTMje2W_2M27IRndtZ8VirGjkckCEekdfJyHP9ISrUnfs9ymmf1lFTsL6vtCCxZB-8owVP20YvIUe39scmftfKZg0vGJeHMdKQ7LdY1vWQmm9rM5BHfE=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqh-RnUb-nVjry1RvslexOU4GvIjiKLJiRpdbMpE1HT1rAvO9elFCAa_HvqnaUJ-yS_ITcwa2XW1m4NsdpNJuDG6IXvJsrwB39bJYaDcHvQwFl9VjUFk2tYAbvqAY42ULRm1uicBWSJNDG320Llv8QlE=&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==





for any occasion.
Product/Website pics also avail.


805-864-6837


A trusted name for ALL of 
your marketing and video


production needs!
805-260-4766


valerie@nobleproductionsllc.com


Windmill Farms, A Rustic Wedding


Tour the Grounds!


50% off Cases & Free Shipping!
Sculpterra Winery, Paso Robles


  
It's warm out there make sure your


A/C is in tip top shape!
805-717-1282
Special Click Here


Azteca Heating & Air Conditioning



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqh-RnUb-nVjrmBwdizcmW6ceHNOIvh_3u8NdaYFcxoaW96ONAPkqbxyKkbHz9I2LN7zvnxq3QoEszNvlOoYDa5X4b8ZlTf9tLpZVV6-74Mfqr2xeHPFVl9ExV8674P5OdA==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqthtsjKqwnh_ftNJyJFXloi3ifzaThBRn3N-KgLh00aalSLtUcc843hGBoj_Fg9p1ZU7nNs2BLI4WVg6fIyWwyK2_uM9Ugxl7EJhm501eSA16zcexgwVlMHzWq5B-u7uiQ==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001wV4tRvx1Ys6BoYF64uAkTB4HphErwYQh6NUcHZpoO2teMla-NnKGqsWNUnz0dzeY5ORB2sXVmUEQ0KHPSAJLt0ABnabZnvD3dLY0g7fBtQ-4zuPatHujLE86D913qgqwtAN2ZiCFvgQff1Qaq2GZ8ZhTG3rSPRAmgS3C-rlJhNUXB86e1FCtnw==&c=d6GVjvrWGip0yr18QN6H_7Nxzg9fgnX-hHoFmj9qS5nIK2HgoyHaiw==&ch=NPLgcQefZhWT6KWmoJZRZ2NbbcxX_ke5xkvE9nyDfcVeHJLXRZ-lgA==
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From: Mahoney, Timothy
Subject: Latest Technology Converts CO2 in Biogas to Renewable Natural Gas (RNG)
Date: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:29:34 AM
Attachments: Opus 12, SoCalGas, PG&E Advance Technology that Converts CO2 in Biogas to RNG-FINAL.pdf


Hello, SoCalGas announced further advancement of cutting-edge technology that converts the
carbon dioxide in raw biogas to renewable natural gas (RNG).
 
The electrochemical technology, developed by Opus 12, has been funded by SoCalGas and PG&E.
The work shows that RNG technology continues to advance in efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 
 
Just like traditional natural gas, RNG can be used in trucks and buses, fuel heating systems in home
and businesses, and for cooking.  It is carbon-neutral or carbon-negative fuel, meaning it takes more
carbon emissions from the air than it emits as an energy source.
 
Using renewable natural gas is a sensible solution to making homes and commercial buildings
carbon-neutral.  Replacing just 20% of our state’s traditional natural gas with renewable natural gas
would reduce emissions equal to switching to 100% all-electric homes and buildings, but at one-third
the cost.
 
Moreover, the renewable natural gas solution does not require the expensive of switching out
natural gas appliances for electric ones, and aligns with consumers’ preference for natural gas
appliances.
Learn more about renewable natural gas and how it can help address California’s clean air and
climate change goals via this link.


Thanks, Tim Mahoney, 805-681-7930


--------------


TWITTER POST FROM @SoCalGasNews FOR RETWEETING
https://twitter.com/SoCalGasNews/status/1275145062674870273
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NEWS RELEASE 



 
SoCalGas, PG&E and Opus 12 Announce Advancements in Technology that 



Converts Carbon Dioxide to Renewable Natural Gas 
 



Demonstration shows new electrochemical technology is commercially competitive with other methods 
of converting the unwanted carbon dioxide in biogas into pipeline-quality renewable natural gas 



 
LOS ANGELES, June 22, 2020—Southern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas), Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E), and Opus 12 today announced they have demonstrated further advancement of a new 
electrochemical technology that converts the carbon dioxide content in raw biogas to pipeline-quality 
renewable natural gas, a critical improvement in the science of upgrading waste emissions to renewable 
gas. The single-step process is designed to use renewable electricity, and thus also provides a way for 
long-term storage of excess wind and solar power. The twelve-month research and development effort 
was funded by SoCalGas and PG&E and builds on the success of an initial feasibility study in 2018.   
 
Raw biogas is produced from the anaerobic breakdown of waste from sources like landfills, sewage, and 
dairy farms. It contains roughly 60 percent methane (the main component of natural gas), and 40 
percent carbon dioxide. While current biogas upgrading technology removes the carbon dioxide from 
biogas, this new technology captures the carbon dioxide and converts it into additional renewable fuel. 
 
The new demonstration shows that improved catalyst activity could speed reactions by five times and  
nearly double conversion efficiency, making the technology commercially competitive with other new 
biogas upgrading methods. The core technology was scaled up and tested using commercially available 
electrolyzer hardware. The next step will be to test this technology for longer periods at an existing 
biogas facility.  
 
“This cutting-edge method of using renewable electricity to convert carbon dioxide in biogas to 
renewable natural gas in a single-step process is significant to SoCalGas,” said Yuri Freedman, SoCalGas’ 
senior director of business development. “As we work to meet California’s ambitious climate goals, 
emissions-reducing innovations like these will help us protect the environment by providing a reliable 
carbon-neutral fuel.” 
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“PG&E is deeply committed to meeting California’s bold vision for a sustainable energy future in a 
reliable and cost-effective manner for customers.  We continue to work toward advancing innovation 
that provides new possibilities in our quest to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and find alternative 
sources of carbon-neutral fuel. We are very proud to be part of this collaboration with Opus 12 and 
SoCalGas,” said PG&E’s Manager of Innovation and Research and Development, Francois Rongere. 



“We achieved significant advances in reaction rate and demonstrated the scalability of our approach by 
moving from lab scale to commercial-grade components,” said Dr. Etosha Cave, Opus 12 co-founder and 
chief science officer. “We look forward to continuing to work with our partners at SoCalGas and PG&E 
toward a field demonstration of this technology.” 
 
“Our vision for deploying this technology in California is to recycle CO2 emissions from industry and 
agriculture before they reach the air, and create valuable products such as renewable natural gas and 
feedstocks for everyday materials, chemicals, and even liquid fuels. They are compatible with existing 
infrastructure, and when produced with renewable electricity, these products will have significantly 
lower lifecycle emissions than conventional products.” 
 
Opus 12, a clean-energy startup with its origins at Stanford University and the prestigious Cyclotron 
Road program at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, has created a new proprietary Polymer Electrolyte 
Membrane (PEM) electrolyzer that uses electricity to convert water and carbon dioxide into renewable 
natural gas in one step. The technology differs from those that use microorganisms. 
 
The research is part of SoCalGas’ and PG&E’s respective development of cutting-edge technologies for 
storing excess renewable energy. Because gases can be easily stored for long periods of time using 
existing infrastructure, these technologies have distinct advantages over storing renewable electricity in 
batteries. 



# # # 
 
About SoCalGas  



Headquartered in Los Angeles, SoCalGas® is the largest gas distribution utility in the United States. 
SoCalGas delivers affordable, reliable, clean and increasingly renewable gas service to 21.8 million 
customers across 24,000 square miles of Central and Southern California, where more than 90 percent 
of residents use natural gas for heating, hot water, cooking, drying clothes or other uses. Gas delivered 
through the company's pipelines also plays a key role in providing electricity to Californians— about 45 
percent of electric power generated in the state comes from gas-fired power plants.  
 



SoCalGas’ vision is to be the cleanest gas utility in North America, delivering affordable and increasingly 
renewable energy to its customers. In support of that vision, SoCalGas is committed to replacing 20 
percent of its traditional natural gas supply with renewable natural gas (RNG) by 2030. Renewable 
natural gas is made from waste created by dairy farms, landfills and wastewater treatment plants. 
SoCalGas is also committed to investing in its gas delivery infrastructure while keeping bills affordable 
for our customers. From 2014 through 2018, the company invested nearly $6.5 billion to upgrade and 
modernize its pipeline system to enhance safety and reliability. SoCalGas is a subsidiary of Sempra 
Energy (NYSE: SRE), an energy services holding company based in San Diego. For more information 
visit socalgas.com/newsroom or connect with SoCalGas on Twitter (@SoCalGas), Instagram (@SoCalGas) 
and Facebook.   
 



About PG&E  
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, a subsidiary of PG&E Corporation (NYSE:PCG), is one of the largest 
combined natural gas and electric energy companies in the United States. Based in San Francisco, with 
more than 23,000 employees, the company delivers some of the nation’s cleanest energy to 16 million 
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people in Northern and Central California. For more information, 
visit www.pge.com and www.pge.com/news. 



About Opus 12 
Opus 12, headquartered in Berkeley, CA, has developed a device that recycles CO2 into cost-competitive 
chemicals and fuels. The company’s technology bolts onto any source of CO2 emissions, and with only 
water and electricity as inputs, transforms that CO2 into some of the world's most critical chemical and 
energy products. 
 
Founded at Stanford in 2016, Opus 12 launched during the prestigious Cyclotron Road fellowship 
program at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab. The company's founders were featured in Rolling Stone's 
25 People Shaping the Next 50 Years, Forbes 30 Under 30 in Energy, MIT Technology Review's TR35 
Innovators, and the New York Times' Climate Visionaries, and the company was recently featured in Bill 
Gates's 2019 Netflix documentary, Inside Bill's Brain. 
  
For more information visit opus-12.com and follow Opus 12 on Twitter (@Opus12CO2). 
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Subject: The Funniest Moments Of The Supreme Court"s Term
Date: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 12:37:11 AM


Law360 California
CALIFORNIA


Tuesday, July 14, 2020


SUPREME COURT REVIEW


Feature


The Funniest Moments Of The Supreme Court's
Term
Justice Stephen Breyer conjured up a baffling hypothetical involving
a Roman emperor, Chief Justice John Roberts stepped up his
game on popular slang, and a toilet flushed loudly as a Latham &
Watkins lawyer discussed constitutional rights. Here, Law360
highlights the most mirthful moments from this past term's U.S.
Supreme Court arguments.
Read full article »


Feature


The Chattiest Justice Of The Term Is ...
One justice again stood out as the chattiest member of the
Supreme Court this term. But that jurist's talk was tempered when
the coronavirus pandemic forced the court to close its doors and
conduct remote oral arguments, which were livestreamed for the
first time in history.
Read full article »


Feature


The Sharpest Dissents From The Supreme Court
Term
The majority of this term’s dissents came from the court’s right-
leaning justices, and many of their sharpest critiques stemmed from
suits over Trump administration policies. Here, Law360 looks at
some of the fieriest.
Read full article »


TOP NEWS


Calif. Firm Sues Oracle Again Over Lack Of Black Directors
A California law firm behind suits calling for sweeping changes at Facebook
Inc. and Oracle Corp. over their respective approaches to diversity has hit the
latter with a second derivative action nearly identical to the first.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »
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Facebook Vies To Keep Gibson Dunn Probe Out Of Discovery
Facebook urged a California federal magistrate judge Monday to reject
efforts by users suing over the Cambridge Analytica scandal to review a
Gibson Dunn-led investigation, saying the law firm's look into possible
misbehavior by some Facebook developers is largely protected by attorney-
client privilege.
Read full article »


Reese Witherspoon Calls Teachers' Dress Promo Suit 'Unjust'
Actress Reese Witherspoon said that a proposed class action over a COVID-
19-related dress giveaway for teachers is an "unjust" attempt to "exploit" her
clothing line, arguing in a dismissal bid in California federal court that the
limits of the promotion were made clear in its announcement.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


Quibi Won't Have To Disable 'Turnstyle' Feature, Judge Says
A California federal judge on Monday shot down an effort by New York-based
video streaming service Eko to get a temporary injunction that would have
forced upstart streaming service Quibi to shut down its "turnstyle" feature.


 Order attached | Read full article »


Freelance Journalists' Challenge To Calif. AB 5 Law Dismissed
A California federal judge on Friday dismissed with prejudice freelance
journalists' challenge to the state's A.B. 5 law, which makes it harder for
businesses to classify workers as independent contractors, ruling that they
should have taken his earlier suggestion to improve their defective lawsuit
instead of running to the Ninth Circuit.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Amazon, T-Mobile Pan 'Implausible' Age Bias Lawsuit
A lawsuit claiming Amazon and T-Mobile discriminated against a class of
older applicants by targeting younger workers in Facebook job ads "rests on
an implausible series of assumptions," the businesses have told a California
federal court in a bid to toss the latest version of the novel suit.


 Motion attached | Read full article »


LEGAL ETHICS & MALPRACTICE


9th Circ. Affirms DQ'ing Of Larry Klayman From Berkeley Suit
The Ninth Circuit has upheld a California federal judge's move to toss
attorney Larry Klayman from a suit that challenged how the city of Berkeley
and the University of California, Berkeley handled a protest for an event
featuring conservative figure Milo Yiannopoulos, holding that the judge
properly cited the lawyer's disciplinary record.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


CFPB Says 4 Attorneys Entangled In Student Debt Scheme
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau filed a complaint Monday against
a web of companies and individuals, including four attorneys, wrapped up in
an alleged student debt relief scheme that illegally collected $11.8 million in
advance fees from clients.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


POLICY & REGULATION


Analysis
State And Local Tax Policy To Watch In The 2nd Half Of 2020
Conformity to the federal code amid the pandemic and consideration of taxes
on digital advertising are among the significant state tax issues expected to
unfold during the second half of the year. Here, Law360 examines several
policy actions that may stand out.
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Read full article »


REAL ESTATE & DEVELOPMENT


Chancery Won't Toss $189M Jefferies-HomeFed Merger Suit
Diversified financial company Jefferies Financial Group Inc. and seven
HomeFed Corp. directors on Monday lost a bid for dismissal of a Chancery
Court suit accusing them of unfair conduct in a $189 million, two-for-one
stock deal that gave Jefferies all HomeFed stock not already owned by the
financial company.
Read full article »


ENERGY & ENVIRONMENTAL


PG&E Accused Of Covering Up San Francisco Pollution
A California man wants to hold Pacific Gas and Electric Co. accountable for
pollution at a San Francisco energy and gas facility more than a century ago,
which he said poses continued health threats at a popular recreation and
tourist destination in the city.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


PRODUCT LIABILITY


Warranty Claims Trimmed From VW Transmission Suit
Drivers accusing Volkswagen Group of America Inc. of selling Audi vehicles
with faulty transmissions saw their suit trimmed Monday by a California
federal judge who said the proposed class' breach of warranty claims were
time-barred.


 Order attached | Read full article »


VW Tells 9th Circ. That Bondholder Can't Flout Fraud Standard
Volkswagen told the Ninth Circuit that there will be a surge in abusive
securities fraud litigation as a result of a district court decision keeping alive
claims it duped a pension fund into buying overpriced bonds by not
mentioning its emissions-cheating scandal in offering documents.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


PERSONAL INJURY & MEDICAL MALPRACTICE


Calif. Appeals Court OKs Decision In Wyndham Inn Fall Suit
A California appellate panel has affirmed a decision that partly reversed a
jury verdict and favored a Wyndham franchise operator in a family's suit over
a boy's injury when he fell from a second-story window, saying the hotel
didn't negligently inflict emotional distress.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


PRIVACY & CONSUMER PROTECTION


Google Wants Quick Appeal Of Order Preserving Privacy Suit
Google on Friday requested permission to immediately appeal a California
federal court's order last month finding that users have standing to sue the
tech giant over its purported practice of sharing search terms with third
parties, arguing an appeal now avoids a "burdensome and possibly
unneeded delay" down the road.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


Jay-Z-Linked Pot Co. Latest To Face ADA Suit Over Website
A cannabis company backed by music mogul Jay-Z is the latest target of a
proposed class action alleging that the company's website is not Americans
with Disabilities Act-compliant, a type of suit that has become a familiar
headache for the industry.


Complaint attached | Read full article »
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY


VidAngel Asks 9th Circ. To Nix Block On Streaming Service
VidAngel Inc. has asked the Ninth Circuit to upend a California federal
judge's "astoundingly vague and overbroad" order that blocked VidAngel
from playing sanitized versions of movies by Walt Disney and other studios
that sued the family-friendly streaming service into bankruptcy.


 Brief attached | Read full article »


MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT


Panama Papers Attys Fight Netflix Bid To Nix Defamation Suit
The attorneys whose now-defunct firm Mossack Fonseca was involved in the
Panama Papers scandal asked a California federal judge to reject Netflix's
bid for dismissal of a suit alleging its movie "The Laundromat" was
defamatory.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


EMPLOYMENT & BENEFITS


9th Circ. Says Vietnam War Claims Didn't Need Exact Review
The Ninth Circuit has thrown out a whistleblower's allegations that a former
Lockheed Martin unit insufficiently reviewed Vietnam War veterans' claims for
exposure to the toxic Agent Orange herbicide, ruling the company wasn't
required to check every page of claims files.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


WHITE COLLAR


California Couple Cops To 'Varsity Blues' Charges
A California couple will plead guilty to charges in the "Varsity Blues" college
admissions scandal, becoming the 27th and 28th parents to admit their guilt
in the high-profile case in a pair of plea agreements filed late Friday.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


COMPETITION


SmileDirect Likely To Lose Calif. Dental Antitrust Suit
A California federal judge said last week that he'll likely toss
SmileDirectClub's antitrust suit against the members of the state dental
board, concluding that what the teledentistry company calls anti-competitive
harassment could really just be the regulator doing its job.


 1 document attached | Read full article »


Live Nation Rips Ticket Buyers' Antitrust 'Fishing Expedition'
It doesn't matter how many times two concertgoers had to click on the terms
of use agreements on Ticketmaster and Live Nation's websites — they still
agreed to arbitrate any legal claims, the companies have told the California
federal court overseeing the pair's antitrust case.


 Memorandum attached | Read full article »


All Star Gyms Pick Up Cheerleading Antitrust Fight In Pa.
A pair of competitive cheerleading gyms hit sports giant Varsity Brands LLC
and the sport's governing body, U.S. All Star Federation Inc., with a fresh
antitrust lawsuit in Pennsylvania federal court Friday, days after dropping a
similar proposed class action in California.


 Complaint attached | Read full article »


Fed. Circ. Won't Revive Power Analytics' Antitrust Suit
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The Federal Circuit on Monday affirmed the dismissal of Power Analytics'
antitrust lawsuit over power grid software, noting that a California federal
judge gave the company multiple chances to fix its deficiencies "with the
patience of a first grader's piano teacher."


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS


Mallinckrodt Aims To Nix Medicaid FCA Suit Over Acthar Gel
The government is wrongly conflating fraud with a regulatory disagreement,
Mallinckrodt ARD LLC told a Massachusetts federal court Monday, urging a
judge to toss False Claims Act claims centering on its pricey H.P. Acthar Gel
drug, which treats infantile spasms and other conditions.


 Memorandum attached | Read full article »


DEALS


Weil, Wachtell Steer $21B Deal Creating Semiconductor Giant
Analog Devices Inc. has agreed to buy Maxim Integrated Products Inc. for
almost $21 billion, the parties said Monday, in a deal that creates a single
computer component company with an enterprise value of more than $68
billion and was guided by Weil and Wachtell.
Read full article »


Fisker To Go Public In $2.9B Deal With Apollo-Backed SPAC
Electric vehicle maker Fisker said Monday that it will be purchased and taken
public by a blank-check company affiliated with Apollo Global Management
Inc. in a $2.9 billion deal steered by Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP and
Vinson & Elkins LLP.
Read full article »


Freshfields, Fenwick Guide HPE's $925M Silver Peak Purchase
Freshfields-guided Hewlett Packard Enterprise said Monday it's buying
Fenwick-led technology company Silver Peak for $925 million and that the
deal will complement its own business in the software-defined wide area
network space.
Read full article »


PRIVATE EQUITY


Six Firms Steer Five IPO Launches That Could Raise $501M
Five biotechnology and medical device companies on Monday joined a
packed schedule of initial public offerings, setting price ranges on IPOs
estimated to raise a combined $501 million this week, guided by six law
firms.
Read full article »


IMMIGRATION


9th Circ. Shields Calif. Grant Funds In 'Sanctuary' Fight
The Ninth Circuit on Monday barred the Trump administration from requiring
California to cooperate with federal immigration authorities to receive federal
grant funds, upholding but narrowing an earlier court order blocking the
conditions nationwide.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


CANNABIS


Arbitrator Won't Hear Pot Cultivation Deal Suit, Court Told
An arbitrator has found that a cannabis business waived its right to arbitrate a
farmer's claims that it defrauded her in a cultivation deal, so the court should
lift the stay on the case, the farmer has told a California federal judge.
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 2 documents attached | Read full article »


TECHNOLOGY


Telescope Co. Denied Early Exit From Block On Sales
A California federal judge on Friday denied telescope maker Celestron's bid
to resume sales of products manufactured by a former alleged antitrust co-
conspirator, ruling that Celestron hasn't demonstrated why it would be
appropriate to modify a temporary restraining order before it expires.


 3 documents attached | Read full article »


BANKRUPTCY


Hedge Fund's Bid For McClatchy Heads To Judge Next Week
Hedge fund Chatham Asset Management's bid for McClatchy Co. will go
before a New York bankruptcy judge for approval before the end of July, the
newspaper chain has announced.
Read full article »


EXPERT ANALYSIS


DACA Ruling Raises Bar For Assertions Of Agency Deference
The U.S. Supreme Court's decision in U.S. Department of Homeland Security
v. Regents of the University of California, blocking termination of the Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals program, is the latest in a line of rulings that
refuse deference where an agency fails to follow Administrative Procedure
Act rulemaking procedures, say Robert Wanerman and Stuart Gerson at
Epstein Becker.


 Opinion attached | Read full article »


Key COVID-19 Accessibility Issues As ADA Turns 30
Shira Blank and Joshua Stein at Epstein Becker examine pandemic-related
accessibility challenges businesses should consider when balancing
Americans with Disabilities Act Title III compliance against employee and
patron safety as the statute's 30th anniversary approaches.
Read full article »


Alleged ICO Fraud Highlights Compliance Considerations
Parallel U.S. Department of Justice and U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission fraud charges connected with NAC Foundation's digital currency
offering draw attention to the use of undercover agents in financial crime
investigations, the risk of retaining questionable service providers, and
heightened securities law scrutiny in the space, says Casey O'Neill at
Fenwick.


 2 documents attached | Read full article »


Opinion
Attys Should Stop Using 2 Common Cannabis Industry Terms
Adopting the industry-preferred alternatives to the terms "marijuana" and
"black market" will help lawyers show that they are sensitive to the historical
and systemic harm done by the war on drugs to people of color, say Joshua
Mandell at Akerman, Nicole Phillis at Davis Wright and consultant Yvette
McDowell.
Read full article »
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LexisNexis


LEGAL INDUSTRY


Deloitte Expands Legal Business Services Unit To US
Deloitte is stepping up its alternative legal business service offerings in the
U.S. with the launch of a new practice that will offer legal management
consulting and technology services to companies, the Big Four accounting
firm announced Monday.
Read full article »


Weinstein Atty Defends Press Tactics That Sparked Gag Order
Harvey Weinstein lawyer Donna Rotunno said Monday she had no choice
but to take her advocacy to the press during his sex assault trial, even though
the practice eventually prompted a judge to enter a gag order against her
team during jury deliberations.
Read full article »


Many In Atty Ranks Down About The Future Of Their Industry
Less than half of attorneys and legal industry professionals feel positive
about the future of the industry, according to a new survey by mentoring
organization MOSAIC Collective, with the biggest concerns being technology,
economic uncertainty and the industry's ability to adapt to change.
Read full article »


Berman Resists Talking Motives For Ouster In New Transcript
Former Manhattan U.S. Attorney Geoffrey Berman resisted attempts by
members of the House Judiciary Committee to get him to speculate on the
possible reasons for his controversial ouster last month, according to a
transcript of last week's closed-door congressional hearing made public on
Monday.
Read full article »


Have Too Many Cases? Judge Leon Doesn't Want To Hear It
A government attorney wanted U.S. District Judge Richard J. Leon to
consider deadlines she faces in other cases before he issues a scheduling
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order in a suit over a sex trafficking law, but the D.C. federal judge offered no
sympathy Monday, firing back that the administration has the staff to help her
meet the deadlines.
Read full article »


Boies Schiller Adds Bankruptcy Attys In NY, London
Boies Schiller Flexner LLP has added the former head of derivatives
bankruptcy strategy at Lehman Brothers Holdings and the former executive
director of distressed special situations at Nomura International PLC to its
New York and London offices, respectively, the firm announced Monday.
Read full article »


Foley & Lardner Can Foreclose On $29M Condo Loan
Foley & Lardner has standing to foreclose on a $29 million loan for a
condominium development, a Florida appeals court has ruled, after finding
that the law firm was the successor in interest to the loan servicer under an
asset management agreement.
Read full article »


'Grim Reaper' Atty Blasts Fla. Gov.'s Virus 'Inaction' In Appeal
A Florida attorney who has made waves appearing as the Grim Reaper
across the state during the COVID-19 pandemic blasted Gov. Ron DeSantis
for his inaction as he urged a state appeals court to revive his case asking
the courts to impose beach closures and a statewide stay-at-home order.
Read full article »


Legal Startup Says Westlaw Wants 'Monopoly' Over Law Texts
A legal research startup called ROSS Intelligence fired back Monday at a
copyright lawsuit filed by Westlaw owner Thomson Reuters, accusing the
bigger company of seeking "a monopoly over access to public legal texts."
Read full article »


Interview
15 Minutes With Spartan Race's General Counsel
Spartan Race in mid-June held its first U.S. event since the outbreak of the
coronavirus, though the competition was "extremely modified" to ensure
safety, said general counsel Deanna Sheridan. Here, she explains some of
the biggest challenges her organization is facing and how she envisions
future obstacle race course events will look.
Read full article »
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State, Local, and Tribal Leaders –
 
Thank you to everyone who joined the White House COVID-19 National Briefing Call with State, local, and
Tribal Leaders on Wednesday, June 3. We were joined by Chad Wolf (Acting Secretary, U.S. Department
of Homeland Security), Jeffrey Rosen (United States Deputy Attorney General), Major General
Michael Taheri (Assistant to the Chief of the National Guard Bureau), Dr. Robert Redfield (Director,
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), Seema Verma (Administrator, Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services), and VADM Jerome Adams (U.S. Surgeon General). In addition to continuing to
support State, local, and Tribal COVID-19 response and recovery efforts, the Administration is committed to
keeping our communities safe while we collectively seek justice and reform for George Floyd and his family.
As stated by President Trump in the Rose Garden on Monday, June 1, “America is founded upon the rule of
law. It is the foundation of our prosperity, our freedom, and our very way of life. But where there is no law,
there is no opportunity. Where there is no justice, there is no liberty. Where there is no safety, there is no
future.” Or as stated by the President on May 30th, “I stand before you as a friend and ally to every
American seeking justice and peace.  And I stand before you in firm opposition to anyone exploiting this
tragedy to loot, rob, attack, and menace. Healing, not hatred; justice, not chaos are the mission at hand.” 
 


 
We look forward to continuing our engagement with you and your colleagues on issues important to your
States, districts, and communities. This includes on shared, bipartisan priorities like community
revitalization, criminal justice reform, and improving health outcomes for disadvantaged and all Americans.
In that regard, President Trump has directed the White House Opportunity and Revitalization
Council, chaired by HUD Secretary Ben Carson, to develop and implement a bipartisan, comprehensive
strategy for helping distressed communities across the country. Find more in an interview with Brooke
Rollins (Acting Director of the White House Domestic Policy Council) here: White House Domestic
Policy Chief Says White House Working Through Proposals to Unify Country. Below, please
find a recap of this week’s briefing call as well as several recent important announcements.
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Recent Announcements


 
Trouncing Expectations by 10 Million Jobs, the Labor Market’s Comeback Has Begun: The
Bureau of Labor Statistics’ May Employment Situation report shows that the United States economy added
2.5 million jobs last month, and the unemployment rate fell from 14.7 percent to 13.3 percent. Employment
increased significantly in leisure and hospitality (1.2 million), construction (464,000), education and health
services (424,000), retail trade (368,000), and manufacturing (225,000). These job gains surprised
forecasters, given many States were only beginning to reopen their economies during the reports’ survey
reference periods (the week/pay period that includes May 12). The median of all private sector forecasts
predicted 7.5 million job losses in May and an unemployment rate of 19.2 percent. More here.
 
President Trump Signs Paycheck Protection Program Flexibility Act of 2020: On June 5 in
White House Rose Garden, President Trump signed the Paycheck Protection Program Flexibility Act of
2020. Among other provisions, the Act modifies  the Paycheck Protection Program allowing businesses
qualify for loan forgiveness up to $10 million if they meet certain criteria. The Act also extends the period in
which business can spend funds in order to have them forgiven.
 
Vice President Mike Pence Meets with Community Leaders to Discuss Protests, Racial
Injustice: On June 5, Vice President Mike Pence met with community leaders at the Hope Christian
Church in Prince George’s County, MD to discuss the protests going on around the nation to address racial
injustice. You can view the listening session here and find remarks here.
 
First Lady Melania Trump Participates in Zoom Meeting with Experts on Social Emotional
Learning: On June 4, First Lady Melania Trump and U.S. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos participated
in a Zoom meeting for a briefing by Karen Baicker, executive director of the Yale Child Study Center-
Scholastic Collaborative for Child and Family Resilience and Denise Daniels, author of “The Moodsters” and
“First Aid for Feelings,” on Social Emotional Learning Techniques (SEL) and the mental health implications
of COVID-19 as it relates to children and families. Among other topics, the First Lady, Secretary DeVos and
participants spoke about the major mental health challenges that impact our young people and what can be
done to address this and how parents can best collaborate with mental health professionals and school
officials during these uncertain times.
 
President Trump Signs Executive Order on Accelerating the Nation’s Economic Recovery
from the COVID-19 Emergency by Expediting Infrastructure Investments and Other
Activities: On June 4, President Trump signed an Executive Order that would expedite permitting for
infrastructure projects, building on earlier orders to ease regulations for industry. The order directs federal
agencies, including Interior, Agriculture and Defense departments and the Army Corps of Engineers, to
hasten the permitting processes required under the National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered
Species Act and Clean Water Act. Read more here. On May 19, President Trump signed an Executive
Order to slash red tape in order to revitalize the economy and get Americans back to work. Find more on
the Administration’s efforts to put people over paperwork here. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic
alone, the Administration has taken over 600 regulatory actions, including suspensions, waivers, and
enforcement discretions.
 
HHS Announces New Laboratory Data Reporting Guidance for COVID-19 Testing: On June 4,
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services announced new Guidance that specifies what
additional data must be reported to HHS by laboratories along with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
test results. The requirements include demographic data like race, ethnicity, age, and sex. This data will
provide information needed to better monitor disease incidence and trends by initiating epidemiologic case
investigations, assisting with contact tracing, assessing availability and use of testing resources, and
anticipating potential supply chain issues.
 
HHS Awards $20.3 Million to Expand the Addiction Workforce in Underserved
Communities: On June 2, HHS awarded $20.3 million to 44 recipients to increase the number of fellows
at accredited addiction medicine and addiction psychiatry fellowship programs. The awardees will train
addiction specialists at facilities in high need communities that integrate behavioral and primary care
services. These awards demonstrate the Trump Administration’s commitment to help Americans suffering
from opioid use disorder and other substance use disorders.  Awardees will invest in clinical training of
addiction medicine and addiction psychiatry subspecialists to combat the opioid crisis.
 
HHS Provides an Additional $250 Million to Help U.S. Health Care Systems Response to
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COVID-19: On June 2, HHS announced the allocation of an additional $250 million to aid U.S. health care
systems treating patients and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. As authorized by the CARES act, HHS
has now provided a total of $350 million to health care systems for pandemic response, including $100
million released in April 2020.
 
Federal Reserve Updates Terms and Eligibility for Municipal Liquidity Facility: On April 9, the
Department of Treasury and Federal Reserve launched a Main Street Business Lending program and a
Municipal Liquidity Facility (MLF) to support the flow of credit to American workers, businesses, States,
counties, and cities across the Nation impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The MLF will provide up to
$500 billion in direct financing to States and eligible units of local government (counties with > 500,000
population and cities with > 250,000 population) to help ensure they have the funds necessary to provide
essential services to citizens and respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. To expand the availability of the MLF
in those States without units of local governments meeting the population thresholds, governors in 20 states
now have the ability to designate at least one additional city or county to participate in the program under
updated guidelines, which can be found here. according to guidelines issued Wednesday. More
information on the MLF can be found here.
 
DOJ Awards Nearly $400 Million for Law Enforcement Hiring to Advance Community
Policing: On June 2, the U.S. Department of Justice announced nearly $400 million in grant funding
through the Department’s Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS Office) COPS Hiring
Program (CHP). The Attorney General announced funding awards to 596 law enforcement agencies across
the nation, which allows those agencies to hire 2,732 additional full-time law enforcement
professionals. The awards announced are inclusive of the $51 million announced in May as part
of Operation Relentless Pursuit.  
 
USDA Issues First Coronavirus Food Assistance Program Payments: On June 4, USDA Secretary
Sonny Perdue announced the USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) has already approved more than $545
million in payments to producers who have applied for the Coronavirus Food Assistance program. FSA
began taking applications on May 26, and the agency has received over 86,000 applications for this
important relief program. The top five states for CFAP payments are Illinois, Kansas, Wisconsin, Nebraska,
and South Dakota. Learn more about the CFAP program, which provides $16 billion in direct payments to
deliver relief to farmers and ranchers across the country here.
 
Small Business Administration and Treasury Department Announce $10 Billion for CDFIs to
Participate in the Paycheck Protection Program: On May 28, SBA announced that it is setting
aside $10 billion of Round 2 funding for the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) to be lent exclusively by
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs).  CDFIs work to expand economic opportunity in
low-income communities by providing access to financial products and services for local residents and
businesses.  These dedicated funds will further ensure that the PPP reaches all communities in need of relief
during the COVID-19 pandemic - a key priority for President Trump. As of May 23, 2020, CDFIs have
approved more than $7 billion ($3.2 billion in Round 2) in PPP loans.  The additional $6.8 billion will
ensure that entrepreneurs and small business owners in all communities have easy access to the financial
system, and that they receive much-needed capital to maintain their workforces. 
 
FEMA Releases COVID-19 Pandemic Operation Guidance for the 2020 Hurricane Season: In
preparing for the 2020 hurricane season, the Federal Emergency Management Agency released guidance
to State, local, Tribal, and Territorial officials to help them prepare for response and recovery operations.
While the document focuses on hurricane season preparedness, most planning considerations can also be
applied to any disaster operation in the COVID-19 environment, including no-notice incidents, spring
flooding and wildfire seasons, and typhoon response. 
 
Please do not hesitate to reach out if we can be helpful. As a reminder, WH IGA is the primary liaison
between the White House and the country’s State and local elected officials and Tribal Governments.
 
The White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
 
William F. Crozer
Special Assistant to the President/Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs


White House COVID-19 National Briefing Call
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I.             Keeping America’s Communities Safe
 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)


·       DHS Supporting States and Local Governments to Keep Communities Safe: As a
department with numerous law enforcement and intelligence capabilities, DHS is taking action to
prevent, respond to, and mitigate civil unrest in the United States at the National, State, and local
levels. DHS is providing local and State law enforcement with intelligence, information and
surveillance assets to track these groups instigating the violence. DHS has also deployed CBP and
ICE law enforcement officers to assist partners on the ground. DHS continues to work alongside
together federal agencies and the President to restore peace to our streets and neighbors. Contact
DHS Intergovernmental Affairs for resources at dhs.iga@hq.dhs.gov and learn more about the
Homeland Security Grant Program here.


·       DHS Cyber Security and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) Providing Support to
State and local Governments: DHS CISA continues to provide support to State and local
governments across the country who are responding to the COVID-19 pandemic and current events.
On May 29, CISA released the first of six “Cyber Essentials” toolkits to assist State and local officials
and private sector stakeholders in establishing a “culture of cyber readiness” that will lead to security
investments, risk awareness, and collaboration with trusted third parties. The first of these
toolkits is focused on how small businesses can set the right tone for their organization and work
with their staff to develop the right policies. Future documents will address asset protection, access
control, the importance of backups and incident response and recovery. Also, on May 15, CISA
published guidance for 911 centers regarding pandemics. The guidelines aim to assist public safety
partners across all levels of government when developing plans and actions regarding governance,
procedures, staffing, and cleaning and disinfecting in response to a pandemic.


 
Department of Justice (DOJ)


·       DOJ Providing Support to State and Local Governments to Keep Communities Safe: As
stated by Attorney General Bill Barr, “The greatness of our nation comes from our commitment to
the rule of law. The outrage of our national community about what happened to George Floyd in
Minneapolis is real and legitimate. Accountability for his death must be addressed, and is being
addressed, through the regular process of our criminal justice system, both at the state and at the
federal level.” To support State and local governments in maintaining order, all DOJ components
have contributed manpower and members of federal workforce have been deputized to allow them to
provide peacekeeping functions.


·       DOJ Activates Joint Terrorism Task Forces: DOJ has also responded by activating the existing
network of 56 regional FBI Joint Terrorism Task Forces to identify criminal organizers and
instigators and to coordinate federal resources with our state and local partners. The JTTFs are well-
suited to this task because they combine intelligence and operational resources and federal and local
law enforcement. All JTTF command centers are currently operating on a 24/7 basis. Collaboration
with operations and intelligence sharing is critical to disrupting the radicalization of violence we
continue to see across the country aimed at civilians, peaceful protesters and the law enforcement
community.  DOJ and the Administration want mayors to have the conviction to request and utilize
all available resources at the State, local and federal level to combat violence and best protect the
members of our communities across the country.


·       Additional Information and Resources


·       The President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of
Justice to ensure trust and accountability of law enforcement in all communities


·       Office of Justice Programs


·       Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS)
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·       Grants for State and local law enforcement
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)


·       FBI Providing Support to State, Local, and Federal Law Enforcement Partners: The FBI
is supporting State, local, and Federal law enforcement partners with maintaining public safety in
the communities they serve. Efforts are focused on identifying, investigating, and disrupting
individuals that are inciting violence and engaging in criminal activity. The FBI has stood up 24-hour
command posts in each of 56 field offices, as well as a national command post at FBI Headquarters.
FBI is supporting with personnel resources upon the request of law enforcement partners. FBI has
set up locally based intelligence teams to gather information about criminal activity and violent
actors. FBI is soliciting tips, leads, and video regarding criminal activities via the National Threat
Operations Center (NTOC). FBI is sharing threat information with partners so to anticipate
where law enforcement attention will be needed to ensure the safety of our communities.


 
Department of Defense (DOD)


·       DOD Providing Support to State and Local Governments: Through the National Guard
Bureau, the Department of Defense is helping State and local governments respond to COVID-19 and
keep communities safe. The National Guard is part of the communities and is prepared to assist law
enforcement in keeping communities safe. To date, 31 state Governors have called up about 30K
National Guardsmen in support of the response to protests. This is in addition to the 40K National
Guardsmen and women who are providing support in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
number surpasses the more than 51,000 Guard members activated after Hurricane Katrina struck
the Gulf Coast in 2005, which was the Guard’s largest previous domestic response in recent years.
Learn more here.


 


II.          COVID-19 Response and Recovery
 
COVID-19 Guidance & Resources
 
Reopening Guidance and Resources: President Trump and the White House Coronavirus Task Force
unveiled Guidelines for Opening Up America Again, a three-phased approach based on the advice of public
health experts. These steps will help state and local officials when reopening their economies, getting people
back to work, and continuing to protect American lives. Please click here for more information: Guidelines
for Opening Up America Again


·       Testing Overview (here)


·       Testing Blueprint (here)


·       Guidance for Cleaning and Disinfecting Public Spaces, Workplaces, Businesses, Schools and Homes
(here)


·       CDC guidance for Camps, Child Care Programs, Schools, Mass Transit, Restaurants And
Bars, and Workplaces.


·       CDC Activities and Initiatives Supporting the COVID-19 Response and the President’s Plan for
Opening America Up Again (here)


 
CDC Contact Tracing Resources: Below, find helpful contact tracing information and resources for
State, local, and Tribal governments.


·       COVID-19 Contact Tracing Training: Guidance, Resources, and Training Plan (here)


·       COVID-19 Principles of Contact Tracing Booklet (here)


·       Health Departments Interim Guidance on Developing a COVID-19 Case Investigation & Contact
Tracing Plan (here)
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·       Principles of Contact Tracing: CDC’S Basic Principles of Contact Tracing to Stop COVID-19
Transmission (here)


·       Preliminary Criteria for the Evaluation of Digital Contact Tracing Tools for COVID-19 (here)


·       Digital Contact Tracing Tools for COVID-19 (here)


·       Community-Based Testing Sites: HHS has partnered with pharmacy and retail companies to
accelerate testing for more Americans in more communities across the country. This includes
helping stand-up more than 300 community-based testing sites in 44 states. Learn more and find a
community-based testing site near you here.


·       Funding and Other Resources: HHS and CDC continue to provide States, Tribes, and local
governments with important resources to support testing and contact tracing efforts. This includes
$11 B announced on May 11. More information about CDC’s ongoing support to States here.


 
Testing & PPE: Below, find helpful testing information and resources from HHS, the Food & Drug
Administration and other federal agency partners.


·       FDA Approved Tests: To date, the FDA has authorize 119 tests under EUAs, which includes 103
molecular tests, 15 antibody tests, and 1 antigen test. You can find the full list here.


·       Public-Private Partnership on Community-Based Testing Sites: HHS has partnered with
pharmacy and retail companies to accelerate testing for more Americans in more communities
across the country. More details here.


·       U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) is delivering $11 billion in new funding
to support expanded testing capacity for States, territories, and tribes. More information here and
you can find the State-by-State breakdown here.


·       Primer on Testing Basics: The FDA issued a Consumer Update, Coronavirus Testing Basics, to
provide information about the different types of tests available and the steps involved in obtaining
results. More details here.


·       Swab & Media Options: You can find swab and transport media option and flexibilities here.


·       Increase Payment for High-Production Coronavirus Lab Tests: CMS announced Medicare
is doubling payment for certain lab tests that use high-throughput technologies to rapidly diagnose
large numbers of COVID-19 cases. Additional information here. CMS also pays for COVID-19
specimen collection (additional information here).


·       Reminder – FDA Delegates Authority to States: On March 16, the FDA put in place a policy
for states to take responsibility for tests developed and used by laboratories in their states. States can
set up a system in which they take responsibility for authorizing such tests and the laboratories will
not engage with the FDA. This includes expanding swab options as Colorado as done. More
information here.


·       Additional Testing Resources: FDA Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).
 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
 
Protecting Nursing Home Residents and Workers: This week, CMS sent a letter from
Administrator Verma & CDC Director Robert Redfield to every Governor from regarding the National
Healthcare Safety Network for America’s Medicaid and Medicare-certified nursing homes. As we look ahead
to re-open America, CMS and CDC are taking action and urging States to keep nursing home residents safe
by focusing testing on nursing homes and other vulnerable populations. States were provided detailed
information regarding State-specific data reported from nursing homes. You can find additional
information, including guidance around infection control and best practices to protect nursing home
residents, here. To protect some of our nation’s most vulnerable citizens, the Trump Administration is
taking the following actions:


·       CMS is increasing penalties for noncompliance with longstanding infection control
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requirements.


·       CMS is ensuring States conduct necessary surveys of nursing homes by tying survey funding
to State Survey Agency performance.


·       CMS is continuing the deployment of its network of Quality Improvement
Organizations to provide an array of assistance and work with governors to target assistance to
facilities that have experience outbreaks.


·       CDC is assessing and providing guidance and technical assistance to improve infection
control practices to nursing homes and State health departments.


 
CMS Issues Nursing Homes Best Practices Toolkit to Combat COVID-19: On May 13, under the
direction of President Trump, CMS released a new toolkit developed to aid nursing homes, Governors,
states, departments of health, and other agencies who provide oversight and assistance to these facilities,
with additional resources to aid in the fight against the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
within nursing homes. The toolkit builds upon previous actions taken by the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS), which provide a wide range of tools and guidance to states, healthcare providers
and others during the public health emergency. More here.
 
CMS Unveils Enhanced Enforcement Actions Based on Nursing Home COVID-19 Data and
Inspection Results: On June 1, CMS unveiled enhanced enforcement for nursing homes with violations
of longstanding infection control practices. This announcement builds on the previous actions CMS has
taken to ensure the safety and security of America’s nursing homes as the nation battles coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19), and is a key step in the Trump Administration’s Guidelines for Opening Up America
Again. The enhanced and targeted accountability measures are based on early trends in the most recent data
regarding incidence of COVID-19 in nursing homes, as well as data regarding the results of the agency’s
targeted infection control inspections. CMS is increasing enforcement (e.g., civil money penalties (CMPs))
for facilities with persistent infection control violations, and imposing enforcement actions on lower level
infection control deficiencies to ensure they are addressed with increased gravity.
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Inclusion and Diversity
"A Matter of US National Security"
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and diversity in America's three trillion dollar
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Economic Impact and Diversity within the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Director of the office is
appointed by the president and confirmed by the
senate. It is the only office of its kind in the entire
federal government.


James E. Compos, its current Director appointed
by President Trump, is leading Equity in Energy on
behalf of the Department of Energy.
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EXPLORE ALL 17 NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Ames Laboratory
RESEARCHING THE 2ND DIMENSION: Science fiction talks about the fifth dimension, but Ames
scientists are more fascinated by the second dimension and their ability to see individual atoms.
Argonne National Laboratory
IN THE ARMS OF T-REX: The extremely bright X-rays from the Advanced Photon Source, a giant
synchrotron light source nearly a mile around, will give scientists an unprecedented look inside the arm
bones of SUE, which is the largest and best-preserved T. rex skeleton ever found.
Brookhaven National Laboratory
FIRST VIDEO GAME?: More than 50 years ago, before either arcades or home video games, visitors
waited in line at Brookhaven National Laboratory to play “Tennis for Two,” an electronic tennis game that
is unquestionably a forerunner of the modern video game.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
THE ART OF FERMILAB: The interplay of art and science has been an essential part of the U.S.
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Department of Energy’s Fermilab throughout its 50-year history. Nowhere is that more apparent than in
the work of the legendary Angela Gonzales, the laboratory’s 11th employee and first and only full-time
artist.
Idaho National Laboratory
NUCLEAR PIONEERS: The technology for the world’s first nuclear-powered submarine was pioneered in
the desert of Idaho. Today, the lab’s Advanced Test Reactor supports a wide variety of government and
privately sponsored research.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
MATERIALS MAGIC: Berkeley Lab’s Materials Project is using supercomputers to calculate the
properties of every existing inorganic compound on Earth -- along with many more that don’t exist yet --
to spark a materials science revolution.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
PLANETARY DEFENDERS: Asteroids headed for a collision with the Earth, if found early enough, can
be acted upon to prevent the potentially devastating consequences of an impact. One way to do that?
With a nuclear explosive.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
WILDFIRE WIZARDRY: Understanding and predicting wildfire behavior is a difficult scientific problem,
but Rod Linn’s team is tackling research that could save lives using Los Alamos supercomputing power.
National Energy Technology Laboratory
FREEING REEs: Contrary to their name, Rare earth elements aren’t actually very rare, but they’re
incredibly useful. Cell phones, computers, satellites -- all kinds of things use rare earth elements. And
one place you can find them is in coal.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
SUPER HEATING: NREL teamed with Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Intel to develop the innovative warm-
water, liquid-cooled Peregrine supercomputer, which not only operates efficiently but also serves as the
primary source of building heat for NREL's Energy Systems Integration Facility offices and laboratories.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
POWERING SPACE EXPLORATION: For the first time in decades, Oak Ridge scientists are producing
plutonium-238, a specialized radioactive fuel that will provide power for NASA and other missions into
deep space.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
SOUND OF SCIENCE: In the 1970s, PNNL invented a technique called optical digital recording that
stores information as a track of dots about one micron in diameter. This innovation served as the critical
design element for compact discs and DVDs.
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
A STAR ON EARTH: Fusion is created using plasma, the fourth element of matter, and it’s the process
that powers the sun and the stars. PPPL is working to create and harness the power of a star right here
on Earth.
Sandia National Laboratories
ROBOT RODEO: Welcome to the annual Western National Robot Rodeo, a thrilling four-day event where
civilian and military bomb squad teams get practice using robots to defuse diverse, dangerous situations.
Savannah River National Laboratory
VIRTUAL REACTOR: How do you decommission a Cold War-era production nuclear reactor that’s more
than 60 years old? With virtual reality, Savannah River Lab scientists have found a powerful tool to help
with this sensitive work.
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
FEMTOSECOND: Linac Coherent Light Source X-ray laser and other advanced lasers to capture some
of nature’s speediest processes that occur in just femtoseconds, or quadrillionths of a second.
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
UNIVERSAL GLUE: Our visible universe is built mostly of glue, which generates roughly 98 percent of
visible mass. Now, an experiment is gearing up to study novel manifestations of that glue.
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Joseph Dominguez, CEO, ComEd in Chicago and
Board Chair, Hispanics In Energy; Director James
Campos, DOE; and, President & CEO Jose L.
Perez, Hispanics In Energy.


Campos Regularly Speaks Before
Energy Policy Forums


Campos spoke at the 2020 Energy Legislative
Summit in Washington D.C. and the Illinois Energy
Policy Summit in Chicago. He has invited diverse
communities to discuss Equity in Energy including
the American Association of Blacks in Energy
(AABE), Asians in Energy, Environment and
Commerce (AE2C) and, Hispanics In Energy
(HIE).


Pillars of Equity in Energy


STEM Enhacement
Develop and cultivate relationships and resources
to advance the next generation of STEM educated
professionals.


Supplier Diversity
Enhance the productivity of the energy sector
supply chain by identifying areas where diversity
can add meaningful value


Workforce Development
Maximize the efficiency and vibrancy of the energy
sector, which provides jobs to millions of
Americans, and fuels our continued economic
prosperity and security


Energy Affordability
Enhance and promote the efficient and
sustainable production and delivery of energy,
especially to vulnerable and under-served
communities.


Technical Assistance
Provide practical hands-on workshops and
seminars to assist businesses and individuals to
gain access to the opportunities within the energy
sector.


Equity in Energy aims to establish critical
linkages to bridge the gap to ensure everyone can
participate in the energy economy.
In under-served communities, there is often a
disconnect when it comes to generating interest in
entering the energy sector and then in the
awareness and the ability to access the
opportunities available.


Minnesota Public Utility Commission Reaffirms
Approval of Line 3 Project: $8.2 billion and 4,200 jobs


St. Paul, MN - The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission reaffirmed its approval for Enbridge's Line 3
Pipeline replacement project today. The Commission upheld the project's certificate of need, route permit
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Michelle Lujan Grisham, Governor, New Mexico Select


Rep. Val Demings, Florida Select


Elizabeth Warren, Senator, Massachusetts Select


Kamala Harris, Senator, California Select


Susan Rice, former National Security Advisor to Obama Select


Rep. Karen Bass, California Select


and the project's environmental impact statement.


The Commission approved the project two years ago but was challenged in court. Another challenge is
possible.


The new multi-billion-dollar Line 3 Replacement Program will comprise the newest and most advanced
pipeline technology and support Canadian crude oil production growth. The Canadian component is set
at $5.3 billion and $2.9 billion for the American component. The project plans to employ 4,200 workers
beginning later in 2020 and will take two years to build.


WHO WOULD BE BIDEN'S
BEST PICK FOR VICE PRESIDENT?


PLEASE VOTE HERE
Former Vice President Joe Biden, presumed presidential nominee for the Democrat Party, is vetting up to
ten women to be his running mate. Although, mentioned occasionally by the media, New Mexico
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham is the first Latina to be seriously considered for this position by the
Party. However, several formidable women are being considered and we ask our readers to select their
favorite candidate. The results will be reported on July 7.


Who should Joe Biden pick for Vice President?


Your vote will be held in the strictest confidence and not shared with any other party.


DRAMATIC DECLINE IN COVID-19 U.S. DEATHS
HIGHEST DAY - 2,749 DEATHS ON APRIL 21, 2020
LOWEST DAY - 271 DEATHS ON JUNE 21, 2020
YESTERDAY - 346 DEATHS
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SELECT STORIES - Week of June 29, 2020


COVID-19
World's latest count by country


USA latest count by state - Dramatic drop in COVID-19 fatalities despite Increase in Infections
Canada
Mexico - Dramatic increase in both infections and fatalities


Getting realistic about the coronavirus death rate
Media Ignores 90% Coronavirus Death Collapse In Country
Where are the deaths?
Spiking coronavirus cases threaten fragile recovery
Houston Methodist hospitals see triple the number of COVID-19 patients in expanding pandemic
The virus that shut down the world
Latino House Democrats demand answers on government coronavirus contracts with Palantir


ECONOMY & BUSINESS
COVID-19 is erasing decades of economic gains achieved through globalization
State Economies Most Exposed to Coronavirus
Washington state discovers fraudulent unemployment claims in the hundreds of millions of dollars
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WASHINGTON D.C.
Think Twice About Why the Media Attacks Barr
The Democrats Indulge in a Death Wish
Bolton Confirms Central Impeachmen Charge
When Black lives matter to Democrats, and when they don't
Fresh evidence Obama ordered up the phony Russiagate scandal


LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Minneapolis: A Staggering Number Of Homes Just Hit The Market And 43% Increase For Rentals
Buildings damaged in MInneapolis and St. Paul after riots
San Jose commission criticized for lack of diversity now led by Latinx
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
First Weekend Of Riots, Looting Damage In 20 Major Cities Exceeded $400 Million
The rise of coercive progressivism
Latino leaders demand Fla. governor apologize for linking 'Hispanic farmworkers' to COVID-19 rise


2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
From sleepy to senile: Inside the Trump campaign's effort to rebrand BIden
Biden's best vice-president pick is obvious, Duckworth of Illinois
Kamala Harris's Very Open Secret
For Biden VP, Black Democrats Are Torn Between Harris and Warren
Barr: Widespread Mail-In Voting Ripe for Fraud 'That Cannot Be Policed'
1 in 5 Ballots Rejected as Fraud is Charged in N.J. Mail-In Election
Trump Campaign Stands By Parscale Amid Shake-Up Push
Why Biden's Lead is Safer Than Clinton's


LOCAL POLICE
Most cops are heroes - don't defund and demonize them because of misconduct of a few
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
Chicago: 10 Year Old Gil, Toddler Among Dead in Wave of Violence
New York: 11 Shot in Under 12 Hours
Minneapolis gun violence soars amid crises of health, public trust, officer reluctance
St.Louis: 12 shot, 1 Dead in Spree
Exodus: 272 NYPD copes file for retirement


EDUCATION
Whistleblower: Education Department Killed Website That Made Applying for Loan Forgiveness Too
Easy
The End of Police in Schools
1-in-5 Teachers Unlikely to Return to Schools if Reopened in the Fall, Poll Says


ENERGY
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission Reaffirms Line 3 Approval
Chesapeake Energy files for bankruptcy
California takes 'bold step' toward zero-emission trucks
Pennsylvania grand jury report on fracking: DEP failed to protect public health
Democrats seek to extend tax breaks for wind and solar


MEXICO / CANADA
Mexico City police chief shot in assassination attempt, blames CJNG drug cartel
Powerful 7.4 magnitude earthquake rocks Mexico; at least six people dead
As the coronavirus hits grim global milestones, Canada's new cases, deaths drop


PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL
RCP President Trump Job Approval
RCP Betting Odds


HIRING OPPORTUNITIES


Oracle: Opower | Manager of Regulatory Affairs and Market Development - Eastern US
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From: California Law360
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Coronavirus: Your Afternoon Briefing
Date: Friday, May 29, 2020 11:40:21 AM


Coronavirus Special Report


Friday, May 29, 2020


TOP NEWS


Is Pandemic Stunting The Next Generation Of Lawyers?
With COVID-19 shuttering courtrooms, and firms canceling their summer
programs or shifting them online, young lawyers may have trouble gaining
experience. But seasoned attorneys are finding new ways to mentor the next
generation during the pandemic.


Coronavirus: How Law Firms Are Handling The Downturn
UPDATED May 29, 2020, 12:00 PM EDT | The spreading coronavirus
pandemic has upended the legal industry, forcing firms to cut salaries, lay off
attorneys and make changes to summer associate programs. Here is a
roundup of how law firms are responding. 


Day Pitney Drops Summer Program As 3 More Going Virtual
In response to the coronavirus pandemic, Day Pitney LLP confirmed
Thursday that it has canceled its 2020 summer associate program, while
three more law firms said they are moving their programs forward but hosting
them remotely.


DOJ Says BigLaw Firms Put FBI Agent At Risk Of COVID-19
Major drug companies represented by Covington & Burling LLP and other
BigLaw firms "jeopardized the health" of an FBI agent by serving subpoenas
at his home during the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a U.S. Department
of Justice filing in opioid crisis litigation.


CDC Tells Employers To 'Change The Way People Work'
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has issued a step-by-step
blueprint on how to reopen amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, telling
employers in no uncertain terms that getting back to business shouldn't mean
business as usual.


Coronavirus Litigation: The Week In Review
A BigLaw firm and the NBA face lawsuits over allegedly delinquent rent
payments, House Republicans are suing Speaker Nancy Pelosi over proxy
voting amid the ongoing pandemic and Enterprise Rent-A-Car employees say
the company should have warned them that mass layoffs were on the
horizon. 


CLOSINGS AND RESTRICTIONS


Coronavirus: The Latest Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED May 29, 2020, 2:29 PM EDT | As courts across the country take
measures to prevent the spread of the coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


Coronavirus: The Latest EU Court Closures And Restrictions
UPDATED May 29, 2020, 4:23 PM GMT | As courts across the region take
measures to prevent the spread of the novel coronavirus, some are restricting
access and altering their procedures. Here is a roundup of changes.


LAW FIRMS
Akerman LLP
Akin Gump
Allen & Overy
Arent Fox
Arnold & Porter
Badgley Mullins
Baker Botts
Baker Donelson
Baker McKenzie
BakerHostetler
Ballard Spahr
Belkin Burden
Bernstein Liebhard
Blank Rome
Brown Rudnick
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner
Buchanan Ingersoll
Cadwalader Wickersham
Cahill Gordon
Cleary Gottlieb
Clifford Chance
Cooley
Covington & Burling
Cozen O'Connor
Cravath Swaine
Crowell & Moring
DLA Piper
Davis Wright Tremaine
Day Pitney
Debevoise & Plimpton
Dechert
Dentons
Dickinson Wright
Dinsmore & Shohl
Dorsey & Whitney
Duane Morris
Eckert Seamans
Edelson PC
Eversheds Sutherland
Faegre Drinker
Fennemore Craig
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Seattle Fed. Courts May Not Hold Trials Until 2021, Judge Says
A Seattle federal judge made an educated guess this week that civil and
criminal jury trials in the Western District of Washington will likely not resume
until at least 2021 due to the spread of the deadly coronavirus.


WHAT IT MEANS FOR ATTORNEYS


Ex-USPTO Head, Retired Judge Back China Pharma IP Reform
Speaking to IP attorneys at a virtual event Wednesday, the former USPTO
director and a retired Federal Circuit chief judge agreed that the pandemic
and ongoing US-China trade talks have created a "golden opportunity" to urge
China to reform its patent laws to make them friendlier to pharmaceutical
innovators.


OSHA Tells House Panel It Just Issued First Virus Citation
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration issued its first
coronavirus-related citation "within the last week," the embattled head of the
agency told lawmakers Thursday at a marathon House subcommittee hearing
on OSHA's virus enforcement — or its alleged lack thereof.


Banks May Avoid Prosecutors' PPP Fraud Wrath, For Now
With Paycheck Protection Program fraud cases popping up across the
country like spring flowers, thousands of lenders that have participated in the
coronavirus relief loan program could be forgiven for worrying the crackdown
is coming for them too. But experts say banks can rest easy, at least for now,
with the primary focus still on borrower fraud.


Philly Firm Sues Insurer Over COVID-19 Losses
Philadelphia-based business and commercial law firm Spector Gadon Rosen
Vinci PC has filed suit against its insurance company in Pennsylvania state
court, saying the company wrongly refused to approve a claim the firm filed
after its offices were closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.


Fraudsters Exploiting COVID-19 Cheat Britons Out Of £4.6M
More than 2,000 Britons have lost over £4.6 million ($5.7 million) to fraudsters
seeking to exploit fears over the COVID-19 pandemic, figures published
Friday reveal.


Mass. Gun Shops Say Reopening Doesn't Moot Case
Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker's decision to allow gun shops to reopen
during the pandemic following a successful legal challenge by retailers
doesn't moot their case, an attorney for the stores told a federal judge Friday,
citing the possibility that a second wave of the coronavirus could trigger
another shutdown.


Hemp Price Collapse Meets Bar For COVID-19 Aid, USDA Told
A hemp industry group said prices for the crop have collapsed amid the
coronavirus pandemic, imploring the U.S. Department of Agriculture to stanch
the bleeding by including its farmers in a $19 billion relief fund.


PODCAST


The Term: Roberts On Lessons Of The Pandemic
The team recaps the U.S. Supreme Court's latest COVID-19 decision, this
one involving an Ohio federal prison in the midst of a deadly outbreak, as well
as what Chief Justice John Roberts misses most about the world before the
pandemic.


EXPERT ANALYSIS


Don't Cancel Your Summer Associate Programs
While pulling off an effective summer associate program this year will be no
easy feat, law firms' investments in their future attorneys should be
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considered necessary even during this difficult time, says Summer Eberhard
at Major Lindsey.


Top 5 Wage And Hour Risks To Avoid As Businesses Reopen
Employers should use extra caution to sidestep several key wage and hour
mistakes as businesses prepare to reopen following the coronavirus crisis
and worker classification and Fair Labor Standards Act compliance comes
under increased scrutiny, say Kathleen Caminiti and Eric Baginski at Fisher
Phillips.
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Ninth Circuit
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of the Treasury
U.S. District Court for the District
of Massachusetts
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of West Virginia
U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Washington
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
U.S. Supreme Court
United States District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio
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From: Maricela Morales, CAUSE
To: Alice Patino
Subject: Join farmworkers calling on Driscoll’s to address mistreatment in the fields
Date: Wednesday, June 3, 2020 4:56:18 AM


Dear CAUSE friends,


This pandemic has brought the nation’s attention to the difficult, dangerous, and underpaid
work of farmworkers, who are always essential, but too often treated as disposable.


Dozens of farmworkers at Rancho Laguna Farms in Santa Maria went on strike several
weeks ago for a ten cent raise per box. Their frustration with a long pattern of poor working
conditions reached its boiling point when the company squeezed them to work harder for the
same low pay, while they struggled to pay for the rising cost of groceries and childcare
during the pandemic. They were met with immediate retaliation for organizing, with
supervisors calling the sheriff on them and firing them.


Click here to sign a petition in support of the brave farmworkers at Rancho Laguna.


Rancho Laguna Farms LLC is a local supplier of strawberries to Driscoll’s, the world’s largest
berry distributor. After the workers came to CAUSE for help, we filed a charge with
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California’s Agricultural Labor Relations Board to stop the retaliation against them. Now, the
workers are back and calling on Driscoll’s to hold their supplier accountable for mistreatment
of workers.


They submitted a petition to Driscoll’s signed by 75 workers at Rancho Laguna Farms
demanding fair pay, safe working conditions, and an end to retaliation. They say the
company has covered up cases of COVID-19 and that they’ve been given more difficult and
dangerous work assignments and been threatened with being replaced by temporary H-2A
visa workers.


See a video of the farmworkers in action here.


Farmworkers have risked everything to continue to feed the world through this crisis.  Now
it’s time for us to have their back.


Add your name to call on Driscoll’s to take responsibility for the unethical labor practices
happening under their brand name.


I can’t express how much bravery it takes for a group of farmworkers, who are mostly
Mixteco indigenous language speakers, with no safety net if they lose their jobs due to their
immigration status, to demand dignity and respect.  We’re proud to support these workers
and stand by them. 


Maricela


Tell Driscoll's to Hold Laguna Rancho
Farms Accountable 


Sign Here
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From: Alice Patino
To: Thomas Watson
Subject: Fwd: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
Date: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:19:48 PM


Alice Patino


From: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 7:19:30 PM
To: Etta Waterfield <ewaterfield@cityofsantamaria.org>; Jason Stilwell
<jstilwell@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Fwd: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Alice Patino


From: Maricela Morales <maricela@causenow.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:55:42 PM
To: Alice Patino <apatino@cityofsantamaria.org>
Subject: Protect Farmworkers from COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Unsubscribe View in your browser
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Sign Petition Here


Sign Petition to Protect Farmworkers from the COVID-19 Outbreak
 


Urging our County Governments to take immideate action to these known concerns! 
 


The coronavirus is infecting farmworkers at a higher rate than the rest
of the community. The recent outbreak in Oxnard where over 80% of
farmworkers who live and work together tested positive is a wake up


call. We need real health and safety standards for farms and more
accountability for labor contractors. Sign our petition to tell Ventura


and Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors to take action to
protect the health and safety of farmworkers!


Read our full Joint Statement on the Response to the COVID-19
outbreak among farmworker below
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In solidarity, 


Maricela Morales 


Executive Director


Joint Statement on the response to the COVID-19 outbreak among
farmworkers


CAUSE and MICOP organize and advocate to improve working and living conditions
for farmworkers. Together, we try to uplift the critical value that farmworkers provide to
our community and economy in Ventura County. Still for many people, farmworkers
remain the disposable essential worker. Since the beginning of the coronavirus
outbreak farmworkers have been excluded from all stay at home orders. Yet few, if
any, additional workplace safety precautions have been reliably implemented for
farmworkers. The pandemic has only served to exacerbate the pernicious health and
safety problems farmworkers face at home and at the workplace, everyday, even in
the best of times. 


Recognizing the vulnerability of farmworking people, in March at the start of the
pandemic, MICOP called for public officials across California to protect the health and
safety of farmworkers. This call included increasing health care access, improving
language access by ensuring COVID-19 services and materials are available in
Spanish and Indigenous languages, and ensuring that farmworkers qualify for critical
safety net programs including sick leave and unemployment.


Fearing an inevitable outbreak among farmworkers, CAUSE and MICOP consistently
named these issues in meetings with agricultural industry representatives, growers
and County Public Health representatives. We also advocated for true safety net
programs for our farmworker community, and even fundraised for them ourselves via
the 805 UndocuFund. We asked for adapted guidelines for people who cannot
maintain social distancing at home. We asked for health and safety standards for
farms to protect workers from the virus. We have asked for more accountability for
Farm Labor Contractors. We asked for a shift in messaging around the seriousness of
the virus. Amid these asks, the farmworker community was hit with the first outbreak
of COVID-19 at the Calavo Packinghouse.


Despite our repeated asks, we saw no movement and months later, the second
outbreak of COVID-19 among agricultural workers hit Ventura County hard.  MICOP
and CAUSE are now making the following call to action in the public arena, in hopes
that the power of public accountability will be brought to bear for the sake of protecting
the health and saving the lives of farmworkers.


For the workers that were or are housed at Villa Las Brisas during
the outbreak, we call on their employers and labor contractors to:







• Ensure workers are healthy and negative for COVID-free before
returning them back to their country of origin.


• Those workers who do not test positive be quarantined for 14 days,
tested after the 14 days, and only returned to their home county if
negative for COVID-19.


• Provide adequate space for workers who are quarantining at Las Brisas
that goes beyond the 50 square-feet required by federal regulations.


• Pay all workers for a minimum of 10 days. If workers are forced to be
quarantined longer than two weeks, they should be compensated for
additional sick days.


• Continue to pay for all housing and meals until workers can return
safely to their country or origin.


• Pay for all medical costs necessary to treat the workers with COVID-
19. 


• Make mental health support available to workers.


We ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to protect the
health and safety of farmworkers by directing Public Health and the
Agricultural Commissioner to:


• Educate farmworkers on the additional sick leave they can receive if
they contract the coronavirus and how they can access health care by
sending a letter to all farmworkers and by doing direct outreach to
farms.  


• Develop an inspection program for farms to ensure that there are clean
bathrooms and farmworkers have access to water, soap and hand
sanitizer.


• Direct the Ventura County Farmworker Resource Program to actively
inform farmworkers of their health, labor and safety rights including on
COVID-19 and to address complaints on health and safety.


• Develop a plan for emergencies such as wildfires to ensure that
employers are providing their outdoor workers with N95 masks to protect
them from smoke as required by state law.


•  Ensure all written and verbal outreach is conducted to Indigenous and
Spanish Speaking farmworker families in a way that is linguistically and
culturally appropriate.


•  Provide mobile COVID-19 testing sites at agriculture work sites.


•Create materials for outreach that de-stigmatize what a positive
diagnosis means for farmworkers, including information on paid sick
leave available to them.


• Ensure that workers who test positive for the coronavirus have access
to social programs for food, peer support, and mental health services. 







•Passing a policy to increase the amount of shade so that workers can
socially distance during breaks.


Additionally we ask the Ventura County Board of Supervisors  to
address H2A housing problems exposed by the outbreak including:


• Encouraging H2A housing near services in cities not in county
unincorporated, rural, and isolated areas.


• Discouraging H2A housing that does not allow workers to socially
distance.


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Discouraging H2A housing that has more than 20 workers concentrated
at one site.


• Committing to allowing local agencies/organizations to access and
present to H2A workers. 


• Directing Public Health to investigate all H2A worker housing to assess
if the proper health and safety precautions are being implemented
including the proximity in which workers are being housed, how workers
are transported together, and if workers have regular access to soap,
disinfectant, and masks at their housing.


• Passing a policy that requires agricultural employers to  increase the
amount of shade provided to workers so that workers can socially
distance during breaks.


Reiter Affiliated Companies owns and manages Villa Las Brisas
where over 80% of the farmworkers tested positive for the virus.
This outbreak shows that they are not able to provide a healthy and
safe place for workers to live. We put our trust into companies like
Reiter Brothers to treat their workers right.


We call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the agriculture industry at
providing a safe place for workers to live by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for maintaining clean
and safe housing for farmworkers including policies on daily cleaning and
access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Ensuring workers can properly socially distance at the housing they
provide including adapting current housing and in any housing they build
or renovate in the future. 


• Plan to minimize exposure of workers by treating those that share a
room as a household that eats meals together, are transported together
and work in the same area.


• Giving 10 million dollars to build permanent farmworker housing in







Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties. Five million dollars will be
available for non-profit affordable housing providers in Santa Maria and
five million dollars will be available for non-profit affordable housing
providers in Oxnard.


We also call on Reiter Affiliated Companies to demonstrate their
commitment to set the standard for the Ag industry for providing a
safe workplace. We ask Reiter Affiliated Companies to hold their
farms to the highest industry health and safety standards by:


• Developing written health and safety standards for farms to maintain a
clean and safe workplace for farmworkers including policies on the daily
cleaning of bathrooms, and access to water, soap and hand sanitizer.


• Adopting a standard to increase the amount of shade provided to
workers so that workers can socially distance during breaks.


• Having a plan for their farms to provide their outdoor workers with N95
masks to protect them from smoke as required by state law.


• Providing standards to provide screening for COVID-19 at the level of
that other essential industries are currently providing for workers.


• Reducing the fear and stigma around COVID-19 among workers by
informing workers of the 10 days of sick leave they will receive if they
contract COVID-19 and paying workers for 10 days of sick leave if they
are asked to quarantine for two weeks due to exposure to the
coronavirus or if they are laid off due to coronavirus exposure.








From: Latino Journal Digital
To: Alice Patino
Subject: James E. Campos, Director, Office of Economic Impact & Diversity, Department of Energy
Date: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 5:04:39 AM
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JAMES E. CAMPOS DIRECTS EQUITY IN ENERGY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY


Read Exclusive Interview
James E. Campos, DOE


Inclusion and Diversity
"A Matter of US National Security"


Washington D.C. — Leading the drive for inclusion
and diversity in America's three trillion dollar
energy industry is the charge of the Office of
Economic Impact and Diversity within the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Director of the office is
appointed by the president and confirmed by the
senate. It is the only office of its kind in the entire
federal government.


James E. Campos, its current Director appointed
by President Trump, is leading Equity in Energy on
behalf of the Department of Energy.
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on Equity in Energy
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EXPLORE ALL 17 NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Ames Laboratory
RESEARCHING THE 2ND DIMENSION: Science fiction talks about the fifth dimension, but Ames
scientists are more fascinated by the second dimension and their ability to see individual atoms.
Argonne National Laboratory
IN THE ARMS OF T-REX: The extremely bright X-rays from the Advanced Photon Source, a giant
synchrotron light source nearly a mile around, will give scientists an unprecedented look inside the arm
bones of SUE, which is the largest and best-preserved T. rex skeleton ever found.
Brookhaven National Laboratory
FIRST VIDEO GAME?: More than 50 years ago, before either arcades or home video games, visitors
waited in line at Brookhaven National Laboratory to play “Tennis for Two,” an electronic tennis game that
is unquestionably a forerunner of the modern video game.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
THE ART OF FERMILAB: The interplay of art and science has been an essential part of the U.S.
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Department of Energy’s Fermilab throughout its 50-year history. Nowhere is that more apparent than in
the work of the legendary Angela Gonzales, the laboratory’s 11th employee and first and only full-time
artist.
Idaho National Laboratory
NUCLEAR PIONEERS: The technology for the world’s first nuclear-powered submarine was pioneered in
the desert of Idaho. Today, the lab’s Advanced Test Reactor supports a wide variety of government and
privately sponsored research.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
MATERIALS MAGIC: Berkeley Lab’s Materials Project is using supercomputers to calculate the
properties of every existing inorganic compound on Earth -- along with many more that don’t exist yet --
to spark a materials science revolution.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
PLANETARY DEFENDERS: Asteroids headed for a collision with the Earth, if found early enough, can
be acted upon to prevent the potentially devastating consequences of an impact. One way to do that?
With a nuclear explosive.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
WILDFIRE WIZARDRY: Understanding and predicting wildfire behavior is a difficult scientific problem,
but Rod Linn’s team is tackling research that could save lives using Los Alamos supercomputing power.
National Energy Technology Laboratory
FREEING REEs: Contrary to their name, Rare earth elements aren’t actually very rare, but they’re
incredibly useful. Cell phones, computers, satellites -- all kinds of things use rare earth elements. And
one place you can find them is in coal.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
SUPER HEATING: NREL teamed with Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Intel to develop the innovative warm-
water, liquid-cooled Peregrine supercomputer, which not only operates efficiently but also serves as the
primary source of building heat for NREL's Energy Systems Integration Facility offices and laboratories.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
POWERING SPACE EXPLORATION: For the first time in decades, Oak Ridge scientists are producing
plutonium-238, a specialized radioactive fuel that will provide power for NASA and other missions into
deep space.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
SOUND OF SCIENCE: In the 1970s, PNNL invented a technique called optical digital recording that
stores information as a track of dots about one micron in diameter. This innovation served as the critical
design element for compact discs and DVDs.
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
A STAR ON EARTH: Fusion is created using plasma, the fourth element of matter, and it’s the process
that powers the sun and the stars. PPPL is working to create and harness the power of a star right here
on Earth.
Sandia National Laboratories
ROBOT RODEO: Welcome to the annual Western National Robot Rodeo, a thrilling four-day event where
civilian and military bomb squad teams get practice using robots to defuse diverse, dangerous situations.
Savannah River National Laboratory
VIRTUAL REACTOR: How do you decommission a Cold War-era production nuclear reactor that’s more
than 60 years old? With virtual reality, Savannah River Lab scientists have found a powerful tool to help
with this sensitive work.
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
FEMTOSECOND: Linac Coherent Light Source X-ray laser and other advanced lasers to capture some
of nature’s speediest processes that occur in just femtoseconds, or quadrillionths of a second.
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
UNIVERSAL GLUE: Our visible universe is built mostly of glue, which generates roughly 98 percent of
visible mass. Now, an experiment is gearing up to study novel manifestations of that glue.
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Joseph Dominguez, CEO, ComEd in Chicago and
Board Chair, Hispanics In Energy; Director James
E. Campos, DOE; and, President & CEO Jose L.
Perez, Hispanics In Energy.


Campos Regularly Speaks Before
Energy Policy Forums


Campos spoke at the 2020 Energy Legislative
Summit in Washington D.C. and the Illinois Energy
Policy Summit in Chicago. He has invited diverse
communities to discuss Equity in Energy including
the American Association of Blacks in Energy
(AABE), Asians in Energy, Environment and
Commerce (AE2C) and, Hispanics In Energy
(HIE).


Pillars of Equity in Energy


STEM Enhacement
Develop and cultivate relationships and resources
to advance the next generation of STEM educated
professionals.


Supplier Diversity
Enhance the productivity of the energy sector
supply chain by identifying areas where diversity
can add meaningful value


Workforce Development
Maximize the efficiency and vibrancy of the energy
sector, which provides jobs to millions of
Americans, and fuels our continued economic
prosperity and security


Energy Affordability
Enhance and promote the efficient and
sustainable production and delivery of energy,
especially to vulnerable and under-served
communities.


Technical Assistance
Provide practical hands-on workshops and
seminars to assist businesses and individuals to
gain access to the opportunities within the energy
sector.


Equity in Energy aims to establish critical
linkages to bridge the gap to ensure everyone can
participate in the energy economy.
In under-served communities, there is often a
disconnect when it comes to generating interest in
entering the energy sector and then in the
awareness and the ability to access the
opportunities available.


Minnesota Public Utility Commission Reaffirms
Approval of Line 3 Project: $8.2 billion and 4,200 jobs


St. Paul, MN - The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission reaffirmed its approval for Enbridge's Line 3
Pipeline replacement project today. The Commission upheld the project's certificate of need, route permit
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Michelle Lujan Grisham, Governor, New Mexico Select


Rep. Val Demings, Florida Select


Elizabeth Warren, Senator, Massachusetts Select


Kamala Harris, Senator, California Select


Susan Rice, former National Security Advisor to Obama Select


Rep. Karen Bass, California Select


and the project's environmental impact statement.


The Commission approved the project two years ago but was challenged in court. Another challenge is
possible.


The new multi-billion-dollar Line 3 Replacement Program will comprise the newest and most advanced
pipeline technology and support Canadian crude oil production growth. The Canadian component is set
at $5.3 billion and $2.9 billion for the American component. The project plans to employ 4,200 workers
beginning later in 2020 and will take two years to build.


WHO WOULD BE BIDEN'S
BEST PICK FOR VICE PRESIDENT?


PLEASE VOTE HERE
Former Vice President Joe Biden, presumed presidential nominee for the Democrat Party, is vetting up to
ten women to be his running mate. Although, mentioned occasionally by the media, New Mexico
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham is the first Latina to be seriously considered for this position by the
Party. However, several formidable women are being considered and we ask our readers to select their
favorite candidate. The results will be reported on July 7.


Who should Joe Biden pick for Vice President?


Your vote will be held in the strictest confidence and not shared with any other party.


DRAMATIC DECLINE IN COVID-19 U.S. DEATHS
HIGHEST DAY - 2,749 DEATHS ON APRIL 21, 2020
LOWEST DAY - 271 DEATHS ON JUNE 21, 2020
YESTERDAY - 346 DEATHS
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82TcSV_vJYZCEGKUcr7cIHnaq0KpASqE4Yv2tMydLVRzWix-ue12wj2hIIj2kV2S0_8xR1RUv9hGrvOyX47LmX0FxJHsCm1OpkaQPm6ptQKkvY-CgANlE1tdjTyKKXcwvdvk3JLLekeKy_mG_Ve4qJbrg82WkHSuVJ3h6gSH9Pb48XroSMpVDg3Ru-uCM9G45VMjRs_K4DsMbfxJse7y25n8qazYcZZHYp2jO_SH-M8Rjz1d6LcTB307IRA27hwwd0D_cBwTIPTrZ6_1nLcl15U2YkVK72RmsZmTZhDQjl_bkRAlBmP2bxVf7RIsGh59UHca__mQ-zGKKobtvcZ0OY4XXVUrWXzzKncFyuDixOU6F8LDHvFN6hCytsizGZjnBAEAD-ZoGJ1kVZGet9_hmhlCzc5H45b2gBOZSo7ItyIR49pv7vl7AYdBzrVjzQzc6YqyO8KycfqvfgF9qMW9Chyq1OWOkOeMRBwm6zlPGQ0PAIIHGu0kb3LLbfBSC6yFIHKwPZ-YGD7JKJTCutUnnSOJntM9V6HjsFSfh00G1wP3xGzlRRlWI0wE=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82TcSV_vJYZCE9w0cXGvxHQwt9c6X7HWehjSenyGk2JX9eooz2nhbvkTnjKMfkYMohAsAGNDHnor5AatvkT64zwl_yGBVGxY-eHE012Tc8pEEZFQaIvd5sFUYpO-HkMqZpwyOmKqsqtLhOdO3GuMPkET__hFStVIGcCTzEjiuAYsRe3hM3cNDywhvRHapCqTFdYQynW3lYUld3BxkYUxnQ-qFYKhFOv3_VTslP75kEGhwMtJazWbMJbCZ1QqDuxaIWvhgPUxmwHcA9TxMkCsVEVrb-SMa_7TDpUvqtjQJ8m4mTv9B8TUme18IBlIS0LAhP9X_sKe8MoWg7LFHXg8DqOpD8l1pAWMTjajJylglaI-xiCsb1gY2Uy9zAH2-r6_IqPThl8drNklYgSQ6WdM6giXjxRIJQdwCvC8HHpvrrunX4zGf3tcdh2q1l70ayI1QUtH3lU4o8kyBomaPzcn497lqmgWFS6Ew9rFCpN7ebAgTRWFk0ER1lKpBtLeBW5bgm80UtiwazXz0X5gg0yEh0eTeTkQfthiMzzkr54AwffW7t9kZTWatrGk=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82TcSV_vJYZCE9EiysAj3Bozf1s09177lhUuHtgc2iqgN9Eqcw3u3YbmFLuFLAz7E9zljyt1F6b7qoEqdqZqxTWbIcVCh2NIv40VrDuJn8XYEal1Jlq5UpHFDNBHQ3hpT5TjwTe3CM75luRHKfLJ6G5HRIS-EMtjAzpyDJCzU4zthXnT7gy5BOYq0-S88x7EWbW-RNo-YH1zWWGk9cuOZTdSCANtx7_tUuohc_KQYG-DTh0H-vfqB8ZR2nwTE3fwPaGxxXxXg9lqKxh8rWAld0fPgF1FghGy1l81lOgH8MOERayu0_B6yHbYY9kCm6TAQ590WmuJ1ThdIKaElAcbYh99_aH2ZMgoI9DJh2gbR1h1sRSS_RK705g7cJ7faMcfsXC9gsEoKKHDbkv_75Anxl4W7sc69Qft3ER8AJpCL1YB4Oy_iiD6v6NmIpiwjjoAzsO63XVXeoTf6P_ZrIaPDXtWrXVyj8lm2l3tzRMvvWx0ogRzSVhxsFEdeZkvXbAXhwBdFpgRgqnKlickAUgmjb_o3SO5dcRfUZ75eOUH_LHLsQjnfRP8ObUM=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82XHncwjD9U36rNRhSQGl0tXMF03t41BU61IdzVwTtvk3nQYpDugmBqpzZzr4l8BaHXojj86LZ_ioOFpRb_r8LwzyqoJNdnCiUUMfQFl7_SflHemWlSLDKE1CUqKbhjXbN_6dpPX-6GsoPaFvszdbx_SWDSKyB-Et3lbJjHV02N-t798K-3PGAdGVtk5yu9koO2IqgXhOF48A&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82XHncwjD9U36rNRhSQGl0tXMF03t41BU61IdzVwTtvk3nQYpDugmBqpzZzr4l8BaHXojj86LZ_ioOFpRb_r8LwzyqoJNdnCiUUMfQFl7_SflHemWlSLDKE1CUqKbhjXbN_6dpPX-6GsoPaFvszdbx_SWDSKyB-Et3lbJjHV02N-t798K-3PGAdGVtk5yu9koO2IqgXhOF48A&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82XHncwjD9U36rNRhSQGl0tXMF03t41BU61IdzVwTtvk3nQYpDugmBqpzZzr4l8BaHXojj86LZ_ioOFpRb_r8LwzyqoJNdnCiUUMfQFl7_SflHemWlSLDKE1CUqKbhjXbN_6dpPX-6GsoPaFvszdbx_SWDSKyB-Et3lbJjHV02N-t798K-3PGAdGVtk5yu9koO2IqgXhOF48A&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82brd60a3-tfEQJVp3W_6CGiyTtML1-AiAYJIVktyM1qLkpIVkLn3PU9pPZzqHi4sdO4VIEeVYLcw_Lu2xtNyra7GWRCQbvEs_sNgzwvZzMCnpoRlJfXUKo7g2__D4_t4iRfD7qxy3G5aV5DVJC366CyNBPuJoVp-htKe4TE9P7SJIKvcRCy8Uw-L6mzIFSCbABfa0v7XocVD&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==





SELECT STORIES - Week of June 29, 2020


COVID-19
World's latest count by country


USA latest count by state - Dramatic drop in COVID-19 fatalities despite Increase in Infections
Canada
Mexico - Dramatic increase in both infections and fatalities


Getting realistic about the coronavirus death rate
Media Ignores 90% Coronavirus Death Collapse In Country
Where are the deaths?
Spiking coronavirus cases threaten fragile recovery
Houston Methodist hospitals see triple the number of COVID-19 patients in expanding pandemic
The virus that shut down the world
Latino House Democrats demand answers on government coronavirus contracts with Palantir


ECONOMY & BUSINESS
COVID-19 is erasing decades of economic gains achieved through globalization
State Economies Most Exposed to Coronavirus
Washington state discovers fraudulent unemployment claims in the hundreds of millions of dollars



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82brd60a3-tfEQJVp3W_6CGiyTtML1-AiAYJIVktyM1qLkpIVkLn3PU9pPZzqHi4sdO4VIEeVYLcw_Lu2xtNyra7GWRCQbvEs_sNgzwvZzMCnpoRlJfXUKo7g2__D4_t4iRfD7qxy3G5aV5DVJC366CyNBPuJoVp-htKe4TE9P7SJIKvcRCy8Uw-L6mzIFSCbABfa0v7XocVD&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Q7DPTUiXrQz9v2YsxCeND3puo4l_hP9l9m0JisH1OUjRQs15Sp_Yg3co1LJwihRNJaS0TuT6sVaXYixpCQOLPcyH012ytGGQkWr7KXD-GB_vt1FoWOZ0LUHgk7D8LeuABGzJrOvZyDaQh6uVfYfqAnuyJGkHt2JVZi7Vgr07OMFJ6KbMqzz-a4=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82brd60a3-tfEQJVp3W_6CGiyTtML1-AiAYJIVktyM1qLkpIVkLn3PU9pPZzqHi4sdO4VIEeVYLcw_Lu2xtNyra7GWRCQbvEs_sNgzwvZzMCnpoRlJfXUKo7g2__D4_t4iRfD7qxy3G5aV5DVJC366CyNBPuJoVp-htKe4TE9P7SJIKvcRCy8Uw-L6mzIFSCbABfa0v7XocVD&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82brd60a3-tfEmxXqBJCkIF1QDBEeCjlHVXbr9NQkHKTxRUY98JWypzRbIU473lYh8voPrlswGeVxs2E9SaH1FIjZH2JaJ8ejNe5T2wGuYzECU0jE_b4cJGN2snj3mRxD4gvmUIdvYZ7mNp4lacAq1kjmXA1xp_JCYyXglp6_TQyj2SDNEoib49puI6rGtmphVs8pQMWPmWjv&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82brd60a3-tfEO7n1VYqJH0nHjnSY-9sq4ts9fbXX97o1Vhmp6U3Jk7rLCOHRzvdK0UM96d4XN3YKuNieU1aTQr2aJmz9aiK9esKPVHQHwslINxRRcoaI7QVyBT5RxNz3S31UvlgiFEmngJECWVGnXhy9ZCdQeTzZusEv2pbquCCgbffYrd386z3mKlEHhRj-7sn49tDa9CYU&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3djcNa7RPOWWpfiM_-MVT-OMAe3TtzHZp4uhm0M2T5z_K7fRE7-ng4KIPcy5wJO5maaEPodu8yYx4lGvNQmZD3OrH7pAUa6x6AXX9aY8a-dRSzVplYEtrCMBwk53LN2kw5mpkbVyGCJCpkLI5z8ZWNgGbhV_Lg8is4uPinivM6jM=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3N5kQmmelY8hOl3RYTa2oFr8aZ46azA6WEfNFHs665vRnoHvw52D5_TvXFks1PawrxBemsrpvn4iD1B16iZ8g4CGBX3UMguxOO15vKijQoPphqgIkzae3ysnaRpv9H8pb_Vn75L5Rkr7wQOp_0nZByg==&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3tuswcKkioG3-8hhAgaMHUIRe6v-tQm0ykMynZ6ycnxI5WiAW40_UVzzeCqPv4x4QIxJdVJwdYVAFmXJLvZGkI-qLiotmmoSBesoAYvPd3K5r7VmDsmkJgw==&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt34CeAtrsFh_KTMJ-Ev8pEAJLQFApsKZAH9bePCXmZ07XrygQ263eEVgfsxsjW5YuwpZAVxuiZkniC_nEXxanmqn0flRp991kBA2CKFedG-HU704Z651OCyOOOaMcM8Kg5bNEvZ7fmXSNZsUP8PmWEk21JKkHxz8wqcgj953dYlJs9Qh81chLnnQ==&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3--hEJAnQzQiH6RVs78TgsNb85xqOITPfdFU9uYRc76Qgx9BWjXGML8ZxQW5TCvxsmxuIuX_wnaGjegLxhNtMq4qMj-BD5ikkMEFcLtna-IJV92ZEgLR3gO7MtjQ_K_ZqW_Gk1ldm2dKbrvrhUgV9b5FnN9GtN9Tcx-jDOh0GQaNOazyQ6mSbKXIZJZK2rCy9_NI6hd98PkU=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3d645oJiOF7Gzrz6hBov9Fhz_DKg8srt7oIFgk3MYlhr-wYsaq2O5pQg59Pro9CK8fgbafstaYu-CDnBMN_Xpey6L4xE9_PtWly9_pQGZYX84V3_NcrFZjoReEDOpWbtvDfUzhNZ-5l1VMjdYVvEGVoL_hRlilpKFxMJBeqdIKi2XBqNhKCY29id3sX4F1H7OFKJ2VfbVnDOYujTxYoF49tYBHUCC4pdLPDbvSiCD-kEbGiT8F1QTCXtxaJe6euOhBkHLGCHiDQ6SRyeaTArf0_D9z2MdJ0NWuFHouvnvGhBWFYkJpcx529QSfc9XMvmwmB1BqYvKhrzQqqLGQlsNdjCVima_s6gTv9O3nibys2xy1Fixy4mzxg==&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3E_tqTn8ngDrb1a90csZ8adi26iIvHNPKhgkVQUsSsbpX92bDuozxDilhPyudYzLcgDHcvrjdY1HlKVLZvrlm7sRc_TYtq8ew6jDaP_7XjjNY7WznQJreUSQT39hpeDnXXSIfaqlcxRj20W4Ov6GInvWVS67EZfSoMmzkbW5kKbZRG_t75_tmJrcd9spo2UpmHEKOAin1VO758LTcMplJ0QM8QwfPCfz4&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt3d645oJiOF7Gzrz6hBov9Fhz_DKg8srt7oIFgk3MYlhr-wYsaq2O5pQg59Pro9CK8fgbafstaYu-CDnBMN_Xpey6L4xE9_PtWly9_pQGZYX84V3_NcrFZjoReEDOpWbtvDfUzhNZ-5l1VMjdYVvEGVoL_hRlilpKFxMJBeqdIKi2XBqNhKCY29id3sX4F1H7OFKJ2VfbVnDOYujTxYoF49tYBHUCC4pdLPDbvSiCD-kEbGiT8F1QTCXtxaJe6euOhBkHLGCHiDQ6SRyeaTArf0_D9z2MdJ0NWuFHouvnvGhBWFYkJpcx529QSfc9XMvmwmB1BqYvKhrzQqqLGQlsNdjCVima_s6gTv9O3nibys2xy1Fixy4mzxg==&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt38fn1JJL1fUZtuW0DBXO1NssS4boZ3PFNR3u2POXrxq-BED0v_B58h0OTyiwL8BXnu3DebBwaFDarIro8pokMojpP7EAfmPqDaVdwr9TKdVuOxosDrrP7JJexPhXGk6XRez8y8gFrby14HbYqWduXiob5ibd_H4RJ&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001iwREazeHMmap_LM2dezhElPRarNi54YS9suxzc521o7zPS2gefU82Xsy9Kwkqxt36O_ky8u_YQtF_2WBLjpAC8NqSu8sl8boZ0T7ZFJM1OraP9aF496TOoooc6UBzinn7WVot0YqEtSvyZLyJGUKeSSZNKxbZcPdErCbEcpNVFHnsgeS7fmuup2dJ3bpyaTLVU6owvTcJx_HiuHgADnKuqkkgiwPntE4rc2nqNh-MyJWVMm_lorIaEtRPPmnB2GDdZZmxT46NgOniQtze-js0uVkPAdQs02Y_Z5lOztKG_96dAtVwEs5jwcEY8prtDUpAsjESbncEN0N1HtxaCh5gaMntbdwZtjQxwRXCM6TLeBwdj6CyLV9zM54nvv58VmEHftPMUWIIbZxvcrKbdKqJAgW_NfFtU2MSdvn8sBA31tK9DUuJutsXKc3uOOe2Hi4lTl96HUR214=&c=db769KPHkp0UTYONYtMPY8RuQ1PrF0h7x9sJIIh4rMi6fa1Xvalcfw==&ch=7GHquIELy7wRNs8ItRSfMpGrdchX8u9ROG5MaiUPirZiPEin6nzXyQ==





WASHINGTON D.C.
Think Twice About Why the Media Attacks Barr
The Democrats Indulge in a Death Wish
Bolton Confirms Central Impeachmen Charge
When Black lives matter to Democrats, and when they don't
Fresh evidence Obama ordered up the phony Russiagate scandal


LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Minneapolis: A Staggering Number Of Homes Just Hit The Market And 43% Increase For Rentals
Buildings damaged in MInneapolis and St. Paul after riots
San Jose commission criticized for lack of diversity now led by Latinx
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
First Weekend Of Riots, Looting Damage In 20 Major Cities Exceeded $400 Million
The rise of coercive progressivism
Latino leaders demand Fla. governor apologize for linking 'Hispanic farmworkers' to COVID-19 rise


2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
From sleepy to senile: Inside the Trump campaign's effort to rebrand BIden
Biden's best vice-president pick is obvious, Duckworth of Illinois
Kamala Harris's Very Open Secret
For Biden VP, Black Democrats Are Torn Between Harris and Warren
Barr: Widespread Mail-In Voting Ripe for Fraud 'That Cannot Be Policed'
1 in 5 Ballots Rejected as Fraud is Charged in N.J. Mail-In Election
Trump Campaign Stands By Parscale Amid Shake-Up Push
Why Biden's Lead is Safer Than Clinton's


LOCAL POLICE
Most cops are heroes - don't defund and demonize them because of misconduct of a few
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
Chicago: 10 Year Old Gil, Toddler Among Dead in Wave of Violence
New York: 11 Shot in Under 12 Hours
Minneapolis gun violence soars amid crises of health, public trust, officer reluctance
St.Louis: 12 shot, 1 Dead in Spree
Exodus: 272 NYPD copes file for retirement


EDUCATION
Whistleblower: Education Department Killed Website That Made Applying for Loan Forgiveness Too
Easy
The End of Police in Schools
1-in-5 Teachers Unlikely to Return to Schools if Reopened in the Fall, Poll Says


ENERGY
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission Reaffirms Line 3 Approval
Chesapeake Energy files for bankruptcy
California takes 'bold step' toward zero-emission trucks
Pennsylvania grand jury report on fracking: DEP failed to protect public health
Democrats seek to extend tax breaks for wind and solar


MEXICO / CANADA
Mexico City police chief shot in assassination attempt, blames CJNG drug cartel
Powerful 7.4 magnitude earthquake rocks Mexico; at least six people dead
As the coronavirus hits grim global milestones, Canada's new cases, deaths drop


PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL
RCP President Trump Job Approval
RCP Betting Odds


HIRING OPPORTUNITIES


Oracle: Opower | Manager of Regulatory Affairs and Market Development - Eastern US
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JAMES E. CAMPOS DIRECTS EQUITY IN ENERGY
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY


Read Exclusive Interview
James E. Campos, DOE


Inclusion and Diversity
"A Matter of US National Security"


Washington D.C. — Leading the drive for inclusion
and diversity in America's three trillion dollar
energy industry is the charge of the Office of
Economic Impact and Diversity within the U.S.
Department of Energy. The Director of the office is
appointed by the president and confirmed by the
senate. It is the only office of its kind in the entire
federal government.


James E. Campos, its current Director appointed
by President Trump, is leading Equity in Energy on
behalf of the Department of Energy.
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EXPLORE ALL 17 NATIONAL LABORATORIES
Ames Laboratory
RESEARCHING THE 2ND DIMENSION: Science fiction talks about the fifth dimension, but Ames
scientists are more fascinated by the second dimension and their ability to see individual atoms.
Argonne National Laboratory
IN THE ARMS OF T-REX: The extremely bright X-rays from the Advanced Photon Source, a giant
synchrotron light source nearly a mile around, will give scientists an unprecedented look inside the arm
bones of SUE, which is the largest and best-preserved T. rex skeleton ever found.
Brookhaven National Laboratory
FIRST VIDEO GAME?: More than 50 years ago, before either arcades or home video games, visitors
waited in line at Brookhaven National Laboratory to play “Tennis for Two,” an electronic tennis game that
is unquestionably a forerunner of the modern video game.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
THE ART OF FERMILAB: The interplay of art and science has been an essential part of the U.S.
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Department of Energy’s Fermilab throughout its 50-year history. Nowhere is that more apparent than in
the work of the legendary Angela Gonzales, the laboratory’s 11th employee and first and only full-time
artist.
Idaho National Laboratory
NUCLEAR PIONEERS: The technology for the world’s first nuclear-powered submarine was pioneered in
the desert of Idaho. Today, the lab’s Advanced Test Reactor supports a wide variety of government and
privately sponsored research.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
MATERIALS MAGIC: Berkeley Lab’s Materials Project is using supercomputers to calculate the
properties of every existing inorganic compound on Earth -- along with many more that don’t exist yet --
to spark a materials science revolution.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
PLANETARY DEFENDERS: Asteroids headed for a collision with the Earth, if found early enough, can
be acted upon to prevent the potentially devastating consequences of an impact. One way to do that?
With a nuclear explosive.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
WILDFIRE WIZARDRY: Understanding and predicting wildfire behavior is a difficult scientific problem,
but Rod Linn’s team is tackling research that could save lives using Los Alamos supercomputing power.
National Energy Technology Laboratory
FREEING REEs: Contrary to their name, Rare earth elements aren’t actually very rare, but they’re
incredibly useful. Cell phones, computers, satellites -- all kinds of things use rare earth elements. And
one place you can find them is in coal.
National Renewable Energy Laboratory
SUPER HEATING: NREL teamed with Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Intel to develop the innovative warm-
water, liquid-cooled Peregrine supercomputer, which not only operates efficiently but also serves as the
primary source of building heat for NREL's Energy Systems Integration Facility offices and laboratories.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
POWERING SPACE EXPLORATION: For the first time in decades, Oak Ridge scientists are producing
plutonium-238, a specialized radioactive fuel that will provide power for NASA and other missions into
deep space.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
SOUND OF SCIENCE: In the 1970s, PNNL invented a technique called optical digital recording that
stores information as a track of dots about one micron in diameter. This innovation served as the critical
design element for compact discs and DVDs.
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
A STAR ON EARTH: Fusion is created using plasma, the fourth element of matter, and it’s the process
that powers the sun and the stars. PPPL is working to create and harness the power of a star right here
on Earth.
Sandia National Laboratories
ROBOT RODEO: Welcome to the annual Western National Robot Rodeo, a thrilling four-day event where
civilian and military bomb squad teams get practice using robots to defuse diverse, dangerous situations.
Savannah River National Laboratory
VIRTUAL REACTOR: How do you decommission a Cold War-era production nuclear reactor that’s more
than 60 years old? With virtual reality, Savannah River Lab scientists have found a powerful tool to help
with this sensitive work.
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
FEMTOSECOND: Linac Coherent Light Source X-ray laser and other advanced lasers to capture some
of nature’s speediest processes that occur in just femtoseconds, or quadrillionths of a second.
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility
UNIVERSAL GLUE: Our visible universe is built mostly of glue, which generates roughly 98 percent of
visible mass. Now, an experiment is gearing up to study novel manifestations of that glue.
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Joseph Dominguez, CEO, ComEd in Chicago and
Board Chair, Hispanics In Energy; Director James
E. Campos, DOE; and, President & CEO Jose L.
Perez, Hispanics In Energy.


Campos Regularly Speaks Before
Energy Policy Forums


Campos spoke at the 2020 Energy Legislative
Summit in Washington D.C. and the Illinois Energy
Policy Summit in Chicago. He has invited diverse
communities to discuss Equity in Energy including
the American Association of Blacks in Energy
(AABE), Asians in Energy, Environment and
Commerce (AE2C) and, Hispanics In Energy
(HIE).


Pillars of Equity in Energy


STEM Enhacement
Develop and cultivate relationships and resources
to advance the next generation of STEM educated
professionals.


Supplier Diversity
Enhance the productivity of the energy sector
supply chain by identifying areas where diversity
can add meaningful value


Workforce Development
Maximize the efficiency and vibrancy of the energy
sector, which provides jobs to millions of
Americans, and fuels our continued economic
prosperity and security


Energy Affordability
Enhance and promote the efficient and
sustainable production and delivery of energy,
especially to vulnerable and under-served
communities.


Technical Assistance
Provide practical hands-on workshops and
seminars to assist businesses and individuals to
gain access to the opportunities within the energy
sector.


Equity in Energy aims to establish critical
linkages to bridge the gap to ensure everyone can
participate in the energy economy.
In under-served communities, there is often a
disconnect when it comes to generating interest in
entering the energy sector and then in the
awareness and the ability to access the
opportunities available.


Minnesota Public Utility Commission Reaffirms
Approval of Line 3 Project: $8.2 billion and 4,200 jobs


St. Paul, MN - The Minnesota Public Utilities Commission reaffirmed its approval for Enbridge's Line 3
Pipeline replacement project today. The Commission upheld the project's certificate of need, route permit
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http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wt5aoVYkhRmrSkM9jFaM26pHrkNTR4pA2ErgiUT9OlHy_CqGJDigjEvvwVMvq_OLalT8zkpIQPltCsbqdp-kLq4b-2Oet3QOih5UL8qcY7CaJGkyb3ZFMT1te0BrJXR_8mDSb5LU75f1rm3rdAPUs1_w==&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBMuhidjtx3aPn6hK8dgOkpyjxVW8tci50u5A3lIgorzkk4ZaXi4UVt8CFi268PpZsfltj7mmKGPjV4t4-tHjdHjDQ6YxGms2yKwQB4Uj_rLLa1qX5dGGaAfWS-FbFlkX7JjJNdAzoRs0rZc5Fs9QxPo2mfpkeyV1U4BmUjeU5zyw-mH9ENr1RxDtK8DVAN7r1P-PS9JxGtla8TUe0bFWo_Car85-hRyMympklNgjGWoX&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBMuhidjtx3aP_o-xC05phmKf6cHJKCcNJfi2SIeuWpioM-4kxWvolVxA3DF7MwVndWd5sdwkgcbye18gLVINSqEv1dNYygaDzSw5WW5h18e58JKAspqUXX8OzNk9m6A1_E3qK7fR7Huisy2ojBecx5patLz-vr18NoPRDfPYhtzNdWHX5vg1tjYB9SiGbW0M10EY4u1JvzocTGtyav0fCPFCISXKnmmCxR_5gE9divtH-DjV5H00YjQwbHpmPjV7zw==&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBMuhidjtx3aP_o-xC05phmKf6cHJKCcNJfi2SIeuWpioM-4kxWvolVxA3DF7MwVndWd5sdwkgcbye18gLVINSqEv1dNYygaDzSw5WW5h18e58JKAspqUXX8OzNk9m6A1_E3qK7fR7Huisy2ojBecx5patLz-vr18NoPRDfPYhtzNdWHX5vg1tjYB9SiGbW0M10EY4u1JvzocTGtyav0fCPFCISXKnmmCxR_5gE9divtH-DjV5H00YjQwbHpmPjV7zw==&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==





Michelle Lujan Grisham, Governor, New Mexico Select


Rep. Val Demings, Florida Select


Elizabeth Warren, Senator, Massachusetts Select


Kamala Harris, Senator, California Select


Susan Rice, former National Security Advisor to Obama Select


Rep. Karen Bass, California Select


and the project's environmental impact statement.


The Commission approved the project two years ago but was challenged in court. Another challenge is
possible.


The new multi-billion-dollar Line 3 Replacement Program will comprise the newest and most advanced
pipeline technology and support Canadian crude oil production growth. The Canadian component is set
at $5.3 billion and $2.9 billion for the American component. The project plans to employ 4,200 workers
beginning later in 2020 and will take two years to build.


WHO WOULD BE BIDEN'S
BEST PICK FOR VICE PRESIDENT?


PLEASE VOTE HERE
Former Vice President Joe Biden, presumed presidential nominee for the Democrat Party, is vetting up to
ten women to be his running mate. Although, mentioned occasionally by the media, New Mexico
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham is the first Latina to be seriously considered for this position by the
Party. However, several formidable women are being considered and we ask our readers to select their
favorite candidate. The results will be reported on July 7.


Who should Joe Biden pick for Vice President?


Your vote will be held in the strictest confidence and not shared with any other party.


DRAMATIC DECLINE IN COVID-19 U.S. DEATHS
HIGHEST DAY - 2,749 DEATHS ON APRIL 21, 2020
LOWEST DAY - 271 DEATHS ON JUNE 21, 2020
YESTERDAY - 346 DEATHS



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4M5z5yIAEcDm0i0fjcqWkn3dl7OHni3jmJSeYhLmZ5HEuh7ROeSitRk4x8JgJb26XyI-e6yBVdlNWRFVVIvkpt7c0rZzGWZkNsWjTo-xCgddBWhfsGLzQpqHebNg_0ag0vNvlQ_g5u2KHPF-VhY-vdjtRc3EpOItyxvQDKp2hhnrNYUqhZJPfmb59ON9IBaWjFdls3HqrG8gTM3CQDe4epXMpj-lQJD7MtTm46SV6iVFWzcyERd5uY653fLqVYyuR5W-usfrWYTO772V-oW_il-Ig_o4PmG9t-Gel34cVI44MDrwhD7iWigLM3C8hlEBwrpcz6LXIO-10TOloWvObJ_uIQRCmqCxGv18Wd1VvJKqJbAX8hNqFe6fYGqsUQzg_pCrt84cNAsvkJiQ16wtQ4I6YTBSLxHk40BY786ZU8bERlzwIszMF9muTDeoeqQWztLw7Pbi0Zh_VbuMdwgO7zmCZTG1GJhBv7IXf14bOUZjMxGk_TJcwntA3U-jWnyBWmoq8eBVLu9g6gDIvuWIZiVrgHje-9T7Uvy_1QLblu9Hw=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4MOg06sL-9FcFkO0w7AIo4EXL3F88_dQeU4prQCiX2aZ_cU-Y5Gzn1fTypJ81VSJvrWxnpPRNvo81SHaPiMLWfWKrFdascn6fB4-_idbDDS5bXykNeXTq46f5Fux4TGx4xCV5Zaha2tPpThBh_sRkvY0ijq7294exjUvihtxMu3FpSRVqajl2I7eukY1k8Wo_iE7HrytK-Me6K6bVHttObz_9QiaaIDu9W00mAnTf3RTxFjKhYdSqWXlHb3Z983BdUUzlBQ6QeZDEYBGvs_Lo5H3NIPYOfvd1ybAwhyIcF3-9-n3Gvzs0va0jvGI0fE3YVwv4BCXxLXavvT1rV1b8Uir57K4MM3zUxM2Y7zQ9ajsNQsdXKa6uI_7CwgPkd3oSCxmGqhPbvk3TBliXPgS2OyB79WxvpPTrlUsKYg2eScdb_tJeEjjL-eZ-oOSmzYUzw8hjAHK13vXYSxK2wV29J4oXMtEOhJPO6K2x1p8GiBTHZpp5KqV8dx1XlMDwdGnYeqC8TJcLP70VL-jZ2nMebL7eRCCCAUFwvCykvqv1LIjo=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4MSfdGX7pNYHmvBje5Lt3lKTi_xT8BnUtLomg17cmohynLfx0S6Qpy8f70HQ8VFmbn1-GBLvmZGtb26R4ZB0oD2Pes5f8AuUB6qW6PdjKWUFeGEyMcCIbZMxVB-tmPmOw-LcMAp0mN1lYCNkDZaRRncX-6PSL489knrswxu6bQauyz-kP_cW2fPRG5Rnqf2zHawRqjYwYOzrn7qkxcbQqL_exTgysXcRTApsK6lfo-tP2AvHJcELlzTUppU3JHRqTBnplGUjbg1-U4SXCo_YH82N4G7p9y_t2txhzbx0xQGAgGYJzLsZcfeJaDsx4PMa1ETE3vgaGW7RKfPDmrTDFGPK2BpC6hu9XTWUglym4tpgTffhnoS8zjRYAOB-1UtWFrFsqm0VfIb3KHsVIYCpBZklDvrghQMB_POqvehjBTQO6jJ4KKqgB2njd9vT_Na2rQPbXzFeOa_jW07e0V1LrqFnZphfAo6_N8drqWoANI7t7zU6XubVt-PAKhXAa2-sFT-mATp3z5dscmg0wb15GGduayEEwC19OUKeF5DrUrJnc=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4Mw33CyzKDxguaZJrz0_9C0jQyKQDxQbSuzdqNYRdqRP6EJon-MjlBALl0fg_JCqkA_m6eBtyDuj1QuSkWZvLmknP4hr0B2PGlpczlnWWUHkvjxkOH0IkEgaxa1YkGG5-VScAAMYJK5Oqo6kgob5CJTuQi6Dz4xX7PXpR83nHLX3ecEzAOaemy3FPuyiXRglPErIfLIcotK55qapqKEYUe1p-6nFcp9fe13pAeFhJnv6cQuYWV6KhPRQqNk5XwC2qFWc2x19MrYUZF7AqdLsMHa_r1kz-gjQK21qR-IJROWaJo_ylL2E061-McMxaTPQvU5WXTndXNIxRBzFdE1vsZJIR8E72HupvJCZua_EWTgRCyBb9sD2kpKc_YcQRzcxlEaF_-q8iIntYdMx8KNgP5998vCPpATPIBGfn_81yv4njHA4xJWHKyFvrDArrhpmrPef-cWDo06v9Jp-zXMTIK2gcGXyoAitF1ocbGgA5wlcbnGoa7yutpDSIQUX7zysCtFZu4HEFNJFoeXifli-UTACTZtIEwiYJkon_iU6huWOM=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4MYxEVklLsVpWYj51Tmek336Q8cxAnF9jkfOwzTX56aYJ0P4JURu4cfYdQDsKy_1Y9epOqlm7rK_oCeGCnpGjbty8NXcHjoa8MXiSzh-UD3N2asTJxGtkEI3Asu_Of41gC7zViBxXHJWirJLTspRVHCw6NPSvdfFfiCxsDAmpZ-o17hsG_qzOVJYE9I8k9VkD_0nx-VFMBhSGQCgmULLC8wc_DI1eWn_-Qx4oXAKtPqOjxtLBRIAzTMKEbLtk0gYN8K14h7egPq-A-RIwiHVyQ8okju9tTyhxr4J_Lhd6er7j_TXbTuvaRv-ld7hCn2X_TBF3JL1W0EBXq6phRfMd7fzTeQ_Fp2iQqJ5_Ixxq0JLth9NccWI3Tftz25c2UxK-WD5VsRLMDNGNg5Q-En8TGhS-VzekI78dlX8aQAU_cHO-H0fwemMOoWwd76vNJiaHBVKB63lRlvhMPmMrEItGp-OvG_xPyYFuZE9sOXM90Ju-qhREdMdEzIjJWxqepcEFN8nBTFx2vB1rkysG1gpYJtx0X6opvbXJf6DZlovkUkAc=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBPZZg_hOCl4MdqKA_SF4bG0RlRsWuHXraF-cd8k3TlH_3zAuU7bw75ZN5sH1XrM6yHR4tHwrNtA1sDxoeSMbDVJxwQtfdV-oHlTh5ES6wrdMiTcNu_PJm9Q6IrkFq0BasdEIxQSfV-YETAhrOGBBq8e0El6xw6Ts3scoNils9-FOEBsDobKg8PFGK9-DHnDseD7GCbDiTwGx8exgodrCc-jIRpX2-hie4a4OkbC3AgK0EWTg9QXijqJk9kJLLfVDoA2R-0AlWYvbt2e-buSukEmxgRko_RLY0keoPfjAm9pKOl10p16vSZO7tJZKsWyCBrFIt7yaBRXw5_uzxiT2z2hm8OVhZ2i2-nk-PiaQVGlnF5mClq_o2ntw0Z0fNTqA9kVQVAbLbXXLXAvROUF2INv9YehkDeU83DNv12dfKDcLXsKyxgQwvM2HW8pLFF2l3L1Saam1yNh5CM0QfHgTQ9g5KYDsHglonsA6kXi6lDmZtfR-lv6eu9Xe-O5u9MSOWHkcREK7srsjh4bYOaOmZnLI0865BNX_ENsVFX-JdN-YgAIkuro8GXk=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBDK-mmnlbT_1MOm8msCFruZJL8hQ4MuPB7eBrimh5Q4JidICJr95saaceoVtIfQKafPyMeO4-f-K1Dl07rQtO4arW0ZREiIs_1AJ5M9MgiZz9fT-CaJBRRsQghEpr8qXTXFzAj6T8UstOsmnr9annbx4apluaFgeLt04GpT9mOHKvf26OYsQ0o4x97syjq5sOjWCK3uPbmk9&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBDK-mmnlbT_1MOm8msCFruZJL8hQ4MuPB7eBrimh5Q4JidICJr95saaceoVtIfQKafPyMeO4-f-K1Dl07rQtO4arW0ZREiIs_1AJ5M9MgiZz9fT-CaJBRRsQghEpr8qXTXFzAj6T8UstOsmnr9annbx4apluaFgeLt04GpT9mOHKvf26OYsQ0o4x97syjq5sOjWCK3uPbmk9&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBDK-mmnlbT_1MOm8msCFruZJL8hQ4MuPB7eBrimh5Q4JidICJr95saaceoVtIfQKafPyMeO4-f-K1Dl07rQtO4arW0ZREiIs_1AJ5M9MgiZz9fT-CaJBRRsQghEpr8qXTXFzAj6T8UstOsmnr9annbx4apluaFgeLt04GpT9mOHKvf26OYsQ0o4x97syjq5sOjWCK3uPbmk9&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wtlbV1R3xRUPyPaeHkVl4VbsHfaheZ1A1liXNpQOCf8ShJCetnMwPqPObTYAwQBmzEPMP5cNAzsq_lCuwkvH__fMGMtm2gR0ehi7QsEfZwo3aciPrC2VBrNjmbZ6SMeYw4KKBXtWQ_ikXB1a7G_PHj2QMGkqAMXTqY77QaQZcqlmP6JMEaO2Tv8cE6QfxnMPBZ&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==





SELECT STORIES - Week of June 29, 2020


COVID-19
World's latest count by country


USA latest count by state - Dramatic drop in COVID-19 fatalities despite Increase in Infections
Canada
Mexico - Dramatic increase in both infections and fatalities


Getting realistic about the coronavirus death rate
Media Ignores 90% Coronavirus Death Collapse In Country
Where are the deaths?
Spiking coronavirus cases threaten fragile recovery
Houston Methodist hospitals see triple the number of COVID-19 patients in expanding pandemic
The virus that shut down the world
Latino House Democrats demand answers on government coronavirus contracts with Palantir


ECONOMY & BUSINESS
COVID-19 is erasing decades of economic gains achieved through globalization
State Economies Most Exposed to Coronavirus
Washington state discovers fraudulent unemployment claims in the hundreds of millions of dollars



http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wtlbV1R3xRUPyPaeHkVl4VbsHfaheZ1A1liXNpQOCf8ShJCetnMwPqPObTYAwQBmzEPMP5cNAzsq_lCuwkvH__fMGMtm2gR0ehi7QsEfZwo3aciPrC2VBrNjmbZ6SMeYw4KKBXtWQ_ikXB1a7G_PHj2QMGkqAMXTqY77QaQZcqlmP6JMEaO2Tv8cE6QfxnMPBZ&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBF-ct3fJVWpKxdMt3khMXlNuEzrZTKY7XIxn9mah3O_tAkpQb2mN0Q_jZeVDsCvm97pGFcoQLk1dYe-qs1SX22J9CXmVYtF7ls6oKaJeOC-fPjUM5lzFDNf6wv0FtKYjYYzZ-ou4B2WaD2Tl565Z8JgpRohl4HH3fyTxjoE50rNgQ3bP0kEpChI=&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wtlbV1R3xRUPyPaeHkVl4VbsHfaheZ1A1liXNpQOCf8ShJCetnMwPqPObTYAwQBmzEPMP5cNAzsq_lCuwkvH__fMGMtm2gR0ehi7QsEfZwo3aciPrC2VBrNjmbZ6SMeYw4KKBXtWQ_ikXB1a7G_PHj2QMGkqAMXTqY77QaQZcqlmP6JMEaO2Tv8cE6QfxnMPBZ&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wt7XSec7NkwVo0etB6QTnzRK_cMM1PPdVhLwzyIxZ6ZHjYbyUZeGIDIlmGp1IgHC_o5smZe9dFOcEsO7NwPGJ6bTZ4I9NAl3EOGZBCSCDOgvZNujQOOEyuivKYwzO6MR2uxdn190Fh88Hm-zb27Djf6aAPzh6zxzXeDGcEjexBLrjYZMjn8Qi2iBBJ5Qe2rC0l&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001SFkQvEUPQfbd4Y5gt0v8vhlJ8nIvTYmFMJLooIo0SzYrtps4CLRcBIYcf8o921wtoJrru2D2c-kuOmZcjh4RO7pgu-EqOPN1Jnm7FL0ALmCr5ne_Nr4afDChZrQ5uK0S5GtIVyspMB5YVSiFaKrgqDctsgdz_fSI31DFuKJXptMzdt6JcmNyLPvLX0V2S6Kns7ev1vb1IZkccBB8Aen3oEqMqUgLM33eniVz8BMpCWch4UF-VpXcf2VWsd3odD9E&c=UIfQKOYdCH9LR-XMZVYdmZ3mEBBuz0X4KjRP0k6gk0s9I8FmY4T4aA==&ch=80ezYo2WrPUwrahf0CVjXcyiIrHkcSfe0c2LRXOTvfLg3W9bsAHd-Q==
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WASHINGTON D.C.
Think Twice About Why the Media Attacks Barr
The Democrats Indulge in a Death Wish
Bolton Confirms Central Impeachmen Charge
When Black lives matter to Democrats, and when they don't
Fresh evidence Obama ordered up the phony Russiagate scandal


LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Minneapolis: A Staggering Number Of Homes Just Hit The Market And 43% Increase For Rentals
Buildings damaged in MInneapolis and St. Paul after riots
San Jose commission criticized for lack of diversity now led by Latinx
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
First Weekend Of Riots, Looting Damage In 20 Major Cities Exceeded $400 Million
The rise of coercive progressivism
Latino leaders demand Fla. governor apologize for linking 'Hispanic farmworkers' to COVID-19 rise


2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
From sleepy to senile: Inside the Trump campaign's effort to rebrand BIden
Biden's best vice-president pick is obvious, Duckworth of Illinois
Kamala Harris's Very Open Secret
For Biden VP, Black Democrats Are Torn Between Harris and Warren
Barr: Widespread Mail-In Voting Ripe for Fraud 'That Cannot Be Policed'
1 in 5 Ballots Rejected as Fraud is Charged in N.J. Mail-In Election
Trump Campaign Stands By Parscale Amid Shake-Up Push
Why Biden's Lead is Safer Than Clinton's


LOCAL POLICE
Most cops are heroes - don't defund and demonize them because of misconduct of a few
Individuals, businesses sue Seattle after violence in police-free protest zone
Chicago: 10 Year Old Gil, Toddler Among Dead in Wave of Violence
New York: 11 Shot in Under 12 Hours
Minneapolis gun violence soars amid crises of health, public trust, officer reluctance
St.Louis: 12 shot, 1 Dead in Spree
Exodus: 272 NYPD copes file for retirement


EDUCATION
Whistleblower: Education Department Killed Website That Made Applying for Loan Forgiveness Too
Easy
The End of Police in Schools
1-in-5 Teachers Unlikely to Return to Schools if Reopened in the Fall, Poll Says


ENERGY
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission Reaffirms Line 3 Approval
Chesapeake Energy files for bankruptcy
California takes 'bold step' toward zero-emission trucks
Pennsylvania grand jury report on fracking: DEP failed to protect public health
Democrats seek to extend tax breaks for wind and solar


MEXICO / CANADA
Mexico City police chief shot in assassination attempt, blames CJNG drug cartel
Powerful 7.4 magnitude earthquake rocks Mexico; at least six people dead
As the coronavirus hits grim global milestones, Canada's new cases, deaths drop


PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL
RCP President Trump Job Approval
RCP Betting Odds


HIRING OPPORTUNITIES


Oracle: Opower | Manager of Regulatory Affairs and Market Development - Eastern US
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